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SEPTIC TO SEWER:

An Overview
According to the Florida Department of Health (FDOH),
in 2007 approximately 2.6 million Onsite Treatment
and Disposal Systems (OSTDSs) serve the wastewater
disposal needs of about 30 percent of Florida’s citizens.
Due to factors including but not limited to the state’s
hydrogeology, population density, and proximity of the
population to bodies of water, septic systems have been
deemed a detriment to the health of many water bodies
around the state. The Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP) is working with stakeholders around
the state to improve impaired bodies of water identified
through the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) process
(http://www.dep.state.fl.us/water/tmdl.background.htm).
As part of this process, scientific investigations are
conducted to determine the causes of the impairments,
and septic systems have been identified as a source
of nutrient loading that must be addressed. When an
Outstanding Florida Spring is found to be impaired, a Basin
Management Action Plan (BMAP) is prepared to identify
projects that will include the improving water quality.
The Florida Legislature has implemented mandates
for certain areas of the state to address the impact of
septic systems. For example, during the 2016 legislative
session the Legislature passed Senate Bill 552 (aka the
Water Bill), which created Part VIII of Chapter 373, Florida
Statutes, consisting of Sections 373.801-373.813, and
created the “Florida Springs and Aquifer Protection Act.”
The Act identifies local governments as having primary

responsibility for providing domestic wastewater collection
and treatment services and stormwater management and
required the “foregoing responsible entities” to coordinate
to restore and maintain the water and water quality of the
Outstanding Florida Springs.
This document offers broad ideas, insights, and
information on how to address concerns regarding the
environmental impacts of OSTDSs in your community.
Although this document is not intended to cover every
option available to address OSTDSs, it does offer some
alternatives and lessons learned from communities
around the state who have been involved in septic to
sewer projects.
The document also takes a brief look at OSTDSs and
offer information regarding the operational realities of
septic systems. It provides an overview of the various
technologies available to transition from traditional septic
systems to more environmentally-friendly wastewater
disposal alternatives.
As part of a septic to sewer transition, a variety of nontechnical issues must be addressed. This Guidance
Document looks at some of these topics including public
education and awareness, the financial realities of such a
transition (including some of the potential funding sources
for a program), and some legal and regulatory issues that
impact septic to sewer programs.

Lithia Springs, Hillsborough County
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SECTION 1:

Fact and Fiction
Regarding
OSTDSs
We often take for granted the infrastructure and
facilities that technology provides — including OSTDSs
(onsite sewage treatment disposal systems, or septic
tanks). OSTDSs have been used in the United States for
wastewater disposal since the late 19th Century when
John Mouras designed the first septic tank and built a
prototype using concrete. He used clay pipes to funnel
wastewater from his home into the tank. From then,
septic systems became a common wastewater disposal
method:
• 1881 – Mouras is granted a patent for his septic tank
design.
• 1883 – Septic systems start appearing throughout
the US.
• 1940s – Septic systems become cheaper and more
popular during the post-WWII economic boom.
• 1960s – Old septic systems begin failing. Construction
of wastewater treatment plants cannot keep up with
growth of cities and towns.
• 1970s – Many local governments begin regulating
septic system sizing and design, along with
permitting new system installation to ensure they are
designed and installed properly.

Septic Truck

on septic tanks for
wastewater disposal.
Therefore, the public
must understand how
septic tanks work and their impact
on the environment.

How Septic Systems Work
Septic systems are underground wastewater
treatment structures commonly used in
areas without centralized sewer systems.
They use the combination of nature and
proven technology to treat wastewater from household
plumbing produced by bathrooms, kitchen drains, and
laundry. A typical septic system consists of a septic tank
and a drainfield, or soil absorption field.
The septic tank digests organic matter and separates
floatable matter (e.g., oils and grease) and solids from
the wastewater. Soil-based systems discharge the liquid
(known as effluent) from the septic tank into a series
of perforated pipes buried in a drainfield, drainage
chambers, or other special units designed to slowly
release the effluent into the soil or surface water.

However, we really don’t think about how a septic system
works. In Florida, the Florida Department of Health
(FDOH) permits the installation of septic systems. FDOH
works to prevent disease of environmental origin, but
they are not charged with environmental protection. As
such, FDOH and the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP) work closely together to meet
regulatory requirements that promote public safety and
reduce pollution to impaired water bodies.
There are approximately 2.6 million septic tanks in
Florida, with approximately 30 percent of the state relying
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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Alternative systems use pumps or gravity to help septic
tank effluent trickle through sand, organic matter (e.g., peat
and sawdust), constructed wetlands, or other media to remove
or neutralize pollutants such as disease-causing pathogens,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and other contaminants. Some
alternative systems are designed to evaporate wastewater or
disinfect it before it is discharged to the soil or surface waters.

through piping onto porous surfaces that allow
wastewater to filter though the soil. The soil accepts,
treats, and disperses wastewater as it percolates through
the soil, ultimately discharging to groundwater. If the
drainfield is overloaded with too much liquid, it will
flood, causing wastewater to flow to the ground surface
or create backups in toilets and sinks.
5. Finally, the wastewater percolates into the soil, which
serves as a filter for harmful coliform bacteria, viruses,
and nutrients. Coliform bacteria are a group of bacteria
predominantly inhabiting the intestines of humans or
other warm-blooded animals and are an indicator of
human fecal contamination.

Septic Systems and Their Impact on the
Environment

Specifically, this is how a typical septic system works:
1. All water runs out of your house from one main drainage
pipe into a septic tank.
2. The septic tank is a buried, water-tight container usually
made of concrete, fiberglass, or polyethylene. Its job is
to hold the wastewater long enough to allow solids to
settle down to the bottom – forming sludge – while the
oil and grease floats to the top as scum. Compartments
and a T-shaped outlet prevent the sludge and scum from
leaving the tank and traveling into the drainfield area.
3. The effluent then exits the tank into the drainfield.
4. The drainfield is a shallow, covered excavation made in
unsaturated soil. Pretreated wastewater is discharged

All septic systems release nitrogen and phosphorus to the
subterrain from their drainfield. Septic system age can
have a significant impact on the system’s functionality and
effectiveness. Although newer septic systems can be more
effective at treatment in the right conditions, all septic
systems discharge nutrients to drainfields.
The location of the project area relative to surface water is relevant
because the drainfield effluent eventually enters the groundwater,
which flows through the soil and into the surface water. Porous soil
and a high groundwater table do not provide the correct
conditions for the natural decomposition of the sewage. The
porous Floridian soils and high groundwater table inhibit the
treatment process and allow partially treated sewage to enter the
surface water (see figure below). As a result, the denitrification
process is not able to complete its course. Sewage is only partially
treated, and nitrogen levels increase in the soil, further
deteriorating water quality.

Figure 1-4 Typical Coastal Septic System and Drainfield
The natural process is interrupted as the
effluent quickly seeps through the
porous soil and enters the groundwater.
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Lastly, the population density and septic system use
within an area also have a significant impact on the
amount of nitrogen that enters the environment.
Too much nitrogen promotes excessive algae growth
within the waterways – contributing to and sustaining
the formation of harmful algae blooms. Harmful algae
blooms can lead to aquatic hypoxia, causing red tide
events and significant ecological destruction.
Recent studies conducted by the Harbor Branch
Oceanographic Institute at the Florida Atlantic University
Marine Ecosystem Health Program have shown that
the increased presence of fecal coliform and increased
concentrations of chlorophyll-a are strongly correlated to
the increase in population and septic system installations,
revealing that the level of treatment provided by septic

systems is not sufficient to protect the water quality of
receiving water bodies.
When levels of nitrogen, fecal coliform, and chlorophyll-a
in waterways exceed the limits of surface water quality
criteria established by FDEP in the Florida Statutes, water
quality standards that protect the health of swimmers
and other recreational uses are not met, putting public
safety at risk.
Although septic tanks are an effective wastewater
disposal alternative in some areas, hydrogeological
conditions, population density, and proximity to
environmentally sensitive areas are all considerations in
the decision-making to determine the most appropriate
wastewater disposal alternative.

Madison Blue Spring State Park
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SECTION 2:

Technical
Alternatives
Overview
When evaluating a transition from septic systems to another
method of wastewater disposal, several alternatives must be
considered. Each alternative has different relative strengths
and challenges. It is important to evaluate the alternatives in
light of the unique characteristics of your community from a
demographic, environmental, and infrastructure
perspective. A combination of alternatives may make sense
for certain situations.
Outlined below are several technical alternatives
for transitioning from a traditional OSTDS to a more
environmentally protective option with some cursory
information on each alternative. This is not a comprehensive
review of the presented alternatives. It is recommended that
you contact your engineering professionals to gain a more
comprehensive evaluation of the alternatives as they apply
to your unique situation.

Gravity Sewer
Gravity collection systems are common throughout Florida
and are a traditional method to collect domestic wastewater
for public utilities. The system involves gravity service
laterals from each customer that connect to gravity sewer
mains connected by manholes approximately every few
hundred feet or at each bend. The gravity system then flows
to localized lift stations in the area. This system of lift
stations pump into force mains used to transport the
collected wastewater to a wastewater treatment facility for
treatment.

Although construction of a gravity system typically results in
a greater disturbance to the developed land (e.g., roadway,
sidewalks, other utilities), gravity systems are overall more
reliable and less maintenance-intensive than other types of
systems since the mechanical and electrical components
are only at the lift stations. The service laterals are generally
the customers’ responsibility to maintain on their property
up to the right-of-way, which over time can reduce the
maintenance costs.

Low-Pressure Systems
Low-pressure systems use a new simplex or duplex grinder
pump station for each customer and are installed in an
easement on each customer’s property. The individual
systems include automatic pumps and control devices
to convey the liquid from the customer’s pump station
into a low-pressure collection system. Each grinder pump
station is connected to the collection system by a smalldiameter pressurized pipe. The use of a smaller pipe is
beneficial since it is less costly and causes less disturbance
on developed lands during installation than traditional
gravity systems. The low-pressure system then conveys the
liquid to a traditional pump station where it is transported
to a wastewater treatment facility through transmission
force mains. Usually customers are required to maintain the
septic effluent pump, provide an easement dedicated to the
local government/utility to allow access onto the property
to maintain the system, and use their own power. Although
low-pressure systems capital costs are generally lower than
gravity or vacuum systems, operation and maintenance
(O&M) costs are generally higher.

Vacuum Sewer
The vacuum sewer system alternative includes a valve pit
serving two or three customers, a vacuum collection system,
and a vacuum collection station with vacuum pumps. In a
vacuum system, sewage flows by gravity from the homes/
structures into a valve pit. Small-diameter gravity piping
(minimum of 4inch diameter) would be installed at relatively
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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shallow depths of 4 to 6 feet at a specified slope. The valve
pits have a pneumatic valve that operate by pressure (no
electrical power is required). The valve pit pneumatic valve
opens automatically when a given quantity of sewage
accumulates in the valve pit.
The vacuum collection system operates under a constant
negative pressure or vacuum. The sewage is transported
by vacuum until it ultimately discharges into a vacuum
collection station. The vacuum collection station takes the
place of a conventional lift station by collecting, storing, and
pumping the sewage via pressure through a force main to
a wastewater treatment facility. Disturbance to developed
land resulting from construction is typically less than the
disturbance from constructing a gravity collection system.
Because the lines are under negative pressure, if a vacuum
line breaks, minimal outfall of wastewater occurs. Also, very
little inflow and infiltration (I&I) occurs compared to gravity
collection systems. The vacuum system requires more O&M
than a gravity collection system since the pneumatic valve
pits need to be inspected and maintained.

Septic Tank Effl uent Pump (STEP) Systems
Septic Tank Effluent Pump (STEP) systems consist of a
conventional septic tank system that captures the solids,
but the liquid effluent flows to a holding tank that contains
a pump and control devices to pump to shallowly buried
small-diameter pipe that collects effluent for transmission
via force main to treatment facilities.
Retrofitting existing septic systems in areas served by septic
systems/drainfield systems may present an opportunity for
cost savings, but often a large number must be replaced or
expanded over the life of the system because of insufficient
capacity, deterioration of concrete tanks, or leaks.
STEP systems may lower on-lot costs because they allow
some gravity service connections due to the continued use
of a septic tank. STEP systems tolerate low-flow conditions
that occur in areas with highly fluctuating seasonal
occupancy and those with slow build-out from a small initial
population to the ultimate design population.

High-Performance OSTDS
In some settings, an OSTDS is the most reasonable
alternative for wastewater disposal. However, in
environmentally sensitive areas the impact of nutrient
loading is still a major environmental concern. With
performance-based OSTDSs, additional treatment allows
the effluent to meet specific performance-based standards.
System designs differ, but all are engineered so the
wastewater is exposed sequentially to aerobic and anaerobic
conditions to allow for nitrification and de-nitrification.
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document

Further de-nitrification can be achieved by having a portion
of the pumped effluent directed back to the pre-treatment
chamber. Some system types include the following, some
of which are more well-established than others. All require
more maintenance than conventional systems to be
effective in nutrient removal.
• Fixed-film systems – On a medium of sand, gravel, or other
substrate, bacterial biofilms de-nitrify some of the nitrate.
• Suspended growth-activated sludge systems – Use similar
bacteria as fixed-film systems, but the bacteria and
solids remain in suspension within an aeration tank.
• Integrated fixed-film and suspended growth systems (IFAS).
• Passive carbon feed with pre-treatment systems –
Additional carbon is supplied to enhance de-nitrification.
• Groundwater treatment/permeable reactive barrier (PRB)
– De-nitrifying media are installed in groundwater to
intercept and remove nitrates – a useful technology, for
instance, near point sources such as sprayfields.
• Sulfur de-nitrification systems – Sulfur is converted to soluble
sulfate to allow conversion of nitrate to nitrogen gas.

Distributed Sewer Network
Since technology continues to develop, options for
alternative treatments will continue to develop. A
“distributed sewer network” is a new development that
places the treatment closer to the source using Individual
Distributed Wastewater Treatment Systems (IDWTS). IDWTS
are decentralized wastewater treatment systems that
remove nitrogen and phosphorus from domestic
wastewater. One interesting innovation with these systems
is their use of a “Micro-SCADA” Platform (MSP) that allows an
unlimited number of individual systems to be continuously
monitored and remotely controlled by a single licensed
wastewater technician over a wireless data connection.
As a result, these systems can be permitted as “Domestic
Wastewater Facilities” through FDEP. SJRWMD has recently
completed a pilot project to evaluate the performance
and feasibility of IDWTS. While successful, a utility-scale
development still needs to be evaluated.
Additionally, FDOH has prepared the Florida Onsite Sewage
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study that offers alternatives for
addressing nitrogen reduction on site using various media in the
drainfields that can be found HERE (Attachment 1, Page 45).
FDEP, FDOH, local governments, and utilities will continue
to evaluate options to reduce costs associated with nitrogen
treatment while protecting the environment.
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SECTION 3:

Feasibility and Cost
Considerations

As local governments evaluate the development of a septic
to sewer project or program, cost to the customers is one of
the major issues that determine the feasibility of moving a
project forward.
There is no one-size-fits-all solution when converting
from septic to sewer. However, some key factors must be
considered when developing a septic to sewer program
for a community, and cost will always be a primary
consideration. For citizens, this includes initial installation
cost and the ongoing monthly bills paid by the home and
business owners. Because most programs are implemented
in phases, we must consider the overall program – not just
an individual project – when determining cost feasibility.
Finally, fairness to all citizens must be considered when
implementing a program.
What is financially feasible will vary from location to
location depending on the demographics, political
priorities, environmental interests, regulatory mandates, etc.
experienced by a given community. The US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has financial feasibility guidelines
for water and wastewater services can be used as a
guideline to evaluate a local government’s rate structure.
This LINK (Attachment 2, Page 289) provides detailed
information on the EPA guidelines, but in general
4.5 percent of median household income (MHI) is considered a
maximum for monthly water and wastewater charges.
There are some concerns regarding use of the EPA
guidelines as an affordability index for setting customer
rates in that it may place an undue burden on the lowerincome population depending on the income disparity
within the community. Other methodologies look more
closely at a lower-quartile income bracket to set base rates.
Challenges can arise in maintaining the revenue needed to
effectively operate the utility system. More information is
outlined in the AWWA/WEF Affordability Assessment Tool
found HERE (Attachment 3, Page 328).

Septic to Sewer Guidance Document

When planning a septic to sewer project or program, a
variety of considerations may be evaluated to determine
the financial feasibility of a project or program. The order
in which projects are pursued can make or break the entire
program. Understanding how a target area “feels” about
the project and clearly communicating the advantages
of the project phasing approach can generate positive
momentum. Many other factors have a more quantitative
impact on cost:
• Availability of existing water facilities
• Proximity to existing wastewater service
• Population density of the selected project area
• Easement and right-of-way availability
• Site conditions
• Pumping requirements
• Availability of wastewater treatment capacity
• Sewer technology selections
In evaluating sewer system technologies, look not only at
the capital costs of a selected technology – but also the
O&M costs and how a selected technology will integrate
into an existing system. What is required by the homeowner
is also a key factor to consider. Whether conventional
gravity, low-pressure, vacuum, or STEP, each system will
have advantages and disadvantages that a community must
consider to determine what is feasible for their situation.
The table below presents a 2017 comparison of cost for
gravity, vacuum, and low-pressure that was prepared for
Charlotte County. This comparison considered the specific
conditions of that area of the state and looked at both
capital investment and long-term O&M costs. Costs will vary
depending on the specific conditions of the project area.
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Sewer Technologies – Cost Comparisons
Sewer System
Technology

On-lot/ERC*

Project Cost/ERC

Annual O&M
Cost/ERC

40-Yr Present
Worth/ERC

Low Pressure (STEP)

$7,675

$13,200 - $14,250

$870 - $980

$30,740 - $32,700

Gravity

$2,258

$20,000 - $23,300

$270 - $380

$27,600 - $30,900

Vacuum

$2,258

$13,200 - $15,000

$420 - $540

$21,100 - $25,500

Assumptions:
1. * - On-lot costs shown without construction contingency.
2. Average lot frontage is 80 feet
3. At least 350 lots
4. All lots developed
5. Interest: 4%

According to EPA’s Informational Overview on
Water and Wastewater Pricing (Office of Wastewater
Management EPA 832-F-03-027) found HERE
(Attachment 4, Page 361), the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) estimates that combined water
and sewer bills currently average 0.5 of 1 percent of

household income in this country (Congressional
Budget Office, Future Investment in Drinking Water
and Wastewater Infrastructure, 2002). When compared
to other developed countries, consumers in the
United States are paying the lowest percentage
of income for water and wastewater services.

Vacuum Sewer Collection Station
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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SECTION 4:

Customer Incentives
and Requirements

Customer acceptance is a key element for a successful septic
to sewer project or program. What a community responds
to will vary depending on the makeup and experience of
its citizens. A variety of incentives can be established to
promote customer acceptance including:
1. Reduce or eliminate assessments when signing on at
the beginning of a project.
2. Include septic tank closure and abandonment as part
of what the local government or utility will pay for.
3. Amortize any assessment over multiple years.
4. Add or upgrade other infrastructure (e.g., water, roads,
sidewalks, landscaping) during the septic to sewer
project.
5. Create a hardship program for those with
demonstrated financial needs.
6. Waive impact fees.

Having information on what other communities of similar
size and demographic make-up are doing with their utilities
can be helpful in understanding what is considered usual
and customary for a given area or community size. The 2016
Florida Water and Wastewater Rate Survey (Raftelis Financial
Consultants) found HERE (Attachment 5, Page 373) was
developed to provide insight into water and wastewater
pricing practices used by publicly owned utilities in Florida.
The goal of the survey is to provide information on the
typical residential potable water/wastewater bills and rate
structures for over 180 Florida public utilities, ranging in
size from utilities serving a population less than 10,000 to
the largest utilities in Florida with service populations of
more than 1 million. The 2016 survey includes utilities with
a cumulative service population of more than 14.3 million
people throughout Florida. Additionally, the case studies
in Section 10 of this document will offer some insights into
what some communities are doing around the state.

Also, customer requirements may need to be put in place
to make the project viable or eligible for certain funding
sources. These may include but not be limited to the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mandatory connection.
Customer assessment.
Customer impact fees.
Utility rate increases.
Septic tank closure and abandonment.
New electric connection for certain types of systems.

Septic Tank Closure and Abandonment
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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SECTION 5:

Public Education
and Awareness

Septic systems have been an accepted form of
wastewater disposal for more than a century and still
serve well under certain conditions. However, as more
has been learned about the impact of nutrients on our
water bodies and how the nutrient discharges from
OSTDSs behave in more sensitive environments, we
recognize the importance of transitioning from septic
systems to centralized sewer in certain areas. Although
many in the scientific, academic, environmental, and
regulatory communities have developed and reviewed
the science and understand the impacts, the average
citizen has not been presented with the science and is
being asked to understand and accept the science and
make a significant financial investment to transition
from septic systems to centralized sewer. This often
requires not only a monthly charge, but a significant
assessment.
A well-planned and executed education and outreach
program is integral to the success of a septic to
sewer project or program. Outlined below are some
elements of an education and awareness program.
Every program should be tailored to address the
specific concerns and issues of your community or
project area.
The Public Meeting Kit
When implementing a septic to sewer program,
holding a public meeting is often an integral part of
providing information to the public at large, but more
specifically the citizens impacted by a specific project.
Additionally, several funding agencies require a public
meeting to be held as part of their application process.
The goals of the public meeting are to provide
information to the citizens about the projects and
to gain feedback from impacted citizens regarding
questions, concerns, and input they have about the
project/program.

Septic to Sewer Guidance Document

To create an environment that facilitates a positive
exchange of information including ideas and concerns
and create a positive atmosphere for discussion, consider
some of the following ideas:
• Meeting Location: Hold the meeting in a neutral
location that is easily accessible to the impacted
citizens.
• Meeting Format: Use an open house format with
information stations. This allows for a more in-depth
discussion with individual citizens. It minimizes
the chances that one individual can dominate the
meeting and maximizes the opportunity to discuss
individual questions or concerns.
• Sign-In Sheet: Have a sign-in sheet will allow the local
government/utility to collect the names and contact
information for citizens interested in a project to
maintain an ongoing information exchange.
• Name Tags: A septic to sewer program is often a
highly charged topic with citizens having significant
concerns. It is important to have a meeting
that remains civil to ensure a good exchange of
information. Name tags help local staff know who
the interested citizens are, and being identified
encourages more civil discourse and behavior.
• Room Set-up: Have a facility large enough to set up
multiple stations is important.
Some potential stations for consideration include the
following:
• Project Overview (rolling PowerPoint presentation
with an overview of the project)
• Project Area Map
• Financial Considerations
12
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• Environmental Considerations
• Project Schedule
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Points of Contact for Citizens
It is important to have enough staff at the meeting to
address small groups and individuals as well as to serve
as a greeter. Large boards and corresponding handouts
with this type of information are useful tools to assist the
personnel staffing each station with the communication
process. Additionally, it can be helpful to have a person
identified as a “floater” to assist with individual citizens
who would like to engage in a detailed discussion or
who become highly emotional or hostile during the
open house. Examples of some of these tools are found
HERE (Attachment 6, Page 401).
Speakers Bureau
How information on septic to sewer conversion programs
and projects is presented and disseminated can make or
break a project. Having the right mix of experts speak at
the right time and venue can pave the way for acceptance
by elected officials and the general public.
Although you may have local resources in the form of local
government technical staff, elected officials, environmentalists,
or technical consultants, you may also explore augmenting
local resources with recognized experts from regulatory
agencies or academic institutions. These individuals may be
perceived by the public as having less bias relative to a local
project or program. A series of seminars, such as this WATER
QUALITY SEMINAR SERIES (Attachment 7, Page 427) held in
Charlotte County, can be beneficial.

at no cost your community. Academic and other experts are
available as an unbiased resource in assisting a community in
evaluating their unique situations.
Holding a meeting with the expert before their presentation
to offer details and insights relative to the project under
consideration, political landscape, and concerns of the
public can be helpful to these experts to provide the most
appropriate information for a specific situation.
Construction Communication Kit
During construction many frustrations can arise, even with
citizens who were in favor of transitioning from septic to sewer.
Having a proactive communication plan during construction
will keep the impacted residents and businesses informed of
the activities and impacts associated with the project. This
is important because you want these citizens to be your
strongest advocates after the construction of the project. This
KIT (Attachment 12, Page 448) can include the following:
• Resident/business Information Letters
• Residential door hangers
• Project schedule update template
• Media guidelines for staff during construction
• Online updates on the local governments website or
social media feed(s) to keep the public informed of
schedule updates and anticipated impacts

The résumés and contact information for the following
individuals are included for your consideration. Some
individuals from the regulatory community may be available
Regulatory Experts
• Thomas Frick, Florida Department of Environmental
Protection - Résumé (Attachment 8, Page 428)
• Mark A. Hammond, PE, Former Director, SWFWMD
Resource Management Division - Résumé
(Attachment 9, Page 431)
Academic and Expert Resources
• Dr. Brian LaPointe, Florida Atlantic University,
Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute - Résumé
(Attachment 10, Page 433)
• Dr. Mary Lusk, University of Florida/IFAS - Résumé
(Attachment 11, Page 444)

Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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Sign-up Kit
As a local government or utility implements a septic
to sewer program, residents and businesses need to
do certain items to facilitate a smooth transition to the
program.
To minimize the confusion and assist the citizens in
understanding what they need to do and when, consider
a customer sign-up kit. The contents of the kit will vary
depending on the project and the unique conditions for
each project.

• Fact sheet brochure:
• Provides overview information.
• Details mission/vision for program.
• Provides environmental impacts to the community.
• Lists economic impacts to the community.
• Lists resources and references.
• Lists program partners.
• Media advisories and press releases:

• Project overview and schedule

• Provides public contact for any questions regarding
the program.

• Access easement with instructions

• Provides schedule and updates regarding public
workshops.

• Contact information for questions and monitoring
• Outline the customer requirements
• Septic tank abandonment instructions/FDOH rule
• List of “approved” or potential plumbers (if applicable)
• Permit requirements
• Map of customer property to identify connection point
or grinder pump location
• Details on customer costs and associated payment
options
• Local government or utility connection requirements
• Customer project commitment form
• TMDL/BMAP information
Some examples of how some communities are handling
customer sign-up can be found HERE (Attachment 13,
Page 451).
Media Kit
Due to the often controversial nature of septic to sewer
programs, the media is often engaged in monitoring the
process. It is important to establish relationships of trust
with local media outlets before any public announcement
of the project. Developing a media kit with detailed and
accurate information ahead of announcing the septic to
sewer project can be critical to gaining fair and balanced
coverage of the project. The media KIT (Attachment
14, Page 461) may include but not be limited to the
following:
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• Announces start and completion of various
program phases.
• Online tools including but not limited to the following:
• A dedicated webpage that serves as a centralized
hub for past, current, and upcoming information
regarding the program including:
• Mission/vision for the program.
• Resources (with links to media coverage, environmental
research, utilities plans, and presentations).
• Frequently asked questions (e.g., addressing any public
concerns regarding utilities fees/funding, connection
schedule, impacts to business accessibility).
• List of program partners (with links to their websites).
• Outreach information (contact information as well as
links to past and upcoming public workshops).
• Timeline (providing details regarding schedule for
program-related improvement projects).
• Short educational video clip(s) detailing the purpose of
the program and its benefits.
Maintaining an active relationship with the media from
project concept through completion can be essential to
public acceptance of a septic to sewer project.
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SECTION 6:

Elected Official
Involvement
Old and New Capitol Buildings, Tallahassee

Strong leadership by locally elected officials is essential for
a successful septic to sewer transition project or program.
Elected officials must have a thorough understanding of
the environmental impacts of septic systems on local water
bodies as well as pending or actual regulatory mandates
associated with the water bodies and how the septic to
sewer project will support addressing those requirements.
This can be accomplished through a variety of resources
includes data collected by FDEP, FDOH, water management
districts, academic institutions, private consultants, or
some combination of these resources.
Elected officials are encouraged to engage in the
opportunities to educate themselves on how septic
systems operate, the impact of septic systems, and what
citizens must do to minimize the impact of septic systems
on the local environment. This information will give them
the information to be able to better set policy for their
community and serve as a resource for public education
and awareness. Both the Florida League of Cities and
the Florida Association of Counties have legislative staff
who can also provide information on current legislative
requirements and anticipated legislation that may impact
local governments and how they address septic to sewer.
As a project or program is developed in a community,
difficult decisions must be made by the elected officials to
move a project or program forward in a manner that is fair
to all citizen of the jurisdiction while protecting the natural
resources of the community. Septic to sewer programs
are a long-term investment and require a consistent
policy commitment at the local level. The following videos
provide some educational information presented at
commission/council meetings that may be useful to your
community.
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Click to view Dr. LaPointe speaking at the Charlotte
Community Meeting in March 2016 about septic tanks.

Click to view Dr. Gao speaking at the Marion County Board
of Commissioners Meeting on February 13, 2017.
His presentation starts at 2:01:26 and ends around 2:31:15.
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SECTION 7:

External
Funding
Alternatives
As Section 3 discusses, the cost of a septic to sewer
conversion is substantial and more than most
communities can support without funding from
external sources. Funding for septic to sewer projects
includes two distinct elements:
• Funding the infrastructure improvements
construction and associated planning and design
• Methods by which any borrowed funds for such
infrastructure are repaid by property owners, end
users, and/or other future revenue streams
External funding sources that are available to a local
government or utility vary depending on the size and
demographics of the community and may be grant
or loan funding. Although repayment is not required
with grant programs, there may be a certain level of
administrative costs and/or construction requirements
(such as Davis Bacon Wage requirements or American
Iron and Steel requirements) associated with various
loan and grant programs. Outlined below are select
funding sources that may be an option to assist you
with your septic to sewer projects.

Springs Funding
Source Description: The Florida Springs and Aquifer
Protection Act was passed in the 2016 legislative
session and is aimed at protecting Florida springs
fed by the Floridan Aquifer. Under the Act, a Basin
Management Action Plan (BMAP) must be established
when an Outstanding Florida Spring is found to be
impaired by a given pollutant. The BMAP must outline
priorities for identifying sources of the pollutant
and taking corrective action. Specifically, this law
requires any municipality within a Florida Outstanding
Springs BMAP to begin a program of septic system
remediation, a nod to the fact that improperly sited
or poorly maintained septic systems are a leading
contributor to water pollution. Further, no new septic
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document

Rainbow Springs

systems will be allowed on lots smaller than 1 acre.
Projects identified as protecting the water quality
and quantity of Outstanding Florida Springs (and the
six additional springs specifically identified in the
Act) are eligible for funding. Dollars were allocated
through the Legacy Florida Bill, which set aside up
to $50 million for Florida springs protection projects.
Funds may be used for land acquisition to protect
springs and for capital projects that protect the quality
and quantity of water that flows from springs. Each
water management district with springs within its
boundaries has established a process for submitting
projects for consideration for project funding.
Projects must be approved by the water management
district governing board. Project agreements are
administered by a water management district or
FDEP depending on the nature of the project. A FDEP
guidance document dated October 17, 2017 can be
found HERE (Attachment 15, Page 469).
• Source Agency(ies): FDEP and the water
management districts.
• Source Type: Grant with match.
• $ Amounts: $50 million annually for 20 years
beginning in 2016.
• Eligibility: Local governments, utilities,
agricultural entities within the springsheds of the
identified springs.
• Cycle: Annual as identified through individual
water management districts.
• Contacts:
• FDEP: Trina Vielhauer, 850.245.2998,
Trina.Vielhauer@dep.state.fl.us
• SWFWMD: Jennette Seachrist, 813.985.7481
x-2210, Jennette.Seachrist@WaterMatters.org
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• SJRWMD: Dale Jenkins, 386.312.2304,
drjenkins@sjrwmd.com or Mark Brandenburg,
407.659.4806, mbrandenburg@sjrwmd.com
• SRWMD: Projects Team, 386.362.1001,
projects@srwmd.org
• NWFWMD: Christina Coger, 850.539.5999,
Christina.Coger@nwfwater.com
Websites:
• SWFWMD: http://www.watermatters.org

community development activities. CDBG projects
must meet one of three national objectives:
1. Benefit low- and moderate-income persons.
2. Eliminate slum or blight.
3. Address an urgent need that poses a serious
threat to people living in that area.
Sewer hookups can be paid for through the
Neighborhood Revitalization and Housing Programs.

• SJRWMD: https://www.sjrwmd.com

• Source Agency: Department of Economic
Opportunity.

• SRWMD: http://www.srwmd.state.fl.us

• Source Type: Grant.

• NWFWMD: http://www.nwfwater.com

• $ Amounts: Annual state allocation with project
allocations up to $750,000.

US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Rural Development Water & Waste
Disposal Loan & Grant Program
Source Description: This program provides funding
for clean and reliable drinking water systems, sanitary
sewage disposal, sanitary solid waste disposal, and
stormwater drainage to households and businesses
in eligible rural areas. This program assists qualified
applicants who are not otherwise able to obtain
commercial credit on reasonable terms.
• Source Agency: USDA.
• Source Type: Grant/loan.
• $ Amounts: Determined annually through
Congressional appropriation.
• Eligibility: State and local governments, private
nonprofits, and federally recognized tribes.
• Cycle: Applications are accepted year round,
awards based on funding availability.
• Contact: Michael A. Langston, Director,
Community Programs, 352.338.3440, michael.
langston@fl.usda.gov
• Website: https://www.rd.usda.gov/programsservices/water-waste-disposal-loan-grant-program

Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) Program (Neighborhood
Revitalization, Commercial Revitalization,
Economic Development and Housing)
Source Description: The CDBG program is a federal
program that provides funding for housing and
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• Eligibility: Counties with a population of less
than 200,000 and cities less than 50,000 not
participating in an entitlement program.
• Cycle: Annual as identified through individual
water management districts.
• Contact: Roger J. Doherty, Planning Manager,
850.717.8417, roger.doherty@deo.myflorida.com
• Website: http://www.floridajobs.org/communityplanning-and-development/assistance-forgovernments-and-organizations/florida-small-citiescommunity-development-block-grant-program

State Revolving Fund (SRF) Clean Water
Fund/Small Community Wastewater Grant
Source Description: FDEP administers the Clean
Water SRF loan program for financing public sewer
utility infrastructure projects. Funds are available
for Planning Loans, Design Loans, Inflow/Infiltration
Loans, and Construction Loans. Financing rates vary
based on the median household income, poverty
index, and unemployment index, but average less
than 50 percent of the market rate. The SRF loan
repayment terms are typically limited to 20 years.
Federal law requires FDEP to include Davis-Bacon
wage rates and American Iron and Steel provision
in all loan agreements. To offset the additional
costs that result from these new requirements, the
base financing rate will be reduced by 1 percent
in all construction agreements. Additionally, these
amendments will require the development and
implementation of a fiscal sustainability plan for all
construction loans.
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• Source Agency: FDEP.
• Source Type: Loan/grant.
• $ Amounts: Approximately $250 million annually
for all SRF programs, annual segment caps apply.
• Eligibility:

• Eligibility: Federal, state, local, and tribal
governments, partnerships and joint ventures,
corporations, trusts.
• Cycle: EPA announces WIFIA funding availability
and application process details in the Federal
Register and on its website.

• CWSRF: Local governments, authorities,
special districts, and agencies thereof.

• Contact: Jorianne Jernberg, 202.566.1831,
jernberg.jorianne.email@epa.gov

• Small Community WW Grant: Local
governments with less than 10,000 residents
and per capita income less than the state
average.

• Website: www.epa.gov/wifia

• Cycle: Annual appropriation through the Clean
Water Act, can submit a request to be included in
the process at any time, multiple hearings held
annually provide opportunities to be added to the
list of eligible projects.
• Contact: Tim Banks, PE, Program Director, CWSRF,
850.245.2969, timothy.banks@dep.state.fl.us
• Website: https://floridadep.gov/wra/srf

Water Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act (WIFIA)
Source Description: EPA has recently developed the
WIFIA program to provide a subsidized loan program
for water- and sewer-related infrastructure projects.
WIFIA works separately from, but in coordination with,
the SRF programs to provide subsidized financing
for large dollar-value projects. WIFIA can only fund
a maximum of 49 percent of eligible project costs;
total federal assistance may not exceed 80 percent
of a project’s eligible costs, 35 years is the maximum
final maturity date from Substantial Completion,
repayment may be deferred no more than 5 years
after Substantial Completion of the project, interest
rate will be equal to or greater than the U.S. Treasury
rate of a similar maturity at the date of closing, and
projects must be creditworthy and have a dedicated
source of revenue and all other federal cross-cutter
provisions (i.e., NEPA, Davis-Bacon, American Iron and
Steel) apply.
• Source Agency: US Environmental Protection
Agency.

TMDL Water Quality Restoration Grants
Source Description: TMDL grants provide funding for
the implementation of best management practices,
such as regional stormwater treatment facilities,
designed to reduce pollutant loads to impaired waters
from urban stormwater discharges. This funding
can be used for septic to sewer projects as well. The
construction must be completed within 3 years of
appropriation of the funds by the Legislature to
ensure funds remain available. The applicant must
provide a minimum of 50 percent of the total project
cost in matching funds, of which at least 25 percent is
provided by the local government. The grant funds are
used for construction of best management practices,
monitoring to determine pollutant load reductions,
or public education activities specifically associated
with the project and may only occur after the date of
contract. Funds spent in advance of contract may be
used for match, such as design, land acquisition, and
other costs incurred by the applicant.
• Source Agency: FDEP.
• Source Type: Grant with match.
• $ Amounts: Approximately $5 million annually.
• Eligibility: Local governments and state water
management districts.
• Cycle: Projects are evaluated three times per year
(March, July, and November).
• Contact: Emily Forinash, 850.245.2938, Emily.
Forinash@dep.state.fl.us
• Website: https://floridadep.gov/wra/319-tmdlfund

• Source Type: Loan.
• $ Amounts: Projects have minimum size
requirements ($20 million for large communities
and $5 million for communities of 25,000 or less).
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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St. Johns River Water Management District
(SJRWMD) Cooperative Funding
Source Description: SJRWMD’s cost-share funding is
for projects that benefit the District’s core missions,
one of which is water quality-nutrient-loading
reduction. Projects are eligible for a maximum of 10
percent of the total available funds or a maximum of
$2.5 million per project and per applicant (based on
$25 million in funding). Funding is limited exclusively
to construction-related costs. Projects may span a
maximum of 2 years but must start by the end of the
state’s fiscal year (June 30). Projects that are permitted
and ready to begin construction will receive a higher
score during the review process. The District will
fund up to 33 percent of the construction costs for
selected alternative water supply, water quality, flood
protection, and natural systems projects and up to
50 percent for water conservation projects. Rural
Economic Development Initiative (REDI) communities
can submit a waiver of matching funds letter.
• Source Agency: SJRWMD.

funding program provides an opportunity for local
government to obtain cost-share funding for projects
that foster the District’s core mission. Projects must
conserve our water supply, protect springs, develop
alternative water supplies, advance aquifer recharge,
improve water quality, enhance or restore natural
systems, and provide improved flood protection.
• Source Agency: SRWMD.
• Source Type: Grant with match.
• $ Amounts: Funding allocated annually by the
District Governing Board.
• Eligibility: County governments, municipalities,
water supply authorities, and other interested
units of local government.
• Cycle: The District is transitioning the RIVER
Governmental Cost Share Program to multiple
grant cycles per year.

• Source Type: Grant with match.

• Contact: Projects Team, 386.362.1001, Projects@
srwmd.org

• $ Amounts: Approximately $25 million for FY
2017–2018.

• Website: http://www.srwmd.state.fl.us/index.
aspx?NID=374

• Eligibility: Public, private, and non-profit entities.
• Cycle: Annual as identified through individual
water management districts.
• Contact:
• Dale Jenkins, 386.312.2304, drjenkins@
sjrwmd.com.
• Mark Brandenburg, 407.659.4806,
mbrandenburg@sjrwmd.com
• Website: https://www.sjrwmd.com/
localgovernments/funding/#FY2017-2018

Suwannee River Water Management
District (SRWMD) RIVER Governmental
Cost Share Program
Source Description: SRWMD has developed a
cost-share program to assist county governments,
municipalities, water supply authorities, and other
interested units of local government with a costshare program for projects that enhance or address
the District’s core mission of managing water supply,
water quality, flood protection, and natural systems.
The Regional Initiative Valuing Environmental
Resources (RIVER) local government cooperative
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document

Northwest Florida Water Management
District (NWFWMD) Cooperative Funding
Source Description: NWFWMD maintains a Water
Project Priorities Database. The goal is to have a
comprehensive list of water projects in anticipation
of potential future funding opportunities. Objectives
are to assist in a coordinated and cooperative effort
among funding entities interested to support water
projects in northwest Florida communities and to
consider local needs and priorities in water resource
policy and planning. Projects could be conceptual
plans or “shovel ready.” Types of water projects
include water supply development for traditional
and alternative water supply development, water
conservation that results in quantifiable efficiencies
and water savings, springs or watershed restoration
protecting water quality and/or flows or levels,
stormwater retrofits or upgrades improving water
quality and/or flood protection, and wastewater
retrofits or upgrades to protect natural systems (e.g.,
watersheds and receiving waters).
• Source Agency: NWFWMD.
• Source Type: Grant with match.
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• $ Amounts: Variable.
• Eligibility: Public, private, and non-profit entities.
• Cycle: Projects may be submitted to the District at
any time.
• Contact: Christina Coger, 850.539.5999, Christina.
Coger@nwfwater.com
• Website: http://www.nwfwater.com/WaterResources/Funding-Programs/Water-ProjectsDatabase

Southwest Florida Water Management
District (SWFWMD) Cooperative Funding
The SWFWMD Cooperative Funding Initiative (CFI) will
potentially fund septic to sewer projects in the Springs
areas addressed in the Florida Springs and Aquifer
Protection Act.
• Contact: Mary Kassabaum, 352.796.7211, x-4759,
Mary.Kassabaum@WaterMatters.org

Economic Development Administration
(EDA)
Source Description: EDA’s Public Works program
helps distressed communities revitalize, expand, and
upgrade their physical infrastructure. This program
enables communities to attract new industry;
encourage business expansion; diversify local
economies; and generate or retain long-term, privatesector jobs and investment through the acquisition or
development of land and infrastructure improvements
needed for the successful establishment or expansion
of industrial or commercial enterprises. EDA invests
in traditional public works projects, including water
and sewer systems improvements that are tied to
economic development opportunities. The project
must demonstrate alignment with at least one of
EDA’s current investment priorities and is evaluated
on its potential to increase the capacity of the
community or region to promote job creation and
private investment in the regional economy, the
likelihood that the project will achieve its projected
outcomes, the ability of the applicant to successfully
implement the proposed project including the
applicant’s financial, and management capacity and
the applicant’s capacity to secure the support of key
public and private sector stakeholders.
• Source Agency: Department of Commerce EDA.
• Source Type: Grant with match.
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• $ Amounts: Award ceiling of $3,000,000 per
project.
• Eligibility: Economic development district/
organizations; Indian tribe; state, city,
or other political subdivision of a state, including
a special purpose unit of a state or local
government engaged in economic or
infrastructure development activities; institution
of higher education; public or private non-profit
organization with local government support.
• Cycle: There are no submission deadlines under
this opportunity. Proposals and applications will
be accepted on an ongoing basis until
the publication of a new EDA Federal Funding
Opportunity (FFO).
• Contact: Greg Vaday, AICP, 404.730.3009, E-Mail:
gvaday@eda.gov
• Website: www.eda.gov/programs/eda-programs

Deepwater Horizon Funding
Source Description: FDEP continues to accept
project proposals funded by the proceeds from the
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill settlements. Projects
submitted can be considered for funding under
RESTORE Act, Natural Resource Damage Assessment
(NRDA) Restoration and the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation (NFWF). Project submittals will be
evaluated by FDEP and the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission. Projects will ultimately be
submitted to the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration
Council by the Governor for consideration for
inclusion in the Funded Priorities List for RESTORE
funding, the Florida Trustee Implementation Group
for consideration of NRDA funding, or the National
Fish and Wildlife Foundation for consideration of Gulf
Environmental Benefit funding.
• Source Agency: Florida Department of
Environmental Protection and the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission
• Source Type: Grant, Matching funds are not required
• $ Amounts: Variable, but over the next 15 years
over $1 billion is expected to be made available
for projects in Florida.
• Eligibility: Each of the funding streams have their
own project eligibility criteria, objectives, goals,
and priorities, but in general all involve restoration
or improvement to the natural resources and
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water quality of Florida’s gulf coast. Please review
information on the website for more information
on each of the funding streams.
• Cycle: varies by funding stream. NFWF typically
on an annual funding cycle, NRDA typically on a
2 to 3 year funding cycle, and RESTORE Funded
Priorities list is on a 3 to 5 year funding cycle.
However, projects ideas may be submitted at
any time for funding consideration for any of the
funding streams.
• Contacts:
• Phil Coram, FDEP Program Administrator,
850.245.2167, phil.coram@dep.state.fl.us.
• Gareth Leonard, FWC Gulf Restoration
Coordinator, 850.617.9452, Gareth.Leonard@
MyFWC.com

• Website: https://floridadep.gov/wra/319-tmdlfund

State Appropriations
State appropriations are also opportunities for
funding septic to sewer projects. In Florida, in
accordance with Section 216.052, Florida Statutes,
a local, county or regional government entity,
private organization, or nonprofit organization may
submit a funding request for a state appropriation
to members of the Legislature for and initiative that
is local or regional in scope, is intended to meet a
documented need, addresses and statewide interest,
is intended to produce measurable results, and has
tangible community results. You are encouraged to
contact your state representative or senator for more
information.

• Website: https://floridadep.gov/wra/deepwaterhorizon

FDEP 319 Grant
Source Description: The Section 319(h) Nonpoint
Source Grant funds can be used to implement projects
or programs that will help to reduce nonpoint sources
of pollution. Projects or programs must be conducted
within the state’s non-point source (NPS) priority
watersheds, which are the state’s SWIM watersheds
and National Estuary Program waters. Nonpoint
sources include stormwater runoff from urban surface
areas and agricultural operations, failing septic
tanks, and erosion. Grant funds become available
approximately 18 months after the application
deadline and projects are expected to be complete
approximately 3 years after funds become available.
• Source Agency: FDEP.
• Source Type: Grant with at least a 40-percent
nonfederal match.
• $ Amounts: Funded annually through the Federal
Clean Water Act, Florida receives approximately $5
to $6 million.
• Eligibility: State agencies, local government, state
universities and colleges, water management
districts.
• Cycle: Annual as identified through FDEP.
• Contact: Kate Merchant, 850.245.2952,
Kathryn.Merchant@dep.state.fl.us

Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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SECTION 8:

Internal
Funding
Alternatives
The cost of septic to sewer projects often requires
input of additional local financial resources for the
local government or utility to leverage external sources
or address the projects in total. The types of financial
resources available to the local government or utility vary
depending on the structure of the entity.
The internal financial alternative selected by the local
government or utility to support a project or program may
depend in part on the resources of its citizens and what
level of financial investment the customers are willing
or able to make. Additionally, policy decisions regarding
community-wide responsibility versus individual home/
business owner responsibility can impact decisions
regarding internal funding strategies. Some possible
internal funding sources include the following.

System Rate Structure
A rate/fee structure is simply an allocation of the costs of
operating and maintaining the utility to the customers.
Two questions naturally arise when thinking about such a
structure:
• What are those costs?
• How should they be allocated?
To set an effective rate/fee structure, a utility should adopt
a full-cost pricing strategy. Full-cost pricing seeks to cover
all current and future costs that are not covered by external
sources of revenue (e.g., grants, loans, bonds). A rate/
fee structure based on full-cost pricing needs to provide
adequate revenue for four major areas:
• O&M Costs
• Routine Repairs and Replacements
• Debt Service
• Capital Improvements
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A Capital Improvement Plan generally includes a plan for
obtaining funding for capital projects, which can include
septic to sewer projects. Additionally, many grants or
grant/loan combinations require a portion of the funding
to be provided by the utility. A capital improvement
reserve fund is intended to provide those funds. Identifying
septic to sewer areas for expansion of a utility system
would be an appropriate use of capital funds.

Local Option Sales Tax
Pursuant to Section 212.055, FS (Attachment 16, Page
499), the governing authority in each Florida county may
levy a discretionary sales surtax of 0.5 or 1 percent to
fund infrastructure projects, contingent on a successful
referendum. Proceeds from the discretionary sales tax
may be used toward capital outlays associated with
construction, reconstruction, or improvement of public
facilities that have a life expectancy of 5 years or more; any
related land acquisition, land improvement, and design
and engineering costs; and all other professional and
related costs required to bring the public facilities into
service. The duration of a local option sales tax (LOST) is
variable, however, since a voter referendum is required for
approval.
If the LOST was levied pursuant to a referendum held
before July 1, 1993, the surtax may not be levied beyond
the time established in the ordinance. If the ordinance
did not limit the period of the levy, the surtax may not be
levied for more than 15 years. The levy of such surtax may
be extended only by approval of a majority of the electors
of the county voting in a referendum on the surtax.

Connection Fees/Impact Fees
Utility Connection Fees are fees on development used to
pay for its proportionate share of the capital costs and
installation of a local government’s utility infrastructure.
Utility Connection Fees are charged for new construction
and/or when upgrading an existing service. Impact fees
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are a one-time tax imposed on all new residential and
commercial construction by local governments to defray
the cost of growth’s “impact” on vital services such as
schools, water, wastewater, roads, and other infrastructure
needs. As outlined in Chapter 163.31801 F.S., impact fees
are an important source of revenue for a local government
to use in funding the infrastructure necessitated by new
growth. As new areas are developed, impact fees could be
used to establish service to a new area. Connection fees
and impact fees function similarly with existing facilities
versus new growth being the major differentiator.

the CRA is determined as of a fixed date, also known as the
“frozen value.” Taxing authorities, which contribute to the
tax increment, continue to receive property tax revenues
based on the frozen value. These frozen value revenues are
available for general government purposes. However, any
tax revenues from increases in real property value, referred
to as “increment,” are deposited into the Community
Redevelopment Agency Trust Fund and dedicated to the
redevelopment area. This source would be viable for a
project within the CRA.

Ad Valorem

Revenue from an environmental assessment to
nonsewered properties could be used for central sewer
implementation. There are some concerns with this
approach including the legality and enforcement of such
a fee or assessment and the practical amount of revenue
such a program would generate for the central sewer
program. The most similar type of fee to the one described
here is a stormwater fee or assessment. A stormwater fee
or assessment is similar in that it benefits properties in
ways that are not directly measured compared to a service
such as metered water service. Stormwater funding has an
explicit state statutory authorization pursuant to Section
403.0893, FS, but no such provision is provided for an
environmental assessment or fee.

If you own real estate in Florida, you will pay ad valorem or
“property” tax based on the taxable value of the property.
Ad valorem taxes are assessed by each county’s property
appraiser and collected annually by the county’s tax
collector’s office. The property tax is not based on purchase
price.
A homestead exemption on assessed value is available to
homeowners who meet certain requirements. On average,
a homestead exemption reduces the property taxes by
$600 to $700 per year. Having a homestead also “freezes”
the taxes on a property for as long as the homeowner
maintains the exemption (which renews automatically
each year). State law prohibits property assessments from
increasing more than 3 percent per year for properties
protected by a homestead. Properties not homesteaded
are capped at 10 percent per year. Ad valorem taxes
are one of the major financial resources used by county
government, and there is significant flexibility in how these
funds can be used. Although this is not a traditional source
of utilities infrastructure funding, it is an option.

Community Redevelopment Area (CRA)
Funding

Environmental Assessment

Although some overlap of water quality improvements
initiated from a central sewer program and stormwater
program can be debated, there is no known literature of
a fee system that combines both. If a community-wide
stormwater program is pursued, perhaps opportunities
may arise to link septic tank management and central
sewer planning with the stormwater program. This
alternative, as with all of your funding options, should be
discussed with your legal counsel and financial advisors.

Under Florida law (Chapter 163, Part III), local governments
can designate areas as CRAs when certain conditions
exist. Since all monies used in financing CRA activities
are locally generated, CRAs are not overseen by the state,
but redevelopment plans must be consistent with local
government comprehensive plans. Examples of conditions
that can support the creation of a CRA include but are
not limited to the presence of substandard or inadequate
structures, a shortage of affordable housing, inadequate
infrastructure, insufficient roadways, and inadequate
parking.

Municipal Service Taxing Unit/Benefit Unit
(MSTU/BU)

Tax increment financing is a unique tool available to cities
and counties for redevelopment activities. It is used to
leverage public funds to promote private sector activity
in the targeted area. The dollar value of all real property in

Because of the localized nature of the costs and benefits
of central sewer installation, local governing bodies
often impose special assessments on the property and
typically collect such assessments through the annual tax
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Florida Statutes Chapter 125.01(1)(a) authorizes a Board of
County Commissioners to create Municipal Service Benefit
Units to provide specific municipal services to any specified
portion or all of the unincorporated area of the county.
Florida Statutes Chapter 197.3632 authorizes such MSBU
non-ad valorem assessments to be billed and collected in
a uniform manner with ad valorem taxes. Services are paid
for by non-ad valorem assessments levied against property
within benefited areas.
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bill administered through the tax collector’s office. The
procedure for imposing special assessments in Florida is
set forth in Chapter 197, FS. In addition to public hearing,
notification, and other procedural matters, special
assessments imposed on a property must meet a twopronged test:

Counties can establish MSBUs if special assessments apply
to only portions of the county area.
Please consult legal counsel and financial advisors to
discuss which alternatives may be appropriate for your
community.

• The property must receive a special benefit from the
improvement
• The costs of such improvements must be fairly and
reasonably apportioned among benefitting properties

Three Sisters Springs, Crystal River
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SECTION 9:

Legal and
Regulatory
Documents
Many legal or regulatory documents are available to support
and/or help direct your septic to sewer project/program.
This section provides a consolidated location for the
resource documents, many of which are discussed in other
sections of this Guidance Document. Some documents are
examples from other communities, and some are Florida
Statutes that are current as of the date of publication. This
section is intended to be a resource only. Please have your
legal representation review any document you use.

• Mandatory Connection Ordinances (Attachment 17,
Page 518)
• Easements (Attachment 18, Page 523)
• Florida Statutes
• Septic Tank Abandonment (Attachment 19,
Page 529)
• Centralized Sewer Connection Requirement
(Attachment 20, Page 531)
• Senate Bill 552/Florida Springs and Aquifer
Protection Act (Attachment 21, Page 533)
• Developer Agreements (Attachment 22, Page 667)

Devils Eye Spring
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SECTION 10:

Case Studies
Sewer Installation in the City of Cape Coral

Every community facing septic to sewer transition addresses it in a manner that is best suited to their individual
community needs. The following case studies present an overview of what some communities around the state are
doing with their programs or projects.

Septic to Sewer Guidance Document
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CASE STUDIES

City of
Boca Raton
November 2017
Boca Raton

The City of Boca Raton initiated its Septic-to-Sewer
program in 2000 beginning with an inventory of the
unsewered properties with the City. The inventory
identified 750 residential properties and 50 acres of
commercial property. The City broke the unsewered areas
into geographic areas and the areas were evaluated and
prioritized.
In 2004, the City initiated the first project under the
Septic-to-Sewer program beginning with the commercial
properties. Under a “full cost recovery” method, 30 of
the 50 acres of unsewered property was sewered. A
commercial assessment of $50,000 was levied as part of
the commercial program.
Based on the demographics of the residential areas
identified, the City recognized that a $20,000 assessment
was not financially feasible for many of the residents in
these geographically identified areas. The City made a
determination (based on Chapter 178) not to pursue full
cost recovery but to apply the City’s standard impact fees
of $4,168 and an assessment of $2,500. Because these
septic systems were located near water-production-well
fields and water bodies, the City took the position that
there was beneficial use in the City funding a portion of
the assessment. As part of making this affordable to the
residents, the City financed the $6,668 over 15 years with
0-percent interest. The City bills this with a separate bill on
the anniversary of the final assessment.
As of this Case Study, the City has nearly completed
its Septic to Sewer conversion with a few challenging
geographic areas remaining. These areas include an area
with private roads, which requires all residents to agree to
the Septic to Sewer program conversion.
Septic-to-Sewer Program Highlights
A unique feature of the City’s assessment process is that
they put an immediate lien on the properties covered
Septic to Sewer Guidance Document

under the area-specific assessment resolution with the City
named as the first lien holder. If the property is transferred,
the lien must first be satisfied as part of the sale or
refinancing.
In areas where property owners qualified for a Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Housing Grant, the City
used the grant to satisfy the assessment fee, impact fee,
and the cost of abandoning the septic tank – with a total
cost of less than $9,000.
The City has combined other infrastructure improvements
with septic-to-sewer conversions by combining Utility and
other City Department projects. This strategy has resulted
in completing neighborhood improvements such as water
line replacements, paving and grading upgrades, and
stormwater improvements at a cost savings over individual
project implementation.
From a Public Relations perspective, the City intentionally
kept their septic-to-sewer projects smaller in size to
maintain a more personal connection with the residents
in the project area. During the special assessment
process and throughout the construction process, the
City maintained an online information portal. The City’s
Utility Department supports the public relations functions
directly and has been particularly intentional regarding
meeting resident needs such as medical appointments,
locating connections to the sewer system, providing ideas
for saving money for septic tank removal, etc.
Another element of the public communication process
involved the City engaging residents in support of the
septic-to-sewer projects as local champions to assist
in communicating with neighbors with respect to the
benefits of the program such as creating more flexibility for
home renovation/expansions (i.e., additional bathrooms,
etc.). Neighbor-to-neighbor communication has been very
effective.
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The remaining septic tanks in the City are in an area with
private roads, which creates a challenge for sewering the
houses on these private roads. These areas have stimulated
staff to develop creative approaches and remain agile to
move toward completion.

Contact Information
Mr. Chris Helfrich, PE, Director
Utility Services Department
chelfrich@myboca.us
561.338.7303
https://www.myboca.us/384/Utility-Services

Attachments/Resources
• Rate Structure (Attachment 23, Page 697)
• Resolution 1 (Attachment 24, Page 706)
• Resolution 2 (Attachment 25, Page 712)
• Resolution 3 (Attachment 26, Page 716)

Boca Raton
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CASE STUDIES

Broward
County
October 2017
Broward County

Broward County began evaluating their drainage and other
infrastructure in 1995. The County decided to undertake a
Neighborhood Program that would address multiple needs
in various neighborhoods including paving, drainage,
sidewalks, water, and wastewater to name a few.
Since 2001, Broward County has eliminated over 15,920
septic tanks from the County service area as part of a
$700-million program. The County has approximately 2,780
more septic tank (5 percent of customers) slated for removal
as part of their ongoing program – most by 2022. Broward
anticipates having all septic tanks eliminated by 2024.
Septic-to-Sewer Program Highlights
Some examples of Broward County’s program successes:
• BOCC Commitment: The elected officials in Broward County
made a policy decision to eliminate septic tanks in the County
and have remained committed to the program long term.
• Schedule Rate Increases: The County has implemented
scheduled utility increases that provide a consistent
funding source to support the plan. However, the County’s
rates have remained well within industry standards.
• Public Communication: The County established
a Project Community Coordination Division with
specific responsibility for working with the individual
neighborhoods. They designated a person so citizens
had a point of contact.
• Prequalified Contractor Program: The County prequalified multiple contractors for this program and they
bid on individual projects. This allows the contractors to
become very efficient with the septic to sewer program.
The County funded the program with a predominantly
“pay as you go” approach although some bond proceeds
have been applied to the program. Customer requirements
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included abandonment of their septic tank and paying the
County’s standard connection fee.
The County has mandatory connection that by ordinance
gives the customer 180 days to connect to the County’s
system. The County begins billing for sewer service for those
that do not connect after 365 days.
Broward County is home to 30 municipalities. Some of the
septic-to-sewer projects completed by Broward County have
been annexed into a municipality. The County has annexation
agreements that have allowed a municipality to annex
the area, however the County maintains ownership of the
infrastructure and the continued right to serve the customer.
One of the biggest challenges of the County’s program
occurs when the County is providing wastewater service to a
customer whose water service is provided by a municipality.
Attachments/Resources
• Septic Tank Elimination Maps for Districts 1, 2, 3A, and
3BC (Attachment 27, Page 725)
• Agreement between Broward County and the City of
Ft. Lauderdale related to Annexation of the Riverland
Area (Attachment 28, Page 730)
• FY 2018 Water and Wastewater Rates, Fees, and
Charges; effective October 1, 2017: (http://
www.broward.org/WaterServices/RatesAndFees/Pages/
Default.aspx)
(Attachment 29, Page 749)
Contact Information
Alan Garcia, PE, Director
Broward County Water and Wastewater Services
agarcia@broward.org
954.831.0704
www.broward.org
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City of
Cape Coral
September 2017
Cape Coral

The City of Cape Coral is located in Lee County on Florida’s
Southwest coast. Originally a low-density, rural community
with septic tanks and shallow groundwater wells, today
the City has a population of approximately 180,000. These
shallow wells are depleting the upper groundwater aquifer
and failed septic tank effluent can flow into groundwater
and canals, which have been identified to cause
potential environmental problems. At present, there are
approximately 58,000 unsewered properties in the City.
To address these issues, the City restarted the Utilities
Extension Project (UEP) in February 2012 to provide City
water, sewer, and irrigation services. In addition, the roads
and stormwater systems are being rebuilt as part of a
sewer project along with stormwater improvements. As of
publication of this document, the City has extended utilities
to nearly all of Cape Coral south of Pine Island Road with the
$103 Million Southwest 6 and 7 UEP. The City has identified
and prioritized areas to address septic to sewer transition
including the North 2 and North 1 UEP areas. A map of the
UEP area is attached.
The sanitary sewer lines transport wastewater from a
homeowner’s property to the gravity sewer system,
which consists of sewer lines that collect and convey the
wastewater flow to local lift stations. These lift stations then
pump the wastewater under pressure via force mains to the
wastewater reclamation facilities for treatment. The treated
wastewater effluent is then pumped back to customers,
through a separate irrigation water distribution system,
for outdoor irrigation. Canal water is supplemented by
reclaimed water to meet daily irrigation system demands.
Water reuse is an important conservation tool for the City
as it reduces the City’s brackish water withdrawals from the
Lower Hawthorne Aquifer used for potable water.
Some of the benefits of incorporating water, wastewater,
and reclaimed water into the UEP include the following:
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Quality Drinking Water – Customers receive a dependable
supply of high-quality, good-tasting drinking water at a
reasonable cost.
Public Safety – Installing potable water supplied fire
hydrants in the previously unserved areas will provide a
fire-flow system with a reliable water supply and pressure.
This may lower homeowner insurance premiums by
improving the City’s overall ISO rating. Please check with
your insurance carrier.
Water Conservation for Irrigation – The City operates an
irrigation water system that provides a separate source of
treated, reclaimed water for irrigation. It also provides a
beneficial use for treated wastewater versus discharging it,
which conserves drinking water.
Enhanced Property Values – Properties connected to
a centralized water and sewer system may experience
increased property values over those similarly situated
properties served with wells and septic systems.
Economic Growth – This will improve the quality of life for
all Cape Coral citizens.
The City’s UEP has a dedicated Division of personnel presently
made up of seven full-time staff – the Utilities Extension
Manager, Principal Engineer, Senior Engineer, Utilities Business
Analyst, and three Inspectors. The City has contracted with
an outside consultant for construction, engineering, and
inspection services for select areas and has a construction
liaison and the Citizens Action Center available to assist
citizens with questions or concerns about the program.
To fund the program, a one-time assessment is charged to
all parcels (including vacant parcels) within the assessment
area. These fees become due after the assessment project
is approved by council and the construction project begins.
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The amount of the assessment is calculated to reimburse the
costs of the assessment project, including finance/bonding
fees, by charging a fee per equivalent lot (5,000 square feet)
or per parcel (10,000 square feet) on each parcel within the
assessment project area.
Additionally, a Contribution In Aid of Construction (CIAC) fee
is also charged. This is a one-time fee charged to properties
that are not located in an assessment project area but have
City services for water, sewer, and/or irrigation available.
The amount of the CIAC fee is based upon the number
of meters and meter sizes. The fees are due at the time of
development. The assessment and CIAC fees may be paid in
installments, billed annually with interest at the prime rate,
plus 2%, existing at the end of the month preceding the
date the capital expansion fee(s) loan is initiated. The City
has used the low interest State Revolving Loan Fund (SRF) as
the primary funding resource for this program.
The City requires mandatory connection, with vacant parcels
paying the assessment and impact fees ($6,750/Equivalent
Residential Connection (ERC) – Sewer/Water/Irrigation)
when the lateral is installed on the lot, which offers an
increase in the property’s value. It is the property owner’s
responsibility to have the connection(s) completed. The City
has not increased the combined impact fees in 10 years.
Although the amounts for each utility bucket have changed,
the combined fee for all three utility services has stayed the

same. The City provides a 20 percent prepayment discount
on impact fees if the property owner pays within the first
year of the Assessment. The Assessment can be financed
through the City over a period of 20 years and the Impact
Fees are assessed over a period of 6 years. The Assessment
and Impact Fees are repaid via the annual property tax bill.
Attachments
• Water, Irrigation, and Wastewater Rate Schedules
(Attachment 30, Page 760)
• Summary of Contribution In Aid of Construction (CIAC)
(Attachment 31, Page 763)
• SW 6 and 7 Area Assessment Costs (Attachment 32,
Page 765)
• North 2 Area Assessment Costs and Map (Attachment
33, Page 767)
• Map of the Future Service Area for UEP (Attachment
34, Page 770)
Contact Information
Jeff Pearson MS, PMP, PWE, Utilities Director
City of Cape Coral
jpearson@capecoral.net
239.574.0709
www.capecoral.net/uep

Cape Coral
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CASE STUDIES

Charlotte
County
September 2017
Charlotte Harbor

Located on Florida’s Southwest coast, Charlotte County
has a population of just over 178,000 with approximately
90,000 of those residents over the age of 55, many of whom
are on a fixed income. The median household income
(MHI) in the County is $44,244 (2015), which is about 90
percent of Florida’s MHI. The County currently estimates
(2017) approximately 27,000 septic tanks are being used in
Charlotte County for wastewater disposal, with many more
platted lots geared for septic systems for wastewater.

sustainable, reliable and efficient wastewater collection and
treatment system for a sustainable environment. The Master
Plan’s objectives included:

Charlotte Harbor is considered impaired by the Florida
Department of Protection (FDEP). Sampling and research by
FDEP and Dr. Brian LaPointe from Florida Atlantic University
have documented constituents indicating impact from
the septic systems. Due to the water quality impairment
in Charlotte Harbor, the County and Department of Health
coordinated on a Managed Septic Tank Program in 2013
that required that on-site systems within the drainage area
of the Manchester Waterway be pumped and maintained
in a functional condition. The County also has a mandatory
connection that by ordinance gives the customer 180 days to
connect to the County’s system when it becomes available.

• Summarizing the private sewer utilities and providing
recommendations for regional connections.

Charlotte County is in the process of establishing a septicto-sewer program that started with an individual project in
East/West Spring Lake. This septic tank conversion project
replaced 10,500 septic systems with centralized sewer and
was funded through the establishment of a municipal service
benefit unit (MSBU) specifically to address this project. MSBU
funding has pros and cons, and the County Commission
decided to take a more planned and methodical approach to
the septic tank elimination program.

• Developing capital improvement plan
recommendations based on existing infrastructure
needs and guiding principles.

The Charlotte County Utilities Department (Utilities)
was directed to prepare a Sewer Master Plan focused on
creating a roadmap for reducing pollution by converting
septic systems to sewer for the Utilities’ service areas. The
primary goal of the Sewer Master Plan was to collaboratively
develop an initial 15-year plan to implement an affordable,
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• Summarizing the need to reduce nutrient and bacteria
discharges.
• Reviewing and compiling historical data on the sewer
system, water reclamation facilities, and water quality
and flows.

• Modeling and predicting system growth.
• Developing detailed consumer and wastewater flow
estimates through buildout.
• Reviewing the Utilities’ existing wastewater collection
and transmission systems.
• Reviewing existing wastewater reclamation facilities
and preparing an infrastructure assessment.

• Performing financial analysis and developing funding
programs and options for the County to implement the
recommended capital improvement plans.
Environmental scoring criteria were developed to prioritize
the importance of converting septic systems to sewer
for each project area identified in the Sewer Master Plan.
The environmental scoring criteria included the age of
septic systems within the project area, the project area’s
proximity to surface waters, and the nitrogen loading from
septic systems within the project area. Several factors
were considered in prioritizing projects to identify and
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develop consecutive 5-year, 10- year, 15-year, and buildout
improvement plans.
The Sewer Master Plan outlines the yearly capital
improvement projects required for the specified period,
including collection system, transmission system,
utility connections, and wastewater reclamation facility
improvements for each of these plans. The financial strategy
for the Sewer Master Plan is to assign just, equitable, and
affordable costs to property owners and to find an achievable
level of outside funding while having no adverse effect
on existing Utilities ratepayers. The plan includes funding
options for the 5-year collection system, and the funding plan
for the transmission systems, utility connections, and WRF
improvements are accounted for in a separate fund.
As part of the planning process, the County involved the
public with proactive stakeholder engagement. Some
examples of public engagement include holding Public and
Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) Workshops, forming
a Stakeholder Committee to support public education and
outreach, developing and maintaining a website devoted
to the master plan containing the numerous documents
related to its development, and news media interviews to
provide clear communication and transparency throughout
the plan development.

The County has evaluated a variety of funding sources
with the intent of creating a recurring funding source to
address the septic-to-sewer conversion while maintaining a
reasonable cost for its citizens.
Attachments
• Utility Rate Structure (Attachment 35, Page 771)
• ERP Permit with Phased Sewer Expansion Requirements
(Attachment 36, Page 774)
• OSTDS Ordinances (Attachment 37, Page 804)
• Mandatory Connection Requirements
(Attachment 38, Page 833)
• Sewer Master Plan Summary Presentation
(Attachment 39, Page 836)
Contact Information
Travis Mortimer, Capital Projects Manager
Charlotte County Government Administration
Travis.Mortimer@charlottecountyfl.gov
941.743.1944
https://www.charlottecountyfl.gov/dept/utilities/Pages/
Sewer-Master-Plan.aspx

Port Charlotte
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CASE STUDIES

Citrus
County
October 2017
Citrus County

Citrus County is located on Florida’s west coast in the area
known as the Nature Coast. The County has a population
of 141,058 (2015), the median household income is
$38,312 (2015), and the median age is 53. Citrus County
is home to three first-magnitude springs (Crystal River/
Kings Bay, Chassahowitzka, and Homosassa). With these
springs in the County, the Florida Springs and Aquifer
Protection Act will have a significant impact on what is
required of the County relative to improving the water
quality in the springs. The County is currently (10/1/17)
home to more than 40,000 Onsite Septic Treatment and
Disposal Systems (OSTDS). The Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) is evaluating nutrient
loading to the first-magnitude springs through the Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)/Basin Management Action
Plan (BMAP) process and has identified OSTDSs as a major
source of nutrients impacting the springs. Based on this
evaluation, an OSTDS Remediation Plan will be required in
all springsheds in the County.
The County does not have an official Septic to Sewer
Program but has an initiative focused on septic tank
elimination. The County has begun to address the septic
tanks on a project by project basis and evaluating the
need for a septic to sewer master plan. The County has
prioritized projects that have been able to garner grant
dollars that minimize the financial impact to the County’s
residents.
Projects the County has completed to date include the
Halls River Road and Fort Island Trail Phase 1 septic-tosewer projects. These projects were well received by
the residents in these areas since they had experienced
difficulties with performance of their septic systems
including the inability to use everyday items such as the
washing machine, toilets, and showers without backups
into homes and puddles in yards. The County also pursued
a project at the headwaters of the Homosassa River. This
project was identified for septic conversion because of
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the nutrients from the septic systems having a negative
impact on the Spring. However, the cost of this project to
the owners was significant and the project did not move
forward. Funds for the project were redirected to another
area along the Homosassa designated for septic-to-sewer
conversion.
Some of the examples of success and lessons learned
by Citrus County as they have pursued septic-to-sewer
projects include the following.
Successes
• Grant Funding: Citrus County has been successful
in procuring grant dollars from a variety of different
sources including Springs dollars, Legislative
appropriation, and the TMDL program.
• Schedule Rate Increases: The County has
implemented scheduled utility rate increases that
provide a consistent funding source to support the
plan. However, the County’s rates have remained well
within (and even below) industry standards.
Challenges
• Public Communication: The high percentage of
retirement-age citizens translates into a very engaged
citizen community. Many of these residents are on a
fixed income and express major concerns about cost
increases of any kind. Many of these people do not see
centralized sewer as an investment in their property
nor do they value any potential increase in their
property value. Additionally, education regarding the
impact of septic systems on the health of the springs
has been a significant challenge with the public and
has contributed to some political uncertainty.
• Construction Conditions: The County has encountered
some challenging construction conditions with the
depth to groundwater and underground rock. These
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conditions increase the cost of projects and have
caused the County to have to evaluate different
collection systems to maintain construction costs
within a range acceptable to the citizens and
elected officials.
Section 42-161 of the Citrus County Code of Ordinances,
requires all owners of an “on-site sewage treatment
and disposal system” (i.e., septic system) to connect
the system or the building’s plumbing to an available
publicly owned or investor-owned sewage system
within 365 days after written notification that the
publicly owned or investor-owned sewage system
is available for connection. Connection fees may be
structured through an agreement with the County to
help defray the cost over 10 years. Some homeowners
may also be eligible for financial assistance through the
Citrus County Housing Services Division.

Attachments
• Rate Structure (Attachment 40, Page 850)
• Mandatory Connection Ordinance
(Attachment 41, Page 852)
• Crystal River/Kings Bay BMAP Maps
(Attachment 42, Page 858)
Contact Information
Ken Cheek, PE, Director
Citrus County Water Resource Department
Ken.cheek@citrusbocc.com
352.527.7646
http://www.citrusbocc.com/waterres/water-resources.htm

Homosassa Springs
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CASE STUDIES

Indian River
County
October 2017
West Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility Wetlands, Vero Beach

Indian River County is located on the Treasure Coast
between St. Lucie and Brevard Counties with the
Indian River Lagoon running present from its north
to south County lines. The County has a population of
approximately 150,000 and five incorporated cities. The
County has approximately 30,000 septic systems in 325
subdivisions/communities with about 37 percent of
them in the incorporated areas. The County’s Utilities
Department provides sewage collection for over 28,950
accounts, along with commercial and industrial customers
– a major portion of the population. The County has
recently initiated a Septic-to-Sewer Program in the County
and completed a Septic-to-Sewer Conversion Evaluation
(June 2017). The program is in its early stages and details
for program implementation are evolving with some that
have yet to be defined.
Septic to Sewer Highlights
• An assessment of the septic systems was conducted
for the communities across the County. The
2017 report entitled “Septic to Sewer Conversion
Evaluation” prepared by Schulke, Bittle & Stoddard,
LLC provided Capital Improvement Program
prioritization recommendations. A copy of the report
is available on the County’s website and available as
an attachment.
• As part of the initial ranking, the County used the
following factors to evaluate the various areas of the
County for septic-to-sewer conversation:
• Population Density
• Proximity to Surface Waters
• FEMA Flood Plain
• Depth to Ground Water Table
• Soil Condition

• The County has begun implementing priorities
starting with the North Sebastian area Phase I
Septic-to-Sewer (S2S) Conversion Project. Phase I
Construction has been bid and the funding allocated.
The notice to proceed was issued in August 2017
with a 1-year construction period. The first phase
of the North Sebastian S2S project focuses on the
commercial area of Sebastian with the expectation
that it will help the Sebastian US Highway 1
commercial corridor.
• Funds for this initial project are coming from several
sources and are allocated as follows:
• Utility reserve funds – 20 percent.
• Sales Tax – 20 percent.
• Cost-share Grant – 21.80 percent.
• Owner portion – 38.20 percent
• North Sebastian S2S Phase II Design is 90-percent
complete.
Other Information of Interest
• The County Goals include:
• Protecting the Indian River Lagoon by working
with the regulatory agencies, residents, and other
stakeholders to develop and implement the
County-wide S2S plan.
• Provide safe, reliable water and wastewater
service.
• Pursue grant dollars to minimize the overall
impact to rate payers and be fair to all County
citizens.
• The County’s program is evolving. The County will be
addressing such issues as:

• Age Surface Water Management System

• Changes to the County comprehensive plan.

• Age of Existing OSTDS

• Financing options:
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• A sign-up incentive program that rewards early
converters will help jump-start the S2S residential
program in priority areas.
• Public outreach:
• Effective communications is essential. The Utilities
Department has an informative website (weblink
below) and is developing an outreach strategy to
effectively inform residents.
• Policies for work to be completed on Owners’
properties.
• How best to serve areas in the County to be
developed in the future.
• Foresight and leadership by the Board of County
Commissioners was essential to effectively initiate the
S2S Conversion Program.

Attachments/Resources
• Executive Summary from “Septic to Sewer Conversion
Evaluation” report including an Aerial Map
(Attachment 43, Page 862).
• Indian River County’s Septic-to-Sewer Program: www.
ircutilities.com/S2S which includes documents, maps,
and FAQs.
• Rate Structure (Attachment 44, Page 920).
Contact Information
Vincent Burke, PE
Utilities Director, Indian River County
vburke@ircgov.com
772.226.1830
http://www.ircutilities.com

Indian River Lagoon
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CASE STUDIES

City of
Jacksonville
and JEA
October 2017

JEA is located in Jacksonville, Florida, where they serve an
estimated 455,000 electric, 337,000 water and 261,000 sewer
customers. JEA is the largest community-owned utility in Florida
and the eighth largest in the United States. JEA has engaged
with multiple Septic to Sewer programs over the past 20 years.
During the Better Jacksonville Program, the City of Jacksonville
(COJ) and JEA worked together to remove more than 6,000
septic tanks. The current Septic to Sewer program began in the
Spring 2016 and has been adjusted to maximize the cost benefit
of the financial investment by the City and the Utility.
Program Overview
Under the current program, COJ and JEA are jointly investing
$30 million dollars for the Septic to Sewer program. An
additional $5 million investment will come from JEA in the form
of funding for engineering design and project management and
another $600,000 in the form of treatment capacity for removal
of septic tanks that are eligible for total maximum daily load
(TMDL) credit. The funds for the program will carryover from
budget year to budget year and not lapse. Additionally, central
water will also be included in the areas where it is currently
unavailable. A key feature of the program is that it funds
connection costs for water and wastewater connections for
projects that achieve required participation levels. This is a huge
selling point in moving the program forward.
Some of the elements of JEA’s current program include the
following:
• A list of 35 neighborhoods monitored by the Duval
County Health Department was evaluated and ranked
using several additional scoring criteria that includes
environmental, health and welfare considerations, and
community considerations. The list will be reviewed and
updated annually.
• The total wastewater collection system estimate for the 35
neighborhoods (estimated in 2016 dollars) is $708 million.
• Additional provision for the 14 neighborhoods where
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Pumpkin Hill Creek, Jacksonville

central water is not fully available and could be added
totals $25 million (estimated in 2016 dollars).
• Available joint COJ/JEA funding has been committed
to the highest scored priority areas that achieve
required participation levels.
• Projects will require 70 percent of the property owners
in the priority area to agree to connect and sign an
access agreement before project design consultant
selection commences (applies to properties improved
with houses or businesses).
• The Program provides for a 5-year waiting period for
neighborhood project reconsideration if 70 percent is
not achieved within the 6-month outreach period.
• The City has eliminated an option to defer connections
and requires mandatory connections, absent a valid
previously approved deferral.
• The Program will pay for all connection costs for
projects funded as priority areas that achieve
participation levels as funding allows.
• Connection to existing wastewater lines will be
required where available.
• Uses Florida Department of Health Statute guidelines
for mandating connections (criteria include property
types and distances from existing infrastructure).
• Established a monthly “Readiness to Serve” charge
for properties that do not connect within 1 year
of availability and proper notice. Applicable to
neighborhoods receiving new infrastructure and
existing neighborhoods with existing infrastructure.
• The “Readiness to Serve” charge will be collected
through a separate billing process where the money
will flow to COJ for funding future priority-area
projects. This fee is equal to the base sewer bill.
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COJ and JEA used a strong outreach program in the
initially identified neighborhood that included two
“town hall”-style meetings and door-to-door outreach to
gain the required percentage of commitment from the
property owners within the neighborhoods. The 6-month
participation period commences with the second town
hall meeting. The required participation was reached in
the first neighborhood, and the project is moving to the
design phase. Outreach has started on the second priority
neighborhood.
Challenges
One of the challenges faced in moving the program
forward included connecting with absentee owners in a
community that has 51-percent absentee owners.

Attachments
• Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Review 2016
(Attachment 45, Page 927)
• Water Wastewater Review Committee Report and
Recommendations (Attachment 46, Page 949)
• Water/Wastewater Appropriation Ordinance
(Attachment 47, Page 958)
• Septic Tank Phaseout Program Information Sheet
(Attachment 48, Page 979)
• Septic Tank Phaseout Prioritization Spreadsheet
(Attachment 49, Page 980)
• Biltmore Septic to Sewer Presentation
(Attachment 50, Page 983)
• Rate Structure (Attachment 51, Page 999)
Contact Information
Nancy Kilgo Veasey, Director, Government Relations, JEA
KilgNA@jea.com
904.665.6439
www.jea.com

Main Street Bridge, Jacksonville
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Marion
County
September 2017
Silver Springs

Marion County is located in North Central Florida and is well
known for its natural beauty and its two first-magnitude
springs – Silver Springs and Rainbow Springs. These springs as
well as Lake Weir have established Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs) established for nutrient loading to the water body.
Although Marion County does not have an official septic-tosewer program, the County was an early adopter in springs
protection, implementing a Springs Protection Program. This
program includes Springs Protection Zones (SPZs), restrictions,
setbacks and special use standards for critical land uses, policies
and standards for new development (including open space,
landscaping, irrigation, stormwater treatment, and domestic
waste treatment and disposal, central wastewater treatment
facilities [WWTFs], and onsite sewage treatment and disposal
systems [OSTDS]) and remediation and research projects.
The County adopted a Springs Protection Ordinance, the
requirements of which have been deployed throughout the
County’s Land Development Codes (LDCs). One of the LDCs
requires connection to the wastewater system if the property
is within 400 feet of a service line. For development where
connection to a regional, sub-regional, or alternative sewer
system is not required, then an OSTDS will be required. The
County developed and adopted OSTDS performance standards
aimed at achieving a 70-percent or greater nitrogen removal
efficiency for new and replacement systems in the Primary
SPZ beginning October 1, 2007, and in the Secondary SPZ by
October 1, 2008. The LDCs shall also address conditions by which
exemptions may be granted by the County Commission. The
LDCs also contain a springs protection overlay.
The Marion County Department of Health (DOH) estimates that
approximately 75,000 to 90,000 septic tanks exist in Marion
County with approximately 8,300 in the Rainbow Springs
springshed and approximately 48,600 located in the Silver
Springs modeled 100-year capture zone. This is significant in
that the septic systems account for more than 20 percent of the
nutrient loading to the springs and will necessitate an OSTDS
Remediation Plan as required by the 2016 Florida Springs and
Aquifer Protection Act.
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Marion County’s utility system currently serves approximately
20,000 connections in different areas of the County. As the
County begins to evaluate a septic-to-sewer program, funding
is the biggest challenge to face. The County is undertaking a
planning process to identify key areas for future septic-to-sewer
projects with consideration of proximity to connections, capacity
of infrastructure, and population density.
From an education perspective, the County invited Dr. Yueging
Gao, PHD, from the Florida Department of Health (FDOH) to speak
at the Marion County Board of County Commissioners (BOCC)
meeting to provide the commissioners and public with a solid
technical understanding of the impact of OSTDSs on the springs.
Elected officials are under significant pressure from the local
development community to provide education on septic-tosewer impacts. The County is considering development of a
Septic-to-Sewer Master Plan.
Attachments
• Utility Rate Structure (Attachment 52, Page 1005)
• Land Development Code Division 4 Springs Protection
Overlay Zone (SPOZ) (Attachment 53, Page 1010)
• Springs Protection Overlay Zone Map (Attachment 54,
Page 1020)
• Comprehensive Plan - Sanitizing Sewer Element
(Attachment 55, Page 1021)
• FDOH BOCC Presentation
Contact Information
Angel Roussel, PE, Utilities Director
Marion County Utilities Department
Angel.Roussel@marioncountyfl.org
352.307.6000
http://www.marioncountyfl.org/departments-agencies/
departments-o-z/utilities
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City of
Rockledge
September 2017
Indian River Lagoon

The City of Rockledge is located in Brevard County on Florida’s
east coast on the Indian River Lagoon with a population of just
over 27,000 (2016). The name Rockledge comes from the many
ledges of coquina rock that line the Indian River Lagoon. The
City of Rockledge is a stakeholder for the Implementation of
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for Nutrients adopted by the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) in the
Indian River Lagoon Central Basin.
The City provides wastewater and reclaimed water services
to its residents (see service area map attached). Water
service is provided by the City of Cocoa through an interlocal
agreement (attached). The City’s wastewater treatment plant is
a 4.5-million-gallon-per-day (MGD) plant with available capacity
based on 2.81 MGD average annual daily flow.
Approximately 35 percent of the City’s residents address their
wastewater needs through the use of septic systems. This
translates to approximately 3,775 septic tanks in the City.
The City does not currently have an official septic-to-sewer
program, but it is beginning to address the impact of the septic
systems in their community on a project-by-project basis. This
effort was initiated with a project along the Indian River Lagoon in
the Breezeswept subdivision. This project provides sewer service
to 141 homes, most of which were built in the 1960s. The City
experienced both successes and challenges during this project.
Successes
• Funding Procurement – The City procured grant dollars
from the St. Johns River Water Management District and
FDEP and a $1.2-million legislative appropriation.
• Public Acceptance – Due to the funding made available
for this project, the residents of the neighborhood were
not charged an assessment for the transition from septic
to sewer. This was a major factor in the overwhelming
acceptance with 139 out of 141 homeowners participating.
• Local Sparkplug – The City has a staff member who was
specifically assigned to work with the funding agencies
and the community to keep the project on track from the
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financial and public relations perspectives.
• Coordinated Work with the Contractor – The City
coordinated roadway upgrades in the neighborhood as an
additional upgrade as part of the septic–to-sewer project.
Challenges
• Subsurface Conditions – The City was built on ledges
of coquina rock, which makes excavation for the pipe
installation difficult.
• Funding – Additional funding was needed during the
middle of construction.
• Public Communication – Discharge of dewatering water
was a visual problem. Residents saw a milky-colored water
going into the Indian River Lagoon and, while there was no
negative impact to the Lagoon, the residents though that
there was a problem leading to a significant number of calls
of concern. A more proactive public notification program
could have alleviated the concerns of the residents and
minimized the number of calls made to the City.
The City recognizes that additional projects need to be
identified, and as of the date of publication of this document
are evaluating and prioritizing different areas of the City
Attachments
• Interlocal Agreement Ordinances (Attachment 56,
Page 1027)
• Interlocal Agreement with the City of Cocoa
(Attachment 57, Page 1036)
• Rockledge Code of City Ordinances Chapter 17
(includes Rate Structure) (Attachment 58, Page 1061)
Contact Information
Jim Elmore, Director
City of Rockledge Wastewater Services
jelmore@cityofrockledge.org
321.690.3975
http://www.cityofrockledge.org/
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City of
Tallahassee
November 2017
Lake Hall, Tallahassee

The City of Tallahassee is the county seat of Leon County
and our State’s capitol. With a population of approximately
191,000, the city has a median household income (MHI)
of approximately 83% of the State of Florida’s MHI and
a median age of 26.2 years, which is significantly lower
than the state’s median age of 41.8. In June 2017, the City
of Tallahassee initiated its septic-to-sewer program in
response to the Basin Management Action Plan (BMAP)
for Wakulla Springs. The City’s program, called Septic Over
Sewer (SOS), is a program targeted at 130 septic tanks
within the City Limits and in the Wakulla Springs Priority
Focus Area (PFA) as outlined in the Florida Springs and
Aquifer Protection Act and identified in the BMAP. The
City has long required residents with failing septic tanks
to connect to the City’s sewer system, if available, at the
customer’s cost. This will continue to be a mechanism for
eliminating existing septic systems in sewered areas. The
SOS program is a voluntary program and is being funded
through two state grants.
Public Outreach Program
The City is putting in place (expected to be finalized in
Fall 2017) a very intentional public outreach program
directed at the homeowners in the SOS target area. The
City received a 319(h) Education Grant for the program’s
education and outreach efforts. The outreach program
includes the following elements.
• Eligibility Request Letter with a postage-paid return
mailer.
• Flyers for community events.
• Door hanger.
• Yard signage.
• Two minute video.
• Variable message boards.

The outreach is directed at the eligible homeowners and
the City has begun promoting the program at various
venues.
SOS Program Elements
To be eligible for the SOS program, a homeowner must
be in the Wakulla Springs PFA as defined by the Wakulla
Springs BMAP, an existing wastewater collection line must
be available for connection, and the homeowner must be
within the City limits.
The City has established an application and approval
process for admitting homeowners to the program. The
steps are as follows:
1. Homeowner submits an eligibility determination
request.
2. City reviews the request and makes an eligibility
determination.
3. City sends homeowner an eligibility determination
and, if eligible, an application package.
4. Customer prepares the application package, which
must include quotes from three plumbers who
can connect the home to the wastewater system
and properly abandon the septic tanks. Quotes
must include all required permits from the Florida
Department of Health (FDOH) and the City Building
Department.
5. Customer sends the application package to the
City for review, which includes technical and
administrative reviews.
6. Upon approval of the application, the City sends the
homeowner approval for the customer to contract
with the low-bid plumber.
7. The selected plumber obtains the permits, completes the
work, and requests an inspection by the City and FDOH.
8. Upon approval of the work by the City and FDOH, the
City reimburses the plumber for the contracted costs.

• Website and social media protocols.
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A flow chart of the process is attached. The connections
are made at no cost to the customer/homeowner and are
being paid for through a Springs grant. This grant requires
a match, which was fulfilled by the 319(h) Education Grant
and the wastewater lines in the target area previously
installed by the City. As of November 2017, the City has
completed four conversions under the program since its
inception.

Contact Information
Ms. Sondra Lee, PE
Underground Utilities & Public Infrastructure – Water
Resources Engineering
Sondra.lee@talgov.com
850.891.6123
www.talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic

Attachments
• Map of Service Area for SOS Program
(Attachment 59, Page 1067)
• SOS Connection Process (Attachment 60, Page 1068)
• Homeowner SOS Process Diagram (Attachment 61,
Page 1070)
• Citizen Outreach Package (Attachment 62, Page 1071)

Wakulla Springs
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City of
Vero Beach
December 2017
Vero Beach Boardwalk

The City of Vero Beach is the County seat of Indian River County. With
a population of 16,750, the City has a median household income
(MHI) of 85 percent of Florida’s MHI and a median age of nearly
55 years (which is significantly higher than the state’s median age
of 41.8). The City of Vero Beach initiated its septic-to-sewer program
in 2015, installing its first line in March of 2015 and adding its first
connection in April of the same year.
The City recognized the cost of installing a traditional gravity system
for their septic-to-sewer program would be significant and not
something that the City could afford or residents would accept. With
this in mind, the City elected to use a Septic Tank Effluent Pump
or STEP system. The STEP system consists of a conventional septic
tank system that captures the solids but the liquid effluent flows to
a holding tank that contains a pump and control devices to pump
to shallowly buried small-diameter pipe that collects effluent for
transmission via force main to treatment facilities.
Some key elements of the City of Vero Beach’s septic-to-sewer
program are outlined below:
• The City Council made a commitment to the septic-to-sewer
program. Although there is no mandatory connection
requirement, there are no new permits issued in Vero Beach for
septic systems.
• The customers are by ordinance required to pump out their
septic tanks and have them inspected regularly. If septic tanks
fail, residents are required to connect to the City’s system. As of
November 2017, approximately 125 customers have connected
based on failing septic tanks.
• At the outset of the program, the City made an initial
presentation to the City Council and then took the presentation
out to the community including builders, realtors, and various
homeowners associations. The program has been well received.
• The St. Johns River Water Management District provided a
$292,050 grant for mainlines and a $247,500 grant for service
laterals to match the City’s investment
• Customer incentives were developed to encourage connection
to the system included the following.
• The first incentive is the “STEP Up and Save Credit” of
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$2,290, which offsets the wastewater impact fee that is
normally charged to new sewer customers.
• The second incentive is a $1,100 “Wastewater Utility
Extension Credit,” available to homeowners who pay in full
for their STEP package at the time of application.
• The application of these two incentives creates a
situation where there is no cost to the homeowner for
off-site improvements. The homeowner only pays for the
installation and furnishing of the STEP System equipment.
Since 2015, the City has installed the infrastructure to eliminate
approximately 1,500 septic tanks from the City service area with an
initial investment of $1 million plus the SJRWMD grant money.
Attachments
• A Homeowner’s Guide to STEP Systems (Attachment 63,
Page 1079)
• A STEP System Installation - Photographic Presentation
(Attachment 64, Page 1081)
• Charges, Fees and Credits (Attachment 65, Page 1096)
• Code - Division 1, Article III. – SANITARY SEWER SYSTEM
(Attachment 66, Page 1097)
• “Talking Points” of a Hybrid Septic Tank Effluent Pump
(STEP) System (Attachment 67, Page 1113)
• STEP System - Different Types (Attachment 68, Page 1114)
• Resolution 2014-37 SUSC STEP Rate Structure
(Attachment 69, Page 1120)
• Ordinance 2017-08 LDC Amendment Allowing STEP
System Installation (Attachment 70, Page 1127)
• Service Area Map (Attachment 71, Page 1131)
Contact Information
Robert Bolton, PE, Director, Vero Beach Utilities Department
rbolton@covb.org
772.978.5228
www.covb.org
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Abstract
Environmental impacts of nitrogen from wastewater are a growing concern throughout
the nation. Onsite sewage systems are one of the sources of nitrogen loading to the
environment. The Florida Department of Health has completed a project to: (1)
understand and illustrate how nitrogen moves underneath onsite sewage systems; and
(2) develop cost-effective and passive methods to reduce nitrogen from onsite
wastewater. This comprehensive research project began in 2009 by the Department in
collaboration with other state agencies, private industry and academic institutions.
Evaluation of wastewater plumes from existing onsite systems were used to refine and
calibrate a nitrogen fate and transport model to estimate nitrogen contribution from onsite
systems in shallow aquifers. The project also developed and tested nitrogen-reducing
technologies for full-scale systems. These systems were installed and tested at existing
homes under real-world conditions. Results demonstrated effective and consistent
removal of nitrogen from the test systems’ wastewater. Recommendations are presented
to facilitate decision making for nitrogen reduction from onsite sewage systems and to
make passive nitrogen reduction technology available for use with existing and new
systems.
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Executive Summary
Overview
In 2008, the Florida Legislature directed the Department of Health to develop a tool box of costeffective nitrogen reduction strategies for onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems (OSTDS). In
January 2009, the Department in consultation with its Research Review and Advisory Committee
(RRAC) contracted with a project team comprised of nationally recognized experts led by Hazen and
Sawyer, P.C. The Department, and its RRAC, directed the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies (FOSNRS) project, with participation from the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP).
The project had two main areas of focus: development of passive nitrogen reduction technologies; and
evaluation and prediction of the fate and transport of nitrogen from OSTDS. Objectives included:




Development of cost-effective, passive strategies for nitrogen reduction from onsite sewage
systems
Characterization of nitrogen removal in the soil and shallow groundwater
Development of simple models to determine fate and transport of nitrogen from OSTDS in soil
and groundwater

Passive nitrogen reduction was defined based on previous research done for the Department. A
passive system may not include more than one effluent pump in mechanical parts and must include
reactive media to remove the nitrogen.
The study was developed around four major tasks (Figure ES- 1).

Figure ES- 1. Depiction of the Four Main Tasks Associated with the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study
Executive Summary  9
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The tasks and major accomplishments during their completion were:
Task A - Select promising technologies and test at a Florida academic research facility to determine
design criteria for new passive nitrogen reduction systems.
Accomplishments: A testing facility was established at the University of Florida Gulf Coast Research
and Education Center (GCREC) in Wimauma, for in-tank and in-ground systems. Developed and
evaluated pilot-scale configurations for passive systems, resulting in options that consistently reduced
nitrogen by 95% or more.
Task B - Install top candidates for nitrogen reduction technologies at existing Florida homes, with
documentation of performance and cost.
Accomplishments: Installed seven full-scale passive nitrogen reduction systems at existing homes
throughout Florida; sampling and monitoring conducted over an 18-month period at each. Several
designs reliably provided 90-95% nitrogen reduction prior to the drainfield. Developed a life-cycle cost
assessment tool for detailed passive nitrogen system cost estimates and cost comparisons to existing
approved systems.
Task C - Determine efficacy of nitrogen reduction in Florida soils and contributions to shallow
groundwater.
Accomplishments: Completed detailed assessments to evaluate nitrogen transport in the soil and
groundwater around four pilot-scale systems at the GCREC test facility. Completed detailed
assessments to evaluate nitrogen transport from four septic systems at existing home sites. In nearly all
cases, most nitrogen from the onsite systems entered the groundwater and formed a long plume.
Installation of passive nitrogen reduction systems eliminated the nitrogen plume.
Task D - Develop a simple user-friendly computer model for nitrogen fate and transport from onsite
sewage systems in Florida conditions supporting environmental assessment, planning, and system
selection.
Accomplishments: Developed a look-up table to estimate nitrogen removal in soil for a range of
conditions. Developed a user friendly computer model for predicting nitrogen fate and transport from
the bottom of the drainfield, through the soil, and in the groundwater. The model was corroborated with
field data collected during the soil and groundwater assessments of existing septic systems.

Results
Based on a review, prioritization, and ranking of available nitrogen removal technologies, nitrogen
removal by two-stage biofiltration was selected as the most operationally simple, effective, and
applicable nitrogen removal process for development of Passive Nitrogen Reduction Systems (PNRS)
for onsite wastewater treatment. Two-stage biofiltration consists of a first stage in which nitrogen from
the wastewater is converted to nitrate, and a second stage in which the nitrate is reduced to nitrogen
gas that then leaves the water. A unique pilot-scale test facility was designed and constructed at the
University of Florida Gulf Coast Research and Education Center in Wimauma to test numerous design
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concepts for two-stage biofiltration and to develop further design criteria for implementation of full scale
PNRS for testing at home sites. Based on approximately two years of pilot study results, seven full
scale innovative prototype two-stage biofilters designs were constructed for evaluation at existing
homes in Florida.
The seven prototype single family residence PNRS evaluated in this study encompassed a variety of
designs of passive two-stage biofiltration systems for nitrogen removal. Construction of each system
was evaluated for cost and ease of construction, and the systems were subsequently monitored over
an approximately two year period with water quality sampling conducted bi-monthly over 18 months.
Most of the prototype systems performed very well in real home site conditions. Nitrogen removal
performance of the full scale PNRS confirmed the results of previous PNRS pilot testing and
established the two-stage biofiltration process as an effective and viable technology for onsite nitrogen
removal. The prototype system demonstrations provided valuable guidance for further PNRS design for
individual home sites and for planning level analysis to achieve nitrogen reduction goals in Florida.
For each of the field tested prototype site configurations, life-cycle cost assessments were developed,
which outline in detail system cost estimates and cost comparisons to existing approved systems. Cost
documentation for the systems was categorized by permitting, design, materials and construction, and
operation and maintenance. Documentation of the installation, operating, and maintenance costs
enabled comparative life-cycle cost estimates between the different field-tested systems. A life-cycle
cost assessment tool was developed to estimate the present worth and capital costs for multiple system
configurations. The tool is a computer spreadsheet consisting of a series of linked worksheets that can
estimate the life-cycle costs of passive onsite wastewater nitrogen removal systems, as well as for
conventional systems.
The mean estimated actual as-built construction cost for the seven prototype PNRS was $17,726 and
ranged from $10,399 to $32,116. The lowest construction cost was for an in-ground PNRS, which was
also the simplest system. While this system’s performance (approximately 60% nitrogen reduction) was
less than optimal, design revisions to the Stage 2 liner module could potentially make it the most costeffective of all systems. Highest construction cost was for home site 6, a dual drip dispersal PNRS with
turf grass irrigation. Construction costs of in-tank two-stage biofilter PNRS were in the middle of the
range with actual construction costs of $18,000 to $20,000. It should be noted that all seven prototype
PNRS were installed at existing homes, which required additional construction time and restoration of
property, increasing costs as compared to a new home installation. Additionally, these were prototype
or innovative systems that had not been designed and constructed previously in Florida and were
therefore unfamiliar to the installing contractors. Costs for PNRS are expected to come down with more
standard designs and widespread implementation.
For a more effective comparison, the costs were standardized using the life-cycle cost assessment tool.
Costs for each system was re-estimated for a standard 300 gallon per day system, representing a
typical three bedroom single family residence, and this narrowed the range of estimated costs
considerably. These standardized results were run for two scenarios: a new system installation, and a
retrofit of an existing system. For the new system scenario, the tool estimated a cost of $4,000 for a
conventional tank and drainfield. For the retrofit of an existing system scenario, it was assumed that the
existing septic tank and drainfield could be used, but that the anticipated complexity of installation
would be greater. The standardized estimated costs for the PNRS components for new construction
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ranged from $8,700-$16,300 with an average of $13,700, and the range for a retrofit of an existing
system was $12,000-$20,700 with an average of $16,500.
Applying the life-cycle cost assessment tool to the results from the seven prototype PNRS gave an
average present worth cost per pound of nitrogen removed of $42/lb. N, and ranged from $29 to $52/lb.
N. The average energy use was 0.5 kWhr/day with an average field tested percentage of nitrogen
reduction of 85%. When these results were compared to other cost estimates for more active
performance-based treatment system nitrogen removal, the systems associated with this study
operated at a lower present worth cost per pound of nitrogen removed ($13.50 less/lb. N.), saved over
2 kWhr/day in energy use, and achieved significantly greater (21%) effluent nitrogen removal
efficiencies.
Nitrogen impact to groundwater is influenced by a wide variety of factors. These include sewage
characteristics, drainfield configuration, loading rate, soil characteristics, oxygen content, aquifer
recharge, OSTDS density, and water table elevation and fluctuation. Monitoring of septic tank effluent
during the course of the study confirmed earlier estimates of how much nitrogen is discharged. About
10 pounds of nitrogen per person and year leave a septic tank.
Four septic systems at existing homes in Polk, Seminole, Hillsborough, and Marion counties had
detailed assessments to evaluate nitrogen transport. Additionally, the plume from a large septic system
at GCREC was delineated and some monitoring at an additional home site in Wakulla County was
performed. Most of the monitored drainfields were installed to current new system standards. They
were effective at converting nitrogen from its organic and ammonia forms in the septic tank into nitrate
in the unsaturated soil. In most cases, this conversion was complete. At most field sites that were
monitored, a nitrogen plume was identified that extended beyond the drainfield and beyond the
monitoring instrumentation. The data at these sites were consistent with movement to surface water
features at three sites. The Polk County site indicated at least partial movement to a lake, at the
Seminole County and GCREC mound site groundwater moved toward drainage or stormwater
conveyance features. An exception to the complete conversion to nitrate was observed in part of the
drainfield at the Seminole County site, where incomplete conversion to nitrate appeared to be
combined with rapid nitrogen reduction. This was a drainfield that had been installed during a repair
with lesser separation to the water table. The remainder of the drainfield appeared to achieve complete
conversion of septic tank nitrogen to nitrate, which then traveled to the property boundary. In most
cases, the plume moved horizontally and remained in the shallow groundwater. In the case of Polk
County and Wakulla County sites, vertical transport was suspected but not completely characterized.
Vertical transport would provide a pathway into deeper groundwater.
Nitrogen concentrations tended to be lower further away from the drainfield. To a large extent, this
appeared to be due to dilution. After accounting for dilution, little to no nitrogen reduction was apparent
between septic tank effluent and monitoring points in the center of the plume. At two sites where
nitrogen removal treatment systems were installed as part of the study, the high treatment effectiveness
resulted in nitrogen disappearing from the effluent plume (Figure ES- 2).
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(a)

(b)

Figure ES- 2. Groundwater Nitrogen Concentrations at One Home Site Before (a) and After (b)
Installation of a Passive Nitrogen Reduction System
Fate and transport processes that are present in the OSTDS, vadose zone (i.e., the unsaturated soils
zone underneath the drainfield), and saturated zone will influence the extent of nitrogen impacts to
groundwater. These factors, along with factors related to groundwater/surface water interactions, will
also determine if nearby surface water bodies are adversely affected. A literature review was performed
to establish the current state of research on nitrogen impacts to groundwater resulting from the use of
OSTDS.
The conclusions reached using the data from the literature review and the groundwater monitoring
done as part of this study can be applied to nitrogen impact estimates in future studies and how to
appropriately monitor and sample a site that will utilize OSTDS. Lastly, data from these studies can be
applied to future studies of the OSTDS and vadose zone processes affecting nitrogen transport and
fate in groundwater and lead to better predictive methods for estimating nitrogen impacts.
Model development focused on the generation of tools in the form of look-up tables and graphics that
would provide estimates of nitrogen reduction in Florida soils. A first step completed was the analysis of
soil data to establish typical model parameter for Florida soils. Two modeling approaches yielded
similar results. In many cases, at least half of the nitrogen reduction occurs in the transition zone
between unsaturated and saturated soil just above the water table. The modeling tools can also be
used to incorporate more site specific data, and corroborative examples were included.

Planning for Nitrogen Reduction
The nitrogen sensitivity of Florida watersheds varies greatly, and includes areas of extremely high
sensitivity to nitrogen loading and other areas where nitrogen loading from OSTDS may be less critical.
Treatment effectiveness varies between different systems. To accommodate this variability, the
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following three operational levels related to treatment technologies of nitrogen removal efficiency were
established as part of an onsite nitrogen reduction strategy.
Level 1 provides adequate, fundamental treatment of wastewater which includes some nitrogen
removal. The system model for this level is the properly operating conventional two chamber septic
tank and drainfield constructed in a trench or bed configuration. The system is required to maintain a
two-foot separation to the seasonal high groundwater table meeting and must meet all applicable
regulations. These are industry-accepted system designs that are proven and reliable tools for
protecting public health. For these systems it is estimated that nitrogen reduction may vary between 1050% before reaching the water table below the OSTDS. For planning level purposes these systems are
estimated to achieve 30% nitrogen reduction.
Level 2 includes nitrogen removal in addition to providing the basic functional capability consistent with
level 1. The system model for this level includes modified drainfields to include a nitrification and
denitrification step, as well as existing aerobic treatment units and performance-based treatment
system technologies. Several PNRS treatment systems evaluated during this study included a first
stage that could fall into this category. These systems have been established and tested, with
performance objectives. A nitrogen reduction of 40-70% reaching the water table below the OSTDS is
estimated.
Level 3 transforms nitrogen removal options, creating opportunities for significant nitrogen removal in
sensitive areas where centralized wastewater treatment options are not available. The system model
for this level has not yet been fully developed, and is the focus of current Department work. Generally, it
will consist of a two-stage biofiltration system. The immediate plan is to place the most effective PNRS
systems at this level in the same regulatory structure as performance-based treatment system
technologies. Subsequently, revisions to the regulatory structure will be developed. These systems are
state-of-the-art for environmental protection but have varying levels of performance testing depending
on the technology. A nitrogen reduction of 85-95% reaching the water table below the OSTDS is
estimated. The estimated cost-effectiveness (present worth per pound of nitrogen removed) of passive
systems treating to this level is better than for more active system treating only to level 2.
The Department will use the results of the FOSNRS study to develop strategies to promote nitrogen
reduction in OSTDS. These strategies will provide planning-level tools to state agencies, local
governments, stakeholders, and other interested entities to enhance their ability to:




Assess nitrogen loading from OSTDS
Select enhanced designs for OSTDS which provide a range of options for nitrogen removal
Facilitate education and training for industry professionals and the public

The Department of Environmental Protection and local governments are expected to address nitrogen
loading in sensitive watersheds via the:



Total Maximum Daily Load allocations (TMDL - maximum amount of a pollutant that a body of
water can receive while meeting water quality standards), and
Basin Management Action Plans (BMAP – "blueprint" for restoring impaired waters by reducing
pollutant loading) processes.
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The various system options identified in the Department’s nitrogen reducing systems tool box will
enhance the abilities of resource managers, regulators, land use managers, and engage community
partners to make informed and scientifically appropriate decisions on the most effective strategies to
limit nitrogen inputs from OSTDS.

Strategies
As specific TMDLs and BMAPs are developed for Florida water bodies, it will become important to have
a range of available options for nitrogen load reductions from OSTDS. There are six main strategies
proposed:
1. Modify Regulations to Allow a Conventional OSTDS to Achieve Enhanced Nitrogen
Reduction: This strategy includes less complex in-ground passive nitrogen reducing systems
similar to the lined in-situ systems tested in the study. The approach is to allow conventional
nitrogen-removing enhanced systems, with removal efficiencies expected to be above the 10% 50% estimated for operational level 1 systems, while ensuring that the systems continue to
function and provide their expected level of public health protection. Regulation for these
systems would mirror conventional system regulations (focus on construction, not maintenance
and operation) to keep costs low. The Department proposes requiring no operating permit or
additional monitoring requirements for such an in-ground passive approach. The in-ground
systems will require development of system specifications for additional layers under the
drainfield and a small number of rule changes. The Department is developing such standards
with the goal of having conventional nitrogen-removing enhanced systems available as soon as
possible.
2. Permit Specific Configurations of PNRS as Performance-Based Treatment Systems: The
design specifications of the most promising technologies developed as part of this study will be
summarized. Such specifications will then provide a framework for engineers to design nitrogen
reducing systems. These will be permitted in the same manner as currently used technologies
for performance-based treatment systems. Along with design specifications, considerations of
uncertainty and variability of performance will be developed. Two-stage biofiltration systems
would provide 85-95% reduction in nitrogen prior to discharge to the drainfield and would fall
under operational level 3 described above. Technologies for level 3 include both in-tank and inground designs with the general concept including a septic tank, a Stage 1 unsaturated biofilter,
a Stage 2 saturated media biofilter, and a drainfield. The following characteristics could be
customized for each system:



Single pass unsaturated biofilters followed by denitrification biofilters with lignocellulosic and
sulfur media (dual media)
Recirculating unsaturated biofilters followed by denitrification biofilters with lignocellulosic
and sulfur media (dual media)

3. Develop New Nitrogen Reduction Section in Florida Administrative Code, Chapter 64 E-6:
This new section is anticipated to include the ability to mix and match tested concepts and
components and refine the permitting, inspection, and continued operation and maintenance
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schemes.
4. Conduct Education and Outreach: The Department will work with DEP, industry
professionals, the public, and other stakeholders to provide education on the study results,
septic system impacts, proposed and resulting rule changes, and training on how to install and
maintain nitrogen reduction system designs.
5. Share Planning-Level Tools: Tools available to help determine nitrogen loading from OSTDS
includes the Department’s Florida Water Management Inventory, a parcel-based map showing
the drinking water source and wastewater treatment method for every built property in the state
and the nitrogen fate and transport model developed as a part of the FOSNRS project. These
tools can be used in the BMAP process to further refine nitrogen loading estimates in areas with
a TMDL.
According to DEP (2015), septic systems that are built at a density of more than four per acre in
sensitive springs areas are a nitrogen contribution source of great concern. Sensitive areas are
defined as within a 10-mile radius of a spring vent and in areas of well-drained soils without a
confining layer impacting the vertical movement of groundwater.
Determination of necessary nitrogen reductions to protect or improve water quality by watershed
and GIS mapping of nitrogen sensitive zones would allow determination of which level of
nitrogen reduction is required for implementation in a given location. Nitrogen load reductions
from OSTDS should not be required everywhere, in many locations upgrading existing OSTDS
to current standards may be enough.
The output of the STUMOD-FL-HPS model, developed as part of this project to quantify vadose
and groundwater nitrogen transport from residential OSTDS, provides quantitative estimates for
soil treatment and groundwater fate and transport of nitrogen. These outputs could be used at a
planning level to identify areas where level 1, 2, or 3 nitrogen reduction options would be
appropriate solutions, or areas where centralized wastewater collection would be more
appropriate. Refined estimates of septic system locations from the Florida Water Management
Inventory can be used to locate areas with high septic system densities in sensitive spring
areas.
6. Locate Funding: Local-state partnerships are traditionally used to fund infrastructure
improvement projects (DEP 2015). Funding to facilitate decentralized (OSTDS) system
upgrades in areas identified for restoration will incentivize system owners to embrace and
widely utilize the developed PNRS technologies. More accurate estimates of funding needs
could be developed using the tools created as part of this study in combination with other
developed tools and resources.
The life-cycle cost assessment tool can be used to estimate the funding needs for septic system
improvements. The tool was used to compare level 1, 2, and 3 nitrogen removal system costs
based on the prototype systems. As the nitrogen removal level of the recommended systems
increases; construction costs, total present worth of life-cycle costs, and pounds per year of
nitrogen removed also increase.
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Conclusions
The results of this study will benefit Floridians by providing:





Field tested designs for “passive” user-friendly systems effective at removing nitrogen
System cost estimates and cost comparisons to existing approved systems
Nitrogen fate and transport model for estimating nitrogen contribution from onsite systems
Options for nitrogen reduction onsite systems in sensitive watersheds where sewers are not
feasible

In consultation with the Department of Environmental Protection and the Research Review Advisory
Committee, the Department has used the results of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies study to develop this final report to the Florida Governor and Florida Legislature. The total
estimated project cost was $5-million, but only $4.7 million was spent over a six-year period. In addition
to summarizing the project work, this report provides several strategies to assist with nitrogen reduction
in onsite systems. These strategies include planning-level tools to help assess nitrogen loading,
enhanced designs which provide a range of options for nitrogen removal, and recommendations for
onsite sewage system education and training for industry professionals and the public.
The results of this project help characterize and refine strategies for cost-effective nitrogen reduction
from onsite sewage treatment systems that will protect our environment, as well as provide costeffective options for Florida residents.
The passive nitrogen systems designed and tested as part of this study provide a significant
improvement in nitrogen reduction over conventional systems, achieving consistent removal of over 9095% of the nitrogen and having a concentration less than 5 mg N/L. Current advanced systems
available on the market typically achieve 40-70% reduction in nitrogen. The passive systems designed
and developed as part of this study were simple to operate, and only required minimal maintenance
after startup. The media used in these systems to perform the nitrogen reduction is expected to last
upwards of 50 years.
Regardless of the performance level requirements chosen, system performance and maintenance
tracking, inspections, monitoring, and enforcement procedures should be developed prior to
deployment and permitting of PNRS. Needed service provider qualifications and certification programs
and sufficient service provider capacity must be developed before widespread nitrogen reduction
system implementation. A public awareness program will also be needed. Without these programs,
requirements for nitrogen reduction systems may not be widely embraced and would not likely achieve
their intended goals.
In a press release by the St. Johns River Water Management District on October 7, 2015, DEP
Secretary Jon Steverson said that “combining efforts and resources with local governments,
stakeholders, and the water management districts enables us to take a more comprehensive and
efficient approach to springs protection.” A collaborative approach to nitrogen reduction from
decentralized wastewater sources at the local level is the approach that can make the most impact.
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Some of the more immediate next steps that will occur now that this study is complete are:





Establish long term monitoring of remaining PNRS systems at home sites to provide knowledge
of continued system performance, the longevity of media, further guidance for system designs,
and the long term needs for maintenance and monitoring.
Identify equipment, tanks, and media required for the PNRS and make them available in the
areas where PNRS will likely be installed.
Develop detailed design criteria for several standardized PNRS designs, including specifications
for media, liners, tanks, and tank lids.
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Introduction
Legislative Directive
This report is submitted in compliance with Specific Appropriation 470 of chapter 2015-232, Laws of
Florida:
“From the funds in Specific Appropriation 470, $10,000 from the General Revenue Fund
is provided to the Department of Health to conclude the nitrogen reduction study
authorized in Specific Appropriation 1682 of chapter 2008-152, Laws of Florida, by
August 31, 2015. The study shall include an analysis of field monitoring of performance
and cost of technologies at various sites, an analysis of soil and groundwater sampling
at various sites to determine how nitrogen moves, an analysis of various models to show
how nitrogen is affected by treatment in Florida-specific soils, and final reporting on all
tasks with recommendations for science-based nitrogen reduction options for onsite
sewage treatment and disposal systems. The department shall submit a final report by
December 31, 2015, to the Executive Office of the Governor, the President of the
Senate, and the Speaker of the House of Representatives.”
Original legislation authorizing this study was in Specific Appropriation 1682 of chapter 2008-152, Laws
of Florida:
“From the funds in Specific Appropriation 1682, $1 million from the Water Protection and
Sustainability Program Trust Fund shall be transferred to the Department of Health to
further develop cost-effective nitrogen reduction strategies. The Department of Health
shall contract, by request for proposal, for Phase I of an anticipated 3-year project to
develop passive strategies for nitrogen reduction that complement use of conventional
onsite wastewater treatment systems. The project shall be controlled by the Department
of Health’s research review and advisory committee and shall include the following
components: 1) comprehensive review of existing or ongoing studies on passive
technologies; 2) field-testing of nitrogen reducing technologies at actual home sites for
comparison of conventional, passive technologies and performance-based treatment
systems to determine nitrogen reduction performance; 3) documentation of all capital,
energy and life-cycle costs of various technologies for nitrogen reduction; 4) evaluation
of nitrogen reduction provided by soils and the shallow groundwater below and down
gradient of various systems; and 5) development of a simple model for predicting
nitrogen fate and transport from onsite wastewater systems. A progress report shall be
presented to the Executive Office of the Governor, the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives on February 1, 2009, including
recommendations for funding additional phases of the study.”

General Background
Importance of Florida Springs
Florida is home to more than 900 freshwater springs, one of the greatest concentrations on earth
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(FDEP 2014b). There are 33 “first magnitude” springs which discharge more than 64 million gallons of
groundwater per day. Most springs in Florida are located in the north and central part of the state with
thirty-nine counties containing springs: Alachua, Bay, Bradford, Calhoun, Citrus, Clay, Columbia, Dixie,
Flagler, Franklin, Gadsden, Gilchrist, Hamilton, Hernando, Hillsborough, Holmes, Jackson, Jefferson,
Lafayette, Lake, Leon, Levy, Liberty, Madison, Marion, Orange, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, Putnam,
Seminole, Sumter, Suwannee, Taylor, Union, Volusia, Wakulla, Walton, and Washington (Florida
Springs Taskforce 2000).
These natural wonders provide tremendous economic support to local communities and the state. The
Florida Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO) noted visitor spending, between 2002 – 2004, of
over $10 million at a number of springs, with Marion County receiving over $65 million in revenue for
the local economy (FDEO 2015).
The DEO found that state parks associated with some of Florida's springs bring in about one million
out-of-state tourists a year, with a $46 million economic impact. In particular, visitor spending at
Ichetucknee Springs (Suwannee County) was $23 million, Wakulla Springs (Wakulla County) $22
million, and Blue Spring (Volusia County) $10 million (FDEO 2015).
DEO also highlights, “The buildup of nitrates is contributing to the loss of spring habitats, which in turn
can adversely affect local economies that rely on tourist dollars from recreational opportunities Florida's
springs provide” (FDEO 2015).
Governor Rick Scott, together with the Florida Legislature, understand the importance of springs to both
Florida residents and visitors. Governor Rick Scott, in 2013, championed a $10 million investment in
spring restoration. Additional funds from the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and
through local partnerships provided a total of $37 million for spring restoration. In 2014, Governor Scott
allocated an additional $55 million for spring protection. The state also invested $15 million to improve
spring water quality and flow through improved research, monitoring, education, and landowner
assistance. Additionally, to protect Florida’s groundwater, Florida set aside for conservation, almost
27,000 acres that are recharge springs locations.
On October 5, 2015 Governor Scott announced distribution of over $82 million that focuses on spring
restoration in 26 locations in the state. Restoration plans include improvement in nitrogen control and
agricultural practices in sensitive springs watersheds. Additional activities will also include facilitating
centralized sewer connections. “Florida’s 900 freshwater springs bring families, visitors and job creators
to our state. Over the last three years, we have invested record funding for Florida’s springs, and the
projects we are announcing today will ensure our springs are protected for future generations to enjoy,”
Governor Rick Scott said in a press release. The initiative, with the support and design of the Florida
Legislature, will provide record funding for springs restoration. The project is a collaborative effort and
implemented by DEP, local governments, stakeholders, and Water Management Districts, and enables
more comprehensive and efficient approach to springs restoration (State of Florida 2015).

Springs and Onsite Sewage
The Department, including its Onsite Sewage Program within the Bureau of Environmental Health,
Division of Disease Control and Health Protection, recognizes the vital importance of protecting public
health and the environment. Onsite Sewage Treatment and Disposal Systems (OSTDS) are a cost-
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effective, public health protective, permanent solution to wastewater treatment in many locations
throughout the State of Florida. An estimated 2.7 million OSTDS are in use statewide (FDOH 2015),
serving approximately one third of its population (FDEP 2014a). The great majority of Florida OSTDS
are comprised of a septic tank for primary treatment followed by dispersal into the environment using
soil absorption systems commonly referred to as drainfields. They contribute one of the largest
“artificial” ground water recharge sources in the state. Ninety percent of the water used for drinking
comes from ground water. The Department, through the implementation of the OSTDS program in all of
its 67 county facilities, is an important asset for ensuring the protection of public health and the
environment, including this treasured resource.
Primary motivations for this study are the environmental impacts that the increased levels of nitrogen in
water bodies can cause. Programs within DEP identify water bodies impaired by excessive nitrogen,
establish targets for maximum nitrogen loads, and develop management action plans to restore water
bodies. Nitrogen sources to the environment include: atmospheric deposition; fertilizer from both
agricultural and residential land applications; livestock waste; wastewater from both centralized
wastewater treatment systems and OSTDS; and other localized sources such as sinking streams and
drainage wells. The combination of these sources adds up to a cumulative nitrogen load to ground and
surface waters. The relative contribution of OSTDS to nitrogen impacts varies by watershed with
estimates ranging from below five percent to more than 50 percent. As land uses change and the
population and onsite systems increase, the relative contribution of onsite systems to nitrogen sources
in an area may change. There is widespread interest in the management of OSTDS and their nitrogen
impacts.
Various investigators have evaluated the relative contribution of onsite systems to cumulative nitrogen
impacts in specific watersheds and discussed opportunities to reduce this contribution. In response to
prior legislation, the Department has been involved in such efforts in the Wekiva Study Area of central
Florida and has provided reports on nitrogen and onsite systems to the Governor in 2004, 2007, and
from 2009-2015. An increasing motivation for such evaluations is the need to maintain and restore
water bodies to their designated uses, implemented through the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
program by DEP.

Onsite Sewage Treatment and Disposal Systems
Conventionally, OSTDS consist of a septic tank and a drainfield. Construction and use standards for
OSTDS in Florida began in 1921. A major revision to the standards occurred in 1982 when a two foot
separation was required between the soil infiltrative surface (bottom) of a newly constructed drainfield
and the estimated seasonal high groundwater table. Figure 1 illustrates a conventional onsite sewage
system. Research in Florida and elsewhere has shown that OSTDS installed to these relatively modern
standards effectively reduce the concentration of pathogens found in normal wastewater, and that
nitrogen levels are reduced from less than 30 percent in a system installed less than 24 inches from the
estimated seasonal high groundwater table, to 30-40 percent removal for systems located 24 inches or
more from groundwater.
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Figure 1. Conventional Onsite Sewage Treatment and Disposal System (Septic System) (From
http://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/homeowner_guide_long_customize.pdf)
Where local regulations require more treatment or where relatively small lots make it difficult to install a
conventional system, more advanced treatment options exist. These fall generally into two permitting
categories:
Aerobic treatment units (ATUs) are complex mechanical and energy intensive units that add air
to the sewage so that oxygen demanding compounds in the sewage can be digested before the
sewage enters the drainfield. Aerobic treatment units are permitted based on a standardized
technology test by a third-party that certifies that the technology functions in removing oxygen
demanding compounds and solids. ATUs are required to have life time operating permits and
monitoring and maintenance by an approved maintenance entity.
Performance-based treatment systems (PBTS) are a type of OSTDS that has been designed
to meet specific performance criteria for certain wastewater constituents as defined by Florida
Administrative Code Chapter 64E-6.025(10). Nitrogen is only one of the possible constituents in
wastewater that can be addressed by performance-based treatment systems. Other constituents
that are addressed include carbonaceous oxygen demand, total suspended solids, total
phosphorus, or fecal coliforms as a pathogen indicator. Technologies used in a performancebased treatment system can have a range of complexity and energy intensity. Under current
market conditions, most technologies used in performance-based treatment systems have been
based on aerobic treatment units and include active aeration, where air is introduced into the
sewage.
In 2007-2008, the Department undertook a study of passive technologies for nitrogen removal. The
definition of “passive” adopted in the study is:
Passive: A type of enhanced conventional onsite sewage treatment and disposal system that
excludes the use of aerator pumps, includes no more than one effluent dosing pump with
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mechanical and moving parts, and uses a reactive media to assist in nitrogen removal.
This definition excludes some approaches to achieving aeration (aerator pumps), and it requires a
particular approach (reactive media) for nitrogen removal. Because of the flat topography common to
the state, the defniniton of “passive” included the use of up to 1 pump as the only mechanical input to
the system. These elements are based on an understanding that nitrogen removal from wastewater
generally occurs in two steps. In the first step associated with aeration, nitrification occurs when
nitrogen is converted to nitrate. In the second step, which occurs without air (anoxic conditions),
denitrification occurs when nitrate is converted to nitrogen gas that subsequently leaves the sewage.
Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of processes occurring in a passive system. The same processes can
be achieved by non-passive technological approaches. Table 1 characterizes the current relationships
between conventional, typical performance-based treatment systems, and passive systems.
Before a new technology becomes classified as a performance-based treatment system for nitrogen
reduction it passes through a period of “innovative” system testing in Florida. A technology has to
document third-party testing data similar to those required for aerobic treatment units. During innovative
system testing, a limited number of systems are installed and monitored to ensure that they will perform
as designed in Florida-specific conditions. Data generated during field testing in this project provided
support for a number of new technologies.
The addition of reactive media, or the dosing of other reactants in non-passive systems, to achieve
treatment processes in onsite sewage treatment systems, should be evaluated for production of ground
or surface water contaminants. Florida regulations require a review of such compounds and their
proposed dosing rates to prevent such contamination.

Figure 2. Sequence of Processes in a Passive System
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Table 1. Relationships between the Terms Conventional System, Performance-Based Treatment
System, and Passive System for the Purposes of this Study
Performance-Based Treatment
System

Characteristic

Conventional System

How important is nitrogen
reduction in system?

Nitrogen reduction is
variable and based on
density limitations

Nitrogen reduction is design goal

Where does nitrogen
reduction take place?

Nitrogen reduction limited
in drainfield, site-specific

Denitrification
integrated with
aeration process

Additional, separate
denitrification stage

What treatment
processes beyond a
conventional system are
included?

Not included

Aeration by
blowers,
recirculation, or
similar means

Not included
Denitrification by
dosing reactants
Denitrification by
reactive media

Aeration by
sewage flow
over media,
recirculation

Not included
Denitrification by
dosing reactants
Denitrification by
reactive media

“Passive System” for the
purposes of this study

Legislative History and Budget
Appendix A contains the appropriations and implementation language for this project from each fiscal
year where the study was re-authorized. Legislation was passed and signed into law by the Governor
on June 11, 2008 which directed the Department of Health to develop a tool box of cost-effective
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nitrogen reduction strategies for onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems (OSTDS). The 2008
legislation required that the Department’s Research Review and Advisory Committee (RRAC) have
control over the study. This project was endorsed by Florida TaxWatch as a study that is a good use of
public funds and that provides homeowners with cost-effective options for nitrogen reduction (email
communication from Kurt Wenner to Jerry McDaniel June 2, 2008). In 2009, legislation specified that no
state agency could implement any rule or policy that requires nitrogen reducing systems or increase
their costs until the study was complete. In 2010, legislation required that the DEP work together with
the Department and the RRAC to provide technical oversight of the project, and that DEP would have
maximum technical input (the language specifying maximum technical input by DEP was removed from
subsequent legislation). The 2010 legislation also specified that the focus for work would be to develop,
test, and recommend cost-effective passive technology design criteria for nitrogen reduction and
authorized the Department to install experimental systems at home sites and requiring extensive field
testing and monitoring. The 2014 legislation specified that the current contract could be extended until
the study was complete. The 2015 legislation required conclusion of the study by August 31, 2015, with
the final report due by December 31, 2015.
The Florida Legislature appropriated $4.7 million for the contractual work associated with this project (
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Figure 3). The Department spent an additional $100,000 for costs associated with RRAC meetings to
discuss the scope of the project, to rank proposals, and to provide updates on the project; as well as
other project related expenses. There was an initial appropriation of $1,000,000 by the 2008 Florida
Legislature for the first phase of this study, which was reduced to $900,000. As a result of the time
required for contracting, unspent monies in fiscal year 2008-2009 were budgeted in 2009-2010 to
complete the initial tasks of the project. There was an appropriation of $2,000,000 by the 2010 Florida
Legislature for the second phase of the study. Funding in fiscal year 2011-2012 included budget
authority but no additional cash. Each fiscal year, the Department authorized the contractor to work
only on tasks for which there was sufficient budget and spending authority, causing delays in specific
task completion. In December 2013 the contractor requested a one-year, no-cost extension of the
contract due to delays caused by incremental funding, unanticipated time spent providing complex
deliverable productions and several resulting contract amendments, and unseasonably wet weather
that hindered field installations. The RRAC voted unanimously to grant a no-cost schedule extension
through January 16, 2016 to complete the project as outlined. The Department required the contractor
to conclude contracted work on June 30, 2015 under the current funding level and submit a draft final
report evaluating passive nitrogen technologies and recommendations for implementation. The
contractor presented to the RRAC on July 28, 2015 after the committee had a chance to review the
report. Comments were submitted to the contractor and a final report was submitted to the Department
by legislative deadline of August 31, 2015.
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Figure 3. Summary of Cash Available, Expenses, and Balance of Funds
Fiscal Year
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016

Cash_

Contract Expenses_

$800,000 1
$0
$2,000,000
$0
$1,103,566 2
$114,772 3
$603,995 4
$107,532 5

$213,727
$485,720
$742,016
$678,773
$1,103,566
$794,536
$603,995
$107,532

Balance
$ 586,273
$100,553
$1,358,537
$679,764
$679,764
$0
$0
$0

TOTAL
$4,729,865
$4,729,865
1 – $900,000 cash and budget authority from DEP Trust Fund: $800,000 for contract and $100,000 for
Department administration of contract
2 – $1,500,000 in non-recurring funds from DOH General Revenue of which the contractor spent
$1,103,566
3 – From DOH Grants and Donations Trust Fund
4 – $650,000 in non-recurring funds from DOH General Revenue of which $550,251 was paid from
DOH General Revenue and $53,744 was paid from DOH Grants and Donations Trust Fund
5 – $10,000 in non-recurring funds from DOH General Revenue, $81,314 from DOH Administrative
Trust Fund, and $16,218 from DOH Grants and Donations Trust Fund

Contractual History
Implementation of this study was done through the Onsite Sewage Program in the Bureau of
Environmental Health, Division of Disease Control and Health Protection. The research component of
the onsite sewage program began in 1983 and focuses on evaluating the impact of OSTDS on public
health and the environment as well as studying improvements in technology. The research program is
advised by a statutorily established committee, the Research Review and Advisory Committee (RRAC),
in section 381.0065(3) (j) Florida Statutes. A variety of stakeholder groups are represented on the
committee: the Department, septic tank industry, home building industry, environmental interest group,
state university system, professional engineering industry, local government, real estate profession,
restaurant industry, and consumers. The RRAC advises the Department on research priorities,
comments on research reports, and assists in selecting contractors for research projects.
Implementation of the nitrogen study required close cooperation with the RRAC, which the Florida
Legislature charged to oversee the study and provide recommendations to the Department. To date,
there have been a total of 33 public meetings of the RRAC held since the original appropriation in July
1, 2008 (Appendix C). In preparation for the first committee meeting to discuss implementation of this
project on July 30, 2008, Department staff addressed two issues: a draft scope for which proposals
would be requested and the form of the request for proposals.
The draft scope developed by staff elaborated on elements specified in the legislative language
regarding objectives, activities, and deliverables. $1,000,000 had been appropriated for the first phase
of the project, and the total cost of the contract was not to exceed $5,000,000. Funding for future years
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was dependent on future legislative appropriations.
After consultation with Department procurement staff, a determination was made that an Invitation to
Bid or a Request for Proposal would not result in the best value to the state for this procurement and
decided to use an Invitation to Negotiate (ITN), according to section 287.054(3) (a) Florida Statutes.
Justification for selecting an ITN included: Qualifications of the submitting vendors are more important
than price, as this project involved detailed scientific knowledge of OSTDS. Negotiations allowed for
greater flexibility in development of the final scope, such as incorporation of ideas that were not
included initially in a proposal by a vendor. Even though one basic approach would be outlined in the
draft scope, there could be many different approaches to reaching the objectives for this project.
Allowing different vendors the opportunity to offer their expertise in developing an alternative approach
and proposing innovative solutions was considered an advantage. Site locations and sampling
parameters could be subject of negotiations rather than being fixed at the outset. Small changes in
specifications could make a significant difference in the likelihood of success.
The RRAC met at a public meeting on July 30, 2008 in the Orlando area. One item of discussion was a
clarification of roles between the Department and the RRAC. The Department was to contract for the
study, provide administrative support to the RRAC, review and accept the deliverables, and provide the
report to the government. The RRAC, which has been tasked with controlling the study, was to rank
proposals for contracts, review high-level draft deliverables and provide comments, accept as
completed the final report by contractors, and attach comments to the final report. The RRAC provided
comments on the draft scope and directed department staff to proceed with development of a
solicitation.
The Department’s Onsite Sewage Program initiated review of the revised ITN by necessary
Department entities on August 7, 2008. After several meetings and revisions to the document, the final
version was advertised on September 26, 2008 as DOH 08-026 with the title “Florida Onsite Sewage
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study: Technology Evaluation, Characterization of Environmental Fate
and Transport, and an Assessment of Costs”. The ITN was advertised for approximately a month with
responses due on October 29, 2008. Potential respondents were given an opportunity to ask questions
in a public forum during the advertised period to assist them with preparing their proposal.
Department staff presented a status report on August 27, 2008 to the Department’s Technical Review
and Advisory Panel (TRAP), which advises the Department on onsite sewage rule making and policy
per section 381.0068, Florida Statutes. The TRAP voted to approve the project as presented to them
and requested they be kept informed on the status of this project.
Three teams submitted proposals at the specified time. The proposals were reviewed by fifteen
evaluators. During the RRAC meeting on November 6, 2008 all proposals were ranked, and the
proposal by the team led by Hazen and Sawyer was ranked highest, both overall and by each individual
evaluator ranking.
The Department invited the top-ranked team to begin negotiations. The Department’s negotiation team
consisted of three negotiators from the Onsite Sewage Program office, as well as a certified contract
negotiator from the Department’s procurement office. After several negotiation sessions when the
proposals were clarified, a more detailed scope of work was defined. After review of the best and final
offer, Hazen and Sawyer was selected as the best vendor to accomplish the objectives outlined in DOH
08-026. An intent to award letter was issued on December 16, 2008. In January 2009, the Department
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awarded a 6-year, $5-million contract to a project team comprised of nationally recognized experts led
by Hazen and Sawyer, P.C.
Hazen and Sawyer represented an experienced and cohesive team to conduct the tasks necessary to
evaluate nitrogen reduction technologies for OSTDS. All team members all had extensive academic
and field experience and a proven track record of achievement in the assessment of OSTDS and
nitrogen fate and transport. References for past performance all gave excellent reviews, confirming that
Hazen and Sawyer had a high quality of performance, they were able to adapt quickly to changes in
funding, and delivered on time and on budget.
The proposal demonstrated a strategic approach, with many tasks occurring simultaneously. The
detailed and logical approach provided an excellent launching point to assure success for achieving the
goals of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study. Hazen and Sawyer’s
methodology addressed three of the Department’s 2008 Onsite Sewage Program research priorities
identified by the RRAC. This allowed for cost-efficient project management by having all activities
authorized by the terms of the contract to be concurrently performed under one contract.
The process from signing of the legislation to a completed agreement took approximately six months.
This was comparable to the time requirements for soliciting and contracts for smaller projects in the
past.
Appendix B includes a list of the contract tasks and deliverables. Figure 4 shows the contractual
timeline of the major project milestones.

Figure 4. Timeline of Major Project Milestones

Goals/Objectives of the Project
The overall goal of the project was to make tools available that can be used to reduce nitrogen
contributions from OSTDS. The objectives of the project were to develop cost-effective, passive
strategies for nitrogen reduction from onsite sewage; characterize nitrogen removal in the soil and
shallow groundwater; and develop simple models on fate and transport of nitrogen in soil and
groundwater (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Sign Posted at the University of Florida’s Gulf Coast Research & Education Center’s Test
Facility Showing Project Objective and Study Areas
The project had two main areas of focus: development of passive nitrogen reduction technologies; and
evaluation and prediction of the fate and transport of nitrogen from OSTDS. The project was divided
into four main tasks (Figure 6):
Task A - Select promising technologies and test at a Florida academic research facility to determine
design criteria for new passive nitrogen reduction systems.
Task B - Install top candidates for nitrogen reduction technologies at existing Florida homes, with
documentation of performance and cost.
Task C - Determine efficacy of nitrogen reduction in Florida soils and contributions to shallow
groundwater.
Task D - Develop a simple user-friendly computer model for nitrogen fate and transport from onsite
sewage systems in Florida conditions supporting environmental assessment, planning, and system
selection.
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Figure 6. Depiction of the Four Main Tasks Associated with the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study
The objectives of Task A, Technology Evaluation for Field Testing: Review, Prioritization, and
Development, were:







Perform literature review to evaluate nitrogen reduction technologies
Develop technology classification scheme
Formulate criteria for ranking of nitrogen reducing technologies
Rank and prioritize nitrogen reduction technologies for field testing
Conduct technology ranking workshop with RRAC
Conduct technology development testing and analysis at a constructed test facility

The objectives of Task B, Field Testing of Technologies and Cost Documentation, were:











Identify home sites and establish agreements with property owners
Develop Quality Assurance Project Plan
Design and construct test facilities
Install field systems at test facilities and home sites
Operate and monitor field systems
Compile results in report format
Provide description of tested nitrogen removal technologies
Acceptance of systems by homeowners
Conduct Life Cycle Cost Analyses
Final Report for Task B

The objectives of Task C, Evaluation of Nitrogen Reduction Provided by Soils and Shallow
Groundwater, were:
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Literature review of nitrogen reduction in Florida soils and groundwater
Develop Quality Assurance Project Plan
Establish a controlled soil and groundwater test facility
Identify home sites and obtain agreements with property owners
Install field monitoring instruments at test facility and home sites
Monitor field sites
Compile data in report format
Close-out of home sites and controlled test facility

The objectives of Task D, Nitrogen Fate and Transport Modeling, were:








Literature review on fate and transport models
Develop Quality Assurance Project Plan
Develop a model demonstrating unsaturated soil treatment
Create and calibrate a model demonstrating saturated aquifer transport
Create a development-scale model, allowing multiple spatial inputs, combining the saturated
aquifer transport and unsaturated soil treatment models
Perform uncertainty analysis
Validate and refine models using data from Task C

There was also a component of the project that focused on Project Management, Coordination and
Meetings, which had the following components:




Conduct project kickoff meeting
Prepare progress reports
Make presentations to RRAC and TRAP

Field Monitoring of Performance and Cost of Technologies
Review of existing studies
An extensive literature review was performed, which provided a critical assessment of available
literature on nitrogen reduction practices, treatment processes, and existing technologies that were
suitable for use in individual home and small commercial OSTDS (Hazen and Sawyer 2009a). The
review catalogued well over 600 papers, proceedings, reports, and manufacturers’ technical materials
regarding existing and emerging technologies. The review also discussed nitrogen in the environment
and in wastewater, wastewater nitrogen reduction technologies and practices, and Florida-specific
strategies for nitrogen reduction in OSTDS.
A variety of nitrogen reducing technologies were considered for possible Florida-based OSTDS
applications. Technologies differed in availability of data on their effectiveness, stage of development,
treatment approach, economic feasibility, and other characteristics. To simplify evaluation and provide
a framework for further analysis, available technologies were grouped by the treatment processes
used to achieve nitrogen reduction. Four major categories were identified: source separation,
biological
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nitrification/denitrification, physical/chemical, and “natural systems”. Each of these categories were
broken down further based on distinct process variations within a group (Figure 7). The most prevalent
nitrogen reduction processes used for onsite sewage treatment were found to be biological
nitrification/denitrification and natural systems. Significant overlap exists between these two process
types.

Figure 7. Categorization of Treatment Technologies for Nitrogen Reduction

Biological nitrification/denitrification treatment processes are typically contained in treatment
vessels, which allow access to observe and modify operation.
Natural systems effect treatment from combinations of biochemical processes that occur within the
soil matrix and vegetative uptake/evapotranspiration. Conventional onsite sewage treatment and
disposal systems and constructed wetlands, which are designed based on mimicking ecological
communities, are also included within this group.
Physical/chemical processes, which do not rely on biological processes, are easier to control and are
more consistent in treatment achieved, but they require more operator attention and are more costly.
Originally thought to be more effective for municipal treatment, they were mostly abandoned as
biological processes became better understood and controlled.
Source separation, on the other hand, was found to be an emerging option for nitrogen removal. A
promising practice is urine separation and recovery. Urine recovery can remove 70 to 80 percent of
household generated nitrogen by installing urine separating toilets. This method of nitrogen reduction is
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already practiced in Scandinavia where urine separating toilets are commercially available.
Implementation of this method of nitrogen reduction would be highly effective and far less costly if the
necessary servicing and urine reuse infrastructure could be built and public objections to the idea of
urine recovery could be overcome or avoided. Urine recovery also has the added benefit of reducing
phosphorus discharges. If the infrastructure for urine collection and use as a fertilizer is developed, this
offers an effective, reliable, and easy to implement option that is low in cost compared to the other
identified nitrogen reduction technologies. It also provides a readily available source of fertilizer rich in
nitrogen and phosphorus.
Data on the performance of OSTDS technologies are available for most biological
nitrification/denitrification and natural systems processes. The majority of technologies are proprietary,
but some public domain designs exist. Two large groupings of biological nitrification/denitrification
processes are distinguished in these technologies: mixed biomass (single stage) and segregated
biomass (two stage). The single stage process is the most frequently used process because it relies on
organic carbon in the sewage to be the food or electron donor during denitrification as opposed to the
two stage process, which requires an external source of food or electron donor. Nearly all of the
treatment technologies designed for nitrogen removal can achieve close to 50 percent reduction in
Total Nitrogen (TN), but as removal requirements increase, fewer technologies are available. Table 2
summarizes the performance capabilities. Recent studies by the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection and Florida State University, as well as the study that is the topic of this report, have
generated data that appear to generally agree with the results of the literature review.
Table 2. Biological Denitrification Processes and Typical Nitrogen Reduction Limits of OSTDS

Process

Mixed Biomass
(Single Stage Simultaneous)

Mixed Biomass
(Single Stage - With
Recycle)

Segregated Biomass
(Two Stage)

Electron
Donor

Organic carbon from
bacterial cells

Organic carbon from
influent wastewater

External electron donor
(Organic carbon;
Lignocellulose; Sulfur;
Iron; Other)

Typical N
Reductions

40 to 65%

45 to 75%

70 to 96%

Extended aeration

Extended aeration with
recycle back to septic tank

Heterotrophic
suspended growth

Recirculating media beds
with recycle back to septic
tank

Heterotrophic packed
bed fixed film

Pulse aeration

Typical
Technologies

Recirculating media
filters
Sequencing batch
reactors

Moving bed bioreactor

Autotrophic packed
bed fixed film

Reciprocating media
beds
Membrane bioreactor
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The mixed biomass, or single stage process, has been shown to achieve high removals of nitrogen in
municipal wastewater treatment, but for this process the amount of organic carbon reaching the
denitrification stage in OSTDS appears to be limiting the amount of nitrogen reduction that can be
achieved. This phenomenon can be seen in the performance of OSTDS that use different methods of
carbon management in the system. Those nitrogen reducing OSTDS that rely on organic carbon
released by dying microorganisms in the active biomass of the system typically achieve 40-65 percent
TN removal, while OSTDS that regularly recycle nitrified wastewater back to the anoxic septic tank
mixes with organic carbon present in the raw wastewater typically achieve 45-75 percent TN reduction.
Segregated biomass, or two stage process, which do not rely on organic carbon in the system but
rather add carbon or other food compounds to the denitrification stage from an external source, can
achieve nearly complete removal of nitrate by adding carbon into the denitrification reactor. Examples
of this approach include two technologies currently in innovative system status in Florida, the passive
NitrexTM-reactive media and active dosing with Micro CGTM, both of which require nitrifying
pretreatment. In a previous Department project completed during 2007-2008 (Smith et al. 2008), a
bench-scale study on passive two-stage biofiltration found that after eight months of operation nitrogen
in septic tank effluent was reduced by 97% (Figure 8). The results of this study showed the feasibility of
passive two-stage biofiltration using elemental sulfur as the electron donor for denitrification. Another
example is the “bold-and-gold” proprietary treatment media that is currently being developed at the
University of Central Florida. A segregated biomass (two stage) biological nitrification/ denitrification
process would be necessary where strict TN limits require more than 70 percent removal prior to
discharge to the drainfield.
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Stage 1
Vertical & Unsaturated

Stage 2
Horizontal & Saturated

Figure 8. Passive Nitrogen Removal Study I (PNRS I) Bench-Scale Design
Natural systems, which include the traditional OSTDS, also have inherent performance limitations.
Application of septic tank effluent to unsaturated soil results in excellent oxygen demand (cBOD5) and
fecal coliform removals. Soils with moderate to high hydraulic permeability with unsaturated (vadose)
zones several feet deep below the system infiltrative surface are favored by onsite sewage regulations
to achieve such treatment. Such soils are well aerated, which provide efficient and nearly complete
nitrification of the influent nitrogen, but as a result of the aerobic soil atmosphere, the vadose zone is
unable to retain organic carbon. This is a reason why nitrogen removals in conventional OSTDS are
typically less than 40 percent. If aerobic pretreatment and nitrification were to be provided upstream of
the infiltration system, slowly permeable soils, shallow organic soils, and soils with shallow perched
saturated zones, which typically are restricted for OSTDS, would favor greater denitrification.
Infiltration systems, such as mound systems, which could be constructed above the ground surface
with the soil’s O and A horizons left intact, may provide nitrification through the sand fill and
denitrification through the organic layers below, if anoxic. It is important to ensure that the water will be
distributed such that it remains below the ground surface for protection of public health, so this option
may require a larger mound infiltration surface.
The effect of timed dosing of septic tank effluent on nitrogen reduction appears to be still subject to
discussion. While the project team proposed in their literature review that such drip dispersal could
enhance nitrogen reduction because of wetting and drying cycles with alternating aerobic and anoxic
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soil conditions, they assigned the lowest possible score to the nitrogen reduction performance of dosed
septic systems, and the second lowest score to the performance of a drip irrigation system (Table 4).
Comments received on drafts of this literature review cited studies that did not find an enhancement of
nitrogen reduction due to dosing. An enhancement has more frequently been found in fine-grained
material, such as loam, while case studies that have found no enhancement tended to address coarser
material, such as sand, which is more typical of Florida soils.
Soil infiltration systems, particularly those that use drip dispersal, can also be constructed to create
large “footprints” parallel to the lot’s contours, which reduce the mass of nitrogen loading per square
foot of area to avoid unacceptable concentrations in the underlying groundwater. However, like any of
the natural systems, carbon management is problematic and because the discharges are below the
ground surface, compliance monitoring is difficult and costly. Therefore, OSTDS are usually only
favored where strict nitrogen limits are not required.

Technology Classification, Ranking, and Prioritization of Technologies
for Field Testing within this Project
Results of the findings from the literature review and recommendations for application of nitrogen
reduction strategies in Florida led to development of a scheme for classifying nitrogen reduction
technologies. This allowed comparisons to be made between the many options that are available for
use in onsite sewage treatment systems. Four categories were identified for classification: source
separation, biological treatment via nitrification/denitrification, physical/chemical treatment, and natural
systems. In most available onsite nitrogen reduction technologies, it is typical that more than one of
these processes are operative in any given treatment system. Classification followed the pattern
developed in the literature review (Figure 7).
A simple numerical ranking system was developed to prioritize available nitrogen reduction system
categories for testing. The relative rankings of technologies were based on thirteen selected criteria
such as nitrogen reduction and treatment performance, system reliability and consistency, complexity
of operation and maintenance, costs, aesthetics, and stage of development criteria. Each criterion was
scored against its particular attribute using a scale ranging from 1 to 5. To account for relative
differences in significance of each of the criteria, the criteria were assigned weighting factors indicating
relative importance compared to the other criteria. The relative weights of the criteria were determined
via a two stage process. First, each criterion was compared to every other criterion by the project team
prior to the Technology Classification, Ranking, and Prioritization Workshop and then by the RRAC at
the workshop. Second, in order to reconcile the differences between the project team and RRAC
weights, the weights for each criterion were averaged. Two criteria, construction complexity and
operational complexity, were added during the RRAC workshop. During subsequent discussions,
RRAC concluded that the weight for energy requirements should be the same as for operation and
maintenance cost.
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Table 3 shows the final criteria with their weights.
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Table 3. Ranking Criteria and Weighting Factors to Evaluate Technologies for Testing
Maximum Score Weighting Factor Total Possible Score
S
W
SxW
Effluent Nitrogen Concentration
5
11
55
Performance Reliability
5
10
50
Performance Consistency
5
9
45
Construction Cost
5
7.5
37.5
Operation and Maintenance Cost
5
7
35
Energy Requirement
5
7
35
Construction Complexity
5
5
25
Operation Complexity
5
5
25
Land Area Required
5
4.5
22.5
BOD/TSS Effluent Concentration
5
3.5
17.5
Restoration of Performance
5
3.5
17.5
System Aesthetics
5
2
10
Stage of Technology Development
5
0.5
2.5
Total:
377.5
Criteria

The scoring systems were created with the full knowledge that data would not be universally available.
Scores were made using the given criteria and good engineering judgment, based on the experience of
the team where data was not available. Data available for classifications or groupings of technologies
were gathered and reviewed by the project team. Given the wide variety of sources and scales, the
resulting score was informed by the data but not necessarily based on a particular statistic (such as
median or average) of the available data.
The criteria departed in one particular way from the results of the literature review. While the literature
review summarized performance as a fraction of nitrogen removed, which accounts for the variability of
nitrogen concentrations in untreated sewage, the ranking criterion focused on effluent concentrations
regardless of the nitrogen concentrations in the influent of the treatment system. Table 4 illustrates the
scoring system for each criterion.
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Table 4. Score Assignments for Ranking Criteria
Criteria
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10

Criteria
Effluent Nitrogen
Concentration
(mg-N/L)
Performance
Reliability

Construction Cost
($1,000’s) 1)
Operation and
Maintenance Cost
($/year) 2)
Energy
Requirement
(kW-h/year)

Operation
Complexity

Land Area
Required (ft2) 3)
BOD/TSS
Effluent
Concentration
(mg-N/L)

2

Score
3

4

5

> 30

16 – 30

11 – 15

3 – 10

<3

Monthly
Activated
Sludge
Nite/Denite

Performance
Consistency

Construction
Complexity

1

SemiAnnually

Quarterly
IFAS2

MBR/IMB3

Fixed Film

Annually
Physical/
Chemical &
Source
Separation

>20

16-20

11-15

5-10

<5

>500

401-500

301-400

200-300

<200

>2500

1501-2500

1001-1500

500-1000

<500

Complex
installation,
specialized
training,
sophisticated
electrical and
controls
knowledge
req., master
septic tank
contractor
Complex
operation with
operator
training
required;
Scheduled
visits by
manufacturer's
representative
required
quarterly
>2000

1001-2000

>50

30/30

Some
specialized
knowledge and
training
required

Simple to
install by any
Contractor

Some
specialized
operator
training
required;
Scheduled
visits by
manufacturer's
representative
required twice
per year

Simple
operation
with limited
operator
requirements;
annual
manufacturer's
representative
scheduled visit

501-1000

250-500

<250

20/20

10/10
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11

Restoration of
Performance

Activated
Sludge
Nite/Denite

12

System
Aesthetics

Not
Acceptable

13

Stage of Tech.
Development

Conceptual

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

IFAS 4)

MBR 5)

Fixed Film

Perceived
Nuisance/
Displeasing

Physical/
Chemical
& Source
Separation
Acceptable

Experimental Demonstration

State Use

National Use

Construction cost assumes a standard septic tank cost of $2000 and drainfield cost of $4500 installed
Operation and maintenance cost includes inspections, annual operating permit fee ($100), and maintenance entity, but it does not include
power costs
Land area is for a new entire system, and assumed standard septic tank 50 SF and drainfield 400 SF
Integrated Fixed-Film Activated Sludge
Membrane Bioreactor

More details on individual criteria and how their scores were determined can be found in the Hazen and
Sawyer’s report on Technology Classification, Ranking and Prioritization of Technologies (Hazen and
Sawyer 2009b). It should be noted that the weights assigned to various criteria, the scores, and the
resulting ranking were developed by the contractor for the specific purpose within this project of the
selecting the technologies for field testing. Other purposes might warrant other weighting or scoring
approaches.
A rigorous prioritization process completed during public meetings of the RRAC determined which
nitrogen reduction options were to be tested in this study. There was a desire not to overlap too much
with existing proprietary system testing, and to expand on promising laboratory-scale research results
from a previous Department research project (PNRS I).
A summary of the individual criterion scores for physical/chemical, biological, natural systems, and
source separation technology classifications are presented in
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Table 5 and
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Table 6. While the tables encompass the full range of possible systems contained in the classification,
technology classifications that the project team deemed to lack sufficient data to make a criteria ranking
determination were left blank. Technologies are summarized in broad categories. Scores for wellestablished technologies reflect typical values from field installations, while scores for more
experimental technologies tend to suggest the potential for the technology based on more controlled
tests. In addition, the ranking of some of the technologies, in particular soil infiltration with reactive
media, reflects the expectations of the project team extrapolated from other technologies more than
from actual available data.
The rankings did not include a conventional septic system in which flow to the drainfield occurs by
gravity. Such a system is likely to achieve a ranking slightly better than that of a dosed drainfield within
the natural system category, based on lower construction and lower electrical costs, and have the same
low score on effluent nitrogen concentration. It was not included separately due to the emphasis on
prioritizing modifications and alternative technologies for testing during this project.
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Table 5. Project Ranking Results for Pre-Disposal Treatment Technologies Based on Ranking Criteria
Criteria

11.0

10.0

9.0

7.5

7.0

7.0

5.0

5.0

4.5

3.5

3.5

2.0

0.5

Total Score

Stage of Technology Development

13

System Aesthetics

12

Restoration of Performance

11

BOD/TSS Effluent Conc (mg/L)

10

Land Area Req. (ft2)

9

Operation Complexity

8

Construction Complexity

7

Energy Req. (kW-h/yr)

6

O&M Cost

5

Construction Costs ($1000)

4

Performance Consistency

Weighting
Factor

3

Performance Reliability

Technology
Classification

2

Effluent TN Conc. (mg-N/L)

1

Physical/Chemical
Membrane
Separation
Ion Exchange
Evaporation

Not Enough Available Data to Score
Not Enough Available Data to Score
Not Enough Available Data to Score

Biological
Mixed Biomass
Suspended
Growth
Fixed Film
Fixed Film with
recycle
Fixed Film
without recycle
Integrated Fixed
Film Activated
Sludge

3

3

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

1

5

5

188.5

2

4

4

2

3

2

3

3

3

5

4

5

5

235.5

1

4

4

2

4

3

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

235

2

3

2

2

2

1

3

3

3

4

2

5

5

183

Two Stage
(Segregated Biomass)
Heterotrophic
Denitrification
Autotrophic
Denitrification

4

5

4

2

3

2

3

5

3

4

4

5

3

273

4

5

4

2

3

2

3

5

3

5

4

5

3

276.5

Source Separation Systems
Urine Recovery
Wastes
Segregation

Not Enough Available Data to Score
Not Enough Available Data to Score
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Table 6. Project Ranking Results for “Natural System” Technologies Based on Ranking Criteria
Criteria

11.0

10.0

9.0

7.5

7.0

7.0

5.0

5.0

4.5

3.5

3.5

2.0

0.5

Total Score

Stage of Technology Development

13

System Aesthetics

12

Restoration of Performance

11

BOD/TSS Effluent Conc (mg/L)

10

Land Area Req. (ft2)

9

Operation Complexity

8

Construction Complexity

7

Energy Req. (kW-h/yr)

6

O&M Cost

5

Construction Costs ($1000)

4

Performance Consistency

Weighting
Factor

3

Performance Reliability

Technology
Classification

2

Effluent of TN Conc. (mg-N/L)

1

Natural Systems
Soil Infiltration
With dosing
With reactive
barriers
With drip
dispersal
Annamox

1

5

4

5

4

5

5

5

3

5

4

5

5

305

5

5

4

3

3

5

3

4

5

5

4

5

3

320

2

4

4

4

3

5

3

3

3

5

4

5

5

271.5

3

3

3

3

5

5

274

Not Enough Available Data to Score

Constructed Wetlands
Subsurface flow
with prenitrification

3

5

4

2

4

5

3

The first and second ranked pretreatment or pre-disposal technology classifications for testing were
biological systems with two stage segregated biomass employing autotrophic (chemical-fed) and
heterotrophic (carbon-fed) denitrification. These systems are passive, expected to require little
operator attention, and expected to provide high reliability. The total scores for autotrophic and
heterotrophic denitrification technologies in two stage segregated biomass systems were sufficiently
close that they were considered essentially equal. The third and fourth ranked technology
classifications were mixed biomass fixed film biological systems with recycle and without recycle,
respectively. The total scores for these systems were sufficiently close that they were considered
essentially equal. These technology classifications are expected to have the stability advantages that
are inherent in fixed film processes.
It is important to note that the natural systems should not be quantitatively compared, using these
ranking criteria, to the groups of biological systems detailed in
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Table 5. Primary among considerations supporting this division of technologies is the need to consider
separately the elements of each system that performs treatment. The soil infiltration units utilize the
soil’s ecology and physical characteristics to perform treatment, and all relevant data measures the
treatment capacity within the soil to reduce nitrogen. However, the vast majority of biological systems
also discharge to the soil. In order to be able to rank each technology fairly, only the nitrogen reduction
components were considered. Moreover, management of non-soil based technologies, though more
expensive, is simplified because the units can be operated effectively to adjust to varying conditions
and serviced easily, which may not be the case with soil-based nitrogen reduction technologies. When
malfunctions occur with soil-based technologies, repairs may be necessary and could lead to expensive
reconstruction. When the latter is necessary, available land area can become a severe constraint.
Finally, while soils provide good treatment over a broad range of conditions, variability of characteristics
among soil units can be large, creating significant uncertainty in predicting a soil’s nitrogen reduction
capacity.
The top ranked “natural system” was soil infiltration with reactive barriers, an approach for which the
literature review gathered little information. The second ranked natural system is traditional trench
drainfield with timed dosing of septic tank effluent. However, this system received the lowest treatment
score. Application of the ranking system to certain kinds of natural systems can be misleading from a
purely quantitative perspective. In this instance, the score is high because of its passive characteristics
and low operating costs, but does not address the difficulty of performance monitoring capabilities, the
costs associated with correcting poor performance, and the low nitrogen treatment.

Recommendations for Testing
The technology classification ranking provided the basis from which to formulate recommendations for
the field testing conducted in the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study. In
addition to the ranking scores, the criteria used to establish priorities for testing include representation
of several technology classifications, nitrogen effluent performance data, similarity of technologies, and
maturity level of technologies. The purpose of prioritization was to select the more promising
technologies that may not have sufficient prior testing or may be differently configured to improve
performance, and to avoid duplicate testing where substantial experience already exists. The priority list
used for testing is listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Recommended Technologies for Testing at the Test Facility and in Field Installations
System

Technology

1

Two stage
(segregated biomass)
system:
Stage 1: Biofiltration
with recycle
(nitrification)
Stage 2: Autotrophic

Project Team
Comment
Top ranked system
capable of meeting
the lowest TN
concentration
standard

Comments on Previous Florida
Experience and Testing Approach
-Column experiments performed during
PNRS I
-Further evaluation, including fate of
sulfur, planned in PNRS II test facility
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2

3

denitrification with
reactive media
biofilter
Two stage
(segregated biomass)
system:
Stage 1: Biofiltration
with recycle
(nitrification)
Stage 2:
Heterotrophic
denitrification with
reactive media
biofilter
Natural system:
Septic tank/Mound
with in-situ reactive
media layer

4

Natural system:
Settled or secondary
effluent with drip
dispersal

5

Mixed biomass fixed
film system with
recycle followed by a
heterotrophic
denitrification with
reactive media
biofilter

6

Mixed biomass fixed
film system with
recycle followed by
an autotrophic
denitrification with
reactive media
biofilter

Top ranked system
capable of meeting
the lowest TN
concentration
standard

-Innovative System Permit for NitrexTM
after biofiltration pretreatment, a passive
system per project definition
-Innovative System Permit for Pura-FloTM
with Micro CG addition, a biofiltration
pretreatment with active carbon dosing
-“Bold-and-gold” proprietary treatment
media and configurations is in
development

Lower cost natural
system that was
untested prior to this
study but appears
capable of achieving
75-78% TN removal
before reaching
groundwater
Suitable for reducing
TN impacts on
groundwater through
enhanced TN
removal and reduced
TN loading on soil
High performance
aerobic treatment
with anoxia for
enhanced TN
removal followed by
second stage
heterotrophic
denitrification for high
nitrogen removal
High performance
aerobic treatment
with anoxia for
enhanced TN
removal followed by
second stage
autotrophic

-Initial evaluation, including fate of sulfur,
planned in PNRS II test facility

-Secondary effluent with drip is frequently
used in Florida, more performance data
needed, secondary pretreatment
currently required in Florida for drip
-Evaluation at PNRS II test facility in
comparison to system 3 planned
See system 2

See system 1
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denitrification for
meeting low TN
concentration
standard
High performance
aerobic treatment

7

Mixed biomass
integrated fixed film
activated sludge
system:
with recycle

8

Mixed biomass
integrated fixed film
activated sludge
system:
Moving bed
bioreactor
Mixed biomass
suspended growth
system:
Suspended growth
sequencing batch
reactor
Membrane process
system:
Membrane bioreactor
(MBR)
Source separation
system:
Dry toilet (evaporative
or composting)

High performance
aerobic treatment
with simultaneous
denitrification

Source separation
system:
Urine separating
(recovery) toilet

-Innovative system
that is capable of
removing 70-80% of
the household TN at
little capital cost
-Provides potential
for sustainable
recovery of nutrients

9

10

11

12

Aerobic treatment

-Without recycle, common technology for
aerobic treatment units (FAST, JET,
Bionest) and nitrogen reducing systems
(FAST) in Florida
-FAST technology, including internal
recycle, evaluated during previous Florida
Keys test facility study, preceding
establishment of Keys nitrogen treatment
standard
-Very limited information from innovative
system testing of one particular
technology

Common elsewhere, largely absent in
Florida

New for single family residences in
Florida

Eliminates liquid
disposal of toilet
wastes

-Several manufacturers approved based
on NSF testing/certification
- Section 381.0065 (4) (t), Florida
Statutes treats this similar to 50%
nitrogen reduction
-Requires different plumbing
-Need clarification on approval standards
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All of the technologies can be employed for new installations. Variations of these technologies (except
the source separation systems 11 and 12) should be considered for possible insertion between an
existing septic tank and existing drainfield in existing systems, as long as the existing tank is
structurally sound and appropriately sized. This complements and supports the conversion of
conventional onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems to nitrogen removal. For systems three
and four, a retrofit might involve the addition of pumping and filter mechanisms and the installation of a
new drainfield.
The two highest priorities for testing were biological systems with two stage segregated biomass
employing autotrophic (system 1) and heterotrophic (system 2) denitrification. These systems are
passive and expected to be highly reliable and require minimal operational monitoring. These systems
are the most operationally simple, effective, and applicable nitrogen removal process for development
of PNRS for OSTDS.
The first stage of each is a mixed biomass recirculating biofilter through which nitrification occurs.
Significant denitrification also occurs due to the recirculation. The biofilters can employ a variety of
fixed film media, many of which are in current use and are described in the literature review. Passive
Nitrogen Reduction System Phase II (PNRS II) testing provided additional data for biofiltration with
recycle using clinoptilolite, expanded clay, and polystyrene. The best performing media from PNRS II
testing was recommended for prototype field testing at actual homesites.
The second stage of these hybrid systems employed autotrophic denitrification and heterotrophic
denitrification, respectively. Systems with heterotrophic (carbon addition) denitrification are
commercially available. Two such systems, one employing a passive media and one employing more
active dosing, already have received an innovative system permit in Florida. Treatment media being
developed also fall into this category of heterotrophic denitrification. The project team proposed to use
sulfur as medium for autotrophic denitrification. This approach was further evaluated during PNRS II
testing, in continuation of the column studies performed during PNRS I.
System 3 is an experimental “natural system” that uses drip dispersal into amended soil of settled or
secondary effluent. To enhance denitrification, an in-situ reactive media barrier was constructed below
the drip dispersal tubing. Effluent was dispersed within the root zone and percolated downward through
the reactive media barrier containing high groundwater retention materials such as expanded clay and
lignocellulosic or elemental sulfur electron donors to support heterotrophic or autotrophic denitrification.
The literature did provide few data on the merits of this approach. The design of this system was based
on the results of PNRS II, in which variants of this basic system were evaluated to determine the
design that resulted in the best nitrogen reduction performance. This system would meet the project
definition of passive technology and has the potential to be a low cost in-situ system that can be
applied for new installations or retrofits.
System 4 is a “natural system” using drip dispersal of settled or secondary effluent into the soil. By
dosing septic tank effluent into the soil on timed cycles, alternating aerobic and anoxic conditions could
be created in the soil near each emitter, which may create the necessary conditions for
nitrification/denitrification to occur. This intermittent dosing of septic tank effluent has been shown by
several studies to reduce the TN that migrates downward from the point of application. Other studies
have shown a limited effect, and the performance score
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(Table 6) for this approach was relatively low. This approach had the potential of being a relatively low
cost modification to conventional system that allows the reuse of wastewater for landscape irrigation.
Secondary pretreatment is currently required for drip irrigation in Florida and the combination is
frequently used in Florida, but a thorough evaluation of the nitrogen reduction benefits of drip irrigation
is missing. This approach was also tested under controlled conditions at the PNRS II test facility in
direct comparison to a similarly sized system and a pressure dosed system.
Systems 5 and 6 are similar to Systems 1 and 2, in that they are hybrid mixed/segregated biomass
systems with a first stage fixed film bioreactor with or without recycle, followed by a heterotrophic
(System 5) or autotrophic (System 6) denitrification filter. Systems 5 and 6 expand the evaluation of the
hybrid mixed/segregated biomass systems over that provided by systems 1 and 2 alone.
Systems 7 and 8 are Integrated Fixed-Film Activated Sludge (IFAS) systems. They combine elements
of both fixed film and suspended growth microbial communities, resulting in relatively stable treatment
processes that achieve more reliable and consistent performance than other mixed biomass
processes. Such systems are frequently used as aerobic treatment units in Florida. The performance of
one fixed film activated sludge technology (FAST) was previously evaluated under controlled
conditions in a study in the Florida Keys that helped to establish nitrogen treatment standards and has
been frequently permitted for nitrogen reduction.
System 9 is a suspended growth system, specifically a Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR).
Theoretically, SBR’s should be able to control the loss of carbon better than other mixed biomass
systems. While common elsewhere, sequencing batch reactors are largely absent from Florida’s
advanced systems.
System 10 is a membrane bioreactor (MBR), which combines suspended growth with a membrane
filtration unit. MBR has been applied for onsite treatment of multifamily residential wastewater and is an
emerging treatment option for single family home systems.
Systems 11 and 12 are source separation systems. Source separation is an emerging onsite
wastewater management option and may become increasingly prevalent in the future in keeping with
needs for sustainability and resource recovery. With regard to nitrogen removal, source separation has
the potential to be a particularly efficient option since 50 to 75% of household waste nitrogen is from
urine. Accordingly, separating the waste streams allows for more efficient, dedicated treatment options
for individual components of the wastewater stream. Composting and incinerating toilets can currently
be permitted, and are statutorily considered similar to a 50% nitrogen reduction system.

Pilot-scale study
A test facility was constructed at the University of Florida’s Gulf Coast Research and Education Center
in Wimauma Florida to evaluate nitrogen removal by scalable two-stage biofiltration systems, evaluate
various unsaturated and saturated media and process configurations, monitor individual performance
of unsaturated and saturated biofilters, and monitor performance of configurations that employ both
unsaturated and saturated biofilter components in vertical single pass flow. Some of the key features
examined were:
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The effects of hydraulic and nitrogen loading rates, on average daily and per dose basis, on first
stage effluent nitrogen concentrations.
The effects of first stage media composition and depth on effluent nitrogen levels.
The effects of hydraulic and nitrogen loading rates, on average daily basis, on second stage
effluent nitrogen concentrations.
The effects of second stage media composition and depth on effluent nitrogen levels.
Second stage effluent TN concentrations and speciation into organic, ammonia, and oxidized
nitrogen forms.
Use of first stage recycle to lower nitrogen concentrations prior to Stage 2.

The facility used an existing wastewater source from an on-site dormitory and office/conference center
(Figure 9 and Figure 10). The wastewater strength and composition for nitrogen (N) ranged from 35 to
75 mg-N/L with an average TN of 52.5 mg-N/L, which was similar to domestic strength sewage waste
(40 to 70 mg-N/L) (Oakley 2005). This work extended and expanded the previous experimental studies
of the two-stage biofiltration process that were conducted by Smith et al. (2008) in a previous study for
the Department (PNRS I) into field pilot testing. PNRS II performed field testing of prototype passive
nitrogen reduction treatment systems using a variety of candidate biofiltration media. The experiments
were set up to closely resemble the functioning of actual OSTDS and were continuously operated such
that microbial populations could be established and respond to conditions similar to that found in an
operating system (Hazen and Sawyer 2009c).

Figure 9. Test Facility Constructed at the University of Florida’s Gulf Coast Research & Education
Center
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Figure 10. Gulf Coast Research & Education Center Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study Pilot Facility Project Area
Prior to releasing effluent to the environment which had been treated by candidate media, each
material underwent additives testing in accordance with section 381.0065(4) (m) Florida Statutes,
which establishes specific testing and evaluation requirements for materials that are added to OSTDS.
The testing requirements include evaluation of volatile organic chemicals by US EPA Method 8260 and
acute toxicity bioassay testing by the US EPA Whole Effluent Toxicity 96 hour bioassay protocol.
The concept was that of a two stage biofilter treatment system, where nitrification would occur during
the first stage as wastewater trickled down an unsaturated biofilter, and denitrification would occur in
the second stage as wastewater flowed up through a saturated biofilter (Figure 11). The unsaturated
biofilters included expanded clay, clinoptilolite, expanded polystyrene, and sand media. The saturated
biofilters contained reactive media, such as lignocellulosic material (saw dust), oyster shells, and sulfur.
The pilot test systems consisted of various configurations of in-tank biofilters and passive in-situ
systems (Figure 12 and Figure 13). A total of 22 pilot-scale biofilters were studied for approximately two
years with ten monitoring events. Each sampling event consisted of monitoring of field parameters,
collection of water samples for laboratory analyses, and measurement of flow volumes and adjustment
of flow rates if warranted. There were nine unsaturated biofilters, nine saturated biofilters, and four
vertically stacked biofilters. The vertically stacked biofilters were constructed so that both the saturated
and unsaturated zones were contained in one unit.
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The unsaturated stage in the pilot facility successfully transformed the nitrogen from Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen (TKN) to nitrate. An influent TKN mean of 52.5 mg-N/L was reduced to a mean of 2.4-4.0 mgN/L. This is an important first step, because TKN does not degrade in the saturated stage. The
saturated stage also was successful at transforming the nitrate to nitrogen gas for most of the systems.
Nitrogen removal was highly effective with the mean oxidized nitrogen (NOx) ranging from 0.04 to 0.11
mg-N/L.
The tested configurations resulted in several options that consistently reduced TN influent values by
95% or more (Figure 14). The results of PNRS II, as shown in the final report (Hazen and Sawyer
2014a), were used to develop and implement subsequent evaluations of full-scale systems conducted
under the field prototype testing of this project. Design recommendations for the single family home
biofiltration systems generally follow the applied loading rates, media types, media particle sizes, and
depth and size configurations of the most successful biofilters used in the pilot study with some
recommended modifications based on the pilot-scale results.

Figure 11. Two Stage Denitrification Concept: Diagram and Test Facility Pilot-Scale Configurations
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Figure 12. Schematic of Vertically Stacked In Situ Biofilter System

Figure 13. Flow Schematic for the In-Ground Vertically Stacked Biofilter System
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Figure 14. Efficiency of TN Reduction for Pilot-Scale Two-Stage Biofilters with Either a Single Pass or
Recirculating Design

Prototype testing at actual home sites
Based on the encouraging pilot system results, seven full-scale systems representing a variety of
configurations were installed and tested at existing homes throughout the state (Figure 15). The overall
goal for this was to perform field experiments under full scale actual operating conditions to critically
assess nitrogen reduction technologies. To accomplish this, several objectives were identified:








Identify homeowner test sites and establish homeowner agreements,
Install technologies at test sites and document installation issues,
Document installation costs of technologies,
Monitor performance of treatment systems for nitrogen and other water qualtiy parameters and
assess performance,
Monitor the energy used and other operational costs associated with system operation,
Monitor routine and non-routine maintenance costs to support life cycle economic analysis, and
Close out sites.

Over sixty field site locations were evaluated for suitability for installation of either a full-scale passive
nitrogen reduction system or groundwater monitoring instruments (Table 8). After the evaluation, only
some of the sites were found to be suitable. Criteria considered in the suitability analysis included:
homeowner willingness to host treatment system, site access, number of residents, continuousness
of occupancy, power supply, site security, adequate space, access for monitoring and maintenance,
participation in previous or concurrent studies, and pre-existing treatment technologies. A homeowner
agreement was obtained prior to commencement of work.
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Figure 15. Field Site Evaluation and Test Site Locations for Full-Scale Passive Nitrogen Reducing
Systems
Table 8. Field Work Sites by County for Installation of Passive Nitrogen Systems or Groundwater
Monitoring

County
Charlotte
Hernando
Hillsborough
Lake
Lee
Marion
Orange
Polk
Sarasota
Seminole
Wakulla

# Sites Evaluated
12
1
4
1
4
8
2
3
13
8
4

# Agreements
0
0
3
0
1
3
0
1
0
6
4

System
Installation Sites
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
3
1b

TOTAL
60
18
7
a – Site had both groundwater monitoring and a passive nitrogen system installed
b – Two passive nitrogen systems installed at the same site
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A Quality Assurance Project Plan was developed (Hazen and Sawyer 2010a) to standardize testing
procedures for the field sampling. Each site had monitoring of flowrate or volume of wastewater treated;
energy use; media consumption; chemical and microbiological analyses of influent, effluent, and
intermediate treatment locations where possible or applicable; and routine and non-routine
maintenance. The data sets generated enabled quantification of hydraulic, organic, and nitrogen
loading rates; average influent and effluent concentrations; removal efficiencies for nitrogen and other
parameters; and effluent nitrogen concentrations achieved.
Field parameters analyzed included temperature, pH, specific conductance, dissolved oxygen, and
oxygen reduction potential. Samples were analyzed by the laboratory for the parameters, methods, and
detection limits listed in Table 9.
Table 9. Laboratory Analyses Methods
Analytical Parameter

Method of Analysis

Laboratory Detection Limit

Total Alkalinity as CaCO3

SM 2320B

2 mg/L

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN)

EPA351.2

0.05 mg/L

Ammonia Nitrogen (NH3-N)

EPA350.1

0.01 mg/L

Nitrate/Nitrite Nitrogen (NOx-N)

EPA353.2

0.01 mg/L

Carbonaceous BOD (CBOD5)

SM 5210B

2 mg/L

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

SM 2540D

1 mg/L

Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS)

EPA 160.4

1 mg/L

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

SM5310B

0.06 mg/L

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)

EPA 410.4

10 mg/L

Total Phosphorus (TP)

SM 4500PE

0.01 mg/L

Orthophosphate as P (Ortho P)

EPA 300.0

0.01 mg/L

Fecal Coliform (fecal)

SM9222D

1 ct/100mL

E.coli

SM9223B

2 ct/100mL

Sulfate (SO4)

EPA300.0

0.2 mg/L

Hydrogen Sulfide Unionized (H2S)

SM4500S F

0.01 mg/L

Sulfide

SM4500S F

0.1 mg/L

Energy consumption was monitored for each system that used electricity. The power usage of the
system is primarily due to the single pump, although a small amount of power is used by the control
panel itself. The energy use is indicative of the size of the pump motor, the number of pump starts
(doses per day), pump runtime (dose volume), and system hydraulic design.
There were two main design ideas for these systems: a tank-based design and an in-ground design.
The tank-based designs were based off the pilot biofilter concept in Figure 11. The in-ground designs
were based off the vertically stacked biofilters pilot test concepts (Figure 12 and Figure 13).
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Seven prototype single family home PNRS were designed and evaluated. Construction of each PNRS
was evaluated for cost and ease of construction, and the systems were subsequently monitored over
an approximately 2 year period with water quality sampling conducted bi-monthly over 18 months.

Tank-based systems
HOME SITE 1
Location: Seminole County
System: In-tank two stage biofilter with recirculation stage 1, dual media stage 2
lignocellulosic (2a) followed by elemental sulfur (2b)
Description: Figure 16 shows the process flow for this system. This is identified as system
BHS-5 from the final report by Hazen and Sawyer (2015b). Wastewater flows
through the existing septic tank to a tank filled with an unsaturated layer of
expanded clay. Then the wastewater goes to a pump tank which pumps to a
tank which has two sections: a section filled with a saturated layer of woodchip material and a second section filled with a saturated mixture of sulfur
and oyster shells. The wastewater then flows by gravity to the existing
drainfield.
Media longevity: 33 years (wood chips) and 47 years (sulfur) with a built-in factor of safety
System performance: 98% reduction of nitrogen (influent TN 75 mg-N/L, effluent TN 1.8 mg-N/L)
Energy cost: $36 annually / $3 monthly
Standardized cost: Assuming the system is sized as a 300 gallon per day system and the cost
for conventional tank and drainfield is $4,000, the new construction cost
estimate for the passive nitrogen system components is $12,794. For a
retrofit of an existing system utilizing the existing septic tank and drainfield,
the anticipated complexity of installation is greater than for new construction.
The cost estimate to retrofit an existing system to a passive nitrogen system
is $15,269.

Figure 16. Home Site 1 Process Flow Diagram: In-Tank Two Stage Biofilter with Recirculation Stage 1,
Dual Media Stage 2 Lignocellulosic (2a) Followed by Elemental Sulfur (2b)
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HOME SITE 2
Location: Hillsborough County
System: In-tank two stage biofilter with stage 1 recirculation, dual media stage 2;
lignocellulosic (2a) followed by elemental sulfur (2b)
Description: Figure 17 shows the process flow for this system. This is identified as system
BHS-2 from the final report by Hazen and Sawyer (2015b). Wastewater goes
through a septic tank to a small storage tank. The wastewater then goes to a
tank filled with an unsaturated layer of expanded clay to a pump tank which
splits the wastewater- part goes back to the small storage tank and the
remainder to another tank which has two sections: one filled with a saturated
layer of wood-chip material which flows to the second filled with a saturated
mixture of sulfur and oyster shells. Once the wastewater flows up through the
second saturated section it flows by gravity to the existing drainfield.
Media longevity: 83 years (wood chips) and 149 years (sulfur) with a built-in factor of safety
System performance: 93% reduction of nitrogen (influent TN 50.5 mg-N/L, effluent TN 3.5 mg-N/L)
Energy cost: $36 annually / $3 monthly
Standardized cost: Assuming the system is sized as a 300 gallon per day system and the cost
for conventional tank and drainfield is $4,000, the new construction cost
estimate for the passive nitrogen system components is $13,394. For a
retrofit of an existing system utilizing the existing septic tank and drainfield,
the anticipated complexity of installation is greater than for new construction.
The cost estimate to retrofit an existing system to a passive nitrogen system
is $15,869.

Figure 17. Home Site 2 Process Flow Diagram: In-Tank Two Stage Biofilter with Stage 1 Recirculation,
Dual Media Stage 2; Lignocellulosic (2a) Followed by Elemental Sulfur (2b)
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HOME SITE 3
Location: Seminole County
System: In-tank gravity system two stage biofilter with single pass stage 1, dual media
stage 2; lignocellulosic (2a) followed by elemental sulfur (2b)
Description: Figure 18 shows the process flow for this system. This is identified as system
BHS-4 from the final report by Hazen and Sawyer (2015b). The property
originally had two septic systems. One system was converted to a lift station
and now discharges to the existing septic tank. The wastewater flows
through the existing septic tank to a new tank filled with an unsaturated layer
of expanded clay. Next, the wastewater flows to a new tank with two
sections: one filled with a saturated layer of wood-chip material and a second
filled with a saturated mixture of sulfur and oyster shells. Finally, the treated
wastewater flows by gravity to a new drainfield.
Media longevity: 17 years (wood chips) and 21 years (sulfur) with a built-in factor of safety
System performance: 89% reduction of nitrogen (influent TN 70.1 mg-N/L, effluent TN 7.4 mg-N/L)
Energy cost: $0 annually / $0 monthly
Standardized cost: Assuming the system is sized as a 300 gallon per day system and the cost
for conventional tank and drainfield is $4,000, the new construction cost
estimate for the passive nitrogen system components is $15,106. For a
retrofit of an existing system utilizing the existing septic tank and drainfield,
the anticipated complexity of installation is greater than for new construction.
The cost estimate to retrofit an existing system to a passive nitrogen system
is $17,581.

Figure 18. Home Site 3 Process Flow Diagram: In-Tank Gravity System Two Stage Biofilter with Single
Pass Stage 1, Dual Media Stage 2; Lignocellulosic (2a) Followed by Elemental Sulfur (2b)
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HOME SITE 4
Location: Wakulla County
System: In-tank gravity system two stage biofilter with single pass stage 1, dual media
stage 2; lignocellulosic (2a) followed by elemental sulfur (2b)
Description: Figure 19 shows the process flow for this system. This is identified as system
BHS-6 from the final report by Hazen and Sawyer (2015b). Wastewater goes
through a septic tank to a pump tank which pumps the wastewater to a tank
with two layers: an unsaturated layer of expanded clay above a saturated
layer of wood-chip material. The wastewater flows out of this tank into the
bottom of a tank with a sulfur and oyster shell media mixture. The treated
wastewater flows by gravity to the drainfield.
Media longevity: 30 years (wood chips) and 26 years (sulfur) with a built-in factor of safety
System performance: 81% reduction of nitrogen (influent TN 66.3 mg-N/L, effluent TN 12.4 mg-N/L)
Energy cost: $9 annually / $0.75 monthly
Standardized cost: Assuming the system is sized as a 300 gallon per day system and the cost
for conventional tank and drainfield is $4,000, the new construction cost
estimate for the passive nitrogen system components is $16,318. For a
retrofit of an existing system utilizing the existing septic tank and drainfield,
the anticipated complexity of installation is greater than for new construction.
The cost estimate to retrofit an existing system to a passive nitrogen system
is $18,793.

Figure 19. Home Site 4 Process Flow Diagram: In-Tank Gravity System Two Stage Biofilter with Single
Pass Stage 1, Dual Media Stage 2; Lignocellulosic (2a) Followed by Elemental Sulfur (2b)
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HOME SITE 5
Location: Wakulla County
System: Existing proprietary system: stage 1 AerocellTM stage 2 NitrexTM
Description: Figure 20 shows the process flow for this system. This is identified as system
BHS-1 from the final report by Hazen and Sawyer (2015b). Wastewater goes
through a septic tank with two sections: one section performs like a standard
septic tank and the second section has a pump which lifts the wastewater to
a second tank filled with small foam AerocellTM cubes. The wastewater then
flows by gravity through the unsaturated media. Part of the wastewater is
diverted back to the septic tank and the rest flows by gravity to another tank
filled with a proprietary NitrexTM media which is formulated from wood
byproducts. The treated wastewater flows by gravity to a new drainfield.
Media longevity: 65 years with a built-in factor of safety
System performance: 91% reduction of nitrogen (influent TN 82.7 mg-N/L, effluent TN 7.1 mg-N/L)
Energy cost: $374 annually / $31 monthly
Standardized cost: Assuming the system is sized as a 300 gallon per day system and the cost
for conventional tank and drainfield is $4,000, the new construction cost
estimate for the passive nitrogen system components is $13,899. For a
retrofit of an existing system utilizing the existing septic tank and drainfield,
the anticipated complexity of installation is greater than for new construction.
The cost estimate to retrofit an existing system to a passive nitrogen system
is $15,124.

Figure 20. Home Site 5 Process Flow Diagram: Existing Proprietary System

In-ground systems
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HOME SITE 6
Location: Seminole County
System: In-ground stacked biofilter, single pass stage 1 over stage 2a with
supplemental stage 2b tank; stage 2a lignocellulosic/sand mixture; stage 2b
elemental sulfur tank
Description: Figure 21 shows the process flow for this system. This is identified as system
BHS-3 from the final report by Hazen and Sawyer (2015b). Wastewater goes
through a septic tank to a dosing tank which pumps to a drip irrigation area
contained within a liner that has two layers: an unsaturated layer of regular
drainfield sand above a layer of wood-chip material. The wastewater is
collected at the bottom of the liner then flows by gravity to a tank filled with a
saturated mixture of sulfur and oyster shells. The final treated wastewater is
pumped by the same pump to a drip irrigation drainfield installed in the
natural soil providing reuse of reclaimed water.
Media longevity: 62 years (wood chips) and 86 years (sulfur) with a built-in factor of safety
System performance: 96% reduction of nitrogen (influent TN 50.5 mg-N/L, effluent TN 1.9 mg-N/L)
Energy cost: $39 annually / $3.25 monthly
Standardized cost: Assuming the system is sized as a 300 gallon per day system and the cost
for conventional tank and drainfield is $4,000, the new construction cost
estimate for the passive nitrogen system components is $15,635. For a
retrofit of an existing system utilizing the existing septic tank, the anticipated
complexity of installation is greater than for new construction. The cost
estimate to retrofit an existing system to a passive nitrogen system with the
treatment unit in the drainfield is $20,735.

Figure 21. Home Site 6 Process Flow Diagram: In-Ground Stacked Biofilter, Single Pass Stage 1 over
Stage 2a with Supplemental Stage 2b Tank; Stage 2a Lignocellulosic/Sand Mixture; Stage 2b
Elemental Sulfur Tank
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HOME SITE 7
Location: Marion County
System: In-ground stacked biofilter, single pass stage 1 over stage 2 lignocellulosic
Description: Figure 22 shows the process flow for this system. This is identified as system
BHS-7 from the final report by Hazen and Sawyer (2015b). Wastewater flows
through the existing septic tank to a pump tank which pressure doses a lined
drainfield to spread the sewage throughout the drainfield. Under the
drainfield, within the liner, are two layers: an unsaturated layer of regular
drainfield sand above a saturated layer of wood-chip material. The treated
wastewater flows into the soil over the rim of the liner.
Media longevity: 135 years (wood chips) with a built-in factor of safety
System performance: 64% reduction of nitrogen (influent TN 54.9 mg-N/L, effluent TN 19.9 mg-N/L)
Energy cost: $8.55 annually / $0.71 monthly
Standardized cost: Assuming the system is sized as a 300 gallon per day system and the cost
for a conventional tank is $2,250, the new construction cost estimate for the
passive nitrogen system components is $8,709. For a retrofit of an existing
system utilizing the existing septic tank, the anticipated complexity of
installation is greater than for new construction. The cost estimate to retrofit
an existing system to a passive nitrogen system with the treatment unit in the
drainfield is $12,059.

Figure 22. Home Site 7 Process Flow Diagram: In-Ground Stacked Biofilter, Single Pass Stage 1 Over
Stage 2 Lignocellulosic
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Overall performance summary
Systems and results are discussed in more detail in the final technology summary report by Hazen and
Sawyer (2015b) (Table 10).
Sample results
Table 10. Overall Performance of Prototype Passive Nitrogen Reduction Systems
System
Home Site 1
(BHS-5)
Home Site 2
(BHS-2)

Stage 1
Operation3
SP
R internal
R tank
R internal
SP

Mean TN
Removal
Efficiency, %
97%
98%
93%
97%
89%

Mean CBOD5
Removal
Efficiency, %
87%
86%
36%
78%
91%

Mean TSS
Removal
Efficiency, %
94%
90%
76%
97%
93%

Mean TP
Removal
Efficiency, %
85%
83%
40%
51%
72%

Home Site 3
(BHS-4)
Home Site 4
SP
81%
90%
87%
49%
(BHS-61)
Home Site 5
R tank
91%
75%
93%
12%
(BHS-1)
Home Site 6
Drip SP
96%
80%
81%
96%
(BHS-3)
Home Site 7
In-ground LP
65%2
87%2
88%2
90%2
2
(BHS-7 )
1 Clogging of internal drainage and distribution pipes within this system caused flooding of the Stage 1
media on several occasions, which hampered performance. Different construction materials for
drains and a revised design would eliminate these problems.
2 The reported values are calculated using the mean perimeter monitoring samples. Since it is believed
that the hydraulics of the system as designed did not allow most flow to pass through the liner
media, this reduction is most likely not attributed to lignocellulosic media, but to reductions in the
Stage 1 media. A revised liner design could solve this problem.
3 R tank = recirculation to tank
R internal = recirculation to top of Stage 1 media
SP = single pass
LP = low pressure distribution
The results, after 18-months of continuous use, indicated that these two-stage biofiltration systems
were capable of consistently achieving more than 90% TN removal from the primary septic tank
effluent. Several systems showed increasing concentrations at the end or during the study. When
these systems are used, some monitoring and sampling may be required.
Detailed soil and groundwater assessments were conducted at one of the home sites prior to and after
installation of the full-scale passive nitrogen reduction system. At this home site a marked
improvement in groundwater nitrogen concentrations occurred after the installation of the passive
nitrogen reduction system (Figure 23). Sampling point B08 (red dashed circle) showed a TN
concentration in the wastewater plume over 35 mg-N/L before installation of a passive nitrogen
reduction system and at
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background levels (0-5 mg-N/L) within a few months after installation. The nitrogen plume under the
drainfield disappeared.

(a)

(b)

Figure 23. Groundwater TN Concentrations at One Home Site Before (a) and After (b) Installation of a
Passive Nitrogen Reduction System
Operation and maintenance
Overall, the prototype PNRS operated continually following start-up with very limited or no downtime. A
field technician visited the sites monthly and very limited maintenance was required.
Operation and maintenance (O&M) of the prototype systems reflected the complexity of the systems.
The simplest system O&M was the in-ground PNRS for home site 7, which had similar requirements to
a conventional system with a pressure dosed drainfield. Slightly more complex were the in-tank
systems with single pass Stage 1 biofilters, which added the Stage 1 effluent distribution to the O&M
requirements. Next, and only slightly more complex, were the in-tank systems with recirculation of
Stage 1, which added timed dosing to the controls and the recirculation ratio must be checked and
adjusted occasionally. The most complex system was for the in-ground system at home site 6 which
was due to the use of drip dispersal for both the effluent application in Stage 1 and irrigation of final
treated effluent to turf grass, all with one pump. The O&M requirements for this system were similar to
more complex PBTS or drip irrigation systems. However, without the irrigation component, and with
low pressure distribution instead of drip, this system would be similar in complexity to the single pass
Stage 1 in-tank systems. Table 11 summarizes the actual operation and maintenance requirements for
the PNRS prototype systems.
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Table 11. System Operation and Maintenance
System

Major Issues encountered General O&M
requirements
During start-up:


Site 2
(BHS-2)





Cleaning of
septic tank
effluent screen



Stage 1 mode of operation
was revised from single
pass to recirculating using
sprayers installed above
Stage 1 biofilter media.



Cleaning of
septic tank
effluent screen





Cleaning of
septic tank
effluent screen
Raking of Stage
1 biofilter media
surface



Recirculation mode of
operation was revised from
recirculation tank to sprayers
installed above Stage 1
biofilter media
High cleaning frequency of
septic tank effluent screen
attributed to flow transfer
pump flow into single
chamber septic tank
Solids carryover from the
septic tank led to biomat
formation and some ponding
near Stage 1 distribution box

Cleaning of
Stage 1 spray
nozzles
Clearing
blockages in
Stage 1&2a
effluent
collection pipe
and Stage 2
inlet pipe

Operational issues are
associated with design and
construction problems. A
better dosing system for the
Stage 1 biofilter, a better
underdrain design for the
Stage 1&2a tank and
improved inlet to the Stage 2
tank without bends between
the tanks would likely

Float placement

Home
During study period:
Site 1
(BHS-5)
 During
recirculation mode
of operation
sprayers required
adjustment
During
start-up:
Home
Float placement

During start-up:
Oversized STE
transfer pump
caused significant
mixing in primary
tank (was
replaced)
During study period:


Home
Site 3
(BHS-4)

Additional
centerline
distribution pipe
was installed
above Stage 1
media to improve
coverage of
effluent over
entire surface of
biofilter
During start-up:

Other O&M







 Loose wiring
Home
During study period:
Site 4
(BHS-6)
 Stage 1 spray
nozzle clogging
and inadequate
distribution
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System

Major Issues encountered General O&M
requirements
Stage 1&2a
effluent collection
pipe clogged
 Stage 2 inlet pipe
clogged
During start-up:




Home
Site 5
(BHS-1)



Other O&M
eliminate most of the
operational problems.



Cleaning of
process
flowmeter



Recirculation
ratio adjustment
to meet target of
10:1



Recirculation ratio was
increased to target of 10:1
for better performance



Cleaning of
septic tank and
STE dose tank
effluent screens
Air release
valve
replacement



The drip system controller
includes automated cleaning
sequences which leads to
system complexity (9
solenoid valves) which
requires additional oversight
for system operation

Cleaning of
septic tank
effluent screen
Flushing of low
pressure
distribution pipe



It appears that the liner is
was not large enough to
capture the unsaturated
plume from the Stage 1
biofilter, and some of the
nitrified effluent missed the
liner. Also, a better
transitional interface
between the sand and the
lignocellulosic media is
needed to direct the effluent
into the liner.
However, this system type
would provide the simplest
operation and maintenance
of all the systems tested.

Flow splitter
device flow split
Control panel
wiring
Float placement
within pump vault

During study period:
Leaks detected in
flow splitter device
(was replaced)
During start-up:


Home
Site 6
(BHS-3)



Solenoid valve
malfunction due to
construction
debris

During start-up:


Float placement

During study period:
Home
Site 7
(BHS-7)



Pump had
erroneously been
installed with a
connection to a
GFI breaker
(replaced with
regular 30-amp
breaker)
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Based on the field results, there were some general recommendations for operation and maintenance.
Table 12 summarizes the general O&M recommended by the design engineer for these prototype
systems.
Table 12. General Operation & Maintenance as Recommended by the Design Engineer
System Component

General Maintenance Action

General Frequency

Pump-out to remove solids

3-5 years

Effluent screen cleaning

1-2 times annually

Water level within the tank

1-2 times annually

Pump-out to remove solids

Same frequency as septic tank

Water level within the tank

1-2 times annually

Check for debris, equalized flow,
pipe placement

1-2 times annually

Water level within the box

1-2 times annually

Check for clogging or ponding
(raking if required)

1-2 times annually

Water level within the biofilter

1-2 times annually

Check dose volume

1-2 times annually

Grease, etc. (follow manufacturer’s
guidelines)

1-2 times annually

Float switches

Check register within control panel

1-2 times annually
Check Annually

Stage 2 biofilter

Reactive media consumption
(replenish as needed)
Water level within the biofilter

1-2 times annually

Check for odors, ponding, etc.

1-2 times annually

Primary (septic) tank

Pump tank

Distribution box

Stage 1 biofilter

Pump

Soil Treatment Unit
(drainfield)
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System longevity
System longevity could not be directly determined in the seven prototype PNRS evaluations due to the
very low use of media over the approximately 2 year observation period. Theoretical calculations and
results of literature review suggests that it would not be difficult to design systems for media life of 25
years or longer. Also, for the in-tank Stage 2 biofilters, it would also be relatively easy to add reactive
media, and the sizing of these systems could potentially be reduced if routine media additions were
made during the life of the system.

Life cycle cost analysis
For each of the field site configurations, life-cycle cost assessments were developed, which outline in
detail system cost estimates and cost comparisons to existing approved systems (Figure 24). Cost
documentation for the systems was categorized by permitting, design, materials and construction, and
operation and maintenance. Documentation of the installation, operating, and maintenance costs
enabled comparative life cycle cost estimates between the different field-tested systems.
A life-cycle cost tool was developed to estimate the present worth and capital costs for multiple system
configurations. Present worth costs are derived by applying discounting to future costs at a specified
net interest rate. All system costs over the entire project life are incorporated in the tool: construction,
engineering fees, state and county permitting, system maintenance, media and pump replacement,
water quality monitoring and energy, as well as primary treatment solids removal. The tool is a
computer spreadsheet consisting of a series of linked worksheets that can estimate the life cycle costs
of passive onsite wastewater nitrogen removal systems, as well as for conventional systems (Table
13). The user specifies a desired nitrogen removal efficiency range, and the tool provides selections for
treatment processes that achieve the removal and estimates the costs for the system. The user guide
for the tool (Hazen and Sawyer 2015a) provides detailed instructions on the tool structure and
application. There is flexibility built into the tool to allow for user override of automatically estimated
costs. The tool includes capital and installation costs for new systems of the addition of PNRS
components to an existing OSTDS system. The recurring annual costs for operation, maintenance, and
compliance are also included in the model. Costs are expressed in a variety of ways, such as uniform
annual cost and cost effectiveness of nitrogen removal. The tool provides detailed cost breakouts for
each life cycle analysis in both tabular and graphical format. Estimates are also provided for the mass
of nitrogen removed by each system and the unit cost of nitrogen removed.
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Table 13. Worksheets in the Passive Nitrogen Reduction Systems Life Cycle Cost Assessment Tool

Worksheet

Contents

1. LCCA Structure

Two-Stage PNRS Description ▪ Basic Model Structure ▪ Example
PNRS Systems

2. Table of LCCA Worksheets

Summary Table of LCCA Worksheets

3. Wastewater Quantity &
System Parameters

Determine design flowrate ▪ Specify conventional system
parameters ▪ Select nitrogen removal level as high, medium or
low @ 95%, 50-70%, or 25-30% ▪ Specify PNRS system
parameters ▪ Specify recurring costs ▪ Specify net interest rate

4. PNRS Process Selection

Select specific PNRS system

5. Baseline Design & Cost

Summary of conventional system default design & cost ▪
Summary of PNRS design and default cost

6. Baseline Design Cost
Summary

Default cost summary for conventional system, for PNRS system
and for total system

7. User Override Costs

User specified costs for conventional system ▪ User specified
costs for PNRS

8. LCCA: Conventional

Characteristics of conventional system ▪ Life Cycle Cost Analysis
of conventional system

9. LCCA: Total System

Characteristics of conventional system + PNRS ▪ Life Cycle Cost
Analysis of conventional system + PNRS

10. Design Data

Compilation of flow and sizing criteria, unit cost factors for
materials, energy, site access and installation complexity

11. Example LCCAs

Example Life Cycle Costs
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Figure 24. Comparison of Present Worth and Capital Cost for Conventional and One of the Passive
Nitrogen Reduction Systems
Appendix D shows the tool results for a conventional system and a passive nitrogen reducing system,
as well as the detailed life cycle cost analysis results for each of the actual and standardized field
systems. A comparison of the estimated construction costs between the tool and the actual
construction costs for the seven prototype system showed good agreement, with a relative percent
error between the two costs of approximately 11%. Of key importance is that non-construction costs
accounted for 38 to 57% of the total Present Worth of the prototype PNRS. In general order of higher
to lower cost, these items included annual inspection and maintenance fees, water quality monitoring,
primary tank solids removal, operating permit fees, energy costs, and media and equipment
replacement. The average Present Worth cost per pound of nitrogen removed for the seven prototype
PNRS was $42/lb. N, and ranged from $29 to $52 /lb. N. The average energy use was 0.5 kWhr/day
with an average field tested percentage of nitrogen reduction of 85%. When these results were
compared to other cost estimates for more active performance-based treatment system nitrogen
removal, the systems associated with this study operated at a lower present worth cost per pound of
nitrogen removed ($13.50 less/lb. N.), saved over 2 kWhr/day in energy use, and achieved significantly
greater (21%) effluent nitrogen removal efficiencies.

Discussion
The systems evaluated in this project were prototype systems, installed at existing residences, with
customized components, which added to their cost. As these systems are implemented on a wider
scale, it is anticipated that considerable reductions in cost will be achieved. One factor that contributed
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to costs was that several field prototype systems were designed for houses with comparatively high
estimated sewage flows.
The mean estimated actual as-built construction cost for the seven prototype PNRS was $17,726 and
ranged from $10,399 to $32,116. The lowest construction cost was for an in-ground PNRS, which was
also the simplest system. While this system’s performance (approximately 60% nitrogen reduction)
was less than optimal, design revisions to the Stage 2 liner module could potentially make it the most
cost-effective of all systems. Highest construction cost was for home site 6, a dual drip dispersal
PNRS with turf grass irrigation. Construction costs of in-tank two-stage biofilter PNRS were in the
middle of the range with actual construction costs of $18,000 to $20,000. It should be noted that all
seven prototype PNRS were installed at existing homes, which required additional construction time
and restoration of property, increasing costs as compared to a new home installation. Additionally,
these were prototype or innovative systems that had not been designed and constructed previously in
Florida and were therefore unfamiliar to the installing contractors. Costs for PNRS are expected to
come down with more standard designs and widespread implementation.
For a more effective comparison, the LCCA tool was applied to estimate costs for each prototype
system for a standardized estimated sewage flow of 300 gallons per day for a typical three bedroom
single family residence. These standardized results were run for two scenarios: a new system
installation, and a retrofit of an existing system. For the new system scenario, the tool estimated a cost
of $4,000 for a conventional tank and drainfield. For the retrofit of an existing system scenario, it was
assumed that the existing septic tank and drainfield could be used, but that the anticipated complexity
of installation would be greater. The standardized estimated costs for the PNRS components for new
construction ranged from $8,700-$16,300 with an average of $13,700, and the range for a retrofit of an
existing system was $12,000-$20,700 with an average of $16,500.The total life cycle costs calculated
for these prototype systems show that a significant component (approximately 50%) are recurring
costs. While these recurring costs are based on the current regulatory structure for PBTS systems in
the state, this may change as regulatory schemes adapt to these new technology options. Recurring
costs must be included in any economic and planning analysis of PNRS and other alternative
technologies as well.
Construction and installation of the prototype systems included the prototyping of several components,
such as filter media tanks and liners. Tankage specifically designed for biofiltration is not readily
available in Florida. The Stage 1 biofilter tank typically requires an outlet positioned near the bottom of
the tank to allow unsaturated operation. In addition, for long term operation and maintenance, easy
access to the surface of the biofilter for maintenance activities is required. A tank with a hinged,
lightweight cover which provides secured access to the entire upper surface area of the biofilter is
recommended. Similar needs for model specifications and component designs and approvals exist for
liners, filter design and treatment media.
Over the course of the study, some problems or precursors to problems were observed in some
systems during the monitoring events. A sample after a short period of initial operation could serve to
establish that an installed system actually performs as designed. The issues included clearly visible
problems such as increases in the water level in one of the Wakulla county systems, as well as not as
visible increases in effluent concentrations after one of the stage 2 filter components. By using two
stage 2 components (lignocellulosic and sulfur materials), the final effluent continued to reach low
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concentrations. Longer-term monitoring is recommended to see if systems continue to reliably work.
The results of individual home PNRS testing revealed:

















The prototype PNRS Stage 1 biofilters were all very effective in nitrifying ammonia and organic
nitrogen to nitrate+nitrite (NOx) nitrogen. Mean ammonia removal efficiencies for the seven
prototype PNRS Stage 1 biofilters ranged from 88 to 100%, which provided a Stage 1 effluent
(Stage 2 influent) suitable for denitrification and high TN removal efficiency.
All seven Stage 1 biofilters also achieved some level of denitrification and TN removal. Mean
TN removal efficiency by the Stage 1 biofilters ranged from 18 – 61%, with the highest efficiency
achieved in home site 2 by recycling a portion of the nitrified effluent to a recirculation tank for
significant pre-denitrification.
The PNRS Stage 2 biofilters were very effective in denitrifying NOx nitrogen to gaseous N
forms, thus reducing TN in the system effluent. Mean NOx-N removal efficiency for the Stage 2
lignocellulosic biofilters ranged from 41 to 100%, with the lower performance from home 4,
which experienced hydraulic problems and malfunctioned on several occasions. Mean NOx-N
removal efficiency for the Stage 2 elemental sulfur biofilters ranged from 74 to 100%. Since all
Stage 2 sulfur biofilters were preceded by a lignocellulosic biofilter, there was often very little
NOx reaching the sulfur media, which influenced the efficiency. Mean NOx-N concentrations in
sulfur biofilter effluents ranged from below detection limits (0.02 mg N/L) to 4.4 mg NOx-N/L for
the Stage 2 biofilters containing sulfur media. Excluding home site 4 (hydraulic malfunctions),
mean Stage 2 effluent from sulfur biofilters was less than 1 mg NOx-N/L.
The mean TN removal efficiency for seven full scale prototype passive two-stage nitrogen
removal systems ranged from 65 to 98% with an overall mean of 90% for all systems. However,
the nitrogen removal efficiency of the three most refined and best performing prototype systems
(home sites 1, 2, and 6) averaged over 95% TN removal. The two lowest performing PNRS
(homes sites 4 and 7) showed the potential to achieve similar TN removal efficiencies at times,
but their performance was hampered by less than optimal design or construction issues.
The mean effluent TN concentration for the seven prototype PNRS ranged from 1.8 to 19.1
mg/L. The highest mean TN effluent concentrations can be attributed to the home site 7 design
issues previously discussed. Once again, the most refined and best performing prototype
systems (home sites 1, 2, and 6) produced a mean effluent TN concentration of 2.6 mg/L.
The mean CBOD5 removal efficiency for the seven full scale prototype passive two-stage
nitrogen removal systems ranged from 36 to 91% with an overall mean of 79% for all systems.
The mean Stage 2 effluent in most of the systems showed an increase in CBOD5 concentration
as compared to the Stage 1 effluent which may be attributed to CBOD5 release from the
lignocellulosic media itself. The home site 2 system, which incorporated a sawdust
lignocellulosic media, is associated with the highest concentration of Stage 2 CBOD5.
The mean TSS removal efficiency for the seven full scale prototype passive two-stage nitrogen
removal systems ranged from 76 to 97% with an overall mean of 89% for all systems. The mean
effluent TSS concentration for all seven systems was below 10 mg/L.
The mean Total Phosphorus (TP) removal efficiency for the seven full scale prototype passive
two-stage nitrogen removal systems ranged from 12 to 96% with an overall mean of 64% for all
systems. The best performing PNRS were the in-ground systems (home sites 6 and 7). An
evaluation of the long term phosphorus adsorption capacity of the evaluated media was not
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conducted as part of this study, and phosphorus removal may decline at some future point when
P adsorption sites become limiting.
The geomean of effluent fecal coliform concentration for the seven prototype PNRS ranged from
1 to 1,838 ct/100 mL. The highest geomean fecal coliform count can be attributed to the home
site 4 design issues previously discussed. The most refined and best performing prototype
systems (home sites 1, 2, and 6) produced an effluent fecal coliform concentration below 60
ct/100 mL.
The mean effluent sulfate concentration for the five full scale prototype passive two-stage
nitrogen removal systems that utilized sulfur media ranged from 37 to 248 mg/L. Therefore, the
mean effluent sulfate levels were below the secondary drinking water guideline of 250 mg/L for
all systems utilizing sulfur media.
Mean electrical consumption of the prototype PNRS was 4.5 kw-hour per 1000 gallons of
wastewater flow from the home and ranged from 0 to 28.7 kw-hr/1000 gallon. The highest
energy usages were for home site 5 due to a Stage 1 biofilter, with a very high recirculation
ratio, and home site 6, which included pumping to drip dispersal zones for both Stage 1 STE
and final effluent irrigation. Operation of single pass in-tank systems ranged from 0 to 3.2 kwhour per 1000 gallons, while operation of recirculating in-tank systems (with a 3:1 R ratio)
ranged from 1.2 to 2.8 kw-hour per 1000 gallons. This electrical use would equate to a cost of
less than $1.00 per month for a PNRS similar to the single pass or recirculating Stage 1
systems tested.
Operation and maintenance (O&M) of the prototype PNRS systems reflected system
complexity. The simplest system O&M was the home site 7 in-ground PNRS, which has O&M
requirements similar to a conventional OSTDS with pressure dosed STU. Slightly more complex
were the in-tank PNRS with single pass Stage 1 biofilters. O&M of these PNRS was also
relatively simple, adding only Stage 1 STE distribution issues to the in-ground pressure dosed
system. The O&M of the in-tank PNRS with Stage 1 recirculation is only slightly more complex
than the single pass systems, in that timed dosing is added to the controls, and the recirculation
ratio must be checked and adjusted occasionally. The most complex system was home site 6,
and this complexity was due to the use of drip dispersal for both STE application in Stage 1 and
irrigation of final treated effluent to turf grass, all with one pump. This system had O&M
requirements similar to more complex PBTS or STE drip systems. However, without the
irrigation component, and with STE low pressure distribution instead of drip, this system would
be similar to the single pass Stage 1 in-tank systems in O&M complexity.
The longevity of the PNRS reactive media could not be determined directly in the seven
prototype PNRS evaluations due to the very low use of media over the approximately 2 year
observation period. Theoretical calculations and literature experience with both lignocellulosic
and sulfur Stage 2 biofilters suggests that it would not be difficult to design systems for media
life of 25 years or longer. It would also be relatively easy to add reactive media to the in-tank
Stage 2 biofilters, and sizing of these systems could potentially be reduced if routine media
additions were made during the life of the system.
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How Nitrogen Moves: Analysis of Soil and Groundwater
Sampling
Review of existing research
A literature review was performed to establish the current state of research on nitrogen impacts to
groundwater resulting from the use of OSTDS (Hazen and Sawyer 2009d). Fate and transport
processes that are present in the OSTDS, vadose zone, and saturated zone will influence the extent of
nitrogen impacts to groundwater. These factors, along with factors related to groundwater/surface
water interactions, will also determine if nearby surface water bodies are adversely affected. A searchable
database was developed containing available literature examining the influences of
OSTDS-derived nitrogen inputs, the transformative processes that impact nitrogen distribution, and the key
factors that result in a significant effect to groundwater quality from OSTDSs. Sampling plans were
developed to collect data for the factors described in the literature. Predictive models and strategies for
reduction of impacts were also developed based on findings presented from the literature review.

Nitrogen reduction in the septic tank
Input and loading generally requires the measurement or estimation of two parameters: flow and
concentrations. Both are variable within a household and between households, due to variations in how
and how much wastewater is generated. This variability then leads to uncertainty about the best
representative value, which in turn leads to uncertainty about differences between different representative
values. One approach to standardize inputs is to refer to per person loads.
Prior to evaluating nitrogen contributions from OSTDS, an understanding is needed of what
transformations occur within the OSTDS. An estimated 5 kg (or 11 lb) of nitrogen per person and year
enters a septic tank. Wastewater engineering handbooks provides a range of values typically between
4.1-5.5 kg (9-12 lb) TN per person and year. These sources tend to cite each other. A literature review for
a WERF-project (McCray et al. 2009) to characterize septic tank waste streams identified only very few
data sets for which both per person flow and concentrations of raw wastewater had been determined, with
an average of 5.8 kg (16 lb) TN per person and year. For the WERF-project, 16 single family residences
were monitored over a year. The average and median of the house averages were
5.3 and 4.8 kg (11.6 and 10.7 lb) of TN per person and year.
Approximately 4.5 kg (10 lb) TN per person and year leaves the septic tank. Many past estimates used
values for flow and concentration from different studies to arrive at an estimate of nitrogen inputs from
a septic tank to the drainfield. For the WERF-project, the average and median of the house averages were
5 and 3.5 kg (11.1 and 7.7 lb) TN per person and year. Depending on which value one picks,
there was nearly none or about a quarter reduction. Using the averages of log-transformed sample events
results in a slight increase from 7.7 lb for raw sewage to 8.0 lb for septic tank effluent. This indicates that
the difference between raw sewage and septic tank effluent was not significant. For Florida-specific
results, the results of the WERF-study systems in Wakulla County were combined with other results from
studies in Florida, including the three systems studied for the Department’s Wekiva study and three
systems studies for the DEP/USGS/FSU study in Wakulla (Katz et al., 2010) (Figure
25). The median and average were 4.2 and 4.5 kg (9.2 and 10 lb) TN per person and year. Inspection
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of the distribution of loads indicates that there are two groups of septic systems, a larger group with an
input of below 4 kg per person and year, and a smaller group with above 6 kg per person and year. To
include the influence of the group with higher inputs, the average appears a better measure. This
results in an estimate of 4.5 kg (10 lb) per person and year.

Figure 25. Comparison of the Estimated Nitrogen Reduction in a Conventional Septic Tank for Three
Different Studies
The information gathered during the course of the study provides more data on how much nitrogen
leaves onsite systems (
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Table 14). The data for C-HS1 and C-HS2 are treated separately, because only one sampling event
occurred (C-HS1) or several sampling events seemed to include water use, such as pool filling,
construction activities, and irrigation that would be unrepresentative of regular onsite system use (CHS2). All data for the location of PNRS home sites 4 and 5 were averaged because the changes in
occupancy and use were reported. Based on the provided average concentrations and flows, an
average of 28 pounds per year left the onsite systems investigated over the study periods of at least a
year. There is considerable variability around this average. A less variable number is the input per
capita. The average input per capita was 9.6 pounds per year, ranging from 6.8 to 13.2 pounds per
year. This range is similar to the ranges found during recent previous studies. The average flow was
about 50 gpd and person.
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Table 14. Summary of nitrogen leaving septic systems investigated during the study (“input”)

Location
PNRS home
site 1
PNRS home
site 2
PNRS home
site 3
PNRS home
sites 4 and 5
PNRS home
site 6
PNRS home
site 7
C-HS3
Average

TN
Concentration Flow
(mg-N/L)
(gpd1)

TN
input
(lb/yr)

Occupancy
(capita)

Per capita
TN input
(lb/cyr2)

Per capita
TN input
(g/cday)

72.1

135

29.6

3

9.9

12.3

54.7

101

16.8

2

8.4

10.4

70.1

297

63.4

5

12.7

15.8

74.5

120

27.1

4

6.8

8.4

50.5

119

18.3

2

9.1

11.4

54.9
45.7
60.4

158
98
147

26.4
13.6
27.9

2
2
2.9

13.2
6.8
9.6

16.4
8.5
11.9

146

48.9

4

12.2

15.2

178

43.4

2

21.7

27.0

C-HS1
110.2
C-HS2= PNRS
home site 6,
sampling event
7/26/11
80.1
1. Gallons per day
2. Pounds per capita and year
3. Grams per capita and day

Nitrogen reduction in unsaturated soils
An in-depth review of the fate and transport of contaminants from on-site systems is provided by
Reneau et al. (1989). This study considers multiple factors, including soil type, loading rates, effluent
quality, and carbon content. In this review the author describes the important mechanisms related to
OSTDS performance. First, he describes the importance of conditions conducive to nitrification, namely
coarse-textured soils in which aerobic conditions are dominant. This is even true in fine-grained clay
soils as long as unsaturated conditions are present. Denitrification in soils utilized for OSTDS is
expected to be minimal except in anaerobic microsites. However, soils that are influenced by
fluctuating water tables in which saturated conditions can occur will see increases in denitrification
rates. For groundwater, sites which are ideal for OSTDS are often the most vulnerable to nitrate
impacts, since they are often well drained soils with limited capacity for denitrification. In this case,
often the most important mechanism for nitrate reduction is dilution by ambient groundwater.
Soil treatment of nitrogen from OSTDS in the vadose zone can also have a significant influence on the
resulting nitrogen concentrations in the aquifer. The transformations and reactions of sorption,
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nitrification, and denitrification described earlier are present in this zone. Nitrogen that is present as
ammonium is subject to adsorption to negatively charged soil particles, plant uptake, or microbial
bioaccumulation. Nitrate, on the other hand, is mobile in the vadose zone but can be subject to
denitrification. It is therefore important to quantify the vadose zone processes to assess nitrogen
attenuation prior to entering the saturated zone.
Ritter and Eastburn (1988) provide a summary of available literature related to denitrification and
OSTDS. Based on their review of available literature, several factors which may influence nitrogen
attenuation are:






Adequate supply of a carbon source;
Infiltrative surface biozones (the biozone has been shown to improve denitrification);
OSTDS with high water tables (potentially insignificant dentrification due to lack of conditions
conducive to nitrification);
Dosing (likely to improve denitrification); and
Recirculating sand filters (and other aerobic treatment units may improve denitrification).

Based on the literature review, a 30-40% removal appears to provide a central estimate for nitrogen
reduction in the vadose zone. Anderson and Otis (2000) estimated a 10-50% removal range from many
studies, with 25%, 30%, or 40% as a typical load reduction factor. For drainfields meeting current code
(post 1983), and having a 24-inch separation to the estimated seasonal high groundwater table, R. Otis
(2007) estimated fractions of discharged nitrogen that would reach the water table based on soil conditions
for the Wekiva study. These estimates were based on pretreatment, drainage class and amount of organic
carbon found in the soil. Katz et al. (2010) found, "After adjusting for dilution, about
25 to 40% N loss (from denitrification, ammonium sorption, and ammonia volatilization) occurs as
septic tank effluent moves through the unsaturated zone to the water table." A 2010 Mactec estimated that
44% of the nitrogen leaving the septic tank reached the groundwater as nitrate. This was based on an
evaluation of the results of the Department’s 2007 field study in the Wekiva Study Area. The
removal rate was somewhat higher than estimated by the Department because it was based only on
nitrate reaching the groundwater, rather than TN. The Department assumed a 40% reduction of TN loading
in the Wekiva Study Area.

Nitrogen reduction in saturated soils
The literature review suggested reductions in groundwater nitrogen impacts associated with OSTDS
are achievable with a few steps. Nitrate is highly mobile in groundwater and the only significant method of
natural attenuation is denitrification, a process that the review indicated does not always occur in Florida’s
aquifers. Therefore, reduction of nitrate contamination may be most efficiently approached in the design
and installation processes when considering OSTDS as a treatment alternative. Land use planning and
density of OSTDS in new developments is one mechanism to limit nitrogen loading. Recognizing the
importance of dilution for nitrate concentration reductions, lot size considerations may also be evaluated to
allow adequate dilution of nitrogen enriched recharge water in groundwater.
Within the design of OSTDS, appropriate loading rates and an understanding of OSTDS effluent could
achieve lower levels of nitrogen entering the subsurface environment.
The review also indicated that reducing nitrogen prior to infiltration by including additional treatment of
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wastewater could improve effluent quality. Additional optimization can be achieved by a thorough
understanding of site characteristics and how these may influence OSTDS performance and ultimately
nitrogen concentrations in groundwater. Certain water table conditions, soil types, and other subsurface
characteristics, such as pH or temperature, could impact the treatment ability of OSTDS by varying
oxygen content and redox conditions. If unfavorable conditions are observed at a site being considered
for OSTDS, other methods of wastewater treatment may be appropriate. This could also be true for
areas identified as “vulnerable” or “high-risk”, such as areas adjacent to a protected water body.
Alternatively, it may be possible to amend the site conditions or use an effluent pre-treatment method to
improve OSTDS performance.

Test facility groundwater monitoring
Monitoring of the effluent plume in groundwater was initially performed at a large mounded drainfield on
the test facility site. It provided controlled conditions and the size of the mound made it easier to find the
plume and gather insights on the effects of size. Elements of the groundwater monitoring are outlined in
Table 15. At the Wimauma, test facility several test drainfields were constructed to assess nitrogen
transport in soil and groundwater. The site plan of the test facility where monitoring took place is shown
in Figure 26.
Table 15. Steps to Monitor an OSTDS Effluent Plume
Step
Purpose
1
Plume identification

Approach
Sampling grid for
groundwater screening

2

Instrumentation

3

Aquifer
characterization

Install multi-level drive
point piezometers and
shallow standpipe
piezometers
Conduct pump test and
slug tests on standpipe
piezometers
Baseline tracer test using
a conservative tracer

4

Routine monitoring

5

Additional
instrumentation,
testing, and/or
monitoring

Effluent quality,
groundwater
concentrations, water
levels, climatic conditions
As warranted

Data to be Collected
In-field measurements of
groundwater specific
conductance
Soil properties determined
from soil borings during
standpipe piezometer
installation
Hydraulic gradient,
saturated hydraulic
conductivity
Establish groundwater
velocity, dispersivity
coefficients, and
groundwater dilution
Water quality parameters as
necessary to determine
nitrogen reduction
Refine plume delineation,
denitrification rates, aquifer
properties, etc.
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Figure 26. Site Plan of the Groundwater Monitoring Area at the Test Facility
Test areas representative of typical mounded OSTDS were constructed at the GCREC Soil and
Groundwater Test Facility to enable controlled testing and evaluation of nitrogen reduction in soil and
groundwater. Four test areas were established, receiving either septic tank effluent (STE) or nitrified
effluent delivered to the soil via a pressure dosed mound or a shallow drip dispersal system. STE was
delivered at the maximum hydraulic loading rate, representing the highest allowable mass loading rate
to the soil, and provided the most conservative nitrogen removal resulting in the highest expected
concentrations of nitrogen reaching the groundwater. However, it was also recognized that many systems
in Florida employ an aerobic treatment unit (ATU) which results in delivery of a nitrified
effluent to the soil treatment unit (aka, drainfield). Delivery of both STE and nitrified effluent to the soil
enabled comparison of the groundwater plumes and evaluation of the benefits (or lack of) of nitrogen
transformation and/or reduction prior to groundwater recharge. These two effluents were delivered to
the soil via conventional pressure dosed mound systems or shallow subsurface drip dispersal systems
(mounded as required to meet groundwater separation). The drip dispersal system was designed to
optimize nitrogen removal through plant uptake and reduced the mobile nitrate-nitrogen fraction that
recharges the groundwater.
Each test area was monitored for operational conditions, unsaturated and saturated nitrogen
concentrations, soil properties, groundwater properties, and weather conditions. Details on the monitoring
plan can be found in the Quality Assurance Project Plan (Hazen and Sawyer 2010b).
Tracer tests were conducted at two time points during test area operation; prior to effluent delivery and
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after six months or more of effluent delivery. Bromide (Br-) was used as a conservative tracer (added
to clean water or effluent as potassium bromide) representative of the water movement through soil,
although some diffusion from mobile to immobile water occurred. The first tracer test, prior to effluent
delivery to the test areas, enabled characterization of the background groundwater velocity and
dilution. A second test was conducted after a groundwater plume has been defined and enabled
comparison of the subsurface changes attributed to effluent delivery.

GCREC Mound Site
The GCREC, is located in southern Hillsborough County Florida approximately 30 miles from the city of
Tampa. It serves as an agricultural research center for the University of Florida and has numerous
agricultural demonstration plots located around the facility. The facility has office and research
laboratory space where approximately 71 people work. A large mound OSTDS designed for flows of 2,500
gallons per day serves the facility and receives primarily domestic wastewater from the offices. The plume
from the existing GCREC-mound was assessed over several sampling events. The number
of sampling points was different during each sampling event. Influent concentrations also varied over
the course of the monitoring period. For these reasons, only the data from the most intensive, the
second sampling event are included in the analysis. The scatter plot in Figure 27 shows an interesting
complication. While some data points are on the mixing line between septic tank effluent concentration and
background groundwater, many data points are consistent with a mixing line between groundwater and a
monitoring point with higher TN concentrations. This monitoring point is at the northwest corner
of the mound.
Figure 28 shows a contour plot of the highest nitrate concentrations measured over the course of the
monitoring period. The point with the highest nitrogen concentration is indicated by a red circle. Points with
elevated nitrogen concentration consistent with stemming from a source at that location are encompassed
by the dashed line. This dashed line is not exclusive, some monitoring points are more consistent with the
septic tank effluent concentrations at the time.
There are several scenarios that may explain the increased concentrations over part of the monitoring
domain. The project team suspected agricultural fertilizer impacts from upstream. Variations in flow and
concentration in the septic tank effluent could have influenced part of the plume more than others. The
location close to the top of the drainfield could also suggest a less well distributed source of
wastewater.
Regardless of scenario that explains elevated concentrations, the monitoring points show
predominantly nitrified samples. Most points with high concentrations appear to be dominated by
dilution rather than denitrification. This indicates that even though the soil series have a high water
table that is expected to assist in nitrification, during the monitoring event denitrification was not
effective at the core of the plume.
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Figure 27. TN, TKN and Specific Conductance during a Sampling Event during March/April of 2011 at
the GCREC Mound

Figure 28. Highest NOx Concentration In Monitoring Points Observed Over the Monitoring Period at
the GCREC Mound, the Monitoring Point with Highest Nitrogen in Red Circle, and Plume with
Consistently Elevated Nitrogen Concentrations Outlined with Dashed Line.
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Groundwater monitoring at home sites
Four detailed soil and groundwater assessments were completed to evaluate existing septic systems over
a 12-month period to capture seasonal variability. Additionally, the plume from a large septic
system at GCREC was delineated and some monitoring at an additional home site in Wakulla County was
performed. Also, a test facility was constructed for more controlled testing of soil and groundwater. These
home sites were located at existing homes in Polk, Seminole, Hillsborough, and Marion
counties. At each site, initial visits inspected the OSTDS and attempted to identify the nitrogen plume in the
groundwater beneath the drainfield. This included instrumentation of the site with a combination of drive
points (one-inch long screens driven to a specific depth), piezometers (PVC-pipes with five or
ten-foot long screens installed in the shallow groundwater, and lysimeters (nine-inch long ceramic suction
cups). Details of the methods are outlined in the quality assurance project plan (Hazen and Sawyer
2010b).
Two approaches were used to analyze the data. First, the absolute values of measurements were
assessed and the overall concentration reduction described by how much the concentration was
reduced between the septic tank effluent and the sample observation point. Such an analysis does not
take into account that the septic tank effluent plume is diluted during travel in groundwater. Second, by
drawing a comparison with concentration data of a compound that does not react allows for an
estimate of the dilution. The dilution calculation utilizes the septic tank effluent and background
concentrations of a tracer that is assumed to be conservative (chloride, or specific conductance). The
background concentration could stem from a particular background well or group of them. The adjusted
concentration reduction describes which fraction of the reduction in TN concentration from septic tank
effluent is not due to dilution.
Monitoring of effluent plumes in groundwater at individual home sites utilized the same methodology as the
monitoring of the mound at the test facility. Selected home sites were located throughout Florida, to
capture diversity in site conditions.
Table 8 shows the number of home sites evaluated and selected for groundwater monitoring. Each site
had a signed homeowner agreement prior to the start of the monitoring process. In the following figures
possible mixtures between septic tank effluent and background water, in which no reaction has
occurred, are indicated by a “mixing line”.

Polk Site
This field site is located in Polk County, Florida adjacent to Big Gum Lake in a rural area surrounded by
commercial orange groves. The OSTDS for the single family residence consists of an old existing 750
gallon single compartment septic tank. It is unknown if the tank is fitted with an outlet tee and it is likely not
to have an outlet filter. The septic tank is located adjacent to the soil treatment unit, which is a
gravity fed standard drainfield, in a 10 ft by 20 ft bed configuration. The residence is occupied by two
persons.
The land surface slopes down to the North towards Big Gum Lake with a relief of about 10 feet sloping
to the lake. The soil survey of the area shows the southern half of the property mapped as Astatula and
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the northern half as Tavares soil series. The current aerial image provided by the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) soil survey shows an area with more intense green coloration directly
over the drainfield, indicating the higher availability of water throughout the drainfield. The site’s soil
investigations determined the material to be of sand texture.
A sampling grid for groundwater screening was developed downgradient of the soil treatment unit as
depicted in Figure 29. A 6-foot by 5-foot grid spacing was staked. Transect lines A through U run eastwest, roughly perpendicular to the groundwater flow direction and increase (higher letter identification)
moving northward from the drainfield. Transect lines 0 through 7 run north-south, roughly parallel to the
groundwater flow direction and increase moving from east to west. Based on initial screening data, 22
monitoring locations were chosen within the grid for standpipe piezometer installation. Groundwater
monitoring points were installed in June 2012. Standpipe piezometers were installed using either hand
or drilling methods. Standpipe piezometers consist of either ¾-inch or 1-inch diameter PVC with a 1foot or 5-foot screen (0.010-inch slots) and a riser extending to the ground surface (Hazen and Sawyer
2010b, Hazen and Sawyer 2012).

Figure 29. Median TN, TKN Concentrations Relative to Specific Conductance at the Polk County Site
Each monitoring location was assigned a unique grid identification location, and the depth in feet
below the ground surface to the bottom of the well screen. For example A03-15 is a standpipe piezometer
sampler located on the grid at A03 at 15 feet below ground surface. Four sampling events were performed
(August 28, 2012, November 26, 2012, February 25, 2013, and May 20, 2013), with some additional
groundwater table monitoring between those dates. Over the course of the year of monitoring,
groundwater elevations varied by about three feet throughout the site. The highest groundwater elevation
occurred between the first and second sampling events. The groundwater gradient at this site was very
low, less than a 1 ft drop in groundwater elevation across the entire site.
On several occasions the gradient was nearly flat. The site topography slopes significantly towards the
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lake, so this result is somewhat unexpected in that the groundwater gradient did not reflect topography.
Figure 30 summarizes the results of the field monitoring at this site. Median values for TN and total
Kjeldahl nitrogen are plotted against the specific conductance as an indicator of the fraction of septic
tank effluent in the sample. The background values are based on the piezometers PZ 01 BKG and
PZ02 BKG, which screened in the topmost groundwater. The figure shows that nitrogen is nearly
completely nitrified throughout the monitoring area. Many observations with high specific conductance
are on or close to the mixing line, indicating that dilution is the dominant concentration-reducing
process. At lower values of specific conductance, some observations indicate more denitrification.
While most of the observations were taken from the top of the shallow groundwater, the two deepest
observations (PZ-06U-34 and PZ-03A-34) also indicate elevated fractions of septic tank effluent and no
appreciable reduction (dashed circle). This deeper section of the groundwater was only observed in a
few points.
54%

54%

35%

35%

20%
22%

20%
28%

23%

22%

48%
28%
20-28%

21-48%
23%
36%

29%

22%

28%

23%

48%
28%
20-28%

21-48%

22%

23%
36%

29%

Figure 30. Maximum Nitrate Concentration in Shallow (90-95.6 Ft above MSL) and Intermediate
(87-90 Ft above MSL) Groundwater and Highest Estimated Fraction of Septic Tank Effluent Up To a
Depth of 21 Ft below Ground Surface (Only Values At Least 20% Shown).
Table 16 summarizes nitrogen concentrations, specific conductance, and the results of dilution and
nitrogen reduction assessments for those observations that indicated the highest fractions of septic
tank effluent. The fraction of TKN is between 5% and 20%, mostly indicating largely complete
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nitrification. Interestingly, two of the observations with high specific conductance stem from a location
PZ-03A, 30 foot south of the drainfield, opposite the northerly plume direction that was the focus of the
investigation. The highest median specific conductance and TN concentrations were found in PZ-06U14, about 75 feet north of the septic tank and drainfield. The overall TN reduction for this observation
was 46%, which appeared to be exclusively due to dilution.
Table 16. Results of Monitoring in the Plume of the Polk County Site Sorted by Estimated Fraction of
Septic Tank Effluent in the Sample. Median TN and Specific Conductance (SC) Concentrations, TKN
Fraction and Estimated Fraction of Effluent in Sample. Reductions of Nitrogen Concentrations Adjusted
For Dilution and Overall. Observations with at Least 25% Septic Tank Effluent Shown. Bold=Deepest
Observations; Italic=Observation 30 Ft South of Drainfield
Location
STE
PZ-06U-14
PZ-03ML-15
PZ-06N-15
PZ-03K-15
PZ-06Q-15
PZ-03A-21
PZ-06U-34
PZ-04L-15
PZ-04N-15
PZ-04O-21
PZ-03A-34
PZ-01BKG
PZ-02BKG

TN (mgN/L)
48.3
26.3
18.5
20.4
15.4
15.7
8.9
13.0
9.6
10.8
7.4
12.2
0.6
0.5

SC
(uS)
755.5
432.5
394.0
389.0
304.0
298.8
255.5
255.0
249.5
247.0
247.0
237.3
60.1
47.6

Fraction
TKN
99%
7%
8%
7%
11%
12%
13%
16%
17%
13%
15%
10%
47%
90%

Fraction Reduction Reduction
STE
adjusted
overall
54%
48%
48%
36%
35%
29%
29%
28%
28%
28%
26%
1%
-1%

0%
11%
6%
4%
3%
11%
3%
9%
6%
13%
2%

46%
62%
58%
68%
67%
82%
73%
80%
78%
85%
75%

Figure 30 reproduces two of the contour plots from the close-out report of the field monitoring site
(TaskC26_CHS3). The contour plots group observations together by elevation above mean sea level.
By placing the plots side-by-side, the descent in northerly direction becomes more clearly visible. The
contour plots have been augmented with the highest estimated fractions of septic tank effluent that
were found. As Figure 29 indicated, there is a strong correspondence between increased specific
conductance as indicator of septic tank effluent and TN concentrations.
Site conclusions:




A nitrate plume extends to at least 75 foot north of the drainfield from the septic tank and
drainfield.
Concentrations and specific conductance observations indicate that dilution is the main
concentration-reducing mechanism in the core of the plume.
The groundwater gradient was small and inconsistent over the monitoring period. A limited
number of observations suggest that parts of a nitrate plume extended at least 10 foot deeper
and in the opposite direction of the main plume.
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Seminole Site
This field site is located in Seminole County, Florida, in a neighborhood near the Wekiva River. It is
also located near to one of the field sites evaluated in the Department’s 2007 Wekiva Study. The drainfield
was installed in a mound. Permit information from a system repair performed in 2003
indicates that the drainfield was installed in a mound trench configuration with 14 inches of separation from
the estimated seasonal high groundwater table. However, project staff identified the drainfield as
a mounded drainfield in a bed configuration. The soil in the drainfield area is mapped as Myakka/Eaugallie,
soil series with a spodic horizon. Consistent with the mapping, the repair permit required 36 inches of
excavation to remove the spodic horizon. The permitted estimated sewage flow during monitoring was 600
gallons per day based on the size of the structure.
Site activities: A sampling grid for groundwater screening was developed downgradient of the OSTDS.
A 10-foot by 40-foot grid was staked then locations surveyed (x, y, and z). Transect lines A through D were
located perpendicular to the groundwater flow direction (southwest) and increased (higher letter
identification) moving southward from the mound. Transect lines 0 through 15 were located parallel to
the groundwater flow direction and increased moving from southeast to northwest. Groundwater monitoring
points were installed in June and July 2011. Stand pipe monitoring piezometers were
installed using either hand or drilling methods. Four sample events were conducted at this site as part
of Task C monitoring: July 2011, November 2011, March 2012, and July 2012 and the sample events were
documented in the Task C.24 C-HS2 Sample Event Reports. Several ¾ inch stand pipes or Piezometer
(PZ) with five foot screen length were installed with the top of the screen close to the water surface. The
remaining sample points were usually ¾ inch diameter stand pipes with one or two foot
long screens. Clusters of monitoring points were established to assess changes of concentration with
depth.
Median results of TN, TKN and specific conductance are shown in Figure 31. For a given specific
conductance the difference between TN and TKN concentrations is an indication of how much nitrate is in
the groundwater. Points in red dotted oval represent nitrate-dominated groundwater where TN
concentration reduction was only due to dilution. Points in blue dashed oval represent TKN-dominated
groundwater where incomplete nitrification appears to be the limiting factor to nitrogen reduction with about
10 mg-N/L TN left. Many observations points with above background appear to be in conditions with some
nitrate and little TKN remaining.
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Figure 31. TN, TKN Relative to Specific Conductance. The Mixing Line Represents Mixtures Between
Septic Tank Effluent and Background Groundwater. Points in Red Dotted Oval Represent NitrateDominated Groundwater Where TN Concentration Reduction Was Only Due to Dilution. Points in Blue
Dashed Oval Represent TKN-Dominated Groundwater Where Incomplete Nitrification Appears to be
the Limiting Factor to Nitrogen Reduction.
Figure 32 reproduces a contour plot of maximum nitrate concentrations from the C26-HS2 report. The
contour plot shows a nitrate plume extending southeast from the drainfield. Further insights are gained by
looking at the estimated fraction of septic tank effluent in the sampled groundwater. The septic tank
effluent with high specific conductance tends to stay on top few feet of the groundwater. The plume
extends with 25% of septic tank effluent to the southeastern corner of the property. Specific
conductance measurements indicate a broader plume than the nitrate plume, with an extension to the
south. A comparison of the nitrogen speciation pattern to the observation point location indicates that
two parallel plumes exist. A TKN plume with about 10 mg-N/L starts at the western end of the drainfield
(A10, A11). A nitrate plume with about 25-30 mg-N/L nitrate begins at the center of the drainfield and
extends for at least 40 feet (A07, B08). Between the two plumes are some observation points (A09,
B10) with a TN concentration of about 10 mg-N/L and a nitrate fraction of about 50%. The observation
point directly below the drainfield, PZ06-12 shows intermediate concentrations of septic tank effluent in
groundwater and nitrate. One explanation for this relatively lower concentration is that the top of the screen
was below the water table for some sampling events, and the bottom of the five foot long
screen extended into groundwater with background concentrations.
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35%

21-55%
42-67%
41%

30%

35%

20-29%
25-36%
32%

37%

25-41%

25%
22%
Figure 32. Contour Plot of Maximum Nitrate Concentrations during Four Sampling Events in Shallow
Groundwater at a Mound for One Drainfield in Seminole County. Numbers Are Estimated Fraction of
Septic Tank Effluent in Sample Based on Specific Conductance (Limited To Values At Least 20%).
Oval Outlines Correspond to Points Shown in Figure 31.
The samples included several from a stormwater drain and catchment basin about 44 foot southwest
of the property. In the absence of a rain event, water of these structures appears derived from
groundwater. These samples indicated slightly elevated specific conductance (11-16% septic tank
effluent) and increased TN concentration (about 97% overall reduction, 10-15% adjusted reduction).
The existence of two different parts of the plume point to the complexity of nitrogen fate and transport
on this site. The TKN-plume indicates that for part of the drainfield, water table separation was not
sufficient to achieve complete nitrification. To the extent that nitrification occurred before reaching this
part of the plume, the nitrate disappeared before reaching the first monitoring points. The nitrate center
of the plume was diluted but showed no indications of denitrification. This center also showed the
highest absolute concentrations of TN (Table 17).
Table 17. Results of Monitoring in The Plume of Seminole County Site Sorted by Estimated Fraction of
Septic Tank Effluent in the Sample. Median TN and Specific Conductance (SC) Concentrations, TKN
Fraction and Estimated Fraction of Effluent in Sample. Reduction of Nitrogen Concentrations Adjusted
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and Overall and Bottom of Monitoring Point Relative to Median Groundwater Elevations. Bold: Center
Of Nitrate Plume; Italic: TKN Plume

Location

TN
(mgN/L)

STE
A10-7
A11-5
A10-9
B10-5
B02-8
D07-6
C08-7
PZ06-12
A07-8
C06-5
A09-7
B08-5
C08-5
PZ03-7
PZ04-7

81.6
12.0
9.9
10.7
10.5
1.5
6.7
13.8
10.1
28.4
12.8
6.0
27.2
9.7
9.0
1.4

SC
(uS)
1108
812
706
585
584
582
541
538
529
528
500
482
476
440
436
212

Fraction
TKN
100%
100%
97%
95%
52%
96%
37%
16%
27%
13%
22%
40%
13%
41%
33%
99%

Elevation
Fraction Reduction Reduction relative
STE
adjusted
overall
to GW
(ft)
67%
55%
42%
41%
41%
37%
36%
35%
35%
32%
30%
29%
25%
25%

53%
44%
29%
30%
41%
30%
21%
24%
2%
18%
24%
-3%
15%
15%

85%
88%
87%
87%
98%
92%
83%
88%
65%
84%
93%
67%
88%
89%

-2.02
-1.28
-3.93
-1.97
-4.27
-2.01
-3.58
-5.02
-3.02
-2.46
-0.99
-1.98
-1.85
-4.74
-4.73

Relative to septic tank effluent the lowest reduction observed was 65%, which appeared to be due to
dilution rather than mass loss. In the TKN-plume the concentration reduction was between 80 and 90%
about half of which was due to dilution and half of which can be attributed to reactions underneath the
drainfield and in the groundwater.
Site conclusions:






Identifiable parts of the septic tank effluent plume reach the southwestern corner of the property,
about 150 feet away from the edge of the drainfield. The plume appeared to travel largely
horizontal and remain close to the surface.
There was large variability in the behavior of the drainfield groundwater system observed at this
site. Part of the plume, predominantly nitrate, showed no nitrogen reduction beyond dilution at a
distance of about 50 feet away from the drainfield.
Another part of the plume showed elevated TKN-concentrations consistent with incomplete
nitrification underneath the drainfield followed by rapid denitrification.
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Wakulla Site
This field site is located in Wakulla County, Florida in a neighborhood near the Wakulla River. The
drainfield mound at the site contains two drainfields. One drainfield serves the residence onsite and
the second drainfield is part of the onsite sewage system for the house across the street which is
located adjacent to the Wakulla River. The septic system for the residence on-site consists of a
standard baffled (multi-compartment) septic tank located within the mound and has a gravity-fed
drainfield in a bed configuration that utilizes plastic tubing industries (PTI) multi-pipe alternative
drainfield product. The septic system for the house across the dirt road has a standard baffled tank and
a pump tank used to deliver the effluent under the road to a separate PTI bed drainfield. The 2005 site
evaluation for the construction of the first drainfield described the soil as Pilgrims or Moriah-like, fine
sands, with clay or limestone existing at a depth of about 20 inches or 45 inches, respectively. The
estimated seasonal high groundwater table was identified at 20 inches below grade. Based on permit
information, the infiltrative surface of the drainfield was installed to provide 42 inches of separation
from the limestone and clay, or 22 inches above grade. The permitted estimated sewage flow is 200
gallons per day.
Site activities: Project staff visited the site for investigation and instrumentation in September 2010,
November 2010, April 2011, and May 2011 with a sampling event on May 19 and 20, 2011. The site
was sampled for one sampling event. Permit information and the instrumentation report found clay and
limestone frequently within two feet of grade. This precluded installation of some instruments. All
instrumentation was installed below the level of clay and rock. The combination of these observations
suggests that instrumentation was predominantly installed in solution holes of the limestone.
Results: One septic tank was sampled once. While this septic tank effluent sample serves as point of
comparison for the nitrogen concentrations and specific conductance of other samples, the second
septic tank may have had different effluent characteristics and effluent concentrations may have
varied. Nitrogen, when found in the monitoring devices, was mostly in nitrate form, indicating that the
mound was effective in allowing nitrification. Lysimeters showed levels of nitrogen below 10 mg-N/L.
The highest nitrogen concentrations (36.6 mg-N/L) were found in a piezometer directly below the
drainfield. The plume was not clearly defined beyond the foot print of the mound. An area of elevated
specific conductance extended in several directions.
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Table 18 summarizes the results for the septic tank effluent, lysimeters, the highest specific
conductance groundwater samples and the background (most upstream) well location. The observation
with the highest concentration (PZ07) indicated an overall concentration reduction of 67% and adjusted
concentration reduction of 25%. One of the lysimeters was indicative of undiluted septic tank effluent
with a 96% overall reduction of TN. The other lysimeter showed diluted septic tank effluent with an
overall concentration reduction of 93% and an adjusted reduction of 28%. PZ 11, PZ 12, and DP 06
showed slightly elevated TN concentrations with an overall reduction over 90% and adjusted reductions
in the 40-50% range. PZ 01 had distinctly low specific conductance observations. Figure 33
summarizes specific conductance measurements as an indication of dilution extent and the overall and
adjusted TN reductions.
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Table 18. TN, Specific Conductance and Estimated Dilution and Nitrogen Reduction at Wakulla Site
Location
STE
LY 01
LY 02
PZ 07
PZ 12
DP 06
PZ 11
Background
(PZ 04)

TN (mgN/L)
110.16
7.67
4.31
36.6

SC
(uS)
1367
788
1433
999

6.9

Fraction
STE

Reduction
adjusted

Reduction
overall

34%
107%
58%

28%
104%
25%

93%
96%
67%

933

51%

45%

94%

2.21
3.9

926
913

50%
49%

48%
45%

98%
96%

0.86

484

Elevation relative
to GW (ft)
2.4' above
2.4' above
.8' above to 4.2'
below
2.7' above to 3.3'
below
4 ft below
1' to 6' below

Figure 33. Observed TN, TKN and Specific Conductance at Observation Points at Wakulla Site
Figure 34 reproduces the contours of nitrate concentrations at the sampling event along with an
estimate of the fraction of septic tank effluent in the sample. Similar to indications by groundwater table
elevations, there appears some spreading of the plume to the south-southeast and north, away from
and in opposite flow direction to the adjacent river, respectively.
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0%
11%
50%
39%

22%

4%

20%
10%

2%

41%
58%
<0%

24%

49%
51%

32%
41%

37%

43%
30%

Figure 34. Contour Plot of Nitrate Concentrations in Shallow Groundwater at a Mound for Two
Drainfields in Wakulla County. Numbers are Estimated Fraction of Septic Tank Effluent in Sample
Based on Specific Conductance.
The decision to abandon the CHS-1 site was made as further sampling would not assist with the
overriding goal to develop a simple groundwater model (Task D). The results of the May 2011
sampling event served to identify the general trend of the NOX plume and indicated that:
Although the groundwater fluctuates, the direction of flow does not appear to change.
There are small variations in field parameters over the site with no clear correlations between field
parameters and NOX concentrations identified.
The nitrogen plume appears to be flowing in a vertically downward direction and possibly extend
towards the southeast similar to the groundwater contours with elevated concentrations in the mound.
The nitrogen plume appears to be flowing in a vertically downward direction and possibly extend
towards the southeast similar to the groundwater contours with elevated concentrations in the mound.
Results of lysimeters in the vadose zone gave different results and indicated more nitrogen removal
than the shallow monitoring well beneath them. Changing conditions on a small scale may make
lysimeter results more variable.
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These results indicated that further monitoring at this site would not assist in developing the simple
groundwater model as the plume flow path appears to be in a vertical downward direction. Installation
of additional monitoring points was impractical as the variability of the underlying limestone and clay layers
made installation of monitoring points very difficult as discussed in the Task C.23
Instrumentation Report.
Karst is a term applied to areas where extensive dissolution of rock (in this area lime-stone) which has led
to the development of subterranean channels through which groundwater flows in conduits
(enclosed or semi-enclosed channels). These conduits can vary in size from slightly enlarged cracks to
tunnels many feet in diameter and many feet in length. Two notable features due to fracture controlled flow
of karst hydrology are: the often unknown flow paths and the wide variability of flow rates. The
NOX map (Figure 34) indicates that the nitrogen plume flow path may be dropping vertically in a downward direction at this site. Although the May 2011 sampling event did provide some in-sight into the
nitrogen plume at that time, the fracture/karst flow made the plume identification very difficult. (Hazen and
Sawyer 2013b).

Hillsborough Site
This field site in Hillsborough County is also the home site 2 passive nitrogen reduction system site located
adjacent to Eagle Lake and Bullfrog Creek in a rural area. The Task B.6 installation report for
the PNRS homes site 2 system documents the experimental system design which was installed in
September 2012. The soil treatment unit (drainfield), is mounded and utilizes alternative P.T.I.™ drainfield
products.
Groundwater was monitored to assess the movement of the plume as the old effluent was displaced by
new effluent treated to higher levels. A sampling grid for groundwater screening was developed
downgradient of the soil treatment unit A, and 10-foot by 5-foot grid spacing was staked. Transect lines
A through S run east-west, roughly parallel to the groundwater flow direction and increase (higher letter
identification) moving southward from the drainfield. Based on initial screening data, 29 monitoring
locations were chosen within the grid for standpipe piezometer installation. Groundwater monitoring points
were installed in September and December 2012. Two types of monitoring points were installed using
either hand or drilling methods: stainless steel drive points and standpipe piezometers. Stainless steel
drive points consist of small stainless steel points with 7/8-inch screens connected to
polypropylene tubing which extended to the ground surface. Standpipe piezometers consisted of either
¾-inch or 1-inch diameter PVC with a 1-foot or 5-foot screen (0.010-inch slots) and a riser extending to the
ground surface (Hazen and Sawyer 2010b, Hazen and Sawyer 2013a).
The site was sampled four times, in January 2013, April 2014, July 2014, and October 2014. The tankbased PNRS had been installed in September 2012. Figure 35 shows median nitrogen concentrations
compared to specific conductance as indicator of onsite system influence. Concentrations in the
groundwater are low. The highest median concentration was observed at location PZ J7-15, about 70 foot
downstream of the drainfield. These concentrations were predominantly TKN, with 17% septic tank effluent
fraction estimated. Such results would be consistent with old septic tank effluent that was only half-way
nitrified and the nitrate then denitrified. The second highest concentration was 4 mg-N/L, of which two
thirds were nitrate. The location of these observations was PZ-C1, about 10 foot from the drainfield. This
suggests that little, if any, of this nitrogen was left behind from the pre-PNRS treatment.
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It may reflect additional nitrification of the effluent.

Figure 35. Median TN, TKN, and Specific Conductance for the Hillsborough County Site after
Installation of a PNRS.

Marion Site
One of the in-ground systems consisted of a drainfield utilizing a low-pressure distribution system.
This distribution system dispersed effluent over native soil material that had been excavated and then
placed back into the site and compacted. This system (PNRS) was installed in Marion County, Florida
in November 2013. It consists of adding a 300 gallon concrete pump tank, low-pressure distribution
network, and a lined Stage 1 and 2 drainfield. The existing 900 gallon dual chamber septic tank continued
to provide primary treatment for the new PNRS system.
Household wastewater enters the 1st chamber of the primary tank and exits the second chamber as septic
tank effluent through an effluent screen. Screened effluent is directed to the pump tank which contains the
pump and float switches. Pump tank contents are discharged through a low-pressure distribution network
installed inside the Infiltrator EQ36-LPTM chambers alternative drainfield product. The low-pressure
distribution network consists of a central manifold design with (4) 33-foot long, 1.25-inch diameter
perforated laterals. The perforations are 0.25-inch in diameter and spaced 3-feet off-center. Below the
infiltrators, 24-inches of native soil was installed. Below the native soil, 12-inches of lignocellulosic media
was installed above a 30 mil PVC liner with a 6-inch lip around the outer
perimeter. Therefore, approximately 6-inches of the lignocellulosic media is saturated, promoting
denitrification of the nitrified effluent. The treated effluent is discharged into the soil around the
perimeter of the liner. A cross section of the system is shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Cross Section of Marion County Site Drainfield
The monitoring included samples from the unsaturated zone below the drainfield. These samples allow
an assessment of the functioning of approximately 24 inches of unsaturated soil. Median results for
each monitoring device for TN, TKN, and specific conductance are shown in Figure 37. The “stage 1”
results stem from the monitoring points labeled “A” in Figure 36, nearly directly under the dispersal
chambers. The “perimeter” results stem from the monitoring points labeled “G” and “H” in Figure 36. TN
concentrations are variable between the individual monitoring devices. There appears less dilution
(reduction in specific conductance) in these observations than for the groundwater monitoring sites.
The results show a largely nitrified effluent, with remaining TKN concentrations between 1.5 and 3 mgN/L. TN concentration overall reductions vary between 16 and 77% for stage 1 with an average of 45%
(adjusted 14-56%). Overall reductions for the perimeter samples vary between 38-84% with an average
of 67% (adjusted -3-107%). There are several potentially plausible explanations for the increase in
reductions between the stage 1 and the perimeter samples, but this is a question for further analysis.

Figure 37. Median TN, TKN, and Specific Conductance for the Marion Site. For the Mixing Line a
Background Concentration of Zero was assumed.
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Discussion
A cascade of processes and factors contribute to nitrogen contamination. These include loading rate,
OSTDS density, soil characteristics, oxygen content, aquifer recharge, and water table elevation and
fluctuation. Primary factors that can lead to significant nitrogen concentrations are found in both the
septic tank and the vadose zone. Having an understanding of the processes that occur within these two
locations is important, rather than just considering processes in the aquifer.
The conclusions reached using the data from the literature review and the groundwater monitoring
done as part of this study can be applied to nitrogen impact estimates in future studies and how to
appropriately monitor and sample a site that will utilize OSTDS. Furthermore, these studies can be
examples for assisting in OSTDS design and installation to minimize nitrogen in groundwater. Lastly,
data from these studies can be applied to the further study of the OSTDS and vadose zone processes
affecting nitrogen transport and fate in groundwater, leading to better predictive methods for estimating
nitrogen impacts.

How Nitrogen is affected by Treatment in Florida-Specific
Soils: An Analysis of Various Models
Introduction
A review of the literature, the conceptual understanding of the transport of nitrogen as related to
OSTDS, and the goals of the project were all taken into consideration in the development of modeling
tools. The literature review was intended to identify the state-of-knowledge of nitrogen fate and
transport modeling, identify past models that may provide good templates for the model developed by
the study, and assist in identifying key parameters and processes that needed to be represented in a
predictive tool. The project benefited from being able to build on recent efforts by the modelers to model
soil treatment unit performance (McCray et al. 2009). Several initial documents assessed recent
literature, and planned the detailed scope of this area of the project (Hazen and Sawyer 2010c). The
objectives for the model development were the following:






Simple soil tool to estimate nitrogen removal in different Florida soils
Complex soil treatment module for input into the groundwater modeling tool
Analytical modeling tool to predict temporal and spatial concentrations and fluxes of nitrate in
groundwater
Integration of complex soil treatment module with the groundwater analytical model
Incorporation of multiple spatial inputs (i.e., development scale model)

Once the models were developed, guidance was developed to determine model input parameters.
As with any model development project, the appropriate approach can depend on numerous factors.
When conceptualizing a model, several key questions need to be posed, such as:


Will this model be constructed to serve as an educational tool to illustrate the processes
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involved, to improve the understanding of processes involved by matching data at specific sites
of interest, or to be a predictive tool either at a screening level of detail or a site specific level?
What is the desired output?
What is the most appropriate method of calculating the output?
Will this model require calibration to existing data sets?
What, if any, regulatory requirements constrain the model choice?

The following characteristics were desired for the modeling tools that were developed to simulate
nitrogen fate and transport desired, including:







Ease-of-use;
Simulation of transport and fate in both the vadose zone (soil) and saturated zones
(groundwater);
Representation of the key advective-dispersive and transformative processes that affect
nitrogen transport;
Simulation of the spatial distribution of nitrogen concentrations and mass loading downgradient
of the source;
Include the impacts of seasonal water table variation on the source function; and
Incorporate critical OSTDS operating characteristics that strongly influence nitrogen reduction.

Based on the above questions and objectives, a review of available models and model types in the
research was conducted and the following conclusions were reached. No simple model identified in
the literature could achieve all of the above-described goals. More complex models, for example
detailed numerical models, are generally not considered a useful tool where ease of use and broad
applicability are desired. But, some models were found in the literature review (nitrate-specific and
general analytical solutions) that were appropriate for the modeling tool. These can be programmed
into a spreadsheet and can be user-friendly. Members of the project team had previous experience
with the implementation of such a spreadsheet approach to develop a nitrogen transport model for the
soil underneath a drainfield.
The literature review suggested the most important processes and parameters to consider during the
modeling tool development. This conceptual model simplified the complexity of the processes in order
to keep the complexity of the model manageable.
One simplification was to have the model run as a steady-state. For a given model run, processes
have come to a balance, so that no changes over time are occurring during the model run (steadystate). This represents some averaging of conditions over time, such as a season. The effect of slowly
changing conditions, such as seasonal water table changes, can be represented by a series of model
runs.
Another simplification to help with the modeling effort was to include only the two most common
nitrogen compounds, ammonia and nitrate. The fate and transport of nitrogen compounds is a result of
advective movement (movement with the water), dispersion (movement driven by concentration
differences), retardation via adsorption, and the transformative processes of nitrification (from
ammonia to nitrate) and denitrification (removal of nitrate).
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The availability of oxygen influences the nitrification and denitrification reactions. The inclusion of these
components would have made the model too complex. Instead, the availability of oxygen, which is
predominantly transported through the soil air, was described by the influence of water saturation in the
soil on the reaction rates.
These processes were described in the model tools by a set of equations. These equations employ
parameters to characterize the soil and groundwater. Key parameters for simulation included:





Physical parameters of the media, such as bulk density, water content, and soil characteristics;
Advective-dispersive parameters, such as hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic gradient, porosity (or
groundwater velocities), and dispersivity values;
Retardation factor values for ammonium sorption; and
Rate coefficients for transformative reactions, typically first-order rate constants.

The parameters are uniform within a region of the model. The regions were the unsaturated soil, with
some consideration of layers, and the groundwater or saturated zone. A majority of the site-specific
parameter values needed for model input could be collected during site characterization. The model
parameters represent some average or representative values to describe the variable reality in the
simplified model.
Even if site-specific values are obtained, uncertainty from measurement and subsurface variability
remains. In a previous study by members of this project team, cumulative frequency distributions
(CFD’s) were utilized for the estimation of initial parameter values from literature values. This
approach recognizes that there is uncertainty in the model output and allows quantification of the
degree of uncertainty.
Initially, the properties of common Florida soils were analyzed, in particular texture and water retention
capacity. This allowed a broader and less site-specific characterization of soils and simplified
modeling analyses.
In the end, a combination of approaches were used in the development of the modeling tools:
The first nitrogen model approach consisted of the adaptation of an existing detailed numerical model
to simulate nitrogen transport in two dimensions in the vadose zones. Results from a set of scenario
simulations of this complex model were then incorporated into a look-up table as a very easy-to-use
model.
The second modeling approach consisted of the further development of a one-dimensional vertical
transport model that describes the transport from the infiltrative surface of the drainfield through the
unsaturated soil (vadose zone). Adaptations included the consideration of layers and a shallow
groundwater, as well as a characterization of Florida soils to obtain model parameters. One product of
this approach was a set of graphs that describe nitrogen reduction with depth.
The third modeling approach built on the second. A groundwater transport module was added to the
product of the second approach. The groundwater module describes horizontal transport with the
groundwater flow and some spreading in lateral and vertical direction. In this way the model had the
capability to either model only the vadose zone, only model the groundwater, or model the transport of
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nitrogen through the vadose zone and groundwater.

Modeling approach for soils
Grouping Florida soils
Site-specific soil characterization is costly. One goal of the modeling efforts was to provide results for
typical Florida soils. In order to obtain representative soil water transport parameters, project
researchers analyzed soil survey information. The results of this analysis lead to the determination that
a grouping of Florida soils into three soil types for modeling purposes would cover a range of likely
situations: more permeable sands (MPS), less permeable sands (LPS), and sandy clay loam (SCL).
Parameter choices were based largely on previous research, with some corroboration to data sets
obtained during this study (Hazen and Sawyer 2013c; McCray et al. 2005).The result of this grouping
for Florida soils in which onsite systems are frequently installed is shown in Table 19. Obviously, the
grouping focuses on the similarity between soils and does not consider the differences. The same
analytical effort also resulted in a list of soil parameters for each of the reviewed soils.
Table 19. Soil Series Grouping Into More and Less Permeable Sands

Soil Series Grouping
Adamsville
Albany
Alpin
Apopka
Arredondo
Astatula
Basinger
Blanton
Bonifay
Candler
Eau Gallie
Felda
Floridana
Holopaw
Immokalee
Lake
Lakeland
Leon
Malabar
Millhopper

more permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand

Soil Series
Myakka
Oldsmar
Ortega
Otela
Paola
Pineda
Placid
Plummer
Pomello
Pomona
Riviera
Rutledge
Sapelo
Smyrna
Sparr
St Lucie
Tavares
Troup
Wabasso
Zolfo

Grouping

more permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
more permeable sand
less permeable sand
less permeable sand
more permeable sand
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Lookup-table based on two-dimensional model
Information from the literature review and some of the sample results collected during this project, were
used for the adaptation of a numerical model (HYDRUS-2D) to develop and corroborate a model for
nitrogen fate and transport through the unsaturated soil to groundwater. A range of scenarios were
simulated to obtain estimates of nitrogen removal based on the model. Results of this effort were used
to develop a series of lookup tables based on illustrative simulations, such as the one shown in Figure
38. These simulation results can be used to evaluate different combinations of variables such as
drainfield configuration, water table elevation, input nitrogen concentration, and wastewater loading
consistency.
Figure 38 shows a trench system configuration in less permeable sand. The water table is 60 cm (2
feet) below the infiltrative surface of the trench. The upper part of the figure shows moisture or water
saturation. In this soil, with a fixed water table, the moisture content is not influenced much by the
trenches. Even though the water table is 2 feet below the trenches, high moisture content, also called
the capillary fringe, extends nearly a foot higher. The middle and bottom figures show ammonium and
nitrate concentrations, respectively. With a 2-foot separation from the water table ammonium is
converted to nitrate very quickly. This modeled result is supported by research done by Farrell et al.
(2014) which found that the potential for high denitrification rates in native soils from the pilot test facility
site at GCREC was greatest with non-nitrified septic tank effluent at a depth of 0-1 cm below the
infiltrative surface. This process requires low moisture conditions. The nitrate concentrations show a
decrease in the high moisture region close to the water table. As moisture increases, the modeled
denitrification rate increases.
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Figure 38. Vadose Zone Model Example Showing Ammonium and Nitrate Concentrations under an
Equally Loaded Trench Configuration with a Groundwater Elevation of 60 cm under the Bottom of
the Drainfield in Less Permeable Sand

Results of one-dimensional soil model (STUMOD-FL)
The model was originally developed at the Colorado School of Mines through support from the Water
Environment Research Foundation and was called the Soil Treatment Unit Model, or STUMOD
(McCray et al. 2010; Geza et al. 2013). This modeling tool is considered one-dimensional vertical
transport and transformation (chemical and physical) of water and nitrogen in the vadose zone,
because the nitrogen transformations that occur in this zone have considerable influence on the
mass-flux input into the underlying aquifer. In the final implementation, the model allowed for inputs
for multiple OSTDS with varying soils. This model was modified through this project to include
Florida specific soil and climate conditions. This new version was called STUMOD-FL and is based
on the principles of water movement and contaminant transport. The one-dimensional model was
used to estimate nitrogen removal for a range of scenarios. Detailed discussions are found in the
reports for
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Task D10 (Hazen and Sawyer 2014b).
An example of the results from this model is shown in Figure 39. The results are for a water table
located two feet below the infiltrative surface. The line colors represent different soil textures. For each
color, different load configurations are included (trenches and beds, equal or unequal distribution). The
TN concentration in septic tank effluent is assumed to be 60 mg/L, therefore this is where all lines start
at the infiltrative surface. With increasing depth (to the right), concentrations are reduced as a result of
the combined effect of nitrification and denitrification.

Figure 39. Example of Graphical Summary of One-Dimensional STUMOD-FL Estimates of TN Reduction

Comparison of one-dimensional and two-dimensional model
The two tools discussed previously (look-up table based on two-dimensional model, and graphs based
on one-dimensional model) provide estimates for the same scenarios. This allows for a comparison
between the tools. This provides an opportunity to gain insights, such as which predictions should be
considered more uncertain than others. In addition, the comparison may provide an indication of how
important the consideration of two-dimensional transport is.
The tools provided nitrogen reduction estimates for nitrogen from septic tank effluent for three uniform
soils (more permeable sands, less permeable sands, and sandy clay loam) at three elevations (one, two,
and six foot below infiltrative surface) for four water table scenarios (one, two, six foot below infiltrative
surface, and deep water table or free drainage), and four load distribution configurations
(equal and unequal trench and bed distributions, respectively). Figure 40 compares the results of the
two-dimensional approach (HYDRUS-2D) with the results of the one-dimensional approach (STUMODFL).
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A few observations are:







Most removal estimates are between 0% and 50%. Higher estimates are generally for sandy
clay loam.
Most comparisons show a high correlation (R2>0.8). The exception to this is the comparison for
the six foot water table depth (R2>0.57). In some comparisons, the STUMOD-FL reduction
estimate tends to be higher, in others it tends to be lower. Overall, the correlation is (R2=0.85).
The differences tend to be largest when the water table is at the depth of measurement. One
explanation for this could be that the high moisture content in the capillary fringe causes the
denitrification reactions to increase. This in turn leads to rapid changes in concentration with
depth. Small differences in simulated travel times may have a large impact on estimated
reductions.
Comparisons for a given depth with the water table either at that depth or below illustrate how
important the moisture-rich capillary fringe just above the water table is for estimates of nitrogen
reduction. The average contribution of the capillary fringe is consistent between one- and twodimensional models. For assessments at two feet below the drainfield, a capillary fringe
provides about 16% nitrogen removal. In contrast, for assessments at six feet below the
drainfield, a capillary fringe provides about 20-25% nitrogen removal. These estimates vary
considerably, depending on the scenario.

HYDRUS and STUMOD-FL Removal
100%

STUMOD-FL-Removal

90%
80%
1 ft; 1 ft WT

70%

1 ft; 2 ft WT

60%

1 ft; > 2 ft WT

50%

2 ft; 2 ft WT

40%

2 ft; > 2 ft WT

30%

6 ft; 6 ft WT

20%

6 ft; > 6 ft WT

10%

1:1

0%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

HYDRUS-Removal

Figure 40. Comparisons of Nitrogen Reduction Estimates Using Two Modeling Tools: The TwoDimensional Modeling Represented by Hydrus-Removal and One-Dimensional Modeling Results
Represented by STUMOD-FL (Comparisons are Grouped by Depth Below Drainfield (First Number)
and Water Table Depth Below Drainfield (Second Number))
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Comparison to denitrification potential estimates by Otis (2007)
In 2007, Otis (2007) estimated nitrogen reduction or denitrification potentials for soils in the Wekiva
Study Area. This estimation approach was based on a literature review and his expert judgement. It
included consideration of form of applied nitrogen, texture, drainage class, and carbon content. The
availability of a look-up table based on HYDRUS simulations invites a comparison between the results
of the two approaches.
For this comparison several steps were required: 21 soil series were in common between the two
assessments of soils. Otis (2007) provided a range for his estimates. For the look-up table, the range
of loading considerations for a given texture-depth/water table depth combinations was used. Otis
(2007) distinguished between TKN and nitrate discharging to the soil, which was important in particular
for the wetter conditions. For purposes of comparison, the presence of a mound system that converts
the effluent-nitrogen into nitrate was assumed. To compare to the modeling tools developed in the
course of this study, drainage class was approximated by the depth to water table. For well to
excessively well drained soils, the reduction at six foot depth for free drainage condition was the point
of comparison. For moderately drained soils, the reduction at six foot depth with a water table at six
foot was used. For wetter soils the reduction at two foot depth for a two foot water table was the
reference condition.
Figure 41 shows the comparison. The figure shows fewer than 21 points because several soils have
identical estimates. For reductions up to 60% there appears to be a reasonably good agreement
between the two approaches. Otis’ higher estimates for poorly and very poorly drained soils are
consistently higher than the look-up table estimates. Both approaches result in complete nitrification
(assumed by Otis (2007), modeled by HYDRUS (see Figure 38)). This indicates that the difference is
in the extent of denitrification. Otis (2007) assumed more rapid denitrification, in part by considering the
availability of organic carbon in the soil profile. The denitrification rates in the look-up table were
constant between various runs, and did not distinguish between a water table located two feet below
the infiltrative surface of a mound or of a subsurface system. Another reason for the difference could
be that Otis (2007) included the experience with the sampling of shallow groundwater in the reduction
estimate. In this case, his estimate would include denitrification in deeper areas that are not included in
the modeling for the look-up table. This points back to the importance of the rapid changes of
concentrations at the capillary fringe and possibly the shallow water table, discussed earlier.
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HYDRUS Look-Up Table Estimate of
Reduction

HYDRUS Look-Up Table and Otis (2007)
Estimates of Nitrogen Reduction
100%

80%
60%
Lower Estimate
Upper Estimate

40%

1:1
20%
0%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Otis Estimate of Reduction

Figure 41. Comparison of Soil Nitrogen Reductions Estimated by Otis (2007) and from the HYDRUS
Look-Up Table Developed as Part of this Study

Comparison to sampling data
The monitoring results from the field sites allow a comparison with the modeling results for transport
through the soil data. The monitoring occurred predominantly in the shallow groundwater. Additional
reduction and dilution may have occurred in the shallow groundwater. In this way, the concentrations
represent a lower bound to the concentration arriving from the drainfield through the soil and an upper
bound to the nitrogen reduction occurring in the soil. Table 20 compares the nitrogen reduction
estimates from field sites to estimates from the look-up table based on two-dimensional modeling.
Overall concentration reduction estimates that include dilution and denitrification or other removal
processes are generally higher than the adjusted reduction estimates that subtract dilution. Dilution is
not a removal process and is not included in the current model runs. The least amount of dilution was
observed in the lysimeters in the Marion County site. This is consistent with the understanding that
dilution occurs by groundwater that flows underneath a drainfield.
In three of five plumes are the adjusted groundwater reductions estimated based on concentrations in
the core of the plume indicating less removal than the lookup tables. In the Seminole TKN-plume the
lookup table estimate is lower than the dilution-adjusted measurement. In this case it is plausible that
additional denitrification is occurring in the shallow groundwater upstream of measuring points while
the model assumes it to occur only in the capillary fringe. This mechanism was discussed above as
addressing the discrepancy between some of Otis’ (2007) nitrogen reduction estimates and model
results. More detailed measurements would help to address this further. In the Wakulla system,
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measurements consisted of a single groundwater sample. The heterogeneous layering of soil textures
at this site were likely not adequately represented by the model run.
Lysimeter adjusted reductions are most variable. This is consistent with higher variability in the vicinity
of the relatively small lysimeters with a small sampling volume. In the Wakulla case the lysimeters, but
not groundwater measurements, showed a very high concentration reduction, with variable dilution. In
the Marion case, the measurements were variable, with less dilution. Estimates of nitrogen reduction
based on the measurements are far higher than look-up table estimates for a deep water table. The
look-up table comes closer to measurements when one treats the capillary barrier between fine sand
and the treatment media as a shallow water table.
These comparisons are only based on the lookup tables. Closer agreement could likely be achieved
with some site specific calibrations of the one-dimensional tool. A detailed corroboration of HYDRUS
with field data is included in the D7 report.
Table 20. Comparison between Nitrogen Reduction Estimates at Field Sites and Estimates from Hydrus
Lookup Table, the Lysimeters Take Samples in the Unsaturated Soil above the Groundwater and
Groundwater Reductions are based on Samples with the Highest Concentrations in the Shallow
Groundwater Plume
Site

Polk

Seminole

GCREC
Mound

Wakulla

Marion

Soil Series

Tavares

Myakka/Eaugallie/St
Johns

Seffner

Moriah/Pilgrims

Candler
Sand

Texture

fine sand

fine sand

fine
sand

fine sand over
clay/rock

fine
sand

(TKN
plume)

(NO3
plume)

Lysimeter
reduction

Overall

93-96%

16-77%

Adjusted

28-104%

14-56%

Groundwater
reduction

Overall

46%

85-88%

65-67%

40-50%

67%

Adjusted

0%

29-53%

-3-2%

0%

25%

HYDRUS
reduction

Case

6 ft; > 6ft
WT

6 ft; 6 ft
WT

6 ft; 6 ft
WT

6 ft; 6 ft
WT

layered-6 ft

Lower

7%

22%

22%

22%

44%

2ft > 6ft
WT /2 ft;
2 ft WT
3%

Upper

11%

47%

47%

47%

89%

24%

Nitrogen transport in groundwater (STUMOD-FL-HPS)
A spreadsheet model for groundwater transport of nitrogen from septic systems was further developed
to simulate nitrogen transport through the soil and in shallow groundwater (Hazen and Sawyer 2015d).
Figure 42 shows the user interface of this model.
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The modeling tool built on the one-dimensional soil transport model discussed before. It was
implemented in a spreadsheet while maintaining simple and straight-forward input requirements. For
groundwater transport, a horizontal plane source (HPS) was used as conceptual model. In this model,
the nitrate arriving from the drainfield (either from the soil model or input directly) is spread out over
some rectangular area (e.g., the drainfield area) and enters the groundwater at the water table. From
there, the transport follows groundwater flow horizontally with dispersive spreading vertically and
laterally. The model calculates the mass flux and concentrations of nitrogen downstream at a specified
distance from one or multiple sites.
The model assumes that the vertical and subsequent horizontal transport of nitrogen from one system
does not interact with that from other system. Nonetheless, the model allows for the assessment of
multiple OSTDS, which may have value when simulating the impact of several OSTDS in a potential
housing development.
This easy-to-use tool was based on a complex model. This increased the applicability of the model
while maintaining an adequate ability to predict contaminant fate and transport. With such a model,
barriers to understanding and steep learning curves are lessened. The tools developed can be
employed by users with various levels of expertise to quantify vadose and groundwater transport from
septic systems. This model can be combined with other models and tools to allow for a refinement of
nitrogen loading estimates for specific remediation areas.

Figure 42. User Interface of Nitrogen Fate and Transport Model for Estimating Nitrogen Contribution
from Onsite Systems
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Model application
The combined soil and groundwater model was applied to the plume from the mound at the GCREC
site. The following is an excerpt from the Task D 12 report (Hazen and Sawyer 2015c), which
discusses the application. The GCREC, located in southern Hillsborough County Florida,
approximately 30 miles from the city of Tampa. It serves as an agricultural research center for the
University of Florida and has numerous agricultural demonstration plots located around the facility. The
facility has office and research laboratory space where approximately 71 people work. A large mound
OSTDS designed for flows of 2,500 gallons per day serves the facility and receives primarily domestic
wastewater from the offices. The OSTDS was constructed approximately 6 years prior to the sampling
campaign, which is sufficient time to approach steady state conditions in the soil treatment unit.
The GCREC mound OSTDS design hydraulic loading rate was 0.65 gal/ft2/d (2.65 cm/d), however
based on a slightly larger infiltrative surface of 4,800 ft2, the effective design HLR was 0.59 gal/ft2/d.
Review of flows to the mound (to each half and the combined total flow), suggest that the actual
median HLR was 0.46 - 0.49 gal/ft2/d (average HLR was 0.54 - 0.57 gal/ft2/d). The infiltration area
where effluent is dispersed is approximately 82 by 115 feet in dimension. Effluent is applied via low
pressure dosing in an alternating pattern to half of the infiltrative area at each dose. The infiltrative area
is elevated approximately 4-5 feet above the surrounding land surface. This ensures that an
unsaturated region exists beneath the infiltrative area even during high groundwater table conditions.
Twenty-two piezometers were installed in the surficial aquifer in the area surrounding the OSTDS for
the purposes of this study. The piezometers have been used to collect hydraulic head measurements
beginning about March 2009 through July of 2013, or approximately 4 years. In addition, groundwater
sampling points consisting of a stainless steel drive point and screened body connected to ¼-in. tubing
were driven into the surficial aquifer at multiple depths on a grid pattern downgradient of the mound
(Figure 4-1). These drive point samplers function in a manner similar to multilevel piezometers and
allow groundwater samples to be drawn from multiple depths; sampling locations however cannot be
used to measure hydraulic head. There are 118 groundwater sampling locations installed in the
surficial aquifer.
Groundwater samples were collected on four occasions: December 2010, April 2011, June 2011 and
September 2011. Groundwater quality was not monitored throughout the entire study period due to
budget limitations. Groundwater samples were analyzed for various constituents including nitrate,
nitrite and ammonium. Concentrations of nitrate and nitrite were reported as a sum of the NOx species.
For the purposes of model calibration, the reported NOx as nitrogen concentrations were assumed to
be representative of nitrate because nitrite is relatively unstable in the natural environment and is
readily converted to other forms of nitrogen (Tan, 1998). This assumption was verified by a group of
samples where both nitrate and nitrite concentrations were reported all of which contained very small
amounts of nitrite, less than 0.3 mg-N/L. Nitrification as well as ammonium transport were not
considered during the corroboration of the aquifer model. The reported ammonium concentrations in
groundwater samples did not exceed 3 mg-N/L and the mean concentration was 0.12 mg-N/L (see
Section 4.1.3) indicating that the majority of nitrogen exists as nitrate within the surficial aquifer.
Figure 43 shows the situation of the GCREC site, with the location of the drainfield, the monitoring
points and the estimated extent of the nitrate plume.
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The area in Figure 44 was determined to be part of the OSTDS effluent plume based on elevated
specific conductance. A limitation of the method is that it does not account for dilution that would
reduce the specific conductance of the groundwater and may cause omission of some OSTDS plume
data in the evaluation. Vertical hydraulic gradients and water table fluctuations that cause mixing of the
OSTDS and agricultural plumes also make it difficult to locate the vertical extent of the OSTDS effluent
plume. It is highly likely that this location is variable throughout the aquifer due to water table
fluctuations.
Therefore, the data within the area marked in Figure 44 were used for model calibration and evaluation
of the aquifer model. Other data from piezometers and drive points outside of the delineated plume
were not used. Approximately a third of the groundwater samples that were collected were identified as
pertaining to the OSTDS effluent plume using this method. The mean nitrate concentration for these
samples is slightly higher than for the complete data set while the standard deviation also increases.
This indicates that there is a large variation in the observed nitrate concentration even within the area
that is speculated to be directly affected by OSTDS effluent.
The aquifer model constructed for calibration requires nitrate loading data at the water table below the
infiltrative area. Nitrogen transformation and attenuation occurs within the STU and heavily controls the
mass flux of nitrogen to groundwater. Nitrate mass flux to groundwater was estimated using STUMODFL nitrate concentration predictions. Ammonium input concentrations to STUMOD-FL were assumed to
be equivalent to what was observed in the septic tank effluent samples from the field site. Parameter
values and other site specific conditions were input into STUMOD-FL for each simulation. Because the
NRCS soil survey for the area indicates a transition between Zolfo and Seffner sands within the field
site, STUMOD-FL simulations were conducted using two groups of parameters representative of the
more permeable sand and less permeable sand for a total of 12 STUMOD-FL simulations. These
results were initially used as direct inputs for nitrate loading for the aquifer model during calibration.
The input concentration was later modified to 25 mg-N/L.
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Figure 43. GCREC Field Site Layout (From Task D.12, Aquifer-Complex Soil Model Performance
Evaluation)
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Figure 44. Method Used to Estimate X, Y, and Z Values Required by the Aquifer Model to Calculate
Concentration
The aquifer model calculates nitrate concentration as a function of time and position using three
dimensional Cartesian coordinates. The time component is assigned a large value to approximate
steady state conditions. The estimated groundwater seepage velocity at the GCREC site is 49 m/yr
and given that the mound at the GCREC had been in operation for 6 years prior to the commencement
of this study, a steady state assumption is appropriate.
The three dimensional position where each groundwater sample was obtained was estimated as the
distance between the center of the infiltrative area and the position of the drive point or piezometer.
The distance in the ‘X’ direction was estimated as the distance along a centerline drawn from the
center of the infiltrative surface to a point adjacent to the sample location. The distance ‘Y’ was
estimated as the distance from the sample location to a point on the centerline creating perpendicular
lines (Figure 4-4). The ‘Z’ distance, or depth below the water table, was calculated as the distance
between the observed hydraulic head and the piezometer screen. This distance was estimated for
groundwater sampling wells as the difference between an interpolated water table created using the
average observed hydraulic head and the drive point location. This method was used to calculate the
position of the 33 nitrate observations that were used for calibration of the aquifer model. Estimation
methods for parameters of the model are further discussed in the report.
Adequate calibration results could only be obtained by increasing the input nitrate concentration at the
water table. Reasonable results were achieved with an input nitrate concentration of 25 mg-N/L,
slightly higher than the maximum value of 21.7 mg-N/L predicted by STUMOD and the observed
results (19 and 20 mg-N/L) in PZ-25. The results from this calibration are presented in Figure 45, which
contains 23 of the 33 observations.
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Figure 45. Aquifer model calibration results for the 23 observations (subset of complete observations
determined to pertain to the mound nitrate plume).
Calibration of the aquifer model to the observed field data for nitrogen concentration was successful,
achieving an R2 of 0.66. However, 10 of the 33 observations produced relatively large residuals and
were removed from the final calibration results because these points appeared to be heavily influenced
by the agricultural nitrate plume. These observations were located relatively further off the plume
centerline than other observations. Residuals for these 10 points, calculated as the difference between
model predictions and observations were all less than zero except for one point. These observations,
however, could be adequately fit by the aquifer model by increasing the input nitrate concentration
above 60 mg-N/L (note, TN concentration in PZ-25, located within the mound, was observed to be <25
mg-N/L in SE2 and SE4). Because more mass was needed to fit these observations than existed in the
observations, it was concluded that these observations were more closely related to the observations
of the agricultural nitrate plume.
Three additional calibration approaches were investigated. Notably, the first order denitrification
coefficient for all calibration attempts (either 23 or 33 observations) was small while the horizontal and
transverse dispersivity value for the calibrations with the 33 observations were generally higher.
However, an independent evaluation of the denitrification potential of soils collected at the GCREC
field site concluded that it was exceedingly low (~0.002 mg-N/d per L of pore volume) affirming the
conclusion from model corroboration (Farrell, 2013; Farrell et al., 2014).
While the limitations of the aquifer model should be considered, they do not preclude the usefulness of
model estimates. During model corroboration it was concluded that denitrification was not as low as
estimated by the aquifer model via calibration, though it was likely limited within the area monitored at
the GCREC mound. An independent evaluation of the denitrification potential of soils collected at the
GCREC site concluded that it was exceedingly low, affirming the conclusion from model corroboration
(Farrell 2013; Farrell et al., 2014). Estimates of transverse horizontal dispersivity were likely less than
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reported from calibration of the aquifer model. This illustrates that the aquifer model is a versatile and
powerful tool but that it does have limitations that should be recognized before using the model.

Arc-NLET and STUMOD-FL-HPS
Parallel to the groundwater nitrogen transport model developed as part of this project, the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection has funded development of a nitrogen transport modeling tool
kit (Rios et al. 2013, Wang et al. 2013). The modeling is incorporated in a geographical information
system (GIS) environment, leading to the name ArcGIS-based Nitrogen Load Estimation Toolkit
(ArcNLET). The toolkit allows estimation of nitrogen transport through the soil (VZMOD, Wang et al.,
2012). This module incorporates the same processes as STUMOD. The transport of nitrogen in the
groundwater is approximated with a vertical plane source. In this model, the effluent plume from the
drainfield is mixed across a certain depth and width of the groundwater at an initial concentration.
While it is convenient to assume that the concentration reaching the water table from VZMOD is the
same as the initial concentration spread over the vertical plane source, this can result in over- or under
estimates of the intended mass loading from the system. The transport then occurs in the direction of
groundwater flow horizontally and the thickness of the plume remains constant, while spreading some
in lateral direction.
Several features of ArcNLET are useful for watershed assessments. The GIS-environment allows
import of various layers of information, such as terrain elevation, soil survey data, location of water
bodies and location of parcels that are served by septic systems. Through several graphical
preprocessing steps the model establishes flow paths and flow velocities from each assumed septic
system to a water body. This set of flow paths is not strictly a groundwater water flow model because it
does not consider water balances, but it functions as one in the sense that it provides flow directions
and velocities at each point of the watershed for use by the groundwater transport module. The
concentrations of each plume are mapped onto a raster layer, which allows convenient representations
of multiple plumes on a map.
There are at least two areas in which additional work on either of the models appears recommended
before relying solely on them for calculating nitrogen loads from onsite systems and their reductions.
One area for additional work includes calibration of models at the plume scale. Both models are based
on equations for tracking one nitrogen plume. The example of the application for STUMOD-FL-HPS to
the GCREC mounds illustrates the challenges of fitting the model to a field site. ArcNLET’s calibration
approach has been based on matching concentrations of an ensemble of monitoring wells that were
not located to correspond to any particular plume (Wang et al, 2013). Plume-specific investigations
could serve to assess how well the model assumptions match the real plumes and provide guidance for
more appropriate models. For example, the first-order denitrification models currently used
hypothesized that denitrification is largest in the center of the plume. Such investigations could also
serve to build up a data set of appropriate plume parameters for future use.
Another area for additional work is addressing additional sources. The models assume that the effluent
of onsite systems are the only source of nitrogen in the model domain. This may not always be the
case. The application to the GCREC field data discusses that one approach to matching concentrations
in this case is to increase source concentrations and consequently increase the mass loading from the
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onsite system. Similarly, Wang et al (2012) increased onsite system source concentrations to reflect
fertilizer use. There are at least two concerns with this approach. Substituting a model source
emanating from a relatively small drainfield for a widely dispersed source has the risk that calibrated
transport parameters will be biased in unpredictable ways. Further, this mixing of sources makes it
more likely that subsequent users will utilize the inflated load estimates in their assessments.

Recommendations for Science-Based Nitrogen Reduction
Options for Onsite Sewage Treatment and Disposal Systems
Overview
The Department will use the results of the FOSNRS study to develop strategies to promote nitrogen
reduction in OSTDS. These strategies will provide planning-level tools to state agencies, local
governments, stakeholders, and other interested entities to enhance their ability to:




Assess nitrogen loading from OSTDS
Select enhanced designs for OSTDS which provide a range of options for nitrogen removal
Facilitate education and training for industry professionals and the public

DEP and local governments are expected to address nitrogen loading in sensitive watersheds via the:



Total Maximum Daily Load allocations (TMDL - maximum amount of a pollutant that a body of
water can receive while meeting water quality standards), and
Basin Management Action Plans (BMAP – "blueprint" for restoring impaired waters by reducing
pollutant loading) processes.

The various system options identified in the Department’s nitrogen reducing systems tool box will
enhance the abilities of resource managers, regulators, land use managers, and engage community
partners to make informed and scientifically appropriate decisions on the most effective strategies to
limit nitrogen inputs from OSTDS.
As specific TMDLs and BMAPs are developed for Florida water bodies, it will become important to have
a range of available options for nitrogen load reductions from OSTDS. There are six main strategies
proposed in
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Table 21 and described in more detail in the following sections.
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Table 21. Implementation Plan to Reduce Nitrogen Contributions from Onsite Sewage Treatment and
Disposal Systems
Strategy

Requirements

Status
Evaluated
by
Technical
Review and Advisory Panel
on October 22, 2015, tabled
for more information.

1

Modify regulations to allow
a conventional OSTDS to
achieve enhanced nitrogen
reduction (lined drainfield)

Requires rule change

2

Incorporate nitrogen study
systems as approved
performance-based
systems

Requires development of
system specifications

Being developed, with target
implementation in January
2015.

3

Develop new nitrogen
reducing systems section
in Florida Administrative
Code Chapter 64 E-6

Requires rule and possibly
statute changes

Requires multiple public
meetings,
with
target
implementation in September
2016.

Requires training
development and message
standardization

Ongoing.

4

5

6

Provide public education
and training on nitrogen
reduction strategies
Share planning-level tools
to assess nitrogen
reducing strategies
(inventory, model)
Determine funding
solutions for nitrogen
reduction efforts

Requires coordination with
local stakeholders
Requires coordination with
Department of
Environmental Protection
and local stakeholders

Ongoing.

Pending.

Range of Treatment Options
The FOSNRS-study developed a two-stage treatment approach and assessed nitrogen transport in soil
and groundwater. Beyond the technologies discussed in this report, other treatment options exist. One
difficulty in comparing different approaches is the consideration of treatment in and below the drainfield.
For some treatment approaches, the drainfield, or soil treatment unit, is an additional treatment step
that is usually not considered in the performance assessment. For other treatment systems that are
installed as in-ground systems, the soil treatment unit is integrated in the system, and no additional soil
treatment occurs. In order to effectively compare the two approaches, an estimation of the overall
effectiveness must occur.
For discussion purposes, the following approach is used for estimating overall treatment effectiveness:
A pretreatment (stage 1 and stage 2, if included) effectiveness is estimated. If dispersal to a drainfield
occurs, then additional nitrogen reduction in the soil is estimated. For this planning level estimate, the
assumption is that the typical soil treatment removal applies to the remaining nitrogen. This may be an
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overestimate if some nitrogen is less reactive than typical. Given the variability of treatment
performance, this bias should be small relative to overall treatment effectiveness estimates. Table 22
summarizes the estimates and the following discussion elaborates on the approaches.
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Table 22. Estimated Overall TN Reduction for several Treatment Options
Pretreatment
nitrogen
reduction

Pretreatment
reduction
assumed for
planning purposes

PostDispersal
nitrogen
reduction

Soil
nitrogen
reduction
assumed

Overall
treatment
effectiveness
estimate

Current permitting

n/a

0

0

Less than
baseline

0%

0%

Repair/Modification/Ne
w

n/a

0

0

baseline
(0-60%)

30%

30%

Conventional system
construction permit

0

0

assume
40% beyond
conventional
(table 6-3)

70%

70%

Conflicts with effective
soil depth
requirements, possible
water table separation

Type of System

Stage 1
(Nitrification)

Stage 2
(Denitrification)

Legacy systems with
insufficient separation
to water table

n/a

Conventional Septic
Tank Drainfield

n/a

Dispersal

Drainfield with
additional layers

integrated

integrated

NSF-40 ATU

yes

n/a

20-50%

30%

baseline

21%

51%

ATU

Subset of ATUs with
established nitrogen
reduction/NSF 245

yes

n/a
(recirc)

40-70%

50%

baseline

15%

65%

PBTS or (ATU)

Intermittent Sand
Filter

yes

n/a

0-40%

20%

baseline

24%

44%

Legacy system

Recirculating Media
Filter

yes

n/a
(recirc)

40-65%

50%

baseline

15%

65%

PBTS/ATU/innovative

Florida Two-Stage

yes

Yes

90+%

90%

baseline

3%

93%

TBD (PBTS)

Denitrification media
filter

required

Yes

90+%

90%

baseline

3%

93%

TBD (innovative or
PBTS)

integrated
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Legacy systems with insufficient separation to the water table. This category refers to onsite
systems that were installed with little to no separation to the water table. This could have been the
result of installation before the modern requirement for water table separation came into place (1983),
siting or installation errors or illegal installations. Current repair requirements allow installation with six
(pre-1983) to twelve (1983 and later) inches of separation to the wet season water table. With less or
no separation to the water table, septic tank effluent can enter the groundwater more easily than in
modern drainfield systems. An overall treatment effectiveness of zero is assigned.
Conventional septic tank with drainfield. These are systems installed with a water table separation
of two foot or more. The treatment effectiveness can vary widely depending on site and configuration
conditions. Groundwater monitoring performed during this study raises the concern that some nitrogen
reduction ascribed to drainfields represents dilution rather than removal. For planning purposes and
consistency with the project report, a typical reduction of 30% is assumed.
Drainfields with additional layers. This approach was tested in two home sites. Due to the low
number of systems and the uncertainty in system functioning the estimates for overall removal are most
uncertain. Installation under a typical drainfield must address concerns that the effluent has a path to
move further out into the environment after treatment and that soil treatment (24 inches of unsaturated
soils) is available to ensure pathogen removal.
NSF-40 ATU. Aerobic treatment units certified to this treatment capability standard are not specifically
assessed for nitrogen reduction. These systems can be easily permitted without requiring an engineer,
unless more complex configurations, such as drip dispersal systems, are included. These systems
require an operating permit, maintenance contract and site visits to ensure their proper functioning.
Lack of proper maintenance reduces the treatment effectiveness for nitrogen significantly.
Subset of ATUs with established nitrogen reduction/NSF 245. NSF-245 is a treatment capability
standard that establishes that a treatment unit can reduce TN from the influent by 50%. The test for this
standard occurs concurrently with NSF-40. Some aerobic treatment units and similar treatment systems
have also established through field testing in various states that they can reduce nitrogen. Currently,
Florida’s regulation do not recognize NSF-245 specifically. Such systems would generally be permitted
as performance-based treatment systems if the performance is required. Some could be permitted as
aerobic treatment units (NSF-40 ATU), when the performance is desired but not required.
Intermittent sand filters (single pass). This is a treatment approach that has become rare in Florida.
Depending on the exact configuration, this approach functions similar to a mound drainfield. By itself, it
achieves little nitrogen reduction.
Recirculating media filter. This treatment approach has been used both as a proprietary and as public
domain treatment unit. The recirculation is generally used to achieve some denitrification by bringing
nitrified filter effluent into contact with septic tank effluent. The performance varies considerably. Some
such filters have been certified to the nitrogen reduction standard NSF-245. Depending on the details,
such systems could be permitted as aerobic treatment units (if certified to NSF-40), performance-based
treatment systems, or could be considered innovative systems.
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Florida Two-Stage systems. These systems were the focus of the field performance evaluations.
Such systems were the most effective for nitrogen removal. Permitting of such systems requires the
establishment of a good system description and effective system of monitoring. One approach would be
the permitting as performance based treatment system.
Denitrification media filter. This approach describes only the second stage of the Florida Two-Stage
system. Nitrification would occur in a pretreatment system that could be one of the systems discussed
before. A key consideration is that the nitrification step has to be complete for this approach to work.
Permitting of such systems requires the establishment of a good system description and effective
system of monitoring. One approach would be the permitting as performance based treatment system.

Product approval and rule promulgation
The nitrogen sensitivity of Florida watersheds varies greatly, and includes areas of extremely high
sensitivity to nitrogen loading and other areas where nitrogen loading from OSTDS may be less critical.
The Department recommends an overall strategy to provide a range of onsite wastewater nitrogen
removal treatment levels. To accommodate local variability, three levels of nitrogen reduction are
identified that can be used to categorize various technologies and planning-level decisions:






Level 1 provides adequate, fundamental treatment of wastewater which includes some nitrogen
removal. The system model for this is the properly operating conventional two chamber septic
tank and drainfield in a trench or bed configuration The system is required to maintain a two-foot
separation to the seasonal high groundwater table meeting and must meet all applicable
regulations. These are industry-accepted designs that are proven and reliable tools for
protecting public health.
Level 2 includes nitrogen removal in addition to providing the basic functional capability
consistent with level 1. The system model for this includes modified drainfields to include a
nitrification and denitrification step, as well as existing aerobic treatment units and performancebased treatment system technologies. These systems have been established and tested, with
performance objectives.
Level 3 transforms nitrogen removal options, creating opportunities for significant nitrogen
removal in sensitive areas where centralized wastewater treatment options are not available.
The system model for this level has not yet been fully developed, and is the focus of current
Department work. Generally, it will consist of a two-stage biofiltration system. The immediate
plan is to place systems at this level in the same regulatory structure as performance-based
treatment system technologies. Subsequently, revisions to the regulatory structure will be
developed. These systems are state-of-the-art for environmental protection but have varying
levels of performance testing depending on the technology.

The need for nitrogen reduction is not likely to be the same for all receiving environments, so deciding
which level is needed will require analysis of multiple variables. Effluent quality from residential OSTDS
can be highly variable, and depends on many factors in the home and the treatment system itself. For
this reason, a rant of expected treatment is provided at each of the three nitrogen removal levels.
Because most nitrogen reduction options (levels 2 and 3) are more costly and complex to install and
operate than traditional OSTDS (level 1), the requirements for nitrogen reduction should be carefully
considered. These may include availability of resources, timeframe, regulation, community needs, and
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monitoring accuracy and frequency. The resulting decision on appropriate treatment level requirements
should result in a reduction in the nitrogen loading from OSTDS and should be credited toward the
TMDL and BMAP target levels.
For level 1 systems, the nitrogen reduction is variable, may be highly site specific, and depends on
multiple variables such as the input concentration and volume of nitrogen from the source, dispersal
mechanism, soils, depth of the infiltrative surface, and estimated seasonal high groundwater table. For
planning level purposes nitrogen reduction for a code compliant conventional system will be considered
to be 30%. As a cautionary note, several of the drainfields monitored in this study suggested that the
30% was due to dilution rather than actual removal and/or required extended transport in groundwater.
Many systems in Florida are below the level 1 standard due to grandfathering provisions in the current
rule based on the age of the system or plat date. One strategy for nitrogen reduction from OSTDS
would be to bring substandard systems to the level 1 standard.
For level 2 systems, which include some existing Aerobic Treatment Units and Performance-Based
Treatment Systems. A nitrogen reduction of 40-70% reaching the water table below the OSTDS is
estimated. Level 2 would also include less complex in-ground passive nitrogen reducing systems
similar to the lined in-situ systems tested in the study (strategy 1 from
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Table 21) or an in-tank approach with a Stage 1 unsaturated biofilter with recirculation. Simplifying
regulation for these systems would also reduce costs, so the Department proposes requiring no
operating permit or additional monitoring requirements for the in-ground passive approach. The inground system does require development of system specifications for additional layers under the
drainfield and a small number of rule changes. The rule change process requires public meetings of the
Technical Review and Advisory Panel (TRAP) and the Variance Review and Advisory Committee. The
TRAP met on October 22, 2015 and tabled the proposal. The panel wanted more specificity regarding
media, design, installation, and maintenance of systems; some assumption of guaranteed performance;
an implementation plan; and to simplify the approval process for additional technologies. A follow-up
meeting is scheduled for some time in November or December, 2015. The Department is developing all
these standards with the goal of having these enhanced systems available as soon as possible.
For level 3 systems, a high level of nitrogen removal is required, around 85-95% reduction in TN prior
to discharge to the drainfield. Technologies for level 3 include both in-tank and in-ground designs with
the general concept including a septic tank, a Stage 1 unsaturated biofilter, a Stage 2 saturated media
biofilter, and a drainfield. The following characteristics could be customized for each system:






single pass unsaturated biofilters followed by denitrification biofilters with lignocellulosic media,
single pass unsaturated biofilters followed by denitrification biofilters with sulfur media,
single pass unsaturated biofilters followed by denitrification biofilters with lignocellulosic and
sulfur media (dual media),
recirculating unsaturated biofilters followed by denitrification biofilters with sulfur media, and
recirculating unsaturated biofilters followed by denitrification biofilters with lignocellulosic and
sulfur media (dual media).

Level 3 systems developed as part of this study have a two stage implementation plan. First (strategy 2
from
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Table 21) the existing technologies developed as part of this study will be incorporated into the current
list of approved PBTS technologies. The next step is to develop a new nitrogen reduction section in
Florida Administrative Code Chapter 64 E-6 (strategy 3 from
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Table 21). This new section is anticipated to include the ability to mix and match tested concepts; and
refine the permitting, inspection, and continued operation and maintenance schemes.

Management, operation, and maintenance considerations
Uniform requirements for inspecting and maintaining PNRS should be established and updated as
necessary. Having sufficient Department staffing for review and permitting of PNRS is also critical to
ensure efficiency.
Management and proper maintenance and operation of onsite systems are essential. For level 1
conventional systems, operation and maintenance requirements are minimal. Removal of the septic
tank contents should happen every three to five years. Systems with a pump require periodic inspection
and pump replacement if necessary, which could occur at the time of septic tank pumping.
In Florida, a regulatory structure for aerobic treatment units and performance-based treatment systems
already exists that provides a current framework for the management of the more advanced nitrogen
reducing technologies (level 2 and 3).
Where PNRS systems are installed to meet the requirements of a TMDL, the local BMAP should
address performance monitoring. To ensure the target nitrogen reduction strategies are working in
these advanced systems, water quality sampling might be necessary, at least until adequate
experience with in-ground systems is gained. If there will be monitoring, it is important to standardize
where the nitrogen value will apply as there are several options. These include the end-of-pipe prior to
discharge to the soil, the point below the system where the percolate enters the groundwater, at a
property boundary, and/or at a point of use, e.g. a well, or a surface water. End-of-pipe points of
application do not account for further treatment that might be attained in the soil. On the other hand, if
the monitoring points are at poorly defined locations below the ground surface, compliance monitoring
can be more costly and yield ambiguous results.
Alternatively, rather than water quality sampling, nitrogen reduction assumptions could be based on
proper technology selection with processes that are known to meet the desired removal and routine
maintenance and/or inspections to ensure the technology is functioning as intended, similar to the
current ATU and PBTS mechanism. This latter approach to stating standards would likely be much less
costly to monitor. An approach combining both types of assurance would require initial sampling to
confirm the system is functioning as attended and routine maintenance and inspection to ensure that
the technology is continuing to function.
There are several different approaches for operation and maintenance for level 2 systems. Existing
ATUs and PBTSs, as mentioned before, fall under the existing regulatory scheme of twice per year
maintenance inspections and annual Department inspections. Each approved system has specific
operation and maintenance manuals that should be followed. For the passive options, which include the
in-tank Stage 1 recirculating biofilter and the in-ground stacked biofilter, inspection should include pump
operation and electrical connections, a general hydraulic inspection including flow distribution, flushing
and cleaning of distribution lines, inspection of any media surfaces, and measurement of recycle
flowrate and adjustment if needed. As with the level 1 systems, primary tank solids should be removed
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every three to five years. Systems with a pump require periodic inspection and pump replacement if
necessary, which could occur at the time of septic tank pumping. The frequency and intensity of
inspections for level 2 systems developed under this study is anticipated to be less than those required
for current ATUs and PBTSs.
Level 3 systems would fall under the existing ATUs and PBTSs permitting and inspection requirements
until a new code section is developed to further clarify nitrogen reducing systems (strategy 3 in
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Table 21). This new code section will provide uniform and streamlined guidance for regulation and
permitting specific to PNRS. Modifications to the existing permitting structure as applied to the new
PNRS technology could relieve some administrative burden. Inspections and sampling early after
installation should ensure that treatment performance is as required. Inspection should include checks
on the pump operation and electrical connections, general hydraulic inspections including flow
distribution to the Stage 1 and Stage 2 biofilters, flushing and cleaning distribution lines, inspection of
biofilter media surfaces, and measurement of recycle flowrate and adjustment if needed. As with the
level 1 and 2 systems, primary tank solids should be removed every three to five years. Systems with a
pump require periodic inspection and pump replacement if necessary, which could occur at the time of
septic tank pumping.

Education and outreach
The Department will work with DEP, industry professionals, the public, and other stakeholders to
provide education on the study results, septic system impacts, proposed and any resulting rule
changes, and training on how to install and maintain resulting nitrogen reduction system designs.
Currently, the Department is involved in education via attendance and participation at local BMAP
meetings. The Department is also currently working with DEP in the development of educational
strategies. Existing educational campaigns are being compiled into a mutltiagency and multisource
library.
Industry training will be developed and provided in coordination with state professional organizations
such as the Florida Onsite Wastewater Association and the Florida Environmental Health Association.
The Life Cycle Cost Assessment and the groundwater modeling tools developed during this project are
also part of the education and outreach plan. The most recently executed BMAPs, Wekiva, Wakulla,
and Silver Springs, will include a target group of individuals that can receive hands-on training on the
applicablity and use of these tools.

Planning-level tools
Tools available to help determine nitrogen loading from OSTDS includes the Department’s Florida
Water Management Inventory, a parcel-based map showing the drinking water source and wastewater
treatment method for every built property in the state; and the nitrogen fate and transport model
developed as a part of the FOSNRS project. These tools can be used in the BMAP process to further
refine nitrogen loading estimates in areas with a TMDL.
According to DEP (2015), septic systems that are built at a density of more than four per acre in
sensitive springs areas are a nitrogen contribution source of great concern. Sensitive areas are defined
as within a 10-mile radius of a spring vent and in areas of well-drained soils with no confining layer
impacting the vertical movement of groundwater.
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Determination of necessary nitrogen reductions to protect or improve water quality by watershed and
GIS mapping of nitrogen sensitive zones would allow determination of which level of nitrogen reduction
is required for implementation in a given location. Nitrogen load reductions from OSTDS should not be
required everywhere, and in many locations upgrading existing OSTDS to current standards may be
enough.
The output of the STUMOD-FL-HPS model, developed as part of this project to quantify vadose and
groundwater nitrogen transport from residential OSTDS, provides soil treatment, groundwater fate and
transport, and quantitative estimations of nitrogen. These outputs could be used at a planning level to
identify areas where level 1, 2, or 3 nitrogen reduction options would be appropriate solutions, or areas
where centralized wastewater collection would be more appropriate.

Funding
Local-state partnerships are traditionally used to fund infrastructure improvement projects (DEP 2015).
More accurate estimates of funding needs could be developed using the tools created as part of this
study in combination with other developed tools and resources.
Refined estimates of septic system locations from the Florida Water Management Inventory could help
with locating areas in sensitive spring areas with high septic system densities.
The life-cycle cost asessment tool could then be used to estimate the funding needs for septic system
improvements. The tool was used to compare level 1, 2, and 3 nitrogen removal system costs and
detailed results are shown in Appendix D. As the nitrogen removal level of the recommended systems
increases; construction costs, total present worth of life cycle costs, and pounds per year of nitrogen
removed also increase. Table 23 compares the present worth costs between the level 1, 2, and 3
nitrogen reduction levels.
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Table 23. Comparison of PNRS LCCA Results for Recommended Nitrogen Removal Systems

Local utilities could also determine costs for expansion of centralized wastewater or identify areas that
might benefit from a decentralized cluster system approach.
Potential funding sources include the DEP State Revolving Fund loan program which is funded by the
EPA Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF), other federal grant funds, or other state
appropriated funds. The CWSRF is able to fund the construction, repair, or replacement of
decentralized wastewater treatment systems that treat municipal wastewater or domestic sewage.
The state programs are responsible for selecting projects to receive funding based on the water
quality needs in the state. The state may also have specific rules about who can receive
assistance (e.g., public or private entities).
The Department recommends a recurring funding source for local wastewater improvement projects to
address nitrogen from OSTDS. The development of funding mechanisms to select the most costeffective nitrogen reduction projects is of critical importance. Two mechanisms were suggested in the
Wekiva Study Area.
The first mechanism is a grant program to solicit cost-effective nitrogen reduction projects from any
source, funded by payments from dischargers of nitrogen such as onsite system owners. The discharge
fee could be initially oriented on costs to remove the first few pounds of nitrogen. This mechanism
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would allow for continued monitoring of the increasing costs as the loading is reduced toward the target
level to meet spring water-quality standards, and would allow for an adjustment of fees. The second
mechanism consists of wastewater management entities that are funded by all onsite system owners to
reduce the nitrogen load from onsite systems. These entities will be in a position to select the most
cost-effective wastewater nitrogen reduction projects to address nitrogen in their service area. Both of
these mechanisms could be combined to increase the rate at which nitrogen reduction projects are
implemented in order to reach the pollution reduction goal. Costs to the system owners will depend on
the extent and speed of nitrogen reduction. Estimates developed for the Wekiva Study Area suggest
about $60 per year per system initially for an area-wide grant program, and about $200 per year per
system for a program to upgrade failing systems to achieve nitrogen reduction (Roeder 2007).
Wastewater management entities can provide grants or loans to support repairs of failing systems and
upgrades to new standards. While outside grants and loans can and should support such programs,
pooling of the resources within the service area could move such a program forward even in the
absence of outside support. These entities, either existing utilities, newly formed onsite wastewater
management providers, or county health departments in an expanded role could be funded by an
onsite system fee, which would cover costs of this function as well as periodic monitoring, inspection,
and inventory of onsite systems
Through the TMDL and BMAP process, the Department will assist DEP and local stakeholders to
determine funding options to assist homeowners requiring nitrogen reducing systems, funding to test
system performance, funding for refinement of planning-level tools, and funding the costs of
educational and training activities.

Conclusions and Next Steps
The results of this study will benefit Floridians by providing:






Field tested designs for “passive” user-friendly systems effective at removing nitrogen
System cost estimates and cost comparisons to existing approved systems
Nitrogen fate and transport model for estimating nitrogen contribution from onsite systems
Options for nitrogen reduction onsite systems in sensitive watersheds where sewers are not
feasible
In consultation with the Department of Environmental Protection and the Research Review
Advisory Committee, the Department has used the results of the Florida Onsite Sewage
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies study to develop this final report to the Florida Governor and
Florida Legislature. The total estimated project cost was $5-million, but only $4.7 million was
spent over a six-year period. In addition to summarizing the project work, this report provides
several strategies to assist with nitrogen reduction in onsite systems. These strategies include
planning-level tools to help assess nitrogen loading, enhanced designs which provide a range of
options for nitrogen removal, and recommendations for onsite sewage system education and
training for industry professionals and the public.

The results of this project help characterize and refine strategies for cost-effective nitrogen reduction
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from onsite sewage treatment systems that will protect our environment, as well as provide cost
effective options for Florida residents.
In 2008, the Florida Legislature directed the Department of Health to develop cost-effective nitrogen
reduction strategies for OSTDS. As detailed in Line Item 1682, Chapter 2008-152, General
Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2008-2009, this study includes the following components:
1. “comprehensive review of existing or ongoing studies on passive technologies;
2. “field testing of nitrogen reducing technologies at actual home sites for comparison of
conventional, passive technologies, and performance-based treatment systems to determine
nitrogen reduction performance;
3. “documentation of all capital, energy and life-cycle costs of various technologies for nitrogen
reduction;
4. “evaluation of nitrogen reduction provided by soils and the shallow groundwater below and
down gradient of various systems; and
5. “development of a simple model for predicting nitrogen fate and transport from onsite
wastewater systems.”
Figure 46 shows a comparison between each of the 5 major components in the original legislative
language and the major results from the project.
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Figure 46. Summary of Project Results in Response to the Components in the 2008 Legislative
Language
The passive nitrogen systems designed and tested as part of this study provide a significant
improvement in nitrogen reduction over conventional systems, achieving consistent removal of over
90-95% of the nitrogen and having a concentration less than 5 mg N/L. Current advanced systems
available on the market typically achieve 70% reduction in TN. The passive systems designed and
developed as part of this study were simple to operate, and only required minimal maintenance after
startup. The media used in these systems to perform the nitrogen reduction is expected to last
upwards of 50+ years.
Regardless of the choices made, system performance and maintenance tracking, inspections,
monitoring, and enforcement procedures should be available for deployment prior to permitting
nitrogen reduction systems. Needed service provider qualifications and certification programs and
sufficient service provider capacity also should be developed before widespread nitrogen reduction
system implementation. A public awareness program will be needed also. Without these programs,
requirements for nitrogen reduction systems are not likely to achieve the intended goals.
In a press release by the St. Johns River Water Management District on October 7, 2015, DEP
Secretary Jon Steverson said that “combining efforts and resources with local governments,
stakeholders, and the water management districts enables us to take a more comprehensive and
efficient approach to springs protection.” A collaborative approach to nitrogen reduction from
decentralized wastewater sources at the local level is the approach that can make the most impact.
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Some of the more immediate next steps that will occur now that this study is complete are:





Establish long term monitoring of remaining PNRS systems at home sites to provide knowledge
of continued system performance, the longevity of media, further guidance for system designs,
and the long term needs for maintenance and monitoring.
Identify equipment, tanks, and media required for the PNRS and make them available in the
areas where PNRS will likely be installed.
Develop detailed design criteria for several standardized PNRS designs, including specifications
for media, liners, tanks, and tank lids.
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TASK
NO.
A.1

Task

Task Description

Draft Literature Review
Report

A.2

Final Literature Review
Report

A.3

Draft Classification of
Technologies Report

The literature review of nitrogen reducing
technologies completed as part of the
Passive Nitrogen Removal Study
commissioned by FDOH in 2007 will be
updated with information which has emerged
since the original study. The scope of the
review will be expanded from the Passive
Nitrogen Removal Study to include source
separation, active systems, modifications to
conventional onsite treatment systems,
including modified soil treatment units, in
addition to passive systems. The provider
shall produce a searchable literature
reference database, compatible with
Endnote X or other department approved
software format. The literature reference
database shall not infringe on any
copyrights. The provider shall also produce
a technology database, in tabular or other
department approved format, that will
facilitate establishment of categories for
summary and comparison, assessment of
individual citations within the context of
organizational categories, and analysis of
trends and differences among systems. The
categories shall include items such as
treatment classification, media type,
wastewater source, treatment configuration,
documented effectiveness, documented and
theoretical longevity, cost, nutrient recovery,
and effect of water chemistry. The provider
shall summarize the updated literature
review in a report.
The department will gather comments on the
draft documents of sub-task A1 from RRAC
and any other interested parties and transmit
such comments to the provider within one
month of receiving the draft. The provider
will address these comments in preparing
final deliverables for the literature review
within one month of receiving comments.
The provider will develop a scheme to
classify and group identified nitrogen
reduction technologies and practices to
summarize the literature and facilitate
comparisons between similar technologies.
Four classifications are envisioned: waste
stream alteration (such as blackwater
systems, and urine separation); conventional
OSTDS alteration (such as dosed vs. gravity
systems, operational strategies, installation
depth); passive nitrogen removal (OSTDS
systems using no more than one pump and
excluding aerators); active nitrogen removal
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Deliverables from
contract
Draft updated literature
reference database; draft
updated technology
database; draft updated
literature review report pdf.

Updated literature
reference database;
updated technology
database; updated
literature review report pdf.
Draft classification scheme
of technologies report pdf.
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TASK
NO.

Task

A.4

Draft Technology
Ranking Criteria
Report

A.5

Draft Priority List for
Testing Report

Task Description
(mechanical systems utilizing more than one
pump or aerators). The preliminary
classification scheme will be presented to
the RRAC at a workshop, which will provide
a forum for full vetting and discussion.

The provider will develop evaluation criteria
to rank technologies and practices to
determine which best meet the goals of the
project and shall have priority for further
development or field evaluation. Criteria will
build on and may lead to revisions to the
categories developed in the literature review
and include characterizations of nitrogen
removal effectiveness, maturity of
technology including status in Florida, costs
(energy, maintenance, monitoring,
replacement of parts and media), critical
knowledge gaps, likelihood of success, need
to field test, and the feasibility of obtaining
data from existing installations in Florida.
The provider will evaluate the technologies
classified in sub-task A3 relative to each
criterion. The provider will propose draft
sets of weights to characterize the relative
importance of each criterion for a) work
during the initial funding period; b) work
during future funding periods. The provider
will prepare a working document, such as a
calculation table, that shows the ranking of
technologies given the evaluations relative to
the criteria and the relative weights of each
criterion. The provider will summarize
criteria and weights in a report.
The provider will propose additional criteria
to consider in establishing priorities for
testing from the top ranked technologies and
practices. Such criteria may address
representation of several technology
classifications (sub-task A3), similarity of
technologies or several maturity levels in the
study. The purpose of prioritization is to
select the more promising technologies that
may not have sufficient prior testing or that
may be differently configured to improve
performance, and to avoid duplicating testing
where substantial experience already exists.
The provider will also list technologies to be
considered for sub task A10 and A11
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Deliverables from
contract

Draft summary of criteria
and proposed weights for
short-term and long-term
testing, working document
for obtaining technology
ranks from evaluations to
criteria and criteria weights
- pdf.

Draft summary of
additional criteria pdf; Draft priority list for
testing - pdf.
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TASK
NO.

Task

A.6

Technology
Classification, Ranking
and Prioritization
Workshop

A.7

Final Classification of
Technologies Report

A.8

Final Technology
Ranking Criteria
Report

A.9

Final Priority List for
Testing Report

A.10

[Task Eliminated]
Draft Innovative
Systems Applications
Report (per
technology)

Task Description
(innovative system application assistance).

The provider will present the preliminary
technology classification, rankings and
priority lists developed in sub-task A3, A4
and A5 to the RRAC at a public workshop,
which will provide a forum for full vetting and
discussion of evaluation criteria and their
assigned weights. This one day roundtable
workshop with the Research Review and
Advisory Committee (RRAC) will present the
results and recommendations contained in
the draft reports of technology classification,
ranking and prioritization. The provider will
facilitate RRAC’s development of guidance
on modifications to the draft classification,
ranking and prioritization. Unless this
guidance results in a need for further
information collection by the provider, RRAC
will provide comments on the priority lists for
the initial and future funding periods. The
comments and concerns of the RRAC will be
documented and incorporated into the three
final reports.
The provider will incorporate RRAC
comments and concerns and comments
provided by the department within two
weeks of the workshop into the final
classification scheme.
The provider will incorporate RRAC
comments and concerns and comments
provided by the department within two
weeks of the workshop into the final
technology ranking scheme.
The provider will incorporate RRAC
comments and concerns and comments
provided by the department within two
weeks of the workshop into the draft priority
list.
Based on the technology evaluation in subtask A5, the provider will identify emerging
and innovative technologies that have not
matured or are not currently permitted by
FDOH but rank high for consideration for
testing. For up to five technologies, the
provider will complete or assist the
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Deliverables from
contract

Public RRAC-Workshop,
Summary of the workshop
- pdf.

Final Report - pdf

Final Report - pdf

Final Report - pdf

Innovative system
application
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TASK
NO.

Task

Task Description

A.11

[Task Eliminated]
Final Innovative
Systems Applications
Report (per
technology)

The provider will respond or assist the
manufacturer in responding to any requests
for additional information by the department
in regard to the innovative system
applications.

A.12

Identification of Test
Facility Sites (per site
agreement)

The provider will identify and evaluate
potential sites for their suitability for
establishing test centers. Among these
potential sites will be the Gulf Coast
Research and Education Center and the
University of South Florida (USF) Lysimeter
Station. Test facility site evaluations will
include the feasibility of multiple treatment
technology testing as well as the ability to
monitor non-comingled subsurface plumes
and the assessment of subsurface nitrogen
fate and transport. Salient issues include
space availability, site access, wastewater
source of sufficient quantity and availability,
subsurface hydrology, power supply, and
security. The provider will obtain a letter of
authorization from the respective property
owners for establishing and operating test
centers on their property, and for ownership
and continued use after project is completed.
If a potential site is deemed unsuitable for
use in this project, a brief evaluation memo
shall be prepared documenting the
evaluation of the site and reasons for not
recommending the site as a test facility
location.

manufacturer if appropriate, in completing an
innovative system application for acceptance
by FDOH, for which field testing of Task B
will be part of the proposed innovative
system monitoring protocol.
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Deliverables from
contract

Additional information
resulting in an innovative
permit by the department
(per technology if
additional information is
requested by the
department).
Site evaluation memo, or
letter of authorization: UCF
site evaluation memo - pdf,
UF GCREC site evaluation
memo - pdf, Decision
presentation - pdf
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TASK
NO.
A.13

Task

Task Description

Draft PNRS II QAPP

The provider will develop a draft QAPP that
documents the objectives, experimental
design, system operation, analytical
methods, and sampling frequencies to be
used in PNRS II. The objectives are to 1)
directly address denitrification, which the
provider proposes as the highest priority
onsite nitrogen removal knowledge gap; 2)
expand the performance envelope for the
innovative unsaturated filter media filters
demonstrated in the PNRS I; 3) delineate TN
removal capability of PNRS I media using
pre-denitrification; 4) establish test systems
that are close to full scale; 5) enable critical
testing of a large number of systems to be
completed within the first project year; 5)
produce key data which can then be used
directly for design of denitrification filters for
subsequent full scale testing at home sites;
6) develop data for preliminary life cycle cost
analysis and resource needs.

Deliverables from
contract
Draft QAPP - pdf

The experimental design is expected to
consist of a battery of passive nitrogen
removal treatment systems fabricated to
evaluate salient design features of passive
nitrogen removal systems including filter
media, media stratification, surface loading
rates, filter length, geometry, and aspect
ratios, and unsaturated filter recycle for predenitrification and alkalinity recovery. The
test configuration is anticipated to consist of
a common wastewater feedstream, a suite of
vertical unsaturated filters supplied by a
common septic tank effluent (STE)
feedstream, mixing of the unsaturated filter
effluents to provide a common influent to the
denitrification filters, a suite of horizontal
saturated filters using lignocellulosic and
sulfur reactive media and liquid carbon
dosing as well as other system designs, and
a means of final effluent disposal. The draft
QAPP will address additives issues per
Florida Administrative Code (FAC) Chapter
64E-6. The draft QAPP will propose where
the test facility will be located and operated
to determine nitrogen removal performance
and optimize design variables.
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TASK
NO.
A.14

Task

Task Description

Recommendation for
Process Forward (per
meeting)

A.15

Final PNRS II QAPP

A.16

Materials Testing for
FDOH Additives Rule

A.17

PNRS Specification
Reports

Based on the details agreed upon in the
draft QAPP, the provider will develop a
recommendation whether or not to proceed
with the remainder of Task A as outlined
below, or recommend an amendment to this
contract, and present a revised cost
estimate. This will include a recommendation
on whether the USF Lysimeter Station
should be renovated and utilized as a test
facility for this project. Both the provider and
FDOH shall reach a written agreement prior
to moving forward with the remaining parts
of Task A.
The department will gather comments on the
draft QAPP from RRAC and any other
interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments. If the provider subsequently
recommends modifying or adding
procedures to address conditions
encountered in the field, the QAPP may be
revised or appended upon mutual
agreement between provider and the
department.
The engineered media for the biofilters
proposed in the PNRSII QAPP will be tested
as required to meet 64E-6.0151 F.A.C. for
additives. Effluent from the tank based pilot
systems will be used as the effluent source
for this testing. A brief technical memo
describing the results of this testing will be
prepared and presented to FDOH prior to
constructing biofilter systems at the GCREC
test facility or elsewhere in the field. The
department may authorize the provider in
writing to perform such testing for additional
materials.
The provider will specify, order and purchase
specialty materials for test facility
construction and experimental monitoring.
The provider will oversee preparation of
materials to meet specifications, and prepare
procurement and assembly reports that
document design and fabrication of the test
systems, procurement of treatment system
construction materials as well as the media
for the filters, site preparation, monitoring
instrumentation and equipment, and start-up
testing of the PNRS II systems. Actual cost
for materials and supplies will be
documented as part of this subtask and be
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Deliverables from
contract
Meeting summary and
recommended scope and
budget revisions - pdf.

Final QAPP - pdf - to be
approved by FDOH

Technical memo - pdf describing the results of
additives rule testing per
64E-6.0151, per additive
tested.

Specification reports,
materials list and cost and
as-built diagrams - pdf - of
the treatment systems to
be tested as part of PNRS
II, one for the in-tank
PNRS II testing and one for
the in-situ testing.
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TASK
NO.

Task

A.18

PNRS II Test Facility
Design 50%

A.19

PNRS II Test Facility
Design 100%

Task Description
included in the construction budget for
PNRSII construction.

The provider will design the test facility.
Since the GCREC was chosen as the only
test facility, the design will include both
PNRSII pilot testing facilities and Task C
groundwater fate and transport monitoring
facilities. However these components will be
separated into two construction phases on
the design drawings to the extent possible.
The PNRSII test facility 50% design
submittal under this subtask will include
preliminary layout sketches and design
concepts and criteria. Provisions for
supporting the installation and operation of
in-tank treatment systems and in-situ
biofilters monitoring systems, including
supply of power, a common wastewater
source at controllable flowrates, provision for
wastewater source routing to pilot facilties
and effluent routing to soil treatment units,
sampling collection and monitoring
appurtenances, and a preliminary flow
diagram will be included. The 50% design
documents will be submitted to FDOH for
review and comment. The department will
provide comments within two weeks of
receipt.
The provider and the department will agree
on the design concepts based on review of
the 50% design submittal. The provider will
prepare a test facility 100% design submittal
based on these concepts. The 100% design
submittal will include the design details and
technical specifications for the workplan
described in the PNRS II QAPP, and include
the stage 1 unsaturated biofilters, stage 2
denitrification filters, and in-situ engineered
media biofilter systems. These documents
will provide the level of detail necessary to
estimate construction cost. These
documents will be submitted to FDOH for
review and comment. The department will
provide comments within two weeks of
receipt.
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Deliverables from
contract

50% design documents pdf (25mb).

100% design documents pdf.
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TASK
NO.
A.20

A.21

Task

Task Description

PNRS II Test Facility
Construction Support
and Administration (2
deliverables, 50% at
start, 50% at
completion)

The provider will work with a construction
contractor for facility construction using a
design-build methodology within the amount
budgeted for construction in this attachment
or its amendments. Construction will be
completed in two phases, with Phase 1
relating mostly to PNRSII pilot test facilities
while Phase 2 will primarily involve
construction of facilities related to Task C
fate and transport studies. This subtask will
cover the Phase 1 construction. There will
be some overlap between PNRSII and Task
C facilities, for example power supply for the
test facility will be constructed in this task but
will also serve the Task C facilities. The insitu biofilter systems for PNRSII will be
constructed in Phase II along with the minimounds for Task C.

PNRS II Test Facility
Construction 50% (2
deliverables, start and
50% complete)

Provider will be onsite during construction to
review materials and equipment being used
to determine if work is conducted in
accordance with the construction plans and
will assist with installation of monitoring
equipment. Construction will be reviewed for
completeness by the provider and for
conformance with the design intent. As
necessary, the provider will propose a
contract amendment to increase funds or
test facility design changes to decrease
costs as feasible.
The provider will monitor facility construction
as needed to monitor progress and
conformance with design documents. For
budgeting purposes, the provider and the
department have assumed a construction
cost value in this scope and budget. At the
time the contractor is onsite and construction
is started, invoices for materials and
mobilization will be submitted to the
Department by the Provider for payment.
When the provider determines that
approximately 50% of the facility
construction is complete, a construction
progress report will be provided for
documentation and this subtask will be
deemed complete, and the remaining
amount in the Section C. cost schedule for
this subtask will be paid to provider.
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Deliverables from
contract
Compensation for this
subtask will be in two
phases: 50% upon start of
facility construction and the
remaining 50% at
construction completion pdf.

Construction Progress
Report: Report 1 pdf;
Report 2 - pdf.
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TASK
NO.
A.22

Task

Task Description

PNRS II Test Facility
Construction 100%
(cost reimbursable)

A.23

PNRS II Test Facility
Construction
Substantial Completion

Provider will monitor facility construction as
needed to monitor progress and
conformance with design documents. This
task will include the construction cost of the
facility based on the construction estimate
and any approved additional costs. For
budgeting purpose the provider and the
department have assumed a construction
cost value in this scope and budget. This
subtask will be based on this amount as a
cost reimbursable item not to exceed the
estimated total construction cost value, and
will be documented by contractor invoices,
material and equipment bills, and other
provider incurred expenses. The amount
paid will be the total documented
construction cost less the amount paid to
provider in subtask A-21 above.
Provider will conduct a site inspection to
determine if the project is substantially
complete. The inspection will result in the
preparation of a punch list to be delivered to
the contractor in writing for final completion.

A.24

PNRS II Test Facility
Accept Construction

A.25

Monitoring and Sample
Event Reports (per
sample event)

The provider will conduct one final inspection
for the project to determine if the work has
been completed in accordance with the
contract documents and the punch list.
Subsequent to this final inspection, the
provider will make final payment to the
subcontractor. The provider shall give
written notice to FDOH that the work is
complete. As-built drawings will then be
developed by the provider for the facility.
After each sampling event, the provider will
provide sample event reports verifying
operation of the test systems, flowrate
monitoring, field parameter results, and
chain of custody forms that document
sample collection and delivery to the
analytical laboratory. The number of events
and the parameters to be analyzed shall be
as provided in the PNRSII QAPP at a
minimum. Sampling events subsequent to
the number in the budget for Phase 2 of this
task are subject to available funding and the
department shall authorize the provider in
writing to perform each additional sampling
event.
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Deliverables from
contract
Construction Progress
Report - pdf.

Construction punch list pdf.

As-built drawings of the
test facility - pdf (10 mb)

Sampling event report. (per
sampling event) - all are
pdfs - Sample event 1,
Sample event 2, Sample
event 3, Sample event 4,
Sample event 5, Sample
event 6, Sample event 7
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TASK
NO.
A.26

Task

Task Description

Data Summary Report
(per sample event)

The provider will provide data reports that
verify completion of analyses by an
analytical laboratory and that include
compiled data from field and analytical
laboratory analyses in electronic and paper
form. This task is contingent on the previous
task.

A.27

Draft PNRS II Report

A.28

Final PNRS II Report

A.29

[Task Eliminated]
Draft Task A Final
Report

A.30

[Task Eliminated]
Task A Final Report

The provider will prepare a PNRS II report
that includes PNRS II objectives,
experimental methods, results, discussion,
conclusions and recommendations.For each
nitrogen reduction technology tested at the
GCREC pilot facility a technical description
will be prepared that includes name,
supplier, operating principles, salient
physical description, flow sequence,
pertinent design details, manufacturer or
designer claims of treatment goals, and
operating recommendations. The draft
report will be provided to the department for
comments from the department and the
RRAC prior to submitting a final report.
The department will gather comments on the
draft report from RRAC and FDOH review
and transmit such comments to the provider
within one month of receiving the draft. The
provider will address these comments in
preparing final deliverables within one month
of receiving comments.
The provider will submit a draft final report
summarizing the results of the technology
classification, ranking and prioritization
efforts in Task A and the conclusions from
PNRSII and provide recommendations for
onsite nitrogen reduction technologies for
Florida.If warranted, this report will also
recommend a revised priority list for testing
of future systems.
The department will gather comments on the
draft report from RRAC and FDOH review
and transmit such comments to the provider
within one month of receiving the draft. The
provider will address these comments in
preparing final deliverables within one month
of receiving comments.
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Deliverables from
contract
Data Summary Reports
(per sampling
event). Sample event 1,
Sample event 2, Sample
event 3 (10mb), Sample
event 4, Sample event 5,
Sample event 6 (6mb) ,
Sample event 7
Draft Report pdf (8mb)

Final Report pdf (27mb)

Draft Report

Final report.
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TASK
NO.
A.31

Task

Task Description

Change-order
Allowance

B.1

Identification of Home
Sites (per homeowner
agreement)

From time to time the Department may find it
necessary to make minor changes or
adjustments to activities under this task
based on results that indicate a potential
improvement to the project by making a
change. Examples of such changes include
additional or revised sample locations and
parameters, minor modifications to test
systems or field activities based on problems
encountered, or conditions that develop
requiring expedient actions to correct a
potentially serious problem. Up to $ 40,000
will be allocated from the contract budget for
such minor changes to research activities
under this task. Upon determination by the
Department that changes should be made,
all or a portion of these funds may be
authorized by written notification from the
Department to the Provider directing specific
changes to research activities be made, and
the amount budgeted for the changes
specified.
The provider will identify individual
homeowner sites for their suitability for
establishing technologies for field evaluation.
Criteria considered in the suitability will
include homeowner willingness, site access,
number of residents and continuousness of
occupancy, power supply, security, location,
adequate space, access for monitoring and
maintenance, participation in previous or
concurrent studies, and pre-existing
treatment technologies. The provider will
survey the homeowners and/or system users
on use characteristics. Agreements will be
established between homeowners and the
provider for establishing and monitoring
treatment systems. Written homeowner
agreements will specify the arrangements in
regards to responsibility for application for
permits, modifications, operation,
maintenance, monitoring, inspections,
removal or leaving the system in place at
study termination. If a homeowner site will
also be used for fate and transport studies
(Task C), then access will be needed for
monitoring equipment in the downgradient
direction and lack of interference with other
systems must be ascertained. Up to ten (10)
home sites at various locations in Florida
(e.g. Wekiva Study Area, Wakulla and south
Florida) will be identified for potential testing
under this task.
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Deliverables from
contract
Deliverables outlined in
authorization
letters. Authorization to
make design
improvements on test
facility, Authorization to
analyze additives,
Authorization to develop
design tool for bioreactor
filtration treatment,
Bioreactor treatment tool
literature review and data
set specification,
Bioreactor tool process
forward minutes, Biotool
model xls, Biotool user
guide

Written agreements
between homeowner and
provider pdf, completed
homeowner survey pdf.
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TASK
NO.
B.2

Task

Task Description

Vendor Agreement
Report (per vendor
agreement)

B.3

Draft QAPP for Field
Testing

The provider will contact technology vendors
to explain the testing project, to identify
specifics of the technology offering and
special considerations, to delineate to the
vendor the arrangements by which testing
will be conducted, to identify specific models
to be tested, and to obtain a price quotation
for purchase or ascertain vendor interest in
donating a system. Vendors will agree to
specifications that vendors will not be
allowed to physically modify or manipulate
equipment once installed. Any exceptions to
this default policy will be fully documented.
Up to 2 vendors will be identified for testing
under this task.
A QAPP will be developed to document the
objectives, specific systems for testing, and
technology configurations that will be tested,
operation of the systems, sampling and
monitoring methodology and frequency,
analytical parameters and methods, and
data and document management. The
monitoring program will develop
performance data sets for total treatment
systems and also for intermediate points
such as aerobic treatment unit effluent or
mixed aerobic effluent with STE and predenitrification. Monitoring of intermediate
locations will provide data sets for separate
evaluation of loading and performance for
individual treatment components. The
anticipated monitoring program will begin six
weeks after startup and approximately 8
sample events per system will be conducted.
Monitoring points will include septic tank
effluent (STE), aerobic effluent (if
applicable), and denitrification filter effluent
(if applicable). Anticipated parameters for
influent STE include TSS, cBOD5, TKN,
NH4+, and NOx, as well as temperature, pH,
alkalinity, dissolved oxygen and oxidation
reduction potential. Stage 1 and Stage 2
effluents will be monitored for the same
parameters, with less frequent analyses for
TSS and cBOD5. Lower frequency
monitoring will be conducted as necessary
for a number of parameters: total
phosphorus, PO4, and fecal coliform in STE,
aerobic and denitrification effluents, SO4
and H2S in sulfur denitrification filter influent
and effluent, and cBOD5 in lignocellulosic
filter effluents.

Deliverables from
contract
Written
agreements between
vendor and provider pdf.

A draft QAPP pdf will be
provided to the Department

The provider will develop a data
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TASK
NO.

Task

Task Description
management and storage template for
cataloging and assessing performance data
from disparate treatment systems and
technology combinations and influent
wastewater characteristics.

Deliverables from
contract

The selection of systems for testing will
follow the recommendations developed in
Task A. The provider will consider the use
of and the addition of components to existing
systems.
The exact sequencing of installations over
the multi-year project will be established in
the QAPP based on the priority list
developed in Task A and refinements
through the study.

B.4

Recommendation for
Process Forward (per
meeting)

B.5

Final QAPP Field
Testing

Based on the details agreed upon in the final
QAPP, the provider will develop a revised
cost estimate and recommendation as to the
number of systems included in the initial and
future funding phases and whether or not to
proceed with the remainder of Task B as
outlined below, or recommend an
amendment to this contract. Both the
provider and FDOH shall reach a written
agreement prior to moving forward with Task
B.
The department will gather comments on the
draft QAPP from RRAC and any other
interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments.
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Meeting summary and
recommended scope and
budget revisions pdf.

Final QAPP pdf accepted
by FDOH.
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TASK
NO.
B.6

Task

Task Description

Field Systems
Installation Report (per
system)

The provider will submit existing system
evaluations performed by individuals
authorized by the department to perform
such work, modifications, or new system
permits as appropriate for the respective
home sites and shall ensure proper
permitting through the department for such
permits. The provider will be, or will hire, an
engineer of record for innovative or
performance-based treatment system
applications and identify the maintenance
entity for each system. The provider will be
responsible for individual field test systems
to be purchased or fabricated and installed
at individual homeowner sites. Field system
installation will include providing all materials
and assembly needed to produce a fully
functional and working treatment system,
including initial test evaluation and
installation report. If necessary an existing
system evaluation will be conducted per
FAC Chapter 64E-6. The provider will
ensure that operating permits and
maintenance entity contracts for the system
exist, as required by FDOH. The provider will
address the event if one or several of the
homeowners seek to withdraw from the
program by assisting with installing a
replacement onsite wastewater system or
fund system repair or maintenance.
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Deliverables from
contract
Copy of final system permit
including operating permit
if necessary; detailed
installation report,
construction costs: System
1, System 2, System 3,
System 4, System 5,
System 6, System 7
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TASK
NO.
B.7

Task

Task Description

Field Systems
Monitoring Report (per
system, per event)

Subject to details specified in the QAPP, the
provider, in cooperation with the homeowner
and the maintenance entity, will operate field
technologies for a base period of up to 24
months and monitored for at least the
following parameters: temperature, pH,
alkalinity, DO, ORP, TKN, NH3, NOx, TSS,
C-BOD5. Additional parameters will be
monitored less frequently for other
parameters of interest (COD, TP, PO4, fecal
coliform, total enterococci, and SO4 and
H2S for systems with sulfur-based
denitrification). Up to 8 sample events will
be conducted on each of the systems
monitored.

Deliverables from
contract
Monitoring reports in
tabular form: System 1
Sample events 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8; System 2 Sample
events 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
System 3 Sample events 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; System 4
Sample events 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8; System 5 Sample
events 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
System 6 Sample events 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; System 7
Sample events 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8.

The provider will submit deliverables after
each monitoring event for the systems
installed in Task B6, which will also include
results for flowrate or treated volume,
electricity and/or media use, field parameter
results, chain of custody forms for samples
delivered to analytical laboratory, analytical
laboratory reports, and compiled results.

B.8

Field Systems
Operation,
Maintenance and
Repairs Report (per
system)

The provider, in cooperation with the
homeowner, maintenance entity, and county
health department, will maintain copies of
records of repairs, maintenance actions,
inspection results and system observations.
The provider will develop a report form for
each entity and a summary report for each
treatment system. Records will include date,
description of repair and pertinent factors,
and repair cost.
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Report form for each
system, summary report of
observations: System 1,
System 2, System 3,
System 4, System 5,
System 6, System 7.
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TASK
NO.
B.9

Task

Task Description

[Task Eliminated]
Technical Description
of Nitrogen Reduction
Technology Report

B.10

Acceptance of System
by Owner Report (per
system)

B.11

LCCA Template
Report (draft template
and user guidelines)

The provider will develop a technical
description for each nitrogen reduction
technology studied, including information
such as if the technology is vendor supplied
or custom design, trade name, model
number, unit specifications, purported
operating principals, description of process
flows and hydraulics, physical features
including tanks, fixed film media, pumps,
aerators, and other appurtenances, addition
of chemicals or other materials, performance
claims, observations, operational experience
and measured performance during the
study. The report will include a brief
description of nitrogen removal processes
and factsheets for each nitrogen removal
system studied.
At the conclusion of system monitoring, a
homeowner acceptance document will be
provided that transfers complete ownership
and operational responsibility of the system
to the homeowner. In the event the
homeowner does not desire to keep the
study systems, the funds from Task B6 will
be utilized to restore the system to its
original condition.
The provider will develop a Life Cycle Cost
Analysis (LCCA) template, with the PNRS I
LCCA as a starting point and will summarize
the features of the template in a user
guidelines document. Costs will be
expressed in a variety of ways, such as
uniform annual cost, cost effectiveness of
nitrogen removal, marginal cost
effectiveness of additional treatment
components etc. The analysis will include
equipment, material and installation costs for
treatment systems, recurrent costs for
energy, maintenance, repair, permitting and
monitoring, and replacement of materials
such as reactive media or electron donor
supply for denitrification. Materials costs
include the purchase cost and delivery cost
of vendor systems, or costs to purchase and
prepare materials and media for custom
designed systems. Use of a common LCCA
template will enable all nitrogen removal
technologies to be evaluated on an
equivalent basis, and will be useful for future
systems that are not evaluated within this
project. In developing the template, the
provider will illustrate its use with existing
data, such as developed as part of Task A,
the Keys Onsite Wastewater Nutrient
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Deliverables from
contract
Draft and final nitrogen
reduction technology
report.

Acceptance of System by
Owner Report: System 1,
System 2, System 3,
System 4, System 5,
System 6, System 7

Draft LCCA template and
user guidelines pdf.
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TASK
NO.

Task

B.12

LCCA Template
Report (final template
and user guidelines)

B.13

LCCA Report (per
system)

B.14

Draft Task B Final
Report

B.15

Task B Final Report

Task Description
Reduction Systems study or the information
obtained from homeowners surveyed during
this task.

The department will gather comments on the
draft LCCA from RRAC and any other
interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments.
Based on the LCCA Template, the provider
will conduct an LCCA analysis for each
nitrogen reduction technology evaluted
during field testing using actual purchase
prices, installation cost estimates, and
operational costs records.
The provider will develop a final report that
will summarize the results of the Task B
evaluations of treatment technologies,
including an aggregation of technology
reports and LCCA completed over the
course of the study. The report will provide
summary recommendations for deploying
the tested technologies to meet the
objectives of the Florida Onsite Nitrogen
Removal Strategy. The report will include
the data on which it is based, in tabular form.
The department will gather comments on the
draft final report from RRAC and any other
interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments.
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Deliverables from
contract

Final LCCA template
pdf and user guidelines
pdf.

LCCA Report pdf (per
system tested) including
cost analysis.

Draft Task B Final Report
pdf.

Task B Final Report
Appendices
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TASK
NO.
B.16

Task

Task Description

Change-order
Allowance

C.1

Draft Literature Review
on Nitrogen Reduction
in Soil Report

C.2

Final Literature Review
on Nitrogen Reduction
in Soil Report

From time to time the Department may find it
necessary to make minor changes or
adjustments to activities under this task
based on results that indicate a potential
improvement to the project by making a
change. Examples of such changes include
additional or revised sample locations and
parameters, minor modifications to test
systems or field activities based on problems
encountered, or conditions that develop
requiring expedient actions to correct a
potentially serious problem. Up to $ 50,000
will be allocated from the contract budget for
such minor changes to research activities
under this task. Upon determination by the
Department that changes should be made,
all or a portion of these funds may be
authorized by written notification from the
Department to the Provider directing specific
changes to research activities be made, and
the amount budgeted for the changes
specified.
The provider will review available literature
to assess the current status of knowledge
related to nitrogen fate and transport in
saturated and unsaturated soils. Literature
from other fields (e.g. agriculture, agronomy,
hydrogeology, soil science, environmental
science, ecology, biosystems engineering)
will be reviewed for its application to OSTDS
in Florida. Particular focus will be placed on
studies that have measured and
documented denitrification rates in soil and
groundwater. This review will expand on the
literature review on denitrification in soil
performed for the department’s Wekiva
study and a complementary literature review,
recently completed by the Colorado School
of Mines. Results of the literature reviewed
in this task will be added to the searchable
literature reference database established in
Task A.
The department will gather comments on the
draft final report from RRAC and any other
interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments.
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Deliverables from
contract
Deliverables outlined in
authorization
letters: Authorization to
update the Research
Review and Advisory
Committee on March 24,
2011, Authorization to
analyze additives,
Authorization to perform a
Whole Effluent Toxicity test
and ammonia nitrogen
analysis, Authorization to
enhance design for Site 4
passive nitrogen system,
Authorization to provide
additional product
composition testing,
Results of additional
product composition testing
for Site 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Draft literature review and
updated reference
database.

Final report and updated
reference database.
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TASK
NO.
C.3

Task

Task Description

Draft QAPP Evaluation
of N Reduction by
Soils & Shallow GW

The provider will develop a QAPP to
document Task C objectives and the
monitoring framework for field sites.
Information gained during the literature
review conducted as part of Task D will be
incorporated, as appropriate, into the
monitoring framework to ensure data
required for model inputs will be collected.
The monitoring framework will encompass
the “Observational Approach” to allow
information obtained in the field and during
other tasks (e.g., Task D2, D7, D10, etc.) to
be utilized to direct subsequent monitoring.
The QAPP will describe the number and
type of homeowner systems to be
monitored, sample frequency and duration,
analytical parameters and methods, data
handling and management, and document
control.

Deliverables from
contract
Draft QAPP for field sites
and test center.

It is anticipated that each site will be
monitored to delineate the OSTDS effluent
quality, hydraulic and nitrogen loading rates
to the soil, and potential groundwater
impacts. Flow meters will be installed as
needed to determine actual soil loading
rates. Shallow piezometers will be installed
within the soil treatment unit and
downgradient of the system to evaluate
nitrogen fate and transport. Tracer tests
using a conservative tracer will be conducted
to determine connectivity of the OSTDSvadose zone-groundwater system as well as
evaluate subsurface travel times. Water
quality analyses will be conducted on all field
samples and will include temperature, total
nitrogen, ammonium nitrogen, nitratenitrogen, and chloride. Less frequent
analyses will be conducted on samples as
necessary and will include pH, alkalinity,
cBOD5, total phosphorus, anions, cations,
fecal coliform, and E. coli. Should a total
nitrogen plume be identified from an
OSTDS, additional piezometers may be
installed to enable further hydrogeologic
characterization affecting fate and transport
(i.e., groundwater velocity, hydraulic
gradient) and assessment of nitrogen
concentrations over time. This field
monitoring framework will enable evaluation
of the current nitrogen reduction in soil and
groundwater and provide input to parameter
selection for Task D. Results will also
enable validation and verification of simple
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TASK
NO.

Task

Task Description
models developed and refined as described
in Task D.

Deliverables from
contract

It is anticipated that at least two subsurface
monitoring sites will be established at each
of three dispersed locations in Florida to
provide geographical variety. Example
candidate locations are the Wakulla area
(north Florida), the Wekiva area (central
Florida), and a south Florida site to be
determined. It is anticipated that four
monitoring events will be conducted at each
site. Sites will be selected and monitored to
encompass a range of conditions affecting
nitrogen mass loading to the environment
and the resulting groundwater
concentrations. Site selection will be
leveraged, to the extent possible, with Task
B to enable complete evaluation of the
onsite system from STE through nitrogen
treatment units and including soils. The key
conditions of importance will be the hydraulic
loading rate of effluent to the soil, and the
effluent quality discharged to the soil.

C.4

Recommendation for
Process Forward (per
meeting)

It is anticipated that a soil treatment and
groundwater monitoring test center will also
be established in this task to provide
performance evaluations of multiple
wastewater treatment systems; systems that
will provide a broad range of nitrogen
removal capabilities. The subsequent
application of treated effluent to soil
treatment and dispersal units will result in
separate, non-comingled plumes which can
be used for monitoring of nitrogen fate and
transport in the subsurface. Subsurface
monitoring will be used to develop data sets
for nitrogen fate and transport for parallel
systems receiving widely varying nitrogen
concentrations. Subsurface sites at the test
center will be monitored for a variety of
parameters at different frequencies,
including pH, alkalinity, DO, ORP, TKN,
NH3, NOx, C-BOD5, TP, PO4, fecal
coliform, and total enterococci. Duration and
frequency of monitoring at each of the sites
will be specified in the QAPP.
Based on the details agreed upon in the
draft QAPP, the provider will develop a
revised cost estimate and a recommendation
whether or not to proceed with the remainder
of Task C as outlined below, or recommend
an amendment to this contract. Both the
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Meeting summary and
recommended scope and
budget revisions
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TASK
NO.

Task

C.5

Final QAPP Evaluation
of N Reduction by
Soils & Shallow GW

C.6

S&GW Test Facility
Design 50%

Task Description
provider and FDOH shall reach a written
agreement prior to moving forward with Task
C.
The department will gather comments on the
draft final report from RRAC and FDOH
internal review and transmit such comments
to the provider within one month of receiving
the draft. The provider will address these
comments in preparing final deliverables
within one month of receiving comments. If
the provider subsequently recommends
modifying or adding procedures to address
conditions encountered in the field, the
QAPP may be revised or appended upon
mutual agreement between provider and the
department.
The Gulf Coast Research & Education
Center of the University of Florida has been
evaluated by the provider for establishing a
controlled test site for side-by-side
evaluation of multiple soil treatment unit
regimes and the resulting nitrogen
groundwater fate and transport. This task
will be leveraged with tasks B and D.

Deliverables from
contract

Final QAPP acceptable to
FDOH.

50% design documents.

Since both the Task A and Task C test
facilities will be located at the GCREC, the
provider will design the test facility for Task
C in concert with the Task A test facility The
Task C test facility 50% design submittal will
include preliminary layout sketches and
design concepts and criteria. Provisions for
supporting installation, operation, and
monitoring of treatment systems and
groundwater plumes, including controllable
dosing flowrates, effluent quality, soil
hydraulic loading rates, and staging for field
efforts. The monitoring framework will
support evaluation of time and spatial
variations of soil treatment and groundwater
plume configurations (e.g. groundwater flow
velocity, concentrations, etc.). Provisions
will be made for supporting the installation
and operation of in-tank treatment systems
or unsaturated groundwater monitoring
systems, including supply of power,
treatment system sub-components, a
common wastewater source at controllable
flowrates, provision for effluent routing to soil
treatment units, sampling collection and
monitoring appurtenances, and staging of
field analytical work and sampling will be
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TASK
NO.

Task

Task Description

Deliverables from
contract

included.
The 50% design documents will be
submitted to FDOH for review and comment.
Comments will be provided by the
department within two weeks of receipt.

C.7

S&GW Test Facility
Design 100%

C.8

S&GW Test Facility
Design Final

The provider and the department will agree
on the test facility design and experimental
concepts based on review of the 50% design
submittal. The provider will prepare the test
facility 100% design submittal based on
these concepts. The 100% design submittal
will include all design details and technical
specifications necessary to estimate
construction cost. These documents will be
submitted to FDOH for review and comment.
Comments will be provided by the
department within two weeks of receipt.
In preparing the test facility final design
submittal, the provider will include final
revisions based on the review of the 100%
design submittal. This will result in a set of
signed and sealed construction plans
suitable for facility construction.
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100% design documents.

Signed and sealed
construction plans.
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TASK
NO.
C.9

C.10

Task

Task Description

S&GW Construction
Support &
Administration (2
deliverables, 50% at
start, 50% at
completion)

The provider will work with a construction
contractor for facility construction using a
design-build methodology within the amount
budgeted for construction in this attachment
or its amendments. Construction will be
completed in two phases, with Phase 1
relating mostly to PNRSII pilot test facilities
while Phase 2 will primarily involve
construction of facilities related to Task C
soil treatment and groundwater monitoring
studies. This subtask will cover the Phase 2
construction. There will be some overlap
between PNRSII and Task C facilities, for
example, power supply for the test facility
will be constructed in Phase 1 (Task A) but
will also serve the Task C facilities. The insitu biofilter systems for PNRSII will be
constructed in Phase II along with the minimounds for Task C.

S&GW Test Facility
Construction 50% (2
deliverables, start and
50% complete)

Provider will be onsite during construction to
review materials and equipment being used
to determine if work is conducted in
accordance with the construction plans and
will assist with installation of monitoring
equipment. Construction will be reviewed for
completeness by the provider and for
conformance with the design intent. The
provider will propose a contract amendment
to increase funds or test facility design
changes to decrease costs as necessary
and feasible to maintain budget. Provider will
respond to Contractor requests for
information and prepare any necessary
addenda. Construction will be reviewed for
completeness by the provider and
conformance with contract documents.
The provider will monitor facility construction
as needed to monitor progress and
conformance with design documents. For
budgeting purposes, the provider and the
department have assumed a construction
cost value in this scope and budget. At the
time the contractor is onsite and construction
is started, invoices for materials and
mobilization will be submitted to the
Department by the Provider for payment.
When the provider determines that
approximately 50% of the facility
construction is complete, a construction
progress report will be provided for
documentation and this subtask will be
deemed complete, and the remaining
amount in the Section C. cost schedule for
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Deliverables from
contract
Compensation for this
subtask will be in two
phases: 50% upon start of
facility construction and the
remaining 50% at
construction completion.

Documentation of
contractor and equipment
onsite and Construction
Progress Report (at 50%
complete).
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TASK
NO.

Task

C.11

S&GW Test Facility
Construction 100%
(cost reimbursable)

C.12

S&GW Test Facility
Construction
Substantial Completion

C.13

S&GW Test Facility
Accept Construction

Task Description

Deliverables from
contract

this subtask will be paid to provider.

Provider will monitor facility construction as
needed to monitor progress and
conformance with design documents. This
task will include the construction cost of the
facility based on the construction estimate
and any approved additional costs. For
budgeting purpose the provider and the
department have assumed a construction
cost value in this scope and budget. This
subtask will be based on this amount as a
cost reimbursable item not to exceed the
estimated total construction cost value, and
will be documented by contractor invoices,
material and equipment bills, and other
provider incurred expenses. The amount
paid will be the total documented Task C
construction cost less the amount paid to
provider in subtask C-10 above.
Provider will conduct a site inspection to
determine if the project is substantially
complete. The inspection will result in the
preparation of a punch list to be delivered to
the contractor in writing for final completion.

Construction progress
report.

The provider will conduct one final inspection
for the project to determine if the work has
been completed in accordance with the
contract documents and the punch list.
Subsequent to this final inspection, the
provider will make final payment to the
subcontractor. Written notice shall be
provided to FDOH that the work is complete.
As-built drawings will then be developed by
the provider for the facility.

As-built drawings of the
test facility.
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Construction punch list.
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TASK
NO.
C.14

Task

Task Description

Soils & Hydrogeologic
and Monitoring Plan for
S&GW Test Facility

C.15

Tracer Testing at
GCREC (per tracer
test)

C.16

S&GW Sample Event
Reports (per sample
event)

The soil and groundwater characteristics of
the test facility site will be determined by the
provider as described in the QAPP.
Characterization will include soils analyses,
aquifer testing, piezometer installation and
tracer testing with a conservative tracer to
establish groundwater flow parameters.
Based on the results of this characterization,
a monitoring plan will be established for the
six mini-mound systems at the soil and
groundwater test facility. The location,
number and frequency of sampling will be as
generally defined in the QAPP, but refined
based on results of this task. Additionally,
field assessment for Task D model
parameter estimation, model verification and
validation will also be included as available
from results of this task.
Groundwater tracer tests will be conducted
at the research sites based on the protocols
outlined in the QAPP. First, an ambient
groundwater tracer test will be conducted at
or immediately adjacent to the site of the Soil
and Groundwater Test Facility to determine
existing groundwater flow characteristics
using a conservative tracer substance.
Second, a groundwater tracer test will be
initiated at the GCREC Mound system to
delineate groundwater flow characteristics
downgradient of the mound. Third, a
groundwater tracer test will be conducted at
one of the mini-mounds at the Soil and
Groundwater Test Facility after start-up to
characterize groundwater flow and
contaminant transport from these systems.
Deliverables for this task will be a tracer test
memo describing each test and the results,
and payment will be per test memo. The
Department may authorize the Provider in
writing to perform additional tracer tests as
part of this project.
The monitoring and data collection
framework for the soil and groundwater test
facility will be described in the revised QAPP
including number of sampling points for each
plume, sampling frequency and duration,
and analytical parameters. Monitoring
reports, based on the QAPP framework, will
be provided that describe site conditions and
interim sample results (i.e., compiled data
from field and analytical laboratory
analyses). A brief description of the
monitoring progress will be provided.
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Deliverables from
contract
Soil and groundwater
characterization memo and
revised QAPP element for
test facility.

Tracer Test Memo 1
Tracer Test Memo 2
Tracer Test Memo 3

Sampling event report 1
Sampling event report 2
Sampling event report 3
Sampling event report 4
Sampling event report 5
Sampling event report 6
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TASK
NO.
C.17

Task

Task Description

S&GW Data Summary
Report (per sample
event)

The provider will provide data reports that
verify completion of analyses by an
analytical laboratory and that include
compiled data from field and analytical
laboratory analyses in electronic and paper
form. This task is contingent on the previous
task.

C.18

Test Facility Closeout
Report

C.19

Field Site Selection
(per property owner
agreement)

At the conclusion of controlled test site
monitoring, the provider will determine if the
test facility infrastructure will be transferred
to the property owner or the site restored to
prior condition. If the property owner wishes
to keep the facility, the provider will submit
an acceptance document to the department
that documents transfer of ownership and
complete responsibility of test site
infrastructure to the owner. A report will be
provided to document close-out of the site.
Candidate field sites will be identified by the
provider for subsurface monitoring activities.
FDOH permit information will be gathered by
the provider as available on candidate sites,
and a system inspection and evaluation
conducted on selected sites. Monitoring at
the sites will be used to assess the current
level of nitrogen reduction obtained by
Florida soils, to assess groundwater impacts
due to conventional systems, and to provide
data for parameter estimation, and
verification and validation of models
developed in Task D. Sites will be
monitored by the provider to encompass a
range of conditions affecting nitrogen mass
loading to the environment and the resulting
groundwater concentrations. Specifically,
key conditions of importance will be the
hydraulic loading regime, the rate of effluent
discharged to the soil, and the effluent
quality (e.g. BOD, nitrogen) discharged to
the soil. Factors considered during site
selection include property owner
amenability, site access, occupancy, system
age, type of system and daily wastewater
flow. While numerous subtleties exist
between individual OSTDS, monitoring a
range of these key conditions and factors will
enable comparison of sites. Based on the
previous subtasks and the process forward
meeting, the first site to be monitored will be
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Deliverables from
contract
Data Summary Report for
sampling event 1
Data Summary Report for
sampling event 2
Data Summary Report for
sampling event 3
Data Summary Report for
sampling event 4
Data Summary Report for
sampling event 5
Data Summary Report for
sampling event 6
Test Facility Closeout
Report.

Property Owner agreement
site 1, Property Owner
agreement site 2, Property
Owner agreement site 3,
Property Owner agreement
site 4, Property Owner
agreement site 5, Property
Owner agreement site 6,
Property Owner agreement
site 7
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TASK
NO.

Task

Task Description
the existing mound system at the GCREC,
for which the property owner agreement has
already been established in subtask A12.
This will allow establishment of materials
and methods for subsequent field site
monitoring, and provides a large,
unobstructed area to study a nitrogen plume
in more detail than could be accomplished at
a private home site.

Deliverables from
contract

Agreements will be established with property
owners by the provider for establishing
monitoring systems. It is anticipated that up
to seven (7) field sites will be identified for
potential inclusion in the study. Availability
of funding and site characteristics will be
used to establish which of these will be
included for monitoring.

C.20

Instrumentation of
GCREC Mound
System

C.21

GCREC Mound
Sample Event Report
(per sampling event)

The QAPP documents the objectives,
monitoring framework, sample frequency
and duration and analytical methods to be
used at the GCREC existing mound system
site. Additional soil and groundwater testing
will be conducted, if necessary, based on the
results in Task C 14. Instrumentation of the
site, in accordance with the QAPP, will
include providing all materials and assembly
needed to establish the monitoring
framework at the site, and will be performed
by the provider. A monitoring installation
report will be provided by the provider for the
GCREC site describing the monitoring
system and any additional characterization.
The monitoring framework established at the
GCREC will be described in the QAPP
including number of sampling points,
sampling frequency and duration, and
analytical parameters. Monitoring reports,
based on the QAPP framework, will be
provided that describe site conditions and
interim sample results (i.e., compiled data
from field and analytical laboratory
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GCREC Mound
Characterization and
Monitoring Installation
progress report 1, progress
report 2, progress report 3

GCREC Mound sampling
event report 1, GCREC
Mound sampling event
report 2, GCREC Mound
sampling event report 3,
GCREC Mound sampling
event report 4.
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TASK
NO.

Task

Task Description

Deliverables from
contract

C.22

GCREC Mound Data
Summary Report (per
sampling event)

The provider will provide data reports that
verify completion of analyses by an
analytical laboratory and that include
compiled data from field and analytical
laboratory analyses in electronic and paper
form. This task is contingent on the previous
task.

C.23

Instrumentation of
Remaining Field Sites
Report (per site)

C.24

Field Sites Sample
Event Reports (per
sample event, per site)

The QAPP will document the objectives,
monitoring framework, sample frequency
and duration and analytical methods to be
used at the remaining field sites, presumably
individual private home sites.
Instrumentation of the sites, in accordance
with the QAPP, will include providing all
materials and assembly needed to establish
the monitoring framework at each home site,
and will be performed by the provider. A
monitoring installation report will be provided
by the provider for each of up to four (4)
individual home sites describing the
monitoring system.
The monitoring framework will be described
in the QAPP including number of sampling
points at each site, sampling frequency and
duration, and analytical parameters.
Monitoring reports, based on the QAPP
framework, will be provided that describe
site conditions and interim sample results
(i.e., compiled data from field and analytical
laboratory analyses).

analyses).
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Data Summary Reports
sampling event 1, Data
Summary Reports
sampling event 2, Data
Summary Reports
sampling event 3, Data
Summary Reports
sampling event 4
Monitoring Installation
report 1, Monitoring
Installation report 2,
Monitoring Installation
report 3, Monitoring
Installation report 4

Sampling event report (per
sampling event, per
site). System 1 Sample
event 1; System 2 Sample
events 1, 2, 3, 4; System 3
Sample events 1, 2, 3, 4;
System 4 Sample events 1,
2, 3, 4.
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TASK
NO.
C.25

Task

Task Description

Field Sites Data
Summary Report (per
sample event, per site)

The provider will provide data reports that
verify completion of analyses by an
analytical laboratory and that include
compiled data from field and analytical
laboratory analyses in electronic and paper
form. This task is contingent on the previous
task.

C.26

Draft Site Summary
and Close-out Memo
(per site)

The provider will prepare data tables
summarizing the observations for each site,
including site conditions, onsite system
characteristics and soil and ground water
concentrations and conditions found.

Deliverables from
contract
Data Summary Reports
(per sampling event, per
site). System 1 Sample
event 1; System 2 Sample
events 1, 2, 3, 4; System 3
Sample events 1, 2, 3, 4;
System 4 Sample events 1,
2, 3, 4.

Draft Site Close-out
memo. Site 1, Site 2, Site
3, Site 4, GCREC Site.

At the conclusion of home site monitoring,
the provider will submit homeowner
acceptance documents to the department
that either transfer ownership and
responsibility of monitoring points to the
homeowner (e.g., piezometers) or all
monitoring points will be removed by the
provider and the site shall be returned to its
original configuration.

C.27

Final Site Close-Out
Memo (per site)

C.28

[Task Eliminated]
Draft Task C Final
Report

C.29

[Task Eliminated]
Task C Final Report

A report will be provided to the department
to document close-out of each home site.
The draft close-out memos will be submitted
to FDOH for review and comment.
Comments will be provided by the
department within two weeks of receipt and
the provider will prepare a final close-out
memo.
The final report will summarize results of
Task C activities on nitrogen reduction in
Florida soil and shallow groundwater. The
report will include task objectives, methods,
results, discussion, conclusions and
recommendations.
The department will gather comments on the
draft final report from RRAC and FDOH
review and transmit such comments to the
provider within one month of receiving the
draft. The provider will address these
comments in preparing final deliverables
within one month of receiving comments.
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Final site close-out memo
acceptable to FDOH. Site
1, Site 2, Site 3, Site 4.
A draft report will be
provided for comment prior
to submittal of the final
report.
Final Report.
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TASK
NO.
C.30

Task

Task Description

Change-order
Allowance

D.1

Draft Literature Review
on Nitrogen Fate &
Transport Model
Report

From time to time the Department may find it
necessary to make minor changes or
adjustments to activities under this task
based on results that indicate a potential
improvement to the project by making a
change. Examples of such changes include
additional or revised sample locations and
parameters, minor modifications to test
systems or field activities based on problems
encountered, or conditions that develop
requiring expedient actions to correct a
potentially serious problem. Up to $ 40,000
will be allocated from the contract budget for
such minor changes to research activities
under this task. Upon determination by the
Department that changes should be made,
all or a portion of these funds may be
authorized by written notification from the
Department to the Provider directing specific
changes to research activities be made, and
the amount budgeted for the changes
specified.
A literature review will be conducted to
determine the current practice for modeling
nitrogen fate and transport in soils and
ground-water. Particular attention will be
paid to data gathered from the Task C
literature reviews that have relevance to
model parameterization of nitrogen fate and
transport. If feasible, sensitivity analysis will
be conducted based on previous work for
conditions relevant to Florida soil and
hydrology to help direct Task C monitoring
and future modeling efforts.

Deliverables from
contract
Deliverables outlined in
authorization letter.
Additional Monitoring Wells
for S&GW Test Area 3
Tracer Test Progress
Report 1, Additional
Monitoring Wells for S&GW
Test Area 3 Tracer Test
Progress Report 2,
Abandonment of
Monitoring Wells at S&GW
Site 3 and Site 4,
Abandonment of S&GW
Test Facility.

Draft literature review and
updated reference
database.

Currently available models for nitrogen fate
and transport will be reviewed, and the
hydraulic and transport/transformation
parameters for the models and estimation
tools that the provider deems to be
applicable, will be summarized so that a plan
for fieldwork can begin to be developed at an
early stage in the project. Existing available
models specific to OSTDS or similar source
types will be included in this review to
determine the appropriate starting point for
model development for this project.
Results of the literature reviewed in this task
will be added to the searchable literature
reference database established in Task A.
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TASK
NO.
D.2

Task

Task Description

Final Literature Review
on Nitrogen Fate &
Transport Model
Report

D.3

Selection of Existing
Data Set for
Calibration Report

D.4

Draft QAPP N Fate
and Transport Models

The department will gather comments on the
draft final report from RRAC and any other
interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments.
The provider will select data from existing
sites in Florida or elsewhere to evaluate the
performance of a soil and aquifer model, and
will provide recommendations for future data
collection efforts for subsequent model
calibration. The sites shall have information
on a nitrogen plume, and data will be
obtained via document review and by
working with FDOH.
A detailed QAPP will be drafted describing
the sub-tasks to be completed in Task D.
The overall goal will be to develop a model
representing soil and shallow groundwater
that is capable of predicting nitrogen
concentrations at a specified location
downgradient of an OSTDS source and
determining nitrogen loadings/mass flux at a
specified location. A simplified, user friendly
modeling approach (e.g., programmed
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet) will be
employed that includes parameters that
model the dominant soil and hydraulic
factors that influence nitrogen reduction.
The development of the fate and transport
model will be accompanied with a parallel
assessment of soil characterization at
individual sites that provide data for model
parameterization and calibration (Task C).
The Florida soils classification system is one
potential source of soil characterization data
that could be used for a simple estimation of
unsaturated zone transport.

Deliverables from
contract
Final literature review and
updated reference
database.

Brief memo describing
calibration data sets.

Draft Task D QAPP.

The development of a model can include
several steps from the concept over
implementation of a mathematical model,
assurance of numerical accuracy (code
verification), adjustment of model
parameters to best match a real world
experimental data set (calibration),
comparison of predictions from a calibrated
model to different experimental data (model
validation or verification), analysis of the
effect of uncertainty in model parameter
values on model results or of uncertainty and
variability in data sets on calibrated
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TASK
NO.

D.5

Task

Task Description
parameter values (sensitivity analysis) and
adjustments of the concept, mathematical, or
calibrated model to better represent
observations (model redesign) can be
potentially a never-ending circular process
as new data become available for
comparison over time. The QAPP will
describe how model development will
proceed from the literature review, initial
model development, calibration to existing
data, model verification with other existing
data or data gathered during this study, and
model redesign to a final model product. It
will also describe how the developed models
and sensitivity analyses can guide data
gathering efforts (in particular for task C),
provide insights into nitrogen behavior in the
environment, and provide a framework for
decision making.

Recommendation for
Process Forward (per
meeting)

The final product of Task D is anticipated to
be a simplified site scale model that predicts
nitrogen concentration and mass flux at
selected distances downgradient from the
source loading location. Comparisons of this
modeling approach with the results of nonsteady state models and complex soil
models will characterize the limitations of
this model. The model will be a combination
of a simple soil model and averaged aquifer
model. The simple soil model will predict
nitrogen reduction in unsaturated soil and
the loading of nitrogen to the aquifer at the
groundwater table surface. The simplified
soil model may take the form of a simple
algorithm or correlation that predicts nitrogen
reduction as a function of such unsaturated
soil characteristics as grain size distribution,
water content and organic matter. The
aquifer model will likely be time averaged
and predict nitrogen concentration and
attenuation with distance from the source.
Input information includes the direction of
groundwater flow at the average
groundwater flow velocity and organic matter
content. Model parameter values will be
derived from calibration for Florida locations
using data from Task C and suggested
model parameters will be provided.
Based on the details agreed upon in the final
QAPP, the provider will develop a
recommendation whether or not to proceed
with the remainder of Task D as outlined
below, a revised cost estimate, or
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Deliverables from
contract

Meeting summary and
recommended scope and
budget revisions.
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TASK
NO.

Task

D.6

Final QAPP N Fate
and Transport Models

D.7

Simple Soil Tools

D.8

Complex Soil Model

Task Description
recommend an amendment to this contract.
Both the provider and FDOH shall reach a
written agreement prior to moving forward
with Task D.
The department will gather comments on the
draft QAPP from RRAC and any other
interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments.
The simple soil tools will be a series of lookup tables providing estimated nitrogen
removal based on common OSTDS
operating conditions. The tables will be
generated from the complex soil model
developed in subsequent tasks (subtask D8
through D13), or from existing numerical
models (e.g., HYDRUS-2D). The model will
be corroborated and calibrated for a subset
of conditions for which data exist. The
specific conditions included in the simple soil
model tools will be limited (not to exceed 60
conditions) and agreed upon by FDOH.
This subtask includes development of the
conceptual framework for the complex soil
model including the coding and code
evaluation required to implement the theory.
The complex soil model will be based on
unsaturated soil transport mechanisms
adapted to Florida-specific soil and climate
data, but incorporated into a simplified
approach (e.g., STUMOD programmed into
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet) that includes
parameters representing dominant soil
properties. The soil treatment module will
enable estimation of site-specific soil
treatment in the vadose zone with the model
output being the loading at the water table
(input to aquifer models). This soil-treatment
module will be developed to account for
evapotransporation, and the effect of
high/seasonal variable water tables on
nitrogen removal in the soil.
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Deliverables from
contract

Final QAPP acceptable by
FDOH.

Report describing simple
soil tool development, tool
use, and the look-up
tables.

Complex Soil Model
Specification Report
including theory for coding
and code evaluation
progress.
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TASK
NO.
D.9

D.10

Task

Task Description

Complex Soil Model
Performance
Evaluation

The general user will most likely assess
performance by comparing model output to
field observations (e.g., simplified
comparison of values). Similar
implementation checks will be performed
using robust field data sets (as available).
Performance evaluation will also include
corroboration/calibration to better
understand the quality and quantity of data
required by comparing simulated parameter
values to the corresponding measured
values (calibration targets). Calibration
targets will include nitrogen concentrations
(weighted equally in space) and mass
loading of contaminant from the OSTDS. In
addition, a parameter sensitivity analysis will
be performed to identify the most relevant
model parameters. An uncertainty analysis
will also be performed where probabilitybased ranges for model input parameters
will be used to generate probable model
outcomes.

Validate/Refine
Complex Soil Model

A more rigorous performance evaluation
approach is required for technical users. For
this case, the model-performance
assessment will be conducted by using
model-evaluation statistics to determine
whether the model can appropriately
simulate the observed data. Multiple
methods for evaluating the model
performance will be used to ensure model
quality assurance evaluation that is not
hindered by the specific limitations of a
single calibration statistic or identify if further
evaluation of the model is warranted.
Based on the results from subtask D9, the
complex soil model will be revised/improved.
As additional data is available from Task C,
the model will be revised to incorporate more
complex mechanisms. Validation will be
used to compare the corroborated/calibrated
model to actual field data. Model validation
ensures that the model meets the intended
requirements and identifies the range of
appropriate conditions (e.g., capabilities and
limitations). Data from Task C home sites as
well as other available data sources will be
used to validate the model.
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Deliverables from
contract
Report describing
performance evaluation
methods and results with
the draft model in
electronic format (e.g.,
Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet).

Complex Soil Model report,
nomographs for conditions
represented in D7, and the
final complex soil model in
electronic format (e.g.,
Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet).
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TASK
NO.
D.11

Task

Task Description

Aquifer Model
Combined with
Complex Soil Model
Development

A steady state or non-steady state aquifer
model will be developed, possibly by revising
an existing model, to simulate nitrogen
concentrations and mass flux in space and
time from a single OSTDS source, or a
surface area that can be estimated as a
single OSTDS source. This aquifer model
and the complex soil model (D.10) will be
integrated together to produce groundwater
output predictions for nitrogen concentration
or mass flux from a single OSTDS source.
The integration will allow for utilization of
simple soil model output as input for the
aquifer model.

D.12

Aquifer-Complex Soil
Model Performance
Evaluation

Performance evaluation of the aquifercomplex soil model will include
implementation checks,
corroboration/calibration, parameter
sensitivity analysis and an uncertainty
analysis. Data sets from Florida identified
during subtask D3 and Task C will be used.
Metrics will include comparisons of average
concentration in the plume or mass flux
crossing a boundary between actual field
data (as available) and model output, the
range in calibrated parameter set values that
result in similar agreement between model
results and data, model-parameter
correlation and bias, and the potential for
different parameter combinations to achieve
the same agreement between model results
and data.

D.13

Validate/Refine
Aquifer-Complex Soil
Model with Data
Collection from Task C

Similar to the complex soil model, a more
rigorous performance evaluation is also
required. Model-evaluation statistics will be
used to determine whether the model can
appropriately simulate the observed data.
Multiple methods for evaluating the model
performance will be used to ensure model
quality assurance evaluation that is not
hindered by the specific limitations of a
single calibration statistic or identify if further
evaluation of the model is warranted.
Based on the results from subtask D12, the
integrated aquifer and complex soil model
will be revised/improved using site-scale
field data collected from Task C. Validation
will be used to compare the
corroborated/calibrated model to actual field
data. The validation/refinement procedure
will be an iterative process and may suggest
revisions in the data collection plan or in the
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Deliverables from
contract
a. Aquifer Model
Specification Report
describing review and
development of the aquifer
model (subtask is 50%
complete).
b. Aquifer-Complex Soil
Model Specification Report
describing progress status
for integrating the two
models (subtask is 75%
complete).
c. Draft integrated model in
electronic format (subtask
is 100% complete).
a. Aquifer-Complex Soil
Model Specification Memo
describing progress status
for performance evaluation
(subtask is 50% complete).
b. Report describing
performance evaluation
methods and preliminary
results (subtask is 100%
complete).

Integrated AquiferComplex Soil Model report
and the final integrated
model in electronic format
(e.g., Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet).
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TASK
NO.

Task

D.14

Development of
Aquifer-Complex Soil
Model for Multiple
Spatial Inputs

D.15

[Task Eliminated]
Decision-Making
Framework
Considering
Uncertainty

D.16

Task D Guidance
Manual (Draft)

D.17

[Task Eliminated]
Task D Guidance
Manual (Final)

Task Description
model itself (parameterization or
improvements). Data from Task C home
sites as well as other available data sources
will be used to validate the model.

A model will be developed, possibly by
revising an existing model, to simulate
nitrogen concentrations and mass flux in
space and time from several OSTDS in a
development-scale area. The model will be
calibrated using existing data from a
development-scale plume, based on metrics
such as average concentration in the plume
or mass flux crossing a boundary.
A methodology will be developed to describe
how planners can include the uncertainty
associated with both calibrated and noncalibrated models in the decision-making
process. The report will be in the form of a
guidance manual to guide users through the
assessment of parameters, tool selection,
and how to use those tools.
The Task D draft final report will be
developed based on a compilation of Task D
reports, progress reports, and technical
memos to summarize the results of the Task
D modeling. The report will be in the form of
a Guidance Manual and User’s Guide
providing a decision support framework
(Task D.15), model development, input
parameter selection, and uncertainty
assessment. The Guidance Manual will
provide an introduction to each tool,
assumptions/limitations of the tool, and how
to use the tools. The complementary User’s
Guide will provide detailed technical data
including fundamental assumptions that
were incorporated into tool development,
description of the tool development, and
description of parameters that affect nitrogen
reduction performance.
The department will gather comments on the
draft guidance manual from RRAC and any
other interested parties and transmit such
comments to the provider within one month
of receiving the draft. The provider will
address these comments in preparing final
deliverables within one month of receiving
comments.
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Deliverables from
contract

Aquifer-Complex Soil
Model for Multiple Spatial
Inputs report and the
model in electronic format
(e.g., Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet).

Modeling decision-making
framework report.

Draft Task D Guidance
Manual.

Final Task D Guidance
Manual with final models in
electronic format.
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TASK
NO.
D.18

Task

Task Description

[Task Eliminated]
Change-order
Allowance

E.1

Project Kick-Off
Meeting (conference
call)

E.2

PM-Project Progress
Reports (per bimonthly
report)

E.3

RRAC or TRAP
Presentation (per
meeting)

From time to time the Department may find it
necessary to make minor changes or
adjustments to activities under this task
based on results that indicate a potential
improvement to the project by making a
change. Examples of such changes include
additional or revised sample locations or
parameters, minor modifications to test
systems or field activities based on problems
encountered, or conditions that develop
requiring expedient actions to correct a
potentially serious problem. Up to $10,000
will be allocated from the contract budget for
such minor changes to research activities
under this task. Upon determination by the
Department the changes should be made, all
or a portion of these funds may be
authorized by written notification from the
Department to the Provider directing specific
changes to research activities be made, and
the amount budgeted for the changes
specified.
The provider will hold a project kick-off
meeting to establish contact information,
routes of communication, points of contact,
and administrative procedures. A list of
attendees, contact information sheet and
meeting minutes will be produced by the
provider.
Bimonthly progress reports will be provided
that summarize the general status of each
task, progress during the reporting period,
activities planned in the next reporting
period, and any issues, problems or
decisions with significant effect on project
implementation. This task includes time for
the project manager, for project team and
Program Coordination, Subcontract
maintenance, project financial analysis, and
invoicing.
The provider shall present project result
updates to the RRAC, TRAP or other
occasions as requested by the department in
writing.

E.4

RRAC or TRAP
Meeting Attendance
(per meeting)

The provider shall attend meetings of the
RRAC, TRAP or other occasions as
requested by the department in writing.
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Deliverables from
contract
Deliverables outlined in
authorization letter

Conference call minutes

Progress Reports 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23

Meeting agenda and
minutes: July 1, 2009; June
10, 2010; December 10,
2010; January 4, 2012;
June 21, 2012; September
11, 2013; October 22,
2013; September 25, 2014
RRAC or TRAP Meeting
Presentations and
Attendance: August 27,
2009; December 16, 2009;
March, 23, 2010;
November 5, 2010; April
10, 2012; November 14,
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TASK
NO.

Task

Task Description

Deliverables from
contract
2012; December 11, 2012;
August 29, 2013; March 3,
2015; July 28, 2015.

E.5

[Task Eliminated]
PAC Meetings (per
meeting)

Project Advisory Committee (PAC) review
panel will be assembled and a project review
meeting coordinated with the project team.
Prior to the review meeting, PAC members
will be provided information concerning the
background and motivation for this project,
goals, methods, and initial results. At the
review meeting project team members will
present the technical approach and findings
such that the PAC can critique the project
work. A summary report that documents
PAC input and team response will be
provided.

Meeting agenda and
minutes
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Awards
1

Date
November,
2015

Awarding Organization
Florida Institute of
Consulting Engineers

Title
2016 Engineering Excellence
Grand Award

To
Hazen and
Sawyer

Conference Papers
1

Date
November 5,
2015

Organization
2015 Onsite Wastewater
Mega-Conference:
National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association and State
Onsite Sewage
Regulators Alliance

Title
The State of Florida's Innovative
Approach to Nitrogen Reduction

By
DOH

2

November 5,
2015

2015 Onsite Wastewater
Mega-Conference:
National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association and State
Onsite Sewage
Regulators Alliance

Performance Evaluation of In-tank
Passive Nitrogen Reduction
Systems

Hazen and
Sawyer

3

November 5,
2015

2015 Onsite Wastewater
Mega-Conference:
National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association and State
Onsite Sewage
Regulators Alliance

Performance Evaluation of Inground Passive Nitrogen
Reduction Systems

Hazen and
Sawyer

4

November
11, 2014

National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association-Colorado
Professionals in Onsite
Wastewater Joint
Annual Conference

Full-scale Performance of a TwoStage Biofiltration System for
Reduction of Nitrogen

Hazen and
Sawyer

5

November
11, 2014

National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association-Colorado
Professionals in Onsite
Wastewater Joint
Annual Conference

Pilot Study of Two-Stage
Biofiltration for Reduction of
Nitrogen from OWS

Hazen and
Sawyer
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6

Date
September
30, 2014

Organization
Water Environment
Federation Annual
Technical Conference

Title
Backyard BNR: Passive Nitrogen
Reduction System Research for
Onsite Wastewater Treatment

By
Hazen and
Sawyer

7

April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 1: The Florida Onsite
Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies (FOSNRS) Study,
Project Overview

DOH

8

April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 2: Passive, 2-Stage
Hazen and
Biofilter Treatment Systems for
Sawyer
Reduction of Nitrogen from OWS Pilot Study Results

9

April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference
Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 3: The Performance of a
Full-scale 2 Stage Passive
Biofilter System
FOSNRS 4: Water and Nitrogen
Balance for Mounded Drip
Irrigation Systems Receiving
Septic Tank Effluent

Hazen and
Sawyer

11 April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 5: Quantifying Rates of
Denitrification in the Biozone and
Shallow Subsurface within Soil
Treatment Units Used for
Wastewater Reclamation

Hazen and
Sawyer

12 April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 6: STUMOD-FL - A Tool
for Predicting Fate and Transport
of Nitrogen in Soil Treatment
Units in Florida

Hazen and
Sawyer

13 April 7, 2014

Florida Water
Resources Conference
(FWRC)
Florida Water
Resources Conference
(FWRC)

Two-Stage Passive Biofilters for
On-site Wastewater Nutrient
Reduction
The Florida Onsite Sewage
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies
(FOSNRS) Study: Project
Overview and Preliminary Results

Hazen and
Sawyer

National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association Annual
Conference

Nitrogen Removal Using
Unsaturated and Saturated Media
Biofilters: Pilot Testing and
Simulation Results

Hazen and
Sawyer

10 April 7, 2014

14 April 29,
2013

15 April 2-5,
2012
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Conference Presentations
1

Date
November 5,
2015

Organization
2015 Onsite Wastewater
Mega-Conference:
National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association and State
Onsite Sewage
Regulators Alliance

Title
The State of Florida's Innovative
Approach to Nitrogen Reduction

By
DOH

2

November 5,
2015

2015 Onsite Wastewater
Mega-Conference:
National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association and State
Onsite Sewage
Regulators Alliance

Performance Evaluation of In-tank
Passive Nitrogen Reduction
Systems

Hazen and
Sawyer

3

November 5,
2015

2015 Onsite Wastewater
Mega-Conference:
National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association and State
Onsite Sewage
Regulators Alliance

Performance Evaluation of Inground Passive Nitrogen
Reduction Systems

Hazen and
Sawyer

4

September
30, 2015

Maryland Groundwater
Symposium

Backyard BRN: An Onsite
Wastewater Treatment Approach
for Nitrogen Sensitive Watersheds

Hazen and
Sawyer

5

September
10, 2015

American Planning
Association's Florida
Conference

Addressing Concentrations of
Septic Systems

DOH,
Department of
Economic
Opportunity,
and Florida
Atlantic
University

6

July 14,
2015

79th National
Environmental Health
Association Annual
Education Conference

Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Project
Overview

DOH

7

July 14,
2015

79th National
Environmental Health
Association Annual
Education Conference

Quantifying Rates of
Denitrification in the Biozone and
Shallow Subsurface

Hazen and
Sawyer
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8

Date
July 14,
2015

Organization
79th National
Environmental Health
Association Annual
Education Conference

Title
Reduction of Nitrogen from OWS:
Performance of Tank-based
Systems

By
Hazen and
Sawyer

9

July 14,
2015

79th National
Environmental Health
Association Annual
Education Conference

Reduction of Nitrogen from OWS:
Performance of In-ground
Systems

Hazen and
Sawyer

10 July 14,
2015

79th National
Environmental Health
Association Annual
Education Conference

STUMOD-FL: A Practical Tool for
Predicting Nitrogen Fate and
Transport in Soil Treatment Units

Hazen and
Sawyer

11 November
11, 2014

National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association-Colorado
Professionals in Onsite
Wastewater Joint
Annual Conference

Full-scale Performance of a TwoStage Biofiltration System for
Reduction of Nitrogen

Hazen and
Sawyer

12 November
11, 2014

National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association-Colorado
Professionals in Onsite
Wastewater Joint
Annual Conference

Pilot Study of Two-Stage
Biofiltration for Reduction of
Nitrogen from OWS

Hazen and
Sawyer

Water Environment
Federation Annual
Technical Conference

Backyard BNR: Passive Nitrogen
Reduction System Research for
Onsite Wastewater Treatment

Hazen and
Sawyer

Water Reuse
Symposium
Florida Home Builders
Association Summer
Builders Conference
Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

Onsite Reuse: A Shortcut to
Reclaimed Water Irrigation
Wastewater Nitrogen
Management in Florida: Septic vs.
Sewer
FOSNRS 1: The Florida Onsite
Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies (FOSNRS) Study,
Project Overview

Hazen and
Sawyer
Hazen and
Sawyer

13

September
30, 2014

September
7, 2014
15 July 25,
2014
14

16 April 7, 2014
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Hazen and
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Date
17 April 7, 2014

Organization
Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

Title
FOSNRS 2: Passive, 2-Stage
Biofilter Treatment Systems for
Reduction of Nitrogen from OWS
- Pilot Study Results

By
Hazen and
Sawyer

18 April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference
Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 3: The Performance of
a Full-scale 2 Stage Passive
Biofilter System
FOSNRS 4: Water and Nitrogen
Balance for Mounded Drip
Irrigation Systems Receiving
Septic Tank Effluent

Hazen and
Sawyer

20 April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 5: Quantifying Rates of
Denitrification in the Biozone and
Shallow Subsurface within Soil
Treatment Units Used for
Wastewater Reclamation

Hazen and
Sawyer

21 April 7, 2014

Soil Science Society of
America Onsite
Wastewater Conference

FOSNRS 6: STUMOD-FL - A Tool Hazen and
for Predicting Fate and Transport
Sawyer
of Nitrogen in Soil Treatment
Units in Florida

22 April 7, 2014

Florida Water
Resources Conference
(FWRC)
Florida Water
Resources Conference
(FWRC)

Two-Stage Passive Biofilters for
On-site Wastewater Nutrient
Reduction
The Florida Onsite Sewage
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies
(FOSNRS) Study: Project
Overview and Preliminary Results

Hazen and
Sawyer

National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling
Association Annual
Conference

Nitrogen Removal Using
Unsaturated and Saturated Media
Biofilters: Pilot Testing and
Simulation Results

Hazen and
Sawyer

Effective, User-Friendly Nitrogen
Reducing Onsite Wastewater
Systems
Onsite Wastewater Treatment:
Nutrient Impacts and Solutions

Hazen and
Sawyer

19 April 7, 2014

23 April 29,
2013

24 April 2-5,
2012

25

February
15-16, 2012

University of Florida
Water Symposium

26

October 13,
2011

Florida Industrial and
Phosphate Research
Institute (FIPR) 26th
Annual Phosphate
Conference
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Date
27 June 18,
2011

Organization
National Environmental
Health Association
Annual Education
Conference – OWS
Summit

Title
Effective, User-Friendly Nitrogen
Reducing Onsite Wastewater
Systems

By
Hazen and
Sawyer

28 June 18,
2011

National Environmental
Health Association
Annual Education
Conference – Onsite
Wastewater Systems
Summit

Evaluation of Nitrogen Reduction
from Onsite Wastewater
Treatment Systems as Provided
by Soils and Shallow
Groundwater

Hazen and
Sawyer

Public education meetings/presentations/seminars
1
2
3
4

Date
October 22,
2015
October 22,
2015
October 19,
2015
October 6,
2015

Organization
Santa Fe River Springs
Working Group
Technical Review and
Advisory Panel
Wekiva Commission
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Wakulla Springs Basin
Management Plan
Technical Meeting

Title
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies
Study
Discussion on Rule-making for
Nitrogen Reduction
Update On Passive Nitrogen
Reduction Project
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

By
DOH

Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study

DOH

DOH
DOH
DOH

5

August 31,
2015

6

July 31,
2015

Florida Onsite
Wastewater Association
Annual Education
Conference

Update On Passive Nitrogen
Reduction Project

Hazen and
Sawyer

7

July 28,
2015

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

8

July 15,
2015

Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Department of Health
Statewide
Environmental Health
Program Employees

Nutrient Management and How a
Map can Impact Florida's Future

DOH

9

March 19,
2015

Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH
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Date
10 March 3,
2015
11 February 20,
2015
12 January 22,
2015
13 January 12,
2015

Organization
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Wekiva Commission
Meeting
Silver Springs Basin
Management Action
Plan Technical
Discussion Group

Title
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

By
DOH

Update On Passive Nitrogen
Reduction Project
Florida Water Management
Inventory and Determination of
Nitrogen Loading

DOH

Overview of the Florida Onsite
Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study
Florida Water
Innovations & Regulations for
Environment Association Septic Systems for
Big Bend Chapter
Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Hazen and
Sawyer

15 November 4,
2014

Florida Water
Innovations & Regulations for
Environment Association Septic Systems for
Big Bend Chapter
Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Winter Seminar

DOH

16 September
25, 2014
17 August 28,
2014

Technical Review and
Advisory Panel
Florida Environmental
Health Association
Halifax District Training
Florida Water
Environment Association
West Coast Chapter
Luncheon

Update On Passive Nitrogen
Reduction Project
Passive Ways to Reduce Nitrogen
in Onsite Wastewater Treatment
Systems, Part II
Backyard BNR: The Florida
Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies (FOSNRS)
Study

Hazen and
Sawyer
Hazen and
Sawyer

19 July 29,
2014

Florida Environmental
Health Association
Annual Education
Meeting

Getting Things Done: How
government, academia, and
private industry collaborate to
advance the onsite sewage field
in Florida

DOH

20 March 28,
2014

University of South
Florida Seminar

Nutrient Removal in Onsite
Wastewater Treatment Systems:
Two-Stage Passive Biofilters for
Nitrogen Reduction

Hazen and
Sawyer

14 November 4,
2014

18 August 21,
2014

Fallow Fields Working
Group

DOH
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Date
21 February 26,
2014

Organization
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Chesapeake Bay
Scientific and Technical
Advisory Committee and
National Association of
Home Builders
Workshop
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Florida Environmental
Health Association
Halifax District Training
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Santa Fe River Springs
Working Group

Title
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

By
DOH

Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies (FOSNRS)
Study: Project Overview and
Preliminary Results

Hazen and
Sawyer

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

28 May 15,
2013

Treasure Coast Training

29 March 28,
2013

Wakulla Springs Basin
Management Plan
Technical Meeting

Passive Ways to Reduce Nitrogen Hazen and
in Onsite Wastewater Treatment
Sawyer
Systems
Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
DOH
Reduction Strategies Study

30 December
11, 2012

Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Technical Review and
Advisory Panel
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting

22 December
17-18, 2013

23 October 22,
2013
24 September
11, 2013
25 August 29,
2013
26 August 29,
2013
27 May 30,
2013

31 November
16, 2012
32 November
14, 2012

Passive Ways to Reduce Nitrogen Hazen and
in Onsite Wastewater Treatment
Sawyer
Systems
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
DOH
Strategies Study
Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Passive Nitrogen
Reduction Project
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH
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DRAFT Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study

Date
33 September
12, 2012

Organization
Department of Health
Statewide
Environmental Health
Program Employees

Title
Current Research Topics in
Florida’s Onsite Sewage
Treatment and Disposal System
Program

34 September
7, 2012

Florida Environmental
Health Association
Annual Education
Meeting

Passive Ways to Reduce Nitrogen Hazen and
in Onsite Wastewater Treatment
Sawyer
Systems

35 August 30,
2012

Florida Environmental
Health Association Gulf
Coast District Training
Florida Onsite
Wastewater Association
Annual Education
Conference

DOH Ongoing Research Including
Passive Nitrogen Reduction

DOH

Research Topics in Florida’s
OSTDS Program

DOH

Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Lemon Bay League
Seminar

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Nitrogen and Onsite Wastewater
Treatment: Problems and
Solutions
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

Hazen and
Sawyer

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Onsite Wastewater Treatment:
Nutrient Impacts and Solutions
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

Hazen and
Sawyer
DOH

36 August 3,
2012
37 June 21,
2012
38 April 10,
2012
39 March 22,
2012
40 January 4,
2012
41 November
15, 2011
42 September
8, 2011
43 April 20,
2011
44 April 4, 2011
45 March 24,
2011

Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
University of South
Florida Seminar
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
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DRAFT Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study

Date
46 December
10, 2010
47 November 5,
2010
48 June 10,
2010
49 March 23,
2010
50 December
16, 2009
51 September
10, 2009
52 July 1, 2009
53 May 27-28,
2009
54 February 3,
2009
55 January 5,
2009
56 December 2,
2008
57 November 6,
2008
58 October 9,
2008
59 July 30,
2008

Organization
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Research Review and
Advisory Committee
Meeting

Title
Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

By
DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

Nitrogen Reduction Strategies
Study Prioritization Meeting

DOH, Hazen
and Sawyer

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH

Update On Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

DOH
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DRAFT Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study

Newsletters and Other Articles
1

Date
2014,
Volume 2

Organization
Florida Onsite
Wastewater Association,
The Voice of Onsite
Wastewater & Portable
Restroom Industry

Title
The Florida Onsite Sewage
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies
(FOSNRS) Study: Project
Overview and Preliminary Results

By
Hazen and
Sawyer

2

2011,
Volume 3

Florida Onsite
Wastewater Association,
The Voice of Onsite
Wastewater & Portable
Restroom Industry

2011 Priorities for Research for
the Bureau of Onsite Sewage
Programs.

DOH

3

2010, June

Florida Onsite
Wastewater Association,
The Voice of Onsite
Wastewater & Portable
Restroom Industry

Research: Cornerstone of
Progress.

DOH

4

2009,
December

Florida Onsite
Wastewater Association,
The Voice of Onsite
Wastewater & Portable
Restroom Industry

Summary of September 10, 2009
Research Review and Advisory
Committee (RRAC) Meeting.

DOH

5

2009, March

Florida Onsite
Wastewater Association,
The Voice of Onsite
Wastewater & Portable
Restroom Industry

Onsite Program Update on the
2008 Legislative Mandate.

DOH

Legislative Reports
Date
April 2015

Title
Update on the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study

2

February
2014

Status Report: Update on the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

3

February
2015

Status Report on Phase II and Phase III of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study

4

October
2012

Status Report on Phase II and Phase III of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study

5

May 2012

Status Report on Phase II and Phase III of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study

6

February
2012

Progress Report on Phase II and Phase III of the Florida Onsite Sewage
Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study

7

May 2011

Status Report on Phase II of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

1
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DRAFT Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction Strategies Study


8

Date
February
2011

Title
Interim Study and Report on Phase II of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study

9

May 2010

Final Study and Report on Phase I of the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen
Reduction Strategies Study (2008-2010)

10 February
2010

Interim Study and Report on the Florida Onsite Sewage Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

11 February
2009

Progress Report on Nitrogen Reduction Strategies for Onsite Sewage
Treatment and Disposal Systems
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Appendix D. Life Cycle Cost Assessment Results
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ABSTRACT
This guide is intended to provide the information you need to comply with EPA's construction grant user charge ,system regulations.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
This booklet was prepared by Haig Farmer of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Sharon Rollins and Sharon Fitzgerald of The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service.
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SHARPEN YOUR PENCILS!
You're reviewing a municipally owned wastewater operation. It's your job to determine if
the operation's user charge system complies with applicable federal requirements.
This guide gives you the:
1. questions to ask while performing the review;

2.

answers that are in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR);

3. brief explanations, definitions of terms, worksheets, and tips on how to determine
compliance;
4. a summary checklist; and

5. the CFR references.
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1

[[]

~

DO YOU NEED TO FOllOW

THIS GUIDE?

Question 1
Yes
No
Maybe! Any wastewater facility that received U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) grant assistance for construction was required to have EPA's approval of the user
charge system and sewer use ordinance.
If the utility received a grant from the EPA for wastewater facilities construction, answer
Yes here and continue with the following questions.
If the utility didn't receive an EPA grant for wastewater facility construction, you can
answer No and stop here. But, you may choose to use this guidance since it's based on
sound financial principles and tips you'll find helpful in your review.
Reference.

40 CFR § 35.2122 and § 35.2208.

WHAT'S A USER CHARGE SYSTEM, ANYWAY?
A user charge system is how revenues are generated to cover the cost of operating a
wastewater collection and treatment facility. The system is usually spelled out in a sewer
use ordinance, which has been legally enacted by the governing body.

What types of user charge systems are acceptable for EPA grant-assisted
wastewater facilities?
Either a user charge based on actual use or one based on ad valorem taxes is acceptable.
User charge systems based on actual use (or estimated use if there aren't water meters)
are predicated on the notion that each customer receiving service pays for that service.

2

BACK to Section 3, Page 9
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An ad valorem taxes user charge system gets the revenues for operating and maintaining
the wastewater plant from property value assessments. Ad valorem taxes are seldom used
to cover wastewater operating costs. But, they are allowed if they pass the following test:
the grantee had in effect on December 27, 1977, a revenue system that dedicated
ad valorem taxes to pay for wastewater operation and maintenance costs;
the grantee has continued to use that system;
the ad valorem user charge system distributes costs in proportion to use for residential, commercial, and small (less than 25,000 gallons/day) industrial users; and
large commercial and industrial users (more than 25,000 gallons/day) pay based on
actual use.

Is the utility's user charge system based on actual use or on ad valorem
taxes? . .
.

~
Question

:a::m

2.

Use
Taxes

Answer Ad Valorem Taxes only if all the conditions listed above have been met.
Reference. 40 CFR § 35.2140(a) and (b) and § 35.929-1(b); User Charge GuIdance Manual forPut)/Icly.
Owned Treatment Works, EPA publication, 430.9.84.006.
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3

WHY ARE FINANCIAL AND
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT IMPORTANT?
Well-managed wastewater utilities are characterized by sound finances and good operations. Financial management includes control of all items that affect a utility's financial
health. You'll need to look at revenues and expenses in detail to detennine if there are
enough revenues to cover operating costs. Also, evaluate the utility's operational management capabilities. Review items such as budgeting, purchasing procedures, Staff training
schedules, and regulatory compliance.

DO REVENUES COVER EXPENSES?
Take a close look at revenues and expenses. Wastewater utilities are a public service.
They aren't in the business of making a profit, but they should be self-supporting. In
other words, revenues and expenses should balance.
Revenues are all monies received for wastewater operations. They are:
user service charges - the fees charged users for the collection and treatment of
wastewater. They account for almost all of a system's total revenue.

.
0

..
.

4

hookup/impact

fees

taxes/assessments
interest earnings

- charges for new customers connecting to existing sewer lines.

- special

front footage or other annual charges.
- interest earned from investments like checking accounts, savings

accounts, and treasury bills.

.

other revenues, including sales of treatment byproducts such as composted sludge,
and penalties charged for not paying the sewer bill on time.
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Expenses are costs of operating, maintaining, replacing equipment, and paying debt service
for a wastewater plant. It's very important to budget for equipment replacement. The CPR
defines equipment replacement costs as "the costs of obtaining and installing equipment,
accessories, or appurtenances during the useful life of the treatment works necessary to
maintain the capacity and performance for which the facility was designed and constructed." Operating expenses don't include the purchase costs of new capital facilities like
more treatment capacity or sewer lines. Operating expenses also exclude depreciation the estimate of how much value the utility's plant and equipment lose in a given time.
Expenses include:
salaries and benefits

.
..

utilities

- the

largest expense of most wastewater

- the cost for electric,

operations.

telephone, water, and gas service.

II chemicals.

.
.
..

supplies and parts - lab supplies, gaskets, belts, lubricants, and so forth.
contract services and professional services.

administrative - the cost of providing facilities for conducting business: liability

insurance, postage, and so forth.
.. principal and interest payments to retire debt and reserves for debt coverage ratios.

-

What are the total annual budgeted revenues for the wastewater operation?
TOTAL BUDGETED REVENUES
User service charges
Hookup/Impact fees
Taxes/assessments
Interest earnings
Other

$

..::;:::[::::::l1t.9:t~l:.:~Hgit!tiq:j;::Il~y~tUi~~:.::::::;::::::::::.:::j;:::'..::!:.:.:::=::;=:;:::=::j=:::::.::.;::.":::::='::':.::.;:'.::.=.:.j..::=;.::=:::===:::::.;.::::::::::'::
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5

What are the total annual budgeted expenses for the wastewater operation?
Are expenses for equipment replacement budgeted?
TOTAL BUDGETED OPERATING EXPENSES

.

Salaries and benefits
Utilities
Equipment replacement
Chemicals
Supplies and parts
Contract services
Administration

$

fund

Principal and Interest payments
Other
!.'::::'::':'::::!::&g!~'~.§Bgg~t~q:~B~~~.r!Qg.:'.':E~e~n~!~:::::::':::::::'::::::::::::::!:::::::::::::::.!::::::::::::::::::::!:::::!::!:lli:::::::1:::::::::~i]::'j

What are actual revenues to date? How do they compare with budgeted
revenues to date?
BUDGETED REVENUES VS. ACTUAL

I;
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What are actual expenses to date? How do they compare with budgeted
expenses to date?

l:m:WIl

BUDGETED EXPENSES VS. ACTUAL

11::I/!:liil!::I~~!t~~II':19!1~1:~l!!:III:!!I~!I~::/::,lil:)=I!/!::::iiti:illi:li:t::::/j:!:itiitj:i:/,!':itli:::iii::lt:::t:!:1

Does the wastewater utility show a cash flow problem?
ACTUAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES

Total Revenues
.

Total Operating Expenses

[=:::::)}=:qif~Qt~~U«pl~:=::::::::=::::::::::::::::::t:::t:t:t:::::::;::;:==:::=:::::::r::::=:::r::::::::::::::::::ij:j=::@:::;j:::::::::::t=i:j:::::::):::i::j::@::@@:::;r:::::::r@:j:::::C::j:::::i::::::::::::::t:::t:

~

Do revenues cover expenses of operation?

Dl

Question 3
Yes
No
Answer Yes to questiori 3 only if the utility shows a positive cash flow and the equipment
replacement fund has adequate reserves to cover long- and short-term equipment needs.
Reference - 40 eFR § 35.2140 and A Water and Wastewater Manager's Guide for Staying Financially
Healthy, EPA publication 430-09-89-004.
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7

IS OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT ADEQUATE?
Operational management affects a utility's financial health and its ability to provide
adequate wastewater treatment services. To evaluate the utility's operational management
capabilities, look at the entire utility operation - budgeting, financial reporting, operating
and coverage ratios, purchasing, organizational structure, plant operations, and regulatory
compliance.
Before the beginning of the budget year, the utili1y should prepare revenue and expense
budgets. The wastewater budgets should be separate from other governmental utility budgets like water, garbage disposal, etc.

II:]

8>Question 4
Yes

Does the utility prepare an annual budget of wastewater revenues and
expenses?

No
Periodic comparisons of budget vs. actual revenues and expenses are recommended. They
are concrete evidence that the utility is either operating according to the budget plan or
that adjustments to expenses. or revenues are needed.

[[]

~
Question 5
Yes
No

8

Does the utility prepare actual vs. budgeted comparisons

for revenues and

expenses?
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~

Does the wastewater budget show revenues and expenses by line Item?

OJ

Question
6
Yes
No
The utility's operating ratio - the total revenues divided by total operating expenses must be at least 1.0. It's important to examine the coverage ratio, too. The coverage ratio
IS:
(Revenues)

- (Non-debt Operating Expenses)

(Annual Debt Service Expense)
The coverage ratio indicates whether the utility has enough revenue to pay its debt service on loans and still cover contingencies. A coverage ratio of 1.25 is common.
Does the utility maintain adequate operating and coverage ratios?

Does the utility receive monthly accounting reports for revenues and
expenses?

~
Question 7
Yes
No

OJ

...c:s
Question 8
Yes
No

OJ
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9

[[]

~

Does the utility maintain all records for at least four years?

Question 9
Yes
No
[0

S>

Does the utility have written operating policies and procedures?

Question 10
Yes
No
A sewer use ordinance?
A pretreatment ordinance and enforcement response plan?
A policy for collecting delinquent wastewater bills?
Job descriptions, personnel policies, and performance review standards?
. Purchasing procedures?

10
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What type of organizational structure does the utility have?
A municipal authority,
a regional authority, or
a municipal department.

Does the organizational structure of the utility operate efficiently?
Notes:

Is the staff highly motivated and well trained?

~
OJ
Question 11
Yes
No

OJ
~
Question 12
Yes
No

Some clues to help you with this question are:
Is compensation adequate?
Are operators certified?
Is staff training provided periodically?
What is the personnel turnover rate?
Is absenteeism a problem?
BACK to Section 3, Page 9
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11

[[]

£>

Does the wastewater treatment facility appear to be well operated?

Question 13
Yes
No
'!our the wastewater treatment facility. A visual inspection will help you decide if operational management is adequate. Look for these clues:
Are grounds well maintained?
Are facilities clean and organized?
Is the laboratory neat?
Is all process equipment in working order?
Are operational and compliance records maintained?
Is equipment routinely maintained?

ED

~
Question 14
Yes
No

Is the utility In compliance with Its discharge permit? List any violations and

their status:

List Violation:

1?

..

Status:
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OJ

~

Is operational management adequate?

Question

15
Yes
No

Answer Yes to question 15 only if you're able to answer Yes to most of the questions in
this section (questions 4-14).

Reference- 40

CFR § 35.2140(d) and Managing Your Utfffty's Money, EPA publication 430/09-91-014. A
Water and Wastewater Manager's Guide for Staying Financially Healthy, EPA publication 430-09-89-004.

WHY ARE PROPORTIONAL CHARGES IMPORTANT?
Next, look at the user charge rate structure. Does each user (or user class) pay its fair
share of operation, maintenance, and replacement (OM&R)? Users who understand the
value of wastewater service - and who feel they're being treated fairly in comparison to
other users

-

are willing to pay for the service. Only user charge systems that charge in

proportion to use comply with the regulations. Proportionate use of the sewer system
includes consideration of discharge quality as well as discharge quantity.
To determine if the user charge rate passes the "fair share" test, examine the wastewater
rate structure and answer questions 16 through 22.

0

~

Does each user receive a bill for services?

Question
16
Yes
No
All users should be identified and billed for wastewater services. Systems that allow some
users to receive free service aren't treating paying customers fairly.
BACK to Section 3, Page 9
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ID

8>
Question 17
Yes
No

[?oes the rate structure Identify user classes?

Generally, utilities have four user classes: residential, commercial, industrial, and insti tutional. Which user classes are specified?
Residential
Commercial
lnd ustrial
Institutional
Are lower rates allowed for low-Income residential users?
The utility may (but isn't required to) establish lower user charge rates for low-income
residential users if the utility:
1. gave a public notice of the proposed lower rates;
2. conducted a public hearing on this matter;
3. structured the lower user rates (for low-income customers) as a uniform percentage of
the user rate charged other residential users; and
4. allowed the costs (of having lower user charge rates) to be absorbed proportionally by
all other user classes.

ED

8>Question 18
Yes
No

Does the rate structure provide for lower rates for low-Income residential
users?

Answer Yes to question 18 only if the utility meets all four conditions listed above.

14
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OJ

~

Does the utility charge a minimum bill?

Question

19
Yes
No

The minimum charge 'covers the cost of preparing, mailing, and collecting bills. A minimum charge that is set too high creates a non-proportional rate for the users.
What is the minimum bill?
$

What Is the average annual wastewater service charge for a residential customer?
$

What Is the basis of the user charge?
User charges are generally based on:
water meter readings,
equivalent dwelling units, or
other (specify)
Wastewater user charges are normally based on the customer's water meter reading. Water
meter readings may be adjusted to account for water not discharged to the sanitary sewer
system. The municipality should have a written policy on how it handles adjustments.
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15

If meters aren't available and the volume and strength of all users' discharges are about
equal, user charges may be based on equivalent dwelling units. Flow from small commercial and industrial users can be based on number of employees, fixture units, or some
other factor that equates flow and strength of waste from non-residential users to that of
residential users. This method is recommended only where no water meters exis.t, and it's
only appropriate for small non-residential users that produce domestic wastewater.

How does the utility handle high-strength discharges?
Residential users usually contribute what's classified as "normal-strength" wastewater to
the sewer system. If this utility has commercial or industrial users who contribute "highstrength" or toxic wastes into the sewer system, then several items must be examined.
Identify high-strength waste dischargers. Are they billed a surcharge? A surcharge is
normally applied to dischargers whose waste exceeds the strength of normal domestic
sanitary sewage. It costs more (in terms of energy requirements. chemicals, and manpower) to treat high-strength waste, and a surcharge is a method to recover those "extra"
expenses. Surcharge rates apply to wastewater parameters such as biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), oil and grease (0&0), metals, and so forth.

ED

&:>-

Does the wastewater system have high-strength dischargers?

Question 20
Yes
No
List them:

1'6

List basis for surcharge:
(BOD, TSS, metals, etc.)
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OJ

...ci3

Is an equitable surcharge assessed each high-strength discharger?

Question

Notes:

21
Yes
No

N/A

~

Is the user charge system proportional?
The answers to questions 16, 17, 19, and 21 must be either Yes or N/A before you can
answer Yes to question 22. The answers for questions 18 and 20 may be either Yes or No.
Reference.

OJ

Question
22
Yes

eFR 40 § 35.2140 (a) and (I) and Managing Your Utility'sMoney, EPA publication430/09.91.
014.
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DO OTHER REQUIREMENTS APPLY?
Yes! Several miscellaneous requirements apply to grantee user charge systems.
At least once a year, users must be notified of the wastewater rates and how they are
applied to wastewater treatment services. Notices are usually sent out with bills. The
municipalities may also publish the information in local newspapers. For systems bas<;d on
ad valorem taxes, the amount of the money paid for wastewater services is stated in the
property owner's tax bill.

[[]

8>-

Question 23
Yes
No

Are users notified annually of the rates and how revenues are applied to
wastewater trea,tment services?

How?

(sent with bills, special mailing, etc.)
Reference

- 40 CFR § 35.2140(c).

Every other year, grantees must review the wastewater contribution of users, total OM&R
costs, and the adequacy of user charges. Ask:
Are costs shared proportionally?
Are sufficient revenues generated to cover costs of operation?
Are any excesS revenues applied back to the user class from whom they were
collected?

[[]

~

Question 24
Yes
No
18

Are biennial reviews conducted
replacement (OM&R) charges?

of operation,

maintenance,

and equipment

-

Reference 40 CFR § 35.929-2(b)
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Does the wastewater system have Inflltratlonllnflow (I/I)?

Question
25
Yes
No

Acceptable ways to handle treatment costs for these flows are:
1. distribute costs associated with III the same way other OM&R costs are distributed to
users; or
2. distribute costs via one or a combination of:
..

.
.
.

flow volume of the users,
land area of the users,
number of hookups or discharges of the user, or
property valuation (only if the user charge system is based on ad valorem taxes).

0]

zu

Are OM&Rcosts for extraneous flows distributed fairly?
Reference- 40 CFR § 35.2140(e) and § 35.929-2(d).

Question
26
Yes
No
N/A

Revenue may be generated by the sale of treatmentbyproducts, lease of the land, or sale
of crops grown on the land. If the operation generates revenue, it must be used to reduce
all users' charges proportionally by offsetting OM&R costs.

Does the wastewater operation generate revenues?

OJ
~
Question 27
Yes
No
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Are operational revenues used to reduce user charges proportionally?

Question 28
Yes
No
N/A

Reference. 40 CFR § 35.2140(f).

The municipality must enact a user charge system before the treatment works goes into
operation and implement it for the useful life of the treatment works.

[CI

~
Question 29
Yes
No

Has the user charge system been legally adopted by the municipality's
erning body?

gov-

Reference- 40 CFR § 35.2208.

All municipalities contributing wastes to the treatment works must legally adopt and
implement user charge systems that comply with the regulations. Each user class pays its
proportionate share of OM&R costs. These costs are based on the user's proportion of the
total wastewater.

ro

s>
Question 30
Yes
No

20

Are any users located outside the utility's
other municipalities
or utility districts)?

political

boundary

(for Instance,
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Do all municipalities contributing wastewater to the treatment works comply
with the requirements of proportionality, legislative enactments, and good
financial management?
Reference- 40 CFR § 35.2140(g) and § 35-929-2(e).

0
-<8
Question 31
Yes
No
N/A

The requirements outlined in this guide and specified in the CFR references take precedence over any state or municipal user charge agreements or requirements.
Is the utility's user charge system consistent with CFR requirements and
does It override any Inconsistent agreements or contracts?
Reference

- 40

CFR § 35.2140(h)

. § 35.2208,

35.929-2(g).

OJ
~
Question 32
Yes
No

The first year's operation costs are usually estimated from past operations of an existing
treatment works.
If this Is the first year of operation, were operation and maintenance charges
determined properly?
Reference.

40 CFR § 35.929-2(a).

OJ
cs
Question 33
Yes
No
N/A
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~
Question 34
Yes
No

Does the user charge system comply with miscellaneous requirements?

You must answer either Yes or N/A to questions 23, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, and 33 before
you can answer Yes to question 34. Questions 25, 27, and 30 may be answered either Yes
or No.

ARE THERE SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR INDUSTRIAL USERS?
Yes. The CFR imposes some special requirements on industrial users. Industrial users are
users that:

1. discharge a volume exceeding 25,000 gallons per day or BOD or TSS equal to or

.

greater than that found in 25,000 gallons per day of sanitary waste; or
2. discharge toxic pollutants that contaminate the sludge, interfere with the treatment
process, create a hazard or nuisance, or adversely affect receiving waters.

ID

~
Question 35
Yes
No

Does the utility have Industrial users?

Each industrial user discharging high-strength BOD or TSS waste must pay a surcharge
fee for treatment of these wastes. Each user that discharges toxic pollutants that increase
the cost of managing effluent or sludge must pay for such increased cost. (Refer to questions 20 and 21.)

22
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Does each Industrial user pay Its fair share of OM&R costs based upon
actual use of the wastewater facility?

Question 36
Yes
No
N/A

A "significant industrial user" is a user that contributes more than 10 percent of the flow
or pollutants for which the treatment plant is designed to handle.

Does the utility have any significant Industrial users?

~
OJ
Question 37
Yes
No

The CFR requires significant industrial users to pay that portion of the grant amount
associated with the treatment of its wastes. This addresses capital project (not OM&R)
costs.
Did significant Industrial users pay their fair share of capital costs for the
project?

Is the utility required to have a pretreatment program?

D.1
~
Question 38
Yes
No
N/A
~

.

UXii~
~:;~::n::~;;!'
ue s

Q

DI
8

t Ion 39
Yes
No
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Question 40
Yes
No
N/A
ED

8>Question 41
Yes
No

Are the OM&Rcosts of the pretreatment program paid proportionally by the
pretreatment customers?
Reference. 40 CFR § 35.925-11 and § 35.929-1(b).

Does the grantee's user charge system comply with Industrial user requirements?

Answer Yes to question 41 only if you answered Yes or NIA to questions 36, 38, and 40.
The answers to questions 35, 37, and 39 may be either Yes or No.
.

WHAT'S THE CONCLUSION?
You may have noticed some of the previous questions were in larger type and all capital
letters. You evaluated those six major requirements for wastewater user charge systems:
1. Do You Need to Follow This Guide?
2. What's a User Charge System, Anyway?
3. Why are Financial and Operational Management Important?
Do Revenues Cover Expenses?
Is Operational Management Adequate?
4. Why Are Proportional Charges Important?
5. Do Other Requirements Apply?
6. Are There Special Requirements for Industrial Users?
This user charge system is in compliance with CFR only if you are. able to answer Yes to
questions 1, 3, 15, 22, 34, and 41.

24
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SUMMARY CHECKLIST ID

Acceptable Answers
No
IN/A
Yes

~

I

1.

Do you need to follow this guide?

2.

Is the utility's user charge system based on either actual use or ad valorem taxes?

3.

Do revenues cover expenses of operation?

4.

Does the utility prepare an annual budget of wastewater revenues and expenses?

5.

Does the utility prepare actual vs. budgeted comparisons for revenues and
expenses?

6.

Does the wastewater budget show revenues and expenses by line item?

7.

Does the utility maintain adequate operating and coverage ratios?

8.

Does the utility receive monthly accounting reports for revenues and expenses?

9.

Does the utility maintain all records for at least four years?

to.

Does the utility have written operating policies and procedures?

11.

Does the organizational structure of the utility operate efficiently?

12.

Is the staff highly motivated and well trained?

13.

Does the wastewater treatment facility appear to be well operated?

14.

Is the utility in compliance with its discharge permit?

15.

Is operational management adequate?

16.

Does each user receive a bill for services?

-
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Acceptable Answers
Yes
No
IN/A
I

26

17.

Does the rate structure identify user classes?

18.

Does the rate structure offer lower rates for low-income residential users?

19.

Does the utility charge a minimum bill?

20.

Does the utility have high-strength discharges into the sewer system?

21.

Is an equitable surcharge assessed each high-strength discharger?

22.

Is the user charge system proportional?

23.

Are users notified annually of the rates and how revenues are applied to wastewater
treatment services?

24.

Are "biennial reviews of operation and maintenance (O&M) charges conducted?

25.

Does the wastewater system have infiltration/inflow (III)?

26.

Are OM&R costs for extraneous flows distributed fairly?

27.

Does the wastewater operation generate revenues?

28.

Are operational revenues used to reduce user charges proportionally?

29.

Has the user charge system been legally adopted by the municipality's governing
body?

30.

Are any users located outside the utility's political boundary?

31.

Do all municipalities contributing wastewater to the treatment system comply with
requirements of proportionality, legislative enactments, and good financial mapagement?
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Acceptable Answers
Yes
No
IN/A
I

32.

Is the utility's user charge system consistent with CFR requirements and does it
override any inconsistent agreements or contracts?

33.

If this is the first year of operation, were operation and maintenance charges determined properly?

34.

Does the utility's user charge system comply with miscellaneous requirements?

35.

Does the utility have industrial users?

36.

Does each industrial user pay its fair share of OM&R costs based on actual use of
the wastewater system?

37.

Does the utility have any significant industrial users?

38.

Did significant industrial users pay their fair share of capital costs for the project?

39.

Is the utility required to have a pretreatment program?

40.

Are the costs of implementing the pretreatment program paid proportionally by the
pretreatment customers?

41.

Does the grantee's user charge system comply with industrial user requirements?

Model User Charge Systems
40 CFR § 35, Subpart E, Appendix B, Federal Guidelines

- User Chargesfor

Operation and Maintenance of Publicly Owned

Treatment Works contains model user charge systems.
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APPENDIX A ED

~

Code of Federal Regulations
§35.925-11 User charges and industrial cost recovery.

§ 35.929 Requirements

That, in the case of grant assistance for a project involving step 2 or step 3, the grantee has complied or will comply
with the requirements for user charge and industrial cost
recovery systems. (See §§ 35.928 et seq., 35.929 et seq.,
35.935-13, and 35.935-15.)
(a) Grants awarded before July 1, 1979. Grantees must
submit a schedule of implementation to show that their user
charge and industrial cost recovery systems will be approved
in accordance with the requirements of §§35.935-13 and
35.935-15.
(b) Grants awarded after June 30, 1979. The grantee's
user charge and industrial cost recovery systems must be
approved before the award of step 3 grant assistance.
(c) Letters of intent. In the case of any grant assistance
for a project involving step 2 or step 3, the applicant must
have received signed letters of intent from each significant
industrial user stating that it will pay that portion of the grant
amount allocable to the treatment of its wastes. Each such
letter shall also include a statement of the industrial user's
intended period of use of the treatment works. A significant
industrial user is one that will contribute greater than 10
percent of the design flow or design pollutant loading of the
treatment works. In addition, the applicant must agree to
require all industrial users to pay that portion of the grant
amount allocable to the treatment of wastes from such users.

The Regional Administrator shall approve the grantee's
user charge system and the grantee shall implement and
maintain it in accordance .with § 35.935-13 and the requirements in §§ 35.929-1 through 35.929-3. The grantee shall be
subject to the noncompliance provisions of § 35.965 for
failure to comply.

28

for user charge system.

§ 35.929-1 Approval of the user charge system.
The Regional Administrator may approve a user charge
system based on either actual use under paragraph (a) of this
section or ad valorem taxes \}nder paragraph (b) of this
section. The general requirements in §§ 35.929-2 and 35.9293 must also be satisfied.
(a) User charge system based on actual use. A grantee's
user charge system based on actual use (or estimated use) of
waste water treatment services may be approved if each user
(or user class) pays its proportionate share of operation and
maintenance (including replacement) costs of treatment works
within the grantee's service area, based on the user's proportionate contribution to the total waste water loading from all
users (or user classes). To insure a proportional distribution
of oper'ation and maintenance costs to each user (or user
class), the user's contribution shall be based on factors such
as strength, volume, and delivery flow rate characteristics.
(b) User charges based on ad valorem taxes. A grantee's
user charge system (or the user charge system of a subscriber, i.e., a constituent community receiving waste treatment services from the grantee) which is based on ad valorem taxes may be approved if it meets the requirements of
BACK to Section 3, Page 9
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paragraphs (b)(1) through (b)(7) of this section. If the
Regional Administrator determines that the grantee did not
have a dedicated ad valorem tax system on December 27,
1977, meeting ,the requirements of paragraphs (b)(1) through
(b)(3) of this section, the grantee shall develop a user charge
system based on actual use under § 35.929-1(a).
(1) The grantee (or subscriber) had in existence on
December 27, 1977, a system of ad valorem taxes which
collected revenues to pay the cost of operation and maintenance of waste water treatment works within the grantee's
service area and has continued to use that system.
(2) The grantee (or subscriber) has not previously
obtained approval of a user charge system on actual use.
(3) The system of ad valorem taxes in existence on
December 27, ,1977, was dedicated ad valorem tax system.
(i) A grantee's system will be considered to be dedicated
if the Regional Administrator determines that the system
meets all of the following criteria:
(A) The ad valorem tax system provided for a separate
tax rate .or for the allocation of a portion of the taxes collected for payment of the grantee's costs of waste water
treatment services;
(B) The grantee's budgeting and accounting procedures
assured that a specified portion of the tax funds would be
used for the payment of the costs of operation and maintenance;
(C) The ad valorem tax system collected tax funds for the
costs of waste water treatment services which could not be or
historically were not used for other purposes; and
(D) The authority responsible for the operation and maintenance of the treatment works established the budget for the
costs of operation and maintenance and used those specified
amounts solely to pay the costs of operation and maintenance.
(ii) A subscriber's system based on ad valorem taxes will
be considered to be dedicated if a contractual agreement or a
charter established under State law existed on December 27,

1977, which required the subscriber to pay its share of the
cost of waste water treatment services.
(4) A user charge system funded by dedicated ad valorem
taxes shall establish, as a minimum, the classes of users listed
below:
(i) Residential users, including single-family and multifamily dwellings, and small nonresidential users, including
nonresidential commercial and industrial users which introduce no more than the equivalent of 25,000 gallons per day
of domestic sanitary wastes to the treatment works:
(ii) Industrial and commercial users;
(A) Any nongovernmental user of publicly. owned treatment works which discharges more than 25,000 gallons per
day (gpd) of sanitary waste; or a volume of process waste, or
combined process and sanitary waste, equivalent to 25,000
gpd of sanitary waste. The grantee, with the Regional
Administrator's approval, shall define the strength of the
residential discharges in terms of parameters including, as a
minimum, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and suspended
solids (SS) per volume of flow. Dischargers with a volume
exceeding 25,000 gpd or the weight of BOD or SS equivalent
to that weight found in 25,000 gpd of sanitary waste are
considered industrial users.
(B) Any nongovernmental user of a publicly owned treat~
ment works which discharges waste water to the treatment
works which contains toxic pollutants or poisonous solids,
liquids, or gases in sufficient quantity either singly or by
interaction with other wastes, to contaminate the sludge of
any municipal systems, or to injure or to interfere with any
sewage treatment process, or which cpnstitutes a hazard to
humans or animals, creates a public nuisance, or creates any
hazard in or has an adverse effect on the waters receiving
any discharge from the treatment works.
(iii) Users which pay no ad valorem taxes or receive
substantial credits in paying such taxes, such as tax exempt
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institutions or governmental users, but excluding publicly
owned facilities performing local governmental functions
.

(e.g., city office building, police station, school) which discharge solely domestic wastes.
(5) The grantee must be prepared to demonstrate for the
Regional Administrator's approval that its system of evaluating the volume, strength, and characteristics of the discharges
from users or categories of users classified within the subclass of small nonresidential users is sufficient to assure that
such users or the average users in such categories do not
discharge either toxic pollutants or more than the equivalent

of 25,000 gallons per day of domestic wastewater.

.

(6) The ad valorem user charge system shall distribute the
operation and maintenance costs for all treatment works in
the grantee's jurisdiction to the residential and small nonresidential user class, in proportion to the use of the treatment
works by this class. The proportional allocation of costs for
this user class shall take into account the total waste water
loading of the treatment works, the constituent elements of
the wastes from this user class and other appropriate factors.
The grantee may assess one ad valorem tax rate to this entire
class of users or, if permitted under State law, the grantee
may assess different ad valorem tax rates for the subclass of
residential users and the subclass of small nonresidential users
provided the operation and maintenance costs are distributed
proportionately between these subclasses.
(7) Each member of the industrial and commercial user
class described under paragraph (b)(4)(ii) of this section and
of the user class which pays no ad valorem taxes or receives
substantial credits in paying such taxes described under paragraph (b)(4)(iii) of this section shall pay its share of the
costs of operation and maintenance of the treatment works
based upon charges for actual use (in accordance with §
35.929-1 (a). The grantee may use its ad valorem tax system
to collect, in whole or in part, those charges from members

30

of the industrial and large commercial class where the following conditions are met:
(i) A portion or all of the ad valorem tax rate assessed to
members of this class has been specifically designated to pay
the costs of operation and maintenance of the treatment
works, and that designated rate is uniformly applied to all
members of this class:
.

(ii) A system of surcharges and rebates is employed to

adjust the revenues from the ad valorem taxes collected from
each user of this class in accordance with the rate designated
under paragraph (b)(7)(i) of this section, such that each member of the class pays a total charge for its share of the costs
of operation and maintenance based upon actual use.
§ 35.929-2
systems.

General requirements

for all user charge

User charge systems based on actual use under § 35.929l(a) or ad valorem taxes under § 35.929-l(b) shall also meet
the following requirements:
(a) Initial basis for operation and maintenance charges.
For the first year of operation, operation and maintenance
charges shall be based upon past experience for existing
treatment works or some other method that can be demonstrated to be appropriate to the level and type of services

provided.

.

(b) Biennial review of operation and mai,ttenance charges.
The grantee shall review not less often than every 2 years the
waste water contribution of users and user classes, the total
costs of operation and maintenance of the treatment works,
and its approved user charge system. The grantee shall revise
the charges for users or user classes to accomplish the following:
(1) Maintain the proportionate distribution of operation
and maintenance costs among users and user classes as
required herein;
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(2) Generate sufficient revenue to pay the total operation
and maintenance costs necessary to the proper operation and
maintenance (including replacement) of the treatment works;
and
(3) Apply excess revenues collected from a class of users
to the costs of operation and maintenance attributable to that
class for the next year and adjust the rate accordingly.
(c) Toxic pollutants. The user charge system shall provide
that each user which discharges any toxic po]lutants which
cause an increase in the cost of managing the effluent or the
sludge of the grantee's treatment works shall pay for such
increased costs.
(d) Charges for operation and maintenance for extraneous
flows. The user charge system shall provide that the costs of
operation and maintenance for all .flow not directly attributable to users (Le., infiltration/inflow) be. distributed among all
users of the grantee's treatment works system based upon
either of the following:
(1) In the same manner that it distributes the costs of
operation and maintenance among users (or user classes) for
their actual use, or
(2) Under a system which uses one of any combination of
the following factors on a reasonable basis:
(i) Flow volume of the users;
(ii) Land area of the users;
(iii) Number of hookups or discharges to the users;
(iv) Property valuation of the users, if the grantee has a
user charge system based on ad valorem taxes approved under
§ 35.929-1(b).
(e) Adoption of system. One or more municipal legislative
enactments or other appropriate authority must incorporate the
user charge system. If the project is a regional treatment
system accepting wastewaters from other municipalities, the
subscribers receiving waste treatment services from the
grantee shall adopt user charge systems in accordance with
section 204(b)(1)(A) of the Act and §§ 35.929 through

35.929-3. These user charge systems shall also be incorporated in appropriate municipal legislative enactments or other
appropriate authority of all municipalities contributing wastes
to the treatment works. The public shall be inform~d of the
financial impact of the user charge system on them and shall
be consulted prior to adoption of the system, in accordance
with 40 CFR part 25.
.
(f) Notification. Each user charge system must provide
that each user be notified, at least annually, in conjunction
with a regular bill, of the rate and that portion of the user
charges or ad valorem taxes which are attributable to waste
water treatment services.
(g) Inconsistent agreements. The grantee may have preexisting agreements which address: (1) The reservation of
capacity in the grantee ~s treatment works, or (2) the cha~ges
to be collected by the grantee in providing wastewater treatment services or reserving capacity. The user charge system
. shall take precedence over any tenns or conditions of agreements or contracts between the grantee and users (including
indu~trial users, special districts, other municipalities, or
Federal agencies or installations) which are inconsistent with
the requirements of section 204(b)(1)(A) of the Act and these
regulations.
(h) Costs of pretreatment program. A user charge system
submitted by a municipality with an approved pretreatment
program shall provide that the costs necessary to carry out
the program and to comply with any applicable requirements
of section 405 of the Act and related regulations are included
within the costs of operation and maintenance of the system
and paid through user charges, or are paid in whole or in
part by other identified sources of funds.'
[43 FR 44049, Sept. 27, 1978, as amended at 44 FR 10304,
Feb. 16, 1979]
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§ 35.929-3

ImpJementation

of the user charge system.

(a) When a grantee's user charge system is approved,
implementation of the approved system shall become a condition of the grant.
(b) The grantee shall maintain such records as are necessary to document compliance with these regulations.
(c) Appendix B to this subpart contains guidelines with
illustrative examples of acceptable user charge systems.
(d) The Regional Administrator may review, no more
often than annually, a grantee's user charge system to assure
that it continues to meet the requirements of §§ 35.929-1
through 35.929-3.
§ 35.935-13 Submission and approval of user charge systems.
The grantee shall obtain the approval of the Regional.
Administrator of its system of user charges. (See also §

35.929 et seq.)

.

(a) Step 3 grant assistance awarded under regulations
promulgated on February II, 1974, (1) Except as. paragraph
(a)(2) of this section provides, the grantee must obtain the
Regional Administrator's approval of its system of user
charges based on actual use which complies with § 35.9291(a). The Regional Administrator shall not pay more than 50
percent of the Federal share of any step 3 project unless the
grantee has submitted adequate evidence of timely development of its system of user charges nor shall the Regional
Administrator pay more than 80 percent of the Federal share
unless he has approved the system.
(2) A grantee which desires approval of a user charge
system based on ad valorem taxes in accordance with §
35.929-1 (b) shall submit to the Regional Administrator by
July 24, 1978, evidence of compliance of its system with the
criteria in § 35.929-1 (b)(1) through (b)(3). As soon as pos~?

sible, the Regional Administrator shall advise the grantee if
the system complies with § 35.929-1 (b)(I). The Regional
Administrator's detennination may be appealed in accordance
with subpart J, "Disputes," of part 30 of this subchapter.
(i) Grantees whose ad valorem tax systems meet the criteria of § 35.929-1 (b)(l) through (b)(3). Any step 3 payments
held by the Regional Administrator at 50 percent or 80 percent for failure to comply with the requirement for development of a user charge system shall be released. However, the
grantee shall obtain approval of its user charge system by
June 30, 1979 or no further payments will be made until the
sytem is approved and the grants may be terminated or annulled.
(ii) Grantees whose ad valorem tax systems do not meet
the criteria of § 35.929-1 (b)(l) through (b)(3). Step 3 grants
will continue to be administered in accordance with paragraph
(a)(1) of this section.
(b) Step 3 grant assistance awarded after April 24, 1978,
but beflJre July 1, 1979. The grantee must obtain approval of
its user charge system based on actual use or ad valorem
taxes before July I, 1979. The Regional Administrator may
not make any payments on these grants, may tenninate or
annul these grants, and may not award any new step 3 grants
to the same grantee after June 30, 1979, if the user charge
system has not been approved. The Regional Administrator
shall approve the grantee's user charge or ad valorem tax
rates and the ordinance required under § 35.929-2(e) and the
grantee shall enact them before the treatment works constructed with the grant are placed in operation.
(c) Step 3 grant assistance awarded after June 30, 1979.
The Regional Administrator may not award step 3 grant
assistance unless he has approved the user charge system
based on actual use or ad valorem taxes. The Regional
Administrator shall approve the grantee's user charge or ad
valorem tax rates and the ordinance required under § 35.9292(e) and the grantee shall enact them before the treatment
works constructed with the grant are placed in operation..
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§35.2122 Approval of user charge system and proposed
sewer use ordinance.
If the project is for Step 3 grant assistance, unless it is
solely for acquisition of eligible land, the applicant must
obtain the Regional Administrator's approval of its user
charge system (§35.2140) and proposed (or existing) sewer
use ordinance §35.2130). If the applicant has a sewer use
ordinance or user charge system in effect, the applicant shall
demonstrate to the Regional Administrator's satisfaction that
they meet the requirements of this part and are being enforced.
(Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under
control number 2040-0027)
§35.2140 User charge system.
The user charge system (see §§35.2122 and 35.2208) must
/,
. be designed to produce adequate revenues required for operation and maintenance (including replacement). It shall provide
that each user which discharges pollutants that cause an
increase in the cost of managing the effluent or sludge from
the treatment works shall pay for such increased cost. The
user charge system shall be based on either actual use under
paragraph (a) of this section, ad valorem taxes under paragraph (b) of this section, or a combination of the two.
(a) User charge system based on actual use. A grantee's
user charge system based on actual use (or estimated use) of
wastewater treatment services shall provide that each user (or
user class) pays its proportionate share of operation and
maintenance (including replacement) costs of treatment works
within the grantee's service area, based on the user's proportionate contribution to the total wastewater loading from all
users (or user classes).
(b) User charge system based on ad valorem taxes. A
grantee's user charge system which is based on ad valorem
,

taxes may be approved if:
(1) On December 27, 1977, the grantee had in existence a
system of dedicated ad valorem taxes which collected revenues to pay the cost of operation and maintenance of wastewater treatment works within the grantee's service area and
the grantee has continued to use that system;
(2) The ad valorem user charge system distributes the
operation' and maintenance (including replacement) costs for
all treatment works in the grantee's jurisdiction to the residential and small non-residential user class (including at the
grantee's option nonresidential, commercial and industrial
users that introduce no more than the equivalent of 25,000
gallons per day of domestic sanitary wastes to the treatment
works), in proportion to the use of the treatment works by
this class; and
(3) Each member of the industrial user and commercial
user class which discharges more than 25,000 gallons per day
of sanitary waste pays its share of the costs of operation and
maintenance (including replacement) of the treatment works

based upon charges for actual use.

. .

(c) Notification. Each user charge system must provide
that each user be notified, at least annually, in conjunction
with a regular bill (or other means acceptable to the Regional
Administrator), of the rate and that portion of the user
charges or ad valorem taxes which are attributable to wastewater treatment services.
(d) Financial management system. Each user charge system must include an adequate financial management system
that will accurately account for revenues generated by the
system and expenditures for operation and maintenance
(including replacement) of the treatment ,system, based on an
adequate budget identifying the basis for determining the
annual operation and maintenance costs and the costs of
personnel, material, energy and administration.
'
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(e) Charges for operation and maintenance for extraneous
flows. The user charge system shall provide that the costs of
operation and maintenance for all .flow not directly attributable to users (Le., infiltration/inflow) be distributed among all
users based upon either of the following:
.
.
(1) In the same manner that it distributes the costs for
their actual use, or
(2) Under a system which uses one or any combination of
the following factors on a reasonable basis:
(i) Flow volume of the users;
(ii) Land area of the users;
(Hi) Number of hookups or discharges of the users;
(iv) Property valuation of the users, if the grantee has an
approved user charge system based on ad valorem taxes.
(f) After completion of building a project, revenue from.
the project (e.g., sale of a treatment-related by-product; lease
of the land; or sale of crops grown on the land purchased
under the grant agreement) shall be used to offset the costs
of operation and maintenance. The grantee shall proportionately reduce all user charges.
(g) Adoption of sys/em. One or more municipal legislative
enactments or other appropriate authority must incorporate the
user charge system. If the project accepts wastewater from
other municipalities, the subscribers receiving waste treatment
services from the grantee shall adopt user charge systems in
accordance with this section. These user charge systems shall
also be incorporated in appropriate municipal legislative
enactments or other appropriate authority of all municipalities
contributing wastes to the treatment works.
(h) Inconsistent agreements. The user charge system shall
take precedence over any terms or conditions of agreements
or contracts which are inconsistent with the requirements of
section 204(b)(1)(A) of the Act and this section.
(i) Low income residential user rates. (1) Grantees may
establish lower user charge rates for low income residential

34

users after providing for public notice and hear;'" A low
income residential. user is any residence with a
.Isehold
income below the Federal poverty level as defined in 45 CFR
1060.2 or any residence designated as low income under State
law or regulation.
(2) Any lower user charge rate for low income residential
users must be defined as a uniform percentage of the user
charge rate charged other residential users.
(3) The. costs of any user charge reductions afforded a
low income residential class must be proportionately absorbed
by all other user classes. The total revenue for operation and
maintenance (including equipment replacement) of the facilities must not be reduced as a result of establishing a low
income residential user class.
(Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under
control number 2040-0027)
[49 FR 6234, Feb. 17, 1984, as amended at 55 FR 27097,
June 29, 1990]
§ 35.2208 Adoption of sewer use ordinance and user
charge system.
The grantee shall adopt its sewer use ordinance and implement its user charge system developed under §§ 35.2130 and
35.2140 before the treatment works is placed in operation.
Further, the grantee shall implement the user charge system
and sewer use ordinance for the useful life of the treatment
works.
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APPENDIX B

- FEDERAL

GUIDELINES .10

a>-

User Charges for Operation and Maintenance
of Publicly Owned Treatment Works
(a) Purpose.To set forth advisory information concerning
user charges based on actual use pursuant to section 204 of
the Clean Water Act, hereinafter referred to as the Act. Applicable requirements are set forth in subpart E (40 CFR part 35).
(b) Authority. The authority for establishment of the user
charge guidelines is contained in section 204(b)(2) of the Act.
(c) Background. Section 204(b)(1) of the Act provides that
after March I, 1973, Federal grant applicants shall be
awarded grants only after the Regional Administrator has
detennined that the applicant has adopted or will ~dopt a
system of charges to assure that each recipient of waste
treatment services will pay its proportionate share of the costs
of operation and maintenance, including replacement. The
intent of the Act with respect to user charges is to distribute
the cost of operation and maintenance of publicly owned
treatment works to the pollutant source and to promote self
sufficiency of treatment works with respect to operation and
maintenance costs. The 1977 Amendments amended section
204(b) to allow grantees to establish user charge systems
based on ad valorem taxes. This appendix does not apply to
ad valorem user charge systems.
.
(d) Definitions
(1) Replacement. Expenditures for obtaining and installing equipment, accessories, or appurtenances
which are necessary to maintain the capacity andperfonnance
during the service life of the treatment works for which such
works were designed and constructed. The term "operation
and maintenance" includes replacement.
(2) User charge. A charge levied on users of treatment
works for the cost of operation and maintenance of such
works.

-

(e) Classes of users. At least two basic types of user
charge systems are common. The first is to charge each user
a share of the treatment works operation and maintenance
costs based on his estimate of measured proportional contribution to the total treatment works loading. The second system establishes classes for users having similar flows and
waste water characteristics; i.e. levels of biochemical oxygen
demand, suspended solids, etc. Each class is then assigned its
share of the waste treatment works operation and maintenance
costs based on the proportional contribution of the class to
the total treatment works loading. Either system is in compliance with these guidelines.
(f) Criteria against which to determine the adequacy of
user charges. The user charge system shall be approved by
the Regional Administrator and shall be maintained by the
grantee in accordance with the following requirements:
(1) The user charge system must result in the distribution
of the cost of operation and maintenance of treatment works
within the grantee's jurisdiction to each user (or user class)
in proportion to such user's contribution to the total wastewater loading of the treatment works. Factors such as strength,
volume, and delivery flow rate characteristics shall be considered and included as the basis for the user's contribution to
ensure a proportional distribution of operation and rnainte-

nance costs to each user (or user class). :
(2) For the first year of operation, operation and maintenance costs shall be based upon past experience for existing
treatment works or some other rational method that can be
demonstrated to be applicable.
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(3) The grantee shall review user charges annually and
revise them periodically to reflect actual treatment works
\

operation and maintenance costs.
.
(4) The user charge system must generate sufficient revenue to offset the cost of all treatment works operation and
maintenance provided by the grantee.
(5) The user charge system charge must be incorporated
in one or more municipal legislative enactments or other
appropriate authority. If the project is a regional treatment
works accepting wastewaters from treatment works owned by
others, then the subscribers receiving waste treatment services
from the grantee shall have adopted user charge systems in
accordance with these guidelines. Such user charge systems
shall be incorporated in the appropriate municipal legislative
enactments or other appropriate authority.
(g) Model user charge systems. The user charge system
adopted by the applicant must result in the distribution of
treatment works operation and maintenance costs to each user
(or user class) in approximate proportion to his contribution
to the total wastewater loading of the treatment works. The
following user charge models can be used for this purpose;
however, the applicant is not limited to their use. The symbols used in the models are as defined below:

Bu=
BT=
B=
Se=
Su=

Total BOD contribution from a user per unit of time.
Total BOD contribution from all users per unit of time.
Concentration of BOD from a user above a base ). \:el.
O&M cost for treatment of a unit of suspended solids.
Total suspended solids contribution from a user per unit
of time.
S= Concentration of SS from a user above a base level.
Pc= O&M cost for treatment of a unit of any pollutant.
Pu= Total contribution of any pollutant from a user per unit
of time.
PT= Total contribution of any pollutant from all users per
unit of time.
P= Concentration of any pollutant from a user above a base
level.
(1) Model No. J. If the treatment works is primarily flow
dependent or if the BOD, suspended solids, and other pollutant concentrations discharged by all users are approximately
equal, then user charges can be developed on a volume basis
in accordance with the model below:
Cu = C/V T(Vu>

(2) Model No.2.
c;= Total operation and maintenance (O&M) costs per unit
of time.
Cu= A user's charge for O&M per unit of time.
C.= A surcharge for wastewaters of excessive strength.
Ve= O&M cost for transportation and treatment of a unit of
wastewater volume.
Vu= Volume contribution from a user per unit of time.
VT= Total volume contribution from all users per unit of
time.
Be= O&M cost for treatment of a unit of biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD).

"

When BOD, suspended solids, or other

pollutimt concen~ations from a user exceed the range of
concentration of these pollutants in normal domestic sewage,
a surcharge added to a base charge, calculated by means of
Model No.1, can be levied. The surcharge can be computed
by the model below:
C.

= [Be(B)

(3) Model No.3.

- This

+ S e(S) + P e(P)J V u
model is commonly called the

"quantity/quality formula":
Cu =VVeu +BBeu +SSeu +PPeu

36
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(h) Other considerations. - (1) Quantity discounts to htrge
volume users will not be acceptable. Savings resulting from
economies of scale should be apportioned to all users or user
classes.
(2) User charges may be established based on a percentage of the charge for water usage only in cases where the
water charge is based on a constant cost per unit of consumption.
[39 FR 5270, Feb. 11, 1974J
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Chapter 1
Assessing the Affordability of Federal Water Mandates
Communities and the water agencies that serve them have
limited resources, so the investments they make need to
address the most important risks to public health and the
environment and deliver maximum benefits at a cost that is
affordable. This Water Mandates Affordability Assessment
Tool (Assessment Tool) is the result of a collaborative effort by the United States Conference of Mayors (USCM), the
American Water Works Association (AWWA), and the Water
Environment Federation (WEF). Its purpose is to raise
issues, provoke discussion and provide alternative ways
to view the affordability of federal water mandates in any
given community. It does not represent the official policy of
the sponsoring organizations or their members.

only strains fiscal capacity but may also displace other important investments, including critical but nonmandatory
capital improvement and infrastructure renewal projects.
For the greater community, mandatory investments may
also squeeze out other important priorities, such as social
safety net programs and economic development efforts.
For the residents and businesses in affected communities,
the capital and operating expenses associated with federal
mandates are often reflected in water and wastewater
bills that must grow faster than household incomes and
the general rate of inflation. Very significant affordability
challenges are often created, particularly for lower-income
households.

This chapter summarizes the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) methods for analyzing the affordability of federal mandates stemming from the Clean
Water Act (CWA) and Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). It
describes the Agency’s current policies, offers a critique,
and identifies a number of alternatives that might be more
suitable for analyzing the affordability of water and wastewater mandates on American communities. Finally, this
chapter notes the importance of weighing benefits as well
as costs when considering federal water mandates. As the
reader will note, the term “water” is used throughout the
Assessment Tool to mean drinking water, wastewater, and
stormwater, unless otherwise noted.

With the intention of providing a mechanism for relieving
undue economic stress in the face of wastewater-related
mandates, EPA has developed “affordability” criteria to
indicate when such mandates would cause substantial and
widespread economic distress in the community. In the
case of undue economic stress caused by wastewater requirements, the Agency might be willing to exercise some
flexibility in the mandate by allowing a longer timeframe to
achieve compliance or by relaxing compliance standards.
The affordability of drinking water requirements is handled differently and can—at least in theory and case-bycase—affect the kind of technology that must be deployed
in some small communities.

Background

If EPA affordability criteria functioned properly, the
economic hardship imposed on lower-income households
might be alleviated in many communities. Unfortunately,
there are several critical limitations to how EPA defines
affordability and applies its assessment criteria. This is
due in part to EPA’s reliance on metrics such as median
household income (MHI), which is highly misleading as an
indicator of a community’s ability to pay. As a result, regulatory relief is not provided in many communities where
substantial and widespread economic hardships are indeed
being created.

Investment to meet federal water and wastewater requirements can impose significant financial hardships on
households, businesses, and the broader communities in
which they are located. When communities face large—
and sometimes multiple—federal water mandates, the
combined impact of the required expenditures can be
extremely expensive for everyone in that community who
pays a water or wastewater bill (most consumers get one
combined bill for water and wastewater services). For the
utility, the cumulative suite of required investments not
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EPA’s Two-level Affordability Screening
Analysis for Wastewater and Combined
Sewer Overflow (CSO) Controls
In 1995, EPA published its first set of affordability-related
guidelines: The Interim Economic Guidance for Water
Quality Standards. The 1995 Guidance contains a detailed
discussion of the analyses a municipality should undertake
to evaluate the economic impact of complying with water
quality standards (WQS) under the CWA. In 1997, EPA
published Guidance for Financial Capability Assessment
and Schedule Development using a nearly identical
approach to assess whether an extended compliance
schedule might be granted to a community facing affordability problems. The analyses put forth in these guidance
documents are divided into two parts:
1. The preliminary screen examines affordability using a
factor called the Residential Indicator (RI). The RI weighs
the average per household cost of wastewater bills relative
to median household income in the service area.
Ultimately, an RI of 2% or greater is deemed to signal a
“large economic impact” on residents, meaning that the
community is likely to experience economic hardship in
complying with federal water quality standards.
2. A secondary screen examines metrics related to the
financial capability of the impacted community. This
screen applies a Financial Capability Indicator (FCI)
reflecting the average of six economic indicators. Those
indicators include the community’s bond rating, its net
debt, its MHI, the local unemployment rate, the service
area’s property tax burden, and its property tax collection
rate. Each indicator is assigned a score of 1 to 3, based
on EPA-established benchmarks. Lower FCI scores imply
weaker economic conditions and thus an increased likelihood the mandate would cause substantial and widespread
economic impact on the community or service area.
The results of the RI and the FCI are ultimately combined
into an overall rating based on EPA’s Financial Capability
Matrix. This rating is intended to demonstrate the overall
level of financial burden imposed on a community by compliance with CWA mandates.

EPA’s Assessment of Affordability for
Drinking Water Regulations
Whereas EPA’s consideration of affordability for wastewater and CSO compliance is aimed at assessing an individual
community’s ability to comply with regulatory mandates
and schedules, EPA’s consideration of affordability in the
context of potable water supply is limited to assessing the
national-level affordability of regulatory options for small
communities. EPA does not consider the affordability of
4 © Copyright 2013 USCM, AWWA, & WEF

drinking water requirements in any manner that pertains
to individual utilities (even small ones), or to the category
of medium and large utilities.
EPA has stated that it would consider a National Primary
Drinking Water Regulation to be unaffordable to small
communities (those with populations under 10,000) if the
standard would result in a household drinking water bill in
excess of 2.5% of the national MHI in such communities. In
this context, MHI is evaluated based on all small community water systems collectively (i.e., MHI is not considered
for any individual utility, but for all small utilities lumped
together). To date, EPA has never determined that a drinking water regulation is unaffordable for small systems.
If EPA were to make such a finding, it would be required
to identify technologies for small systems that might not
result in meeting a particular drinking water standard but
are found to protect public health. Then, on a case-by-case
basis, states may approve the use of such affordable small
system technologies (called a variance) or approve an
extended deadline for compliance (called an exemption).
States cannot approve both a variance and an exemption
for the same standard in the same community. Variances
are subject to review and approval by EPA. States have
allowed very few variances and exemptions because they
can be difficult and expensive to issue.
EPA’s stated view on potable water—that it is affordable
if it costs less than 2.5% of small community MHI—influences the perceived affordability of combined water and
wastewater bills. Specifically, it is commonly inferred that
EPA would consider a combined annual water and wastewater bill of less than 4.5% of MHI to be affordable (2.5% for
water, plus 2% for wastewater services and CSO controls).

Limitations of EPA’s Preliminary
Screening Approach
A central issue in assessing affordability of federal water
mandates is the reasonableness of community-wide MHI as
a primary yardstick. MHI can be a highly misleading indicator of a community’s ability to pay for several reasons.
• MHI is a poor indicator of economic distress and bears
little relationship to poverty or other measures of economic need within a community. For example, consider an
analysis of MHI and poverty data for the 100 largest cities
in the United States. It shows that for 21 cities identified
as having an MHI within $3,000 of the 2010 national MHI
($50,046), there is no discernible relationship between MHI
and the incidence of poverty. Statistical analysis confirms
that the correlation between MHI and poverty among these
cities is not meaningful, with a correlation coefficient (r)
of 0.024. Indeed, within these 21 cities, the poverty rate
ranges from a low of 14.1% to a high of 23.3%.
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• MHI does not capture impacts across diverse populations.
In many cities, income levels are not clustered around
the median, but are spread over a wide income range or
concentrated at either end of the income spectrum. This
tendency for the income distribution to spread away from
the middle has been increasing and may well continue to
increase in the future, making MHI an even less meaningful metric. In addition, income distribution and other
economic measures can vary widely across different districts and neighborhoods within a city. Thus, the economic
hardship associated with increasing water and wastewater
bills can be concentrated in a few lower-income neighborhoods. This will compound the economic hardship within
the community and may raise issues of environmental
justice (EJ). These impacts are not captured with the use
of service area MHI as a sole indicator.
• MHI provides a “snapshot” that does not account for
the historical and future trends of a community’s
economic, demographic, and/or social conditions. This is
particularly relevant in areas that may be experiencing
economic declines or population losses (which will result in
the costs of water and wastewater programs being spread
across fewer residents). Without consideration of these and
other economic and demographic trends, the affordability
determination will overestimate the ability of residents to
tolerate rate increases over time.
• MHI does not capture impacts to landlords and public
housing agencies. Many renters do not receive water bills
because water and wastewater service is included in the
cost of rent. The same is true of many residents in public
housing. In cities with a high percentage of renters and/
or public housing residents, use of MHI and RI does not
capture impacts to landlords and public housing agencies,
which must often absorb the cost of increased water and
wastewater bills. In many cases, higher water bills mean
that public housing authorities will be required to reduce
the number of needy renters they serve, unless there can
be offsetting increases in public housing budgets.
• The RI does not fully capture household economic
burdens. Economic burdens are commonly measured by
comparing the costs of particular necessities to available
household income. The RI is such a measure in that it is
used to evaluate the economic burden from water bills
by comparing those bills to MHI. However, there can be
situations where the economic burdens in a community are
substantially different from those typically associated with
its RI. For example, a community may experience unusually
high costs of basic necessities or may have a distribution
of household income that differs significantly from that in
most communities. In these cases, the standard application
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of EPA’s RI would be insufficient on its own to distinguish
between higher and lower levels of economic impact.

Alternative Household Affordability
Metrics: Moving Beyond EPA’s Criteria
Given the limitations of the RI, and in particular the use
of MHI as a primary indicator of household affordability, it
is important to consider the use of alternative metrics to
gauge the affordability of federal water, wastewater, and
stormwater-related mandates. For example, impacts on
customer bills can be assessed as follows:
• Across the income distribution. Given the relatively large
percentage of households in the lower portions of the income distribution in many cities, it is important to examine
the effect of rising water bills across the entire income distribution—and especially at the lower end—rather than
simply at the median. For example, a key indicator could
include the analysis of average water and wastewater bills
as a percentage of the household income for each income
quintile. Table 1-1 demonstrates that this percentage would
be much higher for lower income quintiles in Atlanta compared to national levels (e.g., the income level that defines
the upper end of the lowest quintile—lowest 20% of income
earners—in Atlanta is $12,294; this compares to $20,585
nationally).
Table 1-1 Household Income Quintile Upper Limits in
Atlanta, Georgia, and the United States (2011$)
Atlanta, Ga.

United States

Lowest quintile

12,294

20,585

Second quintile

31,873

39,466

Third quintile

59,043

63,001

Fourth quintile

104,233

101,685

Lower limit of top 5%

246,335

187,087

Source: U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey, 2012.

EPA’s “Guidance for Preparing Economic Analyses” (240-R00-003) recognizes the legitimacy of assessing impacts to
all households across the income distribution, though EPA
has not provided information on how such analyses have
been conducted in the past or how they’ve been used in
enforcement actions.
• Across household types. Average water and wastewater bills can be examined as a percentage of income for
potentially vulnerable populations (e.g., renters and elderly
households).
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• Across neighborhoods or similar geographic units, such
as Census tracts, or Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs).
Poverty rates and households located in poverty areas can
be considered to identify portions of communities that are
economically at risk. Alternative measures of poverty, such
as the Supplemental Poverty Measure (SPM) recently developed by the U.S. Census Bureau , can be especially useful in this respect. The analysis could capture affordability
issues in particular parts of a community or service area
that may be masked when looking at the area as a whole.
Other indicators of economic need and widespread impacts
can also be considered for the community or parts of the
community2. These might include:
• The unemployment rate.
• The percentage of households receiving public assistance
such as food stamps or living below the poverty level.
• The percentage of households meeting Home Energy
Assistance Program requirements.
• The percentage of customers eligible for water
affordability programs.
• The percentage of households paying high housing
costs—for example the percentage of households with
housing costs in excess of 35% of income.
• Other household cost burdens such as nondiscretionary
spending as a percentage of household income for households within each income quintile (Rubin 2003).

EPA’s Secondary Screening Analysis:
Limitations and Alternative Indicators
Just as the RI falls short of its intended purpose, so too
does the FCI. The FCI that makes up EPA’s secondary
screening analysis does not adequately reflect a
community’s ability to finance investments associated with
federal water mandates. This measure fails to fully capture
financial capability because:
• EPA uses property tax revenues as a percentage of full
market property value (FMPV) as its sole measure of local
tax effort. Focusing solely on property taxes—while ignoring income, sales, business taxes, and user fees typically
charged for city services—inevitably understates the tax

effort in cities that rely on multiple forms of taxation.
As an alternative, EPA should allow municipalities to use
total local tax and fee revenues as a percentage of gross
taxable resources. This would provide a better measure of
the extent to which a municipality is already using the full
range of its taxable resources.
• The secondary screening analysis includes measures
of local MHI and unemployment levels compared to the
national average. By focusing on how these measures
compare with national levels, EPA fails to acknowledge
the profound impact of the absolute levels themselves.
For example, if the national unemployment rate is 9%, a
community with an unemployment rate of 10% is considered by EPA as having only a “mid-range” unemployment
problem. In fact, a community with a 10% unemployment
rate is all-but-certain to be experiencing significant distress, regardless of the national average.
o In addition to supplemental measures for MHI (as
previously described), EPA should consider a metric
that compares a municipality’s current unemployment
rate with the long-term state and national average (the
national average was 5.8% between 1991 and 2010).
Use of the long-term state and national averages as a
benchmark would provide a more insightful socioeconomic indicator than a single current number. A community’s long-term unemployment rate (for example,
the share of the labor force continuously unemployed for
one-half year or more) could also be evaluated.
o In addition to broadening the range of labor market
indicators it considers in assessing local financial capabilities, EPA should consider other measures of local
economic distress, such as foreclosure rates. At the
national level, foreclosure rates rose from 5.8 per 1,000
households in 2006 to 22.2 per 1,000 in 2010 (Office of
the State Comptroller, 2011). In many communities,
high foreclosure rates have had a significant impact on
the financial condition of local governments and their
ability to finance capital improvements.
• The FCI does not take into account the recent deterioration of many local governments’ ability to finance major
capital improvements, as evidenced in municipal capital
markets. EPA should consider adding a measure of local
government revenue growth or decline to the FCI matrix,

The SPM includes changes in the measure of available household resources (e.g., using after-tax income instead of pretax income and taking into
account income received through food stamps and other forms of public assistance) and also recognizes some nondiscretionary expenses that such
households bear. The SPM also adjusts for different housing status (e.g., renters versus owners). Additional details can be found in the U.S. Census
Bureau’s Supplemental Poverty Measure (2011a).
2 EPA’s 1995 Interim Economic Guidance for Water Quality Standards provides a good list of these indicators, and also includes economic losses,
impacts on property values, decreases in tax revenues, and potential for future job losses, among others.
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with a decline in real revenues over some period taken as a
sign of weakened financial capacity.
• EPA’s methodology for assessing municipalities’ financial
capabilities takes into account formal debt burden, but it
does not consider what for many cities is an even greater liability: unfunded pension and health care commitments to
retirees. These are generally not reflected in formal debt.
• Community or utility revenues are not considered in
the secondary screening analysis. This creates a significant weakness, especially in areas that are experiencing
economic difficulties, delinquency in water and wastewater
payments, declining water usage, shrinking revenues, or a
growing number of older customers on fixed or declining
incomes. EPA should consider the addition of more appropriate measures of revenue collection, such as current delinquency rates, the agency’s ability to enforce collection,
and its likelihood of recovering these costs.
• EPA’s secondary screening analysis does not take into
account the fact that many communities have a legal debt
ceiling. Debt limitations have the potential to severely
limit a community’s ability to finance unfunded mandates
absent an extended schedule.
• Finally, EPA does not consider the longer-term needs
facing many municipalities for reinvestment and renewal
of water and wastewater infrastructure due to the current
system’s age and condition. As documented by AWWA’s
Buried No Longer report (covering buried drinking water
infrastructure only), these needs add up to at least $1 trillion over the next 25 years. Wastewater needs are at least
as great, not counting CSO costs. The need for this investment is real and urgent.

Weighing the Benefits of Additional
Mandate-Driven Expenditures
Federal Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act
mandates are intended to provide better public health protection, water quality enhancements, and other benefits.
However, not all drinking water and wastewater mandates
are the same. Some provide greater benefits than others, or
provide benefits sooner than others, or generate benefits to
different groups of people or ecosystems.
When communities face expensive water mandates and
associated deadlines, the impact of the required expenditures can be extremely difficult for all who pay water
bills, but particularly for those with lower incomes. In such
communities, the expected benefits of the mandate should
be carefully weighed against:
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• Compliance deadlines (which might be amended)
• Permit limits (which might be adjusted)
• Required compliance technologies and strategies (some
of which are more expensive than others)
• Other factors that influence the magnitude and timing of
required investments
When the costs of meeting a regulatory mandate are high,
the affordability implications and the benefit of the activity
should each be evaluated in concert with the other. The
most important questions include:
1. Are the added benefits of more rapid and/or stringent
mandates warranted given the added costs and adverse
impacts on affordability, when compared to less stringent,
perhaps less expensive alternatives?
2. Are projects with lower public health or environmental
benefits driving out projects that might be of greater value
to the community or the nation?
3. Are the households that will realize most of the benefits
different than those who will bear most of the costs?
4. Are those bearing the greatest burden economically
disadvantaged and thus worthy of environmental justice
consideration?
EPA’s proposed Integrated Planning and Permit Policy
(IPPP) provides one potential avenue by which the costs
and benefits of all federal water mandates could be addressed. The IPPP process could be used to set priorities,
make adjustments in requirements, and set reasonable
timetables. Such adjustments would help ensure that local
resources are used to secure the greatest public health
and environmental benefits at an affordable cost. Moving
the IPPP process forward as suggested offers important
potential advantages:
• Comparing the environmental, social, and financial benefits of all water-related obligations would allow municipalities to develop priorities that reflect the totality of tradeoffs and commitments facing the community.
• Considering all water-related obligations together, and
assessing financial capability in light of total water-related
obligations, would focus local resources where the community will get the greatest total environmental, public
health, and other benefits.
It should be noted that EPA does not include drinking water mandates in the Integrated Municipal Stormwater and
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Wastewater Planning process, even though drinking water
investments must be carried on the same customer bill as
investments needed to comply with wastewater and CSO
mandates. The USCM, AWWA, and WEF have recommended
that EPA include consideration of drinking water investments in the Integrated Planning and Permit Program. The
program should also consider necessary but nonmandatory
investments in the ongoing rehabilitation of water and
wastewater infrastructure.
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Chapter 2
Guidance for Developing EPA’s Residential Indicator
This chapter provides an overview of the methods
outlined in EPA’s 1997 Guidance for Financial Capability
Assessment and Schedule Development ( U.S. EPA, 1997),
which EPA uses for completing the preliminary screening
analysis (i.e., calculating the RI). More specific instructions and worksheets developed by EPA for this purpose
are included in this Assessment Tool as Workbook 1, an
Excel spreadsheet.

• Determine total WWT and CSO (and stormwater) costs by
adding together the current costs for existing WWT operations and projected costs for any proposed controls.

EPA’s RI is intended to provide a measure of the financial
impact of current and proposed wastewater treatment
(WWT) and CSO controls on residential users. The
calculation of the RI involves the following steps:

o EPA Guidance states that O&M expenses and debt
service costs should also be estimated for all proposed
projects and adjusted to current year dollars (i.e.,
deflated) using the average annual national Consumer
Price Index (CPI) inflation rate for the last five years.
Workbook 1 includes specific instructions for applying
the CPI and determining annualized debt service costs.

• Determine the average annual cost per household (CPH)
associated with WWT- and CSO-related programs and
services in a given community. CPH is based on the total
costs for these programs, the percentage of wastewater
flow attributable to residential users, and the number of
households in the service area, as further explained below.
• Determine the MHI for the service-area based on data
from the U.S. Census Bureau.
• Divide the CPH by the service area MHI to calculate
the RI.
• Compare the RI to financial impact ranges established
by EPA to determine whether unfunded mandates will
produce a possible high, mid-range, or low financial impact
on residential users.
It is important to note that although EPA’s 1997 Guidance
was developed within the context WWT and CSO controls,
this Assessment Tool is focused on the affordability of both
water supply and WWT (including CSO and stormwater)
programs. For comparison purposes, water and wastewater
utilities can calculate the average annual CPH for both
types of services using the methodology outlined below.

Step 1: Develop the CPH Estimate
In its 1997 Guidance, EPA outlines the following steps for
determining the average annual CPH of existing and proposed WWT and CSO control costs:
© Copyright 2013 USCM, AWWA, & WEF 9

o Current WWT costs are defined as “current annual
wastewater operating and maintenance (O&M) expenses (excluding depreciation) plus current annual debt
service (principal and interest)” (1997 Guidance, p. 12).

• Calculate the residential share of the total WWT
and CSO costs.
o The residential share of total costs is computed by
multiplying the percent of total wastewater flow (including infiltration and inflow) attributable to residential users by the total costs.
• Calculate the CPH by dividing the residential share of
the total WWT and CSO costs by the number of households
within the service area.
The sources of data necessary for calculating CPH will
vary somewhat by utility/municipality. Table 2-1 provides
a summary of typical data sources.

Step 2: Determine Service-area MHI
The second step in developing the RI is to determine MHI
for your service area (or general service area boundaries if
the service area does not exactly follow Census-designated
areas). In its 1997 Guidance, EPA recommends using the
MHI from the latest census year and adjusting it to current
year dollars using the average CPI inflation rate. However,
the Decennial Census no longer includes MHI as a statistic.
MHI is reported annually as part of the U.S. Census Bureau
American Community Survey (ACS), which can be accessed
via the American FactFinder (AFF) website at factfinder.
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Table 2-1 Typical data sources for calculating EPA’s Cost per Household
Component of CPH

Data source

Current annual WWT, CSO, or stormwater costs

Utility/municipality financial reports
(in some states these are available from central
records kept by the state auditor or other state offices)

Projected annual WWT, CSO, or stormwater costs

Utility/municipal planning documents

CPI

Bureau of Labor Statistics (USDOL BLS, 2012)

Percent of total wastewater flow attributable to residential users Utility billing data
Number of households in service area

Utility/municipal planning documents, U.S. Census
Bureau ACS single-year estimates for most
recent yeara

aU.S. Census Bureau ACS data can be used if service area boundaries follow Census divisions (e.g., county, city, Census tracts,
metropolitan statistical areas). Chapter 5 provides additional detail on ACS data.

census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml. Additional
detail and instructions for accessing ACS data are included
in chapter 5, as well as in Workbooks 2, 3, and 4 that are
included with this Assessment Tool.
EPA’s 1997 Guidance also states that if the service area
includes more than one jurisdiction, a weighted MHI
should be developed based on the number of households
within each area. In addition, if MHI is unavailable for a
specific service area or jurisdiction, EPA suggests that the
surrounding county’s MHI may be sufficient.

Step 3: Calculate and Analyze the RI
To calculate the RI, the annual CPH is divided by the MHI
of the service area. The RI indicator is then compared to
financial impact ranges established by EPA to determine
whether unfunded mandates will produce a possible high,
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mid-range, or low financial impact on residential users. In
the context of wastewater, CSO, and stormwater controls,
the RI is categorized as low if it is less than 1%, mid-range
if it is between 1% and 2%, and high if it is greater than 2%.
For drinking water, an RI of greater than 2.5% is considered to represent a high financial impact.
In its 1997 Guidance, EPA suggests that if the wastewater
RI is classified as “mid-range” or “high”, then the community should perform a secondary screening analysis (i.e., calculate the FCI) to assess the utility’s financial capability to
afford additional programs. Results from the preliminary
and secondary screening analyses are ultimately combined
into EPA’s Financial Capability Matrix to determine whether a community should be granted a longer compliance
schedule for meeting regulatory obligations, or provided
another form of relief.
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Chapter 3
Primary Data Sources for Developing Alternative Measures of Household
Affordability
This chapter provides an overview of the data sources that
can be used to develop the metrics outlined in the subsequent chapters (4 and 5), including:

• Income levels and income distribution

1. U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey (ACS,
the primary data source)

• Unemployment rates

2. U.S. Census Bureau Integrated Public Use Microdata
Series (IPUMS)
3. Additional national, state, and local sources.
Use these data sources to develop alternative measures of
household affordability (i.e., beyond EPA’s RI). Such alternative measures include a series of socioeconomic indicators, such as income distribution and poverty rates within
a community, as well as specific affordability metrics for
different household types.
Workbooks 2 and 3 provide more information and step-bystep instructions for accessing and analyzing this data.

U.S. Census Bureau ACS
The U.S. Census Bureau ACS serves as the primary source
of data used to develop the affordability measures recommend in this Assessment Tool. The ACS is a household
survey conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau with a current
annual sample size of approximately 3.5 million households. The ACS replaced sample (long-form) data from
the Census and is now the only source of data on income,
poverty status, education, employment, and most housing
characteristics. ACS estimates are released annually (for
geographic areas with a population of 65,000 or more), as a
three-year average (for geographic areas with a population
of 20,000 or more), and as a five-year average (for all geographies, down to the Census Block Group level). The ACS
is considered the most reliable source of detailed socioeconomic data currently available, and is the only source of
data available for small geographies.
ACS datasets can be used to access socioeconomic data
that will allow better examination of economic need within
a community, including:
© Copyright 2013 USCM, AWWA, & WEF 11

• Poverty rates

• Households receiving public assistance
• Some information on housing costs and housing burden
ACS data are also used in this Assessment Tool to develop
specific affordability metrics, such as comparing average
household water and wastewater bills to the MHI for each
income quintile, and examining EPA’s RI at the census
tract level to identify potentially vulnerable communities.
ACS data are available on the U.S. Census Bureau’s
American FactFinder website. One-year estimates are
typically released for the previous year every September,
three-year estimates in October, and five-year estimates in
December. As of December 1, 2012, the U.S. Census Bureau
has released one-year estimates for 2011 and three-year
estimates for 2009-2011. Five-year average estimates are
scheduled for release on December 6, 2012.
Throughout this Assessment Tool, USCM, AWWA, and WEF
recommend using the ACS to collect socioeconomic data
at the city (or service area) level (i.e., using single-year or
three-year average ACS estimates), as well as at smaller
geographic scales (e.g., at the Census tract level, using fiveyear average ACS estimates). Analysis of these data on a
smaller-scale (such as a Census tract or neighborhood) can
help to identify vulnerable populations and assess potential
EJ concerns.
Workbooks 2 and 3 provide additional information and
step-by-step instructions for accessing, reporting, and mapping both one-year and five-year average ACS estimates.
This includes guidance on navigating the AFF website,
specific source tables for socioeconomic data, and selecting the correct geographic area (e.g., place within a state,
county, metropolitan service area) for your service area.
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U.S. Census Bureau IPUMS
In addition to ACS data, more in-depth analyses can be
performed using the U.S. Census Bureau’s IPUMS. IPUMS
can be used to analyze socioeconomic characteristics
across different types of households (e.g., renter-occupied
versus owner-occupied households, multi-family versus
single-family) or to run queries or cross tabs at the city- or
PUMA-level. PUMAs are statistical geographic areas that
have been defined for the tabulation and dissemination
of IPUMS data. PUMAs are made up of clusters of Census
tracts and have a population of at least 100,000.
IPUMS consists of more than 50 high-precision samples of
the American population drawn from 15 federal Censuses
and 2000–2010 ACS data. IPUMS is composed of microdata,
meaning that each record is a person. In most samples,
persons are organized into households, making it possible
to study the characteristics of people in the context of their
families or other co-residents. Because IPUMS uses census
results from individuals, it is possible to drill down into
much deeper detail than possible with ACS summaries.
For example, IPUMS data can be used to determine the
percentage of people at certain income levels in different areas of a city or community (e.g., the percentage of
residents with incomes greater than the 2% affordability
threshold income).
The use of PUMS data presents several obstacles for water
and wastewater utilities. Most importantly, because the
data are individuals and not tables, researchers must use
advanced statistical packages (such as SPSS, SAS, S-plus,
or R software programs) to analyze the millions of records
in the database. In addition, the large size of the PUMAs
(100,000 people) is a potential problem for smaller cities.
Further, because PUMAs must include 100,000 people,
some PUMA boundaries are arbitrary and do not always
follow political or common geographical delineations.
For these reasons, this Assessment Tool does not provide
in-depth detail on how to access and analyze IPUMS data.
However, the use of these data by water and wastewater
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utilities may be performed in-house or by consultants with
relevant knowledge. More information on IPUMS can be
found at www.census.gov/acs/www/data_documentation/
public_use_microdata_sample/.
Throughout the remainder of this Assessment Tool, places
where IPUMS data would serve to augment household
affordability assessments are noted; however, the Assessment Tool and analyses focus on more accessible and
user-friendly data sources.

Supplemental Data Sources
In addition to U.S. Census Bureau surveys, state and local
data sources can also provide a wealth of relevant information. The availability of these sources will vary across
utilities/municipalities and may include information from
states’ labor departments (e.g., particularly for unemployment data), economic development and local government
agencies, and other local agencies and organizations.
Another source of supplemental data may include datasets
that provide information on nondiscretionary spending
and housing costs within a city compared to the national
average, or some other benchmark. This information can
help to demonstrate the burden that these costs place
on different types of households and can provide insight
into the potential effects of water and wastewater rate
increases. For example, in larger communities where the
cost of living is high and incomes are commensurate with
the national average, the American Chamber of Commerce
Research Association (ACCRA) Cost of Living Index (COLI)
database might serve as an important measure of existing
household burdens. The ACCRA COLI database provides a
measure of differences in the cost of living among urban
areas in the United States relative to price levels for consumer goods and services in participating areas. Data from
the BLS Consumer Expenditure Survey (CES) can also be
used to assess economic burdens within different types of
communities, including both urban and rural communities.
More information on the ACCRA COLI is available at www.
coli.org/.
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Chapter 4
Guidance for Analyzing Socioeconomic Indicators of Household
Affordability for Your Community
There is no single piece of information that can definitively
indicate whether a community is at risk of being unable to
afford increased water and wastewater costs. However,
relevant socioeconomic indicators can help to provide a
more complete picture of a community’s economic and
social characteristics (and thus, its ability to afford rate
increases associated with unfunded mandates). This
Assessment Tool (and associated templates) focuses
on the following indicators of social and economic need1:
• Income levels
• Income distribution
• Poverty rates
• Household economic burdens and nondiscretionary
spending
• Supplemental indicators, including households receiving public assistance and unemployment rates within a
community.
The following sections provide an overview of the socioeconomic indicators described above, as well as general
guidance for accessing and analyzing specific socioeconomic data. We do not propose specific affordability thresholds
for these indicators, rather, they are intended to provide
context and to help “build the case” for why a community
may merit additional consideration for regulatory relief.
Throughout this Assessment Tool, graphs and tables for
specific indicators are presented, drawing upon data from
various U.S. cities as examples. Workbook 2, “Assessing
American Community Survey Data at the Community,

National, and Census-Tract Levels,” includes step-by-step
instructions for accessing the ACS data necessary for
analyzing each indicator. Workbook 3 provides templates
for developing specific analyses for your community2.

Income Levels
Although not useful as a sole indicator of household affordability, MHI data will serve as an important component
of your household affordability assessment. In addition to
providing an indication of economic need, MHI data will
be used to develop specific affordability measures (e.g.,
evaluating water and wastewater rates as a percentage of
MHI by Census tract or within each income quintile).
The first order of business is to document MHI for your
community for the most recent year available, compared
to the national MHI for the same year (in 2011, the MHI
in the United States was $50,502). Citywide or service
area-wide income data are easily obtained via American
FactFinder (AFF) using the ACS single-year, three-year
average, or five-year average dataset, depending on the
size of your community. See Workbooks 2 and 3 with this
Assessment Tool.
To identify specific areas in your community with high
concentrations of low-income households, MHI data should
also be analyzed at the Census tract level. These data
will be based on five-year average estimates from the ACS
because single-year data are not available at this smaller
geographic scale (5-year average estimates are available
for all geographies). These data should be downloaded via
AFF into Excel spreadsheets for further analysis.

1 There are other indicators that localities and utilities may want to consider, particularly those listed in the EPA 1995 Interim Economic Guidance for Water Quality Standards Workbook as part of the widespread economic impact analysis; these indicators include:
losses to local economy; increases in unemployment; impacts on property values or community development potential; decreases in tax
revenues; loss of future jobs or personal income. See this EPA guidance for a complete list.
2 ACS estimates are released annually (for geographic areas with a population of 65,000 or more), as a three-year average (for geographic areas with a population of 20,000 or more), and as a five-year average (for all geographies, down to the Census Block Group level).
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Figure 4-1 MHI by Census tract, 2011, developed using American Fact Finder website
Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2011a, 2006–2010 five-year average estimates

The AFF website provides options for developing maps
of income and other socioeconomic data by Census tract.
Tract-level data can also be analyzed and mapped using
geographic information systems (GIS), depending on the
resources and capabilities within your utility. With the
use of GIS, utilities have the options for further analyzing
the data and conducting more in-depth analyses (e.g.,
developing maps showing Census tracts where the average
household water and wastewater costs exceed specific
percentages of MHI). Workbook 3, “Socioeconomic Indicators” provides specific instructions for accessing Census
tract-level data and developing the corresponding maps.
Figures 4-1 and 4-2 provide examples of Census tract MHI
maps for the City of Philadelphia developed on the AFF
website and using GIS, respectively. These maps demonstrate significant variation across census tracts, in terms of
MHI. Workbook 2 includes specific instructions for downloading and mapping Census tract level data.
To identify potentially vulnerable populations, income
levels should also be analyzed across different types of
households. For example, in some communities there may
be considerable differences between income levels for
renter-occupied and owner-occupied households, as well
as between multi-family and single-family households, or
between elderly and non-elderly households. Income data
for renter and owner-occupied households and for elderly
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residents can be downloaded from the 2011 (or relevant
year) ACS single-year dataset. However, income data for
multi-family and single-family households can only be
accessed through IPUMS.
Table 4-1 shows how MHI can vary significantly across
different types of households, using Kansas City, Kansas
as an example.
In addition, in recent years income levels in many cities
have been declining. Where this happens it has important
affordability implications because it means that increases
in water and wastewater bills will not be offset by similar
increases in incomes. Income data can be downloaded
from single-year ACS databases from 2005 through the current year. When comparing MHI across years, it is important to adjust for inflation (using the CPI) so that all data
points are compared using the same year value. For smaller
communities, it will be necessary to look at changes in
three-year or five-year average ACS estimates.
Continuing with Kansas City as an example, Figure 4-3
presents a graph of citywide MHI for 2005 through 2011. As
shown, Kansas City has followed the trend of many cities in
the United States, with real MHI declining by about $1,150
from 2005 to 2011. When compared to average increasing
annual household water and wastewater costs, this graph
can serve as a useful tool to show how increasing water and
wastewater bills are outpacing real increases in household
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Figure 4-2 MHI by Census tract, 2011, developed using in-house GIS capabilities
Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2011a, 2006–2010 five-year average estimates

incomes (e.g., annual average household water and wastewater costs can be graphed on the secondary y axis).
Table 4-1 MHI by household type, Kansas City, Kansas

Workbook 3 (an Excel spreadsheet) provides the specific
ACS data tables you will need to obtain the information
presented above for your community. The spreadsheet
also provides templates for presenting these indicators
as graphs and tables (see spreadsheet tabs MHI,
MHI_HHType, and ServiceArea_MHI_2005-2011).

Household type

MHI (2011$)

All households

37,036

Elderly households

27,955

Income Distribution

Renter-occupied

24,898

Owner-occupied

47,272

In many cities, incomes are less centered on the median
compared to incomes in the United States as a whole.
This has important implications for affordability because

Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2012, 2011 single-year estimates
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Figure 4-3 Kansas City MHI, 2005–2011, adjusted to 2011 dollars using CPI
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011b, 2012 (2006-2010 single-year estimates).
it means that a higher percentage of households within
these communities may be adversely impacted by water
and wastewater rate increases compared to what might be
expected under a more equal distribution of income. Although this is the case in many larger urban communities,
Rubin (2001b) shows that this is also the case for many
rural/nonmetropolitan communities, which tend to have a
higher percentage of households in lower-income categories compared to the national average.
Income distribution can be examined with ACS data in
different ways, including by income quintile, as well as
by 10- and 16-category distributions. Table 4-2 shows the
upper limits of household income quintiles for Atlanta,
Georgia, compared to the United States as a whole. As
shown, the lowest-income quintiles in Atlanta are substantially lower than those for the United States. This indicates
that a greater percentage of Atlanta households are at the
lower end of the income spectrum compared to the national average (e.g., the upper limits for the lowest quintile
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indicate that in the United States, the lowest 20% of households earn less than $20,585 per year, while in Atlanta, the
lowest 20% of households earn less than $12,294 per year).
Conversely, the lower limits for the upper quintiles are
greater in Atlanta than for the United States overall.
Table 4-2 Household income quintile upper limits,
Atlanta, Georgia and the United States (2011$)
Atlanta, GA

United States

Lowest quintile

12,294

20,585

Second quintile

31,873

39,466

Third quintile

59,043

63,001

Fourth quintile

104,233

101,685

Lower limit of top 5%

246,335

187,087

Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2012.
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Figure 4-4 Income distribution in Atlanta, Georgia and the United States
Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2012 (2011 single-year estimates).

Figure 4-4 graphically portrays that the income levels in
Atlanta are more concentrated toward the ends of the income spectrum compared to the national average. Indeed,
the figure reveals that the income bracket containing
Atlanta’s MHI ($43,903 in 2011) is one of the least-populated income classes in the entire city. Thus, it is evident that
in Atlanta (and in many other cities in the United States),
citywide MHI does not reflect a “typical” household. Further, a much higher percentage of residents would be adversely impacted by increased water and wastewater bills
compared to communities with a more equal and centrally
clustered income distribution.
The evaluation of income distribution across different
household types can help to identify vulnerable populations
within a community. Continuing with Atlanta, Georgia,
as an example, Figure 4-5 shows the income distribution
across elderly households (i.e., the head of the household
is 65 years or older) compared to the income distribution
citywide. As shown, the majority of elderly households
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(52%) have a reported income of less than $25,000. This
compares to about 33% of households citywide.
As demonstrated in Table 4-1, a second population of
potentially vulnerable households includes renter-occupied households, which often have lower incomes than
owner-occupied households. Figure 4-6 shows the income
distribution for renter- and owner-occupied households in
Atlanta, Georgia, where 55% of all households are renter
occupied. As shown, there is a much higher percentage of
renter-occupied households in the lower-income categories,
with close to 40% of all renters earning less than $20,000
per year.
Workbook 3 provides the specific ACS data tables that you
will need to obtain income distribution data for your community. The spreadsheet also provides templates for presenting these indicators as graphs and tables (see spreadsheet tabs Inc._quintiles; Inc._dist; Elderly_Inc_dist;, and
Renter_Owner_Inc_dist).
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Figure 4-5 Income distribution in Atlanta, Georgia, elderly households and citywide
Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2012 (2011 single-year estimates)

Figure 4-6 Atlanta, Georgia income distribution, renter- and owner-occupied households
Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2012 (2011 single-year estimates)
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Poverty Rates
In addition to income levels and income distribution, poverty rates serve as an important indicator of economic need.
In 2011, 15.9% of people in the United States were living
below the federal poverty line. This percentage provides a
benchmark for assessing poverty levels within your community, which can be obtained using ACS single-year and
three-year average estimates (depending on the size of your
service area). Data on the percentage of elderly residents
and children living below the federal poverty line are also
available through ACS. These data can help to identify
vulnerable populations.
Similar to income levels, poverty rates can be examined at
the Census tract level using five-year average ACS estimates. Once these data are downloaded, they can be used
to identify “poverty areas,” where 20% or more of the households in that Census tract have incomes below the federal
poverty level. Again, these data can be mapped using AFF
or with GIS capabilities at your utility.
In terms of affordability, identifying areas where poverty
is more concentrated may have important implications
for public health. In essence, the effective reduction in
disposable income among low-income households could
adversely affect those households’ ability to pay for needed
food, heat, and medical care (Crawford-Brown et al., 2009;
Raucher et al., 2011). Care should be taken to ensure that
public policies (including well-intentioned environmental
mandates) do not impose costs that may further exacerbate the health challenges faced by households in such
low-income neighborhoods.
Many have argued that the official (i.e., federal) poverty
rate does not provide an accurate measure of the number
of households truly living in poverty conditions. Indeed,
various studies have emphasized that households with
incomes that are significantly higher than the poverty level
often experience severe hardships, including hunger, lack
of needed heating and cooling, and the inability to afford
medical care (Boushey et al., 2001).
To obtain a more accurate measure of households living
in poverty conditions, the U.S. Census Bureau developed
a Supplemental Poverty Measure (SPM) in 2010. The SPM
factors in public assistance and financial support offered
to low-income households (e.g., housing subsidies, low-income home energy assistance) and also recognizes some
nondiscretionary expenses that such households bear (e.g.,
taxes, out-of-pocket medical expenses, and geographic
adjustments for differences in housing costs) (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2011a).

At the national level, for a two- adult, two-child household
in 2010, the SPM income threshold was set at $24,343.
This compares to the official poverty threshold of $22,113.
Nationwide, the SPM indicates4 that there are 5.35% more
people in poverty than the official poverty threshold would
indicate. The SPM also indicates that inside Metropolitan
Statistical Areas the difference is 11.2%, and within “principal cities,” the SPM-implied number of people in poverty
is 5.94% higher than the official poverty measure indicates.
Although the SPM is not yet available at the city/community level, these general rules can help to identify additional
households that may be adversely impacted by increased
water and wastewater rates.
Workbook 3 provides the specific ACS data table that
you will need to obtain poverty data for your community.
The spreadsheet also provides templates for presenting
these indicators as graphs and tables (see spreadsheet tab
“Poverty”).

Housing Burdens and Nondiscretionary
Spending
As noted in chapter 1, EPA’s residential indicator does not
capture existing household economic burdens beyond those
associated with water and wastewater bills. Economic
burdens are commonly measured by comparing the cost
of particular necessities to the resources (e.g., income)
available to a household or community. EPA’s RI is such a
measure in that it is used to evaluate the economic burden
from wastewater charges by comparing those charges to
MHI. However, wastewater service is just one of a set of
basic necessities whose costs influence the overall economic burden on a community’s households.
Household economic burdens can be a significant factor for
large urban communities where the cost of living is much
higher than the national average, as well as in smaller
rural communities where MHIs are often lower than the
national MHI but nondiscretionary costs are not. Analysis of household economic burdens and nondiscretionary
spending requirements can provide an indication of how
difficult it is for both low- and middle-income households in
your community to make ends meet, and how increases in
water and wastewater costs will impact different types of
households.
Housing burden is the most common measure of household
economic burden. Most government agencies consider
housing costs of between 30% and 50% of household income
to be a moderate burden in terms of affordability; while
costs greater than 50% of household income are considered

4 The SPM also adjusts for different housing status (e.g., renters versus owners). Additional details can be found in the U.S. Census Bureau (2011).
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a severe burden. The ACS provides information on monthly
housing costs for both owner-occupied and renter-occupied
households, as well as by income level. These data can be
divided by the MHI for these different groups to calculate
housing burden. Additional analyses can be performed
using IPUMS data (e.g., IPUMS can be used to determine
the exact number of households with a moderate or severe
housing burden, while ACS summary files can only provide
average costs as a percentage of MHI for a limited number
of household types).

differences in the cost of living among urban areas in the
United States. The ACCRA COLI measures relative price
levels for consumer goods and services in participating
areas. The average for all participating places, both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan, equals 100 and each participant’s index is read as a percentage of this average. The
ACCRA COLI dataset is updated quarterly for approximately 305 cities within the United States, and includes data for
different income quintiles. This data can be useful if your
community is one of the participating areas.

Workbook 3 provides the specific ACS data tables you will
need to access to obtain housing burden data for your
community. The spreadsheet also provides templates for
presenting different housing burden indicators as graphs
and tables (see spreadsheet tab “Housing_burden”).

Additional Socioeconomic Indicators

Sources of nondiscretionary spending data can help to provide insight into additional household economic burdens.
Key sources for these data include the Bureau of Labor Statistics CES, the ACCRA COLI, and any additional local data
sources prepared by government agencies or organizations.
The BLS CES contains detailed demographic, income, and
monthly expenditure data at the PUMA level. These data
can provide insight on relative consumer spending within
your community compared to different types of communities (e.g., urban vs. rural). CES data are accessed in the
same way that IPUMS data are accessed, and require a
thorough knowledge of a statistical software package such
as SAS, SPSS, or STATA.

1. Percentage of residents receiving public assistance
income and/or food stamps

ACCRA COLI data are another source of nondiscretionary
spending data. The ACCRA COLI provides a measure of
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There are several additional measures of economic need
that can help to examine the ability of households to afford
water and wastewater rate increases, including:

2. Average annual unemployment rates
3. Number/percentage of households that are delinquent in
paying their water bills
4. Number/percentage of households enrolled in utility
low-income assistance programs.
Workbook 2 describes the specific ACS source tables that
contain information related to the percentage of residents
receiving public assistance income and/or food stamps and
average annual unemployment. Information on delinquency
rates and low-income assistance programs should be available through your utility.
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Chapter 5
Guidance for Developing Alternative Measures of Household Affordability
This chapter provides additional guidance for assessing
water and wastewater affordability at the household level
(i.e., going beyond EPA’s RI). This includes the development
of utility-specific affordability measures, such as comparing current average wastewater bills to household income
levels across the income distribution in your service area
or community. The following sections provide an overview
of recommended approaches for assessing affordability and
communicating results, while more detailed instructions
and templates for developing these alternative metrics are
included in Workbook 4.
Remember that EPA may consider the affordability of
water and CSO mandates using your community’s MHI.
However, throughout the following sections, water and/or
wastewater bills are compared to household income levels,
drawing upon data from selected communities throughout
the United States. For the purpose of this Assessment Tool,
hypothetical average household water and wastewater
costs of $300 and $450, respectively, are used for a combined average annual bill of $750. It is important to keep in
mind that these analyses can be conducted using current
water and/or wastewater costs, as well as household water
and wastewater costs that take into account planned rate
increases. This chapter also provides additional detail on
conducting affordability analyses for future years.

Average Water and Wastewater Bills
Throughout this chapter, the comparison of average
household water and wastewater bills to household income
levels are discussed. It is important to note that the use of
the term “bill” is intended to reflect the estimated average
costs of water and/or wastewater service based on current
rates and average household consumption. If data are available, a weighted average can be determined based on the
number of single- and multi-family homes in the community and their respective average household consumption
levels.
With this approach, average household water and wastewater costs are based on your utility’s existing rate models, as
reflected in the current rates. This provides a more realis-
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tic assessment of current household costs and should allow
you to easily evaluate household affordability in future
years under planned rate increases. This approach should
also allow you to examine household affordability under a
series of “what if” scenarios (e.g., examining affordability
with and without the impact of a potential mandated or
nonmandated investment, or under different assumptions
regarding interest rates and financing costs).

Water and Wastewater Bills and
Household Income Comparisons
As a first step to developing your affordability indicators,
compare average annual water and wastewater bills to
household incomes for different types of households and
across geographic areas. At the citywide level, this calculation essentially represents EPA’s RI (although it can
include water costs in addition to wastewater costs). The
RI calculation should also be evaluated at the Census tract
level (if your community is large enough to include several
Census tracts) to identify areas where average household
costs may have a “mid-range” to “large” economic impact
(e.g., as defined by EPA for wastewater).
Continuing with our analysis of MHI by Census tract
for the City of Philadelphia (see chapter 4), Figure 5-1
shows average annual household wastewater costs (using
our hypothetical average bill of $450) as a percentage of
Census tract MHI. This map demonstrates how an increase
in wastewater rates would impact communities within
Philadelphia differently.
The Census tracts outlined in black in Figure 5-1 illustrate
an important point for analyzing household affordability
at the Census tract level. These Census tracts are highlighted because they have fewer than 750 people in them
(the average number of people per Census tract is about
4,000). Thus, although a map may show several Census
tracts where the average household water and/or wastewater bill amounts to a relatively high percentage of MHI,
it is important to evaluate what this means in terms of
the overall population of your service area (in the case of
Philadelphia, about 1.5 million people). To account for this,
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Figure 5-1 Hypothetical average annual wastewater bill as a percentage of Census tract MHI, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2011a, 2005–2010 five-year average estimates

it is important to examine variables that provide context
(e.g., population, number of households) when downloading
Census tract data for specific analyses. These data can be
easily downloaded by Census tract via AFF using ACS fiveyear average estimates.
In many communities, the estimated average household
wastewater bill and total combined (water and wastewater)
bill may not exceed 2% and 4.5%, respectively, of MHI in
most Census tracts; however, a number of households have
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incomes well below the MHI for their community. Many of
these households may already be paying more than 2% of
their income for wastewater services, or more than 4.5% of
their income for combined water and wastewater services.
This can be easily examined using income distribution
data from the ACS. For example, Figure 5-2 shows the
percentage of households within Sacramento, California,
at different levels of affordability (i.e., the percentage of
households spending certain percentages of their income
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Figure 5-2 Hypothetical annual average wastewater and combined water and wastewater bills as a percentage of
household income, Sacramento, California
on water and wastewater services). This analysis is based
on the percentage of households within each of 16 Census-defined income categories and evaluates the average
wastewater and total combined water and wastewater
bill as a percentage of the mid-point income within each
category. As shown, it appears that with average household
costs of $300 and $450 for water and wastewater services,
respectively, close to 30% of households in Sacramento,
would pay more than 2% of their income for wastewater
services, and about 20% pay more than 4.5% of their income
for combined water and wastewater services.

IPUMS data can be used to conduct further analysis on
the number of households that may be unable to afford
significant water and/or wastewater rate increases. For
example, based on the estimated average household water
and wastewater cost of $750, households earning less than
$16,667 would pay more than 4.5% of their income for water
and wastewater services. IPUMS can be queried to determine the exact number of households within your community (and within each PUMA in your community), that
make less than this amount (and therefore would have paid
more than 2% of their income for their estimated average
wastewater bill).

Table 5-1 Hypothetical annual average wastewater bill as percentage of MHI by income category, Butte, Montana
Income category
Less than $20,000

Percentage
of households
24%

MHI within
income quintile
$10,000

Average estimated wastewater
bill as a percentage of MHI
7.50%

$20,000 to $39,999

26%

$29,999

2.50%

$40,000 to $74,999

30%

$57,499

1.30%

$75,000 to $99,999

8%

$87,499

0.86%

$100,000 to $199,999

10%

$149,999

0.50%

Three-year average ACS estimates were used due to the small size of Butte; one-year estimates are unavailable.
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Table 5-2 Hypothetical annual average wastewater bill as a percentage of federal poverty threshold incomes
Household or		
family size

Poverty threshold

Average water and
wastewater bill (example)
($)

Estimated average household
bill as a percentage of
poverty level income (%)

1

$11,170

284

2.54%

2

$15,130

568

3.76%

3

$19,090

852

4.46%

4

$23,050

1,136

4.93%

5

$27,010

1,420

5.26%

6

$30,970

1,705

5.50%

7

$34,930

1,989

5.69%

8

$38,890

2,273

5.84%

Table 5-1 presents another way to evaluate impacts to
low-income households within your community. Based on
the hypothetical average water and wastewater bill of $750,
Table 5-1 shows average annual water and wastewater
costs as a percentage of MHI for different income categories, using Butte, Montana, as an example. As shown,
average water and wastewater bills already amount to
more than 7.5% of MHI for households in the lowest-income
category (approximately 24% of the 14,836 households in
Butte). This analysis assumes that MHI within each income
quintile is the mid-point. However, IPUMS data can be used
to determine the true median.
Examining the average wastewater bill as a percentage of
poverty level income also provides insight into the number
of people facing unaffordable water and wastewater bills.
Poverty threshold incomes vary depending on the number
of people living in the household. For example, in 2010, the
official federal poverty threshold for a household or family
of 2 was $15,130; for a family of 4, the poverty threshold was
$23,050.
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Table 5-2 shows the hypothetical average water and wastewater bill of $750 as a percentage of poverty threshold
incomes by household size. To conduct this analysis, the
combined water and wastewater bill of $750 were adjusted
to account for differences in household size, based on the
average U.S. household size of 2.64 in 2011 (i.e., each person in the household adds about $284 to the average bill).
As shown in Table 5-2, the hypothetical average bill of $750
ranges from 2.5% to 5.8% of poverty threshold incomes.
Finally, as discussed in chapter 4, in many communities,
incomes vary considerably between renter-occupied and
owner-occupied households, as well as for elderly households. Drawing upon our analysis of MHI for different
types of households in Kansas City, Kansas (see chapter
4), Table 5-3 shows an average total water and wastewater
bill of $750 as a percentage of MHI across these different
household types. As shown, in Kansas City renter-occupied
households have much lower incomes than all other household types. On average, these households would pay 3.01%
of their income for water and wastewater services with an
average annual bill of $750.
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Table 5-3 Hypothetical annual average total household
water and wastewater bill as a percentage of MHI by
household type, Kansas City, Kansas
Household
type

MHI
(2011$)

Average household
water and wastewater cost
as a percentage of MHI

37,036

2.03%

Elderly households 27,955

2.68%

Renter-occupied

24,898

3.01%

Owner-occupied

47,272

1.59%

All households

Source: U.S. Census Bureau ACS, 2012 (2011 single-year estimates).

Using the national income distribution data for 2012, a bill
equal to 2% of national MHI would be $1,010 per year. That
bill would represent 4.9% (or more) of income for the lowest
20% of U.S. households, which is relatively similar to the
1996 level. In many communities, however, a wastewater
bill of 2% of MHI would have a much more severe impact
on low-income households. For example, in New York City,
2% of the city’s MHI of $49,461 would be $989 per year. This
would represent 5.9% at the upper limit of the city’s lowest
income quintile ($16,824), meaning that at least one-fifth of
the city’s households would be paying 5.9% of their income
(or more) for wastewater services—a burden that is 20%
greater than would be expected from the national income
distribution.

Workbook 4 provides specific instructions and templates for
developing the affordability metrics (including graphs and
tables) presented in this section. The “Overview” tab is this
spreadsheet contains a table of contents that links spreadsheets in the Excel worksheet to specific figures and tables
in this section.

In this example for New York City, in order to keep the
impact on low-income households consistent with that
expected from national income distributions—that is, to
ensure that no more than 20% of households face sewer
bills of 4.8% (or more) of income—then wastewater bills
would need to be no more than $807 per year, or 4.8% of the
upper limit for the lowest income quintile. This amounts to
1.63% of the city’s MHI. This reveals the extent to which the
2% of MHI metric does not reflect burdens on the poorest
20% of households in the community, and that an MHIbased metric of affordability for New York City of about 1.6
would be more equivalent to 1996 measures for reflecting
impacts on the lowest-income quintile.

Income Distribution: Implications for
Wastewater Affordability

This analysis can be easily applied to your community in
the context of water and/or wastewater services using ACS
data related to income quintiles and MHI.

IPUMS data can also be used to estimate average household water and wastewater costs as a percentage of MHI for
multi-family and single-family homes. For this analysis, the
average estimated water and wastewater bill can be based
on actual average consumption for these different types of
households.

As noted throughout this report, EPA’s 1997 Guidance
suggests that wastewater bills equal to 2% of MHI are
considered affordable for a community. In 1997 (when the
Guidance was developed), the most recent income and
poverty data available would have been from 1996. In 1996,
the national MHI was $35,492 (U.S. Census Bureau, 1997).
Thus, an average annual wastewater bill equal to 2% of national MHI would have equated to $710. Based on national
income distribution data, in 1996 the lowest quintile (20th
percentile) of household income was 42% of the median
income, or approximately $14,900 (U.S. Census Bureau,
1997). That is, the lowest 20% of households in the United
States made $14,900 or less. At that income level, a bill of
$710 would have equated to 4.75% of household income. In
other words, the MHI threshold of 2% would be equivalent
to having 20% of households in a community pay 4.75% (or
more) of their income for wastewater service.
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Assessment of Affordability in Future
Years
Finally, in addition to analyzing affordability impacts
associated with current water and wastewater rates, it is
also important to examine how affordability will change
over time. Many utilities have the capability to estimate
rate increases for future years, based on estimated costs
associated with planned projects and programs. Using
these data, it is relatively straightforward to calculate
the estimated average household water and wastewater
bill for future years. However, this calculation will need
to take into account any assumed changes in household
water consumption over time, such as whether your utility
expects average household use to decline. You may also
want to conduct sensitivity analyses to examine the effect
of your assumptions (e.g., regarding O&M costs for planned
projects or project financing costs and interest rates).
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In order to compare average water and wastewater bills to
household income levels, it will also be necessary to make
some assumptions about how income levels will change
over time. In the past, we would have recommended that
you simply assume incomes will increase at the same rate
as the CPI. However, as demonstrated in chapter 6, in
recent years income levels have not kept pace with the CPI,
and have even declined in many communities. This can
make it difficult to project MHI for your community going
forward.
One approach for projecting future income levels is to
examine how income levels have changed in recent years
in comparison to the CPI. For example, over the past five
years national income levels have increased at a rate of
approximately 60% of the increase in CPI. Given the recent
economic crisis and recovery process, it seems reasonable
to assume that this trend will likely continue, at least for
the near future. Thus, to project MHI over the next several
years, you may wish to assume that incomes will increase
by about 60% (or rate at which your community’s MHI has
increased relative to CPI) of the forecasted change in CPI
(as developed by the Congressional Budget Office). Beyond
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the next several years, it may be reasonable to assume that
incomes will again begin to increase at the same rate as
the CPI. Although this analysis is not exact, it does provide
a general idea of how income levels may change.

Communicating the Results
Given the wealth of information and analyses described in
chapters 4 and 5 of this Assessment Tool, it can be difficult
to imagine how to best synthesize and communicate the
results of your affordability assessment. As noted in chapter 4, we do not propose any specific thresholds that would
indicate that a community is at risk of being unable to
afford significant increases in water and wastewater costs.
The analyses conducted here are intended to go beyond
EPA’s RI to provide a more comprehensive assessment of
household affordability.
Depending on your community, you may want to focus on
specific aspects of the Assessment Tool suggested (e.g., EJ
concerns, elderly households, impacts to low-income households). The graphs and tables portrayed in this Assessment
Tool are also provided as templates in the guidance documents and can be used to analyze and present results.
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Chapter 6
Guidance for Assessing Utility Financial Capability: EPA’s Secondary
Screening Analysis and Alternative Measures
This chapter provides guidance for completing EPA’s secondary screening analysis (i.e., developing the FCI), as well
as for developing alternative measures of utility financial
capability. First, we overview the methods outlined in
EPA’s 1997 Guidance for completing the secondary screening analysis. Next, we provide guidance for developing
alternative financial indicators (such as those outlined in
chapter 4). More specific instructions and templates are
included in Workbook 5.
Again, it is important to note that although EPA’s 1997
Guidance was developed within the context of waste water
and CSO controls, our Assessment Tool is focused on the
affordability of water supply, wastewater, CSO, and stormwater) programs.

Calculating EPA’s FCI Metrics
EPA’s secondary screening analysis includes a series of
economic indicators used to evaluate a utility’s financial
capability to implement mandated wastewater, CSO, and/or
stormwater controls. These indicators include:
• Bond rating
• Overall net debt as a percentage of full market property
value (FMPV)
• Unemployment rate
• MHI
• Property tax revenues as a percentage of FMPV
• Property tax revenue collection rate.

Table 6-1 Permittee FCI benchmarks and their ratings: EPA Guidance
Financial capability metric

Strong
(score = 3)

Mid-range
(score = 2)

Weak
(score = 1)

AAA-A (S&P)
Aaa-A (Moody’s)

BBB (S&P)
Baa (Moody’s)

BB-D (S&P)
Ba-C (Moody’s)

AAA-A (S&P)
Aaa-A (Moody’s)

BBB (S&P)
Baa (Moody’s)

BB-D (S&P)
Ba-C (Moody’s)

Below 2%

2–5%

Above 5%

More than 1 percentage
point below the
national average

+/- 1 percentage
average point of
national average

More than 1 percentage		
of national average

More than 25% above adjusted
national MHI

+/- 25% of adjusted
national MHI

More than 25% below
adjusted national MHI

2–4%

Above 4%

94–98%

Below 94%

Debt indicators
Bond rating GO bonds
Bond rating (revenue bonds)
Overall net debt as percentage
of FMPV
Socioeconomic indicators
Unemployment rate
MHI

Financial management indicators
Property tax revenues
as percentage of FMPV
Below 2%
Property tax revenue
collection rate

Above 98%

GO: general obligation.
S&P: Standard & Poor’s.
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As part of the screening analysis, each indicator is “scored”
on a scale of 1 (weak) to 3 (strong). The average of these
scores represents the overall FCI. The following sections
describe the methods and data sources used to determine
each indicator. Table 6-1 shows the ratings and scores for
each indicator, as outlined in EPA’s guidance documents.

Bond rating
The first financial benchmark included in EPA’s secondary
screening analysis is a municipality’s bond rating for both
GO and revenue bonds. GO bonds are bonds issued by a
local government and repaid with taxes (usually property
taxes). GO bond ratings reflect financial and socioeconomic conditions experienced by the community as a whole.
Revenue bond ratings, by comparison, reflect the financial
conditions and management capability of a water/wastewater utility. They are repaid with revenues generated from
user fees.
There are currently three major rating agencies for municipal bonds: Moody’s Investors Services, S&P, and Fitch
Ratings. Of the three rating agencies, Moody’s and S&P’s
rate over 80% of all municipal and corporate bonds (these
are also the only two rating agencies included in EPA’s 1997
Guidance). Municipal bond reports from these agencies can
be accessed at:
• Moody’s Investors rating service: www.moodys.com
• S&P rating service: www.standardandpoors.com
Table 6-1 shows how ratings from these agencies translate
into “strong,” “mid-range,” and “weak” scores in terms of
the FCI.
In its 1997 Guidance, EPA notes that there are many smalland medium-sized communities that have not used debt financing and therefore have no bond rating. EPA states that
when a bond rating is unavailable, this indicator can be
excluded from the secondary screening analysis. However,
this will effectively place a greater reliance on scores for
the socioeconomic and financial management indicators.

Net debt as a percentage of Fair Market
Property Value (FMPV)
The second financial benchmark measures a municipality’s outstanding GO debt as a percentage of FMPV. This
indicator is intended to provide a measure of debt burden
on residents within your service area/community, as well as
a measure of the ability of your local government to issue
additional debt.
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To calculate net debt as a percentage of FMPV, it is first
necessary to identify the direct net debt of your community, as well as your community’s share of debt from overlapping entities. EPA defines overall net debt as debt repaid by
property taxes within a utility/municipality’s service area.
It excludes debt that is repaid by special user fees (e.g.,
revenue bonds). The percentage of your community’s share
of debt from overlapping entities is the amount charged
to persons or property with your service area (based on
the estimated FMPV of real property of each overlapping
jurisdictions).
Debt information is typically available from your community’s annual financial statements. FMPV data should be
available through your community or State assessor’s office
(EPA’s 1997 Guidance states that as long as your service
area boundaries generally conform to one or more community boundaries, it is not necessary to prorate the FMPV).
In some communities, the tax assessed property value will
not reflect FMPV. This occurs when the tax assessment ratio is less than one. In such cases, FMPV can be computed
by dividing the total tax assessment value by the assessment ratio (i.e., the percentage of the FMPV that is taxed at
the established tax rate).
If the net debt for your community is greater than 5% of the
FMPV, you would receive a “weak” rating for this indicator,
based on EPA’s scoring methodology. A net debt of 2% to
5% of FMPV is considered “mid-range,” while below 2% is
considered “strong.”

Unemployment rate
The unemployment rate is defined as the percentage of the
total labor force that is unemployed but actively seeking
employment and willing to work. Monthly and annual
average unemployment rates are available through the
BLS Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS) program.
LAUS is a federal-state cooperative effort that maintains
employment statistics for Census regions and divisions
(e.g., counties and metropolitan statistical areas), cities of
25,000 population or more, and other areas. EPA Guidance
does not specify whether monthly or annual data should be
used, however, we recommend using the annual average
unemployment rate. For more information and to access
LAUS data, visit www.bls.gov/lau/data.htm.
For the purposes of calculating the overall FCI, local
unemployment rates are compared to the national average
as a benchmark (also available through BLS). Areas with
an unemployment rate of more than 1% above the national
average are rated as “weak” in this area. Areas with unem-
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ployment rates within 1% of the national average is considered “mid-range” and those with unemployment rates more
than one percentage point below the national average are
considered “strong.”

MHI
The MHI benchmark compares your community’s MHI to
the national MHI. As detailed in previous chapters, this
information can be easily accessed from the U.S. Census
Bureau ACS via AFF. Depending on the size of your community, you will need to use single-year, three-year average,
or five-year average ACS estimates. These estimates are
adjusted for inflation by the ACS.
In terms of the overall FCI, a community is considered
weak for this indicator if MHI is more than 25% below
the national MHI, mid-range if MHI is within 25% of the
national MHI, and strong if MHI is more than 25% above
the national MHI.

Tax revenues as a percentage of FMPV
This indicator, which EPA also refers to as the “property
tax burden,” is intended to measure the funding capacity available to support debt based on the wealth of the
community, as well as the effectiveness of management in
providing community services (1997 Guidance).
FMPV data should be readily available through the community or state’s assessor office, while property tax revenues
are typically available in a community’s annual financial
statements. If a community’s property tax revenues are
greater than 4% of FMPV, a “weak” rating is assigned for
this indicator; between 2% and 4% is considered mid-range;
and below 2% is considered strong.

Property tax collection rate
The property tax collection rate is intended to measure of
the efficiency of the tax collection system and the acceptability of tax levels to residents. To determine the collection rate, you will need to divide property tax revenues
by the property taxes levied. However, be aware that this
metric may understate the effort your community is making if it relies less than the typical community on property
taxes and more on, say, sales taxes, user fees, special fees,
and assessments. See the following section for more on this
issue.
To calculate property taxes levied, multiply the assessed
value of real property within your community/service
area by the property tax rate. This information should
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be available through your community or state assessor’s
office. Property tax revenues are typically available in your
community’s annual financial statements.
For this indicator, if the property tax collection rate in your
community is below 94%, you will receive a “weak” rating;
between 94% and 98% is considered mid-range; and above
98% is considered “strong.”

Alternative Measures of Utility Financial
Capability
Chapter 1 of this Assessment Tool provides several suggestions for supplemental measures that would help to provide
a better assessment of utility financial capability. The
following sections provide instructions for developing and
analyzing these measures.
It is important to note that the measures suggested below
may not necessarily apply to your community, and that
there may be additional financial indicators not reflected
here that may be particularly relevant for your community. In developing evidence to support a determination on
whether your utility has the financial capability to implement regulatory mandates, it is important to investigate
relevant measures and metrics specific to your community.

Local tax revenues as a percent of gross
taxable resources
As discussed previously, EPA uses property tax revenues
as a percentage of FMPV as its sole measure of local tax
burden. However, in cities that rely on multiple forms of
taxation, focusing solely on property taxes inevitably understates a city’s current tax effort. To account for multiple
forms of taxation, total local tax revenues as a percentage
of gross taxable resources should be included as a supplemental measure in EPA’s FCI (in addition to real property
taxes as a percentage of FMPV). This would provide a
better measure of the extent to which a municipality is
already using the full range of its taxable resources.
Gross taxable resources are the combined dollar amount
of resident household incomes and business surpluses
(income less employee compensation) within a community
(NYC Independent Budget Office, 2007). Tax effort is the
ratio of direct and overlapping government tax collections
to taxable resources. In 2007, the NYC Independent Budget
Office developed a report comparing state and local taxes
in large U.S. cities (NYC Independent Budget Office, 2007).
This report provides a methodology for determining a city/
municipality’s total taxable resources and is available at
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www.ibo.nyc.ny.us/iboreports/CSALTFINAL.pdf. Total tax
revenues should be available within your community’s
annual financial reports.

Measuring the severity of unemployment
Chapter 1 of this Assessment Tool discusses the limitations
associated with the application of current annual average
unemployment as a key indicator of utility financial capability. To provide a more accurate measure of whether local
economic problems are severe enough to warrant relief
from EPA mandates, the following measures are suggested:
• The current and long-term average unemployment rate
in your community compared to the long-term national
average. Between 1991 and 2011, the national unemployment rate averaged 5.8%. Use of the long-term average level
of unemployment as a benchmark anchors the national
unemployment rate as a comparison measure. For example,
in 2010 a community with an unemployment rate of 10.1%
would be classified as having only a mid-range unemployment problem simply because it was within 1% of the
national average of 9.1% in that year.
• Long-term unemployment compared to national longterm unemployment. The annual average unemployment
rate does not reflect trends in long-term unemployment
(defined as the share of the labor force continuously unemployed for one half year or more). Use of the long-term
unemployment rate provides an additional measure of
economic distress within a community.
In addition to broadening the range of labor market
indicators, other measures of local economic distress,
such as foreclosure rates and annual migration/population
data, can provide insight into the financial capability of a

30 © Copyright 2013 USCM, AWWA, & WEF

community or utility to fund mandated programs. In many
communities, high foreclosure rates have had a significant
impact on the financial condition of local governments, and
their ability to finance capital improvements. In addition,
chronic joblessness leads working-age residents to migrate
to areas where they have a better chance of finding a job.
This kind of migration does not show up in unemployment
rates, but it can permanently affect a community’s ability
to support investments in water and wastewater systems.

The deterioration of local government
financial capabilities
To take into account the erosion of local government
finances, a measure of local government revenue growth
or decline can be included in EPA’s FCI matrix, with an
absolute decline in real revenues over some period taken
as a sign of weakened financial capacity. Revenue growth
or decline should be measured over a long enough period
of time to ascertain a trend (e.g., the last 3 to 5 years). This
information should be available from your local government’s annual financial reports.

Ignoring other long-term liabilities
EPA’s methodology for assessing municipalities’ financing capacity takes into account their formal debt burden
(measured by the ratio of net debt to underlying property
values). But it does not consider a burden that for a growing
number of municipalities is greater than the burden of formal debt—unfunded pension liabilities and other commitments to retirees, as well as other long-term contractual
commitments. The value of unfunded long-term liabilities
over time should be included as a supplemental measure of
utility financial capability (e.g., in comparison to available
resources for meeting these commitments).
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I.

welfare is maximized when all costs are
reflected in prices. This is sometimes
referred to as “full-cost pricing” or the
“polluter-pays principle.” Only when
production and consumption decisions take
into account all costs to society can they
result in the most appropriate balance of
supply and demand. When prices are
artificially low, we tend to consume too
much. When prices are artificially high, we
consume too little.

Introduction: The Role of Prices

This paper discusses the role of the price
mechanism in water and wastewater
conservation. It is designed to stimulate
conversation about water pricing strategies
among local water and wastewater utilities,
government planners, industry professionals,
and advocates of watershed protection.
Pricing strategies can also raise revenue to
meet clean water needs, but this purpose is
addressed in other EPA publications.

From an environmental economics
perspective, pricing can be an extremely
valuable tool for signaling the value of
water. Since water is basic to life, and
certainly to the quality of life, the pricing of
water can be a powerful means of signaling
its scarcity to consumers, most of whom see
very little connection between their water
usage and their total bill. As water demands
are increasing and water supplies are
diminishing, economic tools are among the
most powerful ways to communicate the
true value of fresh water.

Most of us learned in elementary school that
water is indestructible and is recycled
through the hydrologic cycle. However,
recent experience has determined that water
cannot be treated as a perfectly renewable
resource. Withdrawals from our watersheds
for drinking, sanitation, agriculture, and
industrial use, and subsequent wastewater
treatment, are processes that, at today’s
scale, have large “unpriced” external effects,
including land use consequences, biological
degradation, and water quantity depletion. In
view of these encroaching resource limits, it
is important to consider how to translate
these causal relationships through the price
mechanism to reflect the underlying costs to
society. As local utilities propose expansions
in water and wastewater capacity, significant
environmental issues are raised in most
major metropolitan areas. Clearly, the need
for conservation and planning is greater than
ever. Although there are many ways to
promote conservation, the focus of this
paper will be on pricing.

The polluter-pays principle is popular
among economists, but it is important to
emphasize that it usually suggests only a
theoretical optimum. It is rare to see an
“externality” fully priced and charged. This
would mean identifying all the environmental effects of the product at each stage in
the economic cycle from production to
waste, assigning those effects a monetary
value, and using the tax system or other
authorities to add this total monetized value
to the price.

The most frequent response of economists to
the imperatives of environmental protection
and resource conservation is to use the price
mechanism more strategically. For
economists, “full costs” refers to the
complete societal costs (environmental,
social, and actual) that stem from the
production and consumption of a good or
service. Economics shows us that social

American laws and social norms have not
yet embraced the approach of price
correction to achieve environmental goals.
European countries are farther along
inimplementing these kinds of price
changes, alternately called “ecological tax
reform” or “green fees.” Approximately
one-third of U.S. electric utilities, however,

1
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To meet these needs, water and wastewater
providers will need to increase their
investments by at least 3 percent in real
terms over this time period.

practice a form of demand management via
peak-hour pricing of electricity. By pricing
electricity high enough to encourage
consumers to modify their electricity
consumption, these participating electric
utilities were able to take off 4 percent of the
total peak load in the United States (Energy
Information Administration, 1996).

Rising capital needs are attributed to:
• Many sewage treatment plants and
underground pipe systems needing
replacement (with their useful lives
expiring);
• More stringent drinking water and
wastewater standards; and
• Increasing expense and controversy
associated with developing new sources
of water.

Another example of price correction in the
United States is in the area of municipal
solid waste. More than 4,000 communities
have established what the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) terms
“pay-as-you-throw” programs (also known
as unit pricing or variable-rate pricing), in
which residents are charged for trash
collection based on the amount thrown
away. This creates a direct economic
incentive to recycle more and to generate
less waste. More information can be found
at the EPA Web page “Pay As You Throw”
at http://www.epa.gov/payt/.

To summarize, strategic pricing of water and
wastewater can play a greater role in
meeting the investment needs of our nation’s
water and wastewater utilities. Pricing
strategies can manage demand for water and
wastewater services (or slow the growth rate
of demand) and raise revenues to support
critical capital investments. In the water
sector, these imperatives are greater than
ever.

As with many other resources, it is unlikely
that water and wastewater prices will ever
fully reflect the “full cost” approach favored
by environmental economics, but there are
some “directionally correct” pricing
structures designed to encourage
conservation. Section III describes these rate
structures in more detail.

II.

The Water Sector

Public Ownership – Heavily Subsidized
Over the past 200 years, water management
in the United States has been dominated by
government decisions concerning
agriculture, water rights, transportation,
hydroelectric power, manufacturing, and
drinking needs. The U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers focused on large-scale
development of water resources during a
time in history when water was believed to
be abundant and easily renewed. Dams,
canals, aqueducts, and reservoirs were built
to move water from where it was abundant
to where it was needed, or to store it for use
during dry seasons. The federal government

While beyond the scope of this paper, an
equally important reason to consider
conservation-based rate structures is to raise
revenue for utilities faced with economic
and population growth, aging plants and
pipes, and tighter environmental regulations.
In a recent report issued by EPA’s Office of
Water, the capital needs for water and
wastewater systems were estimated for the
next two decades. In present value terms,
funds needed for both water and wastewater
systems over the next 20 years approach a
half trillion dollars (EPA, The Clean Water
and Drinking Water Gap Analysis, 2002).

2
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SRF loans offer municipalities a substantial
discount compared to market rate financing;
however, this discount does not approach
the level of subsidy under the Construction
Grants Program. The 20-year era of the
Construction Grants Program (1972–1992)
produced a significant decline in the
pollutant loads discharged by sewage
treatment plants. These and other
government efforts to develop water
supplies and improve water treatment
produced many important environmental
benefits. However, an unintended and
unforeseen result was the weakening of a
price mechanism that might have guided the
supply and demand for water more
prudently.

financed much of that work, with the
Department of the Interior's Bureau of
Reclamation playing a key role. As its name
suggests, the goal of that agency was to
“reclaim” arid lands.
States generally govern water within their
boundaries. State laws and regulations
define the allocation of the rights of private
parties and government entities to use such
water. State water laws usually allocate
water according to a “grandfathered” system
of “first in time, first in right” (appropriative
rights) or according to proximity of land
ownership (riparian rights). While water
uses must be beneficial, allowable
withdrawals are generally unpriced (free).
Today, the water allocation problem is more
difficult than ever due to a number of forces:
increased population, periodic drought,
depletion of groundwater, degradation of
water quality, land use concerns, and
competition among water users (agriculture,
recreation, urban drinking water, and
industrial use). In the arid West where
conflict over water rights has a long history,
some institutional reform of water policy is
under way to better manage the agricultural
use of water. Fueling the situation is the
historical underpricing of water. During the
1970s and 1980s, EPA’s wastewater
treatment Construction Grants Program was
a major source of federal funds, providing
more than $60 billion for the construction of
public wastewater treatment projects. In the
1987 amendments to the Clean Water Act,
Congress set 1990 as the last year that grants
would be appropriated. As the grants
program was phased out, it was replaced by
the State Revolving Fund (SRF) program, in
which federal funds are used as seed money
to capitalize revolving loan funds that
provide low-interest loans for wastewater
treatment.

All told, the institutional character of the
water sector and the influence of
governments has imbued the water sector
with deep political roots and economic
norms—not unlike other parts of our public
infrastructure such as roads, airports, and
energy.
Laws, Regulations, and Local Politics
Rate setting can be constrained by the
varying legal and regulatory codes of states
and local jurisdictions. Most states have a
water code or law that outlines the rights of
public water and wastewater utilities as well
as the state’s authority over investor-owned
utilities. Federal law, including the Clean
Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act,
does not mandate water pricing policy.
Publicly owned systems are subject to the
oversight and competing interests of county,
city, or regional governing boards, water
authorities, or commissions. For publicly
owned utilities, elected officials are often
influenced by competing fiscal pressures.
And because long-term capital planning and
conservation measures are not required,
local decisions might not include the need to
create depreciation reserves or other
3
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financial mechanisms to finance inevitable
system replacements. In addition, both
citizens and elected officials might wish to
keep water and wastewater prices low to
attract economic development.

III. Rate Structures and Practices in
the Water Sector
Current Pricing Practices in the Water
Sector
The importance of water to our survival
renders it, literally, priceless. But this
intrinsic value of water is frequently left out
of traditional pricing. Traditional pricing
quantifies the costs of capture, treatment,
and conveyance. Consequently, this method
often obscures the larger, but less
quantifiable, societal interests in preserving
our water resources.

In recognition of the competing interests that
affect rate structures, EPA’s 1989
publication Building Support for Increased
User Fees (EPA 1989) was introduced to
provide guidance on how to conduct an
effective public education program that
emphasizes the connection between higher
fees and the financial and operating integrity
of a water or wastewater utility. In public
education programs for new rate structures,
acceptance is improved when the public
understands:

Supplementing traditional pricing with
incentives for consumers to manage demand
is a combination that serves both financial
and environmental goals. This is also known
as demand management pricing.

• The need for capital improvement
programs such as expansion and
upgrades;
• The benefits associated with water
conservation: pollution prevention
through reduced water withdrawals and
wastewater flows, habitat protection, and
energy conservation; and
• The increased revenues that allow a
utility to pay for conservation measures
such as metering, improved water
accounting, leak detection, water-use
audits, retrofits, reuse and recycling, and
landscape improvements.

Water and wastewater demand can be
manipulated by price to some degree. Water
for necessities (sanitation, cleaning, and
cooking) is far less responsive to price than
water for more discretionary uses (lawn
watering, car washing, and swimming
pools). Water policy analyst Janice Beecher
reviewed over 100 studies of the price
elasticity of demand with the following
conclusions (Beecher 1994):
• The most likely range for elasticity of
residential water demand is -0.20 to 0.40, meaning a 10 percent increase in
price lowers demand by 2 to 4 percent;
and
• The most likely range for elasticity of
industrial demand is -0.50 to -0.80,
meaning a 10 percent increase in price
lowers demand by 5 to 8 percent.

Clearly, information plays a role in how
water users respond to price. To the extent
that the public can be assured of the
appropriate use of revenues derived from
higher prices, improved rate structures stand
a far better chance of succeeding.

Clearly, water is “inelastic,” meaning that
when the price increases, consumption
decreases but at a lower rate than the
increase in price. To foster conservation,

4
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planning and the conservation measures
listed above, including conservation pricing.
See http://www.epa.gov/owm/waterefficiency/webguid.html.

utility managers will need to consider how
consumers will react and may need to adopt
other conservation strategies as well.
Three rate surveys give us some insight into
existing industry practices regarding
conservation pricing. The Raftelis
Environmental Consulting Group’s 2000
Water and Wastewater Rate Survey depicts
29 percent of surveyed communities using
increasing block rates (where cost per
thousand gallons increases at various
increments of usage). The American Water
Works Association’s 1998 survey of the
residential rate structures of 827 utilities
shows approximately 22 percent employing
increasing block rates and 2 percent
employing seasonal rates. The largest
sample set (over 1,200 systems) comes from
EPA’s Community Water System Survey
2000 found at
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/cwssvr.html.
This survey shows only 9.2 percent of
systems employing increasing block rates.
To be precise, all these surveys pertain to
water rates and not wastewater rates.
However, most residential wastewater is not
metered but is instead billed in proportion to
water coming into residences (drinking
water) or by some other formula.

The general types of conservation pricing
options are:
• Repeal of volume discounts;
• Increasing block rates; and
• Seasonal rates.
Eliminating volume discounts removes any
existing disincentive for conservation.
Charging a higher unit price as consumption
rises is the most popular form of
conservation pricing. Seasonal rates, where
prices rise and fall according to water
supplies and weather conditions (with higher
prices usually occurring between April and
October), are used less often. With all these
options, consumers have an incentive to
conserve.

IV. Key Issues for Utilities,
Communities, and Water
Planners
To effectively manage demand, a utility
must be able to determine future water
needs. New water-demand forecasting
models take into account the socioeconomic
characteristics of a service area and project
water use patterns accordingly. Utilities can
see how seasonal changes, weather changes,
and socioeconomic changes will affect water
demand. Most important, for the purposes of
conservation pricing, estimates of customer
response to changes in user charges can be
derived.

Conservation Rate Structures
Prices can be used to help modify customer
behavior to use less water at the tap and to
prevent leakage and waste, consequently
generating less wastewater for treatment. To
achieve significant conservation gains that
might enable water system managers to
postpone the need for new capital outlays,
utilities will need to expand their toolkit to
include the widest array of conservationoriented initiatives, including measures like
universal metering, water accounting and
use audits, retrofitting, and public education.
The Office of Water’s Water Conservation
Plan Guidelines, issued in 1998, provides
guidelines for utilities on conservation

For effective pricing, utilities, communities,
and water planners will need to consider at
least three issues: the service population’s
ability to afford higher rates, the effects of
conservation rates on a utility’s revenues,

5
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also benefit the utilities by avoiding costs
associated with late payments, disconnection
notices, and service terminations.

and their actual effectiveness in reducing
water demand. These are discussed below.
Affordability
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
estimates that combined water and sewer
bills currently average one-half (0.5) of 1
percent of household income in this country
(Congressional Budget Office, Future
Investment in Drinking Water and
Wastewater Infrastructure, 2002). When
compared to other developed countries,
consumers in the United States are paying
the lowest percentage of income for water
and wastewater services.

The American Water Works Association
Research Foundation (AWWARF) issued
the most comprehensive report available on
rate structures designed to meet the needs of
low-income customers. (This Web site is
given in the references section; see
AWWARF 1998). Entitled Water
Affordability Programs, this report describes
five rate structures that can be considered as
model affordability programs. “Lifeline”
rate structures can mitigate undue hardships
for qualifying low-income customers by
charging a lower rate for the portion of their
monthly water supply that is considered
nondiscretionary (the basic amount needed
for sanitation, cooking, and cleaning).
Beyond this lifeline amount, higher rates are
charged. Alternatively, a discount can be
applied to the fixed portion of the bill, (e.g.,
the meter charge, service charge, or other
fixed amount). This method also maintains
incentives to conserve.

In this same report, CBO provided an
estimate of the percentage of household
income that would be needed in the year
2019 to pay for future infrastructure
investments. Under a low future costs
scenario, water and wastewater bills can be
expected to consume 0.6 percent of
household income. Under a high future costs
scenario, CBO estimates that water and
wastewater bills will consume 0.9 percent of
household income. Under either scenario,
combined average water and wastewater
bills for Americans are expected to remain
under 1 percent of household income,
extremely low compared to other countries.

Utilities can also offer budget billing
programs, elderly discounts, and
conservation assistance to low-income
families. Section V covers a number of
assessment tools and information sources
that might be helpful in considering
conservation-oriented rate structures.

Because these statistics are national
averages and do not reflect regional
differences or effects on low-income groups,
the issue of affordability must be addressed.
The best rate design involves taking into
account the characteristics of particular
customer classes. When considering
conservation pricing, a utility, waterplanning body, or local government might
consider the service area population’s ability
to pay higher rates. Appropriately designed
programs can mitigate the hardship of rate
increases on low-income families. Not only
does this have humanitarian benefits, but
well-designed affordability programs can

Revenue Stability
In the small body of literature on water
pricing, revenue instability is the most
frequently cited problem with various forms
of conservation rates (Beecher 1994). This is
because conservation rates can shift cost
recovery from fixed charges to variable
charges (rates based on use). Utilities also
worry that price increases might reduce their
sales in an unpredictable manner, leading to
less certain revenue streams. If consumers
respond with a higher-than-expected
6
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Without implementing any other
conservation measures, average yearly water
use per customer fell by 5 percent (Jordan
1994). More recently, Jordan has written in
the Journal of the American Water Works
Association to report on results of a survey
sent to those utilities identified as using
some type of conservation rate structure
(Jordan and Albani, 1999). For those 12
systems where the authors had adequate
data, Jordan and Albani demonstrated that
yearly average consumption dipped 8
percent and peak-demand-month usage
declined 7 percent as a result of
conservation pricing.

reduction in water use, conservation can
cause utilities to experience reduced
revenues and an unstable cash flow.
One way to mitigate this concern is to gather
reliable data on the local service area’s
“elasticity of demand.” Computer models
are available to estimate price elasticities for
different customer classes, and hence, the
revenue effects of conservation rate
structures. Forecasting demand will help
design rates that maintain financial stability
for the utility. Existing demand studies can
be used to approximate usage responses in a
general benchmarking approach, or
computer models can be used (in
conjunction with detailed customer records)
to specify consumer responses to price with
greater accuracy. Section V describes some
of the tools available for making these
estimates.

V.

Assessment Tools and
Information Sources

Show-Me Ratemaker
The state of Missouri’s Department of
Natural Resources offers free software that
can be downloaded from its Web site at
http://www.dnr.state.mo.us/oac/lgov.htm#rat
e%20studies%20for%20water%20and%20s
ewer. Show-Me Ratemaker can be run on
Microsoft Excel, providing users with 5-year
financial projections and analyses of
different rates.

A second way to mitigate concern about
revenue instability is to create a revenue
stabilization fund that can be used to even
out the collection of revenue, particularly
during droughts. In this case, the utility must
be able to collect revenues in excess of
annual expenditures in some years so that it
can draw on the fund during revenue
shortfalls that result from lower-thanexpected consumption. In addition, legal
safeguards are needed to protect these
reserves for their intended use. Surpluses
can be used to fund conservation programs
or build a reserve for future capacity
expansions or upgrades.

IWR-MAIN Water Demand Analysis
Software
Developed under sponsorship of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, the Institute for
Water Resources, Municipal and Industrial
Needs for Water Resources (IWR-MAIN)
software has been updated and continually
modified since its inception in 1982. The
most recent versions can be used on a
personal computer. More about this software
can be found at http://www.iwrmain.com/.

Effectiveness
The literature on conservation pricing for
water is small but growing. University of
Georgia Professor Jeffrey L. Jordan provides
some insight in a 1994 article in the Water
Resources Bulletin. In 1991 Spalding
County, Georgia (part of the Atlanta metro
area), transitioned from a decreasing rate
structure to an increasing rate structure.

EPA Reports
EPA’s Office of Water has issued two
reports aimed specifically at the water and
wastewater pricing issue. The first report,
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Building Support for Increasing User Fees,
is a helpful guide on the public education
needed to price clean water at rates
commensurate with its value (EPA 1989).
This report stresses that rate adjustments are
most effective when used in conjunction
with a public education program. This report
can be viewed and downloaded
electronically from EPA’s Web site at
http://www.epa.gov/clariton/clhtml/pubtitle.
html.

AWWA Manuals
The American Water Works Association
(AWWA) and the AWWA Research
Foundation have multiple publications of
interest. AWWA has periodically published
a definitive manual on pricing; the most
recent is Principles of Water Rates, Fees,
and Charges (AWWA 2000). Additional
documents relevant to rate design can be
found at http://www.awwa.org/ and
http://www.awwarf.com/.

A follow-up to this report came in 1993 with
Evaluating Municipal Wastewater User
Charge Systems, which provides the
information needed to comply with EPA’s
construction grant user charge system
regulations (EPA 1993). This report can be
ordered free of charge from the National
Service Center for Environmental
Publications at
http://www.epa.gov/ncepihom/.
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T

he 2016 Florida Water and Wastewater Rate Survey (2016 Survey) is developed to
provide insight into water and wastewater pricing practices currently utilized
by publicly owned utilities in the State of Florida. This is the third edition of the
survey, which was first published in 2012.
The goal of this survey is focused on typical residential potable water/
wastewater bills and rate structures for over 180 Florida public utilities. The
respondents include small utilities serving a population less than 10,000 to the
largest utilities in Florida with service populations of more than 1 million. The
2016 Survey includes utilities with a cumulative service population of more than
14.3 million people throughout Florida.
The rates shown are exclusive of utility taxes or outside-city rates for those
jurisdictions that have such charges. Following this introduction is a discussion
on why water rates differ, together with a narrative summarizing the survey
results. Also included are statistics such as the gallons included in the first usage
block, revenue recovery from fixed charges, minimum water bill levels, and other
information. The survey table includes information related to population, water
management district, residential monthly minimum water bill amounts, and bill
amounts for usage at 4,000 and 8,000 gallons.
We would like to thank all of the participants in the 2016 Survey and extend
a special thanks to Ken Small at the Florida League of Cities for his support on
distributing the survey questionnaire. This survey was completed with the
valuable assistance of Robin Chacko, Joe Williams, Kevin Dunham, Malinna San,
David George,and Mike Rocca of Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc.
We hope that you will find these results informative and look forward to
continuing this biennial survey in the future.
Sincerely,
RAFTELIS FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS, INC.

Tony Hairston
Senior Manager

950 S. Winter Park Drive, Suite 240, Casselberry, FL 32707 /
P: 407.960.1806 / F: 407.960.1803 / www.raftelis.com

2803 Fruitville Road, Suite 154, Sarasota, FL 34237
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The 2016 Survey is focused on
publicly owned utilities. Often utility infrastructure is the most valuable
asset in a community. The rates established by each community for
utility service are essential for operations, maintenance, and renewal of
the utility infrastructure investment.
There are many factors that have an
effect on the level of utility rates;
however, based on our experience,
the items described in this section
summarize the more salient factors affecting potable water rates.

SOURCE OF SUPPLY & WATER QUALITY
The source of a large portion of potable water supply in Florida is from underground aquifer systems. Surface water and brackish groundwater are becoming more common sources as populations
have increased and groundwater sources are not as plentiful. The quality of water and level of treatment necessary to meet regulatory requirements and maintain public acceptance varies greatly
throughout the state due to the various sources. For example, communities located inland often require lower levels of treatment compared to those along the coast with more brackish water. Other
communities may have regulatory limits on the amount of high quality water available through
their consumption use permits. Many communities are required to identify and plan for alternative
water supplies, with these alternatives being much more expensive to treat than existing sources of
supply. Finally, depending on the location of the source of supply, an expensive transmission system
may be required to deliver potable water to the customer service area.
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EFFLUENT DISPOSAL
While the source of water is a potentially large differentiator in potable water costs, the disposal of
treated effluent is one of the most significant drivers of wastewater costs. Some of the least expensive effluent disposal methods include land applications with minimal pollutant removal. Many
communities have limited land available for effluent disposal and rely on nearby surface waters to
discharge treated wastewater. Enforcement of regulations and recent legislation is either restricting these discharge points or even eliminating surface water discharging in many communities.
Alternatives include capital-intensive discharge solutions such as deep injection wells.

INFRASTRUCTURE REPLACEMENT
In prior decades throughout Florida, utility capital funding was primarily focused on meeting the
demands of growth. Much of the cost of providing infrastructure for growth could be mitigated
by a combination of impact fees, developer contributions, and careful expansion planning. With
the aging of infrastructure, increases in regulatory requirements, and the slowing of growth, communities are increasingly concerned with both upgrading and replacement of infrastructure. The
burden of upgrading and replacing infrastructure is typically borne by existing customers through
utility rate revenues. Moreover, these capital costs are higher than the original cost due to inflation and the difficulty of replacing underground piping compared to the original installation cost
on undeveloped land. While these challenges are growing, there is increasing pressure to maintain
rates and avoid rate adjustments. Infrastructure replacement can often be delayed from one year
to the next as budget pressures grow; however, such postponements generally create the need for
larger rate increases in the future.

CONNECTION DENSITY
A common factor affecting both the capital and operating costs of utilities is the number of connections within their service area. Utilities such as compact cities with high densities enjoy certain
economies due to factors such as shorter piping systems and less travel time for servicing the system and customers. This connection density factor should be considered when comparing rates,
especially involving a combination of county and city systems.

REGULATORY STRINGENCY
Water utilities must provide drinking water that is safe for its customers and meet reporting and testing requirements. Regulatory requirements such as the EPA Disinfection By-Products Rule (DBPR)
affect various communities differently based on the source of its water supply, age of the distribution
system, and other factors. Meeting DBPR and other regulatory requirements can require both capital
and operating investments that lead to higher user rates.

DECREASING PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION
Many utilities are facing declining per capita potable water consumption due to multiple factors. Because most utility costs are fixed, communities must increase rates to compensate for
the loss in revenue from reduced usage. This is especially valid for those utilities that have
been heavily reliant on inverted (conservation) rates as a cost recovery source. There are several reasons for decreasing per capita consumption including more water efficient appliances
and irrigation systems installed during renovations or through utility incentive programs.
Further contributing to declining consumption is increased awareness due to conservation
outreach efforts. Utility customers are responding to ongoing conservation messages.
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WATER RESTRICTIONS
Over the past several years, water shortages and watering restrictions throughout Florida have
been declared at various levels by the water management districts. Water restrictions include
limitations on days and hours of irrigation use, and announced water shortages are accompanied
by pleas to reduce consumption by set percentage amounts. Since most utility costs are fixed and,
by definition, remain constant regardless of certain deviations in demand, the effect of lower water sales due to water shortages tend to require higher rates to support those fixed costs.

EFFICIENCIES
Potable water rates are also dependent on the extent a community has been able to use technology and effective management to achieve a high level of service at the lowest possible cost. Most
communities are reporting the ability to accomplish more while relying on fewer resources. For
example, many utilities have implemented automated meter reading (AMR) systems to reduce
operating costs and increase meter reading accuracy. Implementation of supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) technology can increase system monitoring capabilities while lowering
operating costs. Other efficiencies that can affect rates include minimizing unbilled water and exploring wholesale arrangements to sell excess capacity.

BUDGET & TRANSFER POLICIES
The full accounting of indirect costs within a potable water utility can vary tremendously among
various communities. For city and county utilities there are many supporting departments that
may or may not be recognized in the budget process. Even when recognized, the cost of such support services may not be accurate. In one community such costs may be understated, while in
others they may be overstated due to budget pressures. In addition, many communities include a
payment in lieu of taxes (PILOT), payment in lieu of franchise fees (PILOFF), or simply a transfer
to the general fund. The amounts and methodology of such transfers vary considerably, and have
a direct effect on utility rates.

ACQUISITIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
A significant number of Florida utilities were initially constructed to minimum standards by the primary land developer. Many of these privately developed utilities were subsequently acquired by local
governments at prices that included the value of contributions made by existing customers. The inclusion of these customer contributions in the acquisition price was determined to be appropriate by
the Florida Supreme Court. The acquisition cost together with other costs incurred for upgrading the
utility to municipal standards is another factor that affect rate levels for certain utilities.

POLITICAL ACTION
The local political climate will have an effect on utility rates. Policymakers generally desire to
have rates at a minimum level, or at least avoid rate increases, while still maintaining quality service. However, if a community values redundancy in its service or extra protection for
its water supply, then it may be willing to have slightly higher rates, if necessary. Often this
must be accomplished by careful planning and occasional modest rate adjustments. Many
communities in the survey indicate that rates are indexed annually to an inflation index or by
an established inflation percentage. However, there is often very strong resistance to rate increases until utility assets begin failing, or regulatory mandates dictate the implementation of
costly upgrades. Localized political pressures will affect rates either directly or indirectly.
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OV E RV I E W
OF THE SURVEY

The 2016 Survey provides data on more than 180 public water
and/or wastewater service providers throughout Florida.

A benchmark of 4,000 gallons per month is used as
a representation of indoor usage levels. This amount
equates to an average demand of 131 gallons per day.
A secondary benchmark of 8,000 gallons, or 263 gallons per day, has also been used in order to provide
additional information for higher levels of service.
Most utilities measure metered water use in terms
of gallon increments. Approximately 3% of surveyed utilities report metered water use in terms of
hundreds of cubic feet (ccf) rather than thousands of
gallons. For these utilities, the usage rate data was
calculated based on 5.35 ccf and 10.70 ccf of monthly
usage which corresponds to 4,000 gallons and 8,000
gallons per month based on 748 gallons per ccf. Keep-

ing in mind the narrative included earlier in this
survey regarding the various reasons why water
and wastewater rates vary among communities, the
distribution of monthly bills at 4,000 gallons from
lowest to highest is shown in Figure A.
As shown in Figure A, the average combined
monthly water and wastewater bill for 4,000 gallons
is $58.30 excluding utility taxes. There is a wide distribution of residential water and wastewater bills at
the 4,000-gallon usage level. As noted earlier, there
are numerous reasons why utility rates are different
among service providers. The average combined bill
for these same utilities is $90.37 for 8,000 gallons, as
illustrated in Figure B.
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FIGURE A:

COMBINED MONTHLY WATER & WASTEWATER BILL AT 4,000 GALLONS
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FIGURE B:

COMBINED MONTHLY WATER & WASTEWATER BILL AT 8,000 GALLONS
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FIGURE C:

In the survey, we compare
the average monthly water
and wastewater bill for
4,000 gallons and 8,000
gallons between 2014 and
2016. The comparisons
include only the 147 utilities
that participated in both
the 2014 and 2016 surveys.
As shown in Figure C, the
average monthly water
bill for 4,000 and 8,000
gallons increased annually
by 2.5% and 2.6%,
respectively. The average
monthly wastewater bill for
4,000 gallons increased by
2.5% annually, and the
8,000 gallon bill increased
by 2.4%.

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE
MONTHLY WATER & WASTEWATER
BILLS AT 4,000 AND 8,000 GALLONS
FOR UTILITIES REPORTED IN BOTH
2014 AND 2016 SURVEYS
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Additional graphs and data for the water and wastewater
portions of the surveyed utilities are shown below.
FIGURE D:

FIGURE E:
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FIGURE F:

FIGURE G:
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33%

SURVEYED UTILITIES
BY POPULATION SIZE
The survey includes a distribution of
utilities of various size and location.
The distribution of surveyed utilities by
population size is shown in Figure H.
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SURVEYED UTILITIES BY WATER
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
SWFWMD

Consumption use permits for potable water use
are governed by the five water management
districts throughout Florida. The survey
respondents by water management district are
shown in the following tables.

27%

SFWMD

29%

SJRWMD
FIGURE I:

SURVEYED WATER
UTILITIES BY WATER
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

33%
NWFWMD

8%
SRWMD

3%

NORTHWEST FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
City of Chattahoochee

City of Mary Esther

Emerald Coast Utilities Authority

City of Crestview

City of Monticello

Liberty County

City of DeFuniak Springs

City of St. Marks

Okaloosa County

City of Fort Walton Beach

City of Tallahassee

South Walton Utility Company

City of Gulf Breeze

Destin Water Users

SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Bonita Springs Utilities, Inc.

City of Marco Island

Fort Pierce Utilities Authority

Broward County

City of Margate

Immokalee Water & Sewer District

City of Boca Raton

City of Miami Beach

Key Largo Wastewater Treatment District

City of Boynton Beach

City of Miramar

Key West Resort Utilities Corp.

City of Cape Coral

City of Naples

Martin County Utilities

City of Coconut Creek

City of North Lauderdale

Miami Dade County

City of Cooper City

City of North Miami

Okeechobee Utility Authority

City of Coral Springs

City of North Miami Beach

Palm Beach County

City of Dade City

City of Pembroke Pines

Reedy Creek Improvement District

City of Deerfield Beach

City of Plantation

St. Lucie County Utilities

City of Delray Beach

City of Pompano Beach

Toho Water Authority

City of Fort Lauderdale

City of Port St. Lucie

Town of Fort Myers Beach

City of Fort Myers

City of Sunrise

Town of Hillsboro Beach

City of Hallandale Beach

City of Tamarac

Town of Jupiter

City of Hialeah

City of West Palm Beach

Town of Lantana

City of Hollywood

City of Wilton Manors

Village of Islamorada

City of Homestead

Collier County

Village of Tequesta

City of Marathon

Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority
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SOUTHWEST FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Charlotte County

City of New Port Richey

City of Zephyrhills

Citrus County Utilities

City of North Port

Hernando County

City of Auburndale

City of Oldsmar

Hillsborough County

City of Bartow

City of Palmetto

Lakeland Water Utilities

City of Bowling Green

City of Plant City

Lee County

City of Bradenton

City of Punta Gorda

Little Sumter Service Area

City of Brooksville

City of Safety Harbor

Manatee County

City of Clearwater

City of San Antonio

Pasco County

City of Crystal River

City of Sarasota

Pinellas County

City of Dunedin

City of Sebring

Polk County

City of Eagle Lake

City of St. Petersburg

Sarasota County

City of Fort Meade

City of Tampa

Town of Dundee

City of Frostproof

City of Tarpon Springs

Town of Lake Placid

City of Gulfport

City of Treasure Island

Town of Longboat Key
Town of Zolfo Springs

City of Lake Alfred

City of Venice

City of Lake Wales

City of Williston

City of Largo

City of Winter Haven

ST. JOHNS RIVER WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Brevard County

City of Mascotte

City of Winter Springs

City of Altamonte Springs

City of Melbourne

Gainesville Regional Utilities

City of Belleview

City of Minneola

Indian River County

City of Bunnell

City of Mount Dora

JEA

City of Cape Canaveral

City of Neptune Beach

Marion County

City of Casselberry

City of Ocala

Oakland Water System

City of Clermont

City of Ocoee

Orange County Utilities

City of Cocoa

City of Orange City

Orlando Utilities Commission

City of Crescent City

City of Ormond Beach

Sanlando Utilities Corporation

City of Daytona Beach

City of Oviedo

Seminole County

City of DeLand

City of Palm Bay

St. Johns County

City of Deltona

City of Port Orange

Town of Lady Lake

City of Edgewater

City of Sanford

Town of Montverde

City of Eustis

City of St. Augustine

Town of Orange Park

City of Green Cove Springs

City of Tavares

Town of Penney Farms

City of Groveland

City of Titusville

Town of Ponce Inlet

City of Jacksonville Beach

City of Umatilla

Village Center Service Area

City of Leesburg

City of Vero Beach (Indian River Shores)

Volusia County

City of Macclenny

City of West Melbourne

City of Maitland

City of Winter Park

SUWANEE RIVER WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
City of Alachua

City of Jasper

City of High Springs

City of Lake City

City of Newberry
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ADDITIONAL
RESULTS

A table of the detailed survey results is provided at the end
of this narrative. All utilities surveyed have a combination
of a fixed monthly charge and a separate variable charge
based on the amount of metered water use as their primary
revenue generation mechanism. Most water management
district consumption use permits require utilities to have
a conservation rate structure (multiple variable rate blocks
that are “inverted” or increase at higher usage amounts)
to reduce water consumption. The survey identified that
approximately 6% of utilities surveyed do not have an
inverted conservation rate structure. Certain other characteristics of surveyed utilities include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly minimum water bill
Monthly minimum wastewater bill
Monthly minimum combined bill
First water usage rate block
Fixed portion of bills
Wastewater residential billing cap
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FIGURE J:

MONTHLY MINIMUM
COMBINED BILL

More than
$35.00

MONTHLY MINIMUM BILLS

29%

30%

The average combined monthly
minimum water and wastewater bill
(i.e., the lowest possible residential
bill) for all surveyed utilities is
$31.69. The distribution of the
minimum water bills is shown in
Figures J, K, and L.

$25.01 to $35.00

41%

FIGURE K:

MONTHLY MINIMUM
WATER BILL

More than
$15.00

$25.00 or less

FIGURE L:

MONTHLY MINIMUM
WASTEWATER BILL

$10.00 or less

33%

27%

$15.00 or less
More than
$20.00

30%

42%

$10.01 to $15.00

40%

$15.01 to $20.00

28%
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FIRST WATER USAGE RATE BLOCK
Many utilities have multiple usage blocks (tiered blocks) for charging water rates to residential customers. The
amount of water within the first block is usually related to indoor usage or a local affordability threshold. Figure
M illustrates the distribution of utilities by the gallons included in the first usage block. The utilities that do not
have tiered water rates are indicated as “uniform.”

FIGURE M:

20%

WATER FIRST BLOCK
THRESHOLD

20%

36

36

UTILITIES

13%

12%

23

UTILITIES

UTILITIES

16

6%

11
UTILITIES

29

UTILITIES

22

9%

16%

UTILITIES

UTILITIES
3%

6

UTILITIES

Uniform

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

Over 6,000

Gallons in Lowest Usage Rate Block
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FIXED PORTION OF WATER, WASTEWATER & COMBINED BILLS
Fixed cost recovery is an important indicator of financial stability, especially considering
recent trends in declining water use. Figure N provides the amount of cost recovery for
water, wastewater and combined bills at 4,000 and 8,000 gallons. It is important to note
that the greater the amount of costs recovered from the fixed monthly charge and initial
usage block the greater the revenue stability. While fixed costs of a typical utility are 80%
to 90% of total costs, the survey results show that the fixed charge comprises approximately 54% of the average 4,000-gallon bills and comprises approximately 35% within
the 8,000-gallon bills.
FIGURE N:

$58.67

$26.61

FIXED PORTION
OF BILLS

$36.23
$17.26
$22.66
$9.41
$12.70
Water Bill

$31.69

$31.69

$19.64

Wastewater
Bill

$19.64

$12.70
Combined
Bill

Minimum Bill

Water Bill

4,000 Gallons

Wastewater
Bill

Combined
Bill

8,000 Gallons

The water and wastewater bill does not equal the combined bill since some surveyed utilities that provide only one service are not
included in the combined bill average. The water, wastewater, and combined bill includes data from 179 utilities, 176 utilities, and 169
utilities, respectively.

WASTEWATER
RESIDENTIAL BILLING CAP
Since volumetric wastewater usage
is billed based on the customer’s
water metering readings, many
wastewater utilities recognize that
there is a practical limit of how
much water is returned through
the wastewater system. Based
on the theory that metered water used for irrigation and other
outdoor uses does not enter the
wastewater system, utilities often
provide a billing threshold or billing cap for residential wastewater
usage charges. Figure O provides
the distribution of various billing
caps among the surveyed wastewater utilities.

37%
34%

64

UTILITIES

59

FIGURE O:

DISTRIBUTION OF
WASTEWATER BILLING CAP

UTILITIES

17%

29

UTILITIES
9%
2%

15
UTILITIES
No Cap

4,000-8,000

1%

4

UTILITIES

9,000-13,000

14,000-18,000

19,000-23,000

2

UTILITIES
24,000-28,000

Residential Wastewater Billing Cap
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SURVEY RESULTS

The survey results are sorted alphabetically by county and thereafter listed
by the city or utility name.
COMBINED CHARGE

COUNTY

ALACHUA

BAKER

UTILITY NAME

APPROX.
SERVICE
POP.

City of Alachua

9,900

CITRUS

CLAY

10/19/2015

KGAL

$18.70

$47.02

$77.54

SRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$46.49

$57.60

$91.18

10/1/2015

KGAL

$16.00

$45.60

$78.00

Gainesville Regional Utilities

187,100

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$18.20

$52.40

$92.20

City of Macclenny

6,800

SJRWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$26.14

$40.46

$58.32

-

SJRWMD

-

KGAL

$34.20

$55.16

$90.16

City of Cape Canaveral

10,049

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A
$104.86

City of Cocoa

274,127

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$26.86

$63.26

City of Melbourne

58,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$19.83

$65.51

$111.19

City of Palm Bay

96,895

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$32.30

$68.26

$107.46

City of Titusville

21,238

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$22.88

$63.72

$109.09

City of West Melbourne

20,000

SJRWMD

11/1/2015

KGAL

$27.75

$72.72

$118.74

Broward County

293,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$33.66

$55.59

$87.79

City of Coconut Creek

58,536

SFWMD

4/1/2016

KGAL

$28.60

$59.22

$100.04

City of Cooper City

32,500

SFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$37.38

$60.78

$85.53

City of Coral Springs

12,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$32.24

$53.60

$78.24

City of Deerfield Beach

-

SFWMD

3/1/2008

KGAL

$25.98

$47.42

$70.90

City of Fort Lauderdale

220,716

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$16.11

$44.96

$95.10

6,600

SFWMD

10/1/2013

KGAL

$36.00

$54.42

$74.66

140,000

SFWMD

11/1/2013

CCF

$13.24

$65.23

$130.12

City of Margate

58,312

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$40.34

$53.98

$69.32

City of Miramar

-

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$31.65

$59.17

$88.64

City of North Lauderdale

42,000

SFWMD

1/1/2016

KGAL

$39.09

$68.41

$97.73

City of Pembroke Pines

150,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$29.58

$39.68

$80.08

City of Plantation

87,496

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$27.84

$52.16

$83.56

City of Pompano Beach

100,000

SFWMD

1/1/2011

KGAL

$24.79

$44.83

$64.87

City of Sunrise

213,000

SFWMD

10/31/2015

KGAL

$45.10

$74.54

$103.98

City of Tamarac

-

SFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$30.52

$57.39

$88.43

City of Wilton Manors

12,160

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$50.87

$92.87

$134.87

Town of Hillsboro Beach

3,000

SFWMD

1/1/2011

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

Charlotte County

146,459

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$53.17

$89.49

$127.23
$83.52

City of Punta Gorda

30,000

SWFWMD

10/22/2015

KGAL

$45.47

$63.79

Citrus County Utilities

53,210

SWFWMD

12/1/2015

KGAL

$21.72

$43.68

$57.28

City of Crystal River

2,485

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$24.81

$57.73

$93.59

City of Green Cove Springs

7,000

SJRWMD

11/1/2014

KGAL

$28.07

$35.65

$55.53

Town of Orange Park

2,955

SJRWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$40.29

$66.73

$95.41

180

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$47.18

$69.14

$119.88
$130.07

-

SFWMD

11/1/2015

KGAL

$62.43

$101.79

City of Naples

17,132

SFWMD

12/1/2014

KGAL

$27.71

$48.55

$69.91

Collier County

200,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$51.01

$79.45

$112.09

8,750

-

10/1/2015

KGAL

$62.09

$114.53

$154.13

30,294

SFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$46.08

$75.28

$104.48

Golden Gate
Immokalee Water &
Sewer District

DUVAL

SRWMD
SRWMD

City of Marco Island

COLUMBIA

8,000 GAL
(10.70 CCF)

2,150

Town of Penney Farms

COLLIER

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

4,000

City of Hollywood

CHARLOTTE

MINIMUM
CHARGE

City of High Springs

City of Hallandale Beach

BROWARD

UNITS

City of Newberry

Brevard County

BREVARD

WMD

RATES
EFFECTIVE
DATE

City of Lake City

67,857

SRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$54.46

$79.30

$107.23

City of Jacksonville Beach

10,205

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$23.62

$58.78

$104.22

City of Neptune Beach

7,250

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$32.38

$78.22

$121.34

916,507

SJRWMD

10/1/2012

KGAL

$26.70

$53.14

$85.08

JEA
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WATER CHARGE

UTILITY NAME

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

City of Alachua

$8.66

-

WASTEWATER CHARGE

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

RES. CAP
(GAL)

$15.90

$25.34

$10.04

-

$31.12

$52.20

-

City of High Springs

$9.08

-

$20.19

$33.16

$37.41

5,000

$37.41

$58.02

-

City of Newberry

$8.00

-

$16.00

$26.80

$8.00

-

$29.60

$51.20

15,000

Gainesville Regional Utilities

$9.20

-

$18.60

$33.60

$9.00

-

$33.80

$58.60

-

City of Macclenny

$10.78

-

$14.66

$19.47

$15.36

-

$25.80

$38.85

-

Brevard County

$14.95

3,000

$19.63

$38.35

$19.25

-

$35.53

$51.81

12,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$19.36

-

$41.92

$58.84

7,000
12,000

City of Cape Canaveral
City of Cocoa

$13.66

-

$25.02

$41.58

$13.20

-

$38.24

$63.28

City of Melbourne

$8.00

-

$26.28

$44.56

$11.83

-

$39.23

$66.63

-

City of Palm Bay

$13.62

-

$27.98

$45.58

$18.68

-

$40.28

$61.88

10,000

City of Titusville

$9.31

-

$21.39

$38.00

$13.57

-

$42.33

$71.09

15,000

City of West Melbourne

$13.88

-

$39.13

$65.43

$13.87

-

$33.59

$53.31

-

Broward County

$15.54

-

$22.51

$39.75

$18.12

-

$33.08

$48.04

15,000

City of Coconut Creek

$16.50

-

$33.58

$56.96

$12.10

-

$25.64

$43.08

10,000

City of Cooper City

$11.82

-

$23.54

$36.61

$25.56

-

$37.24

$48.92

10,000

City of Coral Springs

$12.16

-

$18.24

$27.60

$20.08

-

$35.36

$50.64

-

City of Deerfield Beach

$15.00

-

$25.60

$38.24

$10.98

-

$21.82

$32.66

12,000
20,000

City of Fort Lauderdale

$6.53

-

$16.96

$35.78

$9.58

-

$28.00

$59.32

City of Hallandale Beach

$19.00

-

$23.26

$28.65

$17.00

-

$31.16

$46.01

-

City of Hollywood

$6.76

-

$20.50

$47.13

$6.48

-

$44.73

$82.99

14,960

City of Margate

$11.40

-

$25.04

$40.38

$28.94

-

$28.94

$28.94

-

City of Miramar

$14.58

-

$26.14

$39.65

$17.07

-

$33.03

$48.99

-

City of North Lauderdale

$13.90

-

$27.38

$40.86

$25.19

-

$41.03

$56.87

-

City of Pembroke Pines

$12.97

3,000

$18.02

$38.22

$16.61

3,000

$21.66

$41.86

-

City of Plantation

$12.44

-

$19.52

$33.68

$15.40

-

$32.64

$49.88

-

City of Pompano Beach

$12.88

-

$21.84

$30.80

$11.91

-

$22.99

$34.07

10,000

City of Sunrise

$18.62

-

$33.22

$47.82

$26.48

-

$41.32

$56.16

16,000

City of Tamarac

$11.77

-

$19.44

$31.28

$18.75

-

$37.95

$57.15

12,000
15,000

City of Wilton Manors

$35.61

-

$52.53

$69.45

$15.26

-

$40.34

$65.42

Town of Hillsboro Beach

$24.00

2,000

$30.80

$44.40

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Charlotte County

$22.05

-

$41.01

$61.39

$31.12

-

$48.48

$65.84

10,000

City of Punta Gorda

$14.75

-

$26.95

$40.56

$30.72

-

$36.84

$42.96

10,000

Citrus County Utilities

$7.57

-

$12.81

$18.05

$14.15

-

$30.87

$39.23

6,000

City of Crystal River

$9.08

-

$21.08

$36.02

$15.73

-

$36.65

$57.57

-

City of Green Cove Springs

$10.60

-

$14.02

$21.22

$17.47

-

$21.63

$34.31

27,500

Town of Orange Park

$17.85

-

$26.77

$37.93

$22.44

-

$39.96

$57.48

12,000

Town of Penney Farms

$23.48

2,000

$34.56

$60.14

$23.70

2,000

$34.58

$59.74

-

City of Marco Island

$34.39

-

$51.59

$68.79

$28.04

-

$50.20

$61.28

6,000

City of Naples

$7.91

-

$13.39

$19.39

$19.80

-

$35.16

$50.52

10,000

Collier County

$20.18

-

$31.26

$46.54

$30.83

-

$48.19

$65.55

15,000

Golden Gate

$26.94

-

$51.30

$76.86

$35.15

-

$63.23

$77.27

6,000

Immokalee Water &
Sewer District

$16.84

-

$26.48

$36.12

$29.24

-

$48.80

$68.36

15,000
16,000

City of Lake City

$18.59

-

$26.71

$37.92

$35.87

-

$52.59

$69.31

City of Jacksonville Beach

$11.26

-

$24.02

$40.74

$12.36

-

$34.76

$63.48

15,000

City of Neptune Beach

$12.14

999

$23.10

$35.34

$20.24

999

$55.12

$86.00

16,000

JEA

$12.60

-

$17.80

$26.34

$14.10

-

$35.34

$58.74

20,000
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COMBINED CHARGE

COUNTY

UTILITY NAME

ESCAMBIA

Emerald Coast
Utilities Authority

APPROX.
SERVICE
POP.
222,000

WMD

RATES
EFFECTIVE
DATE

UNITS

MINIMUM
CHARGE

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000 GAL
(10.70 CCF)

NWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$24.06

$47.22

$84.34

FLAGLER

City of Bunnell

2,400

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$43.41

$102.77

$162.13

GADSDEN

City of Chattahoochee

3,600

NWFWMD

1/1/2007

KGAL

$27.30

$43.99

$60.68

HAMILTON
HARDEE
HERNANDO
HIGHLANDS
HILLSBOROUGH

INDIAN RIVER
JEFFERSON

City of Jasper

1,230

SRWMD

11/1/2007

KGAL

$20.15

$20.15

$42.75

3,000
1,803
4,800
162,000
17,403
7,977
39,034
591,000
552,590

SWFWMD
SWFWMD
SWFWMD
SWFWMD
SWFWMD
SWFWMD
SWFWMD
SWFWMD
SWFWMD

12/8/2015
4/20/2015
10/1/2015
10/1/2015
10/1/2007
8/1/2008
10/1/2015
10/1/2011
6/1/2015

KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
CCF
KGAL

$48.20
$38.60
$45.92
$23.40
$30.29
$32.00
$23.06
$0.00
$26.08

$48.20
$55.42
$52.25
$42.84
$39.49
$53.60
$51.66
$35.04
$58.08

$61.00
$88.98
$77.57
$62.91
$48.69
$75.20
$81.88
$71.96
$93.77

3,995

SJRWMD

-

KGAL

$24.92

$45.38

$67.93

100,000

SJRWMD

10/1/1999

KGAL

$24.92

$45.38

$67.93

City of Monticello

3,200

NWFWMD

6/3/2010

CCF

$25.50

$57.77

$90.02

City of Clermont
City of Eustis

33,000
34,400

SJRWMD
SJRWMD

10/1/2015
6/1/2014

KGAL
KGAL

$20.75
$33.39

$33.19
$53.43

$45.63
$73.47

City of Bowling Green
Town of Zolfo Springs
City of Brooksville
Hernando County
City of Sebring
Town of Lake Placid
City of Plant City
City of Tampa
Hillsborough County
City of Vero Beach
(Indian River Shores)
Indian River County

City of Groveland

-

SJRWMD

KGAL

$37.63

$37.63

$57.03

City of Leesburg

45,000

SJRWMD

11/1/2015

KGAL

$32.04

$42.41

$53.72

City of Mascotte

-

SJRWMD

10/6/2014

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

SJRWMD

8/24/2004

KGAL

$22.40

$40.94

$63.63

City of Mount Dora
City of Tavares
City of Umatilla
Town of Lady Lake
Town of Montverde
Bonita Springs Utilities, Inc.
City of Cape Coral
City of Fort Myers
Lee County
Lehigh Acres
North Fort Myers
Town of Fort Myers Beach

30,400
14,582
4,000
6,115
1,500
51,000
342,584
32,000
5,000
6,900

SJRWMD
SJRWMD
SJRWMD
SJRWMD
SJRWMD
SFWMD
SFWMD
SFWMD
SWFWMD
SFWMD

4/1/2016
10/1/2015
10/1/2015
10/1/2014
4/27/2016
9/1/2010
10/1/2013
10/1/2015
10/1/2014
10/1/2015
10/1/2015
10/15/2014

CCF
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL
KGAL

$35.38
$36.27
$39.99
$27.14
N/A
$40.65
$38.39
$23.53
$33.04
$40.09
$34.43
N/A

$56.30
$55.01
$66.03
$51.06
N/A
$70.09
$90.15
$95.13
$69.52
$96.61
$96.03
N/A

$77.22
$76.47
$93.57
$77.18
N/A
$101.09
$143.86
$180.68
$107.64
$137.49
$141.39
N/A

LEON

City of Tallahassee

248,000

NWFWMD

1/1/2016

KGAL

$27.58

$51.70

$80.31

LEVY

City of Williston

2,500

SWFWMD

1/19/2016

KGAL

$33.42

$37.82

$46.12

Liberty County

2,214
50,389
12,000

NWFWMD

3/1/2015

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

SWFWMD
SWFWMD

10/1/2014
10/1/2015

KGAL
KGAL

$34.45
$24.88

$54.24
$62.01

$84.80
$102.17

LAKE

LEE

LIBERTY

MANATEE

MARION
MARTIN

MIAMI-DADE

City of Minneola

City of Bradenton
City of Palmetto

-

SWFWMD

1/1/2016

KGAL

$29.57

$56.61

$84.69

Town of Longboat Key
City of Belleview
City of Ocala

20,000
3,113
65,000

SWFWMD
SJRWMD
SJRWMD

1/4/2016
1/1/2015
1/1/2016

KGAL
KGAL
CCF

$30.41
$31.79
$32.47

$63.61
$54.31
$48.41

$93.70
$78.06
$64.36

Marion County Utilities

63,156

SJRWMD

-

KGAL

$35.28

$63.00

$80.06

Martin County Utilities

89,575

SFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$33.75

$59.03

$84.31

City of Hialeah
City of Homestead

60,500

SFWMD
SFWMD

10/1/2015
12/1/2010

KGAL
KGAL

$9.82
$21.21

$38.74
$36.76

$69.37
$53.24

-

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$22.15

$55.07

$101.82

SFWMD

11/1/2014

KGAL

$29.39

$54.59

$82.07

170,000
2,266,092

SFWMD
SFWMD

10/1/2014
10/1/2015

KGAL
KGAL

$30.92
$6.45

$63.16
$18.33

$98.37
$66.53

Manatee County

City of Miami Beach
City of North Miami
City of North Miami Beach
Miami Dade County
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WATER CHARGE

WASTEWATER CHARGE

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

RES. CAP
(GAL)

Emerald Coast
Utilities Authority

$11.25

-

$20.45

$29.65

$12.81

2,000

$26.77

$54.69

15,000

City of Bunnell

$20.43

-

$47.79

$75.15

$22.98

-

$54.98

$86.98

-

$7.00

-

$11.28

$15.56

$20.30

-

$32.71

$45.12

12,000

UTILITY NAME

City of Chattahoochee
City of Jasper

$9.35

4,000

$9.35

$19.95

$10.80

4,000

$10.80

$22.80

-

City of Bowling Green
Town of Zolfo Springs
City of Brooksville
Hernando County
City of Sebring
Town of Lake Placid
City of Plant City
City of Tampa
Hillsborough County
City of Vero Beach
(Indian River Shores)
Indian River County

$16.85
$10.63
$21.47
$6.31
$8.14
$13.00
$7.22
$0.00
$12.47

4,000
3,000
-

$16.85
$17.33
$23.85
$11.03
$17.34
$22.60
$14.02
$11.49
$26.95

$29.65
$30.69
$33.37
$16.38
$26.54
$32.20
$22.44
$24.86
$45.12

$31.35
$27.97
$24.45
$17.09
$22.15
$19.00
$15.84
$0.00
$13.61

8,000
3,000
-

$31.35
$38.09
$28.40
$31.81
$22.15
$31.00
$37.64
$23.55
$31.13

$31.35
$58.29
$44.20
$46.53
$22.15
$43.00
$59.44
$47.10
$48.65

10,000
15,000
8,000

$9.05

-

$18.07

$29.18

$15.87

-

$27.31

$38.75

12,000

$9.05

-

$18.07

$29.18

$15.87

-

$27.31

$38.75

12,000

City of Monticello

$7.50

-

$15.53

$23.55

$18.00

-

$42.24

$66.47

-

City of Clermont
City of Eustis

$5.48
$9.96

-

$9.88
$18.28

$14.28
$26.60

$15.27
$23.43

-

$23.31
$35.15

$31.35
$46.87

16,000
10,000

City of Groveland

$10.50

4,000

$10.50

$21.50

$27.13

4,000

$27.13

$35.53

-

City of Leesburg

$8.72

-

$12.63

$17.47

$23.32

-

$29.78

$36.25

15,000

City of Mascotte

$28.00

1,000

$38.00

$56.00

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

City of Minneola

$7.00

2,000

$10.70

$18.55

$15.40

-

$30.24

$45.08

15,000

City of Mount Dora
City of Tavares
City of Umatilla
Town of Lady Lake
Town of Montverde
Bonita Springs Utilities, Inc.
City of Cape Coral
City of Fort Myers
Lee County
Lehigh Acres
North Fort Myers
Town of Fort Myers Beach

$8.44
$16.12
$10.39
$11.64
$12.26
$12.17
$17.32
$8.63
$12.59
$14.96
$16.91
$15.55

3,000
-

$14.33
$21.54
$18.43
$21.36
$16.56
$26.81
$32.92
$27.23
$25.67
$36.88
$46.03
$35.15

$20.21
$29.68
$27.97
$33.28
$33.74
$43.01
$50.47
$59.78
$40.39
$60.46
$75.15
$56.65

$26.94
$20.15
$29.60
$15.50
N/A
$28.48
$21.07
$14.90
$20.45
$25.13
$17.52
N/A

N/A
N/A

$41.97
$33.47
$47.60
$29.70
N/A
$43.28
$57.23
$67.90
$43.85
$59.73
$50.00
N/A

$57.01
$46.79
$65.60
$43.90
N/A
$58.08
$93.39
$120.90
$67.25
$77.03
$66.24
N/A

8,976
14,000
20,000
N/A
16,000
9,000
6,000
6,000
N/A

City of Tallahassee

$10.55

2,500

$12.91

$19.76

$17.03

-

$38.79

$60.55

-

City of Williston

$6.67

-

$11.07

$16.07

$26.75

5,000

$26.75

$30.05

-

Liberty County

$12.50

3,000

$16.25

$31.55

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

City of Bradenton
City of Palmetto

$13.90
$8.53

999
-

$23.94
$32.02

$37.94
$57.46

$20.55
$16.35

999
-

$30.30
$29.99

$46.86
$44.71

25,000
12,000

Manatee County

$8.73

-

$17.17

$26.65

$20.84

-

$39.44

$58.04

10,000

Town of Longboat Key
City of Belleview
City of Ocala

$14.37
$10.57
$9.48

-

$23.93
$19.93
$13.44

$36.29
$29.79
$17.40

$16.04
$21.22
$22.99

-

$39.68
$34.38
$34.97

$57.41
$48.27
$46.96

7,000
9,724

Marion County Utilities

$12.75

-

$17.51

$23.09

$22.53

-

$45.49

$56.97

6,000

Martin County Utilities

$16.57

-

$25.09

$33.61

$17.18

-

$33.94

$50.70

10,000

City of Hialeah
City of Homestead

$4.83
$7.01

-

$13.71
$10.52

$23.13
$14.96

$4.99
$14.20

-

$25.03
$26.24

$46.24
$38.28

-

City of Miami Beach

$22.15

5,000

$22.15

$35.98

$0.00

-

$32.92

$65.84

-

City of North Miami

$12.51

-

$20.07

$29.91

$16.88

-

$34.52

$52.16

-

City of North Miami Beach
Miami Dade County

$10.71
$3.20

-

$23.59
$6.11

$36.84
$23.11

$20.21
$3.25

-

$39.57
$12.22

$61.53
$43.42

-
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COMBINED CHARGE

COUNTY

APPROX.
SERVICE
POP.

WMD
SFWMD

10/1/2012

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

73,300

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$41.90

$107.66

$178.78

Key Largo Wastewater
Treatment District

-

SFWMD

-

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

Key West Resort Utilities Corp.

-

SFWMD

-

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

Village of Islamorada

-

SFWMD

10/1/2013

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

UTILITY NAME
City of Marathon
Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority

MONROE

OKALOOSA

OKEECHOBEE

ORANGE

OSCEOLA

PALM BEACH

MINIMUM
CHARGE

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000 GAL
(10.70 CCF)

City of Crestview

22,500

NWFWMD

6/13/1994

KGAL

$25.50

$39.20

$66.75

20,300

NWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$32.77

$53.27

$96.99

3,844

NWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$32.00

$65.01

$103.93
$77.73

City of Mary Esther
Destin Water Users

42,000

NWFWMD

1/1/2016

KGAL

$40.33

$58.61

Okaloosa County

36,000

NWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$30.96

$57.74

$87.34

Okeechobee Utility Authority

20,000

SFWMD

10/1/2010

KGAL

$40.65

$86.15

$137.83

City of Maitland

16,500

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$25.15

$52.15

$80.35

City of Ocoee

36,700

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$30.90

$47.06

$63.84

City of Winter Park

45,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$18.81

$41.97

$67.41

Oakland Water System

2,538

SJRWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

Orange County Utilities

501,660

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$22.43

$41.39

$61.55

Orlando Utilities Commission

425,000

SJRWMD

3/1/2009

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

Reedy Creek
Improvement District

150,000

SFWMD

9/27/2015

KGAL

$26.50

$47.64

$68.78
$69.59

Toho Water Authority

73,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$18.02

$36.68

City of Boca Raton

84,400

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$24.79

$33.61

$36.77

City of Boynton Beach

105,169

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$31.05

$46.25

$59.30

City of Delray Beach

66,000

SFWMD

10/1/2009

KGAL

$33.76

$48.58

$67.14

City of West Palm Beach

100,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

CCF

$32.68

$64.19

$97.35

Palm Beach County

569,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$28.18

$40.78

$69.62

Town of Jupiter

80,000

SFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

Town of Lantana

3,420

SFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$33.23

$56.55

$81.79

Village of Tequesta

6,500

SFWMD

2/1/2016

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

Aloha Gardens

7,500

-

10/1/2015

KGAL

$19.61

$76.77

$133.93

City of Dade City

5,119

SFWMD

3/1/2009

KGAL

$19.95

$41.11

$63.26

10,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2013

KGAL

$19.60

$45.48

$73.46

City of San Antonio

1,150

SWFWMD

12/1/2008

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

City of Zephyrhills

21,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$19.18

$44.46

$73.46

-

SWFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$25.17

$56.37

$89.43

-

10/1/2015

KGAL

$37.20

$87.24

$137.28

Pasco County
Seven Springs
City of Clearwater

110,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$46.20

$62.99

$130.15

City of Dunedin

42,824

SWFWMD

10/1/2010

KGAL

$13.08

$50.48

$93.64

City of Gulfport

-

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$31.05

$63.46

$135.16

SWFWMD

-

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

13,500

SWFWMD

10/1/2013

KGAL

$25.00

$60.67

$108.23

City of Largo
PINELLAS

UNITS

City of Fort Walton Beach

City of New Port Richey
PASCO

RATES
EFFECTIVE
DATE

City of Oldsmar
City of Safety Harbor

15,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2009

KGAL

$25.86

$54.66

$86.96

City of St. Petersburg

346,072

SWFWMD

11/1/2015

KGAL

$23.46

$58.46

$95.91

City of Tarpon Springs

24,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$38.06

$67.78

$119.82

City of Treasure Island

6,790

SWFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

375,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$19.72

$58.52

$97.32

Pinellas County
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UTILITY NAME
City of Marathon

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

WASTEWATER CHARGE
8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

RES. CAP
(GAL)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$35.97

-

$68.13

$100.29

12,000

$13.90

-

$37.26

$65.98

$28.00

-

$70.40

$112.80

10,000

Key Largo Wastewater
Treatment District

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$33.60

-

$54.68

$75.76

-

Key West Resort Utilities Corp.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$39.57

-

$56.49

$73.41

10,000

Village of Islamorada

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$39.03

-

$64.11

$89.19

12,000

Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority

City of Crestview

$9.00

2,000

$12.70

$20.25

$16.50

2,000

$26.50

$46.50

16,000

City of Fort Walton Beach

$10.21

2,000

$16.29

$31.17

$22.56

2,000

$36.98

$65.82

16,000

City of Mary Esther

$13.00

-

$26.13

$41.69

$19.00

-

$38.88

$62.24

-

Destin Water Users

$12.36

-

$22.72

$33.92

$27.97

-

$35.89

$43.81

20,000

Okaloosa County

$10.20

-

$21.02

$34.66

$20.76

-

$36.72

$52.68

10,000

Okeechobee Utility Authority

$18.94

-

$37.40

$62.04

$21.71

-

$48.75

$75.79

-

City of Maitland

$9.75

-

$14.55

$20.55

$15.40

-

$37.60

$59.80

-

City of Ocoee

$11.03

-

$15.83

$21.25

$19.87

-

$31.23

$42.59

12,000
14,000

City of Winter Park

$8.62

-

$13.34

$20.34

$10.19

-

$28.63

$47.07

Oakland Water System

$16.50

3,000

$18.97

$28.85

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Orange County Utilities

$6.72

-

$11.40

$17.28

$15.71

-

$29.99

$44.27

14,000

Orlando Utilities Commission

$7.50

-

$10.48

$15.30

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$23.38

-

$27.44

$31.50

$3.12

-

$20.20

$37.28

8,000

Reedy Creek
Improvement District

$5.17

-

$9.45

$20.08

$12.85

-

$27.23

$49.51

-

City of Boca Raton

Toho Water Authority

$13.44

-

$16.60

$19.76

$11.35

-

$17.01

$17.01

-

City of Boynton Beach

$12.35

-

$18.95

$25.55

$18.70

-

$27.30

$33.75

7,000

City of Delray Beach

$15.72

3,000

$16.97

$21.97

$18.04

-

$31.61

$45.17

12,000

City of West Palm Beach

$20.91

-

$33.86

$48.45

$11.77

-

$30.33

$48.90

11,968

Palm Beach County

$13.28

-

$18.64

$30.48

$14.90

-

$22.14

$39.14

10,000

Town of Jupiter

$20.14

-

$24.86

$30.44

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Town of Lantana

$19.98

-

$24.98

$31.90

$13.25

-

$31.57

$49.89

10,000

Village of Tequesta

$15.75

-

$25.71

$35.67

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
10,000

Aloha Gardens

$3.86

-

$26.94

$50.02

$15.75

-

$49.83

$83.91

City of Dade City

$5.70

-

$13.58

$22.45

$14.25

-

$27.53

$40.81

-

City of New Port Richey

$8.72

-

$18.68

$30.74

$10.88

-

$26.80

$42.72

15,000

City of San Antonio

$16.65

2,000

$24.15

$39.15

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

City of Zephyrhills

$4.22

-

$11.58

$22.66

$14.96

-

$32.88

$50.80

-

Pasco County

$7.83

-

$18.63

$31.29

$17.34

-

$37.74

$58.14

10,000

Seven Springs

$14.42

-

$42.18

$69.94

$22.78

-

$45.06

$67.34

10,000

City of Clearwater

$19.44

3,000

$27.31

$58.79

$26.76

3,000

$35.68

$71.36

-

City of Dunedin

$6.54

-

$21.90

$43.02

$6.54

-

$28.58

$50.62

10,000

City of Gulfport

$13.84

2,000

$28.59

$62.73

$17.21

2,000

$34.87

$72.43

-

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$24.80

3,000

$26.92

$35.40

8,000

City of Oldsmar

$12.25

1,000

$28.66

$50.54

$12.75

1,000

$32.01

$57.69

-

City of Largo

City of Safety Harbor

$13.53

-

$21.65

$33.27

$12.33

-

$33.01

$53.69

15,000

City of St. Petersburg

$11.01

-

$26.93

$45.30

$12.45

-

$31.53

$50.61

-

City of Tarpon Springs

$18.10

-

$31.78

$55.66

$19.96

-

$36.00

$64.16

-

City of Treasure Island

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$14.00

-

$47.84

$86.96

-

$6.46

-

$25.90

$45.34

$13.26

-

$32.62

$51.98

10,000

Pinellas County
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COMBINED CHARGE

COUNTY

POLK

APPROX.
SERVICE
POP.

City of Auburndale

10,990

City of Bartow

20,000

SWFWMD

12/1/2011

KGAL

$31.87

$48.75

$67.41

City of Eagle Lake

2,500

SWFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$39.90

$52.29

$77.45

UTILITY NAME

SANTA ROSA

SARASOTA

SUMTER

VOLUSIA

WALTON

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$46.97

$46.97

$54.45

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$23.91

$43.99

$64.97

SWFWMD

10/1/2012

KGAL

$69.90

$79.67

$118.75

City of Lake Alfred

6,000

SWFWMD

11/1/2014

KGAL

$53.49

$53.49

$55.49

City of Lake Wales

19,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$31.77

$55.81

$90.11

City of Winter Haven

75,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$17.62

$45.06

$76.70

Lakeland Water Utilities

171,951

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$25.30

$48.14

$71.42

Polk County

59,834

SWFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$45.83

$79.72

$108.96

City of Crescent City

-

SWFWMD

10/1/2003

KGAL

$77.95

$81.75

$85.55

2,200

SJRWMD

8/12/2010

KGAL

$60.55

$62.71

$72.97

City of Gulf Breeze

6,838

NWFWMD

1/1/2015

KGAL

$29.00

$59.64

$90.28

City of North Port

45,759

SWFWMD

1/1/2016

KGAL

$45.76

$85.28

$132.36

City of Sarasota

52,000

SWFWMD

9/1/2015

KGAL

$39.73

$80.05

$127.53

City of Venice

22,000

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$45.22

$94.20

$152.89

200,000

SWFWMD

11/19/2013

KGAL

$30.96

$70.88

$113.36

City of Altamonte Springs

41,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$10.80

$28.92

$58.67

City of Casselberry

21,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$22.75

$51.95

$90.91

City of Oviedo

30,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$34.83

$56.98

$82.58

City of Sanford

51,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2013

KGAL

$30.95

$46.13

$77.79

City of Winter Springs

34,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$16.95

$39.83

$62.71

-

SJRWMD

-

KGAL

$19.43

$30.67

$42.85

154,700

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$33.38

$56.38

$79.38

City of St. Augustine

17,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$23.30

$58.35

$101.83

St. Johns County - Main System

82,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$26.28

$56.48

$88.96

St. Johns County Ponte Vedra System

26,500

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$32.12

$49.84

$68.46

City of Port St. Lucie

190,000

SFWMD

10/1/2014

KGAL

$24.01

$69.29

$118.14

Fort Pierce Utilities Authority

42,000

SFWMD

3/1/2015

KGAL

$39.13

$64.54

$100.30

St. Lucie County Utilities

25,958

SFWMD

6/1/2015

KGAL

$48.30

$90.46

$140.75
$50.52

Little Sumter Service Area

24,753

SWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$21.56

$36.04

Village Center Service Area

18,122

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$35.71

$40.67

$45.63

City of Daytona Beach

88,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$27.91

$69.75

$124.39

City of DeLand

40,000

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$41.02

$67.18

$93.34

City of Deltona

85,000

SJRWMD

11/1/2015

KGAL

$27.99

$90.43

$170.24

City of Edgewater

20,958

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$24.86

$62.78

$112.88

City of Orange City

-

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$31.31

$73.79

$118.06

City of Ormond Beach

28,497

SJRWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$29.87

$45.09

$76.71

City of Port Orange

70,000

SJRWMD

4/1/2015

KGAL

$21.60

$49.72

$82.64

Town of Ponce Inlet

3,100

SJRWMD

1/1/2015

KGAL

$32.93

$67.69

$115.45

Volusia County - Softened

8,150

SJRWMD

1/1/2015

KGAL

$33.34

$65.34

$99.92

23,000

SJRWMD

1/1/2015

KGAL

$33.34

$58.34

$84.81

Volusia County - Unsoftened
WAKULLA

8,000 GAL
(10.70 CCF)

2,100

Seminole County

ST. LUCIE

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

2,900

Sanlando Utilities Corporation

ST. JOHNS

MINIMUM
CHARGE

City of Fort Meade

Sarasota County

SEMINOLE

UNITS

City of Frostproof

Town of Dundee
PUTNAM

WMD

RATES
EFFECTIVE
DATE

330

NWFWMD

1/1/2011

KGAL

$50.00

$57.71

$88.55

City of DeFuniak Springs

City of St. Marks

4,400

NWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$43.00

$72.32

$110.19

South Walton Utility Company

16,000

NWFWMD

10/1/2015

KGAL

$24.69

$52.97

$82.18
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WATER CHARGE

WASTEWATER CHARGE

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

MINIMUM
CHARGE

MINIMUM
GALLONS
INCLUDED

4,000 GAL
(5.35 CCF)

8,000
GAL (10.70
CCF)

RES. CAP
(GAL)

City of Auburndale

$10.36

4,000

$10.36

$17.84

$36.61

4,000

$36.61

$36.61

4,000

City of Bartow

$10.55

-

$20.31

$31.85

$21.32

-

$28.44

$35.56

10,000

City of Eagle Lake

$15.75

4,000

$15.75

$24.39

$24.15

1,000

$36.54

$53.06

10,000

UTILITY NAME

City of Fort Meade

$8.11

-

$13.27

$19.33

$15.80

-

$30.72

$45.64

City of Frostproof

$14.31

3,000

$16.54

$25.46

$55.59

3,000

$63.13

$93.29

-

City of Lake Alfred

$12.95

6,000

$12.95

$14.95

$40.54

-

$40.54

$40.54

15,000

City of Lake Wales

$6.98

-

$18.02

$31.97

$24.79

-

$37.79

$58.14

City of Winter Haven

$8.93

-

$17.11

$29.51

$8.69

-

$27.95

$47.19

14,000

Lakeland Water Utilities

$8.39

-

$16.07

$24.19

$16.91

-

$32.07

$47.23

12,000

Polk County

$9.69

-

$17.66

$27.46

$36.14

-

$62.06

$81.50

7,000

Town of Dundee

$17.00

-

$20.80

$24.60

$60.95

-

$60.95

$60.95

-

City of Crescent City

$19.46

3,000

$21.62

$31.88

$41.09

-

$41.09

$41.09

-

City of Gulf Breeze

$12.00

-

$25.44

$38.88

$17.00

-

$34.20

$51.40

-

City of North Port

$17.80

-

$33.00

$55.76

$27.96

-

$52.28

$76.60

12,000
-

City of Sarasota

$16.72

-

$30.24

$46.16

$23.01

-

$49.81

$81.37

City of Venice

$21.43

-

$43.53

$75.34

$23.79

-

$50.67

$77.55

-

Sarasota County

$16.07

-

$25.83

$38.15

$14.89

-

$45.05

$75.21

10,000

City of Altamonte Springs

$3.61

-

$9.94

$20.52

$7.19

-

$18.98

$38.15

11,000

City of Casselberry

$8.10

-

$14.14

$24.18

$14.65

-

$37.81

$66.73

-

City of Oviedo

$11.36

-

$16.27

$24.63

$23.47

-

$40.71

$57.95

10,000

City of Sanford

$10.90

2,000

$15.14

$24.92

$20.05

2,000

$30.99

$52.87

12,000

City of Winter Springs

$5.72

-

$11.04

$16.36

$11.23

-

$28.79

$46.35

10,000

Sanlando Utilities Corporation

$4.45

-

$8.21

$12.91

$14.98

-

$22.46

$29.94

10,000

Seminole County

$12.89

-

$17.25

$21.61

$20.49

-

$39.13

$57.77

-

City of St. Augustine

$11.53

-

$24.34

$45.58

$11.77

-

$34.01

$56.25

10,000

St. Johns County - Main System

$12.08

-

$24.36

$38.92

$14.20

-

$32.12

$50.04

10,000

St. Johns County Ponte Vedra System

$12.85

-

$18.61

$25.27

$19.27

-

$31.23

$43.19

10,000

City of Port St. Lucie

$8.31

-

$23.87

$43.00

$15.70

-

$45.42

$75.14

8,000

Fort Pierce Utilities Authority

$23.83

3,000

$27.28

$41.08

$15.30

-

$37.26

$59.22

10,000

St. Lucie County Utilities

$22.25

-

$36.05

$57.98

$26.05

-

$54.41

$82.77

10,000
10,000

Little Sumter Service Area

$7.38

-

$13.14

$18.90

$14.18

-

$22.90

$31.62

Village Center Service Area

$7.38

-

$12.34

$17.30

$28.33

-

$28.33

$28.33

-

City of Daytona Beach

$15.25

1,000

$30.31

$50.39

$12.66

900

$39.44

$74.00

-

City of DeLand

$11.89

-

$19.57

$27.25

$29.13

-

$47.61

$66.09

15,000

City of Deltona

$11.22

-

$17.50

$28.52

$16.77

-

$72.93

$141.72

10,000

City of Edgewater

$10.14

-

$24.90

$51.84

$14.72

-

$37.88

$61.04

-

City of Orange City

$10.43

-

$24.71

$40.78

$20.88

-

$49.08

$77.28

9,000

City of Ormond Beach

$13.08

2,000

$19.44

$33.34

$16.79

2,000

$25.65

$43.37

-

City of Port Orange

$9.90

-

$20.62

$36.14

$11.70

-

$29.10

$46.50

12,000
12,000

Town of Ponce Inlet

$18.30

2,000

$31.30

$57.30

$14.63

-

$36.39

$58.15

Volusia County - Softened

$13.14

-

$28.02

$45.48

$20.20

-

$37.32

$54.44

14,000

Volusia County - Unsoftened

$13.14

-

$21.02

$30.37

$20.20

-

$37.32

$54.44

14,000

City of St. Marks

$22.46

3,000

$25.30

$36.66

$27.54

3,000

$32.41

$51.89

-

City of DeFuniak Springs

$17.88

2,000

$25.32

$41.31

$25.12

-

$47.00

$68.88

-

South Walton Utility Company

$9.28

-

$16.44

$24.53

$15.41

-

$36.53

$57.65

10,000
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ABOUT RAFTELIS FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS, INC.
Raftelis Financial Consultants (RFC)
has the largest utility financial and rate
consulting practice in the nation, with
more than 50 consultants in 14 offices
around the country, including two Florida
offices in Casselberry and Sarasota. RFC is
also registered as a Municipal Advisor with
the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission
(SEC) and the Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board (MSRB). RFC provides a
variety of financial, rate, and management
consulting services for water, wastewater,
and stormwater utilities including:

FINANCIAL & RATE CONSULTING
• Affordability Analysis and Program
Development
• Debt Issuance Support
• Dispute Resolution
• Financial and Capital Improvements
Planning
• Rate Case Support
• Rate Study
• Risk Analysis
• Stormwater Utility Development
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
• Customer Relationship Management
• Custom Software and Tool Development
• Data Services
• Organizational Optimization
• Performance Management and
Benchmarking
• Project/Program Procurement
Assistance
• Public/Stakeholder Education,
Outreach, and Facilitation
• Stormwater Program Development

Support
• Strategic Business Planning
• Water/Wastewater Utility Valuation
RFC conducts and/or publishes several of
the water and wastewater utility industry's leading rate surveys, some of which
are co-published by various industry associations, including:
• Water and Wastewater Rate Survey, copublished with the American Water
Works Association (AWWA)
• Utility Financial Information Survey,
published by the Association of
Metropolitan Water Agencies (AMWA)
• Florida Water and Wastewater Rate Survey
• California-Nevada Water and
Wastewater Rate Survey, co-published
with the CA-NV AWWA
• Water and Wastewater Residential
Rate Survey, published by the Water
Infrastructure Finance Authority of
Arizona
• Washington/Oregon Water and
Wastewater Rate Survey

RFC OFFICE
LOCATIONS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT: WWW.RAFTELIS.COM
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The 2016 Florida Water and
Wastewater Rate Survey
includes information for
more than 180 utilities
throughout Florida, each with
its own unique characteristics
including rate structures
that vary in complexity and
cost. This document includes
highlights from the survey
and illustrates why rates may
differ among communities.
We hope the survey provides
a resource for utilities to
compare themselves with their
peer communities throughout
Florida, and to stay abreast of
industry trends.

Photo Credits Courtesy of: Front Cover, Arturo Donate on Flickr | Inside Cover, Jim
Luckah on Flickr | Table of Contents, Dan Lundberg on Flickr | p. 10, Andrew Peterson
on Flickr | p. 12, Chauncey Davis on Flickr | Back Cover, Eric Kilby on Flickr
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950 S. Winter Park Drive, Suite 240, Casselberry, FL 32707
2803 Fruitville Road, Suite 154, Sarasota, FL 34237
P: 407.960.1806 / F: 407.960.1803
WWW.RAFTELIS.COM
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Board of County Commissioners
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
DIVISION OF UTILITIES
3600 W. Sovereign Path, Suite 291, Lecanto, Florida 34461
Telephone: (352) 527-7650 Fax: (352) 527-7644
Citrus Springs/Dunnellon/Inglis/Yankeetown area - Toll Free (352) 489-2120
If you are hearing or speech impaired, dial 7-1-1, 1-800-955-8771 (TTY) or
1-800-955-8770 (v), vial Florida Relay Service
www.citrusbocc.com
January 26, 2017
Subject: Open House – S. Garcia Rd
Dear Property Owner:
The Citrus County Utility Planning and Engineering Division will be hosting an Open House on February
23, 2017, between the hours of 7:00 PM and 9:00 PM. This will provide citizens the opportunity to
check out several stations at their own pace to gather information regarding the upcoming sewer
project to serve the homes located on S. Garcia Rd. The open house will be held at the Homosassa
Springs Wildlife State Park (Florida Room), which is located at 4150 S Suncoast Blvd. Homosassa, FL
34446.
The primary goal of this project is to improve water quality on the Homosassa River and Spring by
providing sanitary sewer service to areas adjacent to S. Garcia Rd. Aging septic tanks currently serving
this area have been identified by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection as a major cause
of deteriorating water quality in the Homosassa Springshed and may also adversely impact the quality
of private drinking water wells.
The targeted system expansion areas are those that are in close proximity to the springs. The
proposed limits of the service area include W. Gregory Ct, W. Cap Ln, W. Gingerly Path, W. Silk Oak
Path, S. Island Dr., W. Island Ct and a select number of homes on S. Garcia Rd.
The purpose of this open house is to discuss the project area as to how it addresses the requirements
of and better educate the residents about the Florida Springs and Aquifer Protection Act established by
the State.
Funding for the proposed project will be through a combination of available grant funds and
assessments of benefiting property owners. Typically, the grant funds are deducted from the overall
project costs with the remaining costs apportioned equitably among the property owners benefitting
from the wastewater service. Project development costs along with other costs associated with
connecting to the centralized wastewater system will also be presented at the open house.
If you have questions regarding the Open House, please contact Jeanette Smith at 352-527-7649 or email jeanette.smith@citrusbocc.com.
We look forward to seeing you there.
Sincerely,

Jeanette Smith
Jeanette Smith, Water Resources Project Manager
Citrus County Utility Division
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Set-Up Checklist for Public Workshop
□ Double-sided Comment Cards
□ 4 Poster Boards
□ 4 Easels
□ 1 PPT ﬁle on USB drive
□ Projector
□ Screen/Monitor
□ Laptop
□ Sign-In Sheet on Clip Board
□ Nametag SFckers
□ Sharpies
□ Pens
□ Coﬀee (Carafe with Coﬀee, Cups, Creamer, Sugar, SFrrers)
□ Cookies
□ Napkins
□ Paper towels
□ Clorox Wipes
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NAME OF PROJECT PUBLIC WORKSHOP SIGN-IN SHEET | 5/8/2017

Name

Resident (R)
Business Owner (B)
or Other (specify)

Phone

E-Mail
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STATION 2:
Map of Project Area

Floating Staff

Greeting and
Directions

STATION 5:
Project Schedule
(Be Conservative)

Room set up example using display boards, a looping
presentation, staffing at stations, and floating staff.

Entrance

Looping
Powerpoint

STATION 4:
Environmental
Considerations

STATION 1:
Project Overview

Sign In
Pick Up Name Tag
and Handouts

STATION 3:
Project Finances
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Project Area Map

The Project Area Map can be as simple as a Google Aerial Map or a more sophis7cated engineer outline as
long as the stakeholders can locate their residence or business.
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Water & Sewer Available?
Get Updates & Learn to Use Our Online Utilities Map!
Please Join Us:
All info sessions will be
held at the East Port
Environmental Campus:

25550 Harborview Rd.
Port Charlotte, FL
Tuesday, April 11: 3 - 4 p.m.
Tuesday, April 25: 9 - 10 a.m.
Tuesday, May 9: 3 - 4 p.m.
Tuesday, May 16: 3 - 4 p.m.
Wednesday, June 14: 9 - 10 a.m.
Thursday, June 22: 3 - 4 p.m.

This is a great opportunity for real estate professionals to:
 Learn
 Help

to use the utilities map and GIS

your clients make important decisions

 Understand
 Learn
 Ask

the Utilities Department’s future plans

about line extensions & mandatory connections

questions about specific properties (as time allows)

Please RSVP to Administrative.Assistants@CharlotteCountyFL.gov to reserve your spot.
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CHARLOTTE COUNTY UTILITIES DEPARTMENT

REMINDERS & UPDATES – JUNE 2017

New Service Requests – Scheduling begins upon receipt of payment





Existing Homes – If the meter box already exists at the property, Utilities needs about a
week’s notice to install the meter, set up the account and turn on service.
New Construction – An availability report must be submitted as part of the building permit
application. If service is considered available (adjacent to an existing line), please allow for 8
to 10 weeks for a new installation of water or sewer (includes service line, meter box and
meter). Please contact us to pay for utility service as soon as the building plans are approved.
Line Extension – If service is not currently available, you may request service if the property is
near an existing line and meets certain criteria. However, it is subject to approval and the
waiting period varies between 3 to 8 months.

Septic Tank & Well Installation – Request a current availability report



New service lines are being installed or planned for regularly, so request a current
availability report before pulling the permit for a new septic tank or well.
http://www.charlottecountyfl.com/CCU/CustomerForms/Availability/

Uniform Extension Policy – Revising rules & regulations related to development
 Utilities is in the process of recommending updates to the 2007 policy that guides commercial



and residential development.
To provide comments, email Kaley.Miller@CharlotteCountyFL.gov
https://www.charlottecountyfl.gov/dept/utilities/Pages/Policies‐and‐Standards.aspx

Charlotte County Sewer Master Plan (CCSMP) – Sustainable, Healthy & Affordable
 Septic to Sewer Conversions (S2S) will improve water quality by removing nutrients,
bacteria and fecal coliform from the waterways.
 Densely populated areas with aging septic tanks have been prioritized in five‐year
intervals. First five‐year costs are estimated at > $85M.
 CCSMP is subject to BCC approvals and annual updates/changes.
 For each residential connection, the CCSMP proposes a turnkey, affordable “S2S One
Rate” to include physical plumbing connection to the home, and septic tank
abandonment.
 Actual cost is > $15K while customers are charged $11.2K (2017 rate).
 To fund the difference, Utilities will request grants, low interest loans and voter support
for a portion of the sales tax (starting in 2021).
 Jones Edmunds is developing the CCSMP and further public outreach opportunities.
 https://www.charlottecountyfl.gov/dept/utilities/Pages/Sewer‐Master‐Plan.aspx

www.CharlotteCountyFL.gov | click on “Utilities” under Popular Links | 764.4300
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CHARLOTTE HARBOR
Protecting the Heart of Charlotte County
SEPTIC TANK TECHNOLOGY

Major Pollutants
» High Concentration
- Nitrate
- Biochemical
Oxygen Demand
- Ammonia

» Rising Levels of:
- Nitrogen
- Phosphorus
- Chlorophyll a
» Charlotte County has 28,000 septic tanks within
3,175 of the water body connected to the Harbor

» Increasing Levels of:
- Fecal Contamination

» There are 96,485 residential lots with impact potential
» Septic tanks are designed to discharge nutrients

CCSMP Stakeholder Conversation Luncheon | December 5, 2016
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THOMAS FRICK
2600 Blair Stone Rd, Tallahassee, FL 32308
Oﬃce Phone: 850-245-7518
Email: Thomas.Frick@dep.state.ﬂ.us
EDUCATION
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
BS in Chemistry

1994

University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL
Mechanical Engineering

1991

Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
Associates in Chemical Engineering

1990

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Florida Department of Environmental ProtecUon
Director of Division of Environmental Assessment & RestoraGon
This Division is responsible for implemenUng the Florida Watershed RestoraUon
Act and the Clean Water Act for the State of Florida, including seYng water
quality standards, monitoring and assessing surface water quality, establishing
TMDLs and restoraUon of goals, and developing and implemenUng Basin
Management AcUon Plans, the blueprint for restoraUon.
Florida Department of Environmental ProtecUon
Bureau Chief for Bureau of Watershed RestoraGon

2009

ENTRIX
Project ScienGst
Developed, coordinated and executed water resource management projects in
NW Florida. Developed work plans for strategic business growth. Areas of
emphasis were on watershed assessments, including data collecUon, data
analysis, stream and lake restoraUon, total maximum daily loads and
environmental resource permiYng.
Florida Department of Environmental ProtecUon
Environmental Manager
Reviewed, evaluated and interpreted chemical and biological data in order to
make recommendaUons to Management. Assisted in the experimental design
and implementaUon of environmental studies.
Florida Department of Environmental ProtecUon
Chemist III

2013

2008

1997

1997
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THOMAS FRICK

PAGE 2!

Assisted as QA Liaison between the Chemistry and Quality Assurance SecUons.
Assisted in evaluaUon of QA acUviUes for Water, Waste and Resource
Management Programs.
Florida Department of Environmental ProtecUon
Chemist II
Group leader for Inorganic PreparaUon Group within the Chemistry SecUon.
Coordinated the eﬀorts of 9 technicians. Responsible for meeUng laboratory
producUon demands and evaluaUng new and exisUng analyUcal technologies.
Florida Department of Environmental ProtecUon
Chemist I
Analyzed environmental samples for sediment and water matrices. Reviewed
raw data and reported results to Laboratory Supervisor.

1995

1994

PRESENTATIONS
Numeric Nutrient Criteria – RegulaUons & ImplementaUon and What That Means for Florida UUliUes
Guest Speaker at Florida Water Environment AssociaUon

RestoraUon & Health of Indian River Lagoon
Lead Speaker at Indian River Chamber of Commerce Annual meeUng

TMDL/BMAP Eﬀorts for Lake Okeechobee and the Estuaries
Lead Speaker at meeUng of County CoaliUon for Responsible Management of
Lake Okeechobee
Instructor for Environmental PermiYng Summer School on following topics:
“DEP Going Forward”, “Numerical Nutrient Criteria for Stormwater”, “Water
Quality Credit Trading”, “Comprehensive Watershed EvaluaUon, Planning &
Management”, “The Next GeneraUon of Basin Management AcUon Plan”,
“ImplemenUng Florida’s Numeric Nutrient Criteria”
ExisUng Regulatory Programs, Including TMDLs, MFLs, Recovery & PrevenUon
Guest Speaker at Florida Home Builders AssociaUon Summer Conference
Water Quality Credit Trading
Guest Speaker at Florida Stormwater AssociaUon Winter Conference
Guest Speaker at Florida Water Environment AssociaUon West Coast Chapter
MeeUng
RestoraUon of Florida’s Iconic Springs: LegislaUve and “Turn Dirt” SoluUons
Guest Speaker at Florida Stormwater AssociaUon Annual Conference
UpdaUng Florida’s Water Quality Requirements
Guest Speaker at Florida AssociaUon of CounUes Annual MeeUng
Nutrient Impacts on Estuaries
Guest Speaker at Spring EPA/State Water Directors’ MeeUng
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Springs RestoraUon Strategies
Guest Speaker at American InsUtute of Professional Geologists Conference
Florida Water Quality Issues PerspecUve
Guest Speaker at Florida FerUlizer & Agrichemical AssociaUon MeeUng
“The DEP and Florida SepUc Tank Contractors”
Guest Speaker at Florida Onsite Wastewater AssociaUon Conference
Water Quality RestoraUon in 2017 and Beyond
Speaker at Tampa Bay AssociaUon of Environmental Professionals MeeUng
Rough Waters or Smooth Sailing: What’s Ahead for MunicipaliUes in
ImplemenUng 2016 Water Bill
Guest Speaker at Florida League of CiUes Annual Conference
Springs Water Quality Science and Management
Guest Speaker at Florida Springs InsUtute RestoraUon Summit
What Does TMDL and NSILT Mean?
Guest Speaker at Florida Onsite Wastewater AssociaUon Conference
LANGUAGES
English (naUve language)
MEMBERSHIPS
Florida Friendly Landscaping Advisory Board
Center for Landscape ConservaUon & Ecology Advisory Board
Florida Farm Bureau’s Water Natural Resources Advisory Comminee
Co-Chair of Indian River Lagoon NaUonal Estuary Program Advisory Board
Member of Southwest Florida Water Management District Springs Steering Comminee
AssociaUon of Clean Water Administrators Chair of 319(h) Subcomminee
AssociaUon of Clean Water Administrators Co-Chair of Monitoring, Standards & Assessment Comminee
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Mark A. Hammond
4120 W Obispo Street
Tampa, Florida 33629
Markhammond2018@gmail.com
813-760-1857

EXPERIENCE
Southwest Florida Water Management District, Brooksville, Florida
Director, Resource Management Division

2011-2017

Lead division that included the Water Resources and Natural Systems and Restoration bureaus
and the Project Management Office. As an Executive Team member, provided leadership to
District’s activities including the District’s Cooperative Funding Program, Minimum Flows and
Levels, Springs Coast Steering Committee and the Central Florida Water Initiative as well as
extensive coordination with the District’s Governing Board members and state and local
governments.
Director, Resource Management Department

2003-2011

Lead department that included Cooperative Funding, the Watershed Management Program to
address flood protection, the Surface Water Improvement and Management (SWIM) Program to
protect and restore water bodies, Minimum Flows and Levels, groundwater investigations, water
supply planning, and water resource development including conservation, reuse, and alternative
water supplies. Provided leadership to District activities and coordinated with state and local
governments.
Manager, SWIM Section

1997-2003

Lead the District’s Surface Water Improvement and Management Program to protect and
restore water quality and natural systems associated with priority water bodies including Tampa
Bay, Crystal River and Rainbow River; represented the District on the Charlotte Harbor and
Sarasota Bay National Estuary Programs.
Manager, Conservation Projects Section

1992-1997

Lead the District’s water supply planning, conservation, reuse, and desalination initiatives
including Cooperative Funding projects.
Engineer

1987-1992

Project engineer and project manager for Cooperative Funding reuse projects; Needs and
Sources team member responsible for agricultural and recreational water use projections,
reclaimed water and desalination sources, and evaluating regional public supply water source
options; prepared water use estimates for ground water models.
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EDUCATION
2008 Master of Business Administration, University of South Florida
1992 Master of Science in Engineering, University of South Florida
1986 Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering, University of South Florida

LICENSE
Professional Engineer in the State of Florida

No. 58633

COMMITTEES
Served as District representative on the City of Sarasota Reuse Task Force, State Reuse
Coordinating Committee comprised of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection and
water management districts, FDEP Reuse Technical Advisory Committee for Chapter 62-610
Rule Revisions, Charlotte Harbor National Estuary Program, Sarasota Bay National Estuary
Program, and the Central Florida Water Initiative Groundwater Availability Team, Solutions
Planning Team, and Water Resource Assessment Team.
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Mary Lusk
University of Florida/IFAS
Gulf Coast Research and Education Center
14625 CR 672, Wimauma FL 33598
813-419-6670 (office) | 813-607-1074 (cell) | mary.lusk@ufl.edu

Education
2015

Ph.D. Soil and Water Science (emphasis in urban biogeochemistry), Univ. of Florida

2005

M.S. Geoscience (emphasis in Science Education), Brigham Young University

1998

M. S. Crop and Soil Environmental Science, Virginia Tech

1994

B.S. Agronomy and Horticulture, Brigham Young University

Current Position
Assistant Professor, Soil and Water Sciences Department, University of Florida, Gulf Coast
Research and Education Center, Wimauma, FL, 2018 to Present

Past Research and Extension Experience
University of Florida/IFAS Extension, Gulf Coast Research and Education Center, Plant City,
FL, 2016 to 2018
Regional Specialized Agent for Water Resources
• Developing statewide extension, applied research, and outreach programs related to
fertilizer fate in residential urban landscapes, stormwater pond management, and
nutrient considerations for using reclaimed water.
• Serving as the lead developer and instructor for statewide extension inservice trainings
on residential irrigation practices, onsite wastewater treatment systems, water quality
best management practices for urban farms, and reclaimed water.
• Co-leading a statewide working group to develop program evaluation metrics to
demonstrate the societal and ecological impacts of UF/IFAS urban water quality
extension programs.
Environmental Soil Chemistry and Water Quality Group, University of Florida Gulf Coast
Research and Education Center, Wimauma, FL, 2011 to 2015
• Doctoral dissertation research supervised by Drs. Gurpal Toor and Patrick Inglett
• Used GIS tools, stable isotopes, and high-resolution mass spectrometry to investigate
the origin and environmental fate of organic nitrogen in urban stormwater and streams.
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•

•

Successfully authored a grant proposal to acquire instrument time at NSF’s National
High Magnetic Field laboratory and used advanced instrumentation there to elucidate
the molecular character and expected ecological significance of dissolved organic
nitrogen in urban waters.
Resulted in 4 journal publications presently published or in preparation.

Geosciences Department, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 2003-2005
• Masters research supervised by Dr. Barry Bickmore
• Successfully wrote a $60,000 NSF grant to conduct research on the role of mentored
creative work on the geology content knowledge of undergraduates.
• Resulted in 1 publication in the Journal of Geoscience Education.
Clay Mineralogy and Soil Chemistry Lab, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, 1995-1998
• Masters research supervised by Dr. Lucian Zelazny
• Used clay mineralogy and x-ray diffraction techniques to link soil mineralogy to sulfate
adsorption and base cation release in soils.
Environmental Technology Center, Ciba-Geigy Corp., Greensboro, NC, 1994-1995
• Experimentally tested chemical reactions of the Fenton’s Reagent for the degradation
and remediation of chlorinated organic contaminants in soil and groundwater.
• Resulted in new treatment methods for in-situ remediation of a Superfund site.
Soil Physics Lab, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 1992-1994
• Provided bench chemistry and gas chromatography assistance in research on the fate
and transport of the pesticide atrazine in vadose zone soils.

Publications
Journal Articles – published or recently accepted
1. Yang, Y. and M. G. Lusk. 2017. Nutrients in urban stormwater runoff: current state of
the science and potential mitigation options. Current Pollution Reports (in press;
accepted February 2018)
2. Lusk, M. G., G. S. Toor, and P. Inglett. 2017. Characterization of dissolved organic
nitrogen in leachate from a newly established and fertilized turfgrass. Water Research
131:52-61.
3. Lusk, M. G., G. S. Toor, M. De, S. Mechtensimer, and T. A. Obreza. 2017. A review of
the fate and transport of nitrogen, phosphorus, pathogens, and trace organic chemicals
in conventional septic systems. Critical Reviews in Environmental Science and
Technology 47(7):455-541.
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4. Lusk, M. G. and G. S. Toor. 2016. Biodegradability and molecular composition of
dissolved organic nitrogen in urban stormwater runoff and outflow water from a
stormwater retention pond. Environmental Science and Technology. 50(7):3391-3398.
5. Lusk, M. G. and G. S. Toor. 2016. Dissolved organic nitrogen in urban streams:
biodegradability and molecular composition studies. Water Research. 96:225-235.
6. Adewopo, J. B., R. K. Bhomia, M. Almaraz, A. R. Bacon, E. Eggleston, J. D. Judy, R. W.
Lewis, M. Lusk, B. Miller, C. Moorberg, E. H. Snyder, M. Tiedeman, and C.
VanZomeren. 2014. Top-ranked priority research questions for soil science in the 21st
century. Soil Science Society of America Journal. 78:337-347.
7. Lusk M. G., B. R. Bickmore, R. Sudweeks, T. Bothell, and E. Christensen. 2006. Use of
a mentored creative writing project to improve the geology education of preservice
elementary teachers. Journal of Geoscience Education, 54, 31-40.

Journal Articles – in review or in preparation

1. Lusk, M. G., G. S. Toor, and P. W. Inglett. 2017. Organic nitrogen in residential
stormwater runoff: implications for stormwater management in urban watersheds. (In
preparation); target journal: Water Research.
Book Chapters
1. Lusk, M. G. and G. S. Toor. 2017. Optimizing the Hydrologic Properties of Urban Soils.
In Lal, R and B. A. Stewart, eds., Advances in Soil Science: Urban Soils, CRC Press,
Boca Raton, FL.
Book Reviews
1. Lusk, M. G. and G. S. Toor. 2012. Urban Watersheds: Geology, Contamination, and
Sustainable Development. Martin M. Kaufman, Daniel T. Rogers, and Kent S. Murray,
editors. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis Group, Boca Raton, FL. Journal of Environmental
Quality, 41:1-2.
Technical Reports
1. Toor, G.S., M. Lusk, & T. Obreza. 2011. Onsite sewage treatment and disposal
systems: an overview. University of Florida–IFAS, Gainesville, FL.
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss549.
2. Toor, G.S., M. Lusk, & T. Obreza. 2011. Onsite sewage treatment and disposal
systems: nitrogen. University of Florida–IFAS, Gainesville, FL.
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss550.
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3. Lusk, M., G.S. Toor, & T. Obreza. 2011. Onsite sewage treatment and disposal
systems: phosphorus. University of Florida–IFAS, Gainesville, FL.
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss551.
4. Lusk, M., G.S. Toor, & T. Obreza. 2011. Onsite sewage treatment and disposal
systems: bacteria and protozoa. University of Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL.
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss552.
5. Lusk, M., G.S. Toor, & T. Obreza. 2011. Onsite sewage treatment and disposal
systems: viruses. University of Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL.
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss553.
6. Toor, G.S., M. Lusk, & T. Obreza. 2011. Onsite sewage treatment and disposal
systems: organic contaminants. University of Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL.
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss554.
7. Toor, G.S. & M. Lusk. 2011. What’s in reclaimed water and where does it
go? University of Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL. http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss542.
8. Toor, G.S. & M. Lusk. 2011. Constituents of concern in reclaimed water. University of
Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL. http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss543.
9. Toor, G.S. & M. Lusk. 2011. Managing salinity, sodicity, and specific ion toxicity in
reclaimed water irrigated sites. University of Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL.
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss545
10. Toor, G.S. & M. Lusk. 2011. Understanding landscape irrigation water quality tests.
University of Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL. http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss546.
11. Toor, G.S. & M. Lusk. 2011. Frequently asked questions about reclaimed water.
University of Florida– IFAS, Gainesville, FL. http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ss544.
Other Publications
1. Albertin, A., Atkinson, M., Barrett, C., Dukes, M., M., Fletcher, J., Krimsky, L., Lusk, M.,
Migliaccio, K., and Warner, L. 2017. “Manual for conducting an urban irrigation audit
program.” UF/IFAS Extension. (in preparation)
2. “Water in the South Central Extension District: Big Issues Part II.” Published 25 August
2016 at http://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/extension/2016/08/25/water-south-central-extensiondistrict-big-issues-part-ii/ .
3. “6 Things You Need to Know About the 2016 Water Bill.” Published 1 July 2016 at
http://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/extension/2016/07/01/6-things-need-know-2016-florida-water-bill/
4. “Water in the Extension South Central District: Big Issues Part I.” Published 24 June
2016 at http://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/extension/2016/06/24/water-extension-south-centraldistrict-big-issues-part/ .
5. “Water Reuse in the Sunshine State.” Published 19 May 2016 at
http://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/extension/2016/05/19/water-reuse-sunshine-state/ .
6. Dvorak, B. and M. G. Lusk. 2013. Discover Soils: Green Roofs. Published online at
https://www.soils.org/discover-soils/soils-in-the-city/green-roofs .
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BREEZESWEPT PROJECT MEDIA MESSAGING
CITY OF ROCKLEDGE
•

Restoring and Maintaining the Health of the Indian River Lagoon is a Top Priority:
o The purpose of this Sep.c-to-Sewer project is to help restore the health of the Indian River
Lagoon.
o

Preven.ng sep.c tank leachate from pollu.ng the Indian River Lagoon for the safety and wellbeing of our ci.zens and the Lagoon is a top priority.

•

ImplemenJng FDEP-Approved Stormwater PolluJon PrevenJon Plan Minimizes Run-Oﬀ:
o The Stormwater pollu.on preven.on plan for this project was approved by the Department of
Environmental Protec.on and has been developed to minimize pollutants in stormwater run-oﬀ
from entering the Indian River Lagoon. The City is working closely with the Contractor to ensure
DEP approved permit condi.ons are being met.

•

The City Has Been ProacJve in Addressing Stormwater Run-Oﬀ During ConstrucJon:
o City staﬀ has been proac.ve in addressing and mi.ga.ng any environmental impacts of
construc.on to the Lagoon. We are working with the Contractor to expedite paving of roads
disturbed by construc.on, which helps eliminate limerock sediment in stormwater runoﬀ.
o

o

•

Preven.ng and controlling pollu.on in run-oﬀ during construc.on, especially in the midst of
storm/rain events, is key. We have worked closely with the Contractor to make certain FDEP
permit requirements are met.
We have been proac.ve in inves.ga.ng and implemen.ng addi.onal stormwater pollu.on
control measures to further reduce the limerock runoﬀ. Three ﬂoa.ng containment booms were
installed in the lagoon at the ouNall to help contain limerock sediment. Floc logs speciﬁcally
designed to trap limerock sediment have been installed in the ouNall pipe, and geo hay tubes
have been installed in front of every storm inlet in the project area to help minimize limerock
sediment from running oﬀ the site. Also, silt fences are being installed at loca.ons where the
contractor has limerock stockpiled overnight.

Our Goal and Role:
o It is our goal that by working together, at both the state and local level, we can further prevent
pollu.on and ul.mately restore the health of the Lagoon that is such an integral part of our
economy and quality of life here in Rockledge.

Media Guidelines
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Stay “on-message” throughout the interview. Saturate the interview with your key messages. Take every
opportunity to repeat your key points.
Prac.ce key messages before the interview. Know your points inside and out.
Keep a posi.ve tone - be conversa.onal, conﬁdent, concise, and pa.ent. Never get defensive or let a
reporter get “under your skin.”
There is no such thing as “oﬀ the record.” Never tell a reporter anything you would not like to see on the
front page of the New York Times.
Do not repeat nega.ve informa.on (spoken by the reporter when framing the ques.on) when giving your
answers. It could be used out of context.
Do not speculate or answer ques.ons outside of your responsibility.
Never say, “No comment.” If you don't know the answer to a ques.on, say so. Tell the reporter that you
will get back to them with the answer. Get their name and number, and follow up.
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Connecting to City Sewer | City of Palm Bay, FL

Connecting to City Sewer
Septic Tank to City Sewer Service
Here's how to Get Connected:
1 - Determine if Sewer Service is Available in Your Area.
Click here to view an interactive map.
2 - Determine Your Connection Costs
Please contact our Customer Service Office to verify your specific costs.
Email Customer Service | Phone: 321.952.3420
3 - Complete An Application
4 - Finance or Pay Connection Charges.
How do I Finance My Connection Costs? Palm Bay Utilities Department provides
residents an opportunity to finance their connection costs up to five years through a
Connection Payment Agreement. To finance your charges you will need to meet with
a member of our staff. We also ask that you review the Connection Payment Agreement
prior to your appointment.

Schedule an appointment
Connection Payment Agreement
5 - Get Connected to the System.
Once the application process is complete, the Utilities Customer Service Office will issue a work order to have the clean-out and/or
tap-in point located for the sewer service lateral connection.
It is recommended that you obtain the services of a licensed septic tank contractor to perform the abandonment of the septic tank.
The contractor or the property owner will need to obtain a permit from the Department of Health's Environmental Health Services
Office. You may contact the Department of Health by calling 321.633.2100 and selecting option 1.
A building permit will also need to be obtained from the City's Building Division located in the City Hall Annex at 120 Malabar Road
SE. Phone: 321.953.8924.
Once permits have been obtained from DOH and the Building Division, the licensed septic contractor will perform the
abandonment. An environmental health inspector will conduct an on-site inspection at the time of abandonment.
It is recommended that homeowners obtain the services of a Florida licensed and insured plumber to perform the connection from
the sewer lateral to your home. It is also recommended to perform this connection prior to septic tank abandonment so there will
not be an interruption of service.

http://www.palmbayflorida.org/government/departments/customer-service-/service-availability/connecting-to-city-sewer
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Other Helpful Links
Brevard County Health Dept. Environmental Health Services Office
Well Construction, Repair or Abandonment
Septic Tank Repairs, Abandonments

City of Palm Bay Building Division
Building Permit Application
Utility Connection Requirements for New & Existing Homes
List of All Residential Forms & Applications

http://www.palmbayflorida.org/government/departments/customer-service-/service-availability/connecting-to-city-sewer
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Service Availability

Click on the Interactive Map and Enter Your Address to View if City Water or Sewer Service is
Available in Your Area.
The City of Palm Bay water and sewer systems cover an extensive area of the City; however, it is
not fully developed. There are areas of the City that do not have water and/or sewer service yet.
To determine if your area has Utility services:
Click on the Interactive Map to the right
Input your full address (including City and State) in the box located on the toolbar at the
top right.
Once you zoom to a location, you can click on the address in the middle of the parcel to
see what City services are available.
To get an estimate of how much it would cost to connect to City services click on the
front lot line of the parcel. Residents with oversized or corner lots should contact
customer service to confirm their costs.

Are You on Well Water or Private Septic?
If water or sewer service is not available in your area YET, please fill out the "I Want Service Survey." This
survey is not to be confused with starting new service where it is already available.
By leaving your information and your interest, we will contact you when services are extended to your
area.

If You Found Your Address Listed As Available for Service, Click on One of These Helpful Links
Below:
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Connecting to City Water
Connecting to City Sewer
http://www.palmbayflorida.org/government/departments/customer-service-/service-availability
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Service Availability | City of Palm Bay, FL

Initial Connection Costs
Available Financing

http://www.palmbayflorida.org/government/departments/customer-service-/service-availability
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City of Miramar – Sewer Connection Grant Program –
Steps for Applying for Grant Assistance
1) You have received a 180 day notice to connect from the City of Miramar or received a letter or phone call from
the Community Redevelopment Associates of Florida, Inc. requesting that you pick up an application for sewer
connection grant assistance. To receive assistance, you must be low income (see income guidelines attached),
own primary residence where the property does not exceed $329,268.00, and submit a full application that
allows us verify your eligibility for the program.
2) If you are married, you and your spouse need to come together to pick up an application and sign
program disclosures. You must bring a current photo ID.
3) This program is designed to assist low income residents who live within the city limits of Miramar. Your
income and assets will be verified by CRA through our standard application process. Funding is made available
through Federal Community Development Block (CDBG) grant dollars. There are strict requirements on
income set at the Federal level that must be followed by our office.
4) All households, including elderly, disabled and other special needs categories are required to complete a full
application for CDBG grant assistance. A full application consists of the application form and all supporting
documents requested such as pay stubs, bank statements, proof of ownership, etc. Special needs households will
be considered a priority and assisted first when they apply. All applicants will have 2 weeks to complete an
application and the processing period normally takes 6 to 8 weeks depending on application volume.
5) Grant assistance shall not exceed $5,000.00
6) If we are able to certify that income, assets and property are eligible for the CDBG assistance program, an
appointment will be scheduled for you to certify your income and assets in person. If you are over income, you
will be referred to the City’s loan program. This is a one time grant and will not be combined with any other
form of home repair assistance. This is not a mortgage and you do not owe the City of Miramar any of this
money back.
7) Plumbers will complete the steps outlined by the City of Miramar which are required to connect your home to
the City’s sewer line. The sewer connection project will involve disconnecting the residences from the
septic tanks, evacuating/draining, filling with sand and sealing the septic tanks, and connecting the homes
to the City's new sewer line. If there is a plumber you would like to be considered, we ask that you have that
plumber contact our office 954-431-7866. This does not guarantee that person will be used. Competitive
bidding and pricing is a program requirement. The lowest bidder receives the job. Before work can proceed,
there has to be a contract that must be signed between the owner and the plumbing contractor.
8) Plumbers will be responsible for all permits and getting inspections . Plumbers must submit inspections as well
as photos for payment.
9) Plumbing contractors will be paid directly by the City of Miramar’s CDBG grant program. The invoice, copy of
permits and proof that steps were followed will be submitted to CRA for processing and then sent to the City of
Miramar for payment.

Revised 6/14/12 – City of Miramar Sewer Connection Program
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City of Miramar
Sewer Connection Grant
Program Income Guidelines
Household Size and Income Limits
Effective December 1, 2011

Household Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Maximum
Income
51%-80%
AMI
$40,150
$45,850
$51,600
$57,300
$61,900
$66,500
$71,100
$75,650

Miramar Assessed Property Value
Should Not Exceed:
$329,268.00

For More Information, please visitor call 954-431-7866, Option 3 or
www.crafla.com

Community Redevelopment Associates of Florida, Inc.
8569 Pines Boulevard, Suite 201
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024
Hours of Business: Monday – Friday 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Closed for Lunch Daily: 12:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Revised 6/14/12 – City of Miramar Sewer Connection Program
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CITY OF MIRAMAR
SEWER CONNECTION PROGRAM

1) The following is a list of the documents that you will need to provide with your completed application.
Applications will become available when the program opens.

Please provide photo-copies of the below documents. WE DO NOT MAKE COPIES!
2) Proof of property ownership:
a) Deed, (which may be a warranty deed, special warranty deed, personal representative deed or quit
claim deed. Please note, that due to Federal Regulations, a Title Search will be performed
to verify information as to ownership provide by each applicant.
b) Title Insurance Policy or
c) Lease with a term in excess of 99 years or
d) Order determining Homestead in an estate or
e) Copy of a Trust Agreement or
f) Certificate of Title
Note: If the Deed lists anyone that does not reside in the home, a notarized, sworn statement must be
provided by the non-resident(s) that attests to the fact that the individual(s) do not reside in the
home and have their primary residence elsewhere. The individual(s) must provide a copy of a
residential property lease or an ad valorem property tax bill indicating their primary residence is
elsewhere.
3) Three (3) most recent pay stubs or earnings statements showing the employee’s name, gross pay
per pay period, deductions, and frequency of pay for every household member over 18 years old.

4) Broward County Notice of Ad Valorem Taxes (must show Assessed Value of Property)
This may be obtained by logging on to the Property Appraisers web site at www.bcpa.net
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CITY OF MIRAMAR
SEWER CONNECTION PROGRAM
5) Proof that you are current in the payment of your property taxes:

a) Paid Property Tax Receipt from the Broward County Property Appraiser or
b) Copy of your canceled check, front and back, showing payment or
c) Sworn Affidavit certifying that you have paid your property taxes or
d) Statement from you mortgage lender attesting that your property taxes have been paid or
e) A printout from the Broward County Property Appraisers web site
6) Last six (6) months bank statements for every household member. We need every page of the bank
statements.

7) Proof of Hazard and Flood Insurance:

a) A copy of your homeowner’s insurance policy. Policy must include Flood Insurance. If Flood
Insurance is not required, please provide a Determination Letter from FEMA.
8) Federal income tax returns filed with the IRS for the last two (2) years AND W-2's for the last
two (2) years. We will accept:

a) A copy of the original signed federal tax return with W-2's or
b) A transcript of your federal return from the IRS with W-2's. You can request a transcript by filling out
IRS form 4506-T and sending to the IRS. The form can be obtained from the IRS website www.irs.gov,
by calling the IRS at 1-800-829-3676, or by going to the IRS office.

9) Proof of number of dependents claimed (Dependants must be listed on your federal tax return).

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Birth Certificate on which the parent/applicant=s name is listed or
School records which give the parents names and address or
Court-ordered letters of guardianship or
Divorce decree or
Letters of adoption
f) If a dependant over 18 is a full time student please submit a copy of their class schedule in addition to
the above documents.
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CITY OF MIRAMAR
SEWER CONNECTION PROGRAM
10) Social Security Cards for all household members.
11) Proof of citizenship or legal alien status documents.
a) United States of America birth certificate or
b) Naturalization papers or
c) Alien registration card
12) If you are divorced we need a copy of your divorce decree or certified court documents.
13) Proof of Employment Income:
a) Three most recent pay stubs or earning statements for every household member over 18 years of age.
b) The pay stubs must show the employee’s name, gross pay per period, deductions, and frequency of
pay.
14) Self-Employment Income. Schedule C, E, or F must be included with your federal income tax return
AND
a) Accountant or bookkeeper’s statement of net income expected for the next 12 months printed on the
accountant/book keeper’s company letterhead or
b) A notarized, sworn statement, from the self-employed individual, of net income expected for the next
12 months

15) Social Security, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), and Disability benefits - An award or
benefit notification letter prepared and signed by the authorizing agency.
16) Unearned Income. Please provide documents for all that apply.
a) Unemployment Compensation - Unemployment benefit award notice with three (3) copies of
unemployment check stubs.
b) Disability Compensation - Notice of eligibility from employer or authorizing agency and three (3)
copies of check stubs.
c) Worker’s Compensation - Notice of eligibility with amount awarded and three (3) copies of check
stubs.
d) Severance Pay - Notice of employer stating the amount received in severance pay.
e) Welfare of other needs based payments given to any household members

17) Unemployed household member not receiving unemployment benefits or income. Please
provide a notarized, sworn statement from the household member stating that unemployment benefits are
not received and he/or she is not receiving any income.
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CITY OF MIRAMAR
SEWER CONNECTION PROGRAM
18) For Alimony or Child Support Payments

a) A printout from the court or governmental agency through which payments are being made or
b) An original notarized letter from the non-custodial parent stating the amount given weekly, bi-weekly,
or monthly or
c) An original notarized statement from custodial parent stating that child support is not received for each
child.
19) For Scholarships, Grants, and Veteran’s Administration Benefits – Benefactor’s written
confirmation of amount of assistance, and educational institution's written confirmation of expected cost
of the student's tuition, fees, books, and equipment for the next 12 months.
20) Assets - Please bring current statements for the below assets for each household member if applicable.
We need all pages of each statements submitted and listed on your application form.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

401(K) account statement
Retirement statement
Pension statement
IRA statement
Certificate of deposit (CD) statement
Annuities

21) Life Insurance policy with current cash value and the type (term or whole). We need all pages
of the most current policy statement.

22) Recurring Contributions and Gifts. Example: non-household member paying all of part of bills,
mortgages or contributing money on a regular basis.
a) Notarized statement or affidavit signed by the person providing the assistance, giving the purpose,
dates and value of the gifts or
b) A letter from a bank, attorney, or a trustee providing required verification.

23) Mortgage Statements. If you currently have a mortgage on your property, or an equity line, please
provide a copy of your most recent mortgage statement(s). Your mortgage(s) must be current to
receive assistance from the City

Please provide photo-copies of items 2 - 22. WE DO NOT MAKE COPIES.
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OUR VIEW

Electoral Co
not out of

Necessity
of sewers
made clear

OUR POSITION: Latest study
undeniable: Septics pollute
Charlotte Harbor.
eal science is difﬁcult,
complicated stuff. A full
understanding of natural
sciences takes years of study and a
dedication to the classical scientific method of careful observation
and measurement. It’s all about
data, and the data invariably tells
the story.
Charlotte County commissioners heard a presentation last
Tuesday from Brian Lapointe, a
Ph.D. scientist with the Harbor
Branch Oceanographic Institute
at Florida Atlantic University.
With four others, Lapointe
issued a study with a weighty
title: “Charlotte County Water
Quality Assessment. Phase 1: Data
Analysis and Recommendations
for Long-Term Monitoring.”
Long title. But the conclusion is
simple and clear: Septic tanks are
polluting Charlotte Harbor.
We’ve heard it before. But in
recent years we’ve also heard a
continual stream from those questioning the scientiﬁc rationale for
septic replacement. The doubters
are just plain wrong.
Septic tanks may work ﬁne in
other environments: the rural
West, Northeast or Midwest,
places with different soil types and
larger housing lots. But not here in
sandy, coastal Southwest Florida.
Certainly not here in a community
with so many homes on small lots,
like Charlotte County.
According to county ofﬁcials,
central sewer in Charlotte now
treats 6 million gallons of efﬂuent
a day. Another 4 million gallons
a day ﬂows into the ground via
28,000 individual septic tanks.
That is the equivalent of one ton
of nitrogen entering the environment every day. It goes into the
ground. And eventually but surely
it makes it into the waterways.
The report from Lapointe, et
al., is available online on the
Charlotte County website, www.
charlottecountyﬂ.gov. To read it,
navigate the left side of the page
to BCC Agendas and ﬁnd the
Dec. 13 commission meeting.
Click on that and ﬁnd the Item R,
Number 1, of the Regular Agenda:
Water Quality Assessment. Open
the PDF ﬁles of two attachments.
(You can also watch the taped
presentation of the meeting on
the county website.)
We recommend that anyone
who questions the science give
this a careful reading (or viewing).
The report runs 58 pages. It has a
ton of technical data.
But this, from the executive
summary:
“Multiple lines of evidence
suggest that septic systems are
a primary source of nutrient
loading from the Port Charlotte
study area into Charlotte Harbor.
Analysis of the historical data
and the reconnaissance sampling
both indicated that septic systems
are contributing signiﬁcantly to
nutrient and bacterial pollution of
surface waters and groundwaters.”
And then:
“This research indicates that
inadequately treated septic waste
is a major source of nitrogen to
this system, and that improved
wastewater treatment, which
currently removes an average of
90 percent of sewage nitrogen,
would reduce nutrient loads from
septic systems and help mitigate
environmental impacts associated
with current and future population growth.”
Open and shut. In fact, the
ﬁve county commissioners who
listened to Tuesday’s presentation
agreed the case was closed. They
delayed follow-up testing until
a point after sewer service was
operating in the Spring Lake area
of Port Charlotte. That will allow
old and new data to be compared.
Charlotte County has been
moving steadily toward extending
sewer service in El Jobean and
Port Charlotte. Going forward,
the question is how to pay for it.
“Why” just isn’t an issue.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Majority doesn’t
rule in the US
Editor:
The procedure for electing
the president of the United
States was established over
200 years ago in Article II of
the Constitution, which says
the candidate who receives
the votes of the majority of
the electors from the states
wins the presidency.
The number of electors
available in the past election
was 538. This number has
not changed for 52 years. The
number of electoral votes
available from each state
is published and has not
changed in recent history.
Both Donald J. Trump and
Hillary Clinton had this information available to them at
the beginning of the election.
The rules were the same for
each candidate. Each candidate designed and pursued a
strategy to win.
Mr. Trump tried to reach as
many states as possible and
Mrs. Clinton tried to reach the
most people who agree with
her liberal philosophy. Mr.
Trump had a better strategy.
If the rules had been to reach
the highest number of voters,
Mr. Trump would have adopted a different strategy and he
still would have won.
In the United States the
majority does not rule, by
design. We are a union of
independent states and the
states determine who their
president will be. Mr. Trump
enjoys the support of the
overwhelming majority of
the states. He is the fair and
square winner of the election.
Let’s all join in supporting
a winner who played by the
rules.

Bill Folchi
Punta Gorda

Stop printing
‘liberal’ articles
Editor:
This letter is in response to
the incessant daily bashing
of out President-elect Donald
Trump.
I sit down with my coffee
every morning to read my
daily newspaper and I am
constantly reading articles
that irk me to no end. Frankly,
I am tired of reading stories
by liberal writers who belong
in liberal newspapers like The
New York Times or the Boston
Globe. I do not subscribe to
them for that reason.
I suggest you look at a
demographic of your readers,

the people I know are pretty
conservative and they agree
with me. Could that be why
your subscription rate is
down?
I am a proud supporter of
Donald Trump and I believe
the whiners in this country
should just face the fact that
he won the election and get
on with life. Lord knows I
have had to for the past eight
years.
The “fake news” told all
of us that Hillary Clinton
was winning the election.
Even I started to believe it
and readied myself for the
outcome. I was overjoyed on
election night when my faith
in humanity was restored and
conservative views were once
again revitalized. Others it
seems have not been able to
adjust to our country trying to
repair the damage done to her
by liberalism.
I am not asking you to
restrict what is written, but
I myself may have to go in
another direction if all your
articles are negative and/or
liberal in nature.

Christina Andrews
Port Charlotte

Legion Post 110
a family place
Editor:
At this time of year, we reﬂect on the past year’s events,
friendships, loss or moments
that deﬁne us. Hopefully,
we have all had good times,
and perhaps some sad times.
We must remember that not
everyone is surrounded by
family and friends, but might
be lonely or isolated from
loved ones.
For many, we are coming up
on a season of remembering
the loss of someone who is
no longer with us. It can be
a difﬁcult time, but there are
several organizations that
offer an outreach of support
in our community.
One place I would like to recommend this holiday season is
the American Legion Post 110
on Harbor Boulevard in Port
Charlotte. It offers a variety of
activities, dancing, friendship
and a camaraderie that is
sure to please our veterans
and families. The LaFamilia
Restaurant is open year-round
to the public and there is
always something happening
for young and old alike.
Post 110 is a “well-oiled
machine” that runs with a
great leader at their helm,
Commander Michael
Raymond, aka, “Gambler.”

As Commander Raymond
might say, it takes a village to
run their post. Undoubtedly,
they have a great group of
men and women who work
together as a team to make
their organization thrive.
Gambler invites everyone
to stop by, inquire about
membership and enjoy the
beneﬁts that come with being
a Legion member.
Peace to all and a happy
and healthy new year.

Cindy Weant
Port Charlotte

New America:
Truth optional
Editor:
It is a fact, Mr. Trump will
continue his association with
and collect pay from NBC’s
“Celebrity Apprentice.” Our
head of government with a
part-time TV job?
Americans are beginning to
realize Mr. Trump’s commitment to being an informed
and engaged leader is minimal, at best. Commander
in Chief Trump declines to
participate in daily national
security brieﬁngs. Mr. Trump’s
disinterest in the tedious work
of actual governing is glaringly apparent.
How Mr. Trump will actually
govern is unknown. We do
know while forming a new
government Mr. Trump has
time and inclination to tweet
his displeasure at various
perceived insults. His recent
piques include comedians
and their parodies. An Indiana
union supervisor provoked
him by telling the truth about
the number of jobs actually
“saved” at Carrier.
Ideally, there is an inherent
balance of power. However,
any oversight for conﬂicts of
interest will be impossible.
Mr. Trump’s factual business
and ﬁnancial associates are
unknown. A recent announcement was made that his
stocks were sold, but like his
tax returns no proof to verify
is provided.
Mr. Trump’s “great America”
is taking shape. It’s a place
where truth is optional,
knowledge derided and
facts are discouraged. By his
actions we know diplomacy
is nonexistent, protocols
disrespected, history ignored
and science is questionable.
When a crisis does occur,
if we’re lucky maybe he took
time to read the security brief
that day.
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HOW TO SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letters are welcome on virtually any subject, but we do have some
rules. Please keep them to less than 250 words. Letters will be edited to
length as well as for grammar and spelling. All letters must be signed
with full name — not initials. An address and telephone number must be
included. The phone number and address are not for publication, but
must be provided. Due to the number of letters received, we are able to
run only one letter per person per month.

The Letters to the Editor section is designed as a public forum
community discourse, and the opinions and statements made
letters are solely those of the individual writers. The newspaper
no responsibility for the content of these letters. Please send or
correspondence to the Sun, Letters to the Editor, 23170 Harborv
Charlotte Harbor, FL 33980, or fax to 941-629-2085. Readers ma
Letters to the Editor at letters@sun-herald.com.
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Charlotte Sun
Dec. 24, 2016

All should shoulder sewer upgrade costs
It has been determined by a study conducted by Florida Atlantic University that the
Peace River and Charlotte Harbor are suffering from an overdose of nutrients. The
study determined that this overdose of nutrients can lead to “algae blooms” and
potentially contribute to “red tide.”
The river waters and the bay have recently experienced an extensive fish kill which
has been attributed to “red tide.”
This fish kill results in dead fish washing up on shore and floating in the canals
leading to an acrid smell and potential health hazard. It also is detrimental to wildlife
which ingest the dead fish, potentially resulting in the death of that wildlife The same
FAU study determined that one of the primary sources of these nutrients, nitrates and
phosphates is septic tank effluent that enters the Peace River directly from adjacent
properties and from properties along canals that eventually empty into the Peace
River and Charlotte Harbor.
The septic tank effluent can enter the river and canals in different ways. The effluent
from the septic tanks can leach into the water table and migrate into the canals and
river directly.
It can also leach into the water table and enter storm sewer pipes by infiltrating
through the storm sewer joints. Some of these storm sewers eventually empty into the
canals or rivers.
The fecal coliform, which can occur in septic system effluent, could pose a health
problem should the effluent rise to the surface over drain fields or reach local
beaches. The other source of nutrients is run off from fertilizer applied to lawns and
agricultural runoff.
There is no question that this problem needs to be solved.
Charlotte County is in the process of developing a “Charlotte County Sewer Master
Plan.” The objective of this “master plan” is to develop a sewer system that will collect
wastewater from properties in Charlotte County and deliver it to plants where it can be
treated.
The effluent from these wastewater treatment plants will then be converted to an inert
liquid, some of which will be delivered to users such as golf courses to be used as
irrigation water.
The effluent that is not used for irrigation will be injected into deep wells as prescribed
by the Florida Department of Environmental Services.
The solid waste from the wastewater treatment plants will be land applied or
deposited in landfills. Pathogens will be destroyed through the use of a halogen such
as chlorine or through the use of ultraviolet light treatment.
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Who is responsible for the large number of septic tank systems that exist in Charlotte
County? One can blame General Development Corp., which subdivided much of
Charlotte County into small lots and did not provide a sewer system to collect the
wastewater. But who approved the division of the property into small parcels and
allowed those lots to be served by septic systems?
It was the County Commission of that period, elected by the citizens of Charlotte
County. The real problem then becomes who is responsible for correcting the problem
and financing the solution of a county-wide sewer system?
The cost of correcting the problem should not fall entirely upon the property owner
who has a septic system. As it was the county commissioners who approved the
septic system, then it would appear that it is a county-wide responsibility to correct the
problem.
Therefore, the system should be financed by a combination of ad valorem taxes and
utility rates. What should not be done, is placing a large assessment on vacant
property which would result in those property owners not paying property tax and
allowing the property go back to the county, thus removing them from the tax rolls.
The county should not “staff-up” for this effort, but should consider hiring a “general
engineering consultant” to engage and oversee the design and construction
engineering consultants. Utilizing a consultant will result in the county not having
excess staff when the sewer system is completed.
The county also should consider using maintenance contractors to perform the
maintenance on the resulting large sewer system, instead of hiring additional
maintenance staff. The Florida DOT does not use its staff to perform maintenance on
U.S. 41 or Interstate 75.
Sam Castronovo is a member of the Charlotte County Curmudgeon Club. Readers
may reach him via cccurclub@embarqmail.com. The Curmudgeon Club website is
www.
cccurmudgeon.org.

Curmudgeon Club
Sam Castronovo
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Social Media Examples
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SPRINGS FUNDING GUIDANCE

SPRINGS FUNDING
GUIDANCE

This document provides guidance for the Water
Management Districts in their submittal of Springs Funding
Requests to the Department of Environmental Protection.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
October, 2017
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SPRINGS FUNDING GUIDANCE
Springs Funding Template Purpose and General Guidance
The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP or Department) coordinates the
development of springs project funding with the Water Management Districts (WMDs or
Districts). While details on the submittal expectations are set forth in detail in this document,
below are key elements to keep in mind throughout this process.
•

The proviso language associated with the springs appropriation provides that funds
may be used for land acquisition to protect springs and for capital projects that protect
the quality and quantity of water that flow from springs.

•

Project benefits include: nitrogen reduction, sediment reduction, quantity of water made
available, and acres acquired. Each project submitted must have at least one project
benefit.

•

All data elements in the spreadsheet must be addressed, even if the answer is not
applicable or “N/A.” Incomplete submittals may be eliminated from consideration.

•

Match is an important aspect of springs funding and Districts and local project sponsors
are expected to meet this match commitment. This will be documented in a final report
at the end of a grant period.

•

Completion of springs projects is important. Local project sponsors and the Districts will
provide a quarterly update on the status of projects selected for funding.

•

The project submittal spreadsheet must be written in clear, concise and publiclyunderstood language and should be double-checked for accuracy.

Springs Funding Guidance

October 2017

Page 2 of 27
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I.

Foreword

The Florida Legislature has recognized the critical importance of Florida’s freshwater springs and
identified a long-term funding source for the restoration, recovery, protection, and management
of these unique natural resources. To that end, the Department and the Districts share an
important responsibility to identify springs projects that will help improve water quality,
recharge water flow and protect habitat in these extraordinary and iconic spring systems.
This guidance document has been developed to assist with the selection of projects for springs
funding provided by the Legislature. It has been designed to provide the Districts with the key
data elements and clear policy direction that is intended to result in consistency when collecting
and submitting springs projects for funding consideration.

II.

Introduction

A.

Project Eligibility

The legislative appropriation for springs projects contains the following proviso language:
“Funds… may be used for land acquisition to protect springs and for capital projects that
protect the quality and quantity of water that flow from springs.”1
Eligible projects are categorized in the following high-level project types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural Best Management Practices (BMPs)
Water Conservation
Hydrologic Restoration
Land Acquisition
Reuse
Wastewater collection and treatment
Stormwater
Other Water Quality
Other Water Quantity

This list is not intended to be exhaustive but provides a high-level roll up of category types.
Within each type listed above there may be multiple project sub-types. Eligible projects, however,
do not include feasibility studies or other types of analysis, data collection, or environmental
review.

B.

Project Selection By the Department

The selection of springs projects that will receive state funding in any given year is based upon
the Department’s consideration of factors including:
1

See Ch. 2017-70, Laws of Florida, Specific Appropriation 1606.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Nutrient reductions or measurable improvements in water quality
Water savings or measurable water quantity improvements
Cost sharing and leveraging opportunities referred to as “match”
Readiness to proceed in a timely manner
Proximity to primary focus areas (PFAs) or springs
Cost effectiveness.

Factors to be considered for land acquisition include:
• Proximity to primary focus areas (PFAs) or springs
• Location within a BMAP area
• Recharge potential
• Current land use
• Manageability
To the extent applicable, each of these factors should be explained in the project description for
any land acquisition project.
In addition, it is important that springs funding is used to support the Department’s and Districts’
efforts to achieve water quality standards and minimum flows and minimum water levels
(MFLs). Therefore, special consideration is given to those project commitments contained in a
restoration, prevention or recovery plan such as Basin Management Action Plans (BMAP), a
BMAP annual update (or intended to be included in the next BMAP annual update), Reasonable
Assurance Plans, and MFL Recovery or Prevention Strategies. Additional consideration will be
given to those projects that are included in an MFL Recovery or Prevention Strategy for
Outstanding Florida Springs. While projects benefitting either BMAPs or MFLs will be afforded
special consideration, one type of project will not be prioritized over the other. This special focus
will not only further restoration efforts in areas of established priority, but will also encourage
communities to submit these much-needed projects due to the availability of enhanced funding
consideration.
The Department supports those projects that are part of a local project sponsors’ long-term
strategy to address water quality or water supply issues. The Department may identify multiple
phases of such long-term strategies for funding in multiple years subject to future legislative
appropriations. See Section III.D. of this guidance and Appendix B. This policy should help build
predictability at the local level, and present opportunities for rural and financially disadvantaged
communities.
Finally, it is important that springs projects stay on schedule and on budget. The Department will
provide guidance on the manner in which the Districts provide quarterly status updates of prior
year springs projects. The Department may consider prior performance (e.g., meeting timelines
and match commitments) of local project sponsors and Districts in its evaluation process.
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III. Development of the District Funding Request
A.

District Procedure Overview

All springs funding requests must be submitted through the appropriate water management
district, regardless of whether the District is contributing funds. These projects are predominately
those with a local sponsor for which the project has been evaluated by the District’s Governing
Board. Projects submitted directly to the Department that did not go through the District
solicitation and the District’s Governing Board approval process will not be considered for
funding. The District may additionally propose projects for which there is no local sponsor, but
for which the District is the entity responsible for implementing the project, so long as the
District’s Governing Board considered the project alongside the other springs projects.
The Districts may use their cost share program solicitations to solicit springs projects. The
Districts should begin the solicitation process in late fall to early winter, leaving ample time for
responses, review, public notice, and Governing Board approvals prior to submittal to the
Department in early May. This schedule will allow for the Department’s review and project
selection by June or July, with award announcements in late July to early August.
The District should consider the project selection factors identified in Sections II and III in their
review. The project submittal spreadsheet (not just general discussion of the projects) must be
approved by the Governing Board during a publicly-noticed meeting prior to submittal to the
Department. This will ensure that the project has been solicited and reviewed through a public
process. Governing Board consideration is also important in recognizing the value of multi-year
plans, including budget allocations, land acquisition, and any additional construction phases
contemplated. Again, this process does not presuppose that all beneficial springs restoration
projects within the District will be afforded a cost-share allocation. The Department is, however,
relying on Governing Boards to submit much needed restoration projects regardless of District
contribution.
Spreadsheets must be fully completed, and if information is missing or incomplete, the project
may be eliminated from funding consideration. In addition, the Department requests that the
Districts submit Geographic Information System data (vector) for each project as further
described in section C.1. The project location in the GIS file should be consistent with the
latitude/longitude information submitted in the spreadsheet.
Once springs projects are selected, the Districts will provide routine updates to the Department
for all projects for which the District is providing any funding or for which the District is the
contracting entity. (The Department will seek routine updates from local project sponsors for all
projects in which there is no District funding and for which the contract is directly between the
Department and the local sponsor.)
Note that if a project falls through or the state funding for a project is reduced, the funds will be
returned to the Department to reallocate to other projects. Neither the Districts nor local sponsors
should assume the funds will be redirected to another project in the District, county, or
municipality.
Springs Funding Guidance
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Because the Department intends to fully commit the springs funding each year, the Department
cannot commit to providing additional funding for increased project costs. The District or its
cooperator should assume that cost overruns will be the responsibility of the local project sponsor
or the District.

B.

Match

Match is intended to reflect how the Department’s springs funding has been leveraged with other
resources. Dollar amounts reported for match must be accurate; avoid double-counting and
ensure ability to confirm the dollar amounts identified in the matching funds. Match will be
tracked and reported by the Department for springs projects and, as such, the District must be
committed to, and able to confirm these numbers at the time of project submittal and at project
completion.
The Department recognizes that certain communities, such as Rural Economic Development
Initiative (REDI) communities, have less ability to provide match funding and that grant funding
remains an important part of ensuring these communities are able to contribute to springs
restoration and recovery. Identifying projects that can take place over multi-year periods may
benefit these communities. The Department asks that Districts identify economically
disadvantaged communities in the “Local Government” field (and state the designation type in
parenthetical) and the Department will take the information into consideration during project
selection.
There are four types of match: cash, in-kind efforts, companion projects, and other. Each of those
types is defined below for both the Districts and for the local sponsor.
•

Primary District Match:
1. Cash (District funding – e.g., District cost-share program funding)
2. In Kind Efforts (District staff time directly related to the planning, implementation,
supervision and completion of the project – subject to review by the Department)
3. Companion Projects (Costs of a companion project - e.g., costs associated with a
wastewater treatment plant upgrade that was required to accommodate a septic
to sewer project)
4. Other (Other District match not listed above, if any; e.g., prior land acquisition by
the District related to the project)

•

Primary Local Match:
1. Cash (Local government cash funding - e.g. local government appropriation or
line item funding)
2. In Kind Efforts (Local staff time directly related to the planning, implementation,
supervision and completion of the project – subject to review by the Department)
3. Companion Projects (Costs of a companion project - e.g. costs associated with a
wastewater treatment plant upgrade that was required to accommodate a septic
to sewer project)
4. Other (Other Primary Local Match not listed above, if any; e.g., prior land
acquisition by local government related to the project)
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Guidance on what match may and may not include is provided in the below chart.
Match MAY include:
Any of these items that have not been
previously counted towards match:
✓ Legislative appropriations
✓ Costs of a companion project (e.g. costs
associated with a wastewater treatment
plant upgrade that was required to
accommodate a septic to sewer project)
✓ WMD and local staff time directly related
to the planning, implementation,
supervision and completion of the project
(subject to review by DEP)
✓ Costs associated with prior phases of a
project that were not funded by DEP
springs funding
✓ WMD or local government cash funding
(e.g. WMD cost share program funding;
local government appropriation or line
item funding)
✓ Third party cash contributions (e.g. not-forprofit providing cash funding towards land
acquisition)
✓ Federal funding (e.g. State Revolving Fund
loans; 319 nonpoint source grants)
✓ Non-DEP state funding
✓ Costs of design, permitting and
engineering the project incurred by the
local government or WMD
✓ Cost of land acquisition if the purchase of
land is necessary for project completion
(e.g. purchasing land for a new lift station)
✓ Connection fees applied to the project

Springs Funding Guidance
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Match MAY NOT include:
Prior DEP springs funding
Any cost identified to the left that was
previously counted towards match to any
DEP springs funded project
Future funding that may be requested from
DEP
Future funding that may be added by the
WMD or local project sponsor, without a
definitive commitment for the funding
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C.

District Submission – Springs Project Submittal

As part of the District’s Springs Project Submittal, the Department has identified key data
elements required for each project that must be collected by the Districts and approved by the
Governing Boards prior to submittal to the Department. This information is set forth in the
springs submittal spreadsheet, a screenshot of which appears in Appendix A.
1.

General Guidance

The use of the word “project” in the Springs Project Submittal refers to those activities associated
only with this funding request. If this funding request is part of a larger, multi-year project,
additional information will be requested for what is termed the “complete project.”
The district must follow the definitions and instructions included in this guidance and must
present a complete submittal for the Department’s review. Information needs to be written for
public understanding and attention should be paid to accuracy, spelling, grammar, acronyms,
consistency, and the messaging to the public. Each project submitted must have at least one
project benefit. Project benefits include: nitrogen reduction, sediment reduction, quantity of water
made available, and acres acquired. All data elements in the spreadsheet must be addressed, even
if the answer is “not applicable” or “N/A.” Incomplete submittals may be eliminated from
consideration.
Finally, the Department requests that the Districts submit Geographic Information System data
(vector) for each project. For a single project that include multiple points, consider whether a
polygon may be appropriate. One file may be submitted containing all projects. The project
location in the GIS file should be consistent with the latitude/longitude information submitted
in the spreadsheet.
2.

Specific Guidance

Specific directions for each of the columns in the submittal are provided below.
I. Contact Information
Lead Water
Management District
Name

Local Government

WMD Project Manager Name,
Phone and Email

Please provide the lead
WMD only, (i.e. the
WMD contracting with
DEP)

Please identify the local project
sponsor (local government)
completing the project. If a REDI
or other designated economically
disadvantaged community, please
include designation in parentheses
after name (e.g., County Name
(REDI Community))

Please provide the first and last name,
phone number, and email of the WMD
project manager

Springs Funding Guidance
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Spring Name
Please provide the name of
the Spring that will receive
the primary benefit of the
project.

II. Spring Information
Does the Spring have an
Impairment? If so, does it have
a BMAP?
Drop Down:
1) No Impairment;
2) Impairment, No BMAP or RAP;
3) BMAP or RAP

Does the Spring have an MFL,
and, if so, is it in recovery or
prevention?
Drop Down:
1) No MFL;
2) MFL – Meeting,
3) MFL – Prevention;
4) MFL - Recovery

III. Project Information
Project Name

County

Provide the project name.
If project is included in a
BMAP, BMAP Annual
Report, RAP or MFL
Recovery/Prevention (R/P)
Strategy, the name should
match so it can be easily
cross-referenced

List the county or
counties in which the
project actually lies.
Do not include all
counties the project
benefits.

Project Type

Drop Down:
1) Agricultural Best
Management
Practices (BMPs)
2) Water Conservation
3) Hydrologic
Restoration
4) Land Acquisition
5) Reuse
6) Wastewater collection
and treatment
7) Stormwater
8) Other Water Quality
9) Other Water
Quantity

Springs Funding Guidance

Project Location Latitude of project

Project Location
- Longitude of
project

Provide the latitude
coordinate using the twodecimal point format

Provide the longitude
coordinate using the
two-decimal point
format

III. Project Information (continued)
Is the Project
Is the Project Listed in a
Listed in a
Recovery/Prevention Strategy or
Project
BMAP (or
Identified in a Regional Water
description
Annual
Supply Plan as Benefitting an
Update)?
MFL?
A brief narrative
describing the
size, purpose and
benefits of the
project. What does
Drop Down:
the project do and
1) Yes;
why is it being
2) No;
done? For land
3) No, but
Drop Down:
intended to be
Yes or No
acquisition,
incorporated
in
ensure the project
next BMAP
description
Annual Update
includes
information on all
applicable factors
listed in Section
II.
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IV. Water Quality
Does this
Project
Have Water
Quality
Benefits?

Drop
Down:
Yes or No

N Reduced
(lbs/yr)

Please provide the
anticipated
reduction of
nitrogen using
pounds per year
(lbs/yr). See
“Estimating
Nitrogen Load
Reductions from
Springs Restoration
Projects” guidance
in Appendix C.

State Funding Requested
How much DEP springs funding is
required? This is the amount of DEP
springs funding requested for this
project submittal for this fiscal year. It
does NOT include other funding
needed to complete the project (e.g.
WMD or local match) and does NOT
include prior years of springs funding
or funding for other future phases of
the same project.

Springs Funding Guidance

V. Water Quantity
Sediment
reduced (in
lbs/yr)

Please use
the U.S.
EPA’s free,
downloadable
and
customizable
“Spreadsheet
Tool for the
Estimation of
Pollution
Load”
(STEPL).

Does this
Project
Have Water
Quantity
Benefits?

Drop Down:
Yes or No

Quantity of
Water Made
Available
(MGD)

Acres to be
Acquired

Please provide the
anticipated
quantity of water
made available
using million
gallons per day
(MGD). See
“Guidance to
Develop the
Quantity of Water
Made Available"
in Appendix D.

Please provide
the number of
acres the
district
intends to
acquire via fee
acquisition or
conservation
easement. See
Guidance to
Identify
Estimated
Acreage for
Land
Acquisition
Projects.

VI. Project Time and Cost
Local Match
i.

How much local match is
committed to this project? This
represents the local project
sponsor’s contribution towards
this project for this fiscal year
including Cash, In Kind
Efforts, Companion Projects,
and Other. See also section
III.B. of this guidance.

October 2017

VI. Land
Acquisition

WMD Match
How much WMD match is
committed to this project? This
represents the water
management district’s
contribution towards this
project for this fiscal year
including Cash, In Kind
Efforts, Companion Projects,
and Other. See also section
III.B. of this guidance.
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VI. Project Time and Cost (continued)
Anticipated
Start Date

Third Party Match

Third party match: This
reflects a third party’s
contribution towards this
project for this fiscal year.
See also section III.B. of
this guidance.

D.

Anticipated
End Date

Please provide the
anticipated project
start date
associated with
this funding
request.

Please provide
the anticipated
project end date
associated with
this funding
request.

VII. Other
Is this a multiyear project?
Drop Down:
Yes or No.
If yes, complete
Multi-Year Project
Fiscal Spreadsheet.
See also section
III.D. and Appendix
B.

Additional
Information
Any
additional
information
that would be
beneficial in
evaluating
the project.

District Submission – Multi-Year Project Fiscal

Districts must complete the Multi-Year Project Fiscal spreadsheet to identify funding for multiyear projects over the next five years. Each project the District identified as multi-year in section
VI., Project Time and Cost, in the Springs Project Submittal spreadsheet must be included. The
multi-year project fiscal spreadsheet includes three sections: Section I, an auto-populated totals
section; Section II, a detailed breakout for Years 1 and 2; and Section III, a general breakout for
Years 3, 4, and 5.
While each year is required to be broken out individually in the spreadsheet, instructions below
break them out by section since the instruction for each section is the same. See Appendix B for a
screen shot of the spreadsheet.
I. Total Project Cost
DEP/State
Local Match
WMD Match
Third Party
TOTAL Project
Funding Amount
Amount
Amount
Match
Cost
These columns will auto populate based on information in the Years 1 – 5 breakout. There is no need for the
district to enter information into these columns.

DEP/State
Funding
Amount
This is the
amount of
DEP
springs
funding
requested
for Year
(1/2)

II. Year (1/2) – Project Funding Breakout
Local Match Local Match Local Match - In-kind
Companion
Cash
Efforts
Projects
Costs of a
Local
Local staff time directly
companion
government cash
related to the planning,
project for Year
funding for Year
implementation,
(1/2). See
(1/2). See Section supervision and completion
Section III.B.
III.B. of this
of the project for Year (1/2).
of this
guidance for
See Section III.B. of this
guidance for
more
guidance for more
more
information.
information.
information.
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Other Primary Local
Match not listed
previously, if any, for
Year (1/2). See Section
III.B. of this guidance
for more information.
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WMD
Match Cash
WMD cash
funding for
Year (1/2).
See Section
III.B. of this
guidance for
more
information.

II. Year (1/2) – Project Funding Breakout (Continued)
WMD
WMD Match - InMatch WMD Match
Third Party
kind Efforts
Companion
- Other
Funding
Projects
WMD staff time
Other Primary
This reflects a
Costs of a
directly related to the
WMD Match
third party’s
companion
planning,
not listed
contribution
project for
implementation,
previously, if
towards this
Year (1/2).
supervision and
any, for Year
project for Year
See Section
completion of the
(1/2). See
(1/2) (e.g. notIII.B. of this
project for Year (1/2).
Section III.B. of
for-profit
guidance for
See Section III.B. of
this guidance
providing
more
this guidance for
for more
funding towards
information.
more information.
information.
land acquisition)

TOTAL
Year (1/2)
Funding

This column
will auto
total

III. Year (3/4/5) - Project Funding Breakout
DEP/State Funding
Amount

Local Match
Amount

WMD Match
Amount

Third Party
Funding

TOTAL
Year 3
Funding

This is the amount of
DEP springs funding
requested for Year (3/4/5)

This is the aggregated
value of the local
match, cash, in-kind,
companion projects,
and other, for Year
(3/4/5)

This is the aggregated
value of the WMD
match, cash, in-kind,
companion projects,
and other, for Year
(3/4/5)

This is the
amount of
third part
funding for
Year (3/4/5)

This cell
will auto
total

E.

Process Cycle and Milestones
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1.

Process Cycle

2.

Milestones

DATE
MILESTONE
October 1st
New WMD Fiscal Year Begins
Late Fall or Early Winter WMDs solicit projects for cooperative funding
Governing Boards approve springs submittal spreadsheet
April - Early-May
before sending to DEP
WMDs submit list of Governing Board-approved projects
Early May
to DEP for consideration
June-July
DEP meets with each WMD regarding projects
Mid-July
DEP reviews Springs projects
July-August
DEP works with WMDs to finalize decisions
August
DEP announces Springs projects
Evaluation of process
Post-August
January 15th
1st Quarter of Springs Quarterly Reporting
April 15th
2nd Quarter of Springs Quarterly Reporting
July 15th
3rd Quarter of Springs Quarterly Reporting
October 15th
4th Quarter of Springs Quarterly Reporting
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F.

Project Selection and Announcement

The District project submittal spreadsheet will be reviewed by the Department, who may contact
the Districts with questions about the information submitted. Once the Department’s internal
selection process is completed, the Deputy Secretary will notify the Districts’ Executive Directors
of the final project selections and the Department staff will work with District staff on the public
announcement.
1.

Overall Springs Funding Amount Announcement

The Department will develop and coordinate the overall statewide announcement of the
total springs funding amount from the Governor’s budget. This announcement will
include descriptions of select example springs projects from the Districts’ and the
Department’s approved list for that fiscal year. The announcement will be distributed
through the GovDelivery/Granicus media distribution lists.
2.

Individual Springs/District Funding Amount Announcements

Four announcements are developed by the Department to announce the specific funding
amount for springs projects regionally. These include descriptions of select springs
projects from the Districts’ and the Department’s approved list for that fiscal year. The
Department will consult with the District about which projects to highlight in its
jurisdiction. The District should select 3 or 4 projects to highlight that focus on the
priorities of that fiscal year (e.g., septic-to-sewer conversion, BMPs, aquifer recharge, etc.).
The District must ensure that the project description and specific dollar amounts included
in the draft press release’s description match the approved spreadsheet.

G.

Risk Mitigation – Commitment of Match Funds

The Department relies on the project benefits and match commitment in its selection of the
projects and its external communication regarding the projects. Subsequent reductions in match
or project benefits affect project merits. The Department requests the Districts make every effort
to accurately estimate and represent the details of each project in its proposal to the Department,
and to continue every effort practicable to ensure those details do not change significantly as the
selected projects proceed. As such, the Department must consider the following options in the
event of significant changes subsequent to project selection:
1.

The Department may consider reliability of District match and those of its local
project sponsors when considering project proposals in subsequent years.

2.

Similarly, failure to meet timeline goals (including project completion) may be a
consideration for the Department in future years.

3.

If a project is cancelled or the state funding for a project is reduced, the funds will
be returned to the Department to reallocate to other projects. Neither the Districts
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nor local sponsors should assume the funds will be redirected to another project
in the District, county, or municipality.
4.

Because the Department intends to fully commit the springs funding each year,
the Department cannot commit to providing additional funding for increased
project costs. The District or its local project sponsor should assume that cost
overruns will be the responsibility of the local project sponsors or the District.
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IV. Appendices
A.
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B.

Multi Year Project Fiscal Tab
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C.

Estimating Nitrogen Load Reductions from Springs Restoration Projects

How to Apply Attenuation and Recharge Factors
In the Department’s nitrogen inventories, a load to groundwater includes the nitrogen input to
land surface, an attenuation factor that accounts for removal that occurs in the soil
(nitrification-denitrification, plant uptake, volatilization, etc.) and a recharge factor that takes
into account the annual rate of recharge to the Upper Floridan aquifer (based on overburden
material thickness and head differences between the surficial aquifer system and the Upper
Floridan aquifer).
Inputs of nitrogen are specific to the sources being addressed and should be reported in
lbs/year (yr.).
Attenuation factors vary based on the nitrogen source category (e.g., septic tank, wastewater
sprayfield, agricultural field with row crops, etc.). Attenuation factors for most of the sources
being addressed in projects and multipliers to use in calculations are shown below.
Source type
% Attenuated
% Leached
Multiplier to use
0.40
Wastewater sprayfield
60
40
0.25
Wastewater reuse
75
25
0.75
Wastewater Rapid
25
75
Infiltration Basin (RIB)
0.50
Conventional septic
50
50
system
0.20
Farm fertilizer
80
20
0.20
Lawn fertilizer
80
20
0.10
Livestock on pasture
90
10
Note: Septic system values include treatment in both the drainfield (30%) and soil (20%).
Recharge factors are based on available Geographic Information System (GIS) coverages for
most of the state. The recharge factor is applied to the attenuated input. For the area of interest,
use the appropriate recharge coverage in GIS to determine the recharge rate (or rates, if area of
interest is within more than one recharge regime) and assign the corresponding weighted
factor. The recharge factors are applied as shown below.
Recharge Rate
>= 10 in/yr
3 to 10 in/yr
0 to 3 in/yr
Discharge

Designation
High
Medium
Low
Discharge

% Recharged
90
50
10
0

Multiplier to use
0.90
0.50
0.10
0

How to Calculate Nitrogen (N) Reduction from Wastewater Projects
These may include wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) upgrades to reduce nitrogen, redistributing applied wastewater to other methods or areas.
Springs Funding Guidance
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LOAD REDUCTION BY UPGRADING WASTEWATER PLANT TREATMENT. For
domestic WWTP upgrades from secondary treatment to advanced wastewater treatment to
reduce nitrogen (assuming wastewater application volume and method does not change):
•

REDUCTION IN LOAD DUE TO IMPROVED TREATMENT (lbs/yr Total Nitrogen
(TN) = (Original annual TN input – Anticipated annual TN input after upgrade) X
effluent treatment application method attenuation factor X effluent application area
recharge factor

LOAD REDUCTION BY CHANGING APPLICATION METHODS. For domestic WWTP
projects that involve changing application methods and/or areas applied. An example would
be if additional reclaimed water lines are extended within the service area so that some of the
wastewater being treated in RIBs (in a high recharge area) would be used for reclaimed water
irrigation instead (in a low recharge area). Using this example, the change in N loading would
be calculated as follows:
Assuming:
o
o
o
o
•

RIB percent leached 75%. Multiplier = 0.75
Reuse percent leached 25%. Multiple = 0.25
High recharge weighted factor 90%. Multiplier = 0.90
Low recharge weighted factor 10%. Multiplier = 0.10

REDUCTION IN LOAD DUE TO CHANGE IN LAND APPLICATION METHOD
(lbs/yr TN) = ([Current input of N from RIBs X 0.75 X 0.90] + [current input of N to
reclaimed X 0.25 X 0.10]) - ([Anticipated input of N to RIBs X 0.75 X 0.90] + [anticipated
input of N to reclaimed X 0.25 X 0.10])
([Current input of N to LAM1 X LAM1 Percent leached X Weighted recharge for LAM1
application area] + [current input of N to LAM2 X LAM2 Percent leached X Weighted
recharge for LAM2 application area])- ([Anticipated input of N to LAM1 X LAM1
Percent leached X Weighted recharge for LAM1 application area] + [Anticipated input of
N to LAM2 X LAM2 Percent leached X Weighted recharge for LAM2 application area])
Where LAM= Land Application Method (RIBs, sprayfield, or reclaimed)

How to Calculate Septic Tank Load Reductions to Groundwater
SEPTIC SYSTEM LOAD TO GROUNDWATER. If a project involves reducing septic tank
loads by sewering or replacing septic tanks with nitrogen reducing systems, it is first necessary
to calculate the initial load that will be reduced.
Assume the following:
o
o

2
3

Typical septic system TN input to the environment = 23.7 lbs/yr
Based on 2.63 persons per household2 and 9.012 lbs/year per capita input of TN3

Florida statewide census (2011-2015) https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/FL
EPA estimate based on average value from several references.
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o
•

Septic system attenuation (drainfield + soil) leaching 50%. Multiplier = 0.50

SEPTIC SYSTEM LOAD TO GROUNDWATER (lbs/yr TN) = Number of septic
systems X per-system input X 0.50 X Recharge Factor

LOAD REDUCTIONS FROM SEPTIC TO SEWER. To estimate N load reductions by
sewering, it is necessary to consider the load being reduced by removing the septic systems as
well as the load increase from additional wastewater that would be treated at the plant and
applied.
•

LOAD REDUCTION FROM SEPTIC-TO-SEWER PROJECT (lbs/yr-TN) = (Input from
septic systems to be connected X 0.50 X Recharge Factor for septic tank area) - (Input
from septic systems to be connected X %N remaining after treatment at the wastewater
plant X Attenuation Factor of wastewater application method X Recharge Factor for
wastewater treatment area)

Note: If the wastewater application area is outside of the spring contributing area, the load
reduction = total of septic systems’ load to groundwater.
LOAD REDUCTIONS FROM UPGRADING TO NITROGEN-REDUCING SYSTEMS.
Estimating N load reductions by converting septic systems to nitrogen reducing systems
requires some assumptions about the types of nitrogen reducing systems anticipated to be
installed. These are the types of systems that are available, or are being studied, and their
associated nitrogen removal benefits.4
Type system
Conventional septic system
Aerobic treatment unit + drainfield
Current nitrogen reducing performance based treatment
system
Recirculating media filter
Lined media treatment
Passive nitrogen removal system in tank

Overall treatment effectiveness
(% N removed)
30%
51%
65%
65%
65%
93%

Converting to a system that reduces nitrogen by 65% may be a conservative estimate. This will
provide a 35% reduction over conventional systems and is easily calculated. There may be a better
estimate of the increase in treatment.
Assumptions:
o

Attenuation by drainfield and soil (conventional systems), leaching 50% =
Multiplier= 0.50

From Department of Health, Cost Comparisons of Various Onsite Sewage Treatment System Nitrogen Reducing
Technologies (July 21, 2016 draft).
4
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o
o

•

Net N removed by nitrogen reducing system, assumed = 65%, 35% leached.
Multiplier= 0.35
N removed by soil treatment below the drainfield = 20%, 80% leached. Multiplier =
0.80

DIFFERENCE IN LOAD TO GROUNDWATER BY UPGRADING CONVENTIONAL
SEPTIC SYSTEMS TO ONES ACHIEVING 65% N REDUCTION (lbs/yr TN) =
([Input from septic systems to be converted X 0.50] – [Input from septic systems to be
converted X 0.35 X 0.80]) X Recharge Factor for septic tank area

How to calculate TN load reductions from agricultural activities that reduce nitrogen loads
Agricultural activities (such as fertilizer applications on cropland, pastures, sod; animal farming
operations; nurseries) are complex and variable and the actions to reduce nitrogen loads are
often innovative and typically related to research projects. For that reason, justifications for the
anticipated TN load reductions should be provided on a case by case basis. However, they must
still be expressed as lbs/yr reductions in load to groundwater and use existing attenuation and
recharge factors that are consistent with the Department’s Nitrogen Source Inventory and
Loading Tool (NSILT) methodology. Contact the Department’s Division of Environmental
Assessment and Restoration if there are questions.
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D.

Guidance to Develop the Quantity of Water Made Available

A uniform method to identify the “Quantity of Water Made Available” will allow the
Department, districts, and the public to fully understand the water quantity value of the project
and allow for direct, district-to-district comparisons. This guidance identifies uniform methods
for calculating the Quantity of Water Made Available for use by districts in requests for springs
funding from the Department. The types of projects listed below include those most commonly
included in requests for springs funding. For any project types not included below, the district is
to use the best available method to calculate the Quantity of Water Made Available. It is
recognized that the numbers generated through this methodology may not match numbers
identified by the district using alternative regional methods. This guidance may be amended over
time to add additional project types.
Quantity of Water Made Available should be reported in million gallons per day and should be
rounded to the tenths place (e.g., 1.1 mgd or 0.5 mgd), if known. The district should not present
a range of numbers.
I.

For recharge projects not involving reclaimed water, districts shall utilize the best available
tool to determine the Quantity of Water Made Available as a result of the overall benefit to
the aquifer. The best available tool may include a groundwater model, a surface water model,
a statistical tool, or other tool that demonstrates the Quantity of Water Made Available.

II. For agricultural projects associated with irrigation system efficiency improvements for a
specific agricultural operation, the Quantity of Water Made Available shall be calculated as
follows:
∆ Efficiency × Average 5-Year Water Use
Where:
a. ∆ Efficiency = Proposed Irrigation System Efficiency – Prior Irrigation System
Efficiency
b. Average 5-Year Water Use = Average metered water use (in mgd) for the past
five years. If average metered water use is not known, the district may use an
estimated water use based on average crop irrigation needs or AFSIRS (using
average condition). If a grower has more than one crop over the past five years,
the district may use the average of fewer than five years using data from the
crop with the most intensive water use.
III. For implementation of technologies that optimize water management other than new
irrigation systems (e.g., soil moisture probe), the district shall use the best available
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information, including independent publications relating to the technology, and apply that
information to the last five years of water use of the agricultural operation, if available.
IV. For agricultural irrigation system projects not associated with a known agricultural operation,
such as requests for future funding for a district Ag BMP cost share program, the Quantity of
Water Made Available shall be calculated as follows:
Total Project Cost × Historic Program Gallons Per Dollar, where:
a. Total Project Cost = State Funding Request + All Match for Current Request
as Calculated Pursuant to the Department’s Guidance
b. Historic Program’s Gallons Per Dollar = ∑ Historic Program’s (∆ Efficiency
× Average 5-Year Water Use) ÷ ∑ (Historic Program’s Project Funding),
where:
1. ∆ Efficiency and Average 5-Year Water Use are defined in II. a. and b.,
above.
2. Historic Program’s Project Funding is the sum of program’s funding,
including district cost share and any match from all previous projects
of similar types to the funding requested.
If the district does not have historic program data, the district should use the
best available regional data to determine Historic Program’s Gallons Per
Dollar.
V. For reclaimed water projects, the Quantity of Water Made Available shall be calculated as
follows:
The greater of:
Projected Reuse Flow × Percent Offset
OR
Projected Reuse Flow × Percent Recharge, where:
a. Projected Reuse Flow:
• Projected Reuse Flow shall mean the annual average actual volume of
water per day treated by a wastewater treatment plant and distributed
through a reuse system within five years of funding request minus any
permitted supplementation from traditional sources. The projected reuse
flow does not equal the designed reuse capacity.
• Projected Reuse Flow should be based on:
▪ Projected wastewater inflows
▪ Known and planned customers for reclaimed water
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Ability to meet demands using only reclaimed water (e.g., during peak
demands)
▪ The ability to realize the flows in the next five years
▪ For phased projects, include only the flows anticipated over the next
five years in the phase for which funding is requested. Do not include
flows for completed phases. The project description can describe past
and future phases, if needed.
In no case shall the Projected Reuse Flow be greater than system’s capacity.
▪

b. Percent Offset:
• If Percent Offset is known for all or a portion of the reclaimed water being
generated (e.g., reclaimed water is going to be used to replace the
groundwater use of an industrial user), the known Percent Offset for that
portion of the water should be listed.
• If Percent Offset is not known for all or a portion of the reclaimed water
being generated (e.g., residential irrigation or unspecified commercial
customers), use the Percent Offset based on reuse activity provided in
Table 1.
• If water sources other than groundwater are being offset, a district may
only include a Percent Offset for non-groundwater if the district provides
an explanation in the project description of how the non-groundwater
offset will benefit springs. If no explanation is provided, the Percent Offset
is zero.
c. Percent Recharge:
• A district shall not calculate a recharge benefit for reuse disposal that does
not benefit a water system. This includes the district’s consideration of
whether the geographic and hydrologic location of the recharge is
appropriate and providing a benefit to the aquifer system.
• For all other activities, use the Percent Recharge based on reuse activity
provided in Table 1.

[THIS SPACE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
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Table 1. Percent Offset and Recharge based on Reuse Activities5
Reuse Activity
Indirect potable reuse
Industrial uses
Toilet flushing
Rapid Infiltration Basins (where groundwater is used)
Efficient agricultural irrigation where irrigation is needed
Efficient landscape irrigation (golf courses, parks, etc.)
Efficient residential irrigation6
Cooling towers
Vehicle washing
Commercial laundries
Cleaning of roads, sidewalks, & work areas
Fire protection
Construction dust control
Mixing of pesticides
Inefficient landscape irrigation (parks and other landscaped
areas)
Inefficient agricultural irrigation
Surface water with direct connection to groundwater (canals
of SE Florida)
Wetlands restoration (when additional water is needed)
Inefficient residential irrigation6
Flushing & testing of sewers and reclaimed water lines
Rapid Infiltration Basins where groundwater is currently not
used
Aesthetic features (ponds, fountains, etc.)
Sprayfields (wastewater disposal on grass or other cover crop
at irrigation rates higher than agronomically necessary;
intended to provide some groundwater recharge)
Wetlands (when additional water is not needed)

Percent offset
based on reuse
flow
-100
100
0
75
75
60
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Percent recharge
based on reuse
flow
100
0
0
90
25
10
40
0
0
0
10
10
0
0

50

50

50

50

0

75

75
25
50

10
50
0

0

25

75

10

0

50

0

10

Adapted from the Department’s SB 536 Report, December 1, 2015, which had been adapted from Table 5, Water Reuse
for Florida: Strategies for Effective Use of Reclaimed Water, DEP, 2003. Adaptations in this version include: removing
requirement that the augmentation be only to potable groundwater and Class I surface waters in order to recognize
benefits to the aquifer system and changing table headers; adding footnotes.
6 Efficient residential irrigation ratios are used when the reuse facility’s service agreement, local ordinance, or similar
include provisions that require residence to have a functioning irrigation shut-off device; Pressure-regulated heads or
pressure-regulation at the valve; Matched precipitation (rotors have correctly sized nozzles); an irrigation controller
schedule set to follow local/district irrigation restrictions (or facility pressure reductions timed to meet those
requirements), or volumetric rate for use (metering). Otherwise, inefficient residential irrigation ratios should be used.
5
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E.

Guidance to Identify Estimated Acreage for Land Acquisition Projects

Restoring spring shorelines and habitats, improving the water quality of stormwater flowing to
a spring and spring run, or preserving lands within a groundwater contribution area are all
important tools for spring protection. To quantify this benefit, the number of acres of land
preserved via the proposed project should be listed. If an acquisition project lies on the border of
a groundwater contribution area or BMAP, only that portion within the BMAP or contribution
area should be included.
A project may have more than one benefit metric that is measurable. For example, a project
involving acquisition of a conservation easement may limit the allowable activities on a parcel to
retain natural systems and aquifer recharge, while also protecting against future potential water
quality impacts. Pollutant load prevention can be calculated based on the difference between the
development potential for the property (or highest and best use) versus the current and/or
planned use. By preventing or limiting development of the project site, an environmental benefit
is realized in pounds per nitrogen per year or pounds of total suspended solids per year.
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The 2017 Florida Statutes
Title XIV
TAXATION AND
FINANCE

Chapter 212
TAX ON SALES, USE, AND OTHER
TRANSACTIONS

View Entire
Chapter

212.055 Discretionary sales surtaxes; legislative intent; authorization and use of
proceeds.—It is the legislative intent that any authorization for imposition of a discretionary sales
surtax shall be published in the Florida Statutes as a subsection of this section, irrespective of the
duration of the levy. Each enactment shall specify the types of counties authorized to levy; the
rate or rates which may be imposed; the maximum length of time the surtax may be imposed, if
any; the procedure which must be followed to secure voter approval, if required; the purpose for
which the proceeds may be expended; and such other requirements as the Legislature may provide.
Taxable transactions and administrative procedures shall be as provided in s. 212.054.
(1) CHARTER COUNTY AND REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SURTAX.—
(a) Each charter county that has adopted a charter, each county the government of which is
consolidated with that of one or more municipalities, and each county that is within or under an
interlocal agreement with a regional transportation or transit authority created under chapter 343
or chapter 349 may levy a discretionary sales surtax, subject to approval by a majority vote of the
electorate of the county or by a charter amendment approved by a majority vote of the electorate
of the county.
(b) The rate shall be up to 1 percent.
(c) The proposal to adopt a discretionary sales surtax as provided in this subsection and to
create a trust fund within the county accounts shall be placed on the ballot in accordance with law
at a time to be set at the discretion of the governing body.
(d) Proceeds from the surtax shall be applied to as many or as few of the uses enumerated
below in whatever combination the county commission deems appropriate:
1. Deposited by the county in the trust fund and shall be used for the purposes of development,
construction, equipment, maintenance, operation, supportive services, including a countywide bus
system, on-demand transportation services, and related costs of a fixed guideway rapid transit
system;
2. Remitted by the governing body of the county to an expressway, transit, or transportation
authority created by law to be used, at the discretion of such authority, for the development,
construction, operation, or maintenance of roads or bridges in the county, for the operation and
maintenance of a bus system, for the operation and maintenance of on-demand transportation
services, for the payment of principal and interest on existing bonds issued for the construction of
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such roads or bridges, and, upon approval by the county commission, such proceeds may be
pledged for bonds issued to refinance existing bonds or new bonds issued for the construction of
such roads or bridges;
3. Used by the county for the development, construction, operation, and maintenance of roads
and bridges in the county; for the expansion, operation, and maintenance of bus and fixed
guideway systems; for the expansion, operation, and maintenance of on-demand transportation
services; and for the payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for the construction of fixed
guideway rapid transit systems, bus systems, roads, or bridges; and such proceeds may be pledged
by the governing body of the county for bonds issued to refinance existing bonds or new bonds
issued for the construction of such fixed guideway rapid transit systems, bus systems, roads, or
bridges and no more than 25 percent used for nontransit uses; and
4. Used by the county for the planning, development, construction, operation, and
maintenance of roads and bridges in the county; for the planning, development, expansion,
operation, and maintenance of bus and fixed guideway systems; for the planning, development,
construction, operation, and maintenance of on-demand transportation services; and for the
payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for the construction of fixed guideway rapid
transit systems, bus systems, roads, or bridges; and such proceeds may be pledged by the
governing body of the county for bonds issued to refinance existing bonds or new bonds issued for
the construction of such fixed guideway rapid transit systems, bus systems, roads, or bridges.
Pursuant to an interlocal agreement entered into pursuant to chapter 163, the governing body of
the county may distribute proceeds from the tax to a municipality, or an expressway or
transportation authority created by law to be expended for the purpose authorized by this
paragraph. Any county that has entered into interlocal agreements for distribution of proceeds to
one or more municipalities in the county shall revise such interlocal agreements no less than every
5 years in order to include any municipalities that have been created since the prior interlocal
agreements were executed.
(e) As used in this subsection, the term “on-demand transportation services” means
transportation provided between flexible points of origin and destination selected by individual
users with such service being provided at a time that is agreed upon by the user and the provider of
the service and that is not fixed-schedule or fixed-route in nature.
(2) LOCAL GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE SURTAX.—
(a)1. The governing authority in each county may levy a discretionary sales surtax of 0.5
percent or 1 percent. The levy of the surtax shall be pursuant to ordinance enacted by a majority
of the members of the county governing authority and approved by a majority of the electors of
the county voting in a referendum on the surtax. If the governing bodies of the municipalities
representing a majority of the county’s population adopt uniform resolutions establishing the rate
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of the surtax and calling for a referendum on the surtax, the levy of the surtax shall be placed on
the ballot and shall take effect if approved by a majority of the electors of the county voting in the
referendum on the surtax.
2. If the surtax was levied pursuant to a referendum held before July 1, 1993, the surtax may
not be levied beyond the time established in the ordinance, or, if the ordinance did not limit the
period of the levy, the surtax may not be levied for more than 15 years. The levy of such surtax
may be extended only by approval of a majority of the electors of the county voting in a
referendum on the surtax.
(b) A statement which includes a brief general description of the projects to be funded by the
surtax and which conforms to the requirements of s. 101.161 shall be placed on the ballot by the
governing authority of any county which enacts an ordinance calling for a referendum on the levy
of the surtax or in which the governing bodies of the municipalities representing a majority of the
county’s population adopt uniform resolutions calling for a referendum on the surtax. The following
question shall be placed on the ballot:
FOR the
-cent sales tax
AGAINST the
-cent sales tax
(c) Pursuant to s. 212.054(4), the proceeds of the surtax levied under this subsection shall be
distributed to the county and the municipalities within such county in which the surtax was
collected, according to:
1. An interlocal agreement between the county governing authority and the governing bodies of
the municipalities representing a majority of the county’s municipal population, which agreement
may include a school district with the consent of the county governing authority and the governing
bodies of the municipalities representing a majority of the county’s municipal population; or
2. If there is no interlocal agreement, according to the formula provided in s. 218.62.
Any change in the distribution formula must take effect on the first day of any month that begins
at least 60 days after written notification of that change has been made to the department.
(d) The proceeds of the surtax authorized by this subsection and any accrued interest shall be
expended by the school district, within the county and municipalities within the county, or, in the
case of a negotiated joint county agreement, within another county, to finance, plan, and
construct infrastructure; to acquire any interest in land for public recreation, conservation, or
protection of natural resources or to prevent or satisfy private property rights claims resulting from
limitations imposed by the designation of an area of critical state concern; to provide loans,
grants, or rebates to residential or commercial property owners who make energy efficiency
improvements to their residential or commercial property, if a local government ordinance
authorizing such use is approved by referendum; or to finance the closure of county-owned or
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municipally owned solid waste landfills that have been closed or are required to be closed by order
of the Department of Environmental Protection. Any use of the proceeds or interest for purposes of
landfill closure before July 1, 1993, is ratified. The proceeds and any interest may not be used for
the operational expenses of infrastructure, except that a county that has a population of fewer
than 75,000 and that is required to close a landfill may use the proceeds or interest for long-term
maintenance costs associated with landfill closure. Counties, as defined in s. 125.011, and charter
counties may, in addition, use the proceeds or interest to retire or service indebtedness incurred
for bonds issued before July 1, 1987, for infrastructure purposes, and for bonds subsequently issued
to refund such bonds. Any use of the proceeds or interest for purposes of retiring or servicing
indebtedness incurred for refunding bonds before July 1, 1999, is ratified.
1. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term “infrastructure” means:
a. Any fixed capital expenditure or fixed capital outlay associated with the construction,
reconstruction, or improvement of public facilities that have a life expectancy of 5 or more years,
any related land acquisition, land improvement, design, and engineering costs, and all other
professional and related costs required to bring the public facilities into service. For purposes of
this sub-subparagraph, the term “public facilities” means facilities as defined in s. 163.3164(38), s.
163.3221(13), or s. 189.012(5), regardless of whether the facilities are owned by the local taxing
authority or another governmental entity.
b. A fire department vehicle, an emergency medical service vehicle, a sheriff’s office vehicle, a
police department vehicle, or any other vehicle, and the equipment necessary to outfit the vehicle
for its official use or equipment that has a life expectancy of at least 5 years.
c. Any expenditure for the construction, lease, or maintenance of, or provision of utilities or
security for, facilities, as defined in s. 29.008.
d. Any fixed capital expenditure or fixed capital outlay associated with the improvement of
private facilities that have a life expectancy of 5 or more years and that the owner agrees to make
available for use on a temporary basis as needed by a local government as a public emergency
shelter or a staging area for emergency response equipment during an emergency officially
declared by the state or by the local government under s. 252.38. Such improvements are limited
to those necessary to comply with current standards for public emergency evacuation shelters. The
owner must enter into a written contract with the local government providing the improvement
funding to make the private facility available to the public for purposes of emergency shelter at no
cost to the local government for a minimum of 10 years after completion of the improvement, with
the provision that the obligation will transfer to any subsequent owner until the end of the
minimum period.
e. Any land acquisition expenditure for a residential housing project in which at least 30
percent of the units are affordable to individuals or families whose total annual household income
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does not exceed 120 percent of the area median income adjusted for household size, if the land is
owned by a local government or by a special district that enters into a written agreement with the
local government to provide such housing. The local government or special district may enter into a
ground lease with a public or private person or entity for nominal or other consideration for the
construction of the residential housing project on land acquired pursuant to this sub-subparagraph.
2. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term “energy efficiency improvement” means any
energy conservation and efficiency improvement that reduces consumption through conservation or
a more efficient use of electricity, natural gas, propane, or other forms of energy on the property,
including, but not limited to, air sealing; installation of insulation; installation of energy-efficient
heating, cooling, or ventilation systems; installation of solar panels; building modifications to
increase the use of daylight or shade; replacement of windows; installation of energy controls or
energy recovery systems; installation of electric vehicle charging equipment; installation of
systems for natural gas fuel as defined in s. 206.9951; and installation of efficient lighting
equipment.
3. Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsection, a local government infrastructure
surtax imposed or extended after July 1, 1998, may allocate up to 15 percent of the surtax
proceeds for deposit into a trust fund within the county’s accounts created for the purpose of
funding economic development projects having a general public purpose of improving local
economies, including the funding of operational costs and incentives related to economic
development. The ballot statement must indicate the intention to make an allocation under the
authority of this subparagraph.
(e) School districts, counties, and municipalities receiving proceeds under the provisions of this
subsection may pledge such proceeds for the purpose of servicing new bond indebtedness incurred
pursuant to law. Local governments may use the services of the Division of Bond Finance of the
State Board of Administration pursuant to the State Bond Act to issue any bonds through the
provisions of this subsection. Counties and municipalities may join together for the issuance of
bonds authorized by this subsection.
(f)1. Notwithstanding paragraph (d), a county that has a population of 50,000 or less on April 1,
1992, or any county designated as an area of critical state concern on the effective date of this
act, and that imposed the surtax before July 1, 1992, may use the proceeds and interest of the
surtax for any public purpose if:
a. The debt service obligations for any year are met;
b. The county’s comprehensive plan has been determined to be in compliance with part II of
chapter 163; and
c. The county has adopted an amendment to the surtax ordinance pursuant to the procedure
provided in s. 125.66 authorizing additional uses of the surtax proceeds and interest.
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2. A municipality located within a county that has a population of 50,000 or less on April 1,
1992, or within a county designated as an area of critical state concern on the effective date of
this act, and that imposed the surtax before July 1, 1992, may not use the proceeds and interest of
the surtax for any purpose other than an infrastructure purpose authorized in paragraph (d) unless
the municipality’s comprehensive plan has been determined to be in compliance with part II of
chapter 163 and the municipality has adopted an amendment to its surtax ordinance or resolution
pursuant to the procedure provided in s. 166.041 authorizing additional uses of the surtax proceeds
and interest. Such municipality may expend the surtax proceeds and interest for any public purpose
authorized in the amendment.
3. Those counties designated as an area of critical state concern which qualify to use the surtax
for any public purpose may use only up to 10 percent of the surtax proceeds for any public purpose
other than for infrastructure purposes authorized by this section. A county that was designated as
an area of critical state concern for at least 20 consecutive years prior to removal of the
designation, and that qualified to use the surtax for any public purpose at the time of the removal
of the designation, may continue to use up to 10 percent of the surtax proceeds for any public
purpose other than for infrastructure purposes for 20 years following removal of the designation,
notwithstanding subparagraph (a)2. After expiration of the 20-year period, a county may continue
to use up to 10 percent of the surtax proceeds for any public purpose other than for infrastructure
if the county adopts an ordinance providing for such continued use of the surtax proceeds.
(g) Notwithstanding paragraph (d), a county having a population greater than 75,000 in which
the taxable value of real property is less than 60 percent of the just value of real property for ad
valorem tax purposes for the tax year in which an infrastructure surtax referendum is placed
before the voters, and the municipalities within such a county, may use the proceeds and interest
of the surtax for operation and maintenance of parks and recreation programs and facilities
established with the proceeds of the surtax throughout the duration of the surtax levy or while
interest earnings accruing from the proceeds of the surtax are available for such use, whichever
period is longer.
(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a county shall not levy local option sales
surtaxes authorized in this subsection and subsections (3), (4), and (5) in excess of a combined rate
of 1 percent.
(3) SMALL COUNTY SURTAX.—
(a) The governing authority in each county that has a population of 50,000 or less on April 1,
1992, may levy a discretionary sales surtax of 0.5 percent or 1 percent. The levy of the surtax shall
be pursuant to ordinance enacted by an extraordinary vote of the members of the county governing
authority if the surtax revenues are expended for operating purposes. If the surtax revenues are
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expended for the purpose of servicing bond indebtedness, the surtax shall be approved by a
majority of the electors of the county voting in a referendum on the surtax.
(b) A statement that includes a brief general description of the projects to be funded by the
surtax and conforms to the requirements of s. 101.161 shall be placed on the ballot by the
governing authority of any county that enacts an ordinance calling for a referendum on the levy of
the surtax for the purpose of servicing bond indebtedness. The following question shall be placed
on the ballot:
FOR the
AGAINST the

-cent sales tax
-cent sales tax

(c) Pursuant to s. 212.054(4), the proceeds of the surtax levied under this subsection shall be
distributed to the county and the municipalities within the county in which the surtax was
collected, according to:
1. An interlocal agreement between the county governing authority and the governing bodies of
the municipalities representing a majority of the county’s municipal population, which agreement
may include a school district with the consent of the county governing authority and the governing
bodies of the municipalities representing a majority of the county’s municipal population; or
2. If there is no interlocal agreement, according to the formula provided in s. 218.62.
Any change in the distribution formula shall take effect on the first day of any month that begins at
least 60 days after written notification of that change has been made to the department.
(d)1. If the surtax is levied pursuant to a referendum, the proceeds of the surtax and any
interest accrued thereto may be expended by the school district or within the county and
municipalities within the county, or, in the case of a negotiated joint county agreement, within
another county, for the purpose of servicing bond indebtedness to finance, plan, and construct
infrastructure and to acquire land for public recreation or conservation or protection of natural
resources. However, if the surtax is levied pursuant to an ordinance approved by an extraordinary
vote of the members of the county governing authority, the proceeds and any interest accrued
thereto may be used for operational expenses of any infrastructure or for any public purpose
authorized in the ordinance under which the surtax is levied.
2. For the purposes of this paragraph, “infrastructure” means any fixed capital expenditure or
fixed capital costs associated with the construction, reconstruction, or improvement of public
facilities that have a life expectancy of 5 or more years and any land acquisition, land
improvement, design, and engineering costs related thereto.
(e) A school district, county, or municipality that receives proceeds under this subsection
following a referendum may pledge the proceeds for the purpose of servicing new bond
indebtedness incurred pursuant to law. Local governments may use the services of the Division of
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Bond Finance pursuant to the State Bond Act to issue any bonds through the provisions of this
subsection. A jurisdiction may not issue bonds pursuant to this subsection more frequently than
once per year. A county and municipality may join together to issue bonds authorized by this
subsection.
(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a county shall not levy local option sales
surtaxes authorized in this subsection and subsections (2), (4), and (5) in excess of a combined rate
of 1 percent.
(4) INDIGENT CARE AND TRAUMA CENTER SURTAX.—
(a)1. The governing body in each county the government of which is not consolidated with that
of one or more municipalities, which has a population of at least 800,000 residents and is not
authorized to levy a surtax under subsection (5), may levy, pursuant to an ordinance either
approved by an extraordinary vote of the governing body or conditioned to take effect only upon
approval by a majority vote of the electors of the county voting in a referendum, a discretionary
sales surtax at a rate that may not exceed 0.5 percent.
2. If the ordinance is conditioned on a referendum, a statement that includes a brief and
general description of the purposes to be funded by the surtax and that conforms to the
requirements of s. 101.161 shall be placed on the ballot by the governing body of the county. The
following questions shall be placed on the ballot:
FOR THE. . . .CENTS TAX
AGAINST THE. . . .CENTS TAX
3. The ordinance adopted by the governing body providing for the imposition of the surtax shall
set forth a plan for providing health care services to qualified residents, as defined in subparagraph
4. Such plan and subsequent amendments to it shall fund a broad range of health care services for
both indigent persons and the medically poor, including, but not limited to, primary care and
preventive care as well as hospital care. The plan must also address the services to be provided by
the Level I trauma center. It shall emphasize a continuity of care in the most cost-effective
setting, taking into consideration both a high quality of care and geographic access. Where
consistent with these objectives, it shall include, without limitation, services rendered by
physicians, clinics, community hospitals, mental health centers, and alternative delivery sites, as
well as at least one regional referral hospital where appropriate. It shall provide that agreements
negotiated between the county and providers, including hospitals with a Level I trauma center, will
include reimbursement methodologies that take into account the cost of services rendered to
eligible patients, recognize hospitals that render a disproportionate share of indigent care, provide
other incentives to promote the delivery of charity care, promote the advancement of technology
in medical services, recognize the level of responsiveness to medical needs in trauma cases, and
require cost containment including, but not limited to, case management. It must also provide that
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any hospitals that are owned and operated by government entities on May 21, 1991, must, as a
condition of receiving funds under this subsection, afford public access equal to that provided
under s. 286.011 as to meetings of the governing board, the subject of which is budgeting resources
for the rendition of charity care as that term is defined in the Florida Hospital Uniform Reporting
System (FHURS) manual referenced in s. 408.07. The plan shall also include innovative health care
programs that provide cost-effective alternatives to traditional methods of service delivery and
funding.
4. For the purpose of this paragraph, the term “qualified resident” means residents of the
authorizing county who are:
a. Qualified as indigent persons as certified by the authorizing county;
b. Certified by the authorizing county as meeting the definition of the medically poor, defined
as persons having insufficient income, resources, and assets to provide the needed medical care
without using resources required to meet basic needs for shelter, food, clothing, and personal
expenses; or not being eligible for any other state or federal program, or having medical needs that
are not covered by any such program; or having insufficient third-party insurance coverage. In all
cases, the authorizing county is intended to serve as the payor of last resort; or
c. Participating in innovative, cost-effective programs approved by the authorizing county.
5. Moneys collected pursuant to this paragraph remain the property of the state and shall be
distributed by the Department of Revenue on a regular and periodic basis to the clerk of the circuit
court as ex officio custodian of the funds of the authorizing county. The clerk of the circuit court
shall:
a. Maintain the moneys in an indigent health care trust fund;
b. Invest any funds held on deposit in the trust fund pursuant to general law;
c. Disburse the funds, including any interest earned, to any provider of health care services, as
provided in subparagraphs 3. and 4., upon directive from the authorizing county. However, if a
county has a population of at least 800,000 residents and has levied the surtax authorized in this
paragraph, notwithstanding any directive from the authorizing county, on October 1 of each
calendar year, the clerk of the court shall issue a check in the amount of $6.5 million to a hospital
in its jurisdiction that has a Level I trauma center or shall issue a check in the amount of $3.5
million to a hospital in its jurisdiction that has a Level I trauma center if that county enacts and
implements a hospital lien law in accordance with chapter 98-499, Laws of Florida. The issuance of
the checks on October 1 of each year is provided in recognition of the Level I trauma center status
and shall be in addition to the base contract amount received during fiscal year 1999-2000 and any
additional amount negotiated to the base contract. If the hospital receiving funds for its Level I
trauma center status requests such funds to be used to generate federal matching funds under
Medicaid, the clerk of the court shall instead issue a check to the Agency for Health Care
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Administration to accomplish that purpose to the extent that it is allowed through the General
Appropriations Act; and
d. Prepare on a biennial basis an audit of the trust fund specified in sub-subparagraph a.
Commencing February 1, 2004, such audit shall be delivered to the governing body and to the chair
of the legislative delegation of each authorizing county.
6. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a county shall not levy local option sales
surtaxes authorized in this paragraph and subsections (2) and (3) in excess of a combined rate of 1
percent.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the governing body in each county the
government of which is not consolidated with that of one or more municipalities and which has a
population of less than 800,000 residents, may levy, by ordinance subject to approval by a majority
of the electors of the county voting in a referendum, a discretionary sales surtax at a rate that may
not exceed 0.25 percent for the sole purpose of funding trauma services provided by a trauma
center licensed pursuant to chapter 395.
1. A statement that includes a brief and general description of the purposes to be funded by
the surtax and that conforms to the requirements of s. 101.161 shall be placed on the ballot by the
governing body of the county. The following shall be placed on the ballot:
FOR THE. . . .CENTS TAX
AGAINST THE. . . .CENTS TAX
2. The ordinance adopted by the governing body of the county providing for the imposition of
the surtax shall set forth a plan for providing trauma services to trauma victims presenting in the
trauma service area in which such county is located.
3. Moneys collected pursuant to this paragraph remain the property of the state and shall be
distributed by the Department of Revenue on a regular and periodic basis to the clerk of the circuit
court as ex officio custodian of the funds of the authorizing county. The clerk of the circuit court
shall:
a. Maintain the moneys in a trauma services trust fund.
b. Invest any funds held on deposit in the trust fund pursuant to general law.
c. Disburse the funds, including any interest earned on such funds, to the trauma center in its
trauma service area, as provided in the plan set forth pursuant to subparagraph 2., upon directive
from the authorizing county. If the trauma center receiving funds requests such funds be used to
generate federal matching funds under Medicaid, the custodian of the funds shall instead issue a
check to the Agency for Health Care Administration to accomplish that purpose to the extent that
the agency is allowed through the General Appropriations Act.
d. Prepare on a biennial basis an audit of the trauma services trust fund specified in subsubparagraph a., to be delivered to the authorizing county.
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4. A discretionary sales surtax imposed pursuant to this paragraph shall expire 4 years after the
effective date of the surtax, unless reenacted by ordinance subject to approval by a majority of
the electors of the county voting in a subsequent referendum.
5. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a county shall not levy local option sales
surtaxes authorized in this paragraph and subsections (2) and (3) in excess of a combined rate of 1
percent.
(5) COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL SURTAX.—Any county as defined in s. 125.011(1) may levy the
surtax authorized in this subsection pursuant to an ordinance either approved by extraordinary vote
of the county commission or conditioned to take effect only upon approval by a majority vote of
the electors of the county voting in a referendum. In a county as defined in s. 125.011(1), for the
purposes of this subsection, “county public general hospital” means a general hospital as defined in
s. 395.002 which is owned, operated, maintained, or governed by the county or its agency,
authority, or public health trust.
(a) The rate shall be 0.5 percent.
(b) If the ordinance is conditioned on a referendum, the proposal to adopt the county public
hospital surtax shall be placed on the ballot in accordance with law at a time to be set at the
discretion of the governing body. The referendum question on the ballot shall include a brief
general description of the health care services to be funded by the surtax.
(c) Proceeds from the surtax shall be:
1. Deposited by the county in a special fund, set aside from other county funds, to be used only
for the operation, maintenance, and administration of the county public general hospital; and
2. Remitted promptly by the county to the agency, authority, or public health trust created by
law which administers or operates the county public general hospital.
(d) Except as provided in subparagraphs 1. and 2., the county must continue to contribute each
year an amount equal to at least 80 percent of that percentage of the total county budget
appropriated for the operation, administration, and maintenance of the county public general
hospital from the county’s general revenues in the fiscal year of the county ending September 30,
1991:
1. Twenty-five percent of such amount must be remitted to a governing board, agency, or
authority that is wholly independent from the public health trust, agency, or authority responsible
for the county public general hospital, to be used solely for the purpose of funding the plan for
indigent health care services provided for in paragraph (e);
2. However, in the first year of the plan, a total of $10 million shall be remitted to such
governing board, agency, or authority, to be used solely for the purpose of funding the plan for
indigent health care services provided for in paragraph (e), and in the second year of the plan, a
total of $15 million shall be so remitted and used.
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(e) A governing board, agency, or authority shall be chartered by the county commission upon
this act becoming law. The governing board, agency, or authority shall adopt and implement a
health care plan for indigent health care services. The governing board, agency, or authority shall
consist of no more than seven and no fewer than five members appointed by the county
commission. The members of the governing board, agency, or authority shall be at least 18 years of
age and residents of the county. No member may be employed by or affiliated with a health care
provider or the public health trust, agency, or authority responsible for the county public general
hospital. The following community organizations shall each appoint a representative to a
nominating committee: the South Florida Hospital and Healthcare Association, the Miami-Dade
County Public Health Trust, the Dade County Medical Association, the Miami-Dade County Homeless
Trust, and the Mayor of Miami-Dade County. This committee shall nominate between 10 and 14
county citizens for the governing board, agency, or authority. The slate shall be presented to the
county commission and the county commission shall confirm the top five to seven nominees,
depending on the size of the governing board. Until such time as the governing board, agency, or
authority is created, the funds provided for in subparagraph (d)2. shall be placed in a restricted
account set aside from other county funds and not disbursed by the county for any other purpose.
1. The plan shall divide the county into a minimum of four and maximum of six service areas,
with no more than one participant hospital per service area. The county public general hospital
shall be designated as the provider for one of the service areas. Services shall be provided through
participants’ primary acute care facilities.
2. The plan and subsequent amendments to it shall fund a defined range of health care services
for both indigent persons and the medically poor, including primary care, preventive care, hospital
emergency room care, and hospital care necessary to stabilize the patient. For the purposes of this
section, “stabilization” means stabilization as defined in s. 397.311(45). Where consistent with
these objectives, the plan may include services rendered by physicians, clinics, community
hospitals, and alternative delivery sites, as well as at least one regional referral hospital per
service area. The plan shall provide that agreements negotiated between the governing board,
agency, or authority and providers shall recognize hospitals that render a disproportionate share of
indigent care, provide other incentives to promote the delivery of charity care to draw down
federal funds where appropriate, and require cost containment, including, but not limited to, case
management. From the funds specified in subparagraphs (d)1. and 2. for indigent health care
services, service providers shall receive reimbursement at a Medicaid rate to be determined by the
governing board, agency, or authority created pursuant to this paragraph for the initial emergency
room visit, and a per-member per-month fee or capitation for those members enrolled in their
service area, as compensation for the services rendered following the initial emergency visit.
Except for provisions of emergency services, upon determination of eligibility, enrollment shall be
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deemed to have occurred at the time services were rendered. The provisions for specific
reimbursement of emergency services shall be repealed on July 1, 2001, unless otherwise
reenacted by the Legislature. The capitation amount or rate shall be determined before program
implementation by an independent actuarial consultant. In no event shall such reimbursement
rates exceed the Medicaid rate. The plan must also provide that any hospitals owned and operated
by government entities on or after the effective date of this act must, as a condition of receiving
funds under this subsection, afford public access equal to that provided under s. 286.011 as to any
meeting of the governing board, agency, or authority the subject of which is budgeting resources
for the retention of charity care, as that term is defined in the rules of the Agency for Health Care
Administration. The plan shall also include innovative health care programs that provide costeffective alternatives to traditional methods of service and delivery funding.
3. The plan’s benefits shall be made available to all county residents currently eligible to
receive health care services as indigents or medically poor as defined in paragraph (4)(d).
4. Eligible residents who participate in the health care plan shall receive coverage for a period
of 12 months or the period extending from the time of enrollment to the end of the current fiscal
year, per enrollment period, whichever is less.
5. At the end of each fiscal year, the governing board, agency, or authority shall prepare an
audit that reviews the budget of the plan, delivery of services, and quality of services, and makes
recommendations to increase the plan’s efficiency. The audit shall take into account participant
hospital satisfaction with the plan and assess the amount of poststabilization patient transfers
requested, and accepted or denied, by the county public general hospital.
(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a county may not levy local option sales
surtaxes authorized in this subsection and subsections (2) and (3) in excess of a combined rate of 1
percent.
(6) SCHOOL CAPITAL OUTLAY SURTAX.—
(a) The school board in each county may levy, pursuant to resolution conditioned to take effect
only upon approval by a majority vote of the electors of the county voting in a referendum, a
discretionary sales surtax at a rate that may not exceed 0.5 percent.
(b) The resolution shall include a statement that provides a brief and general description of the
school capital outlay projects to be funded by the surtax. The statement shall conform to the
requirements of s. 101.161 and shall be placed on the ballot by the governing body of the county.
The following question shall be placed on the ballot:
FOR THE
CENTS TAX
AGAINST THE
CENTS TAX
(c) The resolution providing for the imposition of the surtax shall set forth a plan for use of the
surtax proceeds for fixed capital expenditures or fixed capital costs associated with the
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construction, reconstruction, or improvement of school facilities and campuses which have a useful
life expectancy of 5 or more years, and any land acquisition, land improvement, design, and
engineering costs related thereto. Additionally, the plan shall include the costs of retrofitting and
providing for technology implementation, including hardware and software, for the various sites
within the school district. Surtax revenues may be used for the purpose of servicing bond
indebtedness to finance projects authorized by this subsection, and any interest accrued thereto
may be held in trust to finance such projects. Neither the proceeds of the surtax nor any interest
accrued thereto shall be used for operational expenses.
(d) Surtax revenues collected by the Department of Revenue pursuant to this subsection shall
be distributed to the school board imposing the surtax in accordance with law.
(7) VOTER-APPROVED INDIGENT CARE SURTAX.—
(a)1. The governing body in each county that has a population of fewer than 800,000 residents
may levy an indigent care surtax pursuant to an ordinance conditioned to take effect only upon
approval by a majority vote of the electors of the county voting in a referendum. The surtax may
be levied at a rate not to exceed 0.5 percent, except that if a publicly supported medical school is
located in the county, the rate shall not exceed 1 percent.
2. Notwithstanding subparagraph 1., the governing body of any county that has a population of
fewer than 50,000 residents may levy an indigent care surtax pursuant to an ordinance conditioned
to take effect only upon approval by a majority vote of the electors of the county voting in a
referendum. The surtax may be levied at a rate not to exceed 1 percent.
(b) A statement that includes a brief and general description of the purposes to be funded by
the surtax and that conforms to the requirements of s. 101.161 shall be placed on the ballot by the
governing body of the county. The following questions shall be placed on the ballot:
FOR THE. . . .CENTS TAX
AGAINST THE. . . .CENTS TAX
(c)1. The ordinance adopted by the governing body providing for the imposition of the surtax
must set forth a plan for providing health care services to qualified residents, as defined in
paragraph (d). The plan and subsequent amendments to it shall fund a broad range of health care
services for indigent persons and the medically poor, including, but not limited to, primary care
and preventive care, as well as hospital care. It shall emphasize a continuity of care in the most
cost-effective setting, taking into consideration a high quality of care and geographic access.
Where consistent with these objectives, it shall include, without limitation, services rendered by
physicians, clinics, community hospitals, mental health centers, and alternative delivery sites, as
well as at least one regional referral hospital where appropriate. It shall provide that agreements
negotiated between the county and providers shall include reimbursement methodologies that take
into account the cost of services rendered to eligible patients, recognize hospitals that render a
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disproportionate share of indigent care, provide other incentives to promote the delivery of charity
care, and require cost containment, including, but not limited to, case management. The plan
must also include innovative health care programs that provide cost-effective alternatives to
traditional methods of service delivery and funding.
2. In addition to the uses specified or services required to be provided under this subsection,
the ordinance adopted by a county that has a population of fewer than 50,000 residents may
pledge surtax proceeds to service new or existing bond indebtedness incurred to finance, plan,
construct, or reconstruct a public or not-for-profit hospital in such county and any land acquisition,
land improvement, design, or engineering costs related to such hospital, if the governing body of
the county determines that a public or not-for-profit hospital existing at the time of issuance of the
bonds authorized under this subparagraph would, more likely than not, otherwise cease to operate.
The plan required under this paragraph may, by an extraordinary vote of the governing body of
such county, provide that some or all of the surtax revenues and any interest earned must be
expended for the purpose of servicing such bond indebtedness. Such county may also use the
services of the Division of Bond Finance of the State Board of Administration pursuant to the State
Bond Act to issue bonds under this subparagraph. A jurisdiction may not issue bonds under this
subparagraph more frequently than once per year. Any county that has a population of fewer than
50,000 residents at the time any bonds authorized in this subparagraph are issued retains the
authority granted under this subparagraph throughout the terms of such bonds, including the term
of any refinancing bonds, regardless of any subsequent increase in population which would result in
such county having 50,000 or more residents.
(d) For the purpose of this subsection, the term “qualified residents” means residents of the
authorizing county who are:
1. Qualified as indigent persons as certified by the authorizing county;
2. Certified by the authorizing county as meeting the definition of the medically poor, defined
as persons having insufficient income, resources, and assets to provide the needed medical care
without using resources required to meet basic needs for shelter, food, clothing, and personal
expenses; not being eligible for any other state or federal program or having medical needs that
are not covered by any such program; or having insufficient third-party insurance coverage. In all
cases, the authorizing county shall serve as the payor of last resort; or
3. Participating in innovative, cost-effective programs approved by the authorizing county.
(e) Moneys collected pursuant to this subsection remain the property of the state and shall be
distributed by the Department of Revenue on a regular and periodic basis to the clerk of the circuit
court as ex officio custodian of the funds of the authorizing county. The clerk of the circuit court
shall:
1. Maintain the moneys in an indigent health care trust fund.
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2. Invest any funds held on deposit in the trust fund pursuant to general law.
3. Disburse the funds, including any interest earned, to any provider of health care services, as
provided in paragraphs (c) and (d), upon directive from the authorizing county.
4. Disburse the funds, including any interest earned, to service any bond indebtedness
authorized in this subsection upon directive from the authorizing county, which directive may be
irrevocably given at the time the bond indebtedness is incurred.
(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a county may not levy local option sales
surtaxes authorized in this subsection and subsections (2) and (3) in excess of a combined rate of 1
percent or, if a publicly supported medical school is located in the county or the county has a
population of fewer than 50,000 residents, in excess of a combined rate of 1.5 percent.
(8) EMERGENCY FIRE RESCUE SERVICES AND FACILITIES SURTAX.—
(a) The governing authority of a county, other than a county that has imposed two separate
discretionary surtaxes without expiration, may, by ordinance, levy a discretionary sales surtax of
up to 1 percent for emergency fire rescue services and facilities as provided in this subsection. As
used in this subsection, the term “emergency fire rescue services” includes, but is not limited to,
preventing and extinguishing fires; protecting and saving life and property from fires or natural or
intentional acts or disasters; enforcing municipal, county, or state fire prevention codes and laws
pertaining to the prevention and control of fires; and providing prehospital emergency medical
treatment.
(b) Upon the adoption of the ordinance, the levy of the surtax must be placed on the ballot by
the governing authority of the county enacting the ordinance. The ordinance will take effect if
approved by a majority of the electors of the county voting in a referendum held for such purpose.
The referendum shall be placed on the ballot of a regularly scheduled election. The ballot for the
referendum must conform to the requirements of s. 101.161.
(c) Pursuant to s. 212.054(4), the proceeds of the discretionary sales surtax collected under this
subsection, less an administrative fee that may be retained by the Department of Revenue, shall be
distributed by the department to the county. The county shall distribute the proceeds it receives
from the department to each local government entity providing emergency fire rescue services in
the county. The surtax proceeds, less an administrative fee not to exceed 2 percent of the surtax
collected, shall be distributed by the county based on each entity’s average annual expenditures
for fire control and emergency fire rescue services in the 5 fiscal years preceding the fiscal year in
which the surtax takes effect in proportion to the average annual total of the expenditures for such
entities in the 5 fiscal years preceding the fiscal year in which the surtax takes effect. The county
shall revise the distribution proportions to reflect a change in the service area of an entity
receiving a distribution of the surtax proceeds. If an entity declines its share of surtax revenue,
such revenue shall be redistributed proportionally to the entities that are participating in the
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sharing of such revenue based on each participating entity’s average annual expenditures for fire
control and emergency fire rescue services in the preceding 5 fiscal years in proportion to the
average annual total of the expenditures for the participating entities in the preceding 5 fiscal
years.
(d) If a local government entity requests personnel or equipment from any other service
provider on a long-term basis and the personnel or equipment is provided, the local government
entity providing the service is entitled to payment from the requesting service provider from that
provider’s share of the surtax proceeds for all costs of the equipment or personnel.
(e) Upon the surtax taking effect and initiation of collections, each local government entity
receiving a share of surtax proceeds shall reduce the ad valorem tax levy or any non-ad valorem
assessment for fire control and emergency rescue services in its next and subsequent budgets by
the estimated amount of revenue provided by the surtax.
(f) Use of surtax proceeds authorized under this subsection does not relieve a local government
entity from complying with chapter 200 and any related provision of law that establishes millage
caps or limits undesignated budget reserves and procedures for establishing rollback rates for ad
valorem taxes and budget adoption. If surtax collections exceed projected collections in any fiscal
year, any surplus distribution shall be used to further reduce ad valorem taxes in the next fiscal
year. These proceeds shall be applied as a rebate to the final millage, after the TRIM notice is
completed in accordance with this provision. If a local government entity receiving a share of the
surtax is unable to further reduce ad valorem taxes because the millage rate is zero, the funds
shall be applied to reduce any non-ad valorem assessments levied for the purposes described in this
section. If no ad valorem or non-ad valorem reduction is possible, the surplus surtax collections
shall be returned to the county, and the county shall reduce the county millage rates to offset the
surplus surtax proceeds.
(g) Surtax collections shall be initiated on January 1 of the year following a successful
referendum in order to coincide with s. 212.054(5).
(h) Notwithstanding s. 212.054, if a multicounty independent special district created pursuant
to chapter 67-764, Laws of Florida, levies ad valorem taxes on district property to fund emergency
fire rescue services within the district and is required by s. 2, Art. VII of the State Constitution to
maintain a uniform ad valorem tax rate throughout the district, the county may not levy the
discretionary sales surtax authorized by this subsection within the boundaries of the district.
(9) PENSION LIABILITY SURTAX.—
(a) The governing body of a county may levy a pension liability surtax to fund an underfunded
defined benefit retirement plan or system, pursuant to an ordinance conditioned to take effect
upon approval by a majority vote of the electors of the county voting in a referendum, at a rate
that may not exceed 0.5 percent. The county may not impose a pension liability surtax unless the
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underfunded defined benefit retirement plan or system is below 80 percent of actuarial funding at
the time the ordinance or referendum is passed. The most recent actuarial report submitted to the
Department of Management Services pursuant to s. 112.63 must be used to establish the level of
actuarial funding for purposes of determining eligibility to impose the surtax. The governing body
of a county may only impose the surtax if:
1. An employee, including a police officer or firefighter, who enters employment on or after
the date when the local government certifies that the defined benefit retirement plan or system
formerly available to such an employee has been closed may not enroll in a defined benefit
retirement plan or system that will receive surtax proceeds.
2. The local government and the collective bargaining representative for the members of the
underfunded defined benefit retirement plan or system or, if there is no representative, a majority
of the members of the plan or system, mutually consent to requiring each member to make an
employee retirement contribution of at least 10 percent of each member’s salary for each pay
period beginning with the first pay period after the plan or system is closed.
3. The pension board of trustees for the underfunded defined benefit retirement plan or
system, if such board exists, is prohibited from participating in the collective bargaining process
and engaging in the determination of pension benefits.
4. The county currently levies a local government infrastructure surtax pursuant to subsection
(2) which is scheduled to terminate and is not subject to renewal.
5. The pension liability surtax does not take effect until the local government infrastructure
surtax described in subparagraph 4. is terminated.
(b) A referendum to adopt a pension liability surtax must meet the requirements of s. 101.161
and must include a brief and general description of the purposes for which the surtax proceeds will
be used.
(c) Pursuant to s. 212.054(4), the proceeds of the surtax collected under this subsection, less an
administrative fee that may be retained by the department, shall be distributed by the department
to the local government.
(d) The local government may use the pension liability surtax proceeds in the following manner:
1. If the proceeds of the pension liability surtax have been actuarially recognized as provided in
s. 112.64(6), the local government must distribute the proceeds to an eligible defined benefit
retirement plan or system, not including the Florida Retirement System.
2. If the proceeds of the pension liability surtax have not been actuarially recognized, the local
government is authorized to distribute the proceeds to an eligible defined benefit retirement plan
or system, not including the Florida Retirement System, to pledge the proceeds of the surtax to
repay debts incurred for the purpose of making advanced payments toward the unfunded liability
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of an underfunded defined benefit retirement plan or system, and to reimburse itself from the
proceeds of the surtax for any borrowing costs associated with such debts.
(e) The ordinance providing for the imposition of the pension liability surtax must specify how
the proceeds will be used:
1. The ordinance must specify the method of determining the percentage of the proceeds, and
the frequency of such payments, distributed to each eligible defined benefit retirement plan or
system if the proceeds of the pension liability surtax are actuarially recognized as provided in s.
112.64(6).
2. The ordinance must specify the local government’s intention to incur debt for the purpose of
making advanced payments toward the unfunded liability of an underfunded defined benefit
retirement plan or system if the proceeds of the pension liability surtax are not actuarially
recognized as provided in s. 112.64(6).
(f) A pension liability surtax imposed pursuant to this subsection shall terminate on December
31 of the year in which the actuarial funding level is expected to reach or exceed 100 percent for
the defined benefit retirement plan or system for which the surtax was levied or December 31,
2060, whichever occurs first. The most recent actuarial report submitted to the Department of
Management Services pursuant to s. 112.63 must be used to establish the level of actuarial funding.
(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a county may not levy local option sales
surtaxes authorized in this subsection and subsections (2), (3), (4), and (5) in excess of a combined
rate of 1 percent.
History.—s. 2, ch. 76-284; s. 5, ch. 82-154; s. 3, ch. 83-3; s. 1, ch. 84-373; s. 1, ch. 84-555; s. 25, ch. 85-180; s.
70, ch. 85-342; s. 8, ch. 87-99; s. 1, ch. 87-100; s. 2, ch. 87-239; s. 12, ch. 87-548; s. 85, ch. 90-132; s. 4, ch. 90203; s. 1, ch. 90-282; ss. 2, 3, ch. 91-81; s. 29, ch. 91-112; s. 2, ch. 91-418; s. 1, ch. 91-423; s. 148, ch. 92-279; ss.
1, 2, ch. 92-309; s. 55, ch. 92-326; s. 3, ch. 93-207; s. 3, ch. 93-222; s. 51, ch. 94-356; s. 1, ch. 95-258; s. 1, ch. 96240; s. 1, ch. 97-83; s. 17, ch. 97-384; s. 7, ch. 98-258; s. 9, ch. 98-342; s. 4, ch. 99-4; s. 1, ch. 99-340; s. 54, ch. 99385; s. 40, ch. 2000-151; ss. 10, 11, 13, 16, ch. 2000-312; s. 78, ch. 2000-318; s. 33, ch. 2001-60; s. 100, ch. 200220; s. 7, ch. 2002-196; s. 1, ch. 2003-77; ss. 33, 42, ch. 2003-254; s. 91, ch. 2003-402; s. 6, ch. 2004-41; s. 1, ch.
2004-66; s. 1, ch. 2004-259; s. 3, ch. 2005-55; s. 1, ch. 2005-56; s. 1, ch. 2005-96; s. 1, ch. 2005-242; s. 1, ch. 200666; s. 2, ch. 2006-223; s. 14, ch. 2007-196; s. 19, ch. 2009-96; s. 1, ch. 2009-132; s. 1, ch. 2009-146; s. 1, ch. 2009182; s. 1, ch. 2010-154; s. 1, ch. 2010-225; s. 5, ch. 2011-15; s. 3, ch. 2012-117; s. 14, ch. 2013-198; s. 6, ch. 2015100; s. 1, ch. 2015-169; s. 2, ch. 2016-146; s. 2, ch. 2016-225; s. 64, ch. 2016-241; s. 27, ch. 2017-173.
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64E-6.011 Abandonment of Systems.
(1) Whenever the use of an onsite sewage treatment and disposal system is discontinued following connection to a sanitary
sewer or discontinuing the use of a septic tank and replacement with another septic tank, the system shall be abandoned within
90 days and any further use of the system for any purpose shall be prohibited. However, if the Department of Environmental
Protection or its designee approves the use of the retention tank where the tank is to become an integral part of a sanitary sewer
system or stormwater management system, the septic tank need not be abandoned.
(2) The following actions shall be taken, in the order listed, to abandon an onsite sewage treatment and disposal system:
(a) Property owner or agent shall apply for a permit from the department to abandon the existing onsite sewage system and
submit the required fee. Upon receiving a permit:
(b) The tank shall be pumped out by a permitted septage disposal company who shall provide a receipt or a written
certification to the department. Alternatively, if the tank is empty and dry at the commencement of the abandonment, a written
statement to that effect by the septage disposal company or the contractor performing the abandonment shall be provided to the
department.
(c) The bottom of the tank shall be opened or ruptured, or the entire tank collapsed so as to prevent the tank from retaining
water, and
(d) The tank shall be filled with clean sand or other suitable material, and completely covered with soil.
(e) An inspection of the system abandonment shall be conducted by the department or by the local utility or plumbing
authority performing the system abandonment.
(3) The permitting provisions of paragraph 64E-6.011(2)(a), F.A.C., are not required if a local utility or local plumbing
authority performs a system abandonment program which requires the completion of those steps listed in paragraphs 64E6.011(2)(b), (c), (d), and (e), F.A.C. If the system abandonment is performed by a local utility or local plumbing authority, the
local utility or local plumbing authority performing the abandonment program shall maintain a log of all inspections performed
and shall forward the log to the County Health Department on a monthly basis.
(4) A septic tank serving a single family residence may, at the owner’s discretion, be converted into a cistern pursuant to
the following procedures:
(a) The applicant shall obtain a system abandonment permit from the county health department.
(b) The permit application shall specify the intended use of the abandoned septic tank.
(c) The activities related to abandoning the onsite sewage treatment and disposal system shall not create a sanitary
nuisance.
(d) The septic tank shall be disconnected from the drainfield and from the building sewer pipe.
(e) All work to disconnect, clean and sanitize the septic tank shall be conducted by a registered septic tank contractor or a
state-licensed plumber or by the owner of the owner-occupied single family residence being served by the septic tank.
(f) All septage, wash water, and other liquids removed from the tank shall be removed and handled as septage (Rule 64E6.010, F.A.C.) by a DOH-licensed septage disposal service and disposed of at a DEP-regulated wastewater treatment facility.
(g) The health department shall inspect the tank once it is disconnected, emptied, cleaned, disinfected and filled with
water. The inspection shall determine whether all of the following conditions have been met:
1. The tank has been disconnected from the drainfield and the building sewer.
2. The tank is full of water within 12 inches of the top of the tank.
3. The clarity of the water is such that a Secchi disk is visible at the bottom of the tank.
4. The pH of the water in the tank is between 6.0 and 8.0.
5. The free chlorine residual of the water in the tank is ≤ 1.0 ppm.
6. The total coliform count is ≤ 1000 per 100 ml.
7. The fecal coliform count is ≤ 200 per 100 ml.
8. No sanitary nuisance condition exists on the property related to the abandonment activities.
(h) One inspection is included in the abandonment permit fee. The applicant shall pay a reinspection fee for any additional
inspection visits necessary until all of the criteria in subparagraphs 64E-6.011(4)(g)1. through 8. F.A.C., are met and final
approval of the abandonment is granted by the county health department.
(i) The applicant shall be responsible for all required laboratory fees. All sampling shall be conducted by county health
department staff during the final inspection.
(j) The septic tank shall be converted and inspected within 90 days after connection of the building plumbing to the
sanitary sewer.
(k) The tank shall not be connected to any irrigation components nor shall the water used for irrigation purposes until final
approval of the abandonment has been granted by the county health department.
(l) Upon final approval of the abandonment, use of the tank or the drainfield for sewage storage, treatment or disposal is
prohibited and constitutes a nuisance injurious to health as defined by Section 386.041, F.S.
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(m) Upon final approval of the abandonment, the water collected in the tank shall be utilized for non-potable, irrigation
purposes only.
Rulemaking Authority 381.0065 FS. Law Implemented 381.0065, 381.0066, 386.002, 386.003, 386.041 FS. History–New 1222-82, Amended 2-5-85, Formerly 10D-6.53, Amended 3-17-92, 1-3-95, Formerly 10D-6.053, Amended 6-18-03, 6-25-09, 716-13.
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The 2017 Florida Statutes
Title XXIX
PUBLIC HEALTH

Chapter 381
PUBLIC HEALTH: GENERAL PROVISIONS

View Entire Chapter

381.00655 Connection of existing onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems to central
sewerage system; requirements.—
(1)(a) The owner of a properly functioning onsite sewage treatment and disposal system,
excluding an approved onsite graywater system, must connect the system or the building’s
plumbing to an available publicly owned or investor-owned sewerage system within 365 days after
written notification by the owner of the publicly owned or investor-owned sewerage system that
the system is available for connection. The publicly owned or investor-owned sewerage system
must notify the owner of the onsite sewage treatment and disposal system of the availability of the
central sewerage system. No less than 1 year prior to the date the sewerage system will become
available, the publicly owned or investor-owned sewerage system shall notify the affected owner
of the onsite sewage treatment and disposal system of the anticipated availability of the sewerage
system and shall also notify the owner that the owner will be required to connect to the sewerage
system within 1 year of the actual availability. The owner shall have the option of prepaying the
amortized value of required connection charges in equal monthly installments over a period not to
exceed 2 years from the date of the initial notification of anticipated availability. Nothing in this
section shall operate to impair contracts or other binding obligations relating to payment schedules
in existence as of October 1, 1993. Nothing in this paragraph limits the power of a municipality or
county to enforce other laws for the protection of the public health and safety.
(b) The owner of an onsite sewage treatment and disposal system that needs repair or
modification to function in a sanitary manner or to comply with the requirements of ss. 381.0065381.0067 or rules adopted under those sections must connect to an available publicly owned or
investor-owned sewerage system within 90 days after written notification from the department. In
hardship cases, upon request of the owner, the department may approve an extension of not more
than 90 days for sewerage connection. The department may approve only one extension. This
paragraph does not authorize the owner of the onsite sewage treatment and disposal system to
create or maintain a sanitary nuisance.
(2) The provisions of subsection (1) or any other provision of law to the contrary
notwithstanding:
(a) The local governing body of the jurisdiction in which the owner of the onsite sewage
treatment and disposal system resides may provide that any connection fee charged under this
section by an investor-owned sewerage system may be paid without interest in monthly
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installments, over a period of time not to exceed 5 years from the date the sewerage system
becomes available if it determines that the owner has demonstrated a financial hardship. The local
governing body shall establish criteria for making this determination which take into account the
owner’s net worth, income, and financial needs.
(b) A publicly owned or investor-owned sewerage system may, with the approval of the
department, waive the requirement of mandatory onsite sewage disposal connection if it
determines that such connection is not required in the public interest due to public health
considerations.
(c) A local government or water and sewer district responsible for the operation of a
centralized sewer system under s. 153.62 may grant a variance to an owner of a performancebased onsite sewage treatment and disposal system permitted by the department as long as the
onsite system is functioning properly and satisfying the conditions of the operating permit. Nothing
in this paragraph shall be construed to require a local government or water and sewer district to
issue a variance under any circumstance. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed as limiting
local government authority to enact ordinances under s. 4, chapter 99-395, Laws of Florida. A local
government or water and sewer district located in any of the following areas shall not be required
to issue a variance under any circumstance:
1. An area of critical state concern.
2. An area that was designated as an area of critical state concern for at least 20 consecutive
years prior to removal of the designation.
3. An area in the South Florida Water Management District west C-11 basin that discharges
through the S-9 pump into the Everglades.
4. An area designated by the Lake Okeechobee Protection Act.
History.—s. 2, ch. 93-151; s. 5, ch. 2006-252.
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1
2

An act relating to environmental resources; amending

3

s. 259.032, F.S.; requiring the Department of

4

Environmental Protection to publish, update, and

5

maintain a database of conservation lands; requiring

6

the department to submit a report by a certain date

7

each year to the Governor and the Legislature

8

identifying the percentage of such lands which the

9

public has access to and the efforts the department

10

has undertaken to increase public access; amending s.

11

373.019, F.S.; revising the definition of the term

12

“water resource development” to include technical

13

assistance to self-suppliers under certain

14

circumstances; amending s. 373.036, F.S.; requiring

15

certain information to be included in the consolidated

16

annual report for certain projects related to water

17

quality or water quantity; creating s. 373.037, F.S.;

18

defining terms; providing legislative findings;

19

authorizing certain water management districts to

20

designate and implement pilot projects; providing

21

powers and limitations for the governing boards of

22

such water management districts; requiring a

23

participating water management district to submit a

24

report to the Governor and the Legislature on the

25

effectiveness of its pilot project by a certain date;

26

amending s. 373.042, F.S.; requiring the department or

27

the governing board of a water management district to

28

adopt a minimum flow or minimum water level for an

29

Outstanding Florida Spring using emergency rulemaking
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30

authority under certain circumstances; requiring

31

collaboration in the development and implementation of

32

recovery or prevention strategies under certain

33

circumstances; revising the rulemaking authority of

34

the department; amending s. 373.0421, F.S.; directing

35

the department or the water management district

36

governing boards to adopt or modify recovery or

37

prevention strategies concurrently with the initial

38

adoption or revision of certain minimum flows and

39

minimum water levels; directing the department or the

40

water management district governing boards to

41

expeditiously adopt a recovery or prevention strategy

42

under certain circumstances; providing criteria for

43

such recovery or prevention strategies; requiring

44

certain amendments to regional water supply plans to

45

be concurrent with relevant portions of the recovery

46

or prevention strategy; directing water management

47

districts to notify the department when water use

48

permit applications are denied for a specified reason;

49

providing for the review and update of regional water

50

supply plans in such cases; creating s. 373.0465,

51

F.S.; providing legislative findings; defining the

52

term “Central Florida Water Initiative Area”;

53

requiring the department, the St. Johns River Water

54

Management District, the South Florida Water

55

Management District, the Southwest Florida Water

56

Management District, and the Department of Agriculture

57

and Consumer Services to develop and implement a

58

multidistrict regional water supply plan; providing
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59

plan criteria and requirements; providing

60

applicability; requiring the department to adopt

61

rules; amending s. 373.1501, F.S.; specifying

62

authority of the South Florida Water Management

63

District to allocate quantities of, and assign

64

priorities for the use of, water within its

65

jurisdiction; directing the district to provide

66

recommendations to the United States Army Corps of

67

Engineers when developing or implementing certain

68

water control plans or regulation schedules; amending

69

s. 373.219, F.S.; requiring the department to adopt

70

certain uniform rules; amending s. 373.223, F.S.;

71

requiring consumptive use permits authorizing over a

72

certain amount to be monitored on a specified basis;

73

providing an exception; amending s. 373.2234, F.S.;

74

directing water management district governing boards

75

to consider the identification of preferred water

76

supply sources for certain water users; amending s.

77

373.227, F.S.; prohibiting water management districts

78

from modifying permitted allocation amounts under

79

certain circumstances; requiring the water management

80

districts to adopt rules to promote water conservation

81

incentives; amending s. 373.233, F.S.; providing

82

conditions under which the department and water

83

management district governing boards are directed to

84

give preference to certain applications; amending s.

85

373.4591, F.S.; providing priority consideration to

86

certain public-private partnerships for water storage,

87

groundwater recharge, and water quality improvements
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88

on private agricultural lands; amending s. 373.4595,

89

F.S.; revising and providing definitions relating to

90

the Northern Everglades and Estuaries Protection

91

Program; clarifying provisions of the Lake Okeechobee

92

Watershed Protection Program; directing the South

93

Florida Water Management District to revise certain

94

rules and provide for a watershed research and water

95

quality monitoring program; revising provisions for

96

the Caloosahatchee River Watershed Protection Program

97

and the St. Lucie River Watershed Protection Program;

98

revising permitting and annual reporting requirements

99

relating to the Northern Everglades and Estuaries

100

Protection Program; revising requirements for certain

101

basin management action plans; amending s.

102

373.467, F.S.; revising the qualifications for

103

membership on the Harris Chain of Lakes Restoration

104

Council; authorizing the Lake County legislative

105

delegation to waive such membership qualifications for

106

good cause; providing for council vacancies; amending

107

s. 373.536, F.S.; requiring a water management

108

district to include an annual funding plan in the 5-

109

year water resource development work program;

110

directing the department to post the proposed work

111

program on its website; amending s. 373.703, F.S.;

112

authorizing water management districts to join with

113

private landowners for the purpose of carrying out

114

their powers; amending s. 373.705, F.S.; revising

115

legislative intent; requiring water management

116

district governing boards to include certain
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117

information in their annual budget submittals;

118

requiring water management districts to promote

119

expanded cost-share criteria for additional

120

conservation practices and software technologies;

121

amending s. 373.707, F.S.; authorizing water

122

management districts to provide technical and

123

financial assistance to certain self-suppliers and to

124

waive certain construction costs of alternative water

125

supply development projects sponsored by certain water

126

users; amending s. 373.709, F.S.; requiring regional

127

water supply plans to include traditional and

128

alternative water supply project options that are

129

technically and financially feasible; directing the

130

department to include certain funding analyses and

131

project explanations in regional water supply planning

132

reports; creating part VIII of ch. 373, F.S., entitled

133

the “Florida Springs and Aquifer Protection Act”;

134

creating s. 373.801, F.S.; providing legislative

135

findings and intent; creating s. 373.802, F.S.;

136

defining terms; creating s. 373.803, F.S.; requiring

137

the department to delineate a priority focus area for

138

each Outstanding Florida Spring by a certain date;

139

creating s. 373.805, F.S.; requiring a water

140

management district or the department to adopt or

141

revise various recovery or prevention strategies under

142

certain circumstances; providing minimum requirements

143

for recovery or prevention strategies for Outstanding

144

Florida Springs; authorizing local governments to

145

apply for an extension for projects in an adopted
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146

recovery or prevention strategy; creating s. 373.807,

147

F.S.; requiring the department to initiate assessments

148

of Outstanding Florida Springs by a certain date;

149

requiring the department to develop basin management

150

action plans; authorizing local governments to apply

151

for an extension for projects in an adopted basin

152

management action plan; requiring certain local

153

governments to develop, enact, and implement an urban

154

fertilizer ordinance by a certain date; requiring the

155

Department of Environmental Protection, the Department

156

of Health, and relevant local governments and

157

utilities to develop onsite sewage treatment and

158

disposal system remediation plans under certain

159

circumstances; requiring the Department of

160

Environmental Protection to be the lead agency;

161

creating s. 373.811, F.S.; specifying prohibited

162

activities within a priority focus area of an

163

Outstanding Florida Spring; creating s. 373.813, F.S.;

164

providing rulemaking authority; amending s. 403.061,

165

F.S.; directing the department to adopt by rule a

166

specific surface water classification to protect

167

surface waters used for treated potable water supply;

168

providing criteria for such rule; authorizing the

169

reclassification of surface waters used for treated

170

potable water supply notwithstanding such rule;

171

creating s. 403.0617, F.S.; authorizing the department

172

to fund nutrient and sediment reduction and

173

conservation pilot projects under certain

174

circumstances; requiring the department to initiate
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175

rulemaking by a certain date; amending s. 403.0623,

176

F.S.; requiring the department to establish certain

177

standards; requiring state agencies and water

178

management districts to show that they followed the

179

department’s standards in order to receive certain

180

funding; amending s. 403.067, F.S.; providing

181

requirements for new or revised basin management

182

action plans; requiring the department to adopt rules

183

relating to the enforcement and verification of best

184

management action plans and management strategies;

185

creating s. 403.0675, F.S.; requiring the department

186

and the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

187

Services to post annual progress reports on their

188

websites and to submit such reports to the Governor

189

and the Legislature; requiring each water management

190

district to post the Department of Environmental

191

Protection’s report on its website; amending s.

192

403.861, F.S.; directing the department to add treated

193

potable water supply as a designated use of a surface

194

water segment under certain circumstances; creating s.

195

403.928, F.S.; requiring the Office of Economic and

196

Demographic Research to conduct an annual assessment

197

of Florida’s water resources and conservation lands;

198

requiring the assessment to be submitted to the

199

Legislature by a certain date; requiring the

200

department to evaluate the feasibility and costs of

201

creating and maintaining a web-based interactive map;

202

requiring the department to submit a report of its

203

findings by a certain date; providing a declaration of
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204

important state interest; providing an effective date.

205
206

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

207
208
209

Section 1. Paragraph (f) is added to subsection (9) of
section 259.032, Florida Statutes, to read:

210

259.032 Conservation and recreation lands.—

211

(9)

212

(f) To ensure that the public has knowledge of and access

213

to conservation lands, as defined in s. 253.034(2)(c), the

214

department shall publish, update, and maintain a database of

215

such lands where public access is compatible with conservation

216

and recreation purposes.

217

1. By July 1, 2017, the database must be available to the

218

public online and must include, at a minimum, the location,

219

types of allowable recreational opportunities, points of public

220

access, facilities or other amenities, restrictions, and any

221

other information the department deems appropriate to increase

222

public awareness of recreational opportunities on conservation

223

lands. Such data must be electronically accessible, searchable,

224

and downloadable in a generally acceptable format.

225

2. The department, through its own efforts or through

226

partnership with a third-party entity, shall create an

227

application downloadable on mobile devices to be used to locate

228

state lands available for public access using the user’s

229

locational information or based upon an activity of interest.

230

3. The database and application must include information

231

for all state conservation lands to which the public has a right

232

of access for recreational purposes. Beginning January 1, 2018,
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to the greatest extent practicable, the database shall include

234

similar information for lands owned by federal and local

235

governmental entities that allow access for recreational

236

purposes.

237

4. By January 1 of each year, the department shall provide

238

a report to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and the

239

Speaker of the House of Representatives describing the

240

percentage of public lands acquired under this chapter to which

241

the public has access and the efforts undertaken by the

242

department to increase public access to such lands.

243
244
245

Section 2. Subsection (24) of section 373.019, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:
373.019 Definitions.—When appearing in this chapter or in

246

any rule, regulation, or order adopted pursuant thereto, the

247

term:

248

(24) “Water resource development” means the formulation and

249

implementation of regional water resource management strategies,

250

including the collection and evaluation of surface water and

251

groundwater data; structural and nonstructural programs to

252

protect and manage water resources; the development of regional

253

water resource implementation programs; the construction,

254

operation, and maintenance of major public works facilities to

255

provide for flood control, surface and underground water

256

storage, and groundwater recharge augmentation; and related

257

technical assistance to local governments, and to government-

258

owned and privately owned water utilities, and self-suppliers to

259

the extent assistance to self-suppliers promotes the policies as

260 set forth in s. 373.016.
261

Section 3. Paragraph (b) of subsection (7) of section
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262
263
264

373.036, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
373.036 Florida water plan; district water management
plans.—

265

(7) CONSOLIDATED WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT ANNUAL REPORT.—

266

(b) The consolidated annual report shall contain the

267

following elements, as appropriate to that water management

268

district:

269
270
271

1. A district water management plan annual report or the
annual work plan report allowed in subparagraph (2)(e)4.
2. The department-approved minimum flows and minimum water

272

levels annual priority list and schedule required by s.

273

373.042(3) s. 373.042(2).

274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286

3. The annual 5-year capital improvements plan required by
s. 373.536(6)(a)3.
4. The alternative water supplies annual report required by
s. 373.707(8)(n).
5. The final annual 5-year water resource development work
program required by s. 373.536(6)(a)4.
6. The Florida Forever Water Management District Work Plan
annual report required by s. 373.199(7).
7. The mitigation donation annual report required by s.
373.414(1)(b)2.
8. Information on all projects related to water quality or
water quantity as part of a 5-year work program, including:
a. A list of all specific projects identified to implement

287

a basin management action plan or a recovery or prevention

288

strategy;

289
290

b. A priority ranking for each listed project for which
state funding through the water resources development work
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program is requested, which must be made available to the public

292

for comment at least 30 days before submission of the

293

consolidated annual report;

294

c. The estimated cost for each listed project;

295

d. The estimated completion date for each listed project;

296

e. The source and amount of financial assistance to be made

297

available by the department, a water management district, or

298

other entity for each listed project; and

299

f. A quantitative estimate of each listed project’s benefit

300

to the watershed, water body, or water segment in which it is

301

located.

302

9. A grade for each watershed, water body, or water segment

303

in which a project listed under subparagraph 8. is located

304

representing the level of impairment and violations of adopted

305

minimum flow or minimum water levels. The grading system must

306

reflect the severity of the impairment of the watershed,

307

waterbody, or water segment.

308
309
310
311

Section 4. Section 373.037, Florida Statutes, is created to
read:
373.037 Pilot program for alternative water supply
development in restricted allocation areas.—

312

(1) As used in this section, the term:

313

(a) “Central Florida Water Initiative Area” means all of

314

Orange, Osceola, Polk, and Seminole Counties, and southern Lake

315

County, as designated by the Central Florida Water Initiative

316

Guiding Document of January 30, 2015.

317

(b) “Lower East Coast Regional Water Supply Planning Area”

318

means the areas withdrawing surface and groundwater from Water

319

Conservation Areas 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B, Grassy Waters
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320

Preserve/Water Catchment Area, Pal Mar, J.W. Corbett Wildlife

321

Management Area, Loxahatchee Slough, Loxahatchee River,

322

Riverbend Park, Dupuis Reserve, Jonathan Dickinson State Park,

323

Kitching Creek, Moonshine Creek, Cypress Creek, Hobe Grove

324

Ditch, the Holey Land and Rotenberger Wildlife Management Areas,

325

and the freshwater portions of the Everglades National Park, as

326

designated by the South Florida Water Management District.

327

(c) “Restricted allocation area” means an area within a

328

water supply planning region of the Southwest Florida Water

329

Management District, the South Florida Water Management

330

District, or the St. Johns River Water Management District where

331

the governing board of the water management district has

332

determined that existing sources of water are not adequate to

333

supply water for all existing and future reasonable-beneficial

334

uses and to sustain the water resources and related natural

335

systems for the planning period pursuant to ss. 373.036 and

336

373.709 and where the governing board of the water management

337

district has applied allocation restrictions with regard to the

338

use of specific sources of water. For the purposes of this

339

section, the term includes the Central Florida Water Initiative

340

Area, the Lower East Coast Regional Water Supply Planning Area,

341

the Southern Water Use Caution Area, and the Upper East Coast

342

Regional Water Supply Planning Area.

343

(d) “Southern Water Use Caution Area” means all of Desoto,

344

Hardee, Manatee, and Sarasota Counties and parts of Charlotte,

345

Highlands, Hillsborough, and Polk Counties, as designated by the

346

Southwest Florida Water Management District.

347
348

(e) “Upper East Coast Regional Water Supply Planning Area”
means the areas withdrawing surface and groundwater from the
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349

Central and Southern Florida canals or the Floridan Aquifer, as

350

designated by the South Florida Water Management District.

351

(2) The Legislature finds that:

352

(a) Local governments, regional water supply authorities,

353

and government-owned and privately owned water utilities face

354

significant challenges in securing funds for implementing large-

355

scale alternative water supply projects in certain restricted

356

allocation areas due to a variety of factors, such as the

357

magnitude of the water resource challenges, the large number of

358

water users, the difficulty of developing multijurisdictional

359

solutions across district, county, or municipal boundaries, and

360

the expense of developing large-scale alternative water supply

361

projects identified in the regional water supply plans pursuant

362

to s. 373.709.

363

(b) These factors make it necessary to provide other

364

options for the Southwest Florida Water Management District, the

365

South Florida Water Management District, and the St. Johns River

366

Water Management District to be able to take the lead in

367

developing and implementing one alternative water supply project

368

within a restricted allocation area as a pilot alternative water

369

supply development project.

370

(c) Each pilot project must provide water supply and

371

environmental benefits. Consideration should be given to

372

projects that provide reductions in damaging discharges to tide

373

or that are part of a recovery or prevention strategy for

374

minimum flows and minimum water levels.

375

(3) The water management districts specified in paragraph

376

(2)(b) may, at their sole discretion, designate and implement an

377

existing alternative water supply project that is identified in
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378

each district’s regional water supply plan as its one pilot

379

project or amend their respective regional water supply plans to

380

add a new alternative water supply project as their district

381

pilot project. A pilot project designation made pursuant to this

382

section should be made no later than July 1, 2017, and is not

383

subject to the rulemaking requirements of chapter 120 or subject

384

to legal challenge pursuant to ss. 120.569 and 120.57. A water

385

management district may designate an alternative water supply

386

project located within another water management district if the

387

project is located in a restricted allocation area designated by

388

the other water management district and a substantial quantity

389

of water provided by the alternative water supply project will

390

be used within the boundaries of the water management district

391

that designated the alternative water supply project.

392

(4) In addition to the other powers granted and duties

393

imposed under this chapter, if a district specified in paragraph

394

(2)(b) elects to implement a pilot project pursuant to this

395

section, its governing board has the following powers and is

396

subject to the following restrictions in implementing the pilot

397

project:

398

(a) The governing board may not develop and implement a

399

pilot project on privately owned land without the voluntary

400

consent of the landowner, which consent may be evidenced by

401

deed, easement, license, contract, or other written legal

402

instrument executed by the landowner after July 1, 2016.

403
404

(b) The governing board may not engage in local water
supply distribution or sell water to the pilot project

405 participants.
406

(c) The governing board may join with one or more other
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water management districts and counties, municipalities, special

408

districts, publicly owned or privately owned water utilities,

409

multijurisdictional water supply entities, regional water supply

410

authorities, self-suppliers, or other entities for the purpose

411

of carrying out its powers, and may contract with any such other

412

entities to finance or otherwise implement acquisitions,

413

construction, and operation and maintenance, if such contracts

414

are consistent with the public interest and based upon

415

independent cost estimates, including comparisons with other

416

alternative water supply projects. The contracts may provide for

417

contributions to be made by each party to the contract for the

418

division and apportionment of resulting costs, including

419

operations and maintenance, benefits, services, and products.

420

The contracts may contain other covenants and agreements

421

necessary and appropriate to accomplish their purposes.

422
423
424

(5) A water management district may provide up to 50
percent of funding assistance for a pilot project.
(6) If a water management district specified in paragraph

425

(2)(b) elects to implement a pilot project, it shall submit a

426

report to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and the

427

Speaker of the House of Representatives by July 1, 2020, on the

428

effectiveness of its pilot project. The report must include all

429

of the following information:

430

(a) A description of the alternative water supply project

431

selected as a pilot project, including the quantity of water the

432

project has produced or is expected to produce and the

433

consumptive users who are expected to use the water produced by

434

the pilot project to meet their existing and future reasonable-

435

beneficial uses.
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(b) Progress made in developing and implementing the pilot

437

project in comparison to the development and implementation of

438

other alternative water supply projects in the restricted

439

allocation area.

440

(c) The capital and operating costs to be expended by the

441

water management district in implementing the pilot project in

442

comparison to other alternative water supply projects being

443

developed and implemented in the restricted allocation area.

444
445
446
447
448

(d) The source of funds to be used by the water management
district in developing and implementing the pilot project.
(e) The benefits to the district’s water resources and
natural systems from implementation of the pilot project.
(f) A recommendation as to whether the traditional role of

449

water management districts regarding the development and

450

implementation of alternative water supply projects, as

451

specified in ss. 373.705 and 373.707, should be revised and, if

452

so, identification of the statutory changes necessary to expand

453

the scope of the pilot program.

454
455

Section 5. Section 373.042, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:

456

373.042 Minimum flows and minimum water levels.—

457

(1) Within each section, or within the water management

458

district as a whole, the department or the governing board shall

459

establish the following:

460

(a) Minimum flow for all surface watercourses in the area.

461

The minimum flow for a given watercourse is shall be the limit

462

at which further withdrawals would be significantly harmful to

463

the water resources or ecology of the area.

464

(b) Minimum water level. The minimum water level is shall
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465

be the level of groundwater in an aquifer and the level of

466

surface water at which further withdrawals would be

467

significantly harmful to the water resources or ecology of the

468

area.

469
470

The minimum flow and minimum water level shall be calculated by

471

the department and the governing board using the best

472

information available. When appropriate, minimum flows and

473

minimum water levels may be calculated to reflect seasonal

474

variations. The department and the governing board shall also

475

consider, and at their discretion may provide for, the

476

protection of nonconsumptive uses in the establishment of

477

minimum flows and minimum water levels.

478

(2)(a) If a minimum flow or minimum water level has not

479

been adopted for an Outstanding Florida Spring, a water

480

management district or the department shall use the emergency

481

rulemaking authority provided in paragraph (c) to adopt a

482

minimum flow or minimum water level no later than July 1, 2017,

483

except for the Northwest Florida Water Management District,

484

which shall use such authority to adopt minimum flows and

485

minimum water levels for Outstanding Florida Springs no later

486

than July 1, 2026.

487

(b) For Outstanding Florida Springs identified on a water

488

management district’s priority list developed pursuant to

489

subsection (3) which have the potential to be affected by

490

withdrawals in an adjacent district, the adjacent district or

491

districts and the department shall collaboratively develop and

492

implement a recovery or prevention strategy for an Outstanding

493

Florida Spring not meeting an adopted minimum flow or minimum
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water level.

495

(c) The Legislature finds as provided in s. 373.801(3)(b)

496

that the adoption of minimum flows and minimum water levels or

497

recovery or prevention strategies for Outstanding Florida

498

Springs requires immediate action. The department and the

499

districts are authorized, and all conditions are deemed to be

500

met, to use emergency rulemaking provisions pursuant to s.

501

120.54(4) to adopt minimum flows and minimum water levels

502

pursuant to this subsection and to adopt recovery or prevention

503

strategies concurrently with a minimum flow or minimum water

504

level pursuant to s. 373.805(2). The emergency rules shall

505

remain in effect during the pendency of procedures to adopt

506

rules addressing the subject of the emergency rules.

507
508
509

(d) As used in this subsection, the term “Outstanding
Florida Spring” has the same meaning as in s. 373.802.
(3)(2) By November 15, 1997, and annually thereafter, each

510

water management district shall submit to the department for

511

review and approval a priority list and schedule for the

512

establishment of minimum flows and minimum water levels for

513

surface watercourses, aquifers, and surface waters within the

514

district. The priority list and schedule shall identify those

515

listed water bodies for which the district will voluntarily

516

undertake independent scientific peer review; any reservations

517

proposed by the district to be established pursuant to s.

518

373.223(4); and those listed water bodies that have the

519

potential to be affected by withdrawals in an adjacent district

520

for which the department’s adoption of a reservation pursuant to

521

s. 373.223(4) or a minimum flow or minimum water level pursuant

522

to subsection (1) may be appropriate. By March 1, 2006, and
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523

annually thereafter, each water management district shall

524

include its approved priority list and schedule in the

525

consolidated annual report required by s. 373.036(7). The

526

priority list shall be based upon the importance of the waters

527

to the state or region and the existence of or potential for

528

significant harm to the water resources or ecology of the state

529

or region, and shall include those waters which are experiencing

530

or may reasonably be expected to experience adverse impacts.

531

Each water management district’s priority list and schedule

532

shall include all first magnitude springs, and all second

533

magnitude springs within state or federally owned lands

534

purchased for conservation purposes. The specific schedule for

535

establishment of spring minimum flows and minimum water levels

536

shall be commensurate with the existing or potential threat to

537

spring flow from consumptive uses. Springs within the Suwannee

538

River Water Management District, or second magnitude springs in

539

other areas of the state, need not be included on the priority

540

list if the water management district submits a report to the

541

Department of Environmental Protection demonstrating that

542

adverse impacts are not now occurring nor are reasonably

543

expected to occur from consumptive uses during the next 20

544

years. The priority list and schedule is not subject to any

545

proceeding pursuant to chapter 120. Except as provided in

546

subsection (4) (3), the development of a priority list and

547

compliance with the schedule for the establishment of minimum

548

flows and minimum water levels pursuant to this subsection

549

satisfies the requirements of subsection (1).

550
551

(4)(3) Minimum flows or minimum water levels for priority
waters in the counties of Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas
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552

shall be established by October 1, 1997. Where a minimum flow or

553

minimum water level for the priority waters within those

554

counties has not been established by the applicable deadline,

555

the secretary of the department shall, if requested by the

556

governing body of any local government within whose jurisdiction

557

the affected waters are located, establish the minimum flow or

558

minimum water level in accordance with the procedures

559

established by this section. The department’s reasonable costs

560

in establishing a minimum flow or minimum water level shall,

561

upon request of the secretary, be reimbursed by the district.

562

(5)(4) A water management district shall provide the

563

department with technical information and staff support for the

564

development of a reservation, minimum flow or minimum water

565

level, or recovery or prevention strategy to be adopted by the

566

department by rule. A water management district shall apply any

567

reservation, minimum flow or minimum water level, or recovery or

568

prevention strategy adopted by the department by rule without

569

the district’s adoption by rule of such reservation, minimum

570

flow or minimum water level, or recovery or prevention strategy.

571

(6)(5)(a) Upon written request to the department or

572

governing board by a substantially affected person, or by

573

decision of the department or governing board, before prior to

574

the establishment of a minimum flow or minimum water level and

575

before prior to the filing of any petition for administrative

576

hearing related to the minimum flow or minimum water level, all

577

scientific or technical data, methodologies, and models,

578

including all scientific and technical assumptions employed in

579

each model, used to establish a minimum flow or minimum water

580

level shall be subject to independent scientific peer review.
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581

Independent scientific peer review means review by a panel of

582

independent, recognized experts in the fields of hydrology,

583

hydrogeology, limnology, biology, and other scientific

584

disciplines, to the extent relevant to the establishment of the

585

minimum flow or minimum water level.

586

(b) If independent scientific peer review is requested, it

587

shall be initiated at an appropriate point agreed upon by the

588

department or governing board and the person or persons

589

requesting the peer review. If no agreement is reached, the

590

department or governing board shall determine the appropriate

591

point at which to initiate peer review. The members of the peer

592

review panel shall be selected within 60 days of the point of

593

initiation by agreement of the department or governing board and

594

the person or persons requesting the peer review. If the panel

595

is not selected within the 60-day period, the time limitation

596

may be waived upon the agreement of all parties. If no waiver

597

occurs, the department or governing board may proceed to select

598

the peer review panel. The cost of the peer review shall be

599

borne equally by the district and each party requesting the peer

600

review, to the extent economically feasible. The panel shall

601

submit a final report to the governing board within 120 days

602

after its selection unless the deadline is waived by agreement

603

of all parties. Initiation of peer review pursuant to this

604

paragraph shall toll any applicable deadline under chapter 120

605

or other law or district rule regarding permitting, rulemaking,

606

or administrative hearings, until 60 days following submittal of

607

the final report. Any such deadlines shall also be tolled for 60

608

days following withdrawal of the request or following agreement

609

of the parties that peer review will no longer be pursued. The
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610

department or the governing board shall give significant weight

611

to the final report of the peer review panel when establishing

612

the minimum flow or minimum water level.

613

(c) If the final data, methodologies, and models, including

614

all scientific and technical assumptions employed in each model

615

upon which a minimum flow or level is based, have undergone peer

616

review pursuant to this subsection, by request or by decision of

617

the department or governing board, no further peer review shall

618

be required with respect to that minimum flow or minimum water

619

level.

620

(d) No minimum flow or minimum water level adopted by rule

621

or formally noticed for adoption on or before May 2, 1997, shall

622

be subject to the peer review provided for in this subsection.

623

(7)(6) If a petition for administrative hearing is filed

624

under chapter 120 challenging the establishment of a minimum

625

flow or minimum water level, the report of an independent

626

scientific peer review conducted under subsection (5) (4) is

627

admissible as evidence in the final hearing, and the

628

administrative law judge must render the order within 120 days

629

after the filing of the petition. The time limit for rendering

630

the order shall not be extended except by agreement of all the

631

parties. To the extent that the parties agree to the findings of

632

the peer review, they may stipulate that those findings be

633

incorporated as findings of fact in the final order.

634
635
636
637
638

(8) The rules adopted pursuant to this section are not
subject to s. 120.541(3).
Section 6. Section 373.0421, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:
373.0421 Establishment and implementation of minimum flows
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and minimum water levels.—

640

(1) ESTABLISHMENT.—

641

(a) Considerations.—When establishing minimum flows and

642

minimum water levels pursuant to s. 373.042, the department or

643

governing board shall consider changes and structural

644

alterations to watersheds, surface waters, and aquifers and the

645

effects such changes or alterations have had, and the

646

constraints such changes or alterations have placed, on the

647

hydrology of an affected watershed, surface water, or aquifer,

648

provided that nothing in this paragraph shall allow significant

649

harm as provided by s. 373.042(1) caused by withdrawals.

650

(b) Exclusions.—

651

1. The Legislature recognizes that certain water bodies no

652

longer serve their historical hydrologic functions. The

653

Legislature also recognizes that recovery of these water bodies

654

to historical hydrologic conditions may not be economically or

655

technically feasible, and that such recovery effort could cause

656

adverse environmental or hydrologic impacts. Accordingly, the

657

department or governing board may determine that setting a

658

minimum flow or minimum water level for such a water body based

659

on its historical condition is not appropriate.

660

2. The department or the governing board is not required to

661

establish minimum flows or minimum water levels pursuant to s.

662

373.042 for surface water bodies less than 25 acres in area,

663

unless the water body or bodies, individually or cumulatively,

664 have significant economic, environmental, or hydrologic value.
665

3. The department or the governing board shall not set

666

minimum flows or minimum water levels pursuant to s. 373.042 for

667

surface water bodies constructed before prior to the requirement
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668

for a permit, or pursuant to an exemption, a permit, or a

669

reclamation plan which regulates the size, depth, or function of

670

the surface water body under the provisions of this chapter,

671

chapter 378, or chapter 403, unless the constructed surface

672

water body is of significant hydrologic value or is an essential

673

element of the water resources of the area.

674
675

The exclusions of this paragraph shall not apply to the

676

Everglades Protection Area, as defined in s. 373.4592(2)(i).

677

(2) If, at the time a minimum flow or minimum water level

678 is initially established for a water body pursuant to s. 373.042 or is
679 revised, the existing flow or water level in the a water body is
680 below, or is projected to fall within 20 years below,
681 the applicable minimum flow or minimum water level established
682 pursuant to s. 373.042, the department or governing board, as
683 part of the regional water supply plan described in s. 373.709, shall
684 concurrently adopt or modify and expeditiously implement a recovery
685 or prevention strategy. If a minimum flow or minimum water level has
686 been established for a water body pursuant to s. 373.042, and the
687 existing flow or water level in the water body falls below, or is
688 projected to fall within 20 years below, the applicable minimum flow
689 or minimum water level, the department
690 or governing board shall expeditiously adopt a recovery or prevention
691 strategy. A recovery or prevention strategy shall include, which
692 includes the development of additional water supplies and other
693 actions, consistent with the authority
694 granted by this chapter, to:
695
696

(a) Achieve recovery to the established minimum flow or minimum
water level as soon as practicable; or
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697
698

(b) Prevent the existing flow or water level from falling
below the established minimum flow or minimum water level.

699
700

The recovery or prevention strategy must shall include a phased-

701

in approach phasing or a timetable which will allow for the

702

provision of sufficient water supplies for all existing and

703

projected reasonable-beneficial uses, including development of

704

additional water supplies and implementation of conservation and

705

other efficiency measures concurrent with and, to the maximum

706

extent practical, and to offset, reductions in permitted

707

withdrawals, consistent with the provisions of this chapter. The

708

recovery or prevention strategy may not depend solely on water

709

shortage restrictions declared pursuant to s. 373.175 or s.

710

373.246.

711

(3) To ensure that sufficient water is available for all

712

existing and future reasonable-beneficial uses and the natural

713

systems, the applicable regional water supply plan prepared

714

pursuant to s. 373.709 shall be amended to include any water

715

supply development project or water resource development project

716

identified in a recovery or prevention strategy. Such amendment

717

shall be approved concurrently with relevant portions of the

718

recovery or prevention strategy.

719

(4) The water management district shall notify the

720

department if an application for a water use permit is denied

721

based upon the impact that the use will have on an adopted

722

minimum flow or minimum water level. Upon receipt of such

723

notice, the department shall, as soon as practicable and in

724

cooperation with the water management district, conduct a review

725

of the applicable regional water supply plan prepared pursuant
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726

to s. 373.709. Such review shall include an assessment by the

727

department of the adequacy of the plan in addressing the

728

legislative intent of s. 373.705(2)(a) which provides that

729

sufficient water be available for all existing and future

730

reasonable-beneficial uses and natural systems and that the

731

adverse effects of competition for water supplies be avoided. If

732

the department determines, based upon this review, that the

733

regional water supply plan does not adequately address the

734

legislative intent of s. 373.705(2)(a), the water management

735

district shall immediately initiate an update of the plan

736

consistent with s. 373.709.

737

(5)(3) The provisions of this section are supplemental to

738

any other specific requirements or authority provided by law.

739

Minimum flows and minimum water levels shall be reevaluated

740

periodically and revised as needed.

741
742

Section 7. Section 373.0465, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:

743

373.0465 Central Florida Water Initiative.—

744

(1) The Legislature finds that:

745

(a) Historically, the Floridan Aquifer system has supplied

746

the vast majority of the water used in the Central Florida

747

Coordination Area.

748

(b) Because the boundaries of the St. Johns River Water

749

Management District, the South Florida Water Management

750

District, and the Southwest Florida Water Management District

751

meet within the Central Florida Coordination Area, the three

752

districts and the Department of Environmental Protection have

753

worked cooperatively to determine that the Floridan Aquifer

754

system is locally approaching the sustainable limits of use and
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755

are exploring the need to develop sources of water to meet the

756

long-term water needs of the area.

757

(c) The Central Florida Water Initiative is a collaborative

758

process involving the Department of Environmental Protection,

759

the St. Johns River Water Management District, the South Florida

760

Water Management District, the Southwest Florida Water

761

Management District, the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

762

Services, regional public water supply utilities, and other

763

stakeholders. As set forth in the Central Florida Water

764

Initiative Guiding Document of January 30, 2015, the initiative

765

has developed an initial framework for a unified process to

766

address the current and long-term water supply needs of Central

767

Florida without causing harm to the water resources and

768

associated natural systems.

769

(d) Developing water sources as an alternative to continued

770

reliance on the Floridan Aquifer will benefit existing and

771

future water users and natural systems within and beyond the

772

boundaries of the Central Florida Water Initiative.

773

(2)(a) As used in this section, the term “Central Florida

774

Water Initiative Area” means all of Orange, Osceola, Polk, and

775

Seminole Counties, and southern Lake County, as designated by

776

the Central Florida Water Initiative Guiding Document of January

777

30, 2015.

778

(b) The department, the St. Johns River Water Management

779

District, the South Florida Water Management District, the

780

Southwest Florida Water Management District, and the Department

781

of Agriculture and Consumer Services shall:

782
783

1. Provide for a continuation of the collaborative process
in the Central Florida Water Initiative Area among the state
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784

agencies, affected water management districts, regional public

785

water supply utilities, and other stakeholders;

786

2. Build upon the guiding principles and goals set forth in

787

the Central Florida Water Initiative Guiding Document of January

788

30, 2015, and the work that has already been accomplished by the

789

Central Florida Water Initiative participants;

790

3. Develop and implement, as set forth in the Central

791

Florida Water Initiative Guiding Document of January 30, 2015, a

792

single multidistrict regional water supply plan, including any

793

needed recovery or prevention strategies and a list of water

794

supply development projects or water resource projects; and

795

4. Provide for a single hydrologic planning model to assess

796

the availability of groundwater in the Central Florida Water

797

Initiative Area.

798

(c) In developing the water supply planning program

799

consistent with the goals set forth in this subsection, the

800

department, the St. Johns River Water Management District, the

801

South Florida Water Management District, the Southwest Florida

802

Water Management District, and the Department of Agriculture and

803

Consumer Services shall:

804

1. Consider limitations on groundwater use together with

805

opportunities for new, increased, or redistributed groundwater

806

uses that are consistent with the conditions established under

807

s. 373.223;

808

2. Establish a coordinated process for the identification

809

of water resources requiring new or revised conditions. Any new

810

or revised condition must be consistent with s. 373.223;

811

3. Consider existing recovery or prevention strategies;

812

4. Include a list of water supply options sufficient to
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813

meet the water needs of all existing and future reasonable-

814

beneficial uses consistent with the conditions established under

815

s. 373.223; and

816

5. Identify, as necessary, which of the water supply

817

sources are preferred water supply sources pursuant to s.

818

373.2234.

819

(d) The department, in consultation with the St. Johns

820

River Water Management District, the South Florida Water

821

Management District, the Southwest Florida Water Management

822

District, and the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

823

Services, shall adopt uniform rules for application within the

824

Central Florida Water Initiative Area that include:

825

1. A single, uniform definition of the term “harmful to the

826

water resources” consistent with the term’s usage in s. 373.219;

827
828

2. A single method for calculating residential per capita
water use;

829

3. A single process for permit reviews;

830

4. A single, consistent process, as appropriate, to set

831
832
833
834
835

minimum flows and minimum water levels and water reservations;
5. A goal for residential per capita water use for each
consumptive use permit; and
6. An annual conservation goal for each consumptive use
permit consistent with the regional water supply plan.

836
837

The uniform rules must include existing recovery strategies

838

within the Central Florida Water Initiative Area adopted before

839

July 1, 2016. The department may grant variances to the uniform

840

rules if there are unique circumstances or hydrogeological

841

factors that make application of the uniform rules unrealistic
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842
843

or impractical.
(e) The department shall initiate rulemaking for the

844

uniform rules by December 31, 2016. The department’s uniform

845

rules shall be applied by the water management districts only

846

within the Central Florida Water Initiative Area. Upon adoption

847

of the rules, the water management districts shall implement the

848

rules without further rulemaking pursuant to s. 120.54. The

849

rules adopted by the department pursuant to this section are

850

considered the rules of the water management districts.

851

(f) Water management district planning programs developed

852

pursuant to this subsection shall be approved or adopted as

853

required under this chapter. However, such planning programs may

854

not serve to modify planning programs in areas of the affected

855

districts that are not within the Central Florida Water

856

Initiative Area, but may include interregional projects located

857

outside the Central Florida Water Initiative Area which are

858

consistent with planning and regulatory programs in the areas in

859

which they are located.

860

Section 8. Subsection (4) of section 373.1501, Florida

861

Statutes, is amended, present subsections (7) and (8) of that

862

section are redesignated as subsections (8) and (9),

863

respectively, and a new subsection (7) is added to that section,

864

to read:

865
866
867

373.1501 South Florida Water Management District as local
sponsor.—
(4) The district is authorized to act as local sponsor of

868

the project for those project features within the district as

869

provided in this subsection and subject to the oversight of the

870

department as further provided in s. 373.026. The district shall
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871

exercise the authority of the state to allocate quantities of

872

water within its jurisdiction, including the water supply in

873

relation to the project, and be responsible for allocating water

874

and assigning priorities among the other water uses served by

875

the project pursuant to state law. The district may:

876
877
878

(a) Act as local sponsor for all project features
previously authorized by Congress.;
(b) Continue data gathering, analysis, research, and design

879

of project components, participate in preconstruction

880

engineering and design documents for project components, and

881

further refine the Comprehensive Plan of the restudy as a guide

882

and framework for identifying other project components.;

883

(c) Construct pilot projects that will assist in

884

determining the feasibility of technology included in the

885

Comprehensive Plan of the restudy.; and

886

(d) Act as local sponsor for project components.

887

(7) When developing or implementing water control plans or

888

regulation schedules required for the operation of the project,

889

the district shall provide recommendations to the United States

890

Army Corps of Engineers which are consistent with all district

891

programs and plans.

892
893

Section 9. Subsection (3) is added to section 373.219,
Florida Statutes, to read:

894

373.219 Permits required.—

895

(3) For Outstanding Florida Springs, the department shall

896

adopt uniform rules for issuing permits which prevent

897

groundwater withdrawals that are harmful to the water resources

898

and adopt by rule a uniform definition of the term “harmful to

899

the water resources” to provide water management districts with
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900

minimum standards necessary to be consistent with the overall

901

water policy of the state. This subsection does not prohibit a

902

water management district from adopting a definition that is

903

more protective of the water resources consistent with local or

904

regional conditions and objectives.

905
906

Section 10. Subsection (6) is added to section 373.223,
Florida Statutes, to read:

907

373.223 Conditions for a permit.—

908

(6) A new consumptive use permit, or the renewal or

909

modification of a consumptive use permit, that authorizes

910

groundwater withdrawals of 100,000 gallons or more per day from

911

a well with an inside diameter of 8 inches or more shall be

912

monitored for water usage at intervals using methods determined

913

by the applicable water management district, and the results of

914

such monitoring shall be reported to the applicable water

915

management district at least annually. The water management

916

districts may adopt rules to implement this subsection. In lieu

917

of the requirements of this subsection, a water management

918

district may enforce rules that govern water usage monitoring in

919

effect on July 1, 2016, or may adopt rules that are more

920

stringent than this subsection.

921
922

Section 11. Section 373.2234, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:

923

373.2234 Preferred water supply sources.—

924

(1) The governing board of a water management district is

925

authorized to adopt rules that identify preferred water supply

926

sources for consumptive uses for which there is sufficient data

927

to establish that a preferred source will provide a substantial

928

new water supply to meet the existing and projected reasonablePage 32 of 134
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929

beneficial uses of a water supply planning region identified

930

pursuant to s. 373.709(1), while sustaining existing water

931

resources and natural systems. At a minimum, such rules must

932

contain a description of the preferred water supply source and

933

an assessment of the water the preferred source is projected to

934

produce.

935

(2)(a) If an applicant proposes to use a preferred water

936

supply source, that applicant’s proposed water use is subject to

937

s. 373.223(1), except that the proposed use of a preferred water

938

supply source must be considered by a water management district

939

when determining whether a permit applicant’s proposed use of

940

water is consistent with the public interest pursuant to s.

941

373.223(1)(c).

942

(b) The governing board of a water management district

943

shall consider the identification of preferred water supply

944

sources for water users for whom access to or development of new

945

water supplies is not technically or financially feasible.

946

Identification of preferred water supply sources for such water

947

users must be consistent with s. 373.016.

948

(c) A consumptive use permit issued for the use of a

949

preferred water supply source must be granted, when requested by

950

the applicant, for at least a 20-year period and may be subject

951

to the compliance reporting provisions of s. 373.236(4).

952
953
954

(3)(a) Nothing in This section does not: shall be construed
to
1. Exempt the use of preferred water supply sources from

955

the provisions of ss. 373.016(4) and 373.223(2) and (3);, or be

956

construed to

957

2. Provide that permits issued for the use of a
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958

nonpreferred water supply source must be issued for a duration

959

of less than 20 years or that the use of a nonpreferred water

960

supply source is not consistent with the public interest; or.

961

3. Additionally, nothing in this section shall be

962

interpreted to Require the use of a preferred water supply

963

source or to restrict or prohibit the use of a nonpreferred

964

water supply source.

965

(b) Rules adopted by the governing board of a water

966

management district to implement this section shall specify that

967

the use of a preferred water supply source is not required and

968

that the use of a nonpreferred water supply source is not

969

restricted or prohibited.

970

Section 12. Present subsection (5) of section 373.227,

971

Florida Statutes, is redesignated as subsection (7), and a new

972

subsection (5) and subsection (6) are added to that section, to

973

read:

974

373.227 Water conservation; legislative findings and

975

intent; objectives; comprehensive statewide water conservation

976

program requirements.—

977

(5) To incentivize water conservation, if actual water use

978

is less than permitted water use due to documented

979

implementation of water conservation measures beyond those

980

required in a consumptive use permit, including, but not limited

981

to, those measures identified in best management practices

982

pursuant to s. 570.93, the permitted allocation may not be

983

modified solely due to such water conservation during the term

984

of the permit. To promote water conservation and the

985

implementation of measures that produce significant water

986

savings beyond those required in a consumptive use permit, each
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987

water management district shall adopt rules providing water

988

conservation incentives, which may include limited permit

989

extensions.

990

(6) For consumptive use permits for agricultural

991

irrigation, if actual water use is less than permitted water use

992

due to weather events, crop diseases, nursery stock

993

availability, market conditions, or changes in crop type, a

994

district may not, as a result, reduce permitted allocation

995

amounts during the term of the permit.

996
997

Section 13. Subsection (2) of section 373.233, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:

998

373.233 Competing applications.—

999

(2)(a) If In the event that two or more competing

1000

applications qualify equally under the provisions of subsection

1001

(1), the governing board or the department shall give preference

1002

to a renewal application over an initial application.

1003

(b) If two or more competing applications qualify equally

1004

under subsection (1) and none of the competing applications is a

1005

renewal application, the governing board or the department shall

1006

give preference to the application for the use where the source

1007

is nearest to the area of use or application consistent with s.

1008

373.016(4)(a).

1009
1010

Section 14. Section 373.4591, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:

1011

373.4591 Improvements on private agricultural lands.—

1012

(1) The Legislature encourages public-private partnerships

1013

to accomplish water storage, groundwater recharge, and water

1014

quality improvements on private agricultural lands. Priority

1015

consideration shall be given to public-private partnerships
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1016
1017

that:
(a) Store or treat water on private lands for purposes of

1018

enhancing hydrologic improvement, improving water quality, or

1019

assisting in water supply;

1020

(b) Provide critical groundwater recharge; or

1021

(c) Provide for changes in land use to activities that

1022

minimize nutrient loads and maximize water conservation.

1023

(2)(a) When an agreement is entered into between the

1024

department, a water management district, or the Department of

1025

Agriculture and Consumer Services and a private landowner to

1026

establish such a public-private partnership that may create or

1027

impact wetlands or other surface waters, a baseline condition

1028

determining the extent of wetlands and other surface waters on

1029

the property shall be established and documented in the

1030

agreement before improvements are constructed.

1031

(b) When an agreement is entered into between the

1032

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services and a private

1033

landowner to implement best management practices pursuant to s.

1034

403.067(7)(c), a baseline condition determining the extent of

1035

wetlands and other surface water on the property may be

1036

established at the option and expense of the private landowner

1037

and documented in the agreement before improvements are

1038

constructed. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

1039

shall submit the landowner’s proposed baseline condition

1040

documentation to the lead agency for review and approval, and

1041

the agency shall use its best efforts to complete the review

1042

within 45 days.

1043
1044

(3) The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services,
the department, and the water management districts shall provide
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1045

a process for reviewing these requests in the timeframe

1046

specified. The determination of a baseline condition shall be

1047

conducted using the methods set forth in the rules adopted

1048

pursuant to s. 373.421. The baseline condition documented in an

1049

agreement shall be considered the extent of wetlands and other

1050

surface waters on the property for the purpose of regulation

1051

under this chapter for the duration of the agreement and after

1052

its expiration.

1053

Section 15. Paragraph (h) of subsection (1) and subsections

1054

(2) through (7) of section 373.4595, Florida Statutes, are

1055

amended to read:

1056
1057

373.4595 Northern Everglades and Estuaries Protection
Program.—

1058

(1) FINDINGS AND INTENT.—

1059

(h) The Legislature finds that the expeditious

1060

implementation of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection

1061

Program, the Caloosahatchee River Watershed Protection Program,

1062

Plan and the St. Lucie River Watershed Protection Program Plans

1063

is needed to improve the quality, quantity, timing, and

1064

distribution of water in the northern Everglades ecosystem and

1065

that this section, in conjunction with s. 403.067, including the

1066

implementation of the plans developed and approved pursuant to

1067

subsections (3) and (4), and any related basin management action

1068

plan developed and implemented pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(a),

1069

provide a reasonable means of achieving the total maximum daily

1070

load requirements and achieving and maintaining compliance with

1071

state water quality standards.

1072

(2) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section, the term:

1073

(a) “Best management practice” means a practice or
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1074

combination of practices determined by the coordinating

1075

agencies, based on research, field-testing, and expert review,

1076

to be the most effective and practicable on-location means,

1077

including economic and technological considerations, for

1078

improving water quality in agricultural and urban discharges.

1079

Best management practices for agricultural discharges shall

1080

reflect a balance between water quality improvements and

1081

agricultural productivity.

1082

(b) “Biosolids” means the solid, semisolid, or liquid

1083

residue generated during the treatment of domestic wastewater in

1084

a domestic wastewater treatment facility, formerly known as

1085

“domestic wastewater residuals” or “residuals,” and includes

1086

products and treated material from biosolids treatment

1087

facilities and septage management facilities regulated by the

1088

department. The term does not include the treated effluent or

1089

reclaimed water from a domestic wastewater treatment facility,

1090

solids removed from pump stations and lift stations, screenings

1091

and grit removed from the preliminary treatment components of

1092

domestic wastewater treatment facilities, or ash generated

1093

during the incineration of biosolids.

1094

(c)(b) “Caloosahatchee River watershed” means the

1095

Caloosahatchee River, its tributaries, its estuary, and the area

1096

within Charlotte, Glades, Hendry, and Lee Counties from which

1097

surface water flow is directed or drains, naturally or by

1098

constructed works, to the river, its tributaries, or its

1099

estuary.

1100

(d)(c) “Coordinating agencies” means the Department of

1101

Agriculture and Consumer Services, the Department of

1102

Environmental Protection, and the South Florida Water Management
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1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109

District.
(e)(d) “Corps of Engineers” means the United States Army
Corps of Engineers.
(f)(e) “Department” means the Department of Environmental
Protection.
(g)(f) “District” means the South Florida Water Management
District.

1110

(g) “District’s WOD program” means the program implemented

1111

pursuant to rules adopted as authorized by this section and ss.

1112

373.016, 373.044, 373.085, 373.086, 373.109, 373.113, 373.118,

1113

373.451, and 373.453, entitled “Works of the District Basin.”

1114

(h) “Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project” means

1115

the construction project developed pursuant to this section

1116

paragraph (3)(b).

1117

(i) “Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection Plan” means the

1118

Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project and the Lake

1119

Okeechobee Watershed Research and Water Quality Monitoring

1120

Program plan developed pursuant to this section and ss. 373.451-

1121

373.459.

1122

(j) “Lake Okeechobee watershed” means Lake Okeechobee, its

1123

tributaries, and the area within which surface water flow is

1124

directed or drains, naturally or by constructed works, to the

1125

lake or its tributaries.

1126
1127

(k) “Lake Okeechobee Watershed Phosphorus Control Program”
means the program developed pursuant to paragraph (3)(c).

1128

(k)(l) “Northern Everglades” means the Lake Okeechobee

1129

watershed, the Caloosahatchee River watershed, and the St. Lucie

1130

River watershed.

1131

(l)(m) “Project component” means any structural or
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1132

operational change, resulting from the Restudy, to the Central

1133

and Southern Florida Project as it existed and was operated as

1134

of January 1, 1999.

1135

(m)(n) “Restudy” means the Comprehensive Review Study of

1136

the Central and Southern Florida Project, for which federal

1137

participation was authorized by the Federal Water Resources

1138

Development Acts of 1992 and 1996 together with related

1139

Congressional resolutions and for which participation by the

1140

South Florida Water Management District is authorized by s.

1141

373.1501. The term includes all actions undertaken pursuant to

1142

the aforementioned authorizations which will result in

1143

recommendations for modifications or additions to the Central

1144

and Southern Florida Project.

1145

(n)(o) “River Watershed Protection Plans” means the

1146

Caloosahatchee River Watershed Protection Plan and the St. Lucie

1147

River Watershed Protection Plan developed pursuant to this

1148

section.

1149

(o) “Soil amendment” means any substance or mixture of

1150

substances sold or offered for sale for soil enriching or

1151

corrective purposes, intended or claimed to be effective in

1152

promoting or stimulating plant growth, increasing soil or plant

1153

productivity, improving the quality of crops, or producing any

1154

chemical or physical change in the soil, except amendments,

1155

conditioners, additives, and related products that are derived

1156

solely from inorganic sources and that contain no recognized

1157

plant nutrients.

1158

(p) “St. Lucie River watershed” means the St. Lucie River,

1159

its tributaries, its estuary, and the area within Martin,

1160

Okeechobee, and St. Lucie Counties from which surface water flow
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1161

is directed or drains, naturally or by constructed works, to the

1162

river, its tributaries, or its estuary.

1163

(q) “Total maximum daily load” means the sum of the

1164

individual wasteload allocations for point sources and the load

1165

allocations for nonpoint sources and natural background adopted

1166

pursuant to s. 403.067. Before Prior to determining individual

1167

wasteload allocations and load allocations, the maximum amount

1168

of a pollutant that a water body or water segment can assimilate

1169

from all sources without exceeding water quality standards must

1170

first be calculated.

1171

(3) LAKE OKEECHOBEE WATERSHED PROTECTION PROGRAM.—The Lake

1172

Okeechobee Watershed Protection Program shall consist of the

1173

Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection Plan, the Lake Okeechobee

1174

Basin Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s. 403.067, the

1175

Lake Okeechobee Exotic Species Control Program, and the Lake

1176

Okeechobee Internal Phosphorus Management Program. The Lake

1177

Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s.

1178

403.067 shall be the component of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

1179

Protection A protection Program for Lake Okeechobee that

1180

achieves phosphorus load reductions for Lake Okeechobee shall be

1181

immediately implemented as specified in this subsection. The

1182

Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection Program shall address the

1183

reduction of phosphorus loading to the lake from both internal

1184

and external sources. Phosphorus load reductions shall be

1185

achieved through a phased program of implementation. Initial

1186

implementation actions shall be technology-based, based upon a

1187

consideration of both the availability of appropriate technology

1188

and the cost of such technology, and shall include phosphorus

1189

reduction measures at both the source and the regional level.
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1190

The initial phase of phosphorus load reductions shall be based

1191

upon the district’s Technical Publication 81-2 and the

1192

district’s WOD program, with subsequent phases of phosphorus

1193

load reductions based upon the total maximum daily loads

1194

established in accordance with s. 403.067. In the development

1195

and administration of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection

1196

Program, the coordinating agencies shall maximize opportunities

1197

provided by federal cost-sharing programs and opportunities for

1198

partnerships with the private sector.

1199

(a) Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection Plan.—In order To

1200

protect and restore surface water resources, the district, in

1201

cooperation with the other coordinating agencies, shall complete

1202

a Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection Plan in accordance with

1203

this section and ss. 373.451-373.459. Beginning March 1, 2020,

1204

and every 5 years thereafter, the district shall update the Lake

1205

Okeechobee Watershed Protection Plan to ensure that it is

1206

consistent with the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan

1207

adopted pursuant to s. 403.067. The Lake Okeechobee Watershed

1208

Protection Plan shall identify the geographic extent of the

1209

watershed, be coordinated with the plans developed pursuant to

1210

paragraphs (4)(a) and (c) (b), and include the Lake Okeechobee

1211

Watershed Construction Project and the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

1212

Research and Water Quality Monitoring Program contain an

1213

implementation schedule for subsequent phases of phosphorus load

1214

reduction consistent with the total maximum daily loads

1215

established in accordance with s. 403.067. The plan shall

1216

consider and build upon a review and analysis of the following:

1217
1218

1. the performance of projects constructed during Phase I
and Phase II of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction
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1219

Project, pursuant to subparagraph 1.; paragraph (b).

1220

2. relevant information resulting from the Lake Okeechobee

1221

Basin Management Action Plan Watershed Phosphorus Control

1222

Program, pursuant to paragraph (b); (c).

1223

3. relevant information resulting from the Lake Okeechobee

1224

Watershed Research and Water Quality Monitoring Program,

1225

pursuant to subparagraph 2.; paragraph (d).

1226

4. relevant information resulting from the Lake Okeechobee

1227

Exotic Species Control Program, pursuant to paragraph (c); and

1228

(e).

1229

5. relevant information resulting from the Lake Okeechobee

1230

Internal Phosphorus Management Program, pursuant to paragraph

1231

(d) (f).

1232

1.(b) Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project.—To

1233

improve the hydrology and water quality of Lake Okeechobee and

1234

downstream receiving waters, including the Caloosahatchee and

1235

St. Lucie Rivers and their estuaries, the district, in

1236

cooperation with the other coordinating agencies, shall design

1237

and construct the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction

1238

Project. The project shall include:

1239

a.1. Phase I.—Phase I of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

1240

Construction Project shall consist of a series of project

1241

features consistent with the recommendations of the South

1242

Florida Ecosystem Restoration Working Group’s Lake Okeechobee

1243

Action Plan. Priority basins for such projects include S-191, S-

1244

154, and Pools D and E in the Lower Kissimmee River. In order To

1245

obtain phosphorus load reductions to Lake Okeechobee as soon as

1246

possible, the following actions shall be implemented:

1247

(I)a. The district shall serve as a full partner with the
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1248

Corps of Engineers in the design and construction of the Grassy

1249

Island Ranch and New Palm Dairy stormwater treatment facilities

1250

as components of the Lake Okeechobee Water Retention/Phosphorus

1251

Removal Critical Project. The Corps of Engineers shall have the

1252

lead in design and construction of these facilities. Should

1253

delays be encountered in the implementation of either of these

1254

facilities, the district shall notify the department and

1255

recommend corrective actions.

1256

(II)b. The district shall obtain permits and complete

1257

construction of two of the isolated wetland restoration projects

1258

that are part of the Lake Okeechobee Water Retention/Phosphorus

1259

Removal Critical Project. The additional isolated wetland

1260

projects included in this critical project shall further reduce

1261

phosphorus loading to Lake Okeechobee.

1262

(III)c. The district shall work with the Corps of Engineers

1263

to expedite initiation of the design process for the Taylor

1264

Creek/Nubbins Slough Reservoir Assisted Stormwater Treatment

1265

Area, a project component of the Comprehensive Everglades

1266

Restoration Plan. The district shall propose to the Corps of

1267

Engineers that the district take the lead in the design and

1268

construction of the Reservoir Assisted Stormwater Treatment Area

1269

and receive credit towards the local share of the total cost of

1270

the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan.

1271

b.2. Phase II technical plan and construction.—By February

1272

1, 2008, The district, in cooperation with the other

1273

coordinating agencies, shall develop a detailed technical plan

1274

for Phase II of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction

1275

Project which provides the basis for the Lake Okeechobee Basin

1276

Management Action Plan adopted by the department pursuant to s.
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1277

403.067. The detailed technical plan shall include measures for

1278

the improvement of the quality, quantity, timing, and

1279

distribution of water in the northern Everglades ecosystem,

1280

including the Lake Okeechobee watershed and the estuaries, and

1281

for facilitating the achievement of water quality standards. Use

1282

of cost-effective biologically based, hybrid wetland/chemical

1283

and other innovative nutrient control technologies shall be

1284

incorporated in the plan where appropriate. The detailed

1285

technical plan shall also include a Process Development and

1286

Engineering component to finalize the detail and design of Phase

1287

II projects and identify additional measures needed to increase

1288

the certainty that the overall objectives for improving water

1289

quality and quantity can be met. Based on information and

1290

recommendations from the Process Development and Engineering

1291

component, the Phase II detailed technical plan shall be

1292

periodically updated. Phase II shall include construction of

1293

additional facilities in the priority basins identified in sub-

1294

subparagraph a. subparagraph 1., as well as facilities for other

1295

basins in the Lake Okeechobee watershed. This detailed technical

1296

plan will require legislative ratification pursuant to paragraph

1297

(i). The technical plan shall:

1298

(I)a. Identify Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction

1299

Project facilities designed to contribute to achieving all

1300

applicable total maximum daily loads established pursuant to s.

1301

403.067 within the Lake Okeechobee watershed.

1302
1303
1304
1305

(II)b. Identify the size and location of all such Lake
Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project facilities.
(III)c. Provide a construction schedule for all such Lake
Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project facilities, including
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1306

the sequencing and specific timeframe for construction of each

1307

Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project facility.

1308

(IV)d. Provide a schedule for the acquisition of lands or

1309

sufficient interests necessary to achieve the construction

1310

schedule.

1311
1312
1313

(V)e. Provide a detailed schedule of costs associated with
the construction schedule.
(VI)f. Identify, to the maximum extent practicable, impacts

1314

on wetlands and state-listed species expected to be associated

1315

with construction of such facilities, including potential

1316

alternatives to minimize and mitigate such impacts, as

1317

appropriate.

1318

(VII)g. Provide for additional measures, including

1319

voluntary water storage and quality improvements on private

1320

land, to increase water storage and reduce excess water levels

1321

in Lake Okeechobee and to reduce excess discharges to the

1322

estuaries.

1323

(VIII) The technical plan shall also Develop the

1324

appropriate water quantity storage goal to achieve the desired

1325

Lake Okeechobee range of lake levels and inflow volumes to the

1326

Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie estuaries while meeting the other

1327

water-related needs of the region, including water supply and

1328

flood protection.

1329

(IX)h. Provide for additional source controls needed to

1330

enhance performance of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

1331

Construction Project facilities. Such additional source controls

1332

shall be incorporated into the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management

1333

Action Plan Watershed Phosphorous Control Program pursuant to

1334

paragraph (b) (c).
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1335

c.3. Evaluation.—Within 5 years after the adoption of the

1336

Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan pursuant to s.

1337

403.067 and every 5 By January 1, 2004, and every 3 years

1338

thereafter, the department district, in cooperation with the

1339

other coordinating agencies, shall conduct an evaluation of the

1340

Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project and identify any

1341

further load reductions necessary to achieve compliance with the

1342

all Lake Okeechobee watershed total maximum daily loads

1343

established pursuant to s. 403.067. Additionally, The district

1344

shall identify modifications to facilities of the Lake

1345

Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project as appropriate to meet

1346

the total maximum daily loads. Modifications to the Lake

1347

Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project resulting from this

1348

evaluation shall be incorporated into the Lake Okeechobee Basin

1349

Management Action Plan and The evaluation shall be included in

1350

the applicable annual progress report submitted pursuant to

1351

subsection (6).

1352

d.4. Coordination and review.—To ensure the timely

1353

implementation of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction

1354

Project, the design of project facilities shall be coordinated

1355

with the department and other interested parties, including

1356

affected local governments, to the maximum extent practicable.

1357

Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project facilities shall

1358

be reviewed and commented upon by the department before prior to

1359

the execution of a construction contract by the district for

1360 that facility.
1361

2. Lake Okeechobee Watershed Research and Water Quality

1362 Monitoring Program.—The coordinating agencies shall implement a Lake
1363

Okeechobee Watershed Research and Water Quality Monitoring
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1364

Program. Results from the program shall be used by the

1365

department, in cooperation with the other coordinating agencies,

1366

to make modifications to the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management

1367

Action Plan adopted pursuant to s. 403.067, as appropriate. The

1368

program shall:

1369

a. Evaluate all available existing water quality data

1370

concerning total phosphorus in the Lake Okeechobee watershed,

1371

develop a water quality baseline to represent existing

1372

conditions for total phosphorus, monitor long-term ecological

1373

changes, including water quality for total phosphorus, and

1374

measure compliance with water quality standards for total

1375

phosphorus, including any applicable total maximum daily load

1376

for the Lake Okeechobee watershed as established pursuant to s.

1377

403.067. Beginning March 1, 2020, and every 5 years thereafter,

1378

the department shall reevaluate water quality and quantity data

1379

to ensure that the appropriate projects are being designated and

1380

incorporated into the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action

1381

Plan adopted pursuant to s. 403.067. The district shall

1382

implement a total phosphorus monitoring program at appropriate

1383

structures owned or operated by the district and within the Lake

1384

Okeechobee watershed.

1385

b. Develop a Lake Okeechobee water quality model that

1386

reasonably represents the phosphorus dynamics of Lake Okeechobee

1387

and incorporates an uncertainty analysis associated with model

1388

predictions.

1389

c. Determine the relative contribution of phosphorus from

1390

all identifiable sources and all primary and secondary land

1391

uses.

1392

d. Conduct an assessment of the sources of phosphorus from
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1393

the Upper Kissimmee Chain of Lakes and Lake Istokpoga and their

1394

relative contribution to the water quality of Lake Okeechobee.

1395

The results of this assessment shall be used by the coordinating

1396

agencies as part of the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action

1397

Plan adopted pursuant to s. 403.067 to develop interim measures,

1398

best management practices, or regulations, as applicable.

1399

e. Assess current water management practices within the

1400

Lake Okeechobee watershed and develop recommendations for

1401

structural and operational improvements. Such recommendations

1402

shall balance water supply, flood control, estuarine salinity,

1403

maintenance of a healthy lake littoral zone, and water quality

1404

considerations.

1405

f. Evaluate the feasibility of alternative nutrient

1406

reduction technologies, including sediment traps, canal and

1407

ditch maintenance, fish production or other aquaculture,

1408

bioenergy conversion processes, and algal or other biological

1409

treatment technologies and include any alternative nutrient

1410

reduction technologies determined to be feasible in the Lake

1411

Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s.

1412

403.067.

1413

g. Conduct an assessment of the water volumes and timing

1414

from the Lake Okeechobee watershed and their relative

1415

contribution to the water level changes in Lake Okeechobee and

1416

to the timing and volume of water delivered to the estuaries.

1417

(b)(c) Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan

1418

Watershed Phosphorus Control Program.—The Lake Okeechobee Basin

1419

Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s. 403.067 shall be

1420

the watershed phosphorus control component for Lake Okeechobee.

1421

The Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan shall be
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1422

Program is designed to be a multifaceted approach designed to

1423

achieve the total maximum daily load reducing phosphorus loads

1424

by improving the management of phosphorus sources within the

1425

Lake Okeechobee watershed through implementation of regulations

1426

and best management practices, continued development and

1427

continued implementation of improved best management practices,

1428

improvement and restoration of the hydrologic function of

1429

natural and managed systems, and use utilization of alternative

1430

technologies for nutrient reduction. As provided in s.

1431

403.067(7)(a)6., the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action

1432

Plan must include milestones for implementation and water

1433

quality improvement, and an associated water quality monitoring

1434

component sufficient to evaluate whether reasonable progress in

1435

pollutant load reductions is being achieved over time. An

1436

assessment of progress toward these milestones shall be

1437

conducted every 5 years and shall be provided to the Governor,

1438

the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of

1439

Representatives. Revisions to the plan shall be made, as

1440

appropriate, as a result of each 5-year review. Revisions to the

1441

basin management action plan shall be made by the department in

1442

cooperation with the basin stakeholders. Revisions to best

1443

management practices or other measures must follow the

1444

procedures set forth in s. 403.067(7)(c)4. Revised basin

1445

management action plans must be adopted pursuant to s.

1446

403.067(7)(a)5. The department shall develop an implementation

1447

schedule establishing 5-year, 10-year, and 15-year measurable

1448

milestones and targets to achieve the total maximum daily load

1449

no more than 20 years after adoption of the plan. The initial

1450

implementation schedule shall be used to provide guidance for
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1451

planning and funding purposes and is exempt from chapter 120.

1452

Upon the first 5-year review, the implementation schedule shall

1453

be adopted as part of the plan. If achieving the total maximum

1454

daily load within 20 years is not practicable, the

1455

implementation schedule must contain an explanation of the

1456

constraints that prevent achievement of the total maximum daily

1457

load within 20 years, an estimate of the time needed to achieve

1458

the total maximum daily load, and additional 5-year measurable

1459

milestones, as necessary. The coordinating agencies shall

1460

develop an interagency agreement pursuant to ss. 373.046 and

1461

373.406(5) which is consistent with the department taking the

1462

lead on water quality protection measures through the Lake

1463

Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s.

1464

403.067; the district taking the lead on hydrologic improvements

1465

pursuant to paragraph (a); and the Department of Agriculture and

1466

Consumer Services taking the lead on agricultural interim

1467

measures, best management practices, and other measures adopted

1468

pursuant to s. 403.067. The interagency agreement must specify

1469

how best management practices for nonagricultural nonpoint

1470

sources are developed and how all best management practices are

1471

implemented and verified consistent with s. 403.067 and this

1472

section and must address measures to be taken by the

1473

coordinating agencies during any best management practice

1474

reevaluation performed pursuant to subparagraphs 5. and 10. The

1475

department shall use best professional judgment in making the

1476

initial determination of best management practice effectiveness.

1477

The coordinating agencies may develop an intergovernmental

1478

agreement with local governments to implement nonagricultural

1479

nonpoint source best management practices within their
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1480

respective geographic boundaries. The coordinating agencies

1481

shall facilitate the application of federal programs that offer

1482

opportunities for water quality treatment, including

1483

preservation, restoration, or creation of wetlands on

1484

agricultural lands.

1485

1. Agricultural nonpoint source best management practices,

1486

developed in accordance with s. 403.067 and designed to achieve

1487

the objectives of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection

1488

Program as part of a phased approach of management strategies

1489

within the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan, shall

1490

be implemented on an expedited basis. The coordinating agencies

1491

shall develop an interagency agreement pursuant to ss. 373.046

1492

and 373.406(5) that assures the development of best management

1493

practices that complement existing regulatory programs and

1494

specifies how those best management practices are implemented

1495

and verified. The interagency agreement shall address measures

1496

to be taken by the coordinating agencies during any best

1497

management practice reevaluation performed pursuant to sub-

1498

subparagraph d. The department shall use best professional

1499

judgment in making the initial determination of best management

1500

practice effectiveness.

1501

2.a. As provided in s. 403.067(7)(c), the Department of

1502

Agriculture and Consumer Services, in consultation with the

1503

department, the district, and affected parties, shall initiate

1504

rule development for interim measures, best management

1505

practices, conservation plans, nutrient management plans, or

1506

other measures necessary for Lake Okeechobee watershed total

1507

maximum daily load reduction. The rule shall include thresholds

1508

for requiring conservation and nutrient management plans and
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1509

criteria for the contents of such plans. Development of

1510

agricultural nonpoint source best management practices shall

1511

initially focus on those priority basins listed in sub-

1512

subparagraph (a)1.a. subparagraph (b)1. The Department of

1513

Agriculture and Consumer Services, in consultation with the

1514

department, the district, and affected parties, shall conduct an

1515

ongoing program for improvement of existing and development of

1516

new agricultural nonpoint source interim measures and or best

1517

management practices. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer

1518

Services shall adopt for the purpose of adoption of such

1519

practices by rule. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer

1520

Services shall work with the University of Florida Florida’s

1521

Institute of Food and Agriculture Sciences to review and, where

1522

appropriate, develop revised nutrient application rates for all

1523

agricultural soil amendments in the watershed.

1524

3.b. As provided in s. 403.067, where agricultural nonpoint

1525

source best management practices or interim measures have been

1526

adopted by rule of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

1527

Services, the owner or operator of an agricultural nonpoint

1528

source addressed by such rule shall either implement interim

1529

measures or best management practices or demonstrate compliance

1530

with state water quality standards addressed by the Lake

1531

Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s.

1532

403.067 the district’s WOD program by conducting monitoring

1533

prescribed by the department or the district. Owners or

1534

operators of agricultural nonpoint sources who implement interim

1535

measures or best management practices adopted by rule of the

1536

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services shall be subject

1537

to the provisions of s. 403.067(7). The Department of
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1538

Agriculture and Consumer Services, in cooperation with the

1539

department and the district, shall provide technical and

1540

financial assistance for implementation of agricultural best

1541

management practices, subject to the availability of funds.

1542

4.c. The district or department shall conduct monitoring at

1543

representative sites to verify the effectiveness of agricultural

1544

nonpoint source best management practices.

1545

5.d. Where water quality problems are detected for

1546

agricultural nonpoint sources despite the appropriate

1547

implementation of adopted best management practices, the

1548

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, in consultation

1549

with the other coordinating agencies and affected parties, shall

1550

institute a reevaluation of the best management practices shall

1551

be conducted pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(c)4. If the reevaluation

1552

determines that the best management practices or other measures

1553

require modification, the rule shall be revised to require

1554

implementation of the modified practice within a reasonable

1555

period as specified in the rule and make appropriate changes to

1556

the rule adopting best management practices.

1557

6.2. As provided in s. 403.067, nonagricultural nonpoint

1558

source best management practices, developed in accordance with

1559

s. 403.067 and designed to achieve the objectives of the Lake

1560

Okeechobee Watershed Protection Program as part of a phased

1561

approach of management strategies within the Lake Okeechobee

1562

Basin Management Action Plan, shall be implemented on an

1563

expedited basis. The department and the district shall develop

1564

an interagency agreement pursuant to ss. 373.046 and 373.406(5)

1565

that assures the development of best management practices that

1566

complement existing regulatory programs and specifies how those
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1567

best management practices are implemented and verified. The

1568

interagency agreement shall address measures to be taken by the

1569

department and the district during any best management practice

1570

reevaluation performed pursuant to sub-subparagraph d.

1571

7.a. The department and the district are directed to work

1572

with the University of Florida Florida’s Institute of Food and

1573

Agricultural Sciences to develop appropriate nutrient

1574

application rates for all nonagricultural soil amendments in the

1575

watershed. As provided in s. 403.067 s. 403.067(7)(c), the

1576

department, in consultation with the district and affected

1577

parties, shall develop nonagricultural nonpoint source interim

1578

measures, best management practices, or other measures necessary

1579

for Lake Okeechobee watershed total maximum daily load

1580

reduction. Development of nonagricultural nonpoint source best

1581

management practices shall initially focus on those priority

1582

basins listed in sub-subparagraph (a)1.a. subparagraph (b)1. The

1583

department, the district, and affected parties shall conduct an

1584

ongoing program for improvement of existing and development of

1585

new interim measures and or best management practices. The

1586

department or the district shall adopt such practices by rule

1587

The district shall adopt technology-based standards under the

1588

district’s WOD program for nonagricultural nonpoint sources of

1589

phosphorus. Nothing in this sub-subparagraph shall affect the

1590

authority of the department or the district to adopt basin-

1591

specific criteria under this part to prevent harm to the water

1592

resources of the district.

1593

8.b. Where nonagricultural nonpoint source best management

1594

practices or interim measures have been developed by the

1595

department and adopted by the district, the owner or operator of
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1596

a nonagricultural nonpoint source shall implement interim

1597

measures or best management practices and be subject to the

1598

provisions of s. 403.067(7). The department and district shall

1599

provide technical and financial assistance for implementation of

1600

nonagricultural nonpoint source best management practices,

1601

subject to the availability of funds.

1602

9.c. As provided in s. 403.067, the district or the

1603

department shall conduct monitoring at representative sites to

1604

verify the effectiveness of nonagricultural nonpoint source best

1605

management practices.

1606

10.d. Where water quality problems are detected for

1607

nonagricultural nonpoint sources despite the appropriate

1608

implementation of adopted best management practices, the

1609

department and the district shall institute a reevaluation of

1610

the best management practices shall be conducted pursuant to s.

1611

403.067(7)(c)4. If the reevaluation determines that the best

1612

management practices or other measures require modification, the

1613

rule shall be revised to require implementation of the modified

1614

practice within a reasonable time period as specified in the

1615

rule.

1616

11.3. The provisions of Subparagraphs 1. and 2. and 7. do

1617

may not preclude the department or the district from requiring

1618

compliance with water quality standards or with current best

1619

management practices requirements set forth in any applicable

1620

regulatory program authorized by law for the purpose of

1621

protecting water quality. Additionally, Subparagraphs 1. and 2.

1622

and 7. are applicable only to the extent that they do not

1623

conflict with any rules adopted by the department that are

1624

necessary to maintain a federally delegated or approved program.
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1625

12. The program of agricultural best management practices

1626

set forth in the Everglades Program of the district meets the

1627

requirements of this paragraph and s. 403.067(7) for the Lake

1628

Okeechobee watershed. An entity in compliance with the best

1629

management practices set forth in the Everglades Program of the

1630

district may elect to use that permit in lieu of the

1631

requirements of this paragraph. The provisions of subparagraph

1632

5. apply to this subparagraph. This subparagraph does not alter

1633

any requirement of s. 373.4592.

1634

13. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, in

1635

cooperation with the department and the district, shall provide

1636

technical and financial assistance for implementation of

1637

agricultural best management practices, subject to the

1638

availability of funds. The department and district shall provide

1639

technical and financial assistance for implementation of

1640

nonagricultural nonpoint source best management practices,

1641

subject to the availability of funds.

1642

14.4. Projects that reduce the phosphorus load originating

1643

from domestic wastewater systems within the Lake Okeechobee

1644

watershed shall be given funding priority in the department’s

1645

revolving loan program under s. 403.1835. The department shall

1646

coordinate and provide assistance to those local governments

1647

seeking financial assistance for such priority projects.

1648

15.5. Projects that make use of private lands, or lands

1649

held in trust for Indian tribes, to reduce nutrient loadings or

1650

concentrations within a basin by one or more of the following

1651

methods: restoring the natural hydrology of the basin, restoring

1652

wildlife habitat or impacted wetlands, reducing peak flows after

1653

storm events, increasing aquifer recharge, or protecting range
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1654

and timberland from conversion to development, are eligible for

1655

grants available under this section from the coordinating

1656

agencies. For projects of otherwise equal priority, special

1657

funding priority will be given to those projects that make best

1658

use of the methods outlined above that involve public-private

1659

partnerships or that obtain federal match money. Preference

1660

ranking above the special funding priority will be given to

1661

projects located in a rural area of opportunity designated by

1662

the Governor. Grant applications may be submitted by any person

1663

or tribal entity, and eligible projects may include, but are not

1664

limited to, the purchase of conservation and flowage easements,

1665

hydrologic restoration of wetlands, creating treatment wetlands,

1666

development of a management plan for natural resources, and

1667

financial support to implement a management plan.

1668

16.6.a. The department shall require all entities disposing

1669

of domestic wastewater biosolids residuals within the Lake

1670

Okeechobee watershed and the remaining areas of Okeechobee,

1671

Glades, and Hendry Counties to develop and submit to the

1672

department an agricultural use plan that limits applications

1673

based upon phosphorus loading consistent with the Lake

1674

Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s.

1675

403.067. By July 1, 2005, phosphorus concentrations originating

1676

from these application sites may not exceed the limits

1677

established in the district’s WOD program. After December 31,

1678

2007, The department may not authorize the disposal of domestic

1679

wastewater biosolids residuals within the Lake Okeechobee

1680

watershed unless the applicant can affirmatively demonstrate

1681

that the phosphorus in the biosolids residuals will not add to

1682

phosphorus loadings in Lake Okeechobee or its tributaries. This
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1683

demonstration shall be based on achieving a net balance between

1684

phosphorus imports relative to exports on the permitted

1685

application site. Exports shall include only phosphorus removed

1686

from the Lake Okeechobee watershed through products generated on

1687

the permitted application site. This prohibition does not apply

1688

to Class AA biosolids residuals that are marketed and

1689

distributed as fertilizer products in accordance with department

1690

rule.

1691

17.b. Private and government-owned utilities within Monroe,

1692

Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Martin, St. Lucie, Indian

1693

River, Okeechobee, Highlands, Hendry, and Glades Counties that

1694

dispose of wastewater biosolids residual sludge from utility

1695

operations and septic removal by land spreading in the Lake

1696

Okeechobee watershed may use a line item on local sewer rates to

1697

cover wastewater biosolids residual treatment and disposal if

1698

such disposal and treatment is done by approved alternative

1699

treatment methodology at a facility located within the areas

1700

designated by the Governor as rural areas of opportunity

1701

pursuant to s. 288.0656. This additional line item is an

1702

environmental protection disposal fee above the present sewer

1703

rate and may not be considered a part of the present sewer rate

1704

to customers, notwithstanding provisions to the contrary in

1705

chapter 367. The fee shall be established by the county

1706

commission or its designated assignee in the county in which the

1707

alternative method treatment facility is located. The fee shall

1708

be calculated to be no higher than that necessary to recover the

1709

facility’s prudent cost of providing the service. Upon request

1710

by an affected county commission, the Florida Public Service

1711

Commission will provide assistance in establishing the fee.
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1712

Further, for utilities and utility authorities that use the

1713

additional line item environmental protection disposal fee, such

1714

fee may not be considered a rate increase under the rules of the

1715

Public Service Commission and shall be exempt from such rules.

1716

Utilities using the provisions of this section may immediately

1717

include in their sewer invoicing the new environmental

1718

protection disposal fee. Proceeds from this environmental

1719

protection disposal fee shall be used for treatment and disposal

1720

of wastewater biosolids residuals, including any treatment

1721

technology that helps reduce the volume of biosolids residuals

1722

that require final disposal, but such proceeds may not be used

1723

for transportation or shipment costs for disposal or any costs

1724

relating to the land application of biosolids residuals in the

1725

Lake Okeechobee watershed.

1726

18.c. No less frequently than once every 3 years, the

1727

Florida Public Service Commission or the county commission

1728

through the services of an independent auditor shall perform a

1729

financial audit of all facilities receiving compensation from an

1730

environmental protection disposal fee. The Florida Public

1731

Service Commission or the county commission through the services

1732

of an independent auditor shall also perform an audit of the

1733

methodology used in establishing the environmental protection

1734

disposal fee. The Florida Public Service Commission or the

1735

county commission shall, within 120 days after completion of an

1736

audit, file the audit report with the President of the Senate

1737

and the Speaker of the House of Representatives and shall

1738

provide copies to the county commissions of the counties set

1739

forth in subparagraph 17. sub-subparagraph b. The books and

1740

records of any facilities receiving compensation from an
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1741

environmental protection disposal fee shall be open to the

1742

Florida Public Service Commission and the Auditor General for

1743

review upon request.

1744

19.7. The Department of Health shall require all entities

1745

disposing of septage within the Lake Okeechobee watershed to

1746

develop and submit to that agency an agricultural use plan that

1747

limits applications based upon phosphorus loading consistent

1748

with the Lake Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan adopted

1749

pursuant to s. 403.067. By July 1, 2005, phosphorus

1750

concentrations originating from these application sites may not

1751

exceed the limits established in the district’s WOD program.

1752

20.8. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

1753

shall initiate rulemaking requiring entities within the Lake

1754

Okeechobee watershed which land-apply animal manure to develop

1755

resource management system level conservation plans, according

1756

to United States Department of Agriculture criteria, which limit

1757

such application. Such rules must may include criteria and

1758

thresholds for the requirement to develop a conservation or

1759

nutrient management plan, requirements for plan approval, site

1760

inspection requirements, and recordkeeping requirements.

1761

21. The district shall revise chapter 40E-61, Florida

1762

Administrative Code, to be consistent with this section and s.

1763

403.067; provide for a monitoring program for nonpoint source

1764

dischargers required to monitor water quality by s. 403.067; and

1765

provide for the results of such monitoring to be reported to the

1766

coordinating agencies.

1767

9. The district, the department, or the Department of

1768

Agriculture and Consumer Services, as appropriate, shall

1769

implement those alternative nutrient reduction technologies
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1770
1771

determined to be feasible pursuant to subparagraph (d)6.
(d) Lake Okeechobee Watershed Research and Water Quality

1772

Monitoring Program.—The district, in cooperation with the other

1773

coordinating agencies, shall establish a Lake Okeechobee

1774

Watershed Research and Water Quality Monitoring Program that

1775

builds upon the district’s existing Lake Okeechobee research

1776

program. The program shall:

1777

1. Evaluate all available existing water quality data

1778

concerning total phosphorus in the Lake Okeechobee watershed,

1779

develop a water quality baseline to represent existing

1780

conditions for total phosphorus, monitor long-term ecological

1781

changes, including water quality for total phosphorus, and

1782

measure compliance with water quality standards for total

1783

phosphorus, including any applicable total maximum daily load

1784

for the Lake Okeechobee watershed as established pursuant to s.

1785

403.067. Every 3 years, the district shall reevaluate water

1786

quality and quantity data to ensure that the appropriate

1787

projects are being designated and implemented to meet the water

1788

quality and storage goals of the plan. The district shall also

1789

implement a total phosphorus monitoring program at appropriate

1790

structures owned or operated by the South Florida Water

1791

Management District and within the Lake Okeechobee watershed.

1792

2. Develop a Lake Okeechobee water quality model that

1793

reasonably represents phosphorus dynamics of the lake and

1794

incorporates an uncertainty analysis associated with model

1795

predictions.

1796

3. Determine the relative contribution of phosphorus from

1797

all identifiable sources and all primary and secondary land

1798

uses.
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1799

4. Conduct an assessment of the sources of phosphorus from

1800

the Upper Kissimmee Chain-of-Lakes and Lake Istokpoga, and their

1801

relative contribution to the water quality of Lake Okeechobee.

1802

The results of this assessment shall be used by the coordinating

1803

agencies to develop interim measures, best management practices,

1804

or regulation, as applicable.

1805

5. Assess current water management practices within the

1806

Lake Okeechobee watershed and develop recommendations for

1807

structural and operational improvements. Such recommendations

1808

shall balance water supply, flood control, estuarine salinity,

1809

maintenance of a healthy lake littoral zone, and water quality

1810

considerations.

1811

6. Evaluate the feasibility of alternative nutrient

1812

reduction technologies, including sediment traps, canal and

1813

ditch maintenance, fish production or other aquaculture,

1814

bioenergy conversion processes, and algal or other biological

1815

treatment technologies.

1816

7. Conduct an assessment of the water volumes and timing

1817

from the Lake Okeechobee watershed and their relative

1818

contribution to the water level changes in Lake Okeechobee and

1819

to the timing and volume of water delivered to the estuaries.

1820

(c)(e) Lake Okeechobee Exotic Species Control Program.—The

1821

coordinating agencies shall identify the exotic species that

1822

threaten the native flora and fauna within the Lake Okeechobee

1823

watershed and develop and implement measures to protect the

1824

native flora and fauna.

1825

(d)(f) Lake Okeechobee Internal Phosphorus Management

1826

Program.—The district, in cooperation with the other

1827

coordinating agencies and interested parties, shall evaluate the
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1828

feasibility of complete a Lake Okeechobee internal phosphorus

1829

load removal projects feasibility study. The evaluation

1830

feasibility study shall be based on technical feasibility, as

1831

well as economic considerations, and shall consider address all

1832

reasonable methods of phosphorus removal. If projects methods

1833

are found to be feasible, the district shall immediately pursue

1834

the design, funding, and permitting for implementing such

1835

projects methods.

1836

(e)(g) Lake Okeechobee Watershed Protection Program Plan

1837

implementation.—The coordinating agencies shall be jointly

1838

responsible for implementing the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

1839

Protection Program Plan, consistent with the statutory authority

1840

and responsibility of each agency. Annual funding priorities

1841

shall be jointly established, and the highest priority shall be

1842

assigned to programs and projects that address sources that have

1843

the highest relative contribution to loading and the greatest

1844

potential for reductions needed to meet the total maximum daily

1845

loads. In determining funding priorities, the coordinating

1846

agencies shall also consider the need for regulatory compliance,

1847

the extent to which the program or project is ready to proceed,

1848

and the availability of federal matching funds or other nonstate

1849

funding, including public-private partnerships. Federal and

1850

other nonstate funding shall be maximized to the greatest extent

1851

practicable.

1852

(f)(h) Priorities and implementation schedules.—The

1853

coordinating agencies are authorized and directed to establish

1854

priorities and implementation schedules for the achievement of

1855

total maximum daily loads, compliance with the requirements of

1856

s. 403.067, and compliance with applicable water quality
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1857

standards within the waters and watersheds subject to this

1858

section.

1859

(i) Legislative ratification.—The coordinating agencies

1860

shall submit the Phase II technical plan developed pursuant to

1861

paragraph (b) to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of

1862

the House of Representatives prior to the 2008 legislative

1863

session for review. If the Legislature takes no action on the

1864

plan during the 2008 legislative session, the plan is deemed

1865

approved and may be implemented.

1866

(4) CALOOSAHATCHEE RIVER WATERSHED PROTECTION PROGRAM AND

1867

ST. LUCIE RIVER WATERSHED PROTECTION PROGRAM.—A protection

1868

program shall be developed and implemented as specified in this

1869

subsection. In order To protect and restore surface water

1870

resources, the program shall address the reduction of pollutant

1871

loadings, restoration of natural hydrology, and compliance with

1872

applicable state water quality standards. The program shall be

1873

achieved through a phased program of implementation. In

1874

addition, pollutant load reductions based upon adopted total

1875

maximum daily loads established in accordance with s. 403.067

1876

shall serve as a program objective. In the development and

1877

administration of the program, the coordinating agencies shall

1878

maximize opportunities provided by federal and local government

1879

cost-sharing programs and opportunities for partnerships with

1880

the private sector and local government. The program plan shall

1881

include a goal for salinity envelopes and freshwater inflow

1882

targets for the estuaries based upon existing research and

1883

documentation. The goal may be revised as new information is

1884

available. This goal shall seek to reduce the frequency and

1885

duration of undesirable salinity ranges while meeting the other
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1886

water-related needs of the region, including water supply and

1887

flood protection, while recognizing the extent to which water

1888

inflows are within the control and jurisdiction of the district.

1889

(a) Caloosahatchee River Watershed Protection Plan.—No

1890

later than January 1, 2009, The district, in cooperation with

1891

the other coordinating agencies, Lee County, and affected

1892

counties and municipalities, shall complete a River Watershed

1893

Protection Plan in accordance with this subsection. The

1894

Caloosahatchee River Watershed Protection Plan shall identify

1895

the geographic extent of the watershed, be coordinated as needed

1896

with the plans developed pursuant to paragraph (3)(a) and

1897

paragraph (c) (b) of this subsection, and contain an

1898

implementation schedule for pollutant load reductions consistent

1899

with any adopted total maximum daily loads and compliance with

1900

applicable state water quality standards. The plan shall include

1901

the Caloosahatchee River Watershed Construction Project and the

1902

Caloosahatchee River Watershed Research and Water Quality

1903

Monitoring Program.:

1904

1. Caloosahatchee River Watershed Construction Project.—To

1905

improve the hydrology, water quality, and aquatic habitats

1906

within the watershed, the district shall, no later than January

1907

1, 2012, plan, design, and construct the initial phase of the

1908

Watershed Construction Project. In doing so, the district shall:

1909

a. Develop and designate the facilities to be constructed

1910

to achieve stated goals and objectives of the Caloosahatchee

1911

River Watershed Protection Plan.

1912

b. Conduct scientific studies that are necessary to support

1913

the design of the Caloosahatchee River Watershed Construction

1914

Project facilities.
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1915

c. Identify the size and location of all such facilities.

1916

d. Provide a construction schedule for all such facilities,

1917

including the sequencing and specific timeframe for construction

1918

of each facility.

1919

e. Provide a schedule for the acquisition of lands or

1920

sufficient interests necessary to achieve the construction

1921

schedule.

1922
1923
1924

f. Provide a schedule of costs and benefits associated with
each construction project and identify funding sources.
g. To ensure timely implementation, coordinate the design,

1925

scheduling, and sequencing of project facilities with the

1926

coordinating agencies, Lee County, other affected counties and

1927

municipalities, and other affected parties.

1928

2. Caloosahatchee River Watershed Research and Water

1929

Quality Monitoring Program.—The district, in cooperation with

1930

the other coordinating agencies and local governments, shall

1931

implement a Caloosahatchee River Watershed Research and Water

1932

Quality Monitoring Program that builds upon the district’s

1933

existing research program and that is sufficient to carry out,

1934

comply with, or assess the plans, programs, and other

1935

responsibilities created by this subsection. The program shall

1936

also conduct an assessment of the water volumes and timing from

1937

Lake Okeechobee and the Caloosahatchee River watershed and their

1938

relative contributions to the timing and volume of water

1939 delivered to the estuary.
1940

(b)2. Caloosahatchee River Watershed Basin Management

1941

Action Plans Pollutant Control Program.—The basin management action

1942

plans adopted pursuant to s. 403.067 for the

1943

Caloosahatchee River watershed shall be the Caloosahatchee River
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1944

Watershed Pollutant Control Program. The plans shall be is

1945

designed to be a multifaceted approach to reducing pollutant

1946

loads by improving the management of pollutant sources within

1947

the Caloosahatchee River watershed through implementation of

1948

regulations and best management practices, development and

1949

implementation of improved best management practices,

1950

improvement and restoration of the hydrologic function of

1951

natural and managed systems, and utilization of alternative

1952

technologies for pollutant reduction, such as cost-effective

1953

biologically based, hybrid wetland/chemical and other innovative

1954

nutrient control technologies. As provided in s.

1955

403.067(7)(a)6., the Caloosahatchee River Watershed Basin

1956

Management Action Plans must include milestones for

1957

implementation and water quality improvement, and an associated

1958

water quality monitoring component sufficient to evaluate

1959

whether reasonable progress in pollutant load reductions is

1960

being achieved over time. An assessment of progress toward these

1961

milestones shall be conducted every 5 years and shall be

1962

provided to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and the

1963

Speaker of the House of Representatives. Revisions to the plans

1964

shall be made, as appropriate, as a result of each 5-year

1965

review. Revisions to the basin management action plans shall be

1966

made by the department in cooperation with the basin

1967

stakeholders. Revisions to best management practices or other

1968

measures must follow the procedures set forth in s.

1969

403.067(7)(c)4. Revised basin management action plans must be

1970

adopted pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(a)5. The department shall

1971

develop an implementation schedule establishing 5-year, 10-year,

1972

and 15-year measurable milestones and targets to achieve the
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1973

total maximum daily load no more than 20 years after adoption of

1974

the plan. The initial implementation schedule shall be used to

1975

provide guidance for planning and funding purposes and is exempt

1976

from chapter 120. Upon the first 5-year review, the

1977

implementation schedule shall be adopted as part of the plans.

1978

If achieving the total maximum daily load within 20 years is not

1979

practicable, the implementation schedule must contain an

1980

explanation of the constraints that prevent achievement of the

1981

total maximum daily load within 20 years, an estimate of the

1982

time needed to achieve the total maximum daily load, and

1983

additional 5-year measurable milestones, as necessary. The

1984

coordinating agencies shall facilitate the use utilization of

1985

federal programs that offer opportunities for water quality

1986

treatment, including preservation, restoration, or creation of

1987

wetlands on agricultural lands.

1988

1.a. Nonpoint source best management practices consistent

1989

with s. 403.067 paragraph (3)(c), designed to achieve the

1990

objectives of the Caloosahatchee River Watershed Protection

1991

Program, shall be implemented on an expedited basis. The

1992

coordinating agencies may develop an intergovernmental agreement

1993

with local governments to implement the nonagricultural,

1994

nonpoint-source best management practices within their

1995

respective geographic boundaries.

1996

2.b. This subsection does not preclude the department or

1997

the district from requiring compliance with water quality

1998

standards, adopted total maximum daily loads, or current best

1999

management practices requirements set forth in any applicable

2000

regulatory program authorized by law for the purpose of

2001

protecting water quality. This subsection applies only to the
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2002

extent that it does not conflict with any rules adopted by the

2003

department or district which are necessary to maintain a

2004

federally delegated or approved program.

2005

3.c. Projects that make use of private lands, or lands held

2006

in trust for Indian tribes, to reduce pollutant loadings or

2007

concentrations within a basin, or that reduce the volume of

2008

harmful discharges by one or more of the following methods:

2009

restoring the natural hydrology of the basin, restoring wildlife

2010

habitat or impacted wetlands, reducing peak flows after storm

2011

events, or increasing aquifer recharge, are eligible for grants

2012

available under this section from the coordinating agencies.

2013

4.d. The Caloosahatchee River Watershed Basin Management

2014

Action Plans Pollutant Control Program shall require assessment

2015

of current water management practices within the watershed and

2016

shall require development of recommendations for structural,

2017

nonstructural, and operational improvements. Such

2018

recommendations shall consider and balance water supply, flood

2019

control, estuarine salinity, aquatic habitat, and water quality

2020 considerations.
2021

5.e. After December 31, 2007, The department may not authorize

2022

the disposal of domestic wastewater biosolids

2023

residuals within the Caloosahatchee River watershed unless the

2024

applicant can affirmatively demonstrate that the nutrients in

2025

the biosolids residuals will not add to nutrient loadings in the

2026

watershed. This demonstration shall be based on achieving a net

2027 balance between nutrient imports relative to exports on the permitted
2028

application site. Exports shall include only nutrients removed from

2029 the watershed through products generated on the permitted application
2030

site. This prohibition does not apply to
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2031

Class AA biosolids residuals that are marketed and distributed

2032

as fertilizer products in accordance with department rule.

2033

6.f. The Department of Health shall require all entities

2034

disposing of septage within the Caloosahatchee River watershed

2035

to develop and submit to that agency an agricultural use plan

2036

that limits applications based upon nutrient loading consistent

2037

with any basin management action plan adopted pursuant to s.

2038

403.067. By July 1, 2008, nutrient concentrations originating

2039

from these application sites may not exceed the limits

2040

established in the district’s WOD program.

2041

7.g. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

2042

shall require initiate rulemaking requiring entities within the

2043

Caloosahatchee River watershed which land-apply animal manure to

2044

develop a resource management system level conservation plan,

2045

according to United States Department of Agriculture criteria,

2046

which limit such application. Such rules shall may include

2047

criteria and thresholds for the requirement to develop a

2048

conservation or nutrient management plan, requirements for plan

2049

approval, site inspection requirements, and recordkeeping

2050

requirements.

2051

8. The district shall initiate rulemaking to provide for a

2052

monitoring program for nonpoint source dischargers required to

2053

monitor water quality pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(b)2.g. or s.

2054

403.067(7)(c)3. The results of such monitoring must be reported

2055

to the coordinating agencies.

2056

3. Caloosahatchee River Watershed Research and Water

2057

Quality Monitoring Program.—The district, in cooperation with

2058

the other coordinating agencies and local governments, shall

2059

establish a Caloosahatchee River Watershed Research and Water
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2060

Quality Monitoring Program that builds upon the district’s

2061

existing research program and that is sufficient to carry out,

2062

comply with, or assess the plans, programs, and other

2063

responsibilities created by this subsection. The program shall

2064

also conduct an assessment of the water volumes and timing from

2065

the Lake Okeechobee and Caloosahatchee River watersheds and

2066

their relative contributions to the timing and volume of water

2067

delivered to the estuary.

2068

(c)(b) St. Lucie River Watershed Protection Plan.—No later

2069

than January 1, 2009, The district, in cooperation with the

2070

other coordinating agencies, Martin County, and affected

2071

counties and municipalities shall complete a plan in accordance

2072

with this subsection. The St. Lucie River Watershed Protection

2073

Plan shall identify the geographic extent of the watershed, be

2074

coordinated as needed with the plans developed pursuant to

2075

paragraph (3)(a) and paragraph (a) of this subsection, and

2076

contain an implementation schedule for pollutant load reductions

2077

consistent with any adopted total maximum daily loads and

2078

compliance with applicable state water quality standards. The

2079

plan shall include the St. Lucie River Watershed Construction

2080

Project and St. Lucie River Watershed Research and Water Quality

2081

Monitoring Program.:

2082

1. St. Lucie River Watershed Construction Project.—To

2083

improve the hydrology, water quality, and aquatic habitats

2084

within the watershed, the district shall, no later than January

2085

1, 2012, plan, design, and construct the initial phase of the

2086

Watershed Construction Project. In doing so, the district shall:

2087
2088

a. Develop and designate the facilities to be constructed
to achieve stated goals and objectives of the St. Lucie River
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2089

Watershed Protection Plan.

2090

b. Identify the size and location of all such facilities.

2091

c. Provide a construction schedule for all such facilities,

2092

including the sequencing and specific timeframe for construction

2093

of each facility.

2094

d. Provide a schedule for the acquisition of lands or

2095

sufficient interests necessary to achieve the construction

2096

schedule.

2097
2098
2099

e. Provide a schedule of costs and benefits associated with
each construction project and identify funding sources.
f. To ensure timely implementation, coordinate the design,

2100

scheduling, and sequencing of project facilities with the

2101

coordinating agencies, Martin County, St. Lucie County, other

2102

interested parties, and other affected local governments.

2103

2. St. Lucie River Watershed Research and Water Quality

2104

Monitoring Program.—The district, in cooperation with the other

2105

coordinating agencies and local governments, shall establish a

2106

St. Lucie River Watershed Research and Water Quality Monitoring

2107

Program that builds upon the district’s existing research

2108

program and that is sufficient to carry out, comply with, or

2109

assess the plans, programs, and other responsibilities created

2110

by this subsection. The district shall also conduct an

2111

assessment of the water volumes and timing from Lake Okeechobee

2112

and the St. Lucie River watershed and their relative

2113

contributions to the timing and volume of water delivered to the

2114

estuary.

2115

(d)2. St. Lucie River Watershed Basin Management Action

2116

Plan Pollutant Control Program.—The basin management action plan

2117

for the St. Lucie River watershed adopted pursuant to s. 403.067
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2118

shall be the St. Lucie River Watershed Pollutant Control Program

2119

and shall be is designed to be a multifaceted approach to

2120

reducing pollutant loads by improving the management of

2121

pollutant sources within the St. Lucie River watershed through

2122

implementation of regulations and best management practices,

2123

development and implementation of improved best management

2124

practices, improvement and restoration of the hydrologic

2125

function of natural and managed systems, and use utilization of

2126

alternative technologies for pollutant reduction, such as cost-

2127

effective biologically based, hybrid wetland/chemical and other

2128

innovative nutrient control technologies. As provided in s.

2129

403.067(7)(a)6., the St. Lucie River Watershed Basin Management

2130

Action Plan must include milestones for implementation and water

2131

quality improvement, and an associated water quality monitoring

2132

component sufficient to evaluate whether reasonable progress in

2133

pollutant load reductions is being achieved over time. An

2134

assessment of progress toward these milestones shall be

2135

conducted every 5 years and shall be provided to the Governor,

2136

the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of

2137

Representatives. Revisions to the plan shall be made, as

2138

appropriate, as a result of each 5-year review. Revisions to the

2139

basin management action plan shall be made by the department in

2140

cooperation with the basin stakeholders. Revisions to best

2141

management practices or other measures must follow the

2142

procedures set forth in s. 403.067(7)(c)4. Revised basin

2143

management action plans must be adopted pursuant to s.

2144

403.067(7)(a)5. The department shall develop an implementation

2145

schedule establishing 5-year, 10-year, and 15-year measurable

2146

milestones and targets to achieve the total maximum daily load
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2147

no more than 20 years after adoption of the plan. The initial

2148

implementation schedule shall be used to provide guidance for

2149

planning and funding purposes and is exempt from chapter 120.

2150

Upon the first 5-year review, the implementation schedule shall

2151

be adopted as part of the plan. If achieving the total maximum

2152

daily load within 20 years is not practicable, the

2153

implementation schedule must contain an explanation of the

2154

constraints that prevent achievement of the total maximum daily

2155

load within 20 years, an estimate of the time needed to achieve

2156

the total maximum daily load, and additional 5-year measurable

2157

milestones, as necessary. The coordinating agencies shall

2158

facilitate the use utilization of federal programs that offer

2159

opportunities for water quality treatment, including

2160

preservation, restoration, or creation of wetlands on

2161

agricultural lands.

2162

1.a. Nonpoint source best management practices consistent

2163

with s. 403.067 paragraph (3)(c), designed to achieve the

2164

objectives of the St. Lucie River Watershed Protection Program,

2165

shall be implemented on an expedited basis. The coordinating

2166

agencies may develop an intergovernmental agreement with local

2167

governments to implement the nonagricultural nonpoint source

2168

best management practices within their respective geographic

2169

boundaries.

2170

2.b. This subsection does not preclude the department or

2171

the district from requiring compliance with water quality

2172

standards, adopted total maximum daily loads, or current best

2173

management practices requirements set forth in any applicable

2174

regulatory program authorized by law for the purpose of

2175

protecting water quality. This subsection applies only to the
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2176

extent that it does not conflict with any rules adopted by the

2177

department or district which are necessary to maintain a

2178

federally delegated or approved program.

2179

3.c. Projects that make use of private lands, or lands held

2180

in trust for Indian tribes, to reduce pollutant loadings or

2181

concentrations within a basin, or that reduce the volume of

2182

harmful discharges by one or more of the following methods:

2183

restoring the natural hydrology of the basin, restoring wildlife

2184

habitat or impacted wetlands, reducing peak flows after storm

2185

events, or increasing aquifer recharge, are eligible for grants

2186

available under this section from the coordinating agencies.

2187

4.d. The St. Lucie River Watershed Basin Management Action

2188

Plan Pollutant Control Program shall require assessment of

2189

current water management practices within the watershed and

2190

shall require development of recommendations for structural,

2191

nonstructural, and operational improvements. Such

2192

recommendations shall consider and balance water supply, flood

2193

control, estuarine salinity, aquatic habitat, and water quality

2194 considerations.
2195

5.e. After December 31, 2007, The department may not authorize

2196

the disposal of domestic wastewater biosolids

2197

residuals within the St. Lucie River watershed unless the applicant

2198

can affirmatively demonstrate that the nutrients in

2199

the biosolids residuals will not add to nutrient loadings in the

2200

watershed. This demonstration shall be based on achieving a net

2201 balance between nutrient imports relative to exports on the permitted
2202

application site. Exports shall include only nutrients removed from

2203

the St. Lucie River watershed through products generated on the

2204

permitted application site. This prohibition
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2205

does not apply to Class AA biosolids residuals that are marketed

2206

and distributed as fertilizer products in accordance with

2207

department rule.

2208

6.f. The Department of Health shall require all entities

2209

disposing of septage within the St. Lucie River watershed to

2210

develop and submit to that agency an agricultural use plan that

2211

limits applications based upon nutrient loading consistent with

2212

any basin management action plan adopted pursuant to s. 403.067.

2213

By July 1, 2008, nutrient concentrations originating from these

2214

application sites may not exceed the limits established in the

2215

district’s WOD program.

2216

7.g. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

2217

shall initiate rulemaking requiring entities within the St.

2218

Lucie River watershed which land-apply animal manure to develop

2219

a resource management system level conservation plan, according

2220

to United States Department of Agriculture criteria, which limit

2221

such application. Such rules shall may include criteria and

2222

thresholds for the requirement to develop a conservation or

2223

nutrient management plan, requirements for plan approval, site

2224

inspection requirements, and recordkeeping requirements.

2225

8. The district shall initiate rulemaking to provide for a

2226

monitoring program for nonpoint source dischargers required to

2227

monitor water quality pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(b)2.g. or s.

2228

403.067(7)(c)3. The results of such monitoring must be reported

2229

to the coordinating agencies.

2230

3. St. Lucie River Watershed Research and Water Quality

2231

Monitoring Program.—The district, in cooperation with the other

2232

coordinating agencies and local governments, shall establish a

2233

St. Lucie River Watershed Research and Water Quality Monitoring
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2234

Program that builds upon the district’s existing research

2235

program and that is sufficient to carry out, comply with, or

2236

assess the plans, programs, and other responsibilities created

2237

by this subsection. The program shall also conduct an assessment

2238

of the water volumes and timing from the Lake Okeechobee and St.

2239

Lucie River watersheds and their relative contributions to the

2240

timing and volume of water delivered to the estuary.

2241

(e)(c) River Watershed Protection Plan implementation.—The

2242

coordinating agencies shall be jointly responsible for

2243

implementing the River Watershed Protection Plans, consistent

2244

with the statutory authority and responsibility of each agency.

2245

Annual funding priorities shall be jointly established, and the

2246

highest priority shall be assigned to programs and projects that

2247

have the greatest potential for achieving the goals and

2248

objectives of the plans. In determining funding priorities, the

2249

coordinating agencies shall also consider the need for

2250

regulatory compliance, the extent to which the program or

2251

project is ready to proceed, and the availability of federal or

2252

local government matching funds. Federal and other nonstate

2253

funding shall be maximized to the greatest extent practicable.

2254

(f)(d) Evaluation.—Beginning By March 1, 2020 2012, and

2255

every 5 3 years thereafter, concurrent with the updates of the

2256

basin management action plans adopted pursuant to s. 403.067,

2257

the department, district in cooperation with the other

2258

coordinating agencies, shall conduct an evaluation of any

2259

pollutant load reduction goals, as well as any other specific

2260

objectives and goals, as stated in the River Watershed

2261

Protection Programs Plans. Additionally, The district shall

2262

identify modifications to facilities of the River Watershed
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2263

Construction Projects, as appropriate, or any other elements of

2264

the River Watershed Protection Programs Plans. The evaluation

2265

shall be included in the annual progress report submitted

2266

pursuant to this section.

2267

(g)(e) Priorities and implementation schedules.—The

2268

coordinating agencies are authorized and directed to establish

2269

priorities and implementation schedules for the achievement of

2270

total maximum daily loads, the requirements of s. 403.067, and

2271

compliance with applicable water quality standards within the

2272

waters and watersheds subject to this section.

2273

(f) Legislative ratification.—The coordinating agencies

2274

shall submit the River Watershed Protection Plans developed

2275

pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) to the President of the

2276

Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives prior to

2277

the 2009 legislative session for review. If the Legislature

2278

takes no action on the plan during the 2009 legislative session,

2279

the plan is deemed approved and may be implemented.

2280

(5) ADOPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY

2281

LOADS AND DEVELOPMENT OF BASIN MANAGEMENT ACTION PLANS.—The

2282

department is directed to expedite development and adoption of

2283

total maximum daily loads for the Caloosahatchee River and

2284

estuary. The department is further directed to, no later than

2285

December 31, 2008, propose for final agency action total maximum

2286

daily loads for nutrients in the tidal portions of the

2287

Caloosahatchee River and estuary. The department shall initiate

2288

development of basin management action plans for Lake

2289

Okeechobee, the Caloosahatchee River watershed and estuary, and

2290

the St. Lucie River watershed and estuary as provided in s.

2291

403.067 s. 403.067(7)(a) as follows:
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2292

(a) Basin management action plans shall be developed as

2293

soon as practicable as determined necessary by the department to

2294

achieve the total maximum daily loads established for the Lake

2295

Okeechobee watershed and the estuaries.

2296

(b) The Phase II technical plan development pursuant to

2297

paragraph (3)(a) (3)(b), and the River Watershed Protection

2298

Plans developed pursuant to paragraphs (4)(a) and (c)(b), shall

2299

provide the basis for basin management action plans developed by

2300

the department.

2301

(c) As determined necessary by the department in order to

2302

achieve the total maximum daily loads, additional or modified

2303

projects or programs that complement those in the legislatively

2304

ratified plans may be included during the development of the

2305

basin management action plan.

2306

(d) As provided in s. 403.067, management strategies and

2307

pollution reduction requirements set forth in a basin management

2308

action plan subject to permitting by the department under

2309

subsection (7) must be completed pursuant to the schedule set

2310

forth in the basin management action plan, as amended. The

2311

implementation schedule may extend beyond the 5-year permit

2312

term.

2313

(e) As provided in s. 403.067, management strategies and

2314

pollution reduction requirements set forth in a basin management

2315

action plan for a specific pollutant of concern are not subject

2316

to challenge under chapter 120 at the time they are

2317

incorporated, in an identical form, into a department or

2318

district issued permit or a permit modification issued in

2319

accordance with subsection (7).

2320

(d) Development of basin management action plans that
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2321

implement the provisions of the legislatively ratified plans

2322

shall be initiated by the department no later than September 30

2323

of the year in which the applicable plan is ratified. Where a

2324

total maximum daily load has not been established at the time of

2325

plan ratification, development of basin management action plans

2326

shall be initiated no later than 90 days following adoption of

2327

the applicable total maximum daily load.

2328

(6) ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT.—Each March 1 the district, in

2329

cooperation with the other coordinating agencies, shall report

2330

on implementation of this section as part of the consolidated

2331

annual report required in s. 373.036(7). The annual report shall

2332

include a summary of the conditions of the hydrology, water

2333

quality, and aquatic habitat in the northern Everglades based on

2334

the results of the Research and Water Quality Monitoring

2335

Programs, the status of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

2336

Construction Project, the status of the Caloosahatchee River

2337

Watershed Construction Project, and the status of the St. Lucie

2338

River Watershed Construction Project. In addition, the report

2339

shall contain an annual accounting of the expenditure of funds

2340

from the Save Our Everglades Trust Fund. At a minimum, the

2341

annual report shall provide detail by program and plan,

2342

including specific information concerning the amount and use of

2343

funds from federal, state, or local government sources. In

2344

detailing the use of these funds, the district shall indicate

2345

those designated to meet requirements for matching funds. The

2346

district shall prepare the report in cooperation with the other

2347

coordinating agencies and affected local governments. The

2348

department shall report on the status of the Lake Okeechobee

2349

Basin Management Action Plan, the Caloosahatchee River Watershed
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2350

Basin Management Action Plan, and the St. Lucie River Watershed

2351

Basin Management Action Plan. The Department of Agriculture and

2352

Consumer Services shall report on the status of the

2353

implementation of the agricultural nonpoint source best

2354

management practices, including an implementation assurance

2355

report summarizing survey responses and response rates, site

2356

inspections, and other methods used to verify implementation of

2357

and compliance with best management practices in the Lake

2358

Okeechobee, Caloosahatchee River and St. Lucie River watersheds.

2359

(7) LAKE OKEECHOBEE PROTECTION PERMITS.—

2360

(a) The Legislature finds that the Lake Okeechobee

2361

Watershed Protection Program will benefit Lake Okeechobee and

2362

downstream receiving waters and is in consistent with the public

2363

interest. The Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project and

2364

structures discharging into or from Lake Okeechobee shall be

2365

constructed, operated, and maintained in accordance with this

2366

section.

2367

(b) Permits obtained pursuant to this section are in lieu

2368

of all other permits under this chapter or chapter 403, except

2369

those issued under s. 403.0885, if applicable. No Additional

2370

permits are not required for the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

2371

Construction Project, or structures discharging into or from

2372

Lake Okeechobee, if such project or structures are permitted

2373

under this section. Construction activities related to

2374

implementation of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed Construction

2375

Project may be initiated before prior to final agency action, or

2376

notice of intended agency action, on any permit from the

2377

department under this section.

2378

(c)1. Within 90 days of completion of the diversion plans
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2379

set forth in Department Consent Orders 91-0694, 91-0707, 91-

2380

0706, 91-0705, and RT50-205564, Owners or operators of existing

2381

structures which discharge into or from Lake Okeechobee that

2382

were subject to Department Consent Orders 91-0694, 91-0705, 91-

2383

0706, 91-0707, and RT50-205564 and that are subject to the

2384

provisions of s. 373.4592(4)(a) do not require a permit under

2385

this section and shall be governed by permits issued under apply

2386

for a permit from the department to operate and maintain such

2387

structures. By September 1, 2000, owners or operators of all

2388

other existing structures which discharge into or from Lake

2389

Okeechobee shall apply for a permit from the department to

2390

operate and maintain such structures. The department shall issue

2391

one or more such permits for a term of 5 years upon the

2392

demonstration of reasonable assurance that schedules and

2393

strategies to achieve and maintain compliance with water quality

2394

standards have been provided for, to the maximum extent

2395

practicable, and that operation of the structures otherwise

2396

complies with provisions of ss. 373.413 and 373.416 and the Lake

2397

Okeechobee Basin Management Action Plan adopted pursuant to s.

2398

403.067.

2399

1. Permits issued under this paragraph shall also contain

2400

reasonable conditions to ensure that discharges of waters

2401

through structures:

2402

a. Are adequately and accurately monitored;

2403

b. Will not degrade existing Lake Okeechobee water quality

2404

and will result in an overall reduction of phosphorus input into

2405

Lake Okeechobee, as set forth in the district’s Technical

2406

Publication 81-2 and the total maximum daily load established in

2407

accordance with s. 403.067, to the maximum extent practicable;
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2408
2409
2410

and
c. Do not pose a serious danger to public health, safety,
or welfare.

2411

2. For the purposes of this paragraph, owners and operators

2412

of existing structures which are subject to the provisions of s.

2413

373.4592(4)(a) and which discharge into or from Lake Okeechobee

2414

shall be deemed in compliance with this paragraph the term

2415

“maximum extent practicable” if they are in full compliance with

2416

the conditions of permits under chapter chapters 40E-61 and 40E-

2417

63, Florida Administrative Code.

2418

3. By January 1, 2017 2004, the district shall submit to

2419

the department a complete application for a permit modification

2420

to the Lake Okeechobee structure permits to incorporate proposed

2421

changes necessary to ensure that discharges through the

2422

structures covered by this permit are consistent with the basin

2423

management action plan adopted pursuant to achieve state water

2424

quality standards, including the total maximum daily load

2425

established in accordance with s. 403.067. These changes shall

2426

be designed to achieve such compliance with state water quality

2427

standards no later than January 1, 2015.

2428

(d) The department shall require permits for district

2429

regional projects that are part of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed

2430

Construction Project facilities. However, projects identified in

2431

sub-subparagraph (3)(b)1.b. that qualify as exempt pursuant to

2432

s. 373.406 do shall not require need permits under this section.

2433

Such permits shall be issued for a term of 5 years upon the

2434 demonstration of reasonable assurances that:
2435

1. District regional projects that are part of the Lake

2436

Okeechobee Watershed Construction Project shall facility, based
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2437

upon the conceptual design documents and any subsequent detailed

2438

design documents developed by the district, will achieve the

2439

design objectives for phosphorus required in subparagraph

2440

(3)(a)1. paragraph (3)(b);

2441

2. For water quality standards other than phosphorus, the

2442

quality of water discharged from the facility is of equal or

2443

better quality than the inflows;

2444
2445
2446

3. Discharges from the facility do not pose a serious
danger to public health, safety, or welfare; and
4. Any impacts on wetlands or state-listed species

2447

resulting from implementation of that facility of the Lake

2448

Okeechobee Construction Project are minimized and mitigated, as

2449

appropriate.

2450

(e) At least 60 days before prior to the expiration of any

2451

permit issued under this section, the permittee may apply for a

2452

renewal thereof for a period of 5 years.

2453

(f) Permits issued under this section may include any

2454

standard conditions provided by department rule which are

2455

appropriate and consistent with this section.

2456

(g) Permits issued under pursuant to this section may be

2457

modified, as appropriate, upon review and approval by the

2458

department.

2459

Section 16. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) and subsection

2460

(3) of section 373.467, Florida Statutes, are amended, to read:

2461

373.467 The Harris Chain of Lakes Restoration Council.—

2462

There is created within the St. Johns River Water Management

2463

District, with assistance from the Fish and Wildlife

2464

Conservation Commission and the Lake County Water Authority, the

2465

Harris Chain of Lakes Restoration Council.
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2466

(1)(a) The council shall consist of nine voting members,

2467

which shall include: a representative of waterfront property

2468

owners, a representative of the sport fishing industry, a person

2469

with experience in an environmental science or regulation

2470

engineer, a person with training in biology or another

2471

scientific discipline, a person with training as an attorney, a

2472

physician, a person with training as an engineer, and two

2473

residents of the county who are do not required to meet any

2474

additional of the other qualifications for membership enumerated

2475

in this paragraph, each to be appointed by the Lake County

2476

legislative delegation. The Lake County legislative delegation

2477

may waive the qualifications for membership on a case-by-case

2478

basis if good cause is shown. A No person serving on the council

2479

may not be appointed to a council, board, or commission of any

2480

council advisory group agency. The council members shall serve

2481

as advisors to the governing board of the St. Johns River Water

2482

Management District. The council is subject to the provisions of

2483

chapters 119 and 120.

2484

(3) The council shall meet at the call of its chair, at the

2485

request of six of its members, or at the request of the chair of

2486

the governing board of the St. Johns River Water Management

2487

District. Resignation by a council member, or failure by a

2488

council member to attend three consecutive meetings without an

2489

excuse approved by the chair, results in a vacancy on the

2490

council.

2491

Section 17. Paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (6) of

2492

section 373.536, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

2493

373.536 District budget and hearing thereon.—

2494

(6) FINAL BUDGET; ANNUAL AUDIT; CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN;
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2495

WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT WORK PROGRAM.—

2496

(a) Each district must, by the date specified for each

2497

item, furnish copies of the following documents to the Governor,

2498

the President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of

2499

Representatives, the chairs of all legislative committees and

2500

subcommittees having substantive or fiscal jurisdiction over the

2501

districts, as determined by the President of the Senate or the

2502

Speaker of the House of Representatives as applicable, the

2503

secretary of the department, and the governing board of each

2504

county in which the district has jurisdiction or derives any

2505

funds for the operations of the district:

2506
2507
2508

1. The adopted budget, to be furnished within 10 days after
its adoption.
2. A financial audit of its accounts and records, to be

2509

furnished within 10 days after its acceptance by the governing

2510

board. The audit must be conducted in accordance with s. 11.45

2511

and the rules adopted thereunder. In addition to the entities

2512

named above, the district must provide a copy of the audit to

2513

the Auditor General within 10 days after its acceptance by the

2514

governing board.

2515

3. A 5-year capital improvements plan, to be included in

2516

the consolidated annual report required by s. 373.036(7). The

2517

plan must include expected sources of revenue for planned

2518

improvements and must be prepared in a manner comparable to the

2519

fixed capital outlay format set forth in s. 216.043.

2520

4. A 5-year water resource development work program to be

2521

furnished within 30 days after the adoption of the final budget.

2522

The program must describe the district’s implementation strategy

2523

and include an annual funding plan for each of the 5 years
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2524

included in the plan for the water resource and, water supply,

2525

development components, including and alternative water supply

2526

development, components of each approved regional water supply

2527

plan developed or revised under s. 373.709. The work program

2528

must address all the elements of the water resource development

2529

component in the district’s approved regional water supply

2530

plans, as well as the water supply projects proposed for

2531

district funding and assistance. The annual funding plan shall

2532

identify both anticipated available district funding and

2533

additional funding needs for the second through fifth years of

2534

the funding plan. The work program and must identify projects in

2535

the work program which will provide water; explain how each

2536

water resource and, water supply, and alternative water supply

2537

development project will produce additional water available for

2538

consumptive uses; estimate the quantity of water to be produced

2539

by each project; and provide an assessment of the contribution

2540

of the district’s regional water supply plans in supporting the

2541

implementation of minimum flows and minimum water levels and

2542

water reservations; and ensure providing sufficient water is

2543

available needed to timely meet the water supply needs of

2544

existing and future reasonable-beneficial uses for a 1-in-10-

2545

year drought event and to avoid the adverse effects of

2546 competition for water supplies.
2547

(b) Within 30 days after its submittal, the department

2548

shall review the proposed work program and submit its findings,

2549

questions, and comments to the district. The review must include

2550

a written evaluation of the program’s consistency with the

2551 furtherance of the district’s approved regional water supply plans,
2552

and the adequacy of proposed expenditures. As part of the
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2553

review, the department shall post the proposed work program on

2554

its website and give interested parties the opportunity to

2555

provide written comments on each district’s proposed work

2556

program. Within 45 days after receipt of the department’s

2557

evaluation, the governing board shall state in writing to the

2558

department which of the changes recommended in the evaluation it

2559

will incorporate into its work program submitted as part of the

2560

March 1 consolidated annual report required by s. 373.036(7) or

2561

specify the reasons for not incorporating the changes. The

2562

department shall include the district’s responses in a final

2563

evaluation report and shall submit a copy of the report to the

2564

Governor, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the

2565

House of Representatives.

2566
2567
2568

Section 18. Subsection (9) of section 373.703, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:
373.703 Water production; general powers and duties.—In the

2569

performance of, and in conjunction with, its other powers and

2570

duties, the governing board of a water management district

2571

existing pursuant to this chapter:

2572

(9) May join with one or more other water management

2573

districts, counties, municipalities, special districts, publicly

2574

owned or privately owned water utilities, multijurisdictional

2575

water supply entities, regional water supply authorities,

2576

private landowners, or self-suppliers for the purpose of

2577

carrying out its powers, and may contract with such other

2578

entities to finance acquisitions, construction, operation, and

2579

maintenance, provided that such contracts are consistent with

2580

the public interest. The contract may provide for contributions

2581

to be made by each party to the contract for the division and
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2582

apportionment of the expenses of acquisitions, construction,

2583

operation, and maintenance, and for the division and

2584

apportionment of resulting benefits, services, and products. The

2585

contracts may contain other covenants and agreements necessary

2586

and appropriate to accomplish their purposes.

2587

Section 19. Paragraph (b) of subsection (2), subsection

2588

(3), and paragraph (b) of subsection (4) of section 373.705,

2589

Florida Statutes, are amended, and subsection (5) is added to

2590

that section, to read:

2591
2592

373.705 Water resource development; water supply
development.—

2593

(2) It is the intent of the Legislature that:

2594

(b) Water management districts take the lead in identifying

2595

and implementing water resource development projects, and be

2596

responsible for securing necessary funding for regionally

2597

significant water resource development projects, including

2598

regionally significant projects that prevent or limit adverse

2599

water resource impacts, avoid competition among water users, or

2600

support the provision of new water supplies in order to meet a

2601

minimum flow or minimum water level or to implement a recovery

2602

or prevention strategy or water reservation.

2603

(3)(a) The water management districts shall fund and

2604

implement water resource development as defined in s. 373.019.

2605

The water management districts are encouraged to implement water

2606

resource development as expeditiously as possible in areas

2607

subject to regional water supply plans.

2608

(b) Each governing board shall include in its annual budget

2609 submittals required under this chapter:
2610

1. The amount of funds for each project in the annual
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2611
2612

funding plan developed pursuant to s. 373.536(6)(a)4.; and
2. The total amount needed for the fiscal year to implement

2613

water resource development projects, as prioritized in its

2614

regional water supply plans.

2615

(4)

2616

(b) Water supply development projects that meet the

2617

criteria in paragraph (a) and that meet one or more of the

2618

following additional criteria shall be given first consideration

2619

for state or water management district funding assistance:

2620

1. The project brings about replacement of existing sources

2621

in order to help implement a minimum flow or minimum water

2622

level; or

2623

2. The project implements reuse that assists in the

2624

elimination of domestic wastewater ocean outfalls as provided in

2625

s. 403.086(9); or

2626
2627
2628

3. The project reduces or eliminates the adverse effects of
competition between legal users and the natural system.
(5) The water management districts shall promote expanded

2629

cost-share criteria for additional conservation practices, such

2630

as soil and moisture sensors and other irrigation improvements,

2631

water-saving equipment, and water-saving household fixtures, and

2632

software technologies that can achieve verifiable water

2633

conservation by providing water use information to utility

2634

customers.

2635

Section 20. Paragraph (f) of subsection (3), paragraph (a)

2636

of subsection (6), and paragraph (e) of subsection (8) of

2637

section 373.707, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

2638

373.707 Alternative water supply development.—

2639

(3) The primary roles of the water management districts in
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2640

water resource development as it relates to supporting

2641

alternative water supply development are:

2642

(f) The provision of technical and financial assistance to

2643

local governments and publicly owned and privately owned water

2644

utilities for alternative water supply projects and to self-

2645

suppliers for alternative water supply projects to the extent

2646

that such assistance to self-suppliers promotes the policies in

2647

paragraph (1)(f).

2648

(6)(a) If state The statewide funds are provided through

2649

specific appropriation or pursuant to the Water Protection and

2650

Sustainability Program, such funds serve to supplement existing

2651

water management district or basin board funding for alternative

2652

water supply development assistance and should not result in a

2653

reduction of such funding. For each project identified in the

2654

annual funding plans prepared pursuant to s. 373.536(6)(a)4.

2655

Therefore, the water management districts shall include in the

2656

annual tentative and adopted budget submittals required under

2657

this chapter the amount of funds allocated for water resource

2658

development that supports alternative water supply development

2659

and the funds allocated for alternative water supply projects

2660

selected for inclusion in the Water Protection and

2661

Sustainability Program. It shall be the goal of each water

2662

management district and basin boards that the combined funds

2663

allocated annually for these purposes be, at a minimum, the

2664

equivalent of 100 percent of the state funding provided to the

2665

water management district for alternative water supply

2666

development. If this goal is not achieved, the water management

2667

district shall provide in the budget submittal an explanation of

2668

the reasons or constraints that prevent this goal from being
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2669

met, an explanation of how the goal will be met in future years,

2670

and affirmation of match is required during the budget review

2671

process as established under s. 373.536(5). The Suwannee River

2672

Water Management District and the Northwest Florida Water

2673

Management District shall not be required to meet the match

2674

requirements of this paragraph; however, they shall try to

2675

achieve the match requirement to the greatest extent

2676

practicable.

2677

(8)

2678

(e) Applicants for projects that may receive funding

2679

assistance pursuant to the Water Protection and Sustainability

2680

Program shall, at a minimum, be required to pay 60 percent of

2681

the project’s construction costs. The water management districts

2682

may, at their discretion, totally or partially waive this

2683

requirement for projects sponsored by:

2684
2685
2686

1. Financially disadvantaged small local governments as
defined in former s. 403.885(5); or
2. Water users for projects determined by a water

2687

management district governing board to be in the public interest

2688

pursuant to paragraph (1)(f), if the projects are not otherwise

2689

financially feasible.

2690
2691

The water management districts or basin boards may, at their

2692

discretion, use ad valorem or federal revenues to assist a

2693

project applicant in meeting the requirements of this paragraph.

2694

Section 21. Subsection (2) and paragraphs (a) and (e) of

2695

subsection (6) of section 373.709, Florida Statutes, are amended

2696

to read:

2697

373.709 Regional water supply planning.—
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2698

(2) Each regional water supply plan must be based on at

2699

least a 20-year planning period and must include, but need not

2700

be limited to:

2701

(a) A water supply development component for each water

2702

supply planning region identified by the district which

2703

includes:

2704

1. A quantification of the water supply needs for all

2705

existing and future reasonable-beneficial uses within the

2706

planning horizon. The level-of-certainty planning goal

2707

associated with identifying the water supply needs of existing

2708

and future reasonable-beneficial uses must be based upon meeting

2709

those needs for a 1-in-10-year drought event.

2710

a. Population projections used for determining public water

2711

supply needs must be based upon the best available data. In

2712

determining the best available data, the district shall consider

2713

the University of Florida Florida’s Bureau of Economic and

2714

Business Research (BEBR) medium population projections and

2715

population projection data and analysis submitted by a local

2716

government pursuant to the public workshop described in

2717

subsection (1) if the data and analysis support the local

2718

government’s comprehensive plan. Any adjustment of or deviation

2719

from the BEBR projections must be fully described, and the

2720

original BEBR data must be presented along with the adjusted

2721

data.

2722

b. Agricultural demand projections used for determining the

2723

needs of agricultural self-suppliers must be based upon the best

2724

available data. In determining the best available data for

2725

agricultural self-supplied water needs, the district shall

2726

consider the data indicative of future water supply demands
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2727

provided by the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

2728

pursuant to s. 570.93 and agricultural demand projection data

2729

and analysis submitted by a local government pursuant to the

2730

public workshop described in subsection (1), if the data and

2731

analysis support the local government’s comprehensive plan. Any

2732

adjustment of or deviation from the data provided by the

2733

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services must be fully

2734

described, and the original data must be presented along with

2735 the adjusted data.
2736

2. A list of water supply development project options,

2737

including traditional and alternative water supply project

2738

options that are technically and financially feasible, from

2739

which local government, government-owned and privately owned

2740

utilities, regional water supply authorities,

2741 multijurisdictional water supply entities, self-suppliers, and others
2742

may choose for water supply development. In addition to projects

2743 listed by the district, such users may propose specific projects for
2744

inclusion in the list of alternative water supply projects. If such

2745

users propose a project to be listed as an alternative water supply

2746

project, the district shall determine whether it meets the goals of

2747

the plan, and, if so, it shall be included in the list. The total

2748

capacity of the projects

2749 included in the plan must exceed the needs identified in subparagraph
2750

1. and take into account water conservation and

2751

other demand management measures, as well as water resources

2752 constraints, including adopted minimum flows and minimum water levels
2753

and water reservations. Where the district determines it

2754

is appropriate, the plan should specifically identify the need

2755

for multijurisdictional approaches to project options that,
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2756

based on planning level analysis, are appropriate to supply the

2757

intended uses and that, based on such analysis, appear to be

2758

permittable and financially and technically feasible. The list

2759

of water supply development options must contain provisions that

2760

recognize that alternative water supply options for agricultural

2761

self-suppliers are limited.

2762
2763
2764
2765
2766

3. For each project option identified in subparagraph 2.,
the following must be provided:
a. An estimate of the amount of water to become available
through the project.
b. The timeframe in which the project option should be

2767

implemented and the estimated planning-level costs for capital

2768

investment and operating and maintaining the project.

2769

c. An analysis of funding needs and sources of possible

2770

funding options. For alternative water supply projects, the

2771

water management districts shall provide funding assistance

2772

pursuant to s. 373.707(8).

2773
2774

d. Identification of the entity that should implement each
project option and the current status of project implementation.

2775

(b) A water resource development component that includes:

2776

1. A listing of those water resource development projects

2777

that support water supply development for all existing and

2778

future reasonable-beneficial uses as described in paragraph

2779

(2)(a) and for the natural systems as identified in the recovery

2780

or prevention strategies for adopted minimum flows and minimum

2781

water levels or water reservations.

2782

2. For each water resource development project listed:

2783

a. An estimate of the amount of water to become available

2784
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2785

beneficial uses as described in paragraph (2)(a) and for the

2786

natural systems as identified in the recovery or prevention

2787

strategies for adopted minimum flows and minimum water levels or

2788

water reservations.

2789

b. The timeframe in which the project option should be

2790

implemented and the estimated planning-level costs for capital

2791

investment and for operating and maintaining the project.

2792
2793
2794
2795
2796
2797
2798

c. An analysis of funding needs and sources of possible
funding options.
d. Identification of the entity that should implement each
project option and the current status of project implementation.
(c) The recovery and prevention strategy described in s.
373.0421(2).
(d) A funding strategy for water resource development

2799

projects, which shall be reasonable and sufficient to pay the

2800

cost of constructing or implementing all of the listed projects.

2801

(e) Consideration of how the project options addressed in

2802

paragraph (a) serve the public interest or save costs overall by

2803

preventing the loss of natural resources or avoiding greater

2804

future expenditures for water resource development or water

2805

supply development. However, unless adopted by rule, these

2806

considerations do not constitute final agency action.

2807

(f) The technical data and information applicable to each

2808

planning region which are necessary to support the regional

2809

water supply plan.

2810
2811
2812
2813

(g) The minimum flows and minimum water levels established
for water resources within each planning region.
(h) Reservations of water adopted by rule pursuant to s.
373.223(4) within each planning region.
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2814

(i) Identification of surface waters or aquifers for which

2815

minimum flows and minimum water levels are scheduled to be

2816

adopted.

2817

(j) An analysis, developed in cooperation with the

2818

department, of areas or instances in which the variance

2819

provisions of s. 378.212(1)(g) or s. 378.404(9) may be used to

2820

create water supply development or water resource development

2821

projects.

2822

(k) An assessment of how the regional water supply plan and

2823

the projects identified in the funding plans prepared pursuant

2824

to sub-subparagraphs (a)3.c. and (b)2.c. support the recovery or

2825

prevention strategies for implementation of adopted minimum

2826

flows and minimum water levels or water reservations, including

2827

minimum flows and minimum water levels for Outstanding Florida

2828

Springs adopted pursuant to s. 373.805; while ensuring that

2829

sufficient water will be available for all existing and future

2830

reasonable-beneficial uses and the natural systems identified

2831

herein; and that the adverse effects of competition for water

2832

supplies will be avoided.

2833

(6) Annually and in conjunction with the reporting

2834

requirements of s. 373.536(6)(a)4., the department shall submit

2835

to the Governor and the Legislature a report on the status of

2836

regional water supply planning in each district. The report

2837

shall include:

2838

(a) A compilation of the estimated costs of and an analysis

2839

of the sufficiency of potential sources of funding from all

2840

sources for water resource development and water supply

2841

development projects as identified in the water management

2842

district regional water supply plans.
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2843

(e) An overall assessment of the progress being made to

2844

develop water supply in each district, including, but not

2845

limited to, an explanation of how each project in the 5-year

2846

water resource development work program developed pursuant to s.

2847

373.536(6)(a)4., either alternative or traditional, will

2848

produce, contribute to, or account for additional water being

2849

made available for consumptive uses, minimum flows and minimum

2850

water levels, or water reservations; an estimate of the quantity

2851

of water to be produced by each project;, and an assessment of

2852

the contribution of the district’s regional water supply plan in

2853

providing sufficient water to meet the needs of existing and

2854

future reasonable-beneficial uses for a 1-in-10-year drought

2855

event, as well as the needs of the natural systems.

2856

Section 22. Part VIII of chapter 373, Florida Statutes,

2857

consisting of ss. 373.801-373.813, Florida Statutes, is created

2858

and entitled the “Florida Springs and Aquifer Protection Act.”

2859

Section 23. Section 373.801, Florida Statutes, is created

2860

to read:

2861

373.801 Legislative findings and intent.—

2862

(1) The Legislature finds that springs are a unique part of

2863

this state’s scenic beauty. Springs provide critical habitat for

2864

plants and animals, including many endangered or threatened

2865

species. Springs also provide immeasurable natural,

2866

recreational, economic, and inherent value. Springs are of great

2867

scientific importance in understanding the diverse functions of

2868

aquatic ecosystems. Water quality of springs is an indicator of

2869

local conditions of the Floridan Aquifer, which is a source of

2870

drinking water for many residents of this state. Water flows in

2871

springs may reflect regional aquifer conditions. In addition,
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2872

springs provide recreational opportunities for swimming,

2873

canoeing, wildlife watching, fishing, cave diving, and many

2874

other activities in this state. These recreational opportunities

2875

and the accompanying tourism they provide are a benefit to local

2876

economies and the economy of the state as a whole.

2877

(2) The Legislature finds that the water quantity and water

2878

quality in springs may be related. For regulatory purposes, the

2879

department has primary responsibility for water quality; the

2880

water management districts have primary responsibility for water

2881

quantity; and the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

2882

Services has primary responsibility for the development and

2883

implementation of agricultural best management practices. Local

2884

governments have primary responsibility for providing domestic

2885

wastewater collection and treatment services and stormwater

2886

management. The foregoing responsible entities must coordinate

2887

to restore and maintain the water quantity and water quality of

2888

the Outstanding Florida Springs.

2889

(3) The Legislature recognizes that:

2890

(a) A spring is only as healthy as its aquifer system. The

2891

groundwater that supplies springs is derived from water that

2892

recharges the aquifer system in the form of seepage from the

2893

land surface and through direct conduits, such as sinkholes.

2894

Springs may be adversely affected by polluted runoff from urban

2895

and agricultural lands; discharges resulting from inadequate

2896

wastewater and stormwater management practices; stormwater

2897

runoff; and reduced water levels of the Floridan Aquifer. As a

2898

result, the hydrologic and environmental conditions of a spring

2899

or spring run are directly influenced by activities and land

2900

uses within a springshed and by water withdrawals from the
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2901
2902

Floridan Aquifer.
(b) Springs, whether found in urban or rural settings, or

2903

on public or private lands, may be threatened by actual or

2904

potential flow reductions and declining water quality. Many of

2905

this state’s springs are demonstrating signs of significant

2906

ecological imbalance, increased nutrient loading, and declining

2907

flow. Without effective remedial action, further declines in

2908

water quality and water quantity may occur.

2909

(c) Springshed boundaries and areas of high vulnerability

2910

within a springshed need to be identified and delineated using

2911

the best available data.

2912

(d) Springsheds typically cross water management district

2913

boundaries and local government jurisdictional boundaries, so a

2914

coordinated statewide springs protection plan is needed.

2915
2916
2917

(e) The aquifers and springs of this state are complex
systems affected by many variables and influences.
(4) The Legislature recognizes that action is urgently

2918

needed and, as additional data is acquired, action must be

2919

modified.

2920
2921

Section 24. Section 373.802, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:

2922

373.802 Definitions.—As used in this part, the term:

2923

(1) “Department” means the Department of Environmental

2924

Protection, which includes the Florida Geological Survey or its

2925

successor agencies.

2926

(2) “Local government” means a county or municipal

2927

government the jurisdictional boundaries of which include an

2928

Outstanding Florida Spring or any part of a springshed or

2929

delineated priority focus area of an Outstanding Florida Spring.
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2930

(3) “Onsite sewage treatment and disposal system” means a

2931

system that contains a standard subsurface, filled, or mound

2932

drainfield system; an aerobic treatment unit; a graywater system

2933

tank; a laundry wastewater system tank; a septic tank; a grease

2934

interceptor; a pump tank; a solids or effluent pump; a

2935

waterless, incinerating, or organic waste-composting toilet; or

2936

a sanitary pit privy that is installed or proposed to be

2937

installed beyond the building sewer on land of the owner or on

2938

other land on which the owner has the legal right to install

2939

such system. The term includes any item placed within, or

2940

intended to be used as a part of or in conjunction with, the

2941

system. The term does not include package sewage treatment

2942

facilities and other treatment works regulated under chapter

2943

403.

2944

(4) “Outstanding Florida Spring” includes all historic

2945

first magnitude springs, including their associated spring runs,

2946

as determined by the department using the most recent Florida

2947

Geological Survey springs bulletin, and the following additional

2948

springs, including their associated spring runs:

2949

(a) De Leon Springs;

2950

(b) Peacock Springs;

2951

(c) Poe Springs;

2952

(d) Rock Springs;

2953

(e) Wekiwa Springs; and

2954

(f) Gemini Springs.

2955
2956

The term does not include submarine springs or river rises.

2957

(5) “Priority focus area” means the area or areas of a

2958

basin where the Floridan Aquifer is generally most vulnerable to
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2959

pollutant inputs where there is a known connectivity between

2960

groundwater pathways and an Outstanding Florida Spring, as

2961

determined by the department in consultation with the

2962

appropriate water management districts, and delineated in a

2963

basin management action plan.

2964

(6) “Springshed” means the areas within the groundwater and

2965

surface water basins which contribute, based upon all relevant

2966

facts, circumstances, and data, to the discharge of a spring as

2967

defined by potentiometric surface maps and surface watershed

2968

boundaries.

2969

(7) “Spring run” means a body of flowing water that

2970

originates from a spring or whose primary source of water is a

2971

spring or springs under average rainfall conditions.

2972

(8) “Spring vent” means a location where groundwater flows

2973

out of a natural, discernible opening in the ground onto the

2974

land surface or into a predominantly fresh surface water body.

2975

Section 25. Section 373.803, Florida Statutes, is created

2976
2977

to read:
373.803 Delineation of priority focus areas for Outstanding

2978

Florida Springs.—Using the best data available from the water

2979

management districts and other credible sources, the department,

2980

in coordination with the water management districts, shall

2981

delineate priority focus areas for each Outstanding Florida

2982

Spring or group of springs that contains one or more Outstanding

2983

Florida Springs and is identified as impaired in accordance with

2984

s. 373.807. In delineating priority focus areas, the department

2985

shall consider groundwater travel time to the spring,

2986

hydrogeology, nutrient load, and any other factors that may lead

2987

to degradation of an Outstanding Florida Spring. The delineation
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2988

of priority focus areas must be completed by July 1, 2018, shall

2989

use understood and identifiable boundaries such as roads or

2990

political jurisdictions for ease of implementation, and is

2991

effective upon incorporation in a basin management action plan.

2992
2993
2994
2995
2996

Section 26. Section 373.805, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:
373.805 Minimum flows and minimum water levels for
Outstanding Florida Springs.—
(1) At the time a minimum flow or minimum water level is

2997

adopted pursuant to s. 373.042 for an Outstanding Florida

2998

Spring, if the spring is below or is projected within 20 years

2999

to fall below the minimum flow or minimum water level, a water

3000

management district or the department shall concurrently adopt a

3001

recovery or prevention strategy.

3002

(2) When a minimum flow or minimum water level for an

3003

Outstanding Florida Spring is revised pursuant to s.

3004

373.0421(3), if the spring is below or is projected within 20

3005

years to fall below the minimum flow or minimum water level, a

3006

water management district or the department shall concurrently

3007

adopt a recovery or prevention strategy or modify an existing

3008

recovery or prevention strategy. A district or the department

3009

may adopt the revised minimum flow or minimum water level before

3010

the adoption of a recovery or prevention strategy if the revised

3011

minimum flow or minimum water level is less constraining on

3012

existing or projected future consumptive uses.

3013

(3) For an Outstanding Florida Spring without an adopted

3014

recovery or prevention strategy, if a district or the department

3015

determines the spring has fallen below, or is projected within

3016

20 years to fall below, the adopted minimum flow or minimum
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3017

water level, a water management district or the department shall

3018

expeditiously adopt a recovery or prevention strategy.

3019
3020
3021
3022

(4) The recovery or prevention strategy for each
Outstanding Florida Spring must, at a minimum, include:
(a) A listing of all specific projects identified for
implementation of the plan;

3023

(b) A priority listing of each project;

3024

(c) For each listed project, the estimated cost of and the

3025
3026

estimated date of completion;
(d) The source and amount of financial assistance to be

3027

made available by the water management district for each listed

3028

project, which may not be less than 25 percent of the total

3029

project cost unless a specific funding source or sources are

3030

identified which will provide more than 75 percent of the total

3031

project cost. The Northwest Florida Water Management District

3032

and the Suwannee River Water Management District are not

3033

required to meet the minimum requirement to provide financial

3034

assistance pursuant to this paragraph;

3035
3036
3037

(e) An estimate of each listed project’s benefit to an
Outstanding Florida Spring; and
(f) An implementation plan designed with a target to

3038

achieve the adopted minimum flow or minimum water level no more

3039

than 20 years after the adoption of a recovery or prevention

3040

strategy.

3041
3042

The water management district or the department shall develop a

3043

schedule establishing 5-year, 10-year, and 15-year targets for

3044

achieving the adopted minimum flows or minimum water levels. The

3045

schedule shall be used to provide guidance for planning and
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3046
3047

funding purposes and is exempt from chapter 120.
(5) A local government may apply to the department for a

3048

single extension of up to 5 years for any project in an adopted

3049

recovery or prevention strategy. The department may grant the

3050

extension if the local government provides to the department

3051

sufficient evidence that an extension is in the best interest of

3052

the public. For a local government in a rural area of

3053

opportunity, as defined in s. 288.0656, the department may grant

3054

a single extension of up to 10 years.

3055
3056
3057

Section 27. Section 373.807, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:
373.807 Protection of water quality in Outstanding Florida

3058

Springs.—By July 1, 2016, the department shall initiate

3059

assessment, pursuant to s. 403.067(3), of Outstanding Florida

3060

Springs or spring systems for which an impairment determination

3061

has not been made under the numeric nutrient standards in effect

3062

for spring vents. Assessments must be completed by July 1, 2018.

3063

(1)(a) Concurrent with the adoption of a nutrient total

3064

maximum daily load for an Outstanding Florida Spring, the

3065

department, or the department in conjunction with a water

3066

management district, shall initiate development of a basin

3067

management action plan, as specified in s. 403.067. For an

3068

Outstanding Florida Spring with a nutrient total maximum daily

3069

load adopted before July 1, 2016, the department, or the

3070

department in conjunction with a water management district,

3071

shall initiate development of a basin management action plan by

3072

July 1, 2016. During the development of a basin management

3073

action plan, if the department identifies onsite sewage

3074

treatment and disposal systems as contributors of at least 20
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3075

percent of nonpoint source nitrogen pollution or if the

3076

department determines remediation is necessary to achieve the

3077

total maximum daily load, the basin management action plan shall

3078

include an onsite sewage treatment and disposal system

3079

remediation plan pursuant to subsection (3) for those systems

3080

identified as requiring remediation.

3081

(b) A basin management action plan for an Outstanding

3082

Florida Spring shall be adopted within 2 years after its

3083

initiation and must include, at a minimum:

3084
3085
3086

1. A list of all specific projects and programs identified
to implement a nutrient total maximum daily load;
2. A list of all specific projects identified in any

3087

incorporated onsite sewage treatment and disposal system

3088

remediation plan, if applicable;

3089

3. A priority rank for each listed project;

3090

4. For each listed project, a planning level cost estimate

3091
3092

and the estimated date of completion;
5. The source and amount of financial assistance to be made

3093

available by the department, a water management district, or

3094

other entity for each listed project;

3095
3096
3097

6. An estimate of each listed project’s nutrient load
reduction;
7. Identification of each point source or category of

3098

nonpoint sources, including, but not limited to, urban turf

3099

fertilizer, sports turf fertilizer, agricultural fertilizer,

3100

onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems, wastewater

3101

treatment facilities, animal wastes, and stormwater facilities.

3102

An estimated allocation of the pollutant load must be provided

3103

for each point source or category of nonpoint sources; and
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3104

8. An implementation plan designed with a target to achieve

3105

the nutrient total maximum daily load no more than 20 years

3106

after the adoption of a basin management action plan.

3107
3108

The department shall develop a schedule establishing 5-year, 10-

3109

year, and 15-year targets for achieving the nutrient total

3110

maximum daily load. The schedule shall be used to provide

3111

guidance for planning and funding purposes and is exempt from

3112

chapter 120.

3113

(c) For a basin management action plan adopted before July

3114

1, 2016, which addresses an Outstanding Florida Spring, the

3115

department or the department in conjunction with a water

3116

management district must revise the plan if necessary to comply

3117

with this section by July 1, 2018.

3118

(d) A local government may apply to the department for a

3119

single extension of up to 5 years for any project in an adopted

3120

basin management action plan. A local government in a rural area

3121

of opportunity, as defined in s. 288.0656, may apply for a

3122

single extension of up to 10 years for such a project. The

3123

department may grant the extension if the local government

3124

provides to the department sufficient evidence that an extension

3125

is in the best interest of the public.

3126

(2) By July 1, 2017, each local government, as defined in

3127

s. 373.802(2), that has not adopted an ordinance pursuant to s.

3128

403.9337, shall develop, enact, and implement an ordinance

3129

pursuant to that section. It is the intent of the Legislature

3130

that ordinances required to be adopted under this subsection

3131

reflect the latest scientific information, advancements, and

3132

technological improvements in the industry.
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3133

(3) As part of a basin management action plan that includes

3134

an Outstanding Florida Spring, the department, the Department of

3135

Health, relevant local governments, and relevant local public

3136

and private wastewater utilities, shall develop an onsite sewage

3137

treatment and disposal system remediation plan for a spring if

3138

the department determines onsite sewage treatment and disposal

3139

systems within a priority focus area contribute at least 20

3140

percent of nonpoint source nitrogen pollution or if the

3141

department determines remediation is necessary to achieve the

3142

total maximum daily load. The plan shall identify cost-effective

3143

and financially feasible projects necessary to reduce the

3144

nutrient impacts from onsite sewage treatment and disposal

3145

systems and shall be completed and adopted as part of the basin

3146

management action plan no later than the first 5-year milestone

3147

required by subparagraph (1)(b)8. The department is the lead

3148

agency in coordinating the preparation of and the adoption of

3149

the plan. The department shall:

3150

(a) Collect and evaluate credible scientific information on

3151

the effect of nutrients, particularly forms of nitrogen, on

3152

springs and springs systems; and

3153

(b) Develop a public education plan to provide area

3154

residents with reliable, understandable information about onsite

3155

sewage treatment and disposal systems and springs.

3156
3157

In addition to the requirements in s. 403.067, the plan shall

3158

include options for repair, upgrade, replacement, drainfield

3159

modification, addition of effective nitrogen reducing features,

3160

connection to a central sewerage system, or other action for an

3161

onsite sewage treatment and disposal system or group of systems
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3162

within a priority focus area that contribute at least 20 percent

3163

of nonpoint source nitrogen pollution or if the department

3164

determines remediation is necessary to achieve a total maximum

3165

daily load. For these systems, the department shall include in

3166

the plan a priority ranking for each system or group of systems

3167

that requires remediation and shall award funds to implement the

3168

remediation projects contingent on an appropriation in the

3169

General Appropriations Act, which may include all or part of the

3170

costs necessary for repair, upgrade, replacement, drainfield

3171

modification, addition of effective nitrogen reducing features,

3172

initial connection to a central sewerage system, or other

3173

action. In awarding funds, the department may consider expected

3174

nutrient reduction benefit per unit cost, size and scope of

3175

project, relative local financial contribution to the project,

3176

and the financial impact on property owners and the community.

3177

The department may waive matching funding requirements for

3178

proposed projects within an area designated as a rural area of

3179

opportunity under s. 288.0656.

3180

(4) The department shall provide notice to a local

3181

government of all permit applicants under s. 403.814(12) in a

3182

priority focus area of an Outstanding Florida Spring over which

3183

the local government has full or partial jurisdiction.

3184
3185

Section 28. Section 373.811, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:

3186

373.811 Prohibited activities within a priority focus

3187

area.—The following activities are prohibited within a priority

3188

focus area in effect for an Outstanding Florida Spring:

3189

(1) New domestic wastewater disposal facilities, including

3190

rapid infiltration basins, with permitted capacities of 100,000
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3191

gallons per day or more, except for those facilities that meet

3192

an advanced wastewater treatment standard of no more than 3 mg/l

3193

total nitrogen, expressed as N, on an annual permitted basis, or

3194

a more stringent treatment standard if the department determines

3195

the more stringent standard is necessary to attain a total

3196

maximum daily load for the Outstanding Florida Spring.

3197

(2) New onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems on

3198

lots of less than 1 acre, if the addition of the specific

3199

systems conflicts with an onsite treatment and disposal system

3200

remediation plan incorporated into a basin management action

3201

plan in accordance with s. 373.807(3).

3202

(3) New facilities for the disposal of hazardous waste.

3203

(4) The land application of Class A or Class B domestic

3204

wastewater biosolids not in accordance with a department

3205

approved nutrient management plan establishing the rate at which

3206

all biosolids, soil amendments, and sources of nutrients at the

3207

land application site can be applied to the land for crop

3208

production while minimizing the amount of pollutants and

3209

nutrients discharged to groundwater or waters of the state.

3210

(5) New agriculture operations that do not implement best

3211

management practices, measures necessary to achieve pollution

3212

reduction levels established by the department, or groundwater

3213

monitoring plans approved by a water management district or the

3214

department.

3215
3216

Section 29. Section 373.813, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:

3217

373.813 Rules.—

3218

(1) The department shall adopt rules to improve water

3219

quantity and water quality to administer this part, as
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3220
3221

applicable.
(2)(a) The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

3222

is the lead agency coordinating the reduction of agricultural

3223

nonpoint sources of pollution for the protection of Outstanding

3224

Florida Springs. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer

3225

Services and the department, pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(c)4.,

3226

shall study new or revised agricultural best management

3227

practices for improving and protecting Outstanding Florida

3228

Springs and, if necessary, in cooperation with applicable local

3229

governments and stakeholders, initiate rulemaking to require the

3230

implementation of such practices within a reasonable period.

3231

(b) The department, the Department of Agriculture and

3232

Consumer Services, and the University of Florida Institute of

3233

Food and Agricultural Sciences shall cooperate in conducting the

3234

necessary research and demonstration projects to develop

3235

improved or additional nutrient management tools, including the

3236

use of controlled release fertilizer that can be used by

3237

agricultural producers as part of an agricultural best

3238

management practices program. The development of such tools must

3239

reflect a balance between water quality improvement and

3240

agricultural productivity and, if applicable, must be

3241

incorporated into the revised agricultural best management

3242

practices adopted by rule by the Department of Agriculture and

3243

Consumer Services.

3244
3245

Section 30. Subsection (29) of section 403.061, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:

3246

403.061 Department; powers and duties.—The department shall

3247

have the power and the duty to control and prohibit pollution of

3248

air and water in accordance with the law and rules adopted and
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3249
3250

promulgated by it and, for this purpose, to:
(29)(a) Adopt by rule special criteria to protect Class II

3251

and Class III shellfish harvesting waters. Such rules may

3252

include special criteria for approving docking facilities that

3253

have 10 or fewer slips if the construction and operation of such

3254

facilities will not result in the closure of shellfish waters.

3255

(b) Adopt by rule a specific surface water classification

3256

to protect surface waters used for treated potable water supply.

3257

These designated surface waters shall have the same water

3258

quality criteria protections as waters designated for fish

3259

consumption, recreation, and the propagation and maintenance of

3260

a healthy, well-balanced population of fish and wildlife, and

3261

shall be free from discharged substances at a concentration

3262

that, alone or in combination with other discharged substances,

3263

would require significant alteration of permitted treatment

3264

processes at the permitted treatment facility or that would

3265

otherwise prevent compliance with applicable state drinking

3266

water standards in the treated water. Notwithstanding this

3267

classification or the inclusion of treated water supply as a

3268

designated use of a surface water, a surface water used for

3269

treated potable water supply may be reclassified to the potable

3270

water supply classification.

3271
3272

The department shall implement such programs in conjunction with

3273

its other powers and duties and shall place special emphasis on

3274

reducing and eliminating contamination that presents a threat to

3275

humans, animals or plants, or to the environment.

3276
3277

Section 31. Section 403.0617, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:
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3278
3279
3280

403.0617 Innovative nutrient and sediment reduction and
conservation pilot project program.—
(1) Contingent upon a specific appropriation in the General

3281

Appropriation Act, the department may fund innovative nutrient

3282

and sediment reduction and conservation pilot projects selected

3283

pursuant to this section. These pilot projects are intended to

3284

test the effectiveness of innovative or existing nutrient

3285

reduction or water conservation technologies, programs, or

3286

practices designed to minimize nutrient pollution or restore

3287

flows in the water bodies of the state.

3288

(2) By October 1, 2016, the department shall initiate

3289

rulemaking to establish criteria by which the department will

3290

evaluate and rank pilot projects for funding. The criteria must

3291

include a determination by the department that the pilot project

3292

will not be harmful to the ecological resources in the study

3293

area. The criteria must give preference to projects that will

3294

result in the greatest improvement to water quality and water

3295

quantity for the dollars to be expended for the project. At a

3296

minimum, the department shall consider all of the following:

3297
3298
3299

(a) The level of nutrient impairment of the waterbody,
watershed, or water segment in which the project is located.
(b) The quantity of nutrients the project is estimated to

3300

remove from a water body, watershed, or water segment with a

3301

nutrient total maximum daily load.

3302

(c) The potential for the project to provide a cost-

3303

effective solution to pollution, including pollution caused by

3304

onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems.

3305
3306

(d) The anticipated impact the project will have on
restoring or increasing flow or water level.
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3307

(e) The amount of matching funds for the project which will

3308

be provided by the entities responsible for implementing the

3309

project.

3310

(f) Whether the project is located in a rural area of

3311

opportunity, as defined in s. 288.0656, with preference given to

3312

the local government responsible for implementing the project.

3313

(g) For multiple-year projects, whether the project has

3314

funding sources that are identified and assured through the

3315

expected completion date of the project.

3316
3317
3318

(h) The cost of the project and the length of time it will
take to complete relative to its expected benefits.
(i) Whether the entities responsible for implementing the

3319

project have used their own funds for projects to improve water

3320

quality or conserve water use with preference given to those

3321

entities that have expended such funds.

3322
3323

Section 32. Section 403.0623, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:

3324

403.0623 Environmental data; quality assurance.—

3325

(1) The department must establish, by rule, appropriate

3326

quality assurance requirements for environmental data submitted

3327

to the department and the criteria by which environmental data

3328

may be rejected by the department. The department may adopt and

3329

enforce rules to establish data quality objectives and specify

3330

requirements for training of laboratory and field staff, sample

3331

collection methodology, proficiency testing, and audits of

3332

laboratory and field sampling activities. Such rules may be in

3333

addition to any laboratory certification provisions under ss.

3334

403.0625 and 403.863.

3335

(2)(a) The department, in coordination with the water
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3336

management districts, regional water supply authorities, and the

3337

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services shall establish

3338

standards for the collection and analysis of water quantity,

3339

water quality, and related data to ensure quality, reliability,

3340

and validity of the data and testing results.

3341

(b) To the extent practicable, the department shall

3342

coordinate with federal agencies to ensure that its collection

3343

and analysis of water quality, water quantity, and related data,

3344

which may be used by any state agency, water management

3345

district, or local government, is consistent with this

3346

subsection.

3347

(c) To receive state funds for the acquisition of land or

3348

the financing of a water resource project, state agencies and

3349

water management districts must show that they followed the

3350

department’s collection and analysis standards, if available, as

3351

a prerequisite for any such request for funding.

3352
3353
3354
3355
3356
3357
3358

(d) The department and the water management districts may
adopt rules to implement this subsection.
Section 33. Subsection (7) of section 403.067, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:
403.067 Establishment and implementation of total maximum
daily loads.—
(7) DEVELOPMENT OF BASIN MANAGEMENT PLANS AND

3359

IMPLEMENTATION OF TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOADS.—

3360

(a) Basin management action plans.—

3361

1. In developing and implementing the total maximum daily

3362

load for a water body, the department, or the department in

3363

conjunction with a water management district, may develop a

3364

basin management action plan that addresses some or all of the
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3365

watersheds and basins tributary to the water body. Such plan

3366

must integrate the appropriate management strategies available

3367

to the state through existing water quality protection programs

3368

to achieve the total maximum daily loads and may provide for

3369

phased implementation of these management strategies to promote

3370

timely, cost-effective actions as provided for in s. 403.151.

3371

The plan must establish a schedule implementing the management

3372

strategies, establish a basis for evaluating the plan’s

3373

effectiveness, and identify feasible funding strategies for

3374

implementing the plan’s management strategies. The management

3375

strategies may include regional treatment systems or other

3376

public works, where appropriate, and voluntary trading of water

3377

quality credits to achieve the needed pollutant load reductions.

3378

2. A basin management action plan must equitably allocate,

3379

pursuant to paragraph (6)(b), pollutant reductions to individual

3380

basins, as a whole to all basins, or to each identified point

3381

source or category of nonpoint sources, as appropriate. For

3382

nonpoint sources for which best management practices have been

3383

adopted, the initial requirement specified by the plan must be

3384

those practices developed pursuant to paragraph (c). Where

3385

appropriate, the plan may take into account the benefits of

3386

pollutant load reduction achieved by point or nonpoint sources

3387

that have implemented management strategies to reduce pollutant

3388

loads, including best management practices, before the

3389

development of the basin management action plan. The plan must

3390

also identify the mechanisms that will address potential future

3391

increases in pollutant loading.

3392
3393

3. The basin management action planning process is intended
to involve the broadest possible range of interested parties,
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3394

with the objective of encouraging the greatest amount of

3395

cooperation and consensus possible. In developing a basin

3396

management action plan, the department shall assure that key

3397

stakeholders, including, but not limited to, applicable local

3398

governments, water management districts, the Department of

3399

Agriculture and Consumer Services, other appropriate state

3400

agencies, local soil and water conservation districts,

3401

environmental groups, regulated interests, and affected

3402

pollution sources, are invited to participate in the process.

3403

The department shall hold at least one public meeting in the

3404

vicinity of the watershed or basin to discuss and receive

3405

comments during the planning process and shall otherwise

3406

encourage public participation to the greatest practicable

3407

extent. Notice of the public meeting must be published in a

3408

newspaper of general circulation in each county in which the

3409

watershed or basin lies not less than 5 days nor more than 15

3410

days before the public meeting. A basin management action plan

3411

does not supplant or otherwise alter any assessment made under

3412

subsection (3) or subsection (4) or any calculation or initial

3413

allocation.

3414
3415
3416

4. Each new or revised basin management action plan shall
include:
a. The appropriate management strategies available through

3417

existing water quality protection programs to achieve total

3418

maximum daily loads, which may provide for phased implementation

3419

to promote timely, cost-effective actions as provided for in s.

3420

403.151;

3421
3422

b. A description of best management practices adopted by
rule;
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3423

c. A list of projects in priority ranking with a planning-

3424

level cost estimate and estimated date of completion for each

3425

listed project;

3426

d. The source and amount of financial assistance to be made

3427

available by the department, a water management district, or

3428

other entity for each listed project, if applicable; and

3429
3430
3431

e. A planning-level estimate of each listed project’s
expected load reduction, if applicable.
5.4. The department shall adopt all or any part of a basin

3432

management action plan and any amendment to such plan by

3433

secretarial order pursuant to chapter 120 to implement the

3434

provisions of this section.

3435

6.5. The basin management action plan must include

3436

milestones for implementation and water quality improvement, and

3437

an associated water quality monitoring component sufficient to

3438

evaluate whether reasonable progress in pollutant load

3439

reductions is being achieved over time. An assessment of

3440

progress toward these milestones shall be conducted every 5

3441

years, and revisions to the plan shall be made as appropriate.

3442

Revisions to the basin management action plan shall be made by

3443

the department in cooperation with basin stakeholders. Revisions

3444

to the management strategies required for nonpoint sources must

3445

follow the procedures set forth in subparagraph (c)4. Revised

3446

basin management action plans must be adopted pursuant to

3447

subparagraph 5 4.

3448

7.6. In accordance with procedures adopted by rule under

3449

paragraph (9)(c), basin management action plans, and other

3450

pollution control programs under local, state, or federal

3451

authority as provided in subsection (4), may allow point or
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3452

nonpoint sources that will achieve greater pollutant reductions

3453

than required by an adopted total maximum daily load or

3454

wasteload allocation to generate, register, and trade water

3455

quality credits for the excess reductions to enable other

3456

sources to achieve their allocation; however, the generation of

3457

water quality credits does not remove the obligation of a source

3458

or activity to meet applicable technology requirements or

3459

adopted best management practices. Such plans must allow trading

3460

between NPDES permittees, and trading that may or may not

3461

involve NPDES permittees, where the generation or use of the

3462

credits involve an entity or activity not subject to department

3463

water discharge permits whose owner voluntarily elects to obtain

3464

department authorization for the generation and sale of credits.

3465

8.7. The provisions of the department’s rule relating to

3466

the equitable abatement of pollutants into surface waters do not

3467

apply to water bodies or water body segments for which a basin

3468

management plan that takes into account future new or expanded

3469

activities or discharges has been adopted under this section.

3470

(b) Total maximum daily load implementation.—

3471

1. The department shall be the lead agency in coordinating

3472

the implementation of the total maximum daily loads through

3473

existing water quality protection programs. Application of a

3474

total maximum daily load by a water management district must be

3475

consistent with this section and does not require the issuance

3476

of an order or a separate action pursuant to s. 120.536(1) or s.

3477

120.54 for the adoption of the calculation and allocation

3478

previously established by the department. Such programs may

3479 include, but are not limited to:
3480

a. Permitting and other existing regulatory programs,
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3481
3482

including water-quality-based effluent limitations;
b. Nonregulatory and incentive-based programs, including

3483

best management practices, cost sharing, waste minimization,

3484

pollution prevention, agreements established pursuant to s.

3485

403.061(21), and public education;

3486

c. Other water quality management and restoration

3487

activities, for example surface water improvement and management

3488

plans approved by water management districts or basin management

3489

action plans developed pursuant to this subsection;

3490
3491

d. Trading of water quality credits or other equitable
economically based agreements;

3492

e. Public works including capital facilities; or

3493

f. Land acquisition.

3494

2. For a basin management action plan adopted pursuant to

3495

paragraph (a), any management strategies and pollutant reduction

3496

requirements associated with a pollutant of concern for which a

3497

total maximum daily load has been developed, including effluent

3498

limits set forth for a discharger subject to NPDES permitting,

3499

if any, must be included in a timely manner in subsequent NPDES

3500

permits or permit modifications for that discharger. The

3501

department may not impose limits or conditions implementing an

3502

adopted total maximum daily load in an NPDES permit until the

3503

permit expires, the discharge is modified, or the permit is

3504

reopened pursuant to an adopted basin management action plan.

3505

a. Absent a detailed allocation, total maximum daily loads

3506

must be implemented through NPDES permit conditions that provide

3507

for a compliance schedule. In such instances, a facility’s NPDES

3508

permit must allow time for the issuance of an order adopting the

3509

basin management action plan. The time allowed for the issuance
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3510

of an order adopting the plan may not exceed 5 years. Upon

3511

issuance of an order adopting the plan, the permit must be

3512

reopened or renewed, as necessary, and permit conditions

3513

consistent with the plan must be established. Notwithstanding

3514

the other provisions of this subparagraph, upon request by an

3515

NPDES permittee, the department as part of a permit issuance,

3516

renewal, or modification may establish individual allocations

3517

before the adoption of a basin management action plan.

3518

b. For holders of NPDES municipal separate storm sewer

3519

system permits and other stormwater sources, implementation of a

3520

total maximum daily load or basin management action plan must be

3521

achieved, to the maximum extent practicable, through the use of

3522

best management practices or other management measures.

3523

c. The basin management action plan does not relieve the

3524

discharger from any requirement to obtain, renew, or modify an

3525

NPDES permit or to abide by other requirements of the permit.

3526

d. Management strategies set forth in a basin management

3527

action plan to be implemented by a discharger subject to

3528

permitting by the department must be completed pursuant to the

3529

schedule set forth in the basin management action plan. This

3530

implementation schedule may extend beyond the 5-year term of an

3531

NPDES permit.

3532

e. Management strategies and pollution reduction

3533

requirements set forth in a basin management action plan for a

3534

specific pollutant of concern are not subject to challenge under

3535

chapter 120 at the time they are incorporated, in an identical

3536 form, into a subsequent NPDES permit or permit modification.
3537
3538

f. For nonagricultural pollutant sources not subject to
NPDES permitting but permitted pursuant to other state,
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3539

regional, or local water quality programs, the pollutant

3540

reduction actions adopted in a basin management action plan must

3541

be implemented to the maximum extent practicable as part of

3542

those permitting programs.

3543

g. A nonpoint source discharger included in a basin

3544

management action plan must demonstrate compliance with the

3545

pollutant reductions established under subsection (6) by

3546

implementing the appropriate best management practices

3547

established pursuant to paragraph (c) or conducting water

3548

quality monitoring prescribed by the department or a water

3549

management district. A nonpoint source discharger may, in

3550

accordance with department rules, supplement the implementation

3551

of best management practices with water quality credit trades in

3552

order to demonstrate compliance with the pollutant reductions

3553

established under subsection (6).

3554

h. A nonpoint source discharger included in a basin

3555

management action plan may be subject to enforcement action by

3556

the department or a water management district based upon a

3557

failure to implement the responsibilities set forth in sub-

3558

subparagraph g.

3559

i. A landowner, discharger, or other responsible person who

3560

is implementing applicable management strategies specified in an

3561

adopted basin management action plan may not be required by

3562

permit, enforcement action, or otherwise to implement additional

3563

management strategies, including water quality credit trading,

3564

to reduce pollutant loads to attain the pollutant reductions

3565

established pursuant to subsection (6) and shall be deemed to be

3566

in compliance with this section. This subparagraph does not

3567

limit the authority of the department to amend a basin
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3568

management action plan as specified in subparagraph (a)6. (a)5.

3569

(c) Best management practices.—

3570

1. The department, in cooperation with the water management

3571

districts and other interested parties, as appropriate, may

3572

develop suitable interim measures, best management practices, or

3573

other measures necessary to achieve the level of pollution

3574

reduction established by the department for nonagricultural

3575

nonpoint pollutant sources in allocations developed pursuant to

3576

subsection (6) and this subsection. These practices and measures

3577

may be adopted by rule by the department and the water

3578

management districts and, where adopted by rule, shall be

3579

implemented by those parties responsible for nonagricultural

3580

nonpoint source pollution.

3581

2. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services may

3582

develop and adopt by rule pursuant to ss. 120.536(1) and 120.54

3583

suitable interim measures, best management practices, or other

3584

measures necessary to achieve the level of pollution reduction

3585

established by the department for agricultural pollutant sources

3586

in allocations developed pursuant to subsection (6) and this

3587

subsection or for programs implemented pursuant to paragraph

3588

(12)(b). These practices and measures may be implemented by

3589

those parties responsible for agricultural pollutant sources and

3590

the department, the water management districts, and the

3591

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services shall assist

3592

with implementation. In the process of developing and adopting

3593

rules for interim measures, best management practices, or other

3594

measures, the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

3595

shall consult with the department, the Department of Health, the

3596

water management districts, representatives from affected
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3597

farming groups, and environmental group representatives. Such

3598

rules must also incorporate provisions for a notice of intent to

3599

implement the practices and a system to assure the

3600

implementation of the practices, including site inspection and

3601 recordkeeping requirements.
3602

3. Where interim measures, best management practices, or other

3603 measures are adopted by rule, the effectiveness of such practices in
3604 achieving the levels of pollution reduction established in allocations
3605

developed by the department pursuant

3606

to subsection (6) and this subsection or in programs implemented

3607

pursuant to paragraph (12)(b) must be verified at representative

3608

sites by the department. The department shall use best professional

3609

judgment in making the initial verification that

3610 the best management practices are reasonably expected to be effective
3611

and, where applicable, must notify the appropriate

3612

water management district or the Department of Agriculture and

3613

Consumer Services of its initial verification before the

3614

adoption of a rule proposed pursuant to this paragraph.

3615 Implementation, in accordance with rules adopted under this paragraph,
3616

of practices that have been initially verified to be effective, or

3617 verified to be effective by monitoring at representative sites, by the
3618 department, shall provide a presumption of compliance with state water
3619 quality standards and release from the provisions of s. 376.307(5) for
3620

those

3621

pollutants addressed by the practices, and the department is not

3622 authorized to institute proceedings against the owner of the source of
3623

pollution to recover costs or damages associated with the

3624

contamination of surface water or groundwater caused by

3625

those pollutants. Research projects funded by the department, a
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3626

water management district, or the Department of Agriculture and

3627

Consumer Services to develop or demonstrate interim measures or

3628

best management practices shall be granted a presumption of

3629

compliance with state water quality standards and a release from

3630

the provisions of s. 376.307(5). The presumption of compliance

3631

and release is limited to the research site and only for those

3632

pollutants addressed by the interim measures or best management

3633

practices. Eligibility for the presumption of compliance and

3634

release is limited to research projects on sites where the owner

3635

or operator of the research site and the department, a water

3636

management district, or the Department of Agriculture and

3637

Consumer Services have entered into a contract or other

3638

agreement that, at a minimum, specifies the research objectives,

3639

the cost-share responsibilities of the parties, and a schedule

3640

that details the beginning and ending dates of the project.

3641

4. Where water quality problems are demonstrated, despite

3642

the appropriate implementation, operation, and maintenance of

3643

best management practices and other measures required by rules

3644

adopted under this paragraph, the department, a water management

3645

district, or the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

3646

Services, in consultation with the department, shall institute a

3647

reevaluation of the best management practice or other measure.

3648

Should the reevaluation determine that the best management

3649

practice or other measure requires modification, the department,

3650

a water management district, or the Department of Agriculture

3651

and Consumer Services, as appropriate, shall revise the rule to

3652

require implementation of the modified practice within a

3653

reasonable time period as specified in the rule.

3654

5. Agricultural records relating to processes or methods of
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3655

production, costs of production, profits, or other financial

3656

information held by the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

3657

Services pursuant to subparagraphs 3. and 4. or pursuant to any

3658

rule adopted pursuant to subparagraph 2. are confidential and

3659

exempt from s. 119.07(1) and s. 24(a), Art. I of the State

3660

Constitution. Upon request, records made confidential and exempt

3661

pursuant to this subparagraph shall be released to the

3662

department or any water management district provided that the

3663

confidentiality specified by this subparagraph for such records

3664

is maintained.

3665

6. The provisions of subparagraphs 1. and 2. do not

3666

preclude the department or water management district from

3667

requiring compliance with water quality standards or with

3668

current best management practice requirements set forth in any

3669

applicable regulatory program authorized by law for the purpose

3670

of protecting water quality. Additionally, subparagraphs 1. and

3671

2. are applicable only to the extent that they do not conflict

3672

with any rules adopted by the department that are necessary to

3673

maintain a federally delegated or approved program.

3674
3675
3676

(d) Enforcement and verification of basin management action
plans and management strategies.—
1. Basin management action plans are enforceable pursuant

3677

to this section and ss. 403.121, 403.141, and 403.161.

3678

Management strategies, including best management practices and

3679

water quality monitoring, are enforceable under this chapter.

3680

2. No later than January 1, 2017:

3681

a. The department, in consultation with the water

3682

management districts and the Department of Agriculture and

3683

Consumer Services, shall initiate rulemaking to adopt procedures
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3684

to verify implementation of water quality monitoring required in

3685

lieu of implementation of best management practices or other

3686

measures pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(b)2.g.;

3687

b. The department, in consultation with the water

3688

management districts and the Department of Agriculture and

3689

Consumer Services, shall initiate rulemaking to adopt procedures

3690

to verify implementation of nonagricultural interim measures,

3691

best management practices, or other measures adopted by rule

3692

pursuant to s. 403.067(7)(c)1.; and

3693

c. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, in

3694

consultation with the water management districts and the

3695

department, shall initiate rulemaking to adopt procedures to

3696

verify implementation of agricultural interim measures, best

3697

management practices, or other measures adopted by rule pursuant

3698

to s. 403.067(7)(c)2.

3699
3700

The rules required under this subparagraph shall include

3701

enforcement procedures applicable to the landowner, discharger,

3702

or other responsible person required to implement applicable

3703

management strategies, including best management practices or

3704

water quality monitoring as a result of noncompliance.

3705
3706
3707
3708

Section 34. Section 403.0675, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:
403.0675 Progress reports.—On or before July 1 of each
year, beginning in 2018:

3709

(1) The department, in conjunction with the water

3710

management districts, shall post on its website and submit

3711

electronically an annual progress report to the Governor, the

3712

President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of
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3713

Representatives on the status of each total maximum daily load,

3714

basin management action plan, minimum flow or minimum water

3715

level, and recovery or prevention strategy adopted pursuant to

3716

s. 403.067 or parts I and VIII of chapter 373. The report must

3717

include the status of each project identified to achieve a total

3718

maximum daily load or an adopted minimum flow or minimum water

3719

level, as applicable. If a report indicates that any of the 5-

3720

year, 10-year, or 15-year milestones, or the 20-year target

3721

date, if applicable, for achieving a total maximum daily load or

3722

a minimum flow or minimum water level will not be met, the

3723

report must include an explanation of the possible causes and

3724

potential solutions. If applicable, the report must include

3725

project descriptions, estimated costs, proposed priority ranking

3726

for project implementation, and funding needed to achieve the

3727

total maximum daily load or the minimum flow or minimum water

3728

level by the target date. Each water management district shall

3729

post the department’s report on its website.

3730

(2) The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

3731

shall post on its website and submit electronically an annual

3732

progress report to the Governor, the President of the Senate,

3733

and the Speaker of the House of Representatives on the status of

3734

the implementation of the agricultural nonpoint source best

3735

management practices, including an implementation assurance

3736

report summarizing survey responses and response rates, site

3737

inspections, and other methods used to verify implementation of

3738

and compliance with best management practices pursuant to basin

3739

management action plans.

3740
3741

Section 35. Subsection (21) is added to section 403.861,
Florida Statutes, to read:
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3742

403.861 Department; powers and duties.—The department shall

3743

have the power and the duty to carry out the provisions and

3744

purposes of this act and, for this purpose, to:

3745

(21)(a) Upon issuance of a construction permit to construct

3746

a new public water system drinking water treatment facility to

3747

provide potable water supply using a surface water that, at the

3748

time of the permit application, is not being used as a potable

3749

water supply, and the classification of which does not include

3750

potable water supply as a designated use, the department shall

3751

add treated potable water supply as a designated use of the

3752

surface water segment in accordance with s. 403.061(29)(b).

3753

(b) For existing public water system drinking water

3754

treatment facilities that use a surface water as a treated

3755

potable water supply, which surface water classification does

3756

not include potable water supply as a designated use, the

3757

department shall add treated potable water supply as a

3758

designated use of the surface water segment in accordance with

3759

s. 403.061(29)(b).

3760
3761
3762

Section 36. Section 403.928, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:
403.928 Assessment of water resources and conservation

3763

lands.—The Office of Economic and Demographic Research shall

3764

conduct an annual assessment of Florida’s water resources and

3765

conservation lands.

3766
3767
3768

(1) WATER RESOURCES.—The assessment must include all of the
following:
(a) Historical and current expenditures and projections of

3769

future expenditures by federal, state, regional, and local

3770

governments and public and private utilities based upon
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3771

historical trends and ongoing projects or initiatives associated

3772

with:

3773

1. Water supply and demand; and

3774

2. Water quality protection and restoration.

3775

(b) An analysis and estimates of future expenditures by

3776

federal, state, regional, and local governments and public and

3777

private utilities necessary to comply with federal and state

3778

laws and regulations governing subparagraphs (a)1. and (a)2. The

3779

analysis and estimates must address future expenditures by

3780

federal, state, regional, and local governments and all public

3781

and private utilities necessary to achieve the legislature’s

3782

intent that sufficient water be available for all existing and

3783

future reasonable-beneficial uses and the natural systems, and

3784

that adverse effects of competition for water supplies be

3785

avoided. The assessment must include a compilation of projected

3786

water supply and demand data developed by each water management

3787

district pursuant to ss. 373.036 and 373.709, with notations

3788

regarding any significant differences between the methods used

3789

by the districts to calculate the data.

3790

(c) Forecasts of federal, state, regional, and local

3791

government revenues dedicated in current law for the purposes

3792

specified in subparagraphs (a)1. and (a)2. or that have been

3793

historically allocated for these purposes, as well as public and

3794

private utility revenues.

3795
3796
3797
3798
3799

(d) An identification of gaps between projected revenues
and projected and estimated expenditures.
(2) CONSERVATION LANDS.—The assessment must include all of
the following:
(a) Historical and current expenditures and projections of
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3800

future expenditures by federal, state, regional, and local

3801

governments based upon historical trends and ongoing projects or

3802

initiatives associated with real property interests eligible for

3803

funding under s. 259.105.

3804

(b) An analysis and estimates of future expenditures by

3805

federal, state, regional, and local governments necessary to

3806

purchase lands identified in plans set forth by state agencies

3807

or water management districts.

3808
3809
3810

(c) An analysis of the ad valorem tax impacts, by county,
resulting from public ownership of conservation lands.
(d) Forecasts of federal, state, regional, and local

3811

government revenues dedicated in current law to maintain

3812

conservation lands and the gap between projected expenditures

3813

and revenues.

3814
3815
3816

(e) The total percentage of Florida real property that is
publicly owned for conservation purposes.
(f) A comparison of the cost of acquiring and maintaining

3817

conservation lands under fee simple or less than fee simple

3818

ownership.

3819

(3) The assessment shall include analyses on a statewide,

3820

regional, or geographic basis, as appropriate, and shall

3821

identify analytical challenges in assessing information across

3822

the different regions of the state.

3823

(4) The assessment must identify any overlap in the

3824

expenditures for water resources and conservation lands.

3825

(5) The water management districts, the Department of

3826

Environmental Protection, the Department of Agriculture and

3827

Consumer Services, the Fish and Wildlife Conservation

3828

Commission, counties, municipalities, and special districts
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3829

shall provide assistance to the Office of Economic and

3830

Demographic Research related to their respective areas of

3831

expertise.

3832

(6) The Office of Economic and Demographic Research must be

3833

given access to any data held by an agency as defined in s.

3834

112.312 if the Office of Economic and Demographic Research

3835

considers the data necessary to complete the assessment,

3836

including any confidential data.

3837

(7) The assessment shall be submitted to the President of

3838

the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives by

3839

January 1, 2017, and by January 1 of each year thereafter.

3840

Section 37. (1) The Department of Environmental Protection

3841

shall evaluate the feasibility and cost of creating and

3842

maintaining a web-based, interactive map that includes, at a

3843

minimum:

3844
3845
3846
3847
3848
3849
3850

(a) All watersheds and each water body within those
watersheds;
(b) The county or counties in which the watershed or water
body is located;
(c) The water management district or districts in which the
watershed or water body is located;
(d) Whether, if applicable, a minimum flow or minimum water

3851

level has been adopted for the water body and if such minimum

3852

flow or minimum water level has not been adopted, the

3853

anticipated adoption date;

3854

(e) Whether, if applicable, a recovery or prevention

3855

strategy has been adopted for the watershed or water body and,

3856

if such a plan has not been adopted, the anticipated adoption

3857

date;
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3858

(f) The impairment status of each water body;

3859

(g) Whether, if applicable, a total maximum daily load has

3860

been adopted if the water body is listed as impaired and, if

3861

such total maximum daily load has not been adopted, the

3862

anticipated adoption date;

3863

(h) Whether, if applicable, a basin management action plan

3864

has been adopted for the watershed and, if such a plan has not

3865

been adopted, the anticipated adoption date;

3866

(i) Each project listed on the 5-year water resource

3867

development work program developed pursuant to s.

3868

373.536(6)(a)4.;

3869
3870
3871
3872
3873
3874
3875
3876

(j) The agency or agencies and local sponsor, if any,
responsible for overseeing the project;
(k) The total or estimated cost and completion date of each
project and the financial contribution of each entity;
(l) The estimated quantitative benefit to the watershed or
water body; and
(m) The water projects completed within the last 5 years
within the watershed or water body.

3877

(2) On or before January 1, 2017, the department must

3878

submit a report containing the findings on the feasibility study

3879

to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of

3880

Representatives.

3881

Section 38. The Legislature finds that a proper and

3882

legitimate state purpose is served when protecting the

3883

environmental resources of this state. Therefore, the

3884

Legislature determines and declares that this act fulfills an

3885

important state interest.

3886

Section 39. This act shall take effect July 1, 2016.
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RESOLUTION

1

FINAL ASSESSMENT RESOLUTION NO.

06- F

2

3

A

RESOLUTION

OF

4

PROVIDING

5

IMPROVEMENTS, INCLUDING THE CONSTRUCTION OF

6

A WASTEWATER COLLECTION

7

IMROVEMENTS

IN AN AREA GENERALLY KNOWN AS

8

LAKE

SHORES,

9

DESCRIBED

FOR

WYMAN

THE

THE

HEREIN

CITY

OF

BOCA

ACCEPTANCE

AS

OF

RATON
CERTAIN

SYSTEM AND OTHER

MORE

CONFIRMING

PARTICULARLY

FINAL

SPECIAL

10

ASSESSMENT ROLL; PROVIDING FOR BILLING OF THE

11

SPECIAL

12

PROVIDING

13

REPEALER; PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE

ASSESSMENTS

FOR

AND

SEVERABILITY;

IMPACT

PROVIDING

FEES;
FOR

14

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Boca Raton (" City Council")

15

has, pursuant

I

16

to Initial Assessment Resolution 06- I, provided for the construction of a wastewater collection

17

system and other improvements in an area known as Lake Wyman Shores, as more particularly

18

described herein (" the Improvements"), and for the special assessment of the costs thereof; and

19

1
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1

2

WHEREAS, the City Council did by Equalizing Resolution No.

06- E equalize, adjust,

adopt and confirm the final special assessment roll for the Improvements; and

3

WHEREAS, the City' s Utility Services Director has determined that the Improvements

4

have been constructed and installed in substantial compliance with the approved plans and

5

specifications and are in acceptable condition for acceptance for operation and maintenance;

6

I now therefore

7
8

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOCA

9
10
11

Section 1.

The City of Boca Raton does hereby confirm certain improvements,

12

including the construction of a wastewater collection system and other improvements in an area

13

known as Lake Wyman Shores, as more particularly described herein, as complete, and hereby

14

accepts the Improvements for operation and maintenance by the City of Boca Raton.
Section 2.

15

16

The area known as Lake Wyman Shores is more specifically described

as Exhibit "A", which Exhibit "A" is attached hereto and made a part thereof.
Section 3.

17

That the special assessments for the Improvements are due and payable

18

one ( 1) year after the adoption of this Resolution confirming the completion of the Improvements

19

and the acceptance of the Improvements by the City ( the date of said Resolution shall be

20

referenc d herein as the " Due Date").

21

building) may pay the special assessment over fifteen ( 15) equal annual payments. Improved

22

residential properties ( with existing buildings) may pay the special assessment over fifteen ( 15)

23

equal

24

wastewater collection system within 90 days after the Due Date.

25

qualifying as improved residential properties as of the Due Date fail to connect to the City' s

26

wastewater collection system 90 days after the Due Date, then the special assessment shall be

annual

payments,

Unimproved residential properties ( property without a

provided that such improved properties connect to the City' s
In the event that properties
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1

due and payable in full no later than one year after the Due Date and the property owner shall

2

not be eligible to pay the special assessment in fifteen ( 15) equal annual payments.

3

the conditions regarding the special assessment payment schedule do not modify or mitigate

4

the requirement that improved property must connect to the wastewater system within ninety

5

However,

90) days as specified in Section 17- 76 ( b), Code of Ordinances.
Section 4.

6

In the event that the property owner elects to pay in fifteen ( 15) equal

7

annual installments, the first

8

Date, and the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth,

9

thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth installments shall be due and payable on the second, third,

10

fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and

11

fifteenth

12

assessments is in default, as described herein, a penalty of one per cent ( 1 %)

13

outstanding principal balance shall be added until the payment that is in default is paid.

14

purpose of this Resolution, a property owner shall be in default if the annual installment is not

15

paid, in the amount and by the time specified in this Section 4, together with interest thereon.

16

installment shall be due and payable one ( 1) year after the Due

anniversary of the Due Date, respectively.

Section 5.

In the event any payment of special
per month on the

For the

That the sewer impact fees are due and payable one ( 1) year after the

17

adoption of this Resolution confirming the completion of the Improvements and the acceptance

18

of the Improvements by the City ( the date of said Resolution shall be referenced herein as the

19

Due Date").

Improved residential properties ( with existing buildings) may pay the sewer impact

20

fees over fifteen ( 15) equal annual payments, provided that such improved properties connect to

21

the City' s wastewater collection system within 90 days after the Due Date.

22

properties qualifying as improved residential properties as of the due Date fail to connect to the

23

City's wastewater collection system 90 days after the Due Date, then the sewer impact fees

24

shall not be due and payable in full no later than one year after the Due Date and the property

25

owner shall not be eligible to pay the sewer impact fees in fifteen ( 15) equal annual payments.

26

However, the conditions regarding the sewer impact fees payment schedule do not modify or

3

In the event that
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1

mitigate the requirement that improved property must connect to the wastewater system within

2

ninety ( 90) days as specified in Section 17- 76( b),

3

a)

Code of Ordinances.

In the event that a property owner of an improved residential property elects to

4

pay the impact fee in installments, the first installment of the impact fee shall be due and

5

payable

6

eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth installments shall be

7

due and payable on the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh,

8

twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth anniversary of the Due Date, respectively.

9

one (

b)

1)

year after the Due Date and the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh,

In the event any payment of impact fee is in default, as described herein, there
per month on the outstanding balance until the

10

shall be added, a penalty of one percent ( 1 %)

11

payment that is in default is paid. For the purpose of this Resolution, a property owner shall be

12

in default if the annual installment is not paid, in the amount and by the time specified in this

13

Section 5, together with interest thereon.

14

Section 6.

The City Manager, by and through the Director of Financial Services,

15

shall give notice of the adoption of this resolution and render appropriate billing to the owner of

16

each property in the final assessment roll.

17

Section 7.

The assessment roll attached as Exhibit B hereto, which properties

18

and special assessments are the same as in the Equalizing Resolution 06- E Exhibit D, is hereby

19

confirmed as the final assessment roll. The City Clerk is hereby directed to place the confirmed

20

final assNSSment roll, Exhibit B dated July 2012 in the Lien Improvement Book.

21
22

Section 8.

invalid, the remainder shall not be affected by such invalidity.

23

Section 9.

24

hereby are repealed.

25

If any section, subsection, clause or provision of this resolution is held

Section 10.

All resolutions or parts of resolutions in conflict herewith shall be and

This resolution shall take effect immediately upon adoption.

26

4
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PASSED AND ADOPTED
2

day of °>

by the City Council of the City of Boca Raton this ,

2012.

3
4
5

CITY OF BOCA RATON, FLORIDA

6
7

ATTEST:

Susari Whelchel, Mayor
l

o''--t- •

Susan S. Saxton, City Clerk

I

US3/ 012010 - Final 1
18
19

20

5
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RESOLUTION
06 -I
1

RESOLUTION

OF

THE

CITY

OF

BOCA

RATON

2

A

3

RELATING TO THE LEVY OF SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS

4

FOR

5

COLLECTION SYSTEM AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN

6

AN

7

SHORES,

8

HEREIN, WHICH LANDS ARE SPECIFICALLY BENEFITED

9

BY

THE

AREA

THE

CONSTRUCTION

GENERALLY
AS

MORE

OF

KNOWN

A

AS

WASTEWATER

LAKE

PARTICULARLY

CONSTRUCTION;
PROVIDING

10

SEVERABILITY;

11

PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE

WYMAN

DESCRIBED

PROVIDING
FOR

FOR

REPEALER;

12

13

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Boca Raton has determined to provide the

14

construction of wastewater collection

15

the area known as Lake Wyman Shores; and

16

system and other improvements (the Improvements
"
") in

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Boca Raton has determined to defray a

17

portion of the Improvements by special assessments against the properties benefited thereby,

18

pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 170, Florida Statutes; now therefore

19

1
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1

2

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOCA
RATON:

3

Section

4

5

1.

Authority of Resolution.

This resolution is adopted pursuant to the

provision of Chapter 170, Florida Statutes, and other applicable provisions of law.

6

Section 2.

The City Council hereby determines to provide for the construction of a

7

wastewater collection system, and other improvements, in the area known as Lake Wyman

8

Shores, as shown on the assessment plat, which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" Assessment
( "

9

Area ").

10

Section 3.

The City Council declares that the Improvements will result in special

11

benefits, beyond the general advantages to all real property situated in the City, which will

12

accrue to the real property in the Assessment Area.

13

Section 4. The total cost of the Improvements, including but not limited to, the cost of

14

construction; the cost of all labor and materials; the cost of plans and specifications; the cost of

15

engineering services; and the cost of all necessary and incidental expenses to design and

16

construct the improvements is estimated to be $000.
1,
500,

17

Section 5.

The Assessment Plat, the plans and specifications, and the estimate of

18

the total cost of the Improvements has been placed on file with the City Clerk and are open to

19

public inspection during normal business hours.

20

Section 6.

A portion of the cost of the Improvements, for the construction of the

21

wastewater collection system, in an estimated amount of $
67,
50,
149. shall be paid by the

22

special assessment to be levied upon all of the lots and lands described in Section 2 of this

23

resolution. This cost does not include the impact fees due under Section 17 161
of the Code of

24

Ordinances, and such impact fees shall be due at the time the benefited property owner

25

connects to the City sewer system.

26

2
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1

1

Section 7.

The proposed special assessments shall be assessed upon the real

2

property specially benefited by the Improvements in proportion and relation to the benefits the

3

real property derives from the Improvements. The method of assessment will be in accordance

4

with Sections 17 77
- and 17 78
- of the City of Boca Raton Code of Ordinances.

5

Section 8. The proposed special assessments shall be paid upon completion of the

6

Improvements in accordance with the time schedule adopted by City Council at that time.

7

8

Section 9.

invalid, the remainder shall not be affected by such invalidity.

9
10

If any section, subsection, clause or provision of this resolution is held

Section 10.

All resolutions or parts of resolutions in conflict herewith shall be and

hereby are repealed.

11

Section 11. This resolution shall take effect

12

PA

13

day

SED

D ADOPTED

A.4L

of

the

by

City

immediately

Council of the

upon

City

adoption.

14
21 )

of Boca Raton this )

010.

14

15

CITY OF BOCA RATON, FLORIDA

16
17

ATTEST:

18
20

Sus- Whelchel, Mayor

21
22

Susan

s. Saxton,

City

Ierk

23
24

25

US3/
010254

26
27
COUNCIL VOTE

Y

MAYOR SUSAN WHELCHEL
DEPUTY MAYOR SUSAN HAYNIE

NO

ABSTAINED

COUNCIL MEMBER ANTHONY MAJHESS

COUNCIL MEMBER MICHAEL MULLAUGH
COUNCIL MEMBER CONSTANCE J. SCOTT

28
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Incorporated 1925
MiLlialiter

VW :

RESOLUTION

1

EQUALIZING RESOLUTION NO. 06 E
-

2
3

A

4

ADJUSTING, EQUALIZING, ADOPTING AND CONFIRMING

5

THE

6

CONSTRUCTION

7

SYSTEM, AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS, IN AN AREA

8

GENERALLY

9

PROVIDING

10

RESOLUTION

OF

SPECIAL

THE

CITY

ASSESSMENT
OF

FOR

AS

LAKE

SEVERABILITY;

BOCA

ROLL

WASTEWATER

A

KNOWN

OF

RATON

FOR

THE

COLLECTION

WYMAN

SHORES;

PROVIDING

FOR

REPEALER; PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE

11

12

"
Council ") has, pursuant
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Boca Raton ( City

13

to Initial Assessment Resolution 06-1, provided for the construction of a wastewater collection

14

system and other improvements in an area generally known as Lake Wyman Shores

15
16

Improvements "), and

for the

WHEREAS, the

special

Utility

assessment of the costs thereof (Assessment
"
");and

Services

Department, pursuant

to

Initial

Assessment

17

Resolution No. 06-1, has prepared a preliminary assessment roll, and such preliminary

18

assessment roll is on file with the City Clerk; and

19

1
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WHEREAS, the City of

1

Boca Raton (City
"

")has provided notice to the owners of the

2

properties to be assessed, and the general public, for a public hearing for the equalization,

3

adjustment, adoption and confirmation of the assessment roll; and

4

WHEREAS, the City Council, sitting as a Board of Equalization, has held such public

5

hearing and heard and considered any and all public comments as to the propriety and

6

advisability of making the Improvements and funding them with the Assessments, as to the cost

7

thereof, as to the manner of payment thereof, and as to the amount thereof to be assessed

8

against each property and adjusted and equalized the Assessments on a basis of justice and

9

right; now therefore

10

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOCA

11
12

RATON:

13
14

Section 1.

Authority

of Resolution.

This resolution is adopted pursuant to the

15

provisions of Chapter 170, Florida Statutes, and other applicable provisions of law and City

16

ordinance.

17

Section 2. Findings:

18

a) The City Council has provided for the construction of Improvements, and has

19

determined to assess a portion of the cost thereof against lands in the area known as Lake

20

Wyman Shores, which lands are specially benefited by the Improvements, and specifically

21

described in Exhibit "A ",attached

hereto and made a part hereof.

22

b) A public hearing has been held before the City Council in the Council Chambers.

23

c) Notice of the time and place of the public hearing was provided as follows:

24

1)

Publication of Notice.

A notice of the time, place and purpose of such public

Notice "), in the form attached hereto

Exhibit "B ",was

25

hearing (the "Published

26

less than two publications in a newspaper of general circulation in the City, one week apart, the

2

as

published in not
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second

2

Published Notice was established by affidavit of the publisher, which is on file with the City

3

Clerk.

4

publication being

at least

one

week

prior to the public hearing.

Publication of the

1

2) Mailing of Notice. A notice in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "C"the( "Mail

5

Notice ") was

6

each person owning a parcel which is to be subject to the assessment, at each such owner's

7

last known address as shown on the preliminary assessment roll (the names and addresses

8

shown thereon having been obtained from the records of the Property Appraiser or from such

9

other sources as the City Manager deems reliable). Proof of such mailing has been made by

10
11

mailed at least thirty (30)days prior to the public hearing, by first class mail, to

affidavit of the City Clerk, and said proof is on file with the City Clerk.
Section 3.

Acceptance

of assessment roll.

Exhibit "D ",is

The assessment roll for the special

12

assessment, attached hereto

13

final assessment roll for the construction of the Improvements, and is hereby accepted.

as

the equalized, adjusted, adopted and confirmed

14

Section 4. Payment of Special Assessments. The special assessments are due and

15

payable one (1)year after the adoption of a resolution confirming the completion of the

16

Improvements and the acceptance of the Improvements by the City (the date of said Resolution

17

shall be referenced herein to

18

buildings) as of the Due Date, which connect to the City's wastewater collection system within

19

90 days after the Due Date, unless otherwise authorized by the City Manager or designee, the

20

special assessments may be paid in fifteen (15)equal annual installments. In the event that the

21

property owner elects to pay in installments, the first installment shall be due and payable one

22

1)year after the Due Date, and the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth,

23

tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth installments shall be due and payable

24

on the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth,

25
5

YP
Y
fourteenth and fifteenth anniversary
ry of the Due Date, respectively. In the event any
payment
of

26

special assessments is in default, as described herein, there shall be added a penalty of one

as

the "Due Date ").

3

For properties improved (with existing
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1

per cent (1 %) per

2

default is paid, unless the penalty is reduced or waived by the City Manager or designee. For

3

the purpose of this resolution, a property owner shall be in default if the annual installment is not

4

paid, in the amount and by the time specified in this Section 4. Only the original fee property

5

owner on the Due Date shall have the option to pay the special assessments in annual

6

installments. Upon any sale, conveyance, assignment, or transfer of the property by the original

7

fee property owner after the Due Date, the full remaining balance of the special assessment

8

shall be due and payable on the day of the sale, conveyance, assignment, or transfer.

month on the past due annual installment(s)
until the installment(s)
that is in

9

Section 5. Payment of Impact Fees. The sewer impact fees may be paid in fifteen

10

15)equal annual installments for improved commercial properties and fifteen (15)equal annual

11

installments for improved residential properties.

12

a) In the event that the property owner of an improved residential property elects to

13

pay the impact fee in installments, the first installment of the impact fee shall be due and

14

payable one (1)year after the Due Date, and the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh,

15

eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth installments shall be

16

due and payable on the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh,

17

twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth anniversary of the Due Date, respectively. Only the

18

original fee property owner on the Due Date shall have the option to pay the impact fees in

19

annual installments. Upon any sale, conveyance, assignment, or transfer of the property by the

20

original fee property owner after the Due Date, the full remaining balance of the impact fees

21

shall be due and payable on the day of the sale, conveyance, assignment, or transfer.

22

b) In the event any payment of impact fees is in default, as described herein, there
penalty

of

percent (1 %)per month on the past due annual installment(s)

23

shall be added,

24

until the installment(s)
that is in default is paid, unless the penalty is reduced or waived by the

25

City Manager or designee.

26

a

Section 6.

one

The City Clerk is hereby directed to place the equalized, adjusted,
4
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1

adopted

and confirmed final assessment

Section 7.

2
3

roll, Exhibit "D ",in the Improvement Lien Book.

If any section, subsection, clause or provision of this resolution is held

invalid, the remainder shall not be affected by such invalidity.

4

Section 8.

5

hereby are repealed.

All resolutions or parts of resolutions in conflict herewith shall be and

6

Section 9. This resolution shall take effect immediately upon adoption.

7

PASSED AN

8

day of

n

ADOPTED

by

the

City

Council of the

City

of Boca Raton this

11
7614-

k;
LAAA/
11/ 2010.
,
CITY OF BOCA RATON, FLORIDA

9

10
11

ATTEST:

Lao.44/(.
641/

12
13
14

r

15

16

Susan Whelchel, Mayor
Ch---

Susan S. Saxton, City Clerk

17

18
US3/
011004 —120710

19
20
COUNCIL
MAYOR SUSAN WHELCHEL
DEPUTY MAYOR SUSAN HAYNIE

VOTE‘

NO

ABSTAINED

Y

COUNCIL MEMBER ANTHONY MAJHESS

V

COUNCIL MEMBER MICHAEL MULLAUGH
COUNCIL MEMBER CONSTANCE J. SCOTT

1/

21
22

5
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EXHIBIT B

FORM OF PUBLISHED NOTICE

C tY off Boca
City Council of the City
Raton, Florida shall meet on December 14, 2010 at 6:00 pm in the Council
IS HEREBY GIVEN that the

Chambers, City Hall at 201 West Palmetto Park Road, Florida, for the purpose of
hearing objections, if any, of affected property owners as to the propriety and
advisability of making certain capital improvements, as described herein, and
funding them with special assessments on property, as to the cost thereof, as to
the manner of payment therefore, and as to the amount thereof to be assessed
against each property owner.

Specifically, the City of Boca Raton has determined to construct
wastewater collection lines and other improvements in the Project commonly
known as Lake Wyman Shores, as shown below.

A Preliminary Assessment Roll has been prepared which established the
lots and lands assessed the amount of the benefit to be assessed against each
lot or parcel of land and the number of annual installments in which the
assessment is divided.

The Preliminary Assessment Roll has been prepared and is on file and
available for public inspection in the Office of the City Clerk.
Affected property owners have the right to appear and be heard at the
meeting on the City Council on December 14, 2010 at 6:00 pm in the City
Council Chambers, City Hall, 201 West Palmetto Park Road, Boca Raton,
Florida.
Dated this

day

of

2010

CITY OF BOCA RATON

By
Susan S. Saxton, City Clerk

US3/011019
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EXHIBIT C

LAKE WYMAN SHORES

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2010
6:
00 P.
M.

CITY OF BOCA RATON

CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
201 WEST PALMETTO PARK ROAD

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT AMOUNT

2,
50
315. PER HOME

TOTAL COST TO HOMEOWNER
$
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT — 50
2,
315.
$
SEWER IMPACT FEE — 00
4,
168.
(
PLUMBER COST EST.)

2,
00
500.
—
$

8,
50
983.

TOTAL COST

In accordance with the American with Disabilities Act and Florida
Statutes

286.62,

persons

with

disabilities

needing

special

accommodation to participate in this proceeding should contact the
Office of the City Clerk at 393 7741
at least three business days prior
to the

proceeding w
( henever possible)to request accommodation.
BACK to Boca Raton Case Study, Page 28
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Septic Tank Elimination
•

Over 15,500 septic tanks eliminated since 2001.

•

Approximately 3,200 remain (5.5% of our customers). Most eliminated
by 2020.

•

FY16-20 Septic Tank Elimination Capital Program focuses on District 1
and District 2 and capital projects in District 3A.

•

Prioritization is based on availability of sewer service in close proximity
to target areas.

•

Feasibility study for Pembroke Pines and Hollywood portions of District
3BC sewer will start shortly.

5
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Septic Tank Elimination
Water/Sewer District 1
(Communities include Fort Lauderdale, Lauderhill, North Lauderdale, Oakland Park and MSD Broadview Park)
Rock Island Rd
Broadview
Estates

FL Turnpike

595
Broadview Pk

St. Rd. 7

NW 31st Ave

N. Andrews Garden

6
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Septic Tank Elimination
Water/Sewer District 2

Powerline Rd

(Communities include Deerfield Beach and Pompano Beach)

NW 54th Street

Copans Rd
Copans Rd

7
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Septic Tank Elimination
Water/Sewer District 3A
(Communities include Dania Beach,

Hollywood and a small portion of Davie)

FLL Airport

St Rd 7

Griffin Rd

Stirling Rd

8
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Septic Tank Elimination
Water/Sewer District 3BC

St Rd 7

Hollywood/Pines Blvd

Pembroke Rd
Westpark

9
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City of Cape Coral
Financial Services Department/Customer Service Division
PO BOX 150006 Cape Coral FL 33915
(239)574-7722: OFFICE
(239)242-3898: FAX
Water, Irrigation, & Wastewater Rate Schedules
Effective October 1, 2013
RESIDENTIAL, DUPLEX, MULTI FAMILY
Water Rates:
Monthly Capacity Service Charge (by meter size)
5/8”
$ 17.32
1”
$ 43.32
1-1/2”
$ 86.63
2”
$ 138.61
3”
$ 277.23
4”
$ 433.17
6”
$ 866.34
8”
10”

$1,386.14
$1,992.58

Commodity Charge per Thousand Gallons for Water
(Per 1,000 gallons)
$ 3.90
0 - 5,000
$ 4.55
5,001 – 10,000
$ 6.86
10,001 – 15,000
$10.25
15,001 – 20,000
$11.32
20,001 – 30,000
$12.44
30,001 plus gallons
Sewer Rates
(Minimum Monthly Charges(by meter sizes)
5/8”
$ 21.07
1”
$ 52.67
1-1/2”
$ 105.35
2”
$ 168.56
3”
$ 337.11
4”
$ 526.74
6”
$1,053.49
8”
$1,685.58
10”
$2,423.02
Commodity Charge for Sewer
$9.04 per 1,000 gallons of metered water consumption
Irrigation Rates:
Residential and Duplex:
Multi Irrigation:

$9.50
$.0012 x sq. ft. of Total Property Area
BACK to Cape Coral Case Study, Page 3
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City of Cape Coral
Financial Services Department/Customer Service Division
PO BOX 150006 Cape Coral FL 33915
(239)574-7722: OFFICE
(239)242-3898: FAX
Water, Irrigation, & Wastewater Rate Schedules
Effective October 1, 2013

Commercial
Commercial Water Rates:
Monthly Capacity Service Charge (by meter size)
5/8”
$ 17.32
1”
$ 43.32
1-1/2”
$ 86.63
2”
$ 138.61
3”
$ 277.23
4”
$ 433.17
6”
$ 866.34
8”
10”

$1,386.14
$1,992.58

Commercial Commodity Charge per Thousand Gallons for Water
(Per 1,000 gallons)
$ 5.06
0 - 25,000
$ 5.70
25,001 – 50,000
$ 6.86
50,001 plus gallons
Sewer Rates
(Minimum Monthly Charges(by meter sizes)
5/8”
$ 21.07
1”
$ 52.67
1-1/2”
$ 105.35
2”
$ 168.56
3”
$ 337.11
4”
$ 526.74
6”
$1,053.49
8”
$1,685.58
10”
$2,423.02
Commercial Commodity Charge for Sewer
$9.04 per 1,000 gallons of metered water consumption
Commercial Irrigation Rates:
Non-Metered Irrigation
Meter 1” or less in diameter based on per sq. ft. of total property area
$.0012
Metered Irrigation
Meter greater than 1” in diameter based on per 1,000 gallons of usage
$.50

BACK to Cape Coral Case Study, Page 3
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Financial Services Department/Customer Service Division
PO BOX 150006 Cape Coral FL 33915
(239)574-7722: OFFICE
(239)242-3989: FAX
Fire Line Rate Schedule
Effective October 1, 2013

Fire Line for Residential Fire Service
Fire Line Size

Fixed Annual Service Charge

1”
2”
4”
6”
8”
10”
12”

$ 75.79
$ 151.58
$ 303.15
$ 454.75
$ 606.33
$ 757.90
$ 909.48

Fire Line for Commercial Fire Service
Fire Line Size (Inches)
1”
2”
4”
6”
8”
10”
12”

Fixed Annual Service Charge
$ 50.00
$ 100.00
$ 200.00
$ 300.00
$ 400.00
$ 500.00
$ 600.00
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SUBMERGED LANDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE PROGRAM
CONSOLIDATED NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE
FOR ERP ACTIVITIES ON SOVEREIGN SUBMERGED LANDS

CERTIFIED MAIL NO. 7005 0390 0005 8539 4581
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

In the Matter of an
Application for Permit/Water Quality Certification,
and Authorization to Use Sovereign Submerged Lands by:
PERMITTEE/AUTHORIZED ENTITY:
Charlotte County Board of County
Commissioners
7000 Florida Street
Punta Gorda, FL 33950-5798

Pe1mitJAuthorization Number;
08-0210682-001

Date of Issue:
January 31, 2006
Expiration Date of Constmction Phase:
January 31, 2011
County: Charlotte
Project: to remove the Manchester Lock and
implement various Net Environmental Benefits

CONSOLIDATED NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE
ENVIRONMENTAi"' RESOURCE PERMIT AND LETTER OF CONSENT TO USE
SOVEREIGN SUBMERGED LANDS

The State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection (Department) gives
consolidated notice of its intent to:
(a)
issue an environmental resource permit under Part IV of Chapter 373, Florida
Statutes (F.S.), and Title 62, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) {draft copy of pe1mit
attached). Issuance of the environmental resource permit also constitutes certification of
compliance with state water quality standards pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act,
33

u.s.c. 1341;
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Applicant: Charlotte County Board of County Commissioners
File No. 08-0210682-001
This Intent to Issue constitutes an order of the Deprutment. The Applicant has the right
to seek judicial review of the order under section 120.68 of the Florida Statutes, by the filing of a
notice of appeal under rule 9 .110 of the Florida Rules of Appe11ate Procedure with the Clerk of
the Department in the Office of General Counsel, 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station
35, Tallahassee, Florida, 32399-3000; and by filing a copy of the notice of appeal accompanied
by the applicable filing fees with the appropriate district court of appeal. The notice of appeal
must be filed within 30 days from the date when the final order is filed with the Clerk of the
Department. The Applicant, or any party within the meaning of section 373.114(1)(a) of the
Florida Statutes, may also seek appellate review of this order before the Land and Water
Adjudicatory Commission under section 3 73.114(1) of the Florida Statutes. Requests for review
before the Land and Water Adjudicatory Commission must be filed with the Secretary of the
Commission and served on the Department within 20 days from the date when the final order is
filed with the Clerk of the Depa11ment.
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FILEDWITHTHEDEPARTMENTOFSTATE

~ i)O, Jbt()

_i\U:
1

ORDINANCE
NUMBER 2010 · O 5J

2
3
4
5
6

AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS
OF
CHARLOTTE
COUNTY,
FLORIDA, AMENDING CHAPTER 3-8, ARTICLE VIII, OF
THE COUNTY CODE; CLARIFYING ON-SITE SEWAGE
DISPOSAL
SYSTEM
TREATMENT
AND
REQUIREMENTS; DELETING SPECIFIC AEROBIC
TREATMENT UNIT REQUIREMENTS IN FAVOR OF
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT DETERMINATIONS;
PROVIDING FOR INCLUSION IN THE COUNTY CODE;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners of Charlotte County, Florida,

19

("Board") on October 6, 1998, adopted Ordinance No. 98-065 creating the "On-site

20

S~wage

21

minimum Florida State standards pertaining to sewage treatment and disposal, with the

22

stated purpose of ensuring "that all on-site sewage treatment and disposal systems

23

within the unincorporated area of Charlotte County are designed, installed, operated,

24

modified, repaired and maintained in accordance with the standards and provisions of

25

this ·section so as to protect the health, safety and welfare of the citizens, residents and

26

visitors of the County and to ensure the long term preservation of Charlotte County's

27

natural resources"; and

RECITALS

Treatment & Disposal System Ordinance" ("OSTDS Ordinance") to supplement

28

WHEREAS, on August 28, 2007, the Board adopted Ordinance No. 2007-061

29

amending the OSTDS Ordinance to clarify when aerobic treatment units ("ATUs") are

30

required and to amend the related inspection and reporting requirements; and

31

WHEREAS, the Charlotte County Health Department ("CCHD"), an agency of the

32

State of Florida Department of Health, is responsible for administering and regulating the

33

use of on-site sewage treatment and disposal systems ("OSTDS") within the County;

34

and
CHARLOTTE COUNTY CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT
OR BOOK 3509, PGS 621-655 35 pg(s)
INSTR# 1963387

Doc Type GOV. Recorded 09/09/2010 at 01 :12 PM
Rec. Fee: $299.00

Cashiered By: MARGEC Doc #:2
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1

WHEREAS, with the concurrence of the Florida State Departments of

2

Environmental Protection and Community Affairs, the Board now desires to delete

3

specific requirements for ATUs and hereafter leave determinations of when ATUs are

4

required up to the CCHD.

5
6
7
8

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the Board of County Commissioners
of Charlotte County, Florida:
Section 1. The Code of Laws and Ordinances of Charlotte County, Florida,
Chapter 3-8, Article VIII, is hereby amended as follows:

9

10
11
12

ARTICLE VIII. ON-SITE SEWAGE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

Sec. 3-8·250. Title.

13
14
15
16

This article shall be called the Charlotte County On-site Sewage Treatment and Disposal
System Ordinance.

17

Sec. 3-8-251. Scope.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Chapter 64E-6, Florida Administrative Code, (F.A.C.), formerly known as 10D-6 prior to
September, 1997, and Chapter 381, Florida Statutes {F.S.), as administered by the
Florida Department of Health, and Chapter 489, Florida Statutes, apply to all
construction. This article supplements the minimum standards of Chapter 64E-6, F.A.C.,
and section 381.0065, F.S., pertaining to sewage treatment and disposal, but does not
relieve any person from the requirements of obtaining any necessary permits from the
Charlotte County Health Department or the Florida Department of Health. Where the
provisions of this article are more stringent than those of Chapter 64E-6, F.A.C., or
section 381.0065, F.S., the provisions of this article shall apply.

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Any citation to a specific provision of the F.A. C. or F .S. is intended to apply to any
amendment or replacement of the cited provisions which is made subsequent to the
effective date of Ordinance No. 98-065 [March 1, 1999).

Sec. 3-8-252. Purpose.
The purpose and intent of this article are to ensure that all on-site sewage treatment and
disposal systems within the unincorporated area of Charlotte County are designed,
installed, operated, modified, repaired and maintained in accordance with the standards
and provisions of this article so as to protect the health, safety and welfare of the
citizens, residents and visitors of the County and to ensure the long term preservation of
Charlotte County's natural resources.

42
2
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1

Sec. 3-8-253. J urisdlction.

2
3
4

This article shall apply to the unincorporated area of Charlotte County.

5

Sec. 3-8-254. Applicability of article.

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

This article applies to all new construction whether residential, commercial or institutional
where sewer is not available and to existing on-site sewage treatment and disposal
systems ("OSTDS") that need to be repaired. This article and the requirements herein,
except where noted. shall be the responsibility of the Charlotte County Health
Department (CCHD), a division of the Florida Department of Health (FDOH).

Sec. 3-8-255. Definitions.
Where a word or phrase is not defined in this article. the definition provided in Chapter
64E-6, F.A.C., or section 381.0065, F.S., shall be used.
Aerobic treatment unit (A TU) means an advanced on-site treatment and disposal
system that is listed as approved by the Florida Department of Health as to compliance
with the American National Standards Institute/National Sanitation Foundation
("ANSl/NSP') International Class I aerobic treatment unit standard #40, revised July
1990.
Available means sewer is available as defined by section 381.0065, F.S.,..aM
aEteitieAally, fer tf:le pt:1rpeses ef tf:lis artiele means in tf:le twel'Je ( 12) expansien areas
Etelineated by Charlette Cel:lnty Utilities in the 1QQ7 Cemprehensive Plan Infill Urban
Seri.Ree Area te ee seP1ieed wUh sanitary se•.ver ey the year 2QQ2, anEt sev:er expansien
areas to ee served witR sanitary se·.ver ey the year 2QQ2 ey any 13rivate or J:>UBlio utility
eases en criteria estaelisheEf by the Charlette County Mealth Department.
Baseline OSTDS means a passive, gravity fed tank and drainfield on-site sewage
treatment & disposal system (OSTDS) in compliance with FDOH rule 64E-6, F.A.C.
CBAA means the construction board of adjustments and appeals established pursuant
to Charlotte County Code section 3-2-72.

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

CCHD means Charlotte County Health Department. a division of FDOH.
FDOH means the Florida Department of Health.
Maintenance entity means any person or business entity which has been licensed to
co·nduct business in Charlotte County and licensed by FDOH ·to provide maintenance
services required pursuant to this article.
.'>Jet JaREI area means the gross square f-Ootago of a lot er parcel less the area covered
eelineated wetlanEts, Sl:Jrfaee water, er stermwater retention areas designeEt to retain
water fer more than seventy t\vo (72) hours.

ey

On-site sewage treatment and disposal system (OSTDS) means a system that contains
a standard subsurface, filled, or mound drainfield system; an aerobic treatment unit; a
graywater system tank; a laundry wastewater system tank; a septic tank; a grease

3
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1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

interceptor; a dosing tank; a solids or effluent pump; a waterless, incinerating, or organic
waste-composting toilet; or a sanitary pit privy that is installed or proposed to be installed
beyond the building sewer on the land of the owner or on other land to which the owner
has the legal right to install a system.
Permit means an on-site sewage treatment and disposal system construction permit
issued by FDOH before an OSTDS may be installed, repaired, altered, modified,
abandoned or replaced.

SetsaGks FAean:
(1) St:1rfase water For OSTDS seteaGk f:H:1rposes, tl=te eElge of s1:Jrfaee 'Nater shall be
deterFAineEI for tiElal waters as foll9ws:

Mean higl=t water, the average t:leight of tidal high waters over a 1Q year e13ooh as
determined lay the t>Jational Geodetio Sl:lrvey, U.S. DepartFAent of CoFAFAeroe.

18

Mean higl=l water line, the intersection of the tidal plane of mean high water witR the

19

~

20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

28
29
30

(2) For non tidal ·11aters as fellows:
.

.

Ordinary high water lino, non tiElal a line EletorFAineEI lay e*aFAining the eed and banks of
a ·.v.ater body and aseertaining where the presence anEI action of the ·11ater has marked
l::lf)OR tt=ie beet a ohar=aeter distinet from that of the banks witl:I respect to vegetation or the
natt:1re of the soil itselt. For non tidal surfaee water eanals with aA engineereEI ot::1tfall
stn:Jct1::1re or aaFA, tho design elevation of the top of sai8 struoture shall tao sonsieerec:t the
ordinary hi§R water line. Use of the stn:1ctt:1re 01:Jtfall elevation shall also apply to normally
wet stormwator retention and detention areas Elesigned to hole water for mere than
se·10nty PNO (72) AOl:JFS.

31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Sec. 3-8-256. Regulations.
(a) System location and installation: All OSTDS installed within Charlotte County shall
meet the requirements of Rule 64E-6. F.A.C .. and Section 381.0065. F.S., as amended.
(See Table 1).
(1) '.AJt:tore the efflt,ient aisposal soFAponents of the OSTDS are 9reater than one
ht,inElree (100) feet from Sl:Jrfaee water or from a delineateEI wetland whishever is closer
~

a. ror a lot or eoFAeination ef lots eql:Jal to, or less than ten tl=tol:JsanEI (10,000) sqblare
feet net lane area, a ne'N aerobic treatFAent t::1nit OSTDS tt:mt is approvee lay the ~DOM is
required; or
b. For one (1) or more platted lets with a miniR:UJFA net land area available of more tl=tan
ten thot::1sanEI (10,000) sq1::1are feet and less than twenty tho1::1sand (20,000) sq ware feet,
that receives 13otable water from a drinking water systeFA not perFA itted lay the
Department of Environmental Protestion (DEP), an aeroeie treatment l:lnit OSTDS that is
approved by the FOOM is reqwired; or

4
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

c. For one ( 1) er me Fe platted lots witR a minim1=1m not lanel area a¥aila91o of FRore than
ten thol:lsanel (1 Q,QQQ) SEfl:lare feet. that Feceives Elrinking water from a DEP permittoEI
•,yater system, a baseline OSTDS may ee installoel; or

e.

r;:or eno (1) er more plattoEI lots with a miniFR1=1m not lane ar-ea a>Jailaele ef twenPj
thol:lsaRd (2Q,QQQ) or R=lore SEfblare feet. a baseline OSTDS R=lay eo iRstalloel.

(2) WhoFe the ef:Ablent Elisposal eompononts of the OSTDS are less than one ht::JAGFeel
(1 QQ) feet from sblFfaso water er freFR a elelineateEI ·.vetlana whichever is sloser and
where tl:le setback is less than one hblnElrea (1 QO) feet. an aere9ic treatment t:1nit OSTDS
approved ey the FDOM is FOE:Jl:lireel.
(3) When more than one (1) platted let is neeeleEI te achie'Je the net land area listeel in
s1:1tasectien (a)(1) er (2) abeve, the plats FR1:1st ha>1e a l:ltility easeR=lent exeet:1teel in
ascer=Gance with Chapter 64~ 6, F.A.C. and recorded as sblch with the clerk of the soYrt.
(b} Construction of systems: Design of an OSTDS must be in accordance with Florida
law and FDOH rule, and when required by these laws, rules or county ordinance, must
be professionally engineered by an engineer registered in Florida.

20
21
22

23
24

25

(c} Drainfield sand: Where excavation and backfill of on-site soil below the drainfield is
required to achieve compliance with the slightly limited soil texture requirement of .
Chapter 64E-6, F.A.C., the sand used for the backfill shall have a silt plus clay content of
a maximum of four (4) percent by weight passing a Number 270 sieve, and a maximum
very fine sand content of fifteen ( 15) percent passing a Number 140 sieve.

26
27
28
29

30
31
32

33

(d} Existing system: Repairs for failed OSTDS. When an existing failed OSTDS must
be repaired by replacement of the existing drainfield, the bottom infiltrative surface of the
new effluent disposal drainfield shall be placed no closer than twelve (12) inches to, and
above the seasonal high water table. Provisions of subsection 3-8-256(c) concerning
backfill sand shall also apply.

(e) Permits and operation:

34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

( 1} The owner of each OSTDS built with electrical or mechanical components shall be
required to acquire an annual operating permit from the CCHD.
(2) The OSTDS designer shall provide two (2) copies of the system operating and
maintenance instructions in the form of a manual to the ultimate owner of the system.
The owner shall provide one ( 1) copy to the licensed operation and maintenance entity
that is contracted to service the system. Three (3) copies will be submitted to the CCHD
for review and approval and one (1) copy will be retained by the CCHD.

43
44
45

(f) Operation and maintenance entities:

46
47
48

(1) Operation and maintenance entities shall be licensed to conduct business in
Charlotte County, and licensed by FDOH as an on-site aerobic treatment unit (ATU)
maintenance entity.

49
50
51

(2) A distributor of a specific manufacturer's brand or model of a FDOH approved ATU
shall provide to the CCHD written assurance that spare mechanical and structural parts

5
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1
2
3

are available, upon request, for purchase, to all other approved maintenance entities.
This written assurance must be received by the CCHD prior to the issuance of a
construction permit for the brand or model.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

{g} Maintenance contracts:
{ 1} A current, unexpired maintenance contract between the property owner or lessee
and an approved maintenance entity shall be one of the required conditions of system
approval before an OSTDSATU is approved for a certificate of occupancy; where
property ownership changes; or where an ATU is utilized.

11
12
13
14
15

(2) A copy of the signed maintenance agreement between the property owner or
property lessee and an approved maintenance entity. and the approoriate permit fee.
shall be provided to the CCHD by the maintenance entity. The maintenance agreement
and permit shall:

16
17
18
19
20

a. Initially 9.§e for a period of at least two (2) years~ includingaREJ subsequent
maintenance agreement renewals shall be for at least ene year perieds for the life of the
system; maintenance entities shall strive to make the maintenance contract and permit
renewal dates the same;

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

b. Provide that a maintenance entity which desires. to discontinue the provision of
maintenance services or to discontinue its business, shall, notify in writing the property
owners and lessees and the CCHD at least ten (10) days prior to discontinuance of
service and such property owners shall, within ten {10) days of the service termination
date, contract with an approved maintenance entity and provide the CCHD with a copy
of the newly signed maintenance agreement; and

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

c. Provide that each ATU is inspected by an approved maintenance entity at least
every six (6) months (two (2) times each year}. ATUs serving commercial establishments
shall be inspected every three (3) months (at least four (4) times per year}. The
maintenance entity shall furnish to the property owner/lessee and the CCHD a copy of
any inspection performed, within seven (7) days after the inspection, indicating that all
steps and procedures recommended by the manufacturer were performed. Inspection
reports shall indicate the system owner or building lessee, the street address of the
system, the CCHD permit number, the date of system inspection or service and a
statement as to the maintenance or service performed. The maintenance entity shall
also include a list of the owners/lessees who have refused to renew their maintenance
agreement.

40
41
42
43
44

(3) No ATU shall be serviced or repaired by a person or entity engaged in a
maintenance service until the service entity has obtained an annual written permit issued
on form DH 4013 from the CCHD. Application for a maintenance service permit. form DH
4066, shall be made to the CCHD and shall comply with chapter 64E-6.

45
46

(h) Inspection and pumpout of on-site sewage systems.

47
48
49
50
51

( 1) All non-ATU on-site sewage systems located on the properties listed in subsection
(4) and on any properties declared subject to a mandatory pumpout requirement during
plan review performed by the CCHD shall be inspected by a representative of the CCHD
at least once every five (5) years.

6
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5
6
7
8

(2) All non-ATU on-site sewage systems located on the properties listed in subsection
(4) and on any properties declared subject to a mandatory pumpout requirement during
plan review performed by the CCHD shall be pumped empty at least once every five (5)
years by a licensed septic tank contractor or plumber equipped and certified to pump onsite sewage systems. Such contractor/plumber shall be licensed by the CCHD and shall
obtain a five-year permit from the CCHD before performing the inspection and pumpout.
Such contractor/plumber shall furnish a copy of the pumpout certification to the CCHD.

9

10

1I
12
13

14

(3) Non-ATU systems that are found to be in a state of disrepair must be corrected in
accordance with state rule and county ordinance.
(4) The following lots/properties that contain or may contain non-ATU on-site sewage
systems must comply with the inspection and pumpout requirements of this subsection:

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

TABLE INSET:

24
25
26

(5) The inspection and pumpout roq1:Jiremonts of this subsection (h) shall begin no later
than Ostoeer 1, 2007.ATUs shall be pumped out when mixed-liquor (aerator) solids are
6.000 mq/L or higher. or when the settled solids are more than 1/3 of the tank capacity.

[ list of properties ]
Pumping shall only be performed through the provided access hatches on the lid of
the tank. All sections of chambered OSTDS shall be pumped completely during the
service.

27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

(6) Tanks containing damaged or heavily corroded lids or walls must be reported to the
CCHD for physical inspection and determination of required repairs.
Tanks
manufactured prior to August 2000 that do not contain an outlet seal may be properly
restructured using hydraulic cement as long as less than two (2) inches of the cast wall
is penetrated. The extent of any lid corrosion must be examined in order to determine if
it is only localized above the outlet "T."
(7) All entities using OSTDS must have a current permit for the system.
(8) The CCHD Environmental Health Administrator shall biannually report findings and
concerns to the county administrator and utilities director. to assist the county in
determining what areas are most critical for consideration of central sewer service
extension.

41
42

43
44
45

Sec. 3-8-257. Testing and laboratories.
(a) When annual testing by the CCHD reveals a violation of standards, additional
testing until compliance is achieved is the responsibility of the system owner.

46
47
48
49
50

(b) Samples for judging compliance of an OSTDS with the treatment standards of this
article shall be collected by a person licensed under Chapters 381 or 489, Florida
Statutes, or an operation entity licensed by FDOH or by Charlotte County, or a CCHD
employee, or other person acceptable to the CCHD.

7
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(c) Laboratories and methods that are certified by the FDOH for environmental sample
testing shall be used for all compliance testing purposes.

6

(a) Septage pumpout companies that clean and remove septage or grease from
residential or commercial OSTDS and grease interceptors that are located in Charlotte
County shall file a written report of their activities with the CCHD monthly within ten (10)
days of the end of the activity month. The report shall include: the date collected, street
address location of the OSTDS serviced, whether OSTDS serves a residence or
business, whether grease or septage was collected, the liquid volume of septage or
grease removed, and the signature and printed name of the responsible licensed
contractor.

s

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

Sec. 3-8-258. Septage and portable toilet pumpout companies.

(b) For tanks that are dual compartment, both compartments shall be emptied. For
tanks with outlet filters. the filters shall be cleaned of septage. For all septic tanks
emptied, the contractor shall note on the customer's receipt: the tank volume, the
presence of a solids deflection or outlet filter device and whether the tank is strt1Gtl:JFally
69YRGwater tight.
(c) Portable toilet septage companies operating in Charlotte County shall file a written
report of their activities with the . CCHD monthly within ten ( 10) days of the end of the
activity month. The report shall include: the date of service, the volume of portable toilet
septage collected daily, the treatment facility destination of the waste, and the signature
and printed name of the responsible licensed owner or manager.

26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38

39

(d) Any venue or activity using more than one (1) portable toilet or holding tank shall
obtain a permit from the CCHD. The permit shall include inspection of the facility and
assurance of proper hand sanitation. to include hand washing facilities. Existing CCHD
inspection and re-inspection fees apply to this section. The fee will not apply to portable
facilities used for disaster response: however. the sanitation requirements will be
enforced.

Sec. 3-8-259. Septage treatment and landspreading.
(a) FDOH permitted septage treatment and landspread facilities shall file a written
report of their activities with the CCHD monthly within ten (10) days of the end of the
activity month. The report shall contain all information required by FDOH to be retained
by the permitted operator.

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

(b) During wet weather conditions. when the ground water table rises to within twentyfour (24) inches or less of ground surface, landspreading of septage shall be suspended,
and shall not be recommenced until at least two (2) calendar days after the water table
subsides to twenty-four (24) inches or more below ground surface. Water table elevation
shall be observed in monitoring wells daily and recorded on monthly reports.
(c) During suspended landspreading periods. all septage shall be treated in accordance
with FDOH rule, and then held in storage at a minimum pH of eleven (11.0). When
storage capacity is ninety (90) percent filled, receipt of septage at the facility must cease,
· and any additional septage must be treated and disposed of at another FDOH or DEP
permitted facility.

8
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1

Sec. 3-8-260. Variances.

2

3
4
S
6
7
8

Requests for variances from this article shall be made to the CCHD, on forms
provided. The CCHD will review the request and make recommendations to the
Charlotte County Construction Board of Adjustments and Appeals ("CBAA") concerning
the merits of each request. The CBM may grant variances in hardship cases which may
be less restrictive than the provisions specified in this article, however, a variance may
not be granted under this section until the CBM is satisfied that:

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

(1) The hardship was not caused intentionally by the action of the applicant;
(2) There is no reasonable alternative, taking into consideration factors such as cost,
for the treatment of the sewage; and
(3) The discharge from the on-site sewage treatment and disposal system will not
adversely affect the health of the applicant or the public or significantly degrade the
groundwater or surface waters.

19

Sec. 3-8-261. Fees.

20
21
22
23
24

Upon recommendation of the director of CCHD, the Board of County
Commissioners of Charlotte County ("BCC") shall establish by resolution fees charged
for services provided by the CCHD. Such services may include, but not be limited to the
following:

25
26
27
28

(1) Permit for baseline system or aerobic treatment unit with drainfield (includes CCHD
review, permit issuance, two (2) construction inspections, DOH state research fee, and
county permit surcharge);

29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

(2) Permit for operation of aerobic treatment units (annually, due October 1st after final
construction approval, prorated quarterly, includes one (1) inspection and sampling);
(3) Variance applications;
(4) County permit for repair OSTDS (includes county surcharge);
(5) "After the fact" permit fee (in addition to regular OSTDS fee);
(6) Subdivision plan review where OSTDS are to be used up to fifty (50) lots over fifty
(50) lots;
Fees shall be deposited in the CCHD trust fund for use exclusively in this
program.
Fees may be amended by the BCC by resolution.

46
47

Sec. 3-8-262. Compliance and enforcement.

48
49
50

(a) Failure of any person or entity to comply with any applicable requirement of this
article shall be a violation of the Charlotte County Code and all remedies available to the

9
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2
3
4

CCHD. the FDOH and Charlotte County may be used to enforce this law. While any
such violation continues, no certificate of occupancy, development permit or any other
permit or approval shall be issued for any use or development of the property and any
existing permits may be revoked or suspended.

5
6
7
8
9
10
1I
12
13
I4
15
16
17
18

(b} In addition to any penalty provided by law for the violation of any provisions of this
article, the BCC, CCHD or FDOH may bring suit to enjoin, restrain or otherwise prevent
the violation of this article.
(c) The BCC, CCHD or FDOH has the authority at all times to take any action
necessary to prevent imminent danger to the public health, welfare and safety.
(d) The foregoing remedies shall not be exclusive and the BCC, CCHD and FDOH may
invoke other remedies available.
(e) Routine compliance activities, initial notification of violation and preparation of legal
referral case reports shall be the responsibility of the CCHD.

19

Sec. 3-8-263. Inspection.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Employees or agents of the CCHD, FDOH and BCC shall have the right to enter
private property for the purpose of monitoring or inspecting on-site sewage treatment
and disposal systems, investigating complaints or alleged violations of this article or
Chapter 64E-6, F.A.C., or Chapter 381, F.S., or other similar purpose.

26
27

Section 2. Severability. If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion

28

of Section 3-8-256 (h) is for any reason held invalid or unconstitutional by any court of

29

competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct, and

30

independent provision and such holding shall not affect the validity of the remainder of

31

the Section.

32

Section 3. Inclusion. It is the intention of the Board of County Commissioners
~ecome

33

and it is hereby ordained that the provisions of this Ordinance shall

34

made a part of the Code of Laws and Ordinances, Charlotte County, Florida, and the

35

sections of this Ordinance may be renumbered to accomplish such intention.

36
37

and be

Section 4. Effective Date. This Ordinance shall take effect upon its filing in the
Office of the Secretary of State, State of Florida.

38

10
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1

PASSED AND DULY ADOPTED this Jjfbday of

ftuq U$ f

t

2010.

2

3

BOARD OF COUNTY OM.MISSIONERS
OF CHARLOTTE cou~J.~LfO~IDA

4
5

"• .. ,

6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ATTEST:
Barbara T. Scott, Clerk of Circuit
Court and Ex-officio Clerk to the
Board of County Commissioners

By:l<Mu -ic~
Deputy Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM
AND LEGAL SUFFICIENCY:

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

nette S. Knowlton, County Attome~

25

26
27

28
29
30
31

32

33
34

35

36
37
38
39
40
41

P:\WPDATA\BURTON\Ordinances\OSTDS Ord revisions 2010 ATUs.doc
LR 10-162

11
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Charlotte • DeSoto • Englewood • North Port •Venice

PUBLISHER'S AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION
STATE OF FLORIDA

Tue~siol>
of
CountY

ers Charlotte
proposes
to adopt the following ordinance:
AN ORO\NANCE Of THE
BOARD Of COUNTY CQWMSS10NERS OF CHAALOTIE

COUNTY OF CHARLOTTE:

COUNTY. FLORIDA, AMENDING

Before the undersigned authority personally appeared Diane Brinckman,
who on oath says that she is legal clerk of the (Charlotte Sun, Englewood
Sun, The Arcadian, North Port Sun, Venice Gondolier Sun), a newspaper
published at Charlotte Harbor in Charlotte County, Florida; that the
attached copy of advertisement, being a Notice of Intention,
was published in said newspaper in the issues of:

MENT UNIT REQUIREMENTS IN
FAVOR OF COUNTY HEALTH
'OEPASTMENT DETERMINA·
TJOt4S~.PROV101NG FOR tnlJ.

CHAPTER 38, ARTICLE WJ, OF
THE COUNTY coo~;...CLARlfYING ON-SITE SEWAbt. tREAT·
MENT ANO DISPOSAL SYSTEM
REQlRREMENTS; DELETING

SPECIFIC .AEiOBIC TREAT-

S10N \N THE' COUNTY CODE·

N'lO PROVIDING N4 EFFEClM
DATE.

August 12, 2010
Affiant further says that the said newspaper is a newspaper published at
Charlotte Harbor, in said Charlotte County, Florida, and that the said
newspaper has heretofore been continuously published in said Charlotte
County, Florida, Sarasota County, Florida and DeSoto County, Florida, each
day and has been entered as periodicals matter at the post office in Punta Gorda,
in said Charlotte County, Florida, for a period of 1 year next preceding the first
publication of the attached copy of advertisement; and affiant further says that he
or she has neither paid nor promised any person, finn or corporation any discount,
rebate, commission or refund for the purpose of securing this advertisement for
publication in the said newspaper.

tJv..aa•Q ~I.~~

(Signature of A~t)

me this 12th day of August, 20 l 0.

A public ~aring on this ordinance
will be held at 1OAM. or IS sapn
thereafter as it ~ be heard on
tne'24th g~y of August. 2010, in
Room 119 Of the Cnarlotte County
Administration Center, 18500 Mur·

dock' Circle, Port Charlotte, Flor~
da.
Coptes -at the pr<>?Osed ordinance
and ~economic impact Hlimate,
if apPlitabte, are available for
inspectioft by the general public in
the Charlotte County Attorney's
Office, 18500 Murdock Circle,
Port Charlotta, Florida.
Interested parties may appear at

the fllt!etil8 and be heard with

respect to the proposed onfi.
nance.
,
Should any .agency 9r per~on
decide to appea~ any decision
made by the Board with resoect to
any matter considered at such
meeting, he will need a record of
the Proceeding, and for such Pll'posel he may need to ensure that
a veroltim record of the proceedings is made, which record
iJlCludes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal Is to
be based.

BOARD OF COUNTY Cot.MSSIONERS OF CHARLOTIE COlMY,
FLORIDA
The Chartatll ~ Can.wnll-

llon rneetln
ble to 1h•

Personally known _

OR Produced Identification _

Type of Identification Produced _ _ _ _ __

l"OQnl

II llGCllll-

..., *""9d·

and . . . . . . . .
~our llfllce at "41·7~
•
,,,., 841·70-1214...

.......... .........
thettwtnsliswl• . .

- . . . . . . It the t:ront Dell&.

P.O. I: 2010002925-A

Published: August 12, 2010
163352 2453149
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Schedule of Rates
*
System 1
Effective
Oct. 1 2017
WATER RATES:
Monthly Base Service Charges
Residential Single-Family Service, Commercial Service, and
Residential Multi-Family Service - Based on Meter Size
5/8" by 3/4"
Full 3/4"
1"
1-1/2"
2"
3"
4"
6"
8"
10"
12"

$
10.24
$
15.36
$
25.61
$
51.22
$
81.96
$
163.91
$
256.11
$
512.23
$
819.57
$ 1,178.13
$ 2,201.60

Residential Consumption Charge Per 1,000 Gallons
0 to 10,000 gallons
10,001 to 20,000 gallons
20,001 to 30,000 gallons
30,001 to 50,000 gallons
Over 50,000 gallons

$
$
$
$
$

1.49
1.88
2.98
5.22
7.45

Commercial and Multi-Family Consumption Charge Per 1,000 Gallons

$

1.91

Bulk Water Charge Per 1,000 Gallons

$

1.72

Reclaimed Water Rates Per 1,000 Gallons

$

0.15

$

23.02

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

23.02
34.54
57.56
115.14
184.20
368.43
575.67
1,151.13
1,841.81
2,647.60
4,949.86

$

6.58

Commercial and Multi-Family Consumption Charge Per 1,000 Gallons (No Maximum Gallons) $

6.58

WASTEWATER:
Monthly Base Service Charges
Residential Single-Family Service
Multi-Family and Commercial Service - Based on Meter Size
5/8" by 3/4"
Full 3/4"
1"
1-1/2"
2"
3"
4"
6"
8"
10"
12"
Residential Consumption Charge Per 1,000 Gallons (6,000 Maximum Gallons

**

)

Sewer Only Residential and Commercial - Flat Rate (no water meter)
Residential - 5/8 x 3/4 inch
Commercial - 5/8 x 3/4 inch
Commercial - 1 inch
Commercial - 1 1/2 inch
Commercial - 2 inch
Commercial - 3 inch
Commercial - 4 inch
Commercial - 6 inch

$
62.50
$
88.81
$
222.06
$
444.14
$
710.57
$ 1,421.24
$ 2,220.65
$ 4,440.50

* All properties receiving central water and/or wastewater service from CCU, with the exceptions of: Citrus Springs,
Golden Terrace, Gospel Island, Meadows, Point O Woods, Lakeside, Laguna Palms, Oakforest, Pine Ridge, Spring
Gardens, Sugarmill Woods, El Dorado, Anchorage, Apache Shores, South Dunnellon, Rosemont, and Rolling Green.
This will also include any customers receiving reclaim water or bulk water, unless otherwise approve by the BOCC.
**

Existing residential wastewater consumption charge is $8.40 per 1,000 gallons for usage up to 5,000 gallons
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Executive Summary

To:

Arjuna Weragoda, Capital Projects Manager, Indian River County
Department of Utility Services

From:

Joseph Schulke, PE – Project Manager, SBS

Date:
June 20, 2017

Re:
Executive Summary - Septic to Sewer Conversion Evaluation



TheIndianRiverLagoon(Lagoon)isNorthAmerica’smostdiverseestuarywithmorethan4,300species
ofplantsandanimals,including35thatarelistedasthreatenedor endangered, more thananyother
estuaryinNorthAmerica.TheLagoonvariesinwidthfrom.5to5miles(0.80to8.0km)andaverages4
feet(1.2m)indepth.Itservesasaspawningandnurserygroundformanydifferentspeciesofoceanic
andlagoonfishandshellfish.TheLagoonalsohasoneofthemostdiversebirdpopulationsanywherein
America. Nearly 1/3 of the nation’s manatee population lives here or migrates through the Lagoon
seasonally.Inaddition,itsoceanbeachesprovideoneofthedensestseaturtlenestingareasfoundin
theWesternHemisphere.

The Lagoon has faced challenges and adversity over the years, and has seen the reduction in Fishery
populations, the loss of salt marshes and mangrove wetlands, and shellfish harvesting areas are
shrinking every year and are being closed. While there are many contributing factors, numerous
symposiumsonthehealthoftheLagoonhaveidentifiedtheproliferationofresidentialsepticsystemsas
oneofthesignificantcontributorstothedegradationofthelagoon.

TheIndianRiverCountyBoardofCountyCommissionershasrecognizedthatthehealthoftheLagoon
shouldbeoneofthecounty’stoppriorities.Consequently,ithasdirectedstafftoretainSchulke,Bittle&
Stoddard,LLCtoprepareaCountyͲwidestudytoevaluatetheimpactofcontinuedsepticsystemuseon
the Indian River Lagoon, and consider alternative methods to provide public sewer to communities
whosesepticsystemsarecausingthemostharmtotheenvironment.

The final report prepared by Schulke, Bittle & Stoddard, LLC, titled “Septic to Sewer Conversion
Evaluation”, was prepared as an objective review of geographic areas in Indian River County that
currently utilize onͲsite sewage treatment and disposal systems (OSTDS). The evaluation in the report
providesarelativecomparisonofthenegativeenvironmentalimpacttotheIndianRiverLagoonthatthe
variousgeographicareas(communities)intheCountyarecausingduetotheexistenceanduseofseptic
systems.Fromthiscomparison,thecommunitieshavebeenrankedfromthemosttoleastimpactfulto
the lagoon ecoͲsystem. The results can be used by IRCDUS for the development of a capital
improvementprogramwhichidentifiesandprioritizescommunitiestobeconvertedfromOSTDSuseto
IRCDUS sewer utility system construction, connection and use. Factors considered for the final
prioritizationtoconvertcommunitiestoIRCDUSsewerutilityuseare:costofsystemconstructionper
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homesiteateachcommunity,costofsystemconstruction,costperpoundofpollutantremovedateach
community,andpresenceorabsenceofpotablewater.


Theevaluationispresentedinthreeparts:

Part1–AquaticHealth:Evaluationofrelativeenvironmentalimpactscausedbyeachcommunity(345)
andrankingofcommunities.
Part2–MasterWastewaterSystemDataandEstimateofPollutantsGeneratedbySepticSystemUse:
Evaluationofwastewaterdatafromthetop30communitiesfromPart1,includingdesignaveragedaily
andpeakhourflowsgenerated,andestimateofpollutantloading.
Part3ͲCapitalImprovementProgramPrioritization.Thetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1will
beevaluatedandreͲprioritizedbasedoncostofsewersystemconstruction,costofpollutantreduction,
andpresenceorabsenceofpotablewater.

The Final report, “Septic to Sewer Conversion Evaluation”, presents in detail, Schulke, Bittle &
Stoddard,LLC’smethodsandresultsofthestudy.Asummaryoftheresultsfromthereportisattached
tothisExecutiveSummaryinbothagraphicandtabularform:

Ͳ TableEXͲ1:
SummaryResultsͲPrioritySitesͲSeptictoSewerConversion

Ͳ ExhibitEXͲ1: Mapofthetop30PrioritySites


Otherconsiderations:

SBSandIRCDUSstaffconsideredtheresultsoftheevaluation,andfoundthatthecommunitiesidentified
as the worst contributors to the Indian River Lagoon EcoͲsystem are consistent with our initial
expectations.Mostcommunitiesidentifiedwerelocatedclosetotheprimarywaterbodies(IndianRiver
LagoonandSebastianRiver),orclosetoprimarytributariestothesewaterbodies.However,therewas
atleastoneoutlierthatwasidentifiedasaprioritycommunityintheevaluation,whichIRCDUSwould
notlikelyconsiderforconversion.AmosAofEsubdivision,whichonlyhastwohomesites,clearlywould
notbefeasibletoexpandsewerto,norwoulditreducepollutantssignificantly.Thisresultisattributedto
ararehappenstance–thiscommunityreceivedthehighestindexnumberforseveralfactors,including
“importancefactor”,proximitytosurfacewaters,floodplain,depthtogroundwater,andsoilcondition,
which numbers cumulatively predicted a high relative score. This appears to be one of the only
communitiesinsidethetoptierofsitesthatweconsideredananomalyintheresults.Thiscommunity,
whilelisted,isstruckthroughandshouldnotbeconsidered.

UponreviewofTableEXͲ1,thereaderwillfindthatthetablelists35communities,whileonExhibitEXͲ1,
themapgraphicallydepictsonly30communities.Thisisbecause,whileevaluatingfactorssuchascost
to expand public sewer, several communities were not readily separated from other communities. In
these cases, communities outside the top 30 are surrounded by communities in the top 30 – and
preparing the conceptual design of and cost estimates for the construction of sewer systems was not
feasiblewithͲoutincludingtheselowerrankedcommunitiesintheresults.
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TABLE EX-1
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM PRIORITY RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY

Number Subdivision Name
48
52
58
138
18
17
1
131
50
57
19
139
272
320
291
51
278
212

Floravon Shores Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision

Initial
Ranking

New/
Gravity,Low Pressure
Reprioritized
or Vacuum (most
Final Ranking cost effective per lot)

7
9
12
1
3
2
6
8
24
25
14
4
22
10
18
30
21
11

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
11
8
5
13
14
17
16
17
11
24
20

Cost per lb of Pollution Reduction/ YR

Cost per Lot

Gravity
Vacuum
Vacuum
Gravity
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Gravity
Low Pressure
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Low Pressure
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Low Pressure

n=30 yr; i=3.125%

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

$10,531.72
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$26,220.22
$61,902.03
$88,754.76
$25,186.91
$41,334.29
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$49,749.53
$56,318.05
$18,896.51
$24,444.12
$19,375.08
$21,344.64
$18,796.12
$40,184.62

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$32,331.87
$28,825.33
$29,133.51
$0.00
$29,249.95
$0.00
$0.00
$30,057.06
$33,987.79
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$29,299.76

$0.00
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$0.00
$33,220.65
$42,629.54
$29,493.95
$0.00
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$21,365.00
$0.00
$14,624.42
$21,979.98
$13,591.82
$12,669.04
$15,122.31
$0.00

IRC Potable
Water
Available

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

O&M=$10,000/LS

O&M=$450/PS

O&M=$60,000/LS

$31.24
$31.11
$39.10
$39.22
$102.48
$146.73
$42.71
$102.69
$49.88
$49.90
$79.39
$84.90
$85.89
$97.46
$139.86
$67.29
$184.15
$97.45

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$57.29
$57.98
$58.01
$0.00
$66.16
$0.00
$0.00
$55.40
$57.31
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$70.85

$0.00
$19.45
$24.45
$0.00
$78.20
$107.24
$0.00
$0.00
$31.19
$31.21
$38.71
$0.00
$73.63
$118.30
$104.88
$42.08
$179.49
$0.00

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

53

Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*

38

14

Vacuum

$21,344.64

$0.00

$12,669.04

$59.41

$0.00

$37.15

Yes

273
49
207
275
2
199

Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Verona Estates Subdivision

19
20
27
15
5
17

21
24
31
24
24
22

Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Gravity
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Low Pressure

$33,128.36
$52,887.18
$21,141.85
$195,601.05
$130,635.31
$43,570.90

$28,527.86
$35,328.90
$0.00
$41,320.80
$65,670.98
$28,469.58

$0.00
$0.00
$22,004.08
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$78.40
$172.41
$151.54
$648.37
$261.82
$329.15

$68.94
$94.32
$0.00
$111.01
$99.87
$200.11

$0.00
$0.00
$202.21
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

56
54

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3*

31
45

10
17

Vacuum
Vacuum

$21,344.64
$21,344.64

$0.00
$0.00

$12,669.04
$12,669.04

$41.97
$44.36

$0.00
$0.00

$26.24
$27.74

Yes
Yes

137
143
213
32
68
196

Hobart Landing Unit 1
Winter Grove Subdivision
Kanawah Acres
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF

13
26
16
28
29
23

24
29
29
32
22
33

Gravity
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Vacuum
Low Pressure

$26,336.91
$34,703.42
$91,971.34
$94,292.08
$22,483.78
$32,734.44

$30,618.92
$28,384.58
$40,474.04
$51,062.75
$0.00
$27,729.70

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$14,124.59
$0.00

$188.51
$89.83
$408.14
$169.83
$124.23
$226.87

$197.86
$79.04
$185.68
$80.24
$0.00
$197.05

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$85.96
$0.00

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

55

Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4*

69

34

Vacuum

$21,344.64
$23,946.97

$0.00
$27,984.56

$12,669.04
$0.00

$71.58
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$44.76
$0.00

Yes
Yes

Heritage Trace at Hobart *
281
Gravity
136
35
* These communities are included in the evaluation due to their proximity to one or more top 30 ranked communities

** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement
program. Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the
highest index numbers assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood
plain, depth to groundwater and soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher
than would otherwise be expected.
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Forward:

ExecutiveSummary
Attachments:








Ͳ TableEXͲ1:
SummaryResultsͲPrioritySitesͲSeptictoSewerConversion
Ͳ ExhibitEXͲ1: Mapofthetop30PrioritySites


ContentsofReport:

Part1–AquaticHealth:




Evaluationofrelativeenvironmentalimpactscaused
byeachcommunity(345)andrankingofcommunities


Part2–MasterWastewaterSystemDataand 

EstimateofPollutantsGeneratedbySepticSystemUse:
Evaluationofwastewaterdatafromthetop30communities
fromPart1.,includingdesignaveragedailyandpeakhour
flowsgenerated,andestimateofpollutantloading.


Part3ͲCapitalImprovementProgramPrioritization 
Thetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1abovewillbe
evaluatedandreͲprioritizedbasedoncostofsewersystem
construction,costofpollutantreduction,andpresenceor
absenceofpotablewater.
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ListofAbbreviations

ADF



AverageDailyFlow

GPD



Gallonsperday

GPM 

Gallonsperminute

PKHR 

PeakHour

(D/Di) 

DensitydividedbyInitialDensity

(IM)

ImportanceFactor
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IRCDUSSeptic/SewerEvaluation

ThisreportwaspreparedtoprovideanobjectivereviewofgeographicareasinIndianRiverCountythat
currently utilize onͲsite sewage treatment and disposal systems (septic systems). It is intended to
provide an objective relative comparison of the negative environmental impact to the Indian River
Lagoonthatthevariousgeographicareas(communities)intheCountyarecausingduetotheexistence
anduseofsepticsystems.Fromthiscomparison,thecommunitieswillberankedfromthemosttoleast
impactfultothelagoonecoͲsystem.TheresultswillbeusedbyIRCDUSforthedevelopmentofacapital
improvementprogramwhichidentifiesandprioritizescommunitiestobeconvertedfromonͲsiteseptic
system use to IRCDUS sewer utility system construction, connection and use. Additional factors
considered for the final prioritization to convert to IRCDUS sewer utility use are: cost of system
constructionperhomesiteateachcommunity,costofsystemconstruction,operationandmaintenance
perpoundofpollutantremovedateachcommunity,andpresenceorabsenceofpotablewater.

Theevaluationispresentedinthreeparts:

Part1–AquaticHealth:Evaluationofrelativeenvironmentalimpactscausedbyeachcommunity(345)
andrankingofcommunities
Part2–MasterWastewaterSystemDataandEstimateofPollutantsGeneratedbySepticSystemUse:
Evaluationofwastewaterdatafromthetop30communitiesfromPart1.,includingdesignaveragedaily
andpeakhourflowsgenerated,andestimateofpollutantloading.
Part3ͲCapitalImprovementProgramPrioritization.Thetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1above
will be evaluated and reͲprioritized based on cost of sewer system construction, cost of pollutant
reduction,andpresenceorabsenceofpotablewater.



Part1.AquaticHealth:EnvironmentalImpactEvaluation

A. Background

Indian River County Department of Utility Services (IRCDUS) sewage collection system(s) consists
primarily of gravity sanitary sewers or low pressure force main transmission systems. IRCDUS has
expanded the utility service area from its inception and provides sewage collection for over 28,950
accounts.Itsexpansionhasgenerallycorrelatedwiththeexpansionofnewcommercialandresidential
development in Indian River County, and has not typically expanded its systems into existing and
establishedcommunities.Consequently,therearemanyareasthatareutilizingonͲsiteseptictreatment
anddisposalsystems(septicsystems).Forpurposesofthisstudy,theseareashavebeendividedinto
345 geographic areas, or “communities”. (see Exhibit A – Map of Study area and Communities). The
boundaries of each community were previously determined by IRCDUS staff as part of a preliminary
studypreparedin2016forthesamepurpose(“SeptictoSewerUpdate/Presentation,ArjunaWeragoda,
2/16).ThesamegeographicareasdeterminedbyIRCDUSstaffwereusedforthisstudy.

Following the commencement of this study, twenty (20) communities were removed from inclusion,
becausethesecommunitiesareeitheralreadyservedbyIRCDUSsewercollectionsystems,orarepartof
thecurrentIRCDUSNorthCountyGravitysewersystemexpansionarea.Consequently,thisstudynow
includes325communities.


1
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B. SepticSystemInformationandFacts

“OnͲsite wastewater treatment systems (septic systems) have evolved from pit privies used widely
throughͲout history to installations capable of producing a disinfected effluent that is fit for human
consumption.Althoughachievingsuchalevelofeffluentqualityisseldomnecessary,theabilityofonͲ
site systems to remove settleable solids, floatable grease and scum, nutrients and pathogens from
wastewater discharges defines their importance in protecting human health and environmental
resources.Inthemodernera,thetypicalonͲsitesystemhasconsistedprimarilyofseptictankandasoil
absorption field”. (USEPA Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems Manual, 2002). These systems work
welliftheyareinstalledinareaswithappropriatesoilsandhydrauliccapacities,designedappropriately,
installedproperlyandmaintained.However,thesecriteriaareoftennotmet.Onlyabout1/3oftheland
intheUnitedStatesissuitedforconventionalsepticsystems,andmanysystemsarelocatedtoocloseto
ground waters and surface waters. As a result, many systems are not capable of minimizing Nitrogen
contaminationofgroundwater,removingothernutrients,orattenuatingpathogenicorganisms.

Wastewater characteristics entering a septic system vary by dwelling, use or establishment. Nitrogen,
phosphorous, pathogens, and other contaminants are present in significant concentrations in most
wastewaters treated by onͲsite septic systems. Although most can be removed to acceptable levels
under optimal system operating conditions, some may remain in the effluent exiting the system. The
wastewatereffluentformsaplumethatmigratesdownwardfromthedrainfield“infiltrationzone”until
nearsaturatedconditionsinthesoil,andthenmovesinresponsetotheprevailinghydraulicgradient,
downstream with and dispersing into the groundwater. Further treatment can occur while the plume
travels through the soil, but the degree of additional treatment depends on numerous factors. In
additiontotheperformanceofthespecificonͲsitesystem,otherimportantconsiderationsincludethe
density of area systems, overall hydraulic loading, proximity of water resources, and the collective
performanceofalloftheonͲsitesystemsinawatershed.Inadequatelyaddressingthesefactorscanlead
to contamination of lakes, rivers, streams, wetlands, coastal areas and groundwater. (USEPA Onsite
WastewaterTreatmentSystemsManual,2002).

Pastregulationsgoverningsystemspecificshavebeenproventobeinadequate.Consequently,thestate
has adopted at least four major changes to the regulations, each time providing more stringent rules
that ensure the systems will work more effectively than prior regulations. In Indian River County, a
majority of the homes in many communities were developed under prior regulations, and as a
consequence, these older systems likely introduce contaminants into the environment that are above
acceptablelevels.

Itisestimatedthatthereareapproximately30,369septicsystemsinuseinIndianRiverCounty.Theage
and effectiveness of these systems varies significantly. Older systems were permitted to be installed
much closer to surface waters, with less effective depth of soil and with less distance to the
groundwatertablethanthatwhichisrequiredtoday.Consequently,thepollutantcontributionintothe
groundwater from septic systems from many home sites are likely causing direct impacts to the
environment.

SepticSystemFact:
Therewerefour(4)majorchangestothecriteriaforsepticsystemplacement,requirementsand
sizeofsystems:

2
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Foursignificantperiodsofsepticregulations*
o RulesPriorto‘72
o Change:’72to‘82
o Change:’83to’97

o Change:’98topresent
*(Chapter 64EͲFlorida Administrative Code, Standards for OnͲsite Sewage Treatment and
DisposalSystems,3/98)

Methodsdiscussedinthisreportweredevelopedinanattempttomakeanobjectivecomparisonofthe
environmentalimpacttotheIndianRiverLagoonecoͲsystemcausedbytheuseofsepticsystemsfound
invariouscommunitiesinIndianRiverCounty.Factorsconsideredincludetheageofthesystems,and
physical characteristics that contribute to the effectiveness of the systems to treat and dispose of
pollutants,suchas:depthtogroundwater,soilconditions,proximitytogroundwater,surfacewatersand
floodwaters,maximumintensityoflandapplication,andminimumsizeofsystemcomponents.

SepticSystemFact:
30,369septicsystemsinIndianRiverCounty

C. MethodofEvaluation

Eachcommunitywasevaluatedutilizingaformuladevelopedtodeterminetherelativecomparisonof
the negative environmental impact to the Indian River Lagoon caused by each communities’ use of
septicsystems.TheformulawasdevelopedandmodeledaftersimilarstudiesforMartinCounty(Martin
CountySepticSystemEvaluationFinalReport;CapTecEngineering,Inc.;February13,2015)andBrevard
County(SaveOurLagoonProjectPlanforBrevardCounty,Florida;TetraTech,IncandCloseWatersLLC;
July 28,2016). The formula was modified from the Martin and Brevard studies to consider and weigh
physicalandenvironmentalfactorsthatSBSandIRCDUSstaffdeterminedtobebestrepresentative
of Indian River County conditions. The factors considered for determining the initial ranking and

prioritizationofthe325communitieswere:


x
x
x
x
x
x
x

PopulationDensity
ProximitytoSurfaceWaters
FloodPlain
DepthtoGroundWaterTable
SoilCondition
AgeofSurfaceWaterManagementSystem
AgeoftheExistingOSTDS

AsummarytableoftheresultsofthemethodologyandcommunityrankingsisprovidedinExhibitB–
Priority Summary Table, which includes the Factors and Index Numbers used to determine the
respective“scores”foreachcommunity.EachfactorwasevaluatedandassignedanIndexnumberthat
generallyrangedfrom0to12.Theformulausedtodeterminetherankingissimplythesumofallthe
factors.Thehighertheresultingsum(the“score”),thehighertheestimatedimpacttotheIndianRiver
Lagoon(IRL).Thisformula,initiallydevelopedfortheMartinandBrevardstudies,weighedeachfactor
relativelyequally.(max.indexnumberof12foreach).However,SBSandIRCDUSstaffagree(reference
IRCDUSletterreport:“SeptictoSewerUpdate/Presentation”;ArjunaWeragoda,PE;February29,2016)
that both Factors, “Population Density” and “Proximity to Surface Waters”, should be weighed more
heavily. It is believed that these Factors, at their worst conditions (systems close to surface waters;
3
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communitieswithhighdensity),willlikelycauseadisproportionatelyhigherimpacttotheenvironment.
Consequently, each of these Factors, “Population Density” and “Proximity to Surface Waters”, were
adjustedbyan“ImportanceFactor”thatrangedfrom1.0to2.0.AsummaryoftheFactorsconsidered
andcorrespondingIndexNumbersareprovidedinTable1.andasummaryofthe“ImportanceFactors”
areprovidedinTable2.below.



Table1ͲFactorsandIndexNumberͲSummary
Factor 
x
x
x
x
x
x
x













PopulationDensity



ProximitytoSurfaceWaters 

FEMAFloodPlain



DepthtoGroundWaterTable 

SoilCondition 



AgeofSurfaceWaterManagementSystem
AgeoftheExistingOSTDS











IndexNumber 
Min. 
Max
4(x1*)=4
12(x2*)=24
0.1(x1*)=0.1 12(x2*)=24
0

12
4

12
4

12
4

12
4

12

20.1 
108

*1isminimumImportanceFactor,and2ismaximumImportanceFactor



Table2ͲImportanceFactor
Description(Communitydistancetonearestsurfacewater)



Factor
ͲAdjacenttoIndianRiverLagoon(IRL)






2.0

ͲAdjacenttoSebastianRiver(SR) 






1.85

ͲAdjacenttoanddownstreamofspillwaysforIRFWCDMain,NorthorSouth

1.85
reliefcanalsorotherstreams/channelswithin1mileoftheIRL.

ͲAdjacenttoanddownstreamfromspillways/gatesatSRIDlateralsCandL,

1.7
andCityofSebastianwaterways;orotherLaterals(“C”,subͲlaterals,
streams/channelswithin1mileofSR.

ͲAdjacenttoandwithin1mileupstreamofspillwaysforIRFWCDMain,North

1.4
orSouthreliefcanalsorotherstreams/channelsfrom1to2milesoftheIRL.


1.3
ͲAdjacenttoandwithin1mileupstreamofspillwaysforSRIDlateralsCandL,
andCityofSebastianwaterways;orotherLaterals(“C”),subͲlaterals,streams
/channelsfrom1to2milesoftheSR.

ͲAdjacenttoallotherupstreamsurfacewaters 




1.0

* ”adjacentto”asurfacewatershallincludeanycommunitywithin100ft.ofasurfacewater.
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D. FactorsandIndexNumbersͲMethodology

1.PopulationDensity:

TheIndianRiverCountyGISmapswereutilizedtodeterminedensityofeachcommunity.Theexisting
density was determined via parcel count (those with homes), gross acreage of the community, and
adjustmentsweremadetoaccountforfuturehomeconstructionwithinthecommunity(assuminga10
yearperiod,andanannualgrowthrateof1.95%peryear(1.21multiplierfor10years).


IndexNumbers/PopulationDensity

Density:IndexNo.


ч2units/ac

4(x, 

2to4.8/ac* 
4to12*(x, 


>4.8 

12(x, 



*slidingscale,Indexno.=(2.85dͲ1.7);
d=density(2to4.8)

I=ImportanceFactor




AnImportanceFactor(amultiplier,from1.0to2.0)isappliedtotheIndexNumbertoaccountforthesurface
waterthesiteisadjacentto,with2.0multiplierbeingappliedtoasiteadjacenttoacriticalwaterbody,and
lesservaluesgivenforsitesadjacenttosurfacewatersthatarefurtherupstreamfromthecriticalwaterbody.
SeeTable2,ImportanceFactor.

2.ProximitytoSurfaceWaters:

ThelocationofsurfacewaterbodiesandstreamsthroughͲouttheIRCDUSserviceareawereutilizedtomeasure
theproximityofeachcommunitytoasurfacewater.MapsdepictingtheSurfacewaterbodiesandstreamswere
downloaded from the SJRWMD (SJRWMD website: www.sjrwmd.com; “Online GIS Maps/Tools”; Hydrology 1:24,000
Streams – SJRWMD http://www.sjrwmd.com/gisdevelopment/docs/metadata/hydro24k_Stream.htm and Hydrography
1:24,000Waterbodies–SJRWMDhttp://www.sjrwmd.com/gisdevelopment/docs/metadata/hydro24k_Waterbody.htm)
and inserted into the base IRC GIS Project Maps.    Index Number values (0.1 to 12) are assigned to each
communitybased on theirweightedaverage relativedistancefrom adjacent surface watersthat connecttothe
criticalwaterbody,withanIndexNumberof12forsiteswithin165ft.,3.0forsitesbetween165ft.and657ft.,
and0.1forsitesover657ft.

Theassignedindexnumbercorrespondstothedistancethesiteisfromasurfacewater.Numerousstudies
haveshownthatnutrientsinterceptedbyadjacentsurfacewatersvariesbasedontherateofdispersionand
dilutionofthe pollutants, the decay rates ofthe pollutants(via natural chemical and biological processes),
and the distance from the surface waters (which corresponds to a distance and time the effluent travels
throughthegroundwaterbeforeenteringanadjacentsurfacewater).DatapresentedintheBrevardCounty
Study (Save Our Lagoon Project Plan for Brevard County, Florida; TetraTech, Inc and CloseWaters LLC;
July 28, 2016) indicates that the concentration of pollutants in the effluent from typical domestic septic
system(s) is negligible when the travel path of the effluent plume through the groundwater isover 657 ft.
Consequently,anIndexvalueof0.10isused.


5
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AseparateImportanceFactor(amultiplier,from1.0to2.0)isappliedtotheIndexNumbertoaccountforthe
surfacewater thesite isadjacent to, with 2.0 multiplier beingapplied to a site adjacent to a criticalwater
body,andlesservaluesgivenforsitesadjacenttosurfacewatersthatarefurtherupstreamfromthecritical
waterbody.SeeTable2,ImportanceFactor.




IndexNumbers/ProximitytoSurfaceWater







Measuredvalue(ft.)


IndexNo.*


distancetosurfacewater

>657ft.




0.10*xI

165ft.to657ft.


3.0*xI

<165ft.




12.0*xI



I=ImportanceFactor



*Actualnumber=Calculateaweightedaveragenumberbased

onpercentageofeachcommunitysubͲareawithineachprescribed

distancetosurfacewater




3.FloodPlain:

AsizeableportionofIndianRiverCounties’geographicareaislocatedwithinFEMAdesignatedFloodHazard
Areas (FHA). These areas are predicted to have a 1% chance of flooding in any given year. Many of the
communitiesthatcurrentlyusesepticsystemsforsewagedisposalarealsolocatedwithinthesefloodprone
areas.MapsdepictingtheFEMAdesignatedFHA’swereprovidedbyIRCGISDepartmentanddevelopedby
FEMA(FEMAFirmMaps–FEMAMapServiceCenter,IndianRiverCounty,Florida–December4,2012)and
inserted into the base IRC GIS Project Maps, and utilized to determine the FHA designation(s) for each
community.

Communities within FHA’s tend to be low lying, have high groundwater tables that are disproportionally
affectedbyrainfallevents(mayriseconsiderably),arelocatedclosetosurfacewaters,andtendtobesubject
to flooding in less severe storm events. Therefore, during any significant rainfall event, the chance of
environmental contamination – the unintended introduction of pollutant loads into the critical surface
waters – is greater due to potential septic system flooding and failures, and groundwater interception by
floodwaters.

Indexnumberswereassignedforeachcommunitywhichliesentirely,partiallyornotatallwithinaFHA.




IndexNumbers/FloodZoneDesignation



FloodzoneDesignation 

IndexNo.



Outside100yearFHA 

0

<=1/3communityinFHA

4

From1/3to2/3ofcommunityinFHA
8

>2/3ofcommunityinFHA

12
6
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4.DepthtoGroundwatertable:

Maps depicting the Soil type / composition throughͲout Indian River County were downloaded from the
(USDAwebsoilsurvey;https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx;andtext:“USDASoil
ConservationServiceSoil SurveyofIndian RiverCountyFlorida; Wettstein, Noble & Slabaugh, 1984) and
insertedintothebaseIRCGISProjectMaps,andutilizedtodeterminetheSoiltype(s)foreachcommunity.
Table17–“WaterFeatures”,columnlabeled“HighWaterTable–Depth”fromthesameUSDAdocument is
referencedtodeterminethedepthtogroundwaterassociatedwitheachsoiltypeateachcommunity.
The assigned index number corresponds to the Depth to Groundwater. In reviewing the state of Florida’s
regulationsgoverningonͲsitesepticsystemconstructionandoperation(64EͲ6FAC),theregulationsindicate
that any depth to groundwater less than 24” is not ideal (and currently not permitted unless mitigating
constructiontechniquesareused,ie;moundsystem).Therefore,achangeor“jump”intheIndexNumbers
assignedshouldoccuratdepth=24”.(GWT>24”,Indexvaries4,5or6;ifGWT<24”,Index=10;andwhen
groundwaterisabovegrade,64EͲ6wouldnotpermittheuseofasystem,Index=12)




IndexNumbers/DepthtoGroundwater



DepthtoGroundwater 
Indexno.



>48” 


4

36”to48”


5

24”to36”


6

0”to23”


10

AboveGWT


12



5.Soilcondition:

Maps depicting the Soil type / composition throughͲout Indian River County were downloaded from the
(USDAwebsoilsurvey;https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx;andtext:“USDASoil
ConservationServiceSoil SurveyofIndian RiverCountyFlorida; Wettstein, Noble & Slabaugh, 1984) and
insertedintothebaseIRCGISProjectMaps,andutilizedtodeterminetheSoiltype(s)foreachcommunity.
Table 12 Ͳ “Sanitary Facilities”, column labeled “Septic Tank Absorption Fields”, from the same USDA
documentisreferencedtodeterminesuitabilityofthesoils.Thesoilsareclassifiedastotheirsuitabilityfor
use with septic absorption fields, as “severe, moderate or slight”. This is consistent with 64EͲ6 FAC
general soil descriptions of “severely limited, moderately limited or slightly limited” which the 64EͲ6
regulationreferencestodeterminesepticsystemspecificationsforspecificinͲsitusoilcriteria.


IndexNumbers/SoilPermeability



SoilDescription 

Indexno.*


Slight(Slightlylimited) 

4



Moderate(Moderatelylimited) 
8



Severe(severelylimited)

12




*Actualnumber=Calculateaweightedaveragenumberbasedon

percentageofeachsoilclassificationwithineachcommunity

7
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6.AgeofSurfaceWaterManagementSystem:

Surfacewatermanagementsystems(fromthemostrudimentaryopenditchesthatcaptureandconvey
stormwater, to modern systems designed to capture, detain/retain and treat stormwater) typically
incorporate physical features that will intercept base flow (groundwater), especially during rainfall
events or other times when the groundwater is at its highest.  When septic systems are located near
thesesystems,thepollutantladengroundwatercanbeinterceptedbythesurfacewatermanagement
systems. Subsequently, the stormwater systems can transport the pollutants to its receiving water,
whichisoftentheIndianRiverLagoonoritsupstreamtributaries.

Early/rudimentarysystems(openditchconveyancewithͲoutwaterqualitytreatment)willcaptureand
transport the contaminated groundwater quickly and directly to its receiving water.  However, newer
systemsweredesignedtocapture,retain/detainstormwaterandprovidevariouslevelsoftreatmentof
pollutants.  Consequently, the pollutant loading is decreased as stormwater standards became more
stringent.

The Index Number(s) for this Factor have been assigned to correspond to the age of the stormwater
management system, and more specifically, to correspond to specific years that newer and more
stringent stormwater management systems regulations were adopted by the SJRWMD (reference
www.dep.state.fl.us/water/wetlands/erp/rules/stormwater/background.htm). The age of each
stormwater management system in each community was determined by referencing IRC Clerk of the
CourtSubdivisionPlatrecords–anddeterminingtheyeareachcommunitywasplatted.




IndexNumbers/AgeofStormwaterManagementSystem


Year 


Indexno.


After2008


2


’99to2008


4


’82to’98


6


Before’82


12


SJRWMD/FDEPRegulations:www.dep.state.fl.us/water/wetlands/erp/rules/stormwater/background.htm
1. 1981–Florida’sfirstruleadopted
1982–IneffectFeb.‘82
o Remove80%ofTSS/95%ifoutstandingFloridaWaterfrompostͲdevelopmentrunͲoff
2. 1990–GuidelinesforimplementationofStatewaterresourcerule–guidelinestoimplementstormwater
programanddescriberolesofFDEPandwatermanagementdistricts.
o Maintain to degree possible, during and post construction, preͲdevelopment stormwater
characteristicsofsite
o Remove80%ofstorwaterpollutantloadingsof“pollutants”thatcauseorcontributetoviolations
ofwaterqualitystandards
However,BMPdesigncriteriaatFDEPandwatermanagementdistrictsneverupdated.
3. 1999–Floridawatershedrestorationactwasenacted–leadingtoimplementationofFlorida’swaterbody
restoration program establishment of total maximum daily loads (TMDLS) – that is, establishment of
maximum amount of a specific pollutant that can be discharged to a waterbody and maintain water
qualitystandards.
4. 2008–Statewidestormwatertreatmentrule(initiativebyFDEPandDistricts)–postdevelopmentnutrient
loadwillnotexceednutrientloadfromnaturalundevelopedareas.
8
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7.AgeofExistingOSTDS:

Theageofthecommunitiesinthestudyareavarysignificantly,withmanycommunitiesdevelopedand
homes built prior to the first significant changes to the regulations governing the installation and
operationofsepticsystems(1972).Oldersystemswerepermittedtobeinstalledmuchclosertosurface
waters,withlesseffectivedepthofsoilandwithmuchlessdistancetothegroundwaterthanthatwhich
isrequiredtoday.Consequently,thepollutantloadingcontributionfromsepticsystemshasdecreased
assepticsystemregulationsandstandardsbecamemorestringent.

TheIndexNumber(s)forthisFactorhavebeenassignedtocorrespondtotheaverageageoftheseptic
systems installed within each community, and more specifically, to correspond to specific years that
newer and more stringent septic system regulations were adopted by the State of Florida. (Reference
TableV,p.36,64EͲ6FAC,StandardsforOnsiteSewageTreatmentandDisposalSystems,3/98.)Theage
ofeachsepticsystemineachcommunitywasdeterminedbyreferencingtheaverageageasdetermined
by IRCDUS staff in the prior IRC preliminary study (“Septic to Sewer Update/ Presentation, Arjuna
Weragoda,2/16).StaffadvisedthatthisinformationwasobtainedviaIRCGISDepartment(GISmaps)
andIRCDOHrecords.

Based on data provided in 64EͲ6 FAC, there were 4 major changes to the criteria for septic system
placement, requirements and size of systems. These changes correspond to a change in the Index
Numbersappliedtoevaluatetheimpacttotheenvironment.

64EͲ6FACͲFoursignificantrulechanges(p.36Ͳ39)
o Priorto‘72
o ’72to‘82
o ’83to’97
Åsignificantchanges
o ’98topresent


IndexNumbers/AgeofSepticSystem


Year


Indexno.

o ’98topresent 
4

o ’83to’97

6

o ’72to’82

10

o Before’72

12


StandardsforOnsiteSewageTreatmentandDisposalSystemsͲSummaryofSystemChanges
(ReferenceTableV,p.36,64EͲ6FAC,StandardsforOnsiteSewageTreatmentandDisposalSystems,3/98).
Criteria
Priorto‘72
’72to‘82
’83to‘98
’98toPresent
Toprivatewell
50’
50’
75’
75’
DepthtowetseasonGWT
6”
6”
12”
24”
Tosurfacewater
25’
50’
50’
75’
Effectivemin.depthsoil
12”
24”
36”
42”
Min.drainfield
SL
undetermined
75sf
83sf/111sf*
83sf/111sf*
size(1bedroomу




100gpd)





undetermined
100sf
ML
154sf/285sf*
154sf/285sf*
SL=Slightlylimitedsoil




ML=Moderatelylimitedsoil




*BasedontableIIIdrainfieldsizeandloadingrate(p.19).Thesearetwodifferentsoiltypeswithineachsoilclassification(SL,ML)–therefore,
twodifferentloadingratesanddrainfieldsizes.

9
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E. ResultsofEvaluation:AquaticHealth

TheresultsoftheinitialpriorityevaluationareprovidedontheattachedExhibitBͲ“Priority
Summary Table”, which provides a list of the 325 communities evaluated in the study. The
communitiesarelistedindescendingorder,withthehighestscoringcommunitycorresponding
tothecommunitywiththehighestrelativeimpacttotheIndianRiverLagoonecoͲsystem,and
thelowestscoringcommunitycorrespondingtothelowestimpacttotheecoͲsystem.

TheresultsofthepriorityevaluationarealsodepictedgraphicallyontheattachedExhibitC–
“Community Priority Map”, a map of IRC depicting the 325 communities, color coded as
follows:

MapColorCoding
Color 
Red: 
Yellow: 
Blue: 
Green: 

Rank
1Ͳ30
(top30communitiesͲhighestscores&impact)
31Ͳ60
61Ͳ120
121Ͳ325


Thetop30communitiesarelistedinTable3.below





10
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TABLE 3
TOP 30 RANKED COMMUNITIES
Number Subdivision Name

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02

89.19
85.49
84.65
82.37
78.45
75.73
75.57
74.05
73.05
70.92
69.63
68.96
68.28
68.27
67.51
67.41
67.38
66.96
66.85
66.33
66.17
65.24
64.85
63.99
63.78
62.82
62.60
62.50
62.30
62.09

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

56
53
54
55
136

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03 *
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3 *
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4 *
Heritage Trace at Hobart *

62.06
60.62
60.02
56.77
42.93

31
38
45
69
281

* These communities are included in the evaluation due to their proximity to one or more top 30 ranked
communities

** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement program.
Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the highest index numbers
assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood plain, depth to groundwater and
soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher than would otherwise be expected.
11
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Part2.MasterWastewaterSystemDataandEstimateofPollutants
GeneratedbySepticSystemUse

A. Background

Thetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1havebeenevaluatedtodetermineapplicablewastewater
system data for master planning purposes, including estimated design average daily flow and design
peak hour flow rates projected from each of the communities. The communities have also been
evaluatedtodetermineanestimateofthepollutantloadinggeneratedbythecontinueduseofseptic
systemsateachcommunity.


B. MasterWastewaterSystemData

ToenableIRCDUStoplanforthefutureexpansionofinfrastructureandconnectionofeachcommunity
totheutilitysystem,theimpactthateachcommunitymayhaveontheIRCDUSinfrastructureandplant
capacity is estimated by projecting the sewage generated from each site. The results for the top 30
rankedcommunitiesarelistedonTable4.below,whichincludesboththedesignaveragedailyflowand
designpeakhourflowratesprojectedfromeachofthecommunities.Resultsforall325communities
areprovidedintheattachedExhibitD–“EstimateofSewageGeneratedandPollutantReduction”.

Theprojectionsweredevelopedbasedonthefollowingassumptions:

Ͳ250gallonsperdayperhome(2.5personsperhome,100gallonsperpersonperday)
Ͳprojected number of homes in each community after 10 years. (1.95% annual growth rate = 1.21
multiplier)
Ͳpeak hour factor of 4.0 (Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities, 2014 – the factor varies
withpopulation,butconvergeson4.0forpopulationslessthan500personsor200homes)



SeeTable4.–“MasterPlanWastewaterSystemData”.
SeeExhibitD–“EstimateofSewageGeneratedandPollutantReduction”.






12
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TABLE 4
MASTER PLAN WASTEWATER SYSTEM DATA
Map or
S/D
Number
138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51

Subdivision Name

Initial Ranking

10 Year ADF
(GPD)

(GPD)

(GPM)

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

6,500
3,500
5,500
1,750
750
18,150
9,000
2,118
6,655
30,000
4,000
101,035
4,250
15,730
303
3,000
1,815
193,000
5,250
1,750
75,750
121,908
5,143
188,500
107,993
6,353
36,250
1,500
143,385
263,000

26,000
14,000
22,000
7,000
3,000
72,600
36,000
8,470
26,620
120,000
16,000
404,140
17,000
62,920
1,210
12,000
7,260
772,000
21,000
7,000
303,000
487,630
20,570
754,000
431,970
25,410
145,000
6,000
573,540
1,052,000

18.06
9.72
15.28
4.86
2.08
50.42
25.00
5.88
18.49
83.33
11.11
280.65
11.81
43.69
0.84
8.33
5.04
536.11
14.58
4.86
210.42
338.63
14.28
523.61
299.98
17.65
100.69
4.17
398.29
730.56

56
53
54
55
136

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03 *
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3 *
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4 *
Heritage Trace at Hobart *

31
38
45
69
281

38,720
16,500
32,250
13,915
1,210

154,880
66,000
129,000
55,660
4,840

107.56
45.83
89.58
38.65
3.36

10 Year PK HR

* These communities are included in the evaluation due to their proximity to one or more top 30
ranked communities

** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement program.
Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the highest index numbers
assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood plain, depth to groundwater and
soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher than would otherwise be expected.
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C. PollutantsGeneratedbySepticSystemUse


Aconventionalsepticsystemiscapableofnearlycompleteremovalofsuspendedsolids,biodegradable
organiccompounds,andfecalcoliformsifproperlydesigned,sited,installed,operatedandmaintained.
However, other pollutants found in wastewater are a concern, including nutrients (nitrogen,
phosphorous),pathogenicparasites,bacteriaandviruses,toxicorganiccompoundsandmetals(USEPA
Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems Manual, 2002).  Of concern for this study as it relates to the
IndianRiverLagoonecosystem,arethelevelsofnutrientsthattraveldowngradientinthegroundwater
andenterthelagoonoritssurfacewatertributaries.BothPhosphorousandNitrogenareaquaticplant
nutrientsthatcancontributetoeutrophicationanddissolvedoxygenlossininlandandcoastalwaters.
Excessive nitrateͲnitrogen in drinking water can cause methemoglobinemia in infants and pregnancy
complicationsforwomen.

ExampleofSoilInfiltrationPerformanceͲdomesticsepticsystem**
Parameter
ConcentrationofEffluent
percentremoval

TSS


50Ͳ100 (mg/l) 

>90%
BOD 

130Ͳ150


90Ͳ98
Totalnitrogen 
45Ͳ55 


10Ͳ40
Totalphosphorous
8Ͳ12 


85Ͳ95
Other* 

trace,varies 

>99

*bacteria,virus,organicchemicals,heavymetals

**(datafromTable3Ͳ17and3Ͳ18,USEPAOnsiteWastewaterTreatmentSystemsManual,2002)


Most references / studies suggest that Phosphorous is almost completely removed by a functioning
septic system (85Ͳ95% removal) as it passes through the drainfield infiltration zone, and additional
treatment is provided as it passes through the soil. Consequently, Phosphorous from domestic septic
effluent should not be considered a significant source of contamination of the lagoon ecosystem.
However,Nitrogen,especiallyintheNitrateform,isaconcernbecauseitisverysolubleinwaterand
moves readily in the effluent plume. Septic systems generally remove only 10 to 40% of the total
Nitrogenintheeffluentasitpassesthroughtheinfiltrationzoneofthedrainfield.Additionalreduction
ofNitrogencanoccurastheeffluentplumepassesthroughthesoil.However,expertsdisagreeonthe
amount of additional reduction that can occur via deͲnitrification of Nitrate. Some studies report 0 %
additionalremoval,andotherstudiesreportuptoanadditional20%reduction.Regardlessofthelevel
of additional reduction, there is a measurable and significant concentration of Nitrate within a septic
systemeffluentplumethatisonlyreducedtoacceptablelevels(drinkingwaterstandardof<10mg/L)
bydispersion,dilution,andreduction/decay. This willonlyhappen iftheflowpathof theeffluentis
longenough(inbothdistanceandtime)fortheadditionalreduction/removaltooccurpriortoentering
anadjacentsurfacewater.


Basisofestimate:
The reduction of NitrateͲNitrogen in concentrations in the groundwater after it passes through the
septic system is thought to be primarily through dispersion and dilution due to recharge of the
groundwaterviaprecipitation.However,someexpertsreportthatfurtherdenitrificationoccurs(upto
14
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20%additionalremoval).Whilethereisdisagreementintheamountofreductionofnitrogen,allexperts
agreethatnitrogeninthenitrateformisverysolubleinwaterandmovesreadilyintheeffluentplume,
and a sizable portion of the pollutant can become a source of contamination of groundwater and
surfacewaters.

For purposes of this study, an estimate of the Nitrogen pollutant loading generated by the continued
use of septic systems at each community has been prepared. While there is not a consensus on the
Nitrogenconcentrationsfromtheeffluentofdomesticwastewater,noraconsensusonthereduction/
decay rates via infiltration zone treatment or dispersion in the soil, a reasonable and conservative
calculation was incorporated in a similar study prepared for Brevard county (Save Our Lagoon Project
Plan – Brevard County Florida; Tetra tech, Inc, and Closewaters LLC, July 2016), which has been
incorporatedinthisstudyforthispurpose.Thecalculationsassumetheestimatednutrientloadsfrom
thesepticsystemswilltravelthroughthegroundwateruntilitintersectswithasurfacewaterbody,or
disperses/decaystonegligibleconcentrations.Theassumptionsare:



SepticSystemEffluentConcentrations
Parameter
ConcentrationofEffluent(mg/L)

Totalnitrogen 
70





ͲOrganicN

0.46
ͲAmmonia

10.5
ͲNitrate+Nitrite
59.3
OrganicP

0.3
OrthoPhosphate
0






(from Table 12: Save Our Lagoon Project Plan – Brevard County Florida; Tetra tech, Inc, and
ClosewatersLLC,July2016)


ReductioninConcentration(mg/l)vsTravelDistance
Parameter

<165ft.
165ft.to657ft.
TotalNitrogen 
50.97 
12.92 

ͲOrganicN

0.00 
0.00 

ͲAmmonia

0.00 
0.00 

ͲNitrate+Nitrite
50.97 
12.92 

OrganicP

0.044 
0.00 

OrthoPhosphate
0.00 
0.00 


>657ft.
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 





(from Table 14: Save Our Lagoon Project Plan – Brevard County Florida; Tetra tech, Inc, and
ClosewatersLLC,July2016)



Pollutantload–PoundsperyearperDomesticsepticsystem*



Distanceofhometoadjacentsurfacewater
Parameter

<165ft.
165ft.to657ft.
>657ft.
NitrateͲNitrite 
38.6lb 
9.78lb 

0.00 




*Basedonthefollowingassumptions:
ͲconcentrationsofnitrateͲnitritelistedintheabovetable(s)
Ͳreduction/decayofnutrientspertable(s)above
Ͳ250gallonsperdayperhome(2.5personsperhome,100gallonsperpersonperday)
15
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TheresultsfortheestimateoftheNitrogenpollutantloadinggeneratedbythecontinueduseofseptic
systems at each of the top 30 priority communities are provided below on Table 5. – “Nitrogen
PollutantLoadingEstimate”.Theestimatesarebasedonaprojectionofthenumberofhomesineach
communityafter10years.(1.95%annualgrowthrate=1.21multiplier).Resultsforall325communities
canbefoundonExhibitD–“EstimateofSewageGeneratedandPollutantReduction”.


It is important to understand that the estimate on Table 5. below is NOT an estimate of the total
NitrogenloadcontributingdirectlytotheIndianRiverLagoon.ItisanestimateofthetotalNitrogenload
fromeachcommunitywhichisinterceptedbyanadjacentsurfacewaterthatisatributary(river,creek,
canal,ditch,etc.)totheIndianRiverLagoon.








16
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TABLE 5
NITROGEN POLLUTANT LOADING ESTIMATE

Number Subdivision Name

Initial
Ranking

Total # of
Homes

138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

26
14
22
7
3
73
36
8
27
120
16
404
17
63
1
12
7
772
21
7
303
488
21
754
432
25
145
6
574
1052

56
53
54
55
136

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03 *
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3 *
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4 *
Heritage Trace at Hobart *

31
38
45
69
281

155
66
129
56
7

Pollutant
Reduction
lb/yr
965.00
473.15
737.76
270.20
115.80
2,802.36
949.44
326.94
1,027.53
1,663.11
444.68
13,577.22
136.40
2,428.71
46.71
164.70
105.88
5,759.18
587.62
169.33
1,657.82
6,221.58
201.17
17,256.07
10,018.99
632.10
1,114.80
231.60
5,988.17
17,845.33
4,569.76
1,268.19
3,319.68
893.08
0.00

* These communities are included in the evaluation due to their proximity to one or more top 30 ranked
communities
** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital
improvement program. Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This
site has the highest index numbers assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface
water, flood plain, depth to groundwater and soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked
much higher than would otherwise be expected.
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Part3.CapitalImprovementProgramPrioritization

The top 30 ranked communities from Part 1 have been reͲevaluated based on the cost of pollutant
reduction,presenceofpotablewater,andcostofsewersystemconstruction,andreͲprioritizedbased
ontheseFactors:

A. Initialrankingofthetop30communities
B. Sewercostperhomesite–rankedinascendingorderofcost
C. Nitrogenreductioncost–rankedinascendingorderofcost
D. Presenceofpotablewater

TheformulausedtoreͲprioritizethecommunitieswasthesumoftherankingofabovelistedFactors,
and an adjustment was made to the sum due to the presence of potable water. The results of the
CapitalImprovementProgramPrioritizationareprovidedonTable9.–“CapitalImprovementProgram
PriorityRecommendationSummary”.


Below is a brief description of the methods used to analyze the pollutants generated, presence of
potable water, and cost of sewer system construction. A summary table of the results of the analysis
necessary to assist in determining the reͲprioritization of the top 30 communities is provided in the
attached Exhibit E – “Cost Analysis”. Data includes the Pollutant reduction (lb/year) for each
community, the annualized cost of pollutant removal ($ cost /lb /year), the cost to construct sewer
infrastructure for each community ($cost) and cost per home site ($ cost / lot), and whether the
communityisservedbypotablewater(ornot).


A. PollutantsGenerated

Themethodtoestimatepollutantsgeneratedbysepticsystemuseineachcommunitywasdescribedin
Part 2. Conversely, the pollutants generated by septic system use is also the expected pollutant load
removed from the environment if the community is connected to public sewer utility. Those results,
poundsofpollutantsperyearremoved,andthecostofpollutantsperpoundremoved(annualizedcost),
wereconsideredwhenreͲprioritizingthetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1.

Theannualizedcostperpoundofnitrogenremovedforeachcommunitywascalculatedbasedonthe
following:

Ͳpollutantreductionpercommunity(seeExhibitD)
Ͳinterestrate:3.25%
Ͳamortizationperiod:30years
Ͳcost:constructioncosttoextend,constructandconnecttosewerinfrastructure(seeExhibitD)
Ͳmaintenancecost:
Gravitysewersystem:$10000perpublicliftstationperyear
Lowpressuresystem:$450persimplexpumpstationperyear

See Exhibit D – “Estimate of Sewage Generated and Pollutant Reduction”, and Exhibit E – “Cost
Analysis”.
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B. PresenceofPotableWater

Nine(9)ofthetopthirty(30)communitiesdidnothaveapublicwatersystemutilityprovidingpotable
water.Withinthesecommunities,potablewaterisobtainedviaindividualprivatewells,mostofwhich
withdrawalwaterfromtheshallowsurficialaquifer.Thesecommunitiesweregivenpriorityoverother
community’sduetothepotentialforcontaminationofthedrinkingwatersupplybythesepticsystems.
ExcessiveNitrateͲNitrogenindrinkingwater(>10mg/L)cancausemethemoglobinemiaininfantsand
pregnancycomplicationsforwomen.

AsummarytableoftheresultsoftheanalysisnecessarytoassistindeterminingthereͲprioritizationof
thetop30communitiesisprovidedinExhibitE–“CostAnalysis”.Dataincludeswhetherthecommunity
isservedbypotablewater(ornot).



C. CostofSewerSystemConstruction


Cost estimates for installing sanitary sewage collection system(s), including Gravity Sewer Collection
Systems, Low Pressure Force Main Transmission Systems (with individual simplex lift stations), or
VacuumSewersystemwerepreparedforthe top30rankedcommunities.Theresults,costperhome
site(lot)wereconsideredwhenreͲprioritizingthetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1.

Unitpriceswereobtainedfromseveralrecentlybidorconstructedprojectsincluding:

ͲNorthCountyCommercialSewerandWaterBid(April2017)
ͲWestWabassoCommunityGravitysewersystemͲPhase2(Dec2016)
ͲWestWabassoSeweranddrainageimprovements–(Jan2013)
ͲSeveralrecentprivatedevelopmentprojects
ͲInformationandpricingprovidedbyJohnScott,HydraService,Inc.
ͲMitigatedSewerSystem,RockridgeSubdivision(March2007)
ͲInformationandpricingprovidedbyBilfingerAirvacWaterTechnologies,Inc.

Gravity system: Gravity Sewer Collection Systems are the preferred alternative for providing a sewer
collectionsystemforcommunitiesintheIRCDUSservicearea.Thesesystemsareconsideredthemost
reliable of all sewer systems, requiring the least maintenance, with provisions for emergency backͲup
power, and this system’s infrastructure has the longest life cycle (30 to 50 years) compared to other
alternatives,exceptthatthecontrolpanelsandpumpsmayneedrehabilitationorreplacementevery15
years. This system generally has a relatively high up front costs, when compared to other systems.
Estimates for the construction of Gravity Sewer Collection Systems for each of the 30 top ranked
communitieswerepreparedandacostperlotwasderivedandcomparedtothecostperlottoinstallan
alternativeLowPressureForceMainTransmissionSystemorVacuumSewerSystem.

LowPressureSystem:LowPressureForceMainTransmissionSystemswereinitiallydevelopedasalow
cost alternative to a conventional Gravity Sewer Collection Systems. A grinder lift station (pumping
station)isplacedateachlotlinetoreceivewastewaterfromthehousehold(typicallyoneortwohomes
perstation).The“wetwell”oftheliftstationholdsapproximately100to150galofsewage.Thesewage
is pumped out of the wet well and into an adjacent low pressure small diameter sewer force main
system(typically4”diameter)whichisgenerallyroutedalongthesideofthestreet.Theselowpressure
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mainstypicallyconnecttoanddischargeinto the public utilityinfrastructure. Thesesystemsgenerally
havealow upfrontcost(ifthelift/pumpstationisdeferreduntil homeconstruction),but generally
havethemostexpensivemaintenancecosts,aretheleastreliablesystemandarenotreadilyprovided
withemergencybackuppower.Thelifecyclefortheutilityinfrastructure(forcemainsintheroadrights
ofway)isequaltothatofthegravitysewersystems(30to50years),butthesimplexpumpstations’life
cycle expectancy is 15 to 30 years, and the control panels and pumps may need rehabilitation or
replacementevery15years.

CostestimatesforLowPressureForceMainTransmissionSystemswerepreparedasanalternativeto
the Gravity Sewer Collection System when the estimated costs for a gravity sewer system were
excessive.Thecostwasdeemedexcessivewhenitexceeded$28,000perlotservedinanycommunity.
Consequently,estimatesforthecostsofconstructionofLowPressureForceMainTransmissionSystems
for 16 out of the 30 top ranked communities were prepared and a cost per lot was derived and
comparedtothecostperlotwiththestandardGravitySewerCollectionSystemandthecostperlotfor
a Vacuum Sewer System (described below). The lower priced alternative of the three was the cost
consideredwhenreͲprioritizingthetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1.

VacuumSystem:Thevacuumsystemisarelativelynewtypeofsewercollectionsystem,firstbeingused
intheUnitedStatesinthelate1960’sandearly1970’s.IRCDUShasrecentlyinstalled(2007/2008)an
AIRVAC vacuum system in the Rockridge community of predominantly singleͲfamily residential homes
(500 +/Ͳ home sites). A collection chamber is placed at each lot line to receive wastewater from the
household. This chamber holds a small amount (typically up to 10 gal) of sewage. The sewage is
vacuumedoutfromthechamberandthrougha3”servicelateralandintoanetworkofsmalldiameter
(4” to 8”) vacuum mains typically routed along the side of the street, which discharge into a vacuum
vessel and storage tank at the site of the vacuum / pump station. The sewage is then pumped in the
conventionalwayviasewagepumpsintoapressuresewerforcemainwhich connectsand discharges
intothepublicutilityinfrastructure.Emergencybackuppowerisreadilyprovided.Avacuumsystemwill
haveaveryhighupfrontcostduetothehighcostofthecollectionchambersandthevacuum/pump
station,andarethereforeonlyfeasibleincommunities/siteareaswhereanyoneVacuumPumpstation
canservealargenumberofhomesites.Whilenotmeetingthesamestandardasagravitysystem,this
systemisconsideredreliable,buthasconsiderableoperationandmaintenancerequirementsandcosts.
Thelifecyclefortheutilityinfrastructure(lowpressuremainsintheroadrightsofway)isequaltothat
of the gravity sewer systems (30 to 50 years), but the collection chambers and vacuum valves need
replacementevery7to15years,andthecontrolpanels,pumpsandtanksinthevacuumstationmay
needrehabilitationorreplacementevery15years.

Cost estimates for Vacuum Systems were prepared as an alternative to the Gravity Sewer Collection
Systemwhentheestimated costsfora gravitysewersystemwereexcessive,andwhere communities
had 65 or more home sites. Consequently, estimates for the costs of construction of Vacuum Sewer
Systemsfor15outofthe30toprankedcommunitieswerepreparedandacostperlotwasderivedand
comparedtothecostperlotwiththestandardGravitySewerCollectionSystemandcostperlotfora
LowͲPressureForceMainTransmissionSystem.Thelowerpricedalternativeofthethreewasthecost
consideredwhenreͲprioritizingthetop30rankedcommunitiesfromPart1.
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1.GravitySewageCollectionSystems:

ApreliminarylayͲoutofeachsewersystemwasdesignedassuming:
Ͳpipeslopesat0.35%
Ͳ8”gravitysewermainsgenerallycenteredinonetravellaneoftwolanestreets
Ͳ4ft.diamanholes
Ͳliftstationswith10ft.diawetwells
Ͳroadrestoration(pavedͲ1½”asphalt,6”baseand8”subgrade);(unpaved–3”shellover8”
stabilizedsubgrade)

The general guideline to determine the number of sewage lift stations needed to serve a given
communities’sewercollectionsystemwasbasedonagravitysewerinstalledatamin.depthof3ft.and
maximumdepthof12ft.Costsforinstallationofsewersystemswithgreaterdepthsgenerallyincrease
significantlydueto:
Ͳdewateringcosts
Ͳbedding/materialreplacement
Ͳexcavationsize/trenchboxrequired/potentialextensivedamage/restoration

Ͳmanholesize(increaseddiameterrequired)
Ͳincreasedpipethickness(DRratio)

SeeTable6.–“GravitySewerSystemUnitCosts”.

AsummarytableoftheresultsoftheanalysisnecessarytoassistindeterminingthereͲprioritizationof
thetop30communitiesisprovidedinExhibitE–“CostAnalysis”.Dataincludesthecosttoconstruct
sewerinfrastructureforeachcommunity($cost)andcostperhomesite($cost/lot).

2.LowPressureForceMainTransmissionSystems

ApreliminarylayͲoutofeachsewersystemwasdesignedassuming:
Ͳmin.4”lowpressureforcemaininstalledwithinallstreetswithintheunpavedgrass
shoulder
Ͳ2”forcemain“laterals”terminatingatagatevalveateachhomesite
Ͳprivatesimplexgrinderliftstationateachhomesite
Ͳelectricserviceprovidedfromeachhomesite

SeeTable7.–“LowPressureForceMainTransmissionSystemUnitCosts”

AsummarytableoftheresultsoftheanalysisnecessarytoassistindeterminingthereͲprioritizationof
thetop30communitiesisprovidedinExhibitE–“CostAnalysis”.Dataincludesthecosttoconstruct
sewerinfrastructureforeachcommunity($cost)andcostperhomesite($cost/lot).
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3.VacuumSewerSystems

ApreliminarylayͲoutofeachsewersystemwasdesignedassuming:
Ͳmin. 4” Vacuum main installed within all streets (vertical saw tooth fashion at 0.20 % min.
slope) within the unpaved grass shoulder. Mains were progressively upsized to 6” and 8” as
flowsincreasetowardsthevacuumstation.
Ͳ3”vacuumservicelateralsterminateatvacuumchamber/valvepitateveryotherlotline(each
chamberwillservetwohomesites)
ͲCentralVacuum/Pumpingstation.

The general guideline to determine the number of Vacuum Stations needed to serve a given
communities’vacuumcollectionsystemwasbasedonthefollowinglimitations:
ͲVacuumPumpstationsmustbecentrallylocatedwherepossible
Ͳserveupto1200homesites
Ͳvacuummainscanbranchupto10,000ft.tofurthestconnection

SeeTable8.–“VacuumSewerSystemUnitCosts”

AsummarytableoftheresultsoftheanalysisnecessarytoassistindeterminingthereͲprioritizationof
thetop30communitiesisprovidedinExhibitE–“CostAnalysis”.Dataincludesthecosttoconstruct
sewerinfrastructureforeachcommunity($cost)andcostperhomesite($cost/lot).
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TABLE 6

Gravity Sewer System Unit Costs
Onsite

Engineer's Estimate
Unit Price
$9,100.00
$4,500.00
$142.00
$88.00
$60.00
$925.00
$1,250.00

4' Diameter Manholes - Depth 8'-12'
4' Diameter Manholes - Depth 4'-8'
8" Gravity Sewer - Depth 8'-12' / Testing
8" Gravity Sewer - Depth 4'-8' / Testing
8" D.I.P. Gravity Sewer - Shallow Depth < 36"
Single Service Lateral
Double Service Lateral
4" PVC Force Main/ Fittings
4" HDPE Directional Bore
4" Driveway Bore
Remove and Replace Shell/Gravel Driveways (at Force Main)
Sewer Service Connections House to Street / Abandon Septic Tank
Paved Road Resoration @ Gravity Sewer
Dirt Road Restoration @ Gravity Sewer
Lawn Restoration @ Force Main
Construct County Lift Station, Complete and Operable, Concrete Drive &
Housekeeping pad
Maintenance of Traffic
Survey Stake-out / As-Built (%)
FPL 480 Volt Service
Offsite
4" PVC Force Main/ Fittings
4" HDPE Directional Bore
4" Driveway Bore
6" PVC Force Main/ Fittings
6" HDPE Directional Bore
6" Driveway Bore
4" Force Main Connection to Existing FM with Wet Tap and 4" Tapping
Valve
6" Force Main Connection to Existing FM with Wet Tap and 6" Tapping
Valve
Remove and Replace Shell/Gravel Driveways (at Force Main)
Lawn Restoration @ Force Main
Open Cut and Repair at Paved Road (at Tap)
Dirt Road Restoration @ Force Main
Engineering/ Surveying (%)
Contingency (%)
Mobilization

23

$26.00
$70.00
$50.00
$24.00
$2,900.00
$105.00
$40.00
$6.00
$185,000.00

Unit
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
LF
LF
LF
LS

Varies upon LF of SS

LS

1.50%
$20,000.00

%
LS

$26.00
$70.00
$50.00
$32.00
$80.00
$70.00

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

$2,760.00
$3,500.00
$24.00
$6.00
$3,500.00
$24.00
7.50%
10.00%
Varies, See S/D CE

EA
EA
LF
LF
LS
LF
%
%
-
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TABLE 7

Low Pressure Sewer System Unit Costs
Onsite
4" PVC Force Main/ Fittings
4" HDPE Directional Bore
4" Driveway Bore
4" Gate Valve
4" Force Main Connection to Existing FM with Wet Tap and 4" Tapping
Valve
6" PVC Force Main/ Fittings
6" HDPE Directional Bore
6" Driveway Bore
6" Force Main Connection to Existing FM with Wet Tap and 6" Tapping
Valve
Remove and Replace Shell/Gravel Driveways
Paved Road Restoration (Trench)
Dirt Road Restoration @ Force Main
Lawn Restoration @ Force Main
2" Service Lateral - Short w/ Gate Valve
2" Service Lateral - Long w/ Gate Valve
Sewer Service Connections House to Street / Abandon Septic Tank
Simplex Pump Station
Electric Service Connection
Maintenance of Traffic
Survey Stake-out / As-Built (%)
Engineering/ Surveying (%)
Contingency (%)
Mobilization

24

Engineer's Estimate
Unit Price
$26.00
$70.00
$50.00
$880.00
$2,760.00
$32.00
$80.00
$70.00
$3,500.00
$24.00
$40.00
$24.00
$6.00
$2,000.00
$2,900.00

Unit
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF
EA
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA

$2,900.00
$13,500.00
$1,500.00
Varies upon LF of FM

EA
EA
LS

1.50%

%

7.50%
10.00%
Varies, See S/D CE

%
%
-
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TABLE 8

Vacuum Collection System Unit Costs
Cost Estimate - Vacuum
8" Vacuum Main/Fittings/Testing
6" Vacuum Main/Fittings/Testing
4" Vacuum Main/Fittings/Testing
3" Service Lateral - Short
3" Service Lateral - Long w/ Bored Casing - Paved
3" Service Lateral - Long - Unpaved
8" HDPE Directional Bore
6" HDPE Directional Bore
4" HDPE Directional Bore
8" Driveway Bore
6" Driveway Bore
4" Driveway Bore

Unit
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

$50.00

LF

8" Isolation Valve (Gate Valve)

$1,700.00

EA

6" Isolation Valve (Gate Valve)
4" Isolation Valve (Gate Valve)
Dirt Road Restoration @ Vacuum Sewer
Lawn Restoration @ Vacuum Sewer
AIRVAC 6.0' - 2 Pc Hybrid Valve Pit
Sewer Service Connections House to Street / Abandon
Septic Tank

$1,300.00
$880.00
$24.00
$6.00
$5,500.00

EA
EA
LF
LF
EA

$2,900.00

EA

$2,760.00
$26.00
$70.00
$50.00

EA
LF
LF
LF

$3,500.00
$32.00
$80.00
$70.00
$24.00
$6.00
$11,000.00
$24,000.00
$665,000.00
$20,000.00
$65,000.00
$20,000.00
$100,000.00
Varies upon LF of FM

EA
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
SET
LS
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
LS

1.5%

%

7.5%
10.0%
Varies, See S/D CE

%
%
LS

4" Force Main Connection to FM with Wet Tap and 4"
Tapping Valve
4" PVC Force Main
4" HDPE Directional Bore @ Force Main
4" Driveway Bore @ Force Main
6" Force Main Connection to FM with Wet Tap and 6"
Tapping Valve
6" PVC Force Main
6" HDPE Directional Bore @ Force Main
6" Driveway Bore @ Force Main
Dirt Road Restoration @ Force Main
Lawn Restoration @ Force Main
Special Tools/ Spare Parts PER VS
Trailer Mounted Vacuum Pump PER VS
Standard Vacuum Pump Station and Building PER VS
FPL 480 Volt Service PER VS
Back-up Generator PER VS
Landscaping PER VS
Land Acquisition (lot) per VS
Maintenance of Traffic
Survey Stake-Out/ As-Builts (%)
Design/ Permitting - Final Engineering (%)
Contingency (%)
Mobilization

25

Engineer's Estimate
Unit Price
$50.00
$42.00
$36.00
$900.00
$2,700.00
$1,500.00
$106.00
$80.00
$70.00
$90.00
$70.00
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ResultsofEvaluation:CapitalImprovementProgramPrioritization:

The results of the Capital Improvement Program Prioritization are provided on Table 9. – “Capital
ImprovementProgramPriorityRecommendationSummary”

Thistableincludes:

Ͳ30toprankedcommunities(initialrankingandreͲpriorityranking)
Ͳestimateofpollutantreductionpercommunity(lb/year)
Ͳannualizedcostperpoundofnitrogenremovedateachcommunity($cost/lb/year)
Ͳpresenceofpotablewatersystem
Ͳcostforgravitysewersystemateachcommunity(total$costand$cost/lot)
Ͳcostforlowpressureforcemainsystemateachcommunity(total$costand$cost/lot)
Ͳcostforvacuumsewersystemateachcommunity(total$costand$cost/lot)


ThereͲevaluationandreͲrankingoftheinitialtop30rankedcommunitiesissummarizedinExhibit‘F’–
“Capital Improvement Program Priority Evaluation”. The evaluation is based on the cost of pollutant
reduction,presenceofpotablewater,andcostofsewersystemconstruction,andtheinitialrankingof
thecommunities.
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TABLE 9
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM PRIORITY RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY

Number Subdivision Name
48
52
58
138
18
17
1
131
50
57
19
139
272
320
291
51
278
212

Floravon Shores Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision

Initial
Ranking

New/
Gravity,Low Pressure
Reprioritized
or Vacuum (most
Final Ranking cost effective per lot)

7
9
12
1
3
2
6
8
24
25
14
4
22
10
18
30
21
11

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
11
8
5
13
14
17
16
17
11
24
20

Cost per lb of Pollution Reduction/ YR

Cost per Lot

Gravity
Vacuum
Vacuum
Gravity
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Gravity
Low Pressure
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Low Pressure
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Low Pressure

n=30 yr; i=3.125%

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

$10,531.72
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$26,220.22
$61,902.03
$88,754.76
$25,186.91
$41,334.29
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$49,749.53
$56,318.05
$18,896.51
$24,444.12
$19,375.08
$21,344.64
$18,796.12
$40,184.62

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$32,331.87
$28,825.33
$29,133.51
$0.00
$29,249.95
$0.00
$0.00
$30,057.06
$33,987.79
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$29,299.76

$0.00
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$0.00
$33,220.65
$42,629.54
$29,493.95
$0.00
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$21,365.00
$0.00
$14,624.42
$21,979.98
$13,591.82
$12,669.04
$15,122.31
$0.00

IRC Potable
Water
Available

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

O&M=$10,000/LS

O&M=$450/PS

O&M=$60,000/LS

$31.24
$31.11
$39.10
$39.22
$102.48
$146.73
$42.71
$102.69
$49.88
$49.90
$79.39
$84.90
$85.89
$97.46
$139.86
$67.29
$184.15
$97.45

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$57.29
$57.98
$58.01
$0.00
$66.16
$0.00
$0.00
$55.40
$57.31
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$70.85

$0.00
$19.45
$24.45
$0.00
$78.20
$107.24
$0.00
$0.00
$31.19
$31.21
$38.71
$0.00
$73.63
$118.30
$104.88
$42.08
$179.49
$0.00

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

53

Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*

38

14

Vacuum

$21,344.64

$0.00

$12,669.04

$59.41

$0.00

$37.15

Yes

273
49
207
275
2
199

Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Verona Estates Subdivision

19
20
27
15
5
17

21
24
31
24
24
22

Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Gravity
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Low Pressure

$33,128.36
$52,887.18
$21,141.85
$195,601.05
$130,635.31
$43,570.90

$28,527.86
$35,328.90
$0.00
$41,320.80
$65,670.98
$28,469.58

$0.00
$0.00
$22,004.08
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$78.40
$172.41
$151.54
$648.37
$261.82
$329.15

$68.94
$94.32
$0.00
$111.01
$99.87
$200.11

$0.00
$0.00
$202.21
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

56
54

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3*

31
45

10
17

Vacuum
Vacuum

$21,344.64
$21,344.64

$0.00
$0.00

$12,669.04
$12,669.04

$41.97
$44.36

$0.00
$0.00

$26.24
$27.74

Yes
Yes

137
143
213
32
68
196

Hobart Landing Unit 1
Winter Grove Subdivision
Kanawah Acres
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF

13
26
16
28
29
23

24
29
29
32
22
33

Gravity
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Vacuum
Low Pressure

$26,336.91
$34,703.42
$91,971.34
$94,292.08
$22,483.78
$32,734.44

$30,618.92
$28,384.58
$40,474.04
$51,062.75
$0.00
$27,729.70

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$14,124.59
$0.00

$188.51
$89.83
$408.14
$169.83
$124.23
$226.87

$197.86
$79.04
$185.68
$80.24
$0.00
$197.05

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$85.96
$0.00

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

55

Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4*

69

34

Vacuum

$21,344.64
$23,946.97

$0.00
$27,984.56

$12,669.04
$0.00

$71.58
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$44.76
$0.00

Yes
Yes

Heritage Trace at Hobart *
281
Gravity
136
35
* These communities are included in the evaluation due to their proximity to one or more top 30 ranked communities

** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement
program. Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the
highest index numbers assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood
plain, depth to groundwater and soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher
than would otherwise be expected.
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EXHIBIT B - PRIORITY SUMMARY TABLE

Number Subdivision Name
138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51
56
61
277
10
236
322
258
53
255
344
59
239
70
66
54
65
148
197
172
336

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02
Sebastian Highlands Unit 03
Sebastian Highlands Unit 08
Indian River Aerodrome
Oceanaire Heights Unit No 1
Sun Acres
Granada Gardens Unit No 1
Hallmark Homes
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2
Fresard Glendale Subdivision
Forest Lake Subdivision Units 1 & 2
Sebastian Highlands Unit 06
Bel-Porte Park Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 14
Sebastian Highlands Unit 11
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3
Sebastian Highlands Unit 10
North Carloina Colony Subdivision
Sunnydale Acres Subdivision
Anita Park Subdivision IRF
Lakewood Terrace Units 1 & 2

Importance
Factor
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.30
2.00
1.40
1.70
1.85
2.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.85
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.85
1.40
1.00
1.85
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Population Density
Index #
9.19
9.61
8.80
10.37
8.00
8.00
9.33
8.00
10.31
14.36
5.60
12.30
13.04
8.00
4.00
5.60
4.00
18.92
6.89
8.00
12.00
9.97
6.85
10.33
10.08
7.40
14.00
4.00
11.67
11.17
10.11
10.09
4.00
9.01
8.76
8.67
12.00
9.81
11.82
4.00
10.96
8.87
8.77
10.51
9.81
9.83
8.90
7.82
11.56
9.25

Proximity of Surface
Water Index #

24.00
19.88
19.85
24.00
19.33
17.27
18.24
14.05
14.74
8.56
12.03
16.66
3.24
14.27
5.51
3.81
5.38
4.03
7.97
12.33
2.17
3.28
12.00
9.66
9.70
11.42
2.59
10.50
6.63
6.92
11.95
7.83
5.61
0.10
6.16
8.25
2.72
6.81
2.74
4.56
5.53
5.52
7.57
5.78
10.21
6.13
4.97
8.04
4.05
2.07

Flood Plain
#
12
12
12
8
12
12
8
12
4
4
12
0
12
12
12
12
12
0
12
12
12
12
0
4
4
12
0
8
4
4
0
4
12
8
0
0
0
4
0
12
4
0
4
4
0
4
0
0
0
4

Index Depth to Groundwater Soil Condition Index
Index #
#
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
11.11
10
10.46
10
12.00
12
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
12
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00

Age of Surface Water
Management System Index #

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Age of Existing
OSTDS Index #
10
10
10
6
6
6
6
4
10
10
6
6
6
4
12
12
12
10
6
6
6
6
12
6
6
4
12
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
12
10
12
6
12
6
6
12
6
6
6
6
12
10
10
10

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

89.19
85.49
84.65
82.37
78.45
75.73
75.57
74.05
73.05
70.92
69.63
68.96
68.28
68.27
67.51
67.41
67.38
66.96
66.85
66.33
66.17
65.24
64.85
63.99
63.78
62.82
62.60
62.50
62.30
62.09
62.06
61.93
61.61
61.11
60.92
60.91
60.72
60.62
60.56
60.56
60.49
60.39
60.35
60.30
60.02
59.95
59.88
59.87
59.61
59.32

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
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EXHIBIT B - PRIORITY SUMMARY TABLE

Number Subdivision Name

Importance
Factor
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.30
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Population Density
Index #
12.00
4.00
4.00
10.16
10.76
9.35
4.00
9.36
10.74
12.00
11.95
9.08
9.65
9.45
8.23
8.70
4.00
7.40
9.72
11.16
7.40
12.00
7.80
12.00
12.00
12.00
4.00
4.00
7.93
8.17
9.68
6.05

Proximity of Surface
Water Index #

1.31
8.62
2.33
0.10
1.26
2.65
1.90
2.52
0.75
1.49
1.45
0.10
1.52
3.66
2.64
4.16
6.82
5.38
7.05
1.28
8.34
0.26
2.37
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
2.12
1.86
2.20
3.80

Flood Plain
#
0
12
12
8
0
0
12
12
0
4
0
8
0
0
0
0
12
8
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
12
12
0
0
0
0

Index Depth to Groundwater Soil Condition Index
Index #
#
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
11.99
10
12.00
6
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
8.59
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00

Age of Surface Water
Management System Index #

12
6
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Age of Existing
OSTDS Index #
12
6
6
6
12
12
6
6
12
6
10
6
12
10
12
10
6
6
6
10
10
10
12
10
10
10
6
6
12
12
10
12

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

59.31
58.62
58.33
58.26
58.02
58.01
57.90
57.88
57.50
57.49
57.40
57.18
57.17
57.11
56.87
56.85
56.82
56.78
56.77
56.44
56.33
56.26
56.17
56.10
56.10
56.10
56.10
56.10
56.05
56.03
55.88
55.85

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
74
74
74
74
79
80
81
82

193
334
191
9
186
218
192
329
210
328
134
11
221
132
217
256
335
5
55
288
23
183
237
289
171
125
279
270
234
231
286
181

Greenbrier Sudivision
Green Acres Estates
Vero Tropical Gardens
Oceanaire Heights Unit No 2
Westgate Colony Subdivision
Melrose Gardens Subdivision
Kenilworth Estates Subdivision
Boxwood Estates Subdivision
Idlewild Subdivision
Oslo Park Subdivision
Indian River Highlands Block 2
Oceanaire Heights Unit No 3
Greenwood Village
Indian River Highlands Unit 2
Rosedale Manor Subdivision
Glendale Park Subdivision
Greenleaf Subdivision
Turtle Cove Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4
Vero Beach Homesites
Sunnyfield Subdivision
Rivera Estates
Cooks Subdivision
Graves Annes Subdivision
Kings Highway Subdivision IRF
Gallentine Subdivision
Westlake Park Subdivision
West Meadows Subdivision
Glen Acres Subdivision
Glendale Terrace Subdivision
Emerson Park Subdivision
Pine-Metto Park Subdivision

338

Vero Beach Highlands - Units 3 & 5 - A portion of
this subdivision has sewer available

1.00

9.24

2.12

4

10

12.00

12

6

55.36

83

69
260
71
264
271
155
156
216
226
287
140
306
77
246
254

Sebastian Highlands Unit 13 Replat
Suburban Acres Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 15
Clemann Estates Unit 1 & 2
Indian Oaks Subdivision
Lindsey Pines Subdivision
Acres J C Subdivision
Malaluka Gardens Subdivision
SunHaven Subdivision
Pine Hill Park Subdivision
Wabasso Manor
Miraflores
San Sebastian Springs IV River Oaks
Miller Subdivision
Royal Poinciana Park

1.85
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.85
1.00
1.00

7.40
4.00
10.35
12.00
6.69
4.00
4.00
8.69
6.66
8.66
8.63
5.60
7.40
8.55
9.25

7.94
7.22
5.40
3.10
2.33
3.00
2.92
2.12
2.11
0.10
0.10
5.08
13.26
0.10
1.32

0
0
4
0
12
8
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
10

12.00
12.00
11.43
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12

6
10
6
6
6
6
10
10
12
12
12
10
4
12
10

55.34
55.22
55.18
55.10
55.02
55.00
54.92
54.81
54.76
54.76
54.73
54.68
54.66
54.65
54.56

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
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Number Subdivision Name
263
298
15
198
72
293
232
240
130
268
274
100
73
184
245
304
28
26
243
244
290
259
164
182
326
312
342
327
74
228
180
127
187
160
319
25
333
123
124
214
144
6
27
345
84
248
93
174
145
229

Florida Acres Subdivision
Dixie Highlands Subdivision
Summerplace Unit 3
Breezewood Park Subdivision IRF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 16
Moreland Subdivision
Heritage Estates Subdivision
Rivenbark Subdivision
Cadenhead Subdivision
Citrus Gardens
Lost Hammock PD
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H - 1
Sebastian Highlands Unit 17
Wildwood
South Side Park Subdivision
Rebel Acres
Roseland Lake No 1
Haven View Addition No 1
Vero Land Companys Subdivision
Shady Grove Subdivision
Clear View Terrace
Carll Heights
Naomi Place Subdivision Unit 1
Pine-Metto Park Subdivision Replat
Dixie Heights
West Side Subdivision
Pinewood Lane Subdivision
Pompeys Subdivision
San Sebastian Springs
Braschs Green Acres
Cherry Lane Manor Subdivision
Wabasso Lows Park Subdivision
Westgate Colony Subdivision Unit 2
Ponderosa Estates Subdivision No 1 IRF
Oslo Park Subdivision
Haven View Subdivision
The Grove
Orange Heights Unit No 2
Orange Heights Unit No 3
Banyan Acres
Quay Forbes & Hamiltons Plat of
Ocean Way Subdivision
Rose Haven Subdivision
Lakes at Brookhaven
Roseland Acres Subdivision
Gloria Gardens Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit B
Albrecht Acres Subdivision
Jennings Add to Quay Plat of
Sun Crest Terrace Units 1 & 2

Importance
Factor
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.70
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.70
1.00
1.70
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00

Population Density
Index #
4.00
9.52
12.00
6.50
4.00
6.69
6.07
6.75
7.79
9.78
4.00
7.67
4.95
4.00
7.34
5.60
9.23
11.19
7.40
6.89
8.84
6.81
4.00
8.25
16.80
4.00
5.60
4.00
7.40
4.00
5.55
4.21
6.65
6.04
8.40
10.89
4.63
12.00
12.00
4.00
5.88
7.40
6.80
4.00
6.80
4.91
5.58
4.00
4.82
5.26

Proximity of Surface
Water Index #

4.41
0.81
0.10
3.61
6.03
3.32
1.93
1.47
0.10
0.10
7.77
6.05
5.06
5.44
0.10
3.83
0.10
2.05
1.61
0.10
0.10
0.10
2.89
0.54
1.47
4.64
6.89
2.48
7.04
2.33
2.78
0.10
1.66
2.19
3.83
2.54
3.48
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
4.56
6.88
5.37
4.51
0.10
5.42
2.94
0.10
1.65

Flood Plain
#
0
0
4
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
12
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
4
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
12
0
0
4
0
12
4
12
0
0
0
0
0
0

Index Depth to Groundwater Soil Condition Index
Index #
#
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
10.09
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
11.72
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
11.54
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
6.44
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
12.00
10
6
10.74
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00

Age of Surface Water
Management System Index #

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
6
6
4
12
12
12
12
12
12

Age of Existing
OSTDS Index #
12
10
10
10
6
10
12
12
12
10
4
6
6
10
12
10
10
10
10
12
10
12
12
10
6
10
6
12
6
12
10
10
10
10
6
10
4
6
6
10
12
4
6
4
6
12
6
10
12
10

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

54.41
54.34
54.19
54.11
54.03
54.01
53.99
53.94
53.89
53.88
53.77
53.72
53.56
53.44
53.44
53.43
53.33
53.25
53.01
52.99
52.94
52.91
52.89
52.79
52.71
52.64
52.49
52.48
52.44
52.33
52.33
52.31
52.31
52.23
52.23
52.17
52.11
52.10
52.10
52.10
51.98
51.96
51.68
51.37
51.31
51.01
51.00
50.94
50.92
50.91

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
136
136
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
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Number Subdivision Name
76
189
308
307
301
152
178
227
204
294
331
188
142
169
219
337
166
62
141
135
126
205
211
285
238
190
176
177
222
16
317
302
235
215
99
154
29
208
86
87
101
3
30
151
91
310
67
200

San Sebastian Lakes
Westgate Colony Subdivision Unit 3
Club Grove Estates
Miraflores Unit 2
Westwood Subdivision
Wilson Acres
Cherrywood Estates
Apple Way
Silver Oaks Estates
Bonny - Vista Acres Subdivision IRF
Grovenor Estates
Westgate Colony Subdivision
Unit
2 REP POR OF
Wabasso Manor Unit 1 Addition
Palm Gardens
Sun Villa West
Vero Beach Highlands Sub Unit 4 - A portion of this
subdivision has sewer
Ranch Estates Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 09
Wabasso Manor Unit 1 Replat
Hobart Estates Sub Unit 1
Douglas Subdivision
Magnolia Estates Subdivision
Orangewood Estates Subdivision
Bobbi J Subdivision
Yorkshire Subdivision
Paradise Park
Squire Subdivision (The)
Shadow Brook Subdivision
Pinewood Estates
Summerplace Unit 4
Emerson Villas Subdivision
Misty Meadow Subdivision
Block Villa Subdivision
Glendale Lakes Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H
Kings Music Lands Subdivision
Roseland Lake No 2
Pinewood Subdivision *
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 2
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 3
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H - 2
Seaview Subdivision
Berrys AA Subdivision
Reece Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit A
Waldos Way Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 12
Kingswood Estates PH 1, 2 & 3

Importance
Factor
1.85
1.00
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Population Density
Index #
7.40
6.78
5.60
5.60
5.60
4.00
4.45
4.00
4.00
6.40
8.37

Proximity of Surface
Water Index #

11.49
0.10
5.23
5.12
5.06
2.63
2.16
2.55
0.52
0.10
2.11

Flood Plain
#
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

4.00
4.17
4.00
4.00

2.28
0.10
2.21
2.18

0
0
0
0

Index Depth to Groundwater Soil Condition Index
Index #
#
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
10
10
10

6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Age of Existing
OSTDS Index #
4
10
6
6
6
10
10
10
12
10
6

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

12
12
12
12

10
12
10
10

50.28
50.27
50.21
50.18

Age of Surface Water
Management System Index #

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

50.89
50.88
50.83
50.72
50.66
50.63
50.61
50.55
50.52
50.50
50.48

149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

1.00

7.75

2.40

0

10

12.00

12

6

50.16

164

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.70
1.85
1.85
1.00
1.30
1.40
1.30
1.00

4.00
11.24
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
8.39
4.00
4.00
4.00
11.59
8.31
10.66
5.20
5.00
5.20
5.94
8.84
4.00
5.20
5.20
6.80
7.40
7.40
4.00
5.20
9.50
5.20
4.00

2.12
0.52
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
2.06
2.04
1.95
1.97
1.88
1.69
0.10
1.12
4.74
0.10
0.10
3.89
3.02
0.10
0.88
3.57
3.51
3.90
3.94
3.57
4.52
3.28
4.95
3.16
2.29

0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
4
0
0
0
0
8

10
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
10
10
10
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
10
10
10
10
10
10

12.00
5.34
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
11.68
12.00
12.00
12.00
9.91
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
9.33
11.59
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
12
12
6
12
6

10
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
6
10
10
10
6
6
6
10
10
6
6
6
10
6
6
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6

50.12
50.10
50.10
50.10
50.10
50.10
50.10
50.06
50.04
50.01
49.97
49.88
49.69
49.60
49.43
49.40
49.30
49.10
49.09
48.96
48.94
48.88
48.77
48.71
48.70
48.67
48.56
48.52
48.48
48.45
48.36
48.29

165
166
167
167
167
167
167
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
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EXHIBIT B - PRIORITY SUMMARY TABLE

Number Subdivision Name
332
104
230
147
12
295
8
170
201
102
96
167
179
95
14
343
161
108
321
175
195
75
4
110
253
112
89
315
146
106
223
233
88
129
85
340
299
330
203
173
303
97
297
168
159
109
121
105
122
311

Shady Oaks Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit I
Shady Acres
Winter Beach Highlands Subdivision
Summerplace Unit 1
Hager Highlands Subdivision
Spring Place
Kings Highway Subdivision Replat of Blocks
Sundowners
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H-3
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit E
Floral Park Subdivision
Sunniland Homesites IRF
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit D
Summerplace Unit 2
Vero Glen Subdivision
Crystal Sands Unit II
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit M
Dixie Gardens Sub & Unit 2
Kingsway Subdivision
Westlake Estates
San Sebastian Springs II Oak Creek
Wabasso Estates Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit O
Colonial Terrace Units 1-2
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit Q
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 5A
Hammock Acres Subdivision
Winter Beach Park
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit K
Glenwood
Hidden Acres Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 4
John W Massey JR Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 1
Vero Beach Highlands Sub Unit 1
Whispering Palms Units 1-5
Stirling Lake Estates Subdivision
Old Sugar Mill Estates
Palm Villa Estates Subdivision
Rivularis Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit F
Peterson Country Estates Unit 1 & 2
Treasure Trail
Whippoorwill Estates Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit N
South Moon Under Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit J
Orange Heights Unit No 1
Moss Pointe Subdivision

Importance
Factor
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40

Population Density
Index #
4.00
6.47
4.00
6.47
9.69
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
7.11
5.20
5.68
4.89
5.20
8.09
6.30
4.00
7.60
12.00
4.00
4.00
7.40
7.40
6.35
4.59
5.66
5.20
4.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
5.20
12.00
5.20
8.51
12.00
6.83
4.00
4.00
7.61
4.00
15.92
8.48
5.02
4.45
4.00
4.01
11.89
7.80

Proximity of Surface
Water Index #

4.23
1.70
0.14
1.64
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
2.88
4.65
2.16
2.81
4.24
0.10
6.95
3.17
1.57
0.10
3.11
2.99
5.55
7.52
2.39
2.11
2.98
1.42
2.51
2.46
3.08
1.97
1.97
0.76
0.10
0.70
2.51
0.44
4.98
1.79
1.71
3.97
1.57
6.48
2.98
6.43
2.97
3.87
3.35
0.10
5.43

Flood Plain
#
0
0
0
0
4
0
8
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0

Index Depth to Groundwater Soil Condition Index
Index #
#
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
5
7.32
10
12.00
6
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
7.09
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
4
7.02
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
12.00
10
12.00
6
11.94
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
4
7.83
10
12.00
4
4.85
4
5.40
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
5.14
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
11.54
10
12.00
6
9.36
10
12.00

Age of Surface Water
Management System Index #

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
6
6
6
12
6
12
12
6

Age of Existing
OSTDS Index #
6
6
10
6
10
10
6
10
6
4
4
6
6
4
10
6
6
4
12
6
6
6
4
4
10
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
10
6
10
12
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
6
4
6
4

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

48.23
48.18
48.14
48.12
48.10
48.10
48.10
48.10
48.10
47.99
47.85
47.84
47.70
47.44
47.29
47.25
47.17
47.17
47.12
47.11
46.99
46.95
46.92
46.74
46.64
46.64
46.62
46.51
46.46
46.08
45.97
45.97
45.96
45.93
45.90
45.87
45.83
45.81
45.79
45.71
45.59
45.57
45.55
45.46
45.45
45.42
45.41
45.35
45.35
45.23

197
198
199
200
201
202
202
202
202
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
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EXHIBIT B - PRIORITY SUMMARY TABLE

Number Subdivision Name
305
113
13
158
94
120
107
153
251
309
98
292
119
111
185
31
282
265
341
128
117
318
266
269
60
206
209
313
241
157
114
103
283
165
136
242
250
133
115
116
78
90
92
150
24
220
162
281
261
82

Oak Meadows Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit R
Summerplace Unit 1 - Replat
44th Street Community Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit C
Collier Creek Estates Phase 6
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit L
Kingslake Subdivision
Pinecrest Subdivision Units 1-3
Courtside Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit G
Whispering Pines Subdivision
Collier Creek Estates Phase 5
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit P
West Side Villas
Meidel Subdivision (The)
Woodlands Subdivision
Woodbridge Estates
Florida Ridge
Hill Side Subdivision
Collier Creek Estates Phase 3
Hi-Land Acres Unit No. 1
Bentwood Terrace Subdivision
Westwind Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 07
Hampton Woods Subdivision
Briarwood Subdivision
Coral Wind Subdivision
Ridgewood Subdivisin
Black Bear Reserve
Harbor Point Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H-4
Hidden Oaks Subdivision
Sylvan Lakes Subdivision
Heritage Trace at Hobart
Ridge Acres Subdivision
Hickory Sands Subdivision
Indian River Highlands Section 1
Collier Creek Estates Phase 1
Collier Creek Estates Phase 2
Fischer Lake Island Phase 1
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 5G
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit A Replat
High Pines Subdivision
Gervais Subdivision
Country Walk Subdivision
Meadowlark Woods Subdivision
Meadows Subdivision (The)
Fox Haven Subdivision
Fischer Lake Island Phase 5

Importance
Factor
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85

Population Density
Index #
6.40
4.98
4.00
4.00
5.20
4.00
5.47
4.00
7.79
5.60
4.00
10.36
4.00
4.04
4.00
4.00
8.39
10.08
12.00
4.81
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
7.40
4.90
4.00
4.00
4.00
7.47
6.13
6.83
8.61
5.60
4.78
4.00
4.00
7.40
4.00
4.00
4.05
4.00
4.00
5.10
4.00
4.00
7.40

Proximity of Surface
Water Index #

4.82
2.15
0.10
8.98
1.70
2.77
1.27
0.72
1.67
4.90
0.47
0.10
2.45
2.41
0.38
0.26
1.85
0.10
0.10
3.31
6.16
2.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
2.57
0.10
1.80
7.62
1.48
1.82
2.84
0.10
0.10
0.10
3.62
6.40
2.35
4.75
0.10
0.10
3.71
1.59
3.33
1.79
2.82
2.79
3.17

Flood Plain
#
0
0
4
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Index Depth to Groundwater Soil Condition Index
Index #
#
10
12.00
10
12.00
5
9.97
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
11.06
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
10.00
10
12.00
4
4.08
5
9.04
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
8.83
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
5
5.17
5
7.80
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
6
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00

Age of Surface Water
Management System Index #

6
12
12
6
12
4
12
12
12
6
12
6
4
12
12
12
6
6
12
12
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
4
6
12
6
6
6
12
12
6
6
6
4
12
12
6
12
6
6
6
6
4

Age of Existing
OSTDS Index #
6
4
10
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
6
6
6
6
12
10
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
12
4
4
4
6
6
4
12
12
6
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

45.23
45.13
45.07
44.98
44.90
44.77
44.75
44.72
44.53
44.50
44.47
44.46
44.45
44.45
44.38
44.26
44.24
44.18
44.18
44.16
44.16
44.10
44.10
44.10
44.10
44.10
44.10
43.97
43.83
43.80
43.62
43.48
43.29
42.97
42.93
42.88
42.50
42.40
42.40
42.35
42.15
42.10
42.10
41.76
41.59
41.33
40.89
40.82
40.79
40.57

247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
269
269
269
269
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
288
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
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Number Subdivision Name
316
314
262
280
83
118
194
225
224
276
163
81
79
80
149
324
7
252
257
267
202
323
300
296
249
247
284
325
339

Wood Hollow Phase 1 & 2
Walking Horse Hammock Subdivision
The Crossing
DU-JS Subdivision
Fischer Lake Island Phase 6
Collier Creek Estates Phase 4
Tamara Gardens Condo
Timberwood Estates Subdivision
Kirkwood Estates Subdivision
White Fences
Country Pines Subdivision
Fischer Lake Island Phase 4
Fischer Lake Island Phase 2
Fischer Lake Island Phase 3
Cobblestone Subdivision
Oak Terrace Unit 1
Sanderling Subdivision
Hickory Hill Estates
Carriage Lane Subdivision
Florence Acres Subdivision
Rosewind Subdivision
Oak Ridge Subdivision & Unit 2
J R Ashton Subdivision
Citrus Ridge Subdivision
Colonial Heights
Reams Glen Subdivision
Mill Creek
Oslo Ridge Subdivision
Plantation Ridge Subdivision

Importance
Factor
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Population Density
Index #
4.00
4.90
4.00
4.00
7.40
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.15
4.00
4.00
7.40
7.40
7.40
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.33
8.13
8.39
8.18
4.00
6.16
4.30
6.99
6.14

Proximity of Surface
Water Index #

2.48
1.40
6.25
4.22
2.82
2.20
2.16
2.08
1.87
5.97
1.91
2.40
2.07
1.96
5.08
9.04
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
1.74
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.61

Flood Plain
#
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
8
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Index Depth to Groundwater Soil Condition Index
Index #
#
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
4
8.00
6
8.88
5
7.74
10
12.00
10
12.00
10
12.00
4
6.78
6
10.13
5
10.11
6
7.06
5
5.77
10
12.00
4
4.00
4
4.21

Age of Surface Water
Management System Index #

6
6
4
6
4
4
6
6
6
4
6
4
4
4
4
6
6
12
6
6
6
6
6
6
12
12
4
6
6

Age of Existing
OSTDS Index #
6
6
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
4
6
4
4
4
4
4
6
10
6
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
4
6
6

Overall Score

Initial Ranking

40.48
40.29
40.25
40.22
40.22
40.20
40.16
40.08
40.02
39.97
39.91
39.80
39.47
39.36
39.08
39.04
38.98
38.84
38.10
38.10
37.43
36.65
36.63
35.38
35.16
35.03
34.40
27.09
26.97

297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
315
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325

* A Portion of this subdivision is served by COVB Utilities
** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement
program. Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the highest
index numbers assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood plain, depth to
groundwater and soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher than would otherwise
be expected.
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EXHIBIT D - ESTIMATE OF SEWAGE GENERATED AND POLLUTANT REDUCTION

Number Subdivision Name
138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51
56
61
277
10
236
322
258
53
255
344
59
239
70
66
54

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02
Sebastian Highlands Unit 03
Sebastian Highlands Unit 08
Indian River Aerodrome
Oceanaire Heights Unit No 1
Sun Acres
Granada Gardens Unit No 1
Hallmark Homes
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2
Fresard Glendale Subdivision
Forest Lake Subdivision Units 1 & 2
Sebastian Highlands Unit 06
Bel-Porte Park Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 14
Sebastian Highlands Unit 11
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3

Initial Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Initial # of Homes <
165'
25
10
16
7
3
60
19
7
22
32
10
276
1
52
1
3
1
77
12
3
23
80
0
295
176
11
11
6
56
248
91
165
29
0
12
4
6
21
13
14
58
15
54
332
62

Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
0
2
2
0
0
0
14
0
0
31
6
58
10
0
0
5
5
272
7
3
53
210
17
331
152
10
69
0
285
551
27
270
23
0
9
14
12
35
21
24
223
39
108
705
50

Initial # of Homes
>657'
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
0
0
6
0
0
4
0
406
0
0
181
113
0
13
29
0
63
0
133
83
10
13
0
26
0
0
15
4
28
0
63
0
0
289
0

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.00
1.17
1.16
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.09
1.21
1.21
1.08
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.02
1.11
1.17
1.18
1.21
1.21
1.18
1.21
1.21
1.01
1.00
1.21
1.19
1.21
1.21
1.04
1.15
1.05
1.21
1.00
1.10
1.02
1.00
1.21
1.02
1.21
1.19
1.15

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
6,500
3,500
5,500
1,750
750
18,150
9,000
2,118
6,655
30,000
4,000
101,035
4,250
15,730
303
3,000
1,815
193,000
5,250
1,750
75,750
121,908
5,143
188,500
107,993
6,353
36,250
1,500
143,385
263,000
38,720
135,520
13,500
7,500
5,500
5,445
8,250
16,500
15,750
9,500
104,060
13,750
49,005
394,750
32,250

10 Year PK HR
(GPD)
26,000
14,000
22,000
7,000
3,000
72,600
36,000
8,470
26,620
120,000
16,000
404,140
17,000
62,920
1,210
12,000
7,260
772,000
21,000
7,000
303,000
487,630
20,570
754,000
431,970
25,410
145,000
6,000
573,540
1,052,000
154,880
542,080
54,000
30,000
22,000
21,780
33,000
66,000
63,000
38,000
416,240
55,000
196,020
1,579,000
129,000

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
965.00
473.15
737.76
270.20
115.80
2,802.36
949.44
326.94
1,027.53
1,663.11
444.68
13,577.22
136.40
2,428.71
46.71
164.70
105.88
5,759.18
587.62
169.33
1,657.82
6,221.58
201.17
17,256.07
10,018.99
632.10
1,114.80
231.60
5,988.17
17,845.33
4,569.76
10,901.62
1,396.05
0.00
577.47
352.50
348.96
1,268.19
718.59
775.12
5,347.89
978.21
3,800.17
23,470.78
3,319.68

Importance
Factor (IM)
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.30
2.00
1.40
1.70
1.85
2.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.85
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.85
1.40
1.00
1.85
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.30
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EXHIBIT D - ESTIMATE OF SEWAGE GENERATED AND POLLUTANT REDUCTION
Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
833
17
9
42
30
27
6
10
0
13
11
7
10
21
241
11
0
40
12
10
50
2
8
36
58
5
15
10
0
0
0
0
0
11
9
56
5

Initial # of Homes
>657'
121
0
0
0
25
29
0
8
29
15
15
6
14
59
681
9
24
50
10
14
27
0
6
0
158
0
50
10
12
15
5
13
27
13
10
39
2

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.21
1.21
1.04
1.17
1.21
1.02
1.00
1.21
1.14
1.04
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.01
1.21
1.21
1.08
1.02
1.14
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.08
1.00
1.08
1.13
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.04
1.00
1.05
1.06
1.00

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
392,040
6,958
6,000
15,750
18,150
14,250
5,000
8,470
8,250
7,250
7,500
3,933
7,000
20,250
288,585
6,050
6,500
23,500
8,250
6,750
23,500
2,000
4,840
13,915
61,250
1,750
17,500
6,500
3,000
3,750
1,250
3,250
7,000
6,500
5,500
27,250
2,250

10 Year PK HR
(GDP)
1,568,160
27,830
24,000
63,000
72,600
57,000
20,000
33,880
33,000
29,000
30,000
15,730
28,000
81,000
1,154,340
24,200
26,000
94,000
33,000
27,000
94,000
8,000
19,360
55,660
245,000
7,000
70,000
26,000
12,000
15,000
5,000
13,000
28,000
26,000
22,000
109,000
9,000

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
25,831.01
481.41
655.74
1,019.62
588.54
268.78
599.08
585.40
0.00
131.68
261.98
82.84
252.20
207.95
4,346.54
130.17
0.00
478.58
441.02
213.60
1,145.20
251.16
188.08
893.08
1,070.49
126.10
157.98
241.46
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
184.78
173.09
906.37
126.10

65
148
197
172
336
193
334
191
9
186
218
192
329
210
328
134
11
221
132
217
256
335
5
55
288
23
183
237
289
171
125
279
270
234
231
286
181

Sebastian Highlands Unit 10
North Carloina Colony Subdivision
Sunnydale Acres Subdivision
Anita Park Subdivision IRF
Lakewood Terrace Units 1 & 2
Greenbrier Sudivision
Green Acres Estates
Vero Tropical Gardens
Oceanaire Heights Unit No 2
Westgate Colony Subdivision
Melrose Gardens Subdivision
Kenilworth Estates Subdivision
Boxwood Estates Subdivision
Idlewild Subdivision
Oslo Park Subdivision
Indian River Highlands Block 2
Oceanaire Heights Unit No 3
Greenwood Village
Indian River Highlands Unit 2
Rosedale Manor Subdivision
Glendale Park Subdivision
Greenleaf Subdivision
Turtle Cove Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4
Vero Beach Homesites
Sunnyfield Subdivision
Rivera Estates
Cooks Subdivision
Graves Annes Subdivision
Kings Highway Subdivision IRF
Gallentine Subdivision
Westlake Park Subdivision
West Meadows Subdivision
Glen Acres Subdivision
Glendale Terrace Subdivision
Emerson Park Subdivision
Pine-Metto Park Subdivision

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
74
74
74
74
79
80
81
82

Initial # of Homes <
165'
342
6
14
12
5
0
14
10
0
0
4
0
4
0
32
0
0
2
7
3
17
6
2
10
11
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
8
2

338

Vero Beach Highlands - Units 3 & 5 - A portion of
this subdivision has sewer available

83

34

107

192

1.21

100,733

402,930

2,854.22

1.00

69
260
71
264
271

Sebastian Highlands Unit 13 Replat
Suburban Acres Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 15
Clemann Estates Unit 1 & 2
Indian Oaks Subdivision

84
85
86
87
88

1
19
97
27
6

2
12
279
67
3

0
0
53
54
27

1.21
1.03
1.18
1.12
1.00

908
8,000
127,000
41,500
9,000

3,630
32,000
508,000
166,000
36,000

70.37
878.20
7,664.78
1,903.91
260.94

1.85
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00

Number Subdivision Name

SBS Ranking

Importance
Factor (IM)
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.30
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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EXHIBIT D - ESTIMATE OF SEWAGE GENERATED AND POLLUTANT REDUCTION
Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
11
3
47
7
0
0
14
9
0
43
8
6
0
17
7
19
17
21
0
0
0
82
397
7
0
3
0
10
0
0

Initial # of Homes
>657'
8
6
84
14
27
8
0
0
12
146
0
25
40
0
1
37
31
41
8
100
0
26
80
0
12
0
11
1
34
11

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.04
1.21
1.05
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.06
1.08
1.07
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.11
1.21
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.07
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.18
1.21
1.00

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
6,000
3,025
38,750
5,750
6,750
2,000
4,000
4,750
3,250
54,250
4,000
8,500
12,000
5,250
4,235
17,250
13,000
16,500
2,420
26,750
2,000
42,048
211,145
3,500
3,000
750
2,750
3,250
10,588
2,750

10 Year PK HR
(GDP)
24,000
12,100
155,000
23,000
27,000
8,000
16,000
19,000
13,000
217,000
16,000
34,000
48,000
21,000
16,940
69,000
52,000
66,000
9,680
107,000
8,000
168,190
844,580
14,000
12,000
3,000
11,000
13,000
42,350
11,000

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
273.37
82.21
1,168.64
145.66
0.00
0.00
214.12
459.61
0.00
990.83
387.04
64.36
0.00
269.09
363.07
566.03
320.66
359.78
0.00
0.00
308.80
2,418.26
15,020.04
338.66
0.00
29.34
0.00
115.58
46.71
0.00

Importance
Factor (IM)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.70
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00

155
156
216
226
287
140
306
77
246
254
263
298
15
198
72
293
232
240
130
268
274
100
73
184
245
304
28
26
243
244

Lindsey Pines Subdivision
Acres J C Subdivision
Malaluka Gardens Subdivision
SunHaven Subdivision
Pine Hill Park Subdivision
Wabasso Manor
Miraflores
San Sebastian Springs IV River Oaks
Miller Subdivision
Royal Poinciana Park
Florida Acres Subdivision
Dixie Highlands Subdivision
Summerplace Unit 3
Breezewood Park Subdivision IRF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 16
Moreland Subdivision
Heritage Estates Subdivision
Rivenbark Subdivision
Cadenhead Subdivision
Citrus Gardens
Lost Hammock PD
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H - 1
Sebastian Highlands Unit 17
Wildwood
South Side Park Subdivision
Rebel Acres
Roseland Lake No 1
Haven View Addition No 1
Vero Land Companys Subdivision
Shady Grove Subdivision

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Initial # of Homes <
165'
4
1
17
2
0
0
2
9
0
13
8
0
0
2
6
9
4
4
0
0
8
31
221
7
0
0
0
0
1
0

290

Clear View Terrace

119

0

0

24

1.08

6,500

26,000

0.00

259

Carll Heights

120

0

0

12

1.00

3,000

12,000

0.00

1.00

164
182
326
312
342
327
74
228
180
127
187

Naomi Place Subdivision Unit 1
Pine-Metto Park Subdivision Replat
Dixie Heights
West Side Subdivision
Pinewood Lane Subdivision
Pompeys Subdivision
San Sebastian Springs
Braschs Green Acres
Cherry Lane Manor Subdivision
Wabasso Lows Park Subdivision
Westgate Colony Subdivision Unit 2

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

1
0
13
6
4
1
9
6
4
0
0

4
2
124
8
8
7
72
10
5
0
13

4
11
346
2
0
1
2
10
7
14
15

1.00
1.08
1.21
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.17
1.04
1.13
1.21
1.00

2,250
3,500
146,108
4,000
3,000
2,723
24,250
6,750
4,500
4,235
7,000

9,000
14,000
584,430
16,000
12,000
10,890
97,000
27,000
18,000
16,940
28,000

77.72
21.06
2,074.57
309.84
232.64
129.54
1,228.93
342.07
228.71
0.00
127.14

1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Number Subdivision Name

SBS Ranking
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Number Subdivision Name
160
319
25
333
123
124
214
144
6
27
345
84
248
93
174
145
229
76
189
308
307
301
152
178
227
204
294
331
188
142
169
219
337
166
62
141
135
126
205
211
285
238
190
176

Ponderosa Estates Subdivision No 1 IRF
Oslo Park Subdivision
Haven View Subdivision
The Grove
Orange Heights Unit No 2
Orange Heights Unit No 3
Banyan Acres
Quay Forbes & Hamiltons Plat of
Ocean Way Subdivision
Rose Haven Subdivision
Lakes at Brookhaven
Roseland Acres Subdivision
Gloria Gardens Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit B
Albrecht Acres Subdivision
Jennings Add to Quay Plat of
Sun Crest Terrace Units 1 & 2
San Sebastian Lakes
Westgate Colony Subdivision Unit 3
Club Grove Estates
Miraflores Unit 2
Westwood Subdivision
Wilson Acres
Cherrywood Estates
Apple Way
Silver Oaks Estates
Bonny - Vista Acres Subdivision IRF
Grovenor Estates
Westgate Colony Subdivision Unit 2 REP POR OF
Wabasso Manor Unit 1 Addition
Palm Gardens
Sun Villa West
Vero Beach Highlands Sub Unit 4 - A portion of this
subdivision has sewer
Ranch Estates Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 09
Wabasso Manor Unit 1 Replat
Hobart Estates Sub Unit 1
Douglas Subdivision
Magnolia Estates Subdivision
Orangewood Estates Subdivision
Bobbi J Subdivision
Yorkshire Subdivision
Paradise Park
Squire Subdivision (The)

132
133
134
135
136
136
136
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

Initial # of Homes <
165'
2
25
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
11
1
0
4
5
0
3
2
2
3
1
1
0
0
29
0
0
6
2

Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
10
42
9
55
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
3
0
38
2
0
16
5
0
23
14
12
2
7
4
3
0
107
3
0
20
6

Initial # of Homes
>657'
6
11
0
0
23
35
4
11
0
0
0
9
15
7
0
14
28
0
12
0
0
0
0
7
3
10
31
167
0
7
12
4

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.13
1.09
1.00
1.09

164

33

132

165
166
167
167
167
167
167
172
173
174
175

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
35
2

9
6
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
158
3

SBS Ranking

1.20
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.20
1.00
1.04
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.07
1.00
1.00
1.06
1.14
1.00
1.21
1.18
1.08

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
4,500
23,595
2,723
17,000
6,500
9,500
1,000
3,000
0
1,815
0
4,500
4,538
16,940
908
4,235
12,000
3,000
3,000
6,750
4,000
3,500
1,250
4,000
2,000
3,250
8,250
86,500
750
2,118
11,250
3,250

10 Year PK HR
(GDP)
18,000
94,380
10,890
68,000
26,000
38,000
4,000
12,000
0
7,260
0
18,000
18,150
67,760
3,630
16,940
48,000
12,000
12,000
27,000
16,000
14,000
5,000
16,000
8,000
13,000
33,000
346,000
3,000
8,470
45,000
13,000

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
175.00
1,664.67
106.50
1,039.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
105.88
0.00
174.17
0.00
963.45
70.37
0.00
310.88
290.28
0.00
353.85
214.12
194.56
135.36
114.20
77.72
29.34
0.00
2,473.23
29.34
0.00
505.89
147.20

180

1.15

99,250

397,000

2,951.33

1.00

11
85
5
3
48
7
8
6
22
226
6

1.21
1.05
1.20
1.21
1.21
1.14
1.00
1.08
1.08
1.21
1.09

6,655
24,000
1,500
908
14,520
2,000
2,000
3,250
7,000
126,748
3,000

26,620
96,000
6,000
3,630
58,080
8,000
8,000
13,000
28,000
506,990
12,000

199.92
61.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
126.01
104.20
3,504.45
116.23

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.21

Importance
Factor (IM)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.70
1.00
1.70
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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Number Subdivision Name
177
222
16
317
302
235
215
99
154
29
208
86
87
101
3
30
151
91
310
67
200
332
104
230
147
12
295
8
170
201
102
96
167
179
95
14
343
161
108
321
175
195
75
4
110

Shadow Brook Subdivision
Pinewood Estates
Summerplace Unit 4
Emerson Villas Subdivision
Misty Meadow Subdivision
Block Villa Subdivision
Glendale Lakes Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H
Kings Music Lands Subdivision
Roseland Lake No 2
Pinewood Subdivision *
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 2
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 3
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H - 2
Seaview Subdivision
Berrys AA Subdivision
Reece Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit A
Waldos Way Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 12
Kingswood Estates PH 1, 2 & 3
Shady Oaks Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit I
Shady Acres
Winter Beach Highlands Subdivision
Summerplace Unit 1
Hager Highlands Subdivision
Spring Place
Kings Highway Subdivision Replat of Blocks
Sundowners
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H-3
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit E
Floral Park Subdivision
Sunniland Homesites IRF
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit D
Summerplace Unit 2
Vero Glen Subdivision
Crystal Sands Unit II
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit M
Dixie Gardens Sub & Unit 2
Kingsway Subdivision
Westlake Estates
Ssan Sebastian Springs II Oak Creek
Wabasso Estates Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit O

SBS Ranking
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
202
202
202
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

Initial # of Homes <
165'
5
1
0
0
2
0
0
17
11
0
0
8
8
14
0
28
0
5
4
1
10
13
5
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
22
2
1
12
0
6
7
7
0
6
8
0
1
8

Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
7
4
0
17
22
0
0
38
43
0
4
23
23
42
6
42
1
29
16
11
16
26
28
4
13
0
0
0
0
0
71
32
7
5
36
0
10
12
77
0
13
6
14
6
58

Initial # of Homes
>657'
12
4
56
43
0
16
80
26
9
12
8
16
14
37
1
25
0
22
0
4
22
11
75
0
5
37
10
15
10
15
52
19
8
9
30
19
0
7
71
54
12
19
0
0
73

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.00
1.00
1.13
1.21
1.00
1.06
1.04
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.19
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.04
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.17
1.11
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.13
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.06
1.00
1.05
1.00
1.21
1.21

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
6,000
2,250
15,750
18,150
6,000
4,250
20,750
24,503
19,058
3,000
3,630
14,000
13,613
28,133
2,118
28,738
303
16,940
5,000
4,840
12,500
12,500
32,670
1,500
5,250
10,250
2,500
3,750
3,025
3,750
42,350
22,083
5,143
4,250
23,595
5,748
4,000
7,865
46,888
14,250
7,750
8,684
3,500
2,118
42,048

10 Year PK HR
(GDP)
24,000
9,000
63,000
72,600
24,000
17,000
83,000
98,010
76,230
12,000
14,520
56,000
54,450
112,530
8,470
114,950
1,210
67,760
20,000
19,360
50,000
50,000
130,680
6,000
21,000
41,000
10,000
15,000
12,100
15,000
169,400
88,330
20,570
17,000
94,380
22,990
16,000
31,460
187,550
57,000
31,000
34,737
14,000
8,470
168,190

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
261.46
77.72
0.00
201.17
292.36
0.00
0.00
1,243.69
1,022.62
0.00
47.34
635.95
645.83
1,150.90
71.00
1,804.79
11.83
576.71
310.88
176.88
565.08
756.08
564.88
116.32
148.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,634.20
1,406.21
176.25
99.17
986.49
0.00
329.40
468.95
1,238.14
0.00
358.74
386.82
136.92
117.71
1,060.01

Importance
Factor (IM)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.70
1.85
1.85
1.00
1.30
1.40
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.85
1.00
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EXHIBIT D - ESTIMATE OF SEWAGE GENERATED AND POLLUTANT REDUCTION

Number Subdivision Name
253
112
89
315
146
106
223
233
88
129
85
340
299
330
203
173
303
97
297
168
159
109
121
105
122
311
305
113
13
158
94
120
107
153
251
309
98
292
119
111
185
31
282
265
341

Colonial Terrace Units 1-2
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit Q
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 5A
Hammock Acres Subdivision
Winter Beach Park
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit K
Glenwood
Hidden Acres Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 4
John W Massey JR Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 1
Vero Beach Highlands Sub Unit 1
Whispering Palms Units 1-5
Stirling Lake Estates Subdivision
Old Sugar Mill Estates
Palm Villa Estates Subdivision
Rivularis Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit F
Peterson Country Estates Unit 1 & 2
Treasure Trail
Whippoorwill Estates Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit N
South Moon Under Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit J
Orange Heights Unit No 1
Moss Pointe Subdivision
Oak Meadows Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit R
Summerplace Unit 1 - Replat
44th Street Community Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit C
Collier Creek Estates Phase 6
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit L
Kingslake Subdivision
Pinecrest Subdivision Units 1-3
Courtside Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit G
Whispering Pines Subdivision
Collier Creek Estates Phase 5
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit P
West Side Villas
Meidel Subdivision (The)
Woodlands Subdivision
Woodbridge Estates
Florida Ridge

SBS Ranking
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265

Initial # of Homes <
165'
9
13
0
2
4
19
2
2
0
0
0
15
0
7
15
2
2
3
1
4
12
13
13
17
0
2
2
9
0
4
7
4
3
2
12
3
0
0
5
16
0
0
4
0
0

Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
22
76
13
4
15
50
4
6
13
0
18
21
8
14
12
4
9
10
5
12
5
51
16
49
0
17
14
59
0
2
19
2
21
6
33
26
6
0
10
46
7
1
24
0
0

Initial # of Homes
>657'
30
37
10
2
15
43
6
6
29
14
51
46
211
0
39
3
0
48
0
12
0
42
12
26
31
0
0
43
7
0
61
2
99
37
85
0
62
34
14
37
23
5
26
53
166

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.00
1.21
1.13
1.00
1.06
1.21
1.00
1.07
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.05
1.00
1.03
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.06
1.21
1.10
1.21
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.17
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.03
1.00
1.00
1.13
1.12

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
15,250
38,115
6,500
2,000
9,000
33,880
3,000
3,750
12,705
4,235
20,873
24,805
57,250
5,250
17,000
2,250
2,750
18,453
1,815
7,000
4,500
32,065
11,250
27,830
8,250
4,750
4,000
33,578
2,118
1,750
26,318
2,420
37,208
11,250
32,500
7,250
20,570
8,500
8,773
29,948
7,750
1,500
13,500
15,000
46,500

10 Year PK HR
(GDP)
61,000
152,460
26,000
8,000
36,000
135,520
12,000
15,000
50,820
16,940
83,490
99,220
229,000
21,000
68,000
9,000
11,000
73,810
7,260
28,000
18,000
128,260
45,000
111,320
33,000
19,000
16,000
134,310
8,470
7,000
105,270
9,680
148,830
45,000
130,000
29,000
82,280
34,000
35,090
119,790
31,000
6,000
54,000
60,000
186,000

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
562.56
1,506.55
143.72
116.32
318.81
1,479.10
116.32
145.59
153.84
0.00
213.01
949.10
81.81
407.12
717.46
116.32
165.22
258.46
105.88
271.76
542.22
1,210.70
722.50
1,373.86
0.00
243.46
214.12
1,118.55
0.00
202.95
551.78
210.49
388.63
135.88
785.94
370.08
71.00
0.00
351.87
1,291.65
70.74
9.78
389.12
0.00
0.00

Importance
Factor (IM)
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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EXHIBIT D - ESTIMATE OF SEWAGE GENERATED AND POLLUTANT REDUCTION

Number Subdivision Name
128
117
318
266
269
60
206
209
313
241
157
114
103
283
165
136
242
250
133
115
116
78
90
92
150
24
220
162
281
261
82
316
314
262
280
83
118
194
225
224
276
163
81
79
80

Hill Side Subdivision
Collier Creek Estates Phase 3
Hi-Land Acres Unit No. 1
Bentwood Terrace Subdivision
Westwind Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 07
Hampton Woods Subdivision
Briarwood Subdivision
Coral Wind Subdivision
Ridgewood Subdivisin
Black Bear Reserve
Harbor Point Subdivision
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit H-4
Hidden Oaks Subdivision
Sylvan Lakes Subdivision
Heritage Trace at Hobart
Ridge Acres Subdivision
Hickory Sands Subdivision
Indian River Highlands Section 1
Collier Creek Estates Phase 1
Collier Creek Estates Phase 2
Fischer Lake Island Phase 1
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit 5G
Vero Lake Estates Sub Unit A Replat
High Pines Subdivision
Gervais Subdivision
Country Walk Subdivision
Meadowlark Woods Subdivision
Meadows Subdivision (The)
Fox Haven Subdivision
Fischer Lake Island Phase 5
Wood Hollow Phase 1 & 2
Walking Horse Hammock Subdivision
The Crossing
DU-JS Subdivision
Fischer Lake Island Phase 6
Collier Creek Estates Phase 4
Tamara Gardens Condo
Timberwood Estates Subdivision
Kirkwood Estates Subdivision
White Fences
Country Pines Subdivision
Fischer Lake Island Phase 4
Fischer Lake Island Phase 2
Fischer Lake Island Phase 3

SBS Ranking
266
267
268
269
269
269
269
269
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
288
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310

Initial # of Homes <
165'
3
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
24
7
2
9
0
0
0
2
14
5
1
0
0
13
0
4
2
2
4
0
4
1
12
1
0
5
0
2
2
2
2
0
0
0

Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
12
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
9
0
31
10
21
0
0
0
1
5
11
9
0
0
40
9
11
12
8
11
7
16
7
11
1
1
11
16
6
6
0
6
2
7
3

Initial # of Homes
>657'
0
2
0
7
29
8
7
3
12
22
10
0
39
13
32
4
20
16
1
0
10
0
33
1
11
3
11
3
6
13
3
12
36
0
0
0
12
0
10
8
0
8
2
5
2

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.21
1.13
0.00
1.14
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.05
1.21
1.05
1.00
1.21
1.16
1.12
1.10
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.17
1.00
1.06
1.00
1.04
1.10
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.00
1.21
1.18
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.21
1.00
1.21

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
4,538
9,000
0
2,000
7,250
2,420
1,750
908
6,500
6,655
6,050
6,000
23,293
6,250
16,250
1,210
5,250
4,000
1,210
5,500
7,250
2,750
9,983
303
16,000
3,500
6,500
4,500
4,000
7,250
2,750
8,000
11,250
6,000
500
303
8,250
4,000
4,500
4,000
605
4,000
1,210
3,000
1,513

10 Year PK HR
(GDP)
18,150
36,000
0
8,000
29,000
9,680
7,000
3,630
26,000
26,620
24,200
24,000
93,170
25,000
65,000
4,840
21,000
16,000
4,840
22,000
29,000
11,000
39,930
1,210
64,000
14,000
26,000
18,000
16,000
29,000
11,000
32,000
45,000
24,000
2,000
1,210
33,000
16,000
18,000
16,000
2,420
16,000
4,840
12,000
6,050

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
282.12
848.84
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
252.20
0.00
153.21
926.40
693.79
175.00
579.53
0.00
0.00
0.00
105.25
682.35
335.26
139.28
0.00
0.00
893.00
102.69
261.98
206.00
155.44
271.34
75.31
310.88
109.49
595.60
48.38
11.83
354.26
156.48
135.88
135.88
93.41
135.88
23.67
68.46
35.50

Importance
Factor (IM)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.85
1.85
1.85
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EX-20

EXHIBIT D - ESTIMATE OF SEWAGE GENERATED AND POLLUTANT REDUCTION

Number Subdivision Name
149
324
7
252
257
267
202
323
300
296
249
247
284
325
339

Cobblestone Subdivision
Oak Terrace Unit 1
Sanderling Subdivision
Hickory Hill Estates
Carriage Lane Subdivision
Florence Acres Subdivision
Rosewind Subdivision
Oak Ridge Subdivision & Unit 2
J R Ashton Subdivision
Citrus Ridge Subdivision
Colonial Heights
Reams Glen Subdivision
Mill Creek
Oslo Ridge Subdivision
Plantation Ridge Subdivision

SBS Ranking
311
312
313
314
315
315
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325

Initial # of Homes <
165'
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Initial #of Homes
165' to 657'
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
9

Initial # of Homes
>657'
0
0
7
7
12
13
18
55
46
20
26
12
23
18
32

10 Year Growth
Factor (D/D i )
1.04
0.00
1.21
1.21
1.00
1.00
1.11
1.00
1.09
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.04
1.21
1.10

10 Year ADF
(GPD)
6,250
0
2,118
2,118
3,000
3,250
5,000
20,750
12,500
5,000
6,500
3,630
6,000
5,445
11,250

10 Year PK HR
(GDP)
25,000
0
8,470
8,470
12,000
13,000
20,000
83,000
50,000
20,000
26,000
14,520
24,000
21,780
45,000

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr
514.69
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
475.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
96.61

Importance
Factor (IM)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

* A Portion of this subdivision is served by COVB Utilities
** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement program.
Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the highest index numbers
assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood plain, depth to groundwater and soil
condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher than would otherwise be expected.
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EXHIBIT E - COST ANALYSIS

Number Subdivision Name

Initial
Ranking

Pollutant
Reduction lb/yr

Gravity Sewer
Cost Estimate

Low Pressure Sewer
Cost Estimate

Vacuum System Total Number Of
Cost Estimate
Lots

Cost per lb of Pollution Reduction/ YR

Cost per Lot

n=30 yr; i=3.125%

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

O&M=$10,000/LS

O&M=$450/PS

O&M=$60,000/VS

IRC Potable Water
Available

138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

965.00
473.15
737.76
270.20
115.80
2,802.36
949.44
326.94
1,027.53
1,663.11
444.68
13,577.22
136.40
2,428.71
46.71
164.70
105.88
5,759.18
587.62
169.33
1,657.82
6,221.58
201.17
17,256.07
10,018.99
632.10
1,114.80
231.60
5,988.17
17,845.33

$681,725.64
$1,242,566.59
$1,361,844.59
$394,226.33
$391,905.94
$2,115,700.05
$379,141.81
$454,677.16
$597,650.02
$2,933,294.23
$642,953.84
$9,925,259.20
$447,727.48
$3,333,218.23
$391,202.09
$1,103,656.03
$479,279.92
$14,957,561.80
$695,695.59
$370,210.24
$5,695,223.22
$9,920,666.20
$687,423.16
$16,093,861.16
$9,348,953.83
$902,288.86
$3,065,567.91
$565,752.50
$13,962,424.72
$22,454,564.91

$840,628.56
$407,869.10
$634,157.32
$237,914.50
$197,012.95
$0.00
$0.00
$321,749.47
$0.00
$0.00
$468,796.20
$0.00
$520,521.70
$2,013,823.07
$82,641.59
$485,688.54
$313,165.34
$0.00
$599,085.12
$247,302.27
$0.00
$0.00
$582,323.72
$0.00
$0.00
$737,999.00
$0.00
$306,376.52
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$596,813.52
$730,854.19
$0.00
$0.00
$2,477,492.14
$0.00
$0.00
$354,733.12
$2,637,597.27
$0.00
$5,891,103.52
$0.00
$1,431,455.30
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$10,492,885.66
$0.00
$0.00
$4,582,058.55
$7,677,820.57
$0.00
$9,552,456.04
$5,549,039.45
$0.00
$3,190,591.25
$0.00
$8,771,369.64
$13,327,829.91

26
14
22
7
3
84
36
11
28
120
16
465
17
67
2
12
11
772
21
7
303
525
21
754
438
26
145
6
621
1052

$26,220.22
$88,754.76
$61,902.03
$56,318.05
$130,635.31
$25,186.91
$10,531.72
$41,334.29
$21,344.64
$24,444.12
$40,184.62
$21,344.64
$26,336.91
$49,749.53
$195,601.05
$91,971.34
$43,570.90
$19,375.08
$33,128.36
$52,887.18
$18,796.12
$18,896.51
$32,734.44
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$34,703.42
$21,141.85
$94,292.08
$22,483.78
$21,344.64

$32,331.87
$29,133.51
$28,825.33
$33,987.79
$65,670.98
$0.00
$0.00
$29,249.95
$0.00
$0.00
$29,299.76
$0.00
$30,618.92
$30,057.06
$41,320.80
$40,474.04
$28,469.58
$0.00
$28,527.86
$35,328.90
$0.00
$0.00
$27,729.70
$0.00
$0.00
$28,384.58
$0.00
$51,062.75
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$42,629.54
$33,220.65
$0.00
$0.00
$29,493.95
$0.00
$0.00
$12,669.04
$21,979.98
$0.00
$12,669.04
$0.00
$21,365.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$13,591.82
$0.00
$0.00
$15,122.31
$14,624.42
$0.00
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$0.00
$22,004.08
$0.00
$0.00
$12,669.04

$39.22
$146.73
$102.48
$84.90
$261.82
$42.71
$31.24
$102.69
$31.11
$97.46
$97.45
$39.10
$188.51
$79.39
$648.37
$408.14
$329.15
$139.86
$78.40
$172.41
$184.15
$85.89
$226.87
$49.88
$49.90
$89.83
$151.54
$169.83
$124.23
$67.29

$57.29
$58.01
$57.98
$57.31
$99.87
$0.00
$0.00
$66.16
$0.00
$0.00
$70.85
$0.00
$197.86
$55.40
$111.01
$185.68
$200.11
$0.00
$68.94
$94.32
$0.00
$0.00
$197.05
$0.00
$0.00
$79.04
$0.00
$80.24
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$107.24
$78.20
$0.00
$0.00
$67.25
$0.00
$0.00
$19.45
$118.30
$0.00
$24.45
$0.00
$55.26
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$104.88
$0.00
$0.00
$179.49
$73.63
$0.00
$31.19
$31.21
$0.00
$202.21
$0.00
$85.96
$42.08

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

56
53
54
55
136

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4*
Heritage Trace at Hobart *

31
38
45
69
281

4,569.76
1,268.19
3,319.68
893.08
0.00

$3,585,900.10
$1,408,746.47
$2,753,459.01
$1,195,300.03
$167,628.77

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$195,891.94

$2,128,398.69
$836,156.63
$1,634,306.14
$709,466.23
$0.00

168
66
129
56
7

$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$23,946.97

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$27,984.56

$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$0.00

$41.97
$59.41
$44.36
$71.58
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$26.24
$37.15
$27.74
$44.76
$0.00

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

* These communities included in part 2 and part 3. Evaluation due to their proximity to one or more top 30 ranked communities
** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement
program. Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the
highest index numbers assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood
plain, depth to groundwater and soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher
than would otherwise be expected.
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EXHIBIT F - CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM PRIORITY EVALUATION

A
Number Subdivision Name

Initial
Ranking

Total # of Homes after
10 Year Growth

10 Year ADF
(GPD)

10 Year PK HR
(GPD)

Pollutant Reduction
lb/yr

lb/yr/lot

Gravity Sewer
Cost Estimate

138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

26
14
22
7
3
73
36
8
27
120
16
404
17
63
1
12
7
772
21
7
303
488
21
754
432
25
145
6
574
1052

6,500
3,500
5,500
1,750
750
18,150
9,000
2,118
6,655
30,000
4,000
101,035
4,250
15,730
303
3,000
1,815
193,000
5,250
1,750
75,750
121,908
5,143
188,500
107,993
6,353
36,250
1,500
143,385
263,000

26,000
14,000
22,000
7,000
3,000
72,600
36,000
8,470
26,620
120,000
16,000
404,140
17,000
62,920
1,210
12,000
7,260
772,000
21,000
7,000
303,000
487,630
20,570
754,000
431,970
25,410
145,000
6,000
573,540
1,052,000

965.00
473.15
737.76
270.20
115.80
2,802.36
949.44
326.94
1,027.53
1,663.11
444.68
13,577.22
136.40
2,428.71
46.71
164.70
105.88
5,759.18
587.62
169.33
1,657.82
6,221.58
201.17
17,256.07
10,018.99
632.10
1,114.80
231.60
5,988.17
17,845.33

37.12
33.80
33.53
38.60
38.60
33.36
26.37
29.72
36.70
13.86
27.79
29.20
8.02
36.25
23.35
13.73
9.63
7.46
27.98
24.19
5.47
11.85
9.58
22.89
22.87
24.31
7.69
38.60
9.64
16.96

$681,725.64
$1,242,566.59
$1,361,844.59
$394,226.33
$391,905.94
$2,115,700.05
$379,141.81
$454,677.16
$597,650.02
$2,933,294.23
$642,953.84
$9,925,259.20
$447,727.48
$3,333,218.23
$391,202.09
$1,103,656.03
$479,279.92
$14,957,561.80
$695,695.59
$370,210.24
$5,695,223.22
$9,920,666.20
$687,423.16
$16,093,861.16
$9,348,953.83
$902,288.86
$3,065,567.91
$565,752.50
$13,962,424.72
$22,454,564.91

56
53
54
55
136

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4*
Heritage Trace at Hobart *

31
38
45
69
281

155
66
129
56
5

38,720
16,500
32,250
13,915
1,210

154,880
66,000
129,000
55,660
4,840

1,580.57
1,268.19
3,319.68
893.08
0.00

9.41
19.22
25.73
15.95
0.00

$3,585,900.10
$1,408,746.47
$2,753,459.01
$1,195,300.03
$167,628.77

Low Pressure Sewer
Cost Estimate

$840,628.56
$407,869.10
$634,157.32
$237,914.50
$197,012.95

Vacuum Sewer
Cost Estimate

$596,813.52
$730,854.19

$2,477,492.14
$321,749.47
$354,733.12
$2,637,597.27
$468,796.20
$5,891,103.52
$520,521.70
$2,013,823.07
$82,641.59
$485,688.54
$313,165.34

$1,431,455.30

$10,492,885.66
$599,085.12
$247,302.27
$4,582,058.55
$7,677,820.57
$582,323.72
$9,552,456.04
$5,549,039.45
$737,999.00
$3,190,591.25
$306,376.52
$8,771,369.64
$13,327,829.91
$2,128,398.69
$836,156.63
$1,634,306.14
$709,466.23
$195,891.94

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

Cost Per Lot
Score
(Rank)

26
14
22
7
3
84
36
11
28
120
16
465
17
67
2
12
11
772
21
7
303
525
21
754
438
26
145
6
621
1052

$26,220.22
$88,754.76
$61,902.03
$56,318.05
$130,635.31
$25,186.91
$10,531.72
$41,334.29
$21,344.64
$24,444.12
$40,184.62
$21,344.64
$26,336.91
$49,749.53
$195,601.05
$91,971.34
$43,570.90
$19,375.08
$33,128.36
$52,887.18
$18,796.12
$18,896.51
$32,734.44
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$34,703.42
$21,141.85
$94,292.08
$22,483.78
$21,344.64

$32,331.87
$29,133.51
$28,825.33
$33,987.79
$65,670.98
$0.00
$0.00
$29,249.95
$0.00
$0.00
$29,299.76
$0.00
$30,618.92
$30,057.06
$41,320.80
$40,474.04
$28,469.58
$0.00
$28,527.86
$35,328.90
$0.00
$0.00
$27,729.70
$0.00
$0.00
$28,384.58
$0.00
$51,062.75
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$42,629.54
$33,220.65
$0.00
$0.00
$29,493.95
$0.00
$0.00
$12,669.04
$21,979.98
$0.00
$12,669.04
$0.00
$21,365.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$13,591.82
$0.00
$0.00
$15,122.31
$14,624.42
$0.00
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$0.00
$22,004.08
$0.00
$14,124.59
$12,669.04

168
66
129
56
7

$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$21,344.64
$23,946.97

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$27,984.56

$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$12,669.04
$0.00

Total Number Of
Lots

Cost per Lot

Cost per lb of Pollution Reduction/ YR

n=30

Gravity

Low Pressure

Vacuum

O&M=$450/PS

O&M=$60,000/VS

Cost per lb of
Reduction Score
(Rank)

IRC Potable Water
Available

O&M=$10,000/LS

19
26
25
30
35
18
1
27
6
16
28
10
20
29
33
32
23
11
24
31
14
13
21
6
2
22
15
34
12
2

$39.22
$146.73
$102.48
$84.90
$261.82
$42.71
$31.24
$102.69
$31.11
$97.46
$97.45
$39.10
$188.51
$79.39
$648.37
$408.14
$329.15
$139.86
$78.40
$172.41
$184.15
$85.89
$226.87
$49.88
$49.90
$89.83
$151.54
$169.83
$124.23
$67.29

$57.29
$58.01
$57.98
$57.31
$99.87
$0.00
$0.00
$66.16
$0.00
$0.00
$70.85
$0.00
$197.86
$55.40
$111.01
$185.68
$200.11
$0.00
$68.94
$94.32
$0.00
$0.00
$197.05
$0.00
$0.00
$79.04
$0.00
$80.24
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$107.24
$78.20
$0.00
$0.00
$67.25
$0.00
$0.00
$19.45
$118.30
$0.00
$24.45
$0.00
$38.71
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$104.88
$0.00
$0.00
$179.49
$73.63
$0.00
$31.19
$31.21
$0.00
$202.21
$0.00
$85.96
$42.08

10
17
16
15
26
12
8
18
2
29
20
3
33
14
28
32
35
27
19
25
31
21
34
6
7
22
30
23
24
11

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

2
2
6
6
17

$121.33
$59.41
$44.36
$71.58
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$26.24
$37.15
$27.74
$44.76
$0.00

4
9
5
13
1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

yr; i=3.125%

* These communities are included in the evaluation due to their proximity to one or more top 30 ranked communities
** It is recommended that Amos subdivision not be considered in the capital improvement program. Ranking results are due to an anomaly in the methodology. This site has the highest index numbers assigned for "importance factor", proximity to surface water, flood plain, depth to groundwater and soil condition. As a result, the site is ranked much higher than would otherwise be expected.

B

C

138
17
18
139
2
1
48
131
52
320
212
58
137
19
275
213
199
291
273
49
278
272
196
50
57
143
207
32
68
51

Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 1
Orchid Island No. 2
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Kanawah Acres
Verona Estates Subdivision
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Diana Park Subdivision
Dales Landing Subdivision
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

19
26
25
30
35
18
1
27
6
16
28
10
20
29
33
32
23
11
24
31
14
13
21
6
2
22
15
34
12
2

Cost per lb of
Reduction
Score (Rank)
10
17
16
15
26
12
8
18
2
29
20
3
33
14
28
32
35
27
19
25
31
21
34
6
7
22
30
23
24
11

56
53
54
55
136

Sebastian Highlands Unit 03*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3*
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4*
Heritage Tract at Hobart *

31
38
45
69
281

2
2
6
6
17

4
9
5
13
1

Number Subdivision Name

Initial
Ranking

Cost Per Lot Score
(Rank)

IRC Potable
Water Available
(10 = yes, 0=no)

Overall Cost
Score

Final Rank

Number

10
0
0
10
10
10
10
0
10
10
10
10
10
0
0
0
0
10
10
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
10
10

40
45
44
59
76
46
26
53
27
65
69
35
76
57
76
80
75
66
72
76
76
66
88
46
44
80
82
85
75
53

4
7
5
14
24
8
1
11
2
16
20
3
24
13
24
29
22
17
21
24
24
17
33
8
5
29
31
32
22
11

10
10
10
10
10

47
59
66
98
309

10
14
17
34
35

48
52
58
138
18
57
17
1
50
56
131
51
19
139
53
320
291
272
54
212
273
68
199
275
49
2
137
278
213
143
207
32
196
55
136

Subdivision Name
Floravon Shores Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Collier
Sebastian Highlands Unit 05
Hobart Landing Unit 2
Orchid Island No. 2
Sebastian Highlands Unit 04
Orchid Island No. 1
Ambersand Beach Sub No 1 & 2
Sebastian Highlands Unit 01
Sebastian Highlands Unit 03*
Naranja TR Shellmound Bch Replat of POR

Sebastian Highlands Unit 02
Orchid Isle Estates Subdivision
Hobart Landing Unit 3
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 2*

River Shores Estates Units 1-4
Indian River Heights Units 1 -9
Pine Tree Park Units 1-4
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 3*

Rain Tree Corner Subdivision
Diana Park Subdivision
Sebastian Highlands Unit 13
Verona Estates Subdivision
Amos (A of E) **
Dales Landing Subdivision
Hallmark Ocean Subdivision
Hobart Landing Unit 1
Stevens Park Unit 1 & 2
Kanawah Acres
Winter Grove Subdivision
Tropic Colony Subdivision
Halleluiah Acres
Little Portion Subdivision Replat OF
Sebastian Highlands Unit 02 Replat PG 4*

Heritage Trace at Hobart *

Initial Ranking

Overall Cost
Score

Final Rank

7
9
12
1
3
25
2
6
24
31
8
30
14
4
38
10
18
22
45
11
19
29
17
15
20
5
13
21
16
26
27
28
23
69
281

26
27
35
40
44
44
45
46
46
47
53
53
57
59
59
65
66
66
66
69
72
75
75
76
76
76
76
76
80
80
82
85
88
98
309

1
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
8
10
11
11
13
14
14
16
17
17
17
20
21
22
22
24
24
24
24
24
29
29
31
32
33
34
35
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Water Wastewater Review Committee
Report and Recommendations
March – July 2016
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Background
• City Council Special Committee on JEA Agreement
(February 2015 – February 2016)
• COJ/JEA Water and Wastewater Interagency Agreement
(Effective March 22, 2016)
• Water and Wastewater Review Committee
– Report findings
– Recommendations
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City Council Special Committee on
JEA Agreement
• Observations, concerns and goals from the Council Committee
–
–
–
–
–

Environmental benefits
Health and welfare benefits
Improve quality of life
Economic development opportunities
Avoid proliferation of septic tanks

BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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COJ/JEA Interagency Agreement
Water & Wastewater Infrastructure
• Funding pool
– $15M by City over 5 years
– $15M by JEA paid in March 2016
– Other funding sources (grants)

• Environmental purpose projects
– Additional JEA support
▫ $1M Annual support costs for project design, construction inspection and outreach
(can accumulate up to $3M)
▫ $650K annual support for sewer only capacity fees for environmental benefit
connections (defined) (can accumulate up to $2M)

• Review infrastructure, policies, procedures, laws and report to Council
• Outlines process for JEA to manage related projects on City’s behalf
BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Water & Wastewater
Committee Review
• Infrastructure committee review:
– Research on appropriate criteria and factors for septic tank phase out
– Based on Health Department’s annual list of septic tank failure areas
– Criteria developed to cover:
▫ Environmental, health and welfare concerns
▫
▫
▫

DCHD failure area score
Proximity to surface waters
Impaired tributary exceedance

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Development prior to 1968
Median home value
Existence of centralized water system
Elimination of future proliferation of on-site septic systems
Off-site economic development opportunities

▫ Community considerations

– Recommend new project scoring matrix to be updated annually and
submitted with budget
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Water & Wastewater
Committee Review
• Service availability committee review:
– Models and approaches to connection requirements
– Mandatory connections
•

Eliminate deferred connection process

– Readiness to serve charge
– Avoidance of future proliferation of septic tanks
– Project costs and payment for connection on priority projects selected
by the City

BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Report Findings
To increase program effectiveness:
•

Remove connection deferral option

•

Pay for priority project connections

•

Implement readiness to serve (service availability) charge

•

Modify current project selection criteria to include new criteria

•

Septic tanks are being installed in accordance with current land use laws

BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Project Prioritization Matrix
Criteria & maximum possible score

Top three projects based on prioritization matrix

Environmental, Health & Welfare (max 70 pts)

Biltmore C

Beverly Hills

Christobel

DCHD annual score

Max 60 pts

49.00

60.00

49.76

Factor for lots within 150 meter buffer

Max 5 pts

4.00

2.00

2.00

Impaired tributary exceedance factor

Max 5 pts

0.0

1.35

2.20

Total category points

Max 70 pts

53.00

63.35

53.96

Community Considerations (max 30 pts)
Development prior to 1968

Max 10 pts

10.0

10.00

10.00

Median home value

Max 5 pts

5.0

4.00

5.00

Water infrastructure lacking

Max 5 pts

5.0

0.00

1.00

Elimination of future proliferation

Max 5 pts

2.7

0.10

3.80

Offsite economic development opportunities

Max 5 pts

2.0

0.00

2.00

Total Category Points

Max 30 pts

24.7

14.10

21.80

Total Points

Max 100 pts

77.70

77.45

75.76
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Recommendations
• Revisions to Chapter 751
– Pay for everything in priority area neighborhoods
– 70% participation required
– Non-connections pay readiness to serve charge
•

Applies to new and existing neighborhoods

• Priority projects matrix
– Includes new comprehensive criteria
– Update annually
– Use as basis for expending funds

• Remove connection deferral option
• Require connection commitments before project commencement

BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Amended 8/23/16
Enacted 8/23/16
Introduced by the Council President at the request of the Mayor and
amended by the Transportation, Energy and Utilities Committee:

ORDINANCE 2016-490-E
AN

ORDINANCE

APPROPRIATING

$15,065,664.89

TO

THE WATER/WASTEWATER SYSTEM FUND, AS INITIATED
BY B.T. 16-104; AMENDING THE 2016-2020 FIVEYEAR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM APPROVED BY
ORDINANCE
THE

2015-505-E

PROJECT

TO

PROVIDE

ENTITLED

FUNDING

“WASTEWATER

FOR

SYSTEM

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM”; REAPPROPRIATING BALANCE
IN

THE

SEPTIC

TANK

SUPERFUND

TO

THE

WATER/

WASTEWATER SYSTEM FUND; FILING OF THE WATER/
WASTEWATER

SYSTEM

INFRASTRUCTURE

REPORT

TO

COUNCIL; PROVIDING COUNCIL WITH TABLE AND MAPS
THAT

IDENTIFY

WATER\WASTEWATER

PRIORITY
SYSTEM

AREAS

FUNDS;

FOR

AMENDING

CHAPTER 751 (SEPTIC TANK SUPERFUND); PROVIDING
FOR

OVERSIGHT

WORKS;

BY

THE

REORGANIZING

PARTS; AND

DEPARTMENT
AND

OF

NUMBERING

PUBLIC
CERTAIN

PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

BE IT ORDAINED by the Council of the City of Jacksonville:
Section 1.
within

the

City’s

Appropriation.

For the 2015-2016 fiscal year,

budget,

are

there

hereby

appropriated

the

indicated sum(s) from the account(s) listed in subsection (a) to
the account(s) listed in subsection (b):
(B.T. 16-104 is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and incorporated
herein by this reference)
BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Amended 8/23/16
Enacted 8/23/16
(a)

Appropriated from:
See B.T. 16-104

(b)

$15,065,664.89

Appropriated to:
See B.T. 16-104

(c)

$15,065,664.89

Explanation of Appropriation
The funding above is necessary to appropriate the
$15,000,000 received from JEA as part of Ordinance 2015764 and to appropriate the remaining balance in the
Septic Tank Superfund project to the newly established
Water/Wastewater System Fund project.

The accounting

department shall move the actuals from JXSF462/PW0352 –
03 to PWCP463F5750 / PW0796-01.
Section 2.

Re-Appropriation.

The current balance of the

Septic Tank Superfund account in the amount of $65,664.89 is hereby
re-appropriated to the Water/Wastewater System Fund.
Section 3.

Carryover.

The funds appropriated and re-

appropriated in this ordinance shall not lapse but shall carryover
into subsequent fiscal years.
Section 4.

Purpose.

The purpose of the appropriation and

re-appropriation in Sections 1 and 2 are to provide funding for the
Wastewater System Improvement Program as provided in Chapter 751,
Ordinance Code.
Section 5.

CIP Amendment.

Ordinance 2015-505-E, being

the 2016-2020 Five-Year Capital Improvement Program for the City
and

certain

of

its

independent

agencies,

is

hereby

amended

to

reduce funding for the project entitled “Septic Tank Superfund” and
provide

additional

funding

for

the

Project

entitled

“Wastewater

System Improvement Program.” The Project is more fully described in
the Project Information Sheets, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and
incorporated herein by this reference. The Council finds that the
deferral of this amendment of the CIP until the next annual budget
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and CIP review will be detrimental to the best interests of the
community because such deferral would impair the availability of
the funding source. Pursuant to Section 122.605(c), Ordinance Code,
enactment of this ordinance requires the affirmative vote of twothirds of the Council members present at the meeting because of the
CIP

amendment

constitute
respects,

set

forth

in

this

Ordinance

an

amendment

to

the

Five-Year

Capital

section.

This

ordinance

2015-505-E.

Improvement

In

Program

shall

all

other

approved

by

Ordinance 2015-505-E shall continue in full force and effect.
Section 6.

Water/Wastewater System Report.

As required

by section 6.2 of the Interagency Agreement by and between the City
of Jacksonville and JEA dated March 22, 2016, the Water/Wastewater
system improvement working committee offered the attached report
and recommendations for Council review and consideration, attached
hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated herein by this reference.
Section 7.
The

Council

Priority Areas Table and Location Maps.

reviewed

and

committee’s

recommendation

communities

that

would

adopted
and

have

the

method

the

first

Water/Wastewater
to

prioritize

opportunity

working

developed
for

Water/

Wastewater Funds for water and/or wastewater system infrastructure
within Priority Areas.

A copy of the adopted Priority Area table

and the considerations used to achieve overall community scores
attached

hereto

as

Exhibit

reference

with

11x17

4

copies

and

on

incorporated

file

with

herein

Legislative

by

this

Services.

Maps of the Priority Areas and the top tier groupings of Priority
Area

communities

attached

hereto

as

Exhibit

5

and

incorporated

herein by this reference with 11x17 copies on file with Legislative
Services.
Section 8.

Amending Chapter 751, Ordinance Code. Chapter

751, Ordinance is hereby amended and shall read as follows:
Chapter 751 – SEPTIC TANK SUPERFUNDWASTEWATER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT
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PROGRAM
Sec. 751.101. - Declaration of legislative intent and public
policy.
The Council finds and declares that connections to central
water and wastewater treatment systems and the elimination of onsite

treatment

and

disposal

systems

promote

the

publicly

owned

water and sewer system must be expanded into those neighborhoods
and subdivisions where septic tank systems have failed so as to
create

a

sanitary

environment

and

nuisance

the

health,

or

other

safety

conditions

and

general

affecting
welfare

of

the
the

inhabitants of the City and the water quality of the St. Johns
River. Due to the high cost of construction of these systems, when
centralized wastewater systems are made available connections must
be mandatory.

It is further declared that in an areas having the

greatest need for services will take priority over other areas for
available

funding

of

centralized

water

and

wastewater

treatment

systems.

Priority areas will be failing septic tank systems, but

which has not been declared a sanitary nuisance by the determined
by

the

Director

Department
Health

after

of

the

Regulatory

consulting

Department.,

with

Centralized

the

Compliance
Director

water

of

and/or

Public

Works

Duval

County

sewerwastewater

service will not be provided to the priority areas unless at least
6070 percent of the property owners signify their desire for the
system by signing a letter of intent which will include access for
the construction, connection and maintenance of the system to be
installed to serve the priority area property. to make payment of
the sewer tap charge, the water pollution control charge, water
meter tap fee and water capital recovery fee, if applicable. It is
further

declared

that

the

costs

of

constructing

sewerwastewater

collection lines and water distribution lines to priority areas
septic tank system failure areas, which are declared to be sanitary
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nuisances are to be borne by all taxpayers since the problems are
City-wide.

Upon notice of availability and within the timeframes

established by the Chapter, all property owners will be required to
connect to an available wastewater facility and will be charged a
monthly service usage charge upon connection or a Readiness to
Serve Charge if no timely connection is made.

It is further

declared that any existing Water and Sewer Enterprise Fund, managed
and controlled by JEA, which is being financed by current JEA or
City utility customers should not be used to rectify septic tank
system failure Priority aArea problems without reimbursement.
Sec. 751.102. - Definitions.
When

used

in

this

chapter,

unless

the

context

otherwise

clearly indicates a different meaning, the following terms shall
have the meaning contained below:
(a)

Available

shall

have

the

same

meaning

as

section

381.0065(2)(a), Florida Statutes as applied to a publicly
owned or investor-owned sewerage system to means that the
publicly owned or investor-owned sewerage system the JEA
wastewater system is capable of being connected towith
the plumbing of an establishment or residence, is not
under

a

Department

of

Environmental

Protection

moratorium, and has adequate permitted capacity to accept
the

sewage

to

be

generated

by

the

establishment

or

residence; and
(1)

For a residential subdivision lot, a single-family
residence, or an establishment, any of which has an
estimated sewagewastewater flow of 1,000 gallons per
day

or

less,

a

gravity

sewerwastewater

line

to

maintain gravity flow from the property's drain to
the

sewerwastewater

vacuum

sewage

line,

collection

or

a

line

low
in

pressure
those

or

areas
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approved for low pressure or vacuum sewagewastewater
collection, exists in a public easement or right-ofway

that

abuts

the

property

line

of

the

lot,

residence, or establishment.
(2)

For

an

establishment

with

an

estimated

sewagewastewater flow exceeding 1,000 gallons per
day, a sewerwastewater line, force main, or lift
station exists in a public easement or right-of-way
that abuts the property of the establishment or is
within

50

feet

of

the

property

line

of

the

establishment as accessed via existing rights-of-way
or easements.
(3)

For proposed residential subdivisions with more than
50 lots, for proposed commercial subdivisions with
more than five lots, and for areas zoned or used for
an

industrial

equivalent,
within

or

a

and

purpose

seweragewastewater

one-fourth

measured

manufacturing

mile

accessed

of

via

the

system

or

exists

development

existing

its

easements

as
or

rights-of-way.
(4)

For repairs or modifications within areas zoned or
used for an industrial or manufacturing purpose or
its equivalent, a seweragewastewater system exists
within 500 feet of an establishment's or residence's
sewerwastewater

system

stub-out

as

measured

and

accessed via existing rights-of-way or easements.
(b)

Criteria factors means a prescribed listing of criteria
to

be

applied

determine

to

priority

the
of

FailedPriority
providing

Area

service

List

to

pursuant

to

Section 751.107.
(c)

DirectorVP

Water/Wastewater-JEA

means

the

person
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directing the water and sewerwastewater distribution and
collection

systems

for

JEA,

or

his

deputydirector,

manager division chief, agent or representative, unless a
specific reference is made to a named City department.
(d)

EPB means the Environmental Protection Board.

(e)

FailedPriority Area List means the most current list of
septic tank system failure priority areas pursuant to
Section 751.106.

(f)

Sanitary nuisance shall have the meaning given in Section
386.01, F.S., and as further defined and interpreted in
the criteria factors specified herein.

(g)

Septic tank system has the same meaning as provided in
Section 64E-6, Florida Administrative Code.

(h)

Septic

tank

system

failure

Priority

aAreas

means

a

subdivision or neighborhood or platted subdivision with
five or more failing septic tank systems, and which meets
a

minimum

scores

the

criteria

factors,

factors

specified

highest

from

of

70

percent

evaluation

of

theose

herein

in

Section

of

the

criteria

751.107,by

the

Director of the Regulatory Compliance Department after
consulting with the Director of the Duval County Health
Department or designee.
(i)

SewageWastewater lines means any of the publicly owned
regional

seweragewastewater

system

and

connections,

fittings, collection and pumps including force mains and
gravity flow lines.
(j)

STS Fund means the Septic Tank Superfund.

(k)

Water lines means any part of the publicly owned water
system together with all connections, fittings, valves
and pipes.

Sec. 751.103. - Septic Tank Superfund (STS)Water/Wastewater System
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Fund, establishment of.
There previously is hereby established a Septic Tank Superfund
shall be renamed to be known as the

Water/Wastewater System Fund

(known as the STWWS Fund). All WWS Fund of monies collected and
received from various sources, as specified in Section 751.104, are
to

be

used

to

provide

water

and/or

septic tank system failurePriority

sewerwastewater

service

to

aAreas, that have been declared

sanitary nuisances as provided herein and are noted on a Failed
Area List.
Sec. 751.104. - Sources of funding.
The

STSWWS

Fund

may

acquire

monies

from

the

Environmental

Protection Fund, federal or State grant funds, monies that may be
appropriated
collected

from

pursuant

revenue
to

bonds,

Section

Readiness

751.111,

and

to
any

Serve

Charges

other

monies

appropriated by Council. All monies from the Readiness to Serve
Charges collected pursuant to Section 751.111 shall be deposited
into the WWS Fund and used in accordance with Section 751.103.
Sec. 751.105. - Administration of STSWWS Fund.
The Director of Finance is authorized and directed to make
disbursements

from

this

the

WWS

fFund

upon

the

written

recommendation of the Director of the Regulatory Compliance Public
Works Department after consulting with the Director of the Duval
County Health Department for the sole purpose of providing water or
wastewater service to Priority Aareas on the Failed Area List which
are presently served or will be served by the JEAcity in priority
as determined in accordance with the criteria factors pursuant to
Section 7651.107.
Sec. 751.106. - FailedPriority Area List.
The

Director

of

the

Regulatory

CompliancePublic

Works

Department shall be responsible for assembling and maintaining a
prioritized

listing

of

Septic

Tank

System

FailurePriority

Areas
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criteria factors

the

specified herein, after consulting with the Director of the Duval
County Health Department. The FailedPriority Area List shall be
submitted to City Council for its review as part of the annual
budget process. The FailedPriority Area List shall be updated at
least annually. The Priority Area Llist shall be promulgated and
shall be made available to the public in the Office of the Director
of the Regulatory CompliancePublic Works Department. Any area on
the

list

which

has

been

designated

a

sanitary

nuisance

by

the

Director of the Regulatory Compliance Department after consulting
with the Director of the Duval County Health Department shall be
identified as such on the list.
Sec. 751.107. - Criteria factors.
Priority of providing sewagewastewater lines or water lines
with the use of WWS Funds to a Septic Tank System Failure Priority
Area

subdivision

Director

of

the

or

neighborhood

Regulatory

shall

be

CompliancePublic

determined
Works

by

Department

the
in

consultation with the VP Water/Wastewater-JEA and the Director of
the Duval County Health Department, or designee, in accordance with
the following criteria factors developed by the Director of the
Regulatory CompliancePublic Works Department after consulting with
the VP Water/Wastewater--JEA and the Director Duval County Health
Department, or designee, and the DirectorChief of the Public Works
DepartmentEnvironmental

Quality

Division.

The

criteria

factors

developed shall include:
Health Criteria
1A.

The nNumber of septic tank system repair permits issued
in the area.

1B.

Age of septic tank system.

2.

Average lot size in the area.

3.

Soil potential in the area.
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4.

Seasonal highwater table in the area.

5.

Threat to potable water in the area.

6.

Sanitary conditions in the area.

7.

Proximity of the area to any surface water body.

8.

Potential for flooding in the area.

Environmental Criteria
9.

Proximity to surface waters (% of lots within a 150M
buffer).

10.

Impaired tributary exceedance factor.

Community Considerations
11.

Development prior to 1968.

12.

Median home value.

13.

Existence

of

centralized

water

system

(partial

or

lacking).
14.

Elimination

of

future

proliferation

of

on-site

septic

systems.
15.

Off-site economic development opportunities.

If a Septic Tank System FailurePriority Areas with the highest
overall scores from the application of the Criteria Factors has
been declared a sanitary nuisance by the Director of the Regulatory
Compliance Department after consulting with the Director of the
Duval County Health Department, that area automatically shall be
given

the

highest

wastewater

service

Subdivisions

or

priority
and

for

the

neighborhoods

the

use
that

of

provision

of

available

achieve

a

higher

water
WWS

and

Funds.

score

than

others, but require funding in excess of available WWS Funds, may
be replaced by the next highest scored subdivision or community on
the Priority Areas List.

The Director of Public Works has the

authority to direct the phasing of subdivisions or neighborhoods
within the listed Priority Areas without concern of the criterion
score

to

allow

for

entire

systems

to

be

constructed

due

to
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efficiencies and economic feasibility. If two or more areas are so
declared sanitary nuisances, then the developed criteria factors
shall be applied to determine the priority amongst them.
Sec. 751.108. - Provision of sewage wastewater service to Septic
Tank System FailurePriority Areas.
(a)

When

the

Director

WorksDepartment,
Wastewater-JEA
Health

of

in

and

Department

the

Regulatory

consultation
the

have

Director
ranked

CompliancePublic

with
of

the

the

the
Septic

VP

Water/

Duval

County

Tank

System

Failure AreasPriority Areas in accordance with Section
751.107 and sufficient STSWWS Funds are available, the
DirectorVP Water/Wastewater-JEA shall contactnotify the
property owners in the Septic Tank System FailurePriority
Areas having the highest priority of the eligibility for
funding of wastewater infrastructure in their community.
When at least 6070 percent of the property owners in the
Septic Tank System Failure PriorityArea have agreed to
have service provided to their area and each of those
property owners has signed a letter of intent and access
agreement to make payment of the sewer tap charge, water
pollution control charge, water meter tap fee and capital
recovery fee, the Director of Public Works and the VP
Water/Wastewater-JEA shall prepare and implement a plan
for providing sewagewastewater lines to the Septic Tank
System Failure Priority Area or a phase of the Priority
Area in accordance with Chapter 122, Part 6.

If the

highest Priority Area community does not achieve the 70
percent

community

participation

within

six

months

of

notice by the City, that Priority Area community will not
receive

WWS

Funds

and

will

not

be

eligible

for

WWS

Funding as provided in the Chapter and will be required
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to wait five years to qualify for WWS Funding again, even
if

the

community

continues

to

achieve

the

highest

priority score.
(b)

If, however, a Septic Tank System Failure Area has been
declared

a

sanitary

nuisance

by

the

Director

of

the

Regulatory Compliance Department after consultation with
the Director of the Duval County Health Department, the
Director shall prepare and implement a plan for providing
sewage lines without first having to contact the owners
in the Septic Tank System Failure Area.
(c)

For a failure area where the threat is to drinking water
supplies (wells), when notified by the Director of the
Regulatory Compliance Department after consultation with
the Director of the Duval County Health Department, the
Director or designee shall prepare and implement a plan
for providing water lines only to the failure area where
installation of water lines would be more cost effective
than installation of sewage lines to failure area.

Sec. 751.109. - Variances.
Variances to the procedure for the provision of service to a
Septic Tank System FailurePriority Septic Tank System Failure Areas
established by this Chapter may be granted as provided in Section
360.111.
Sec. 751.110. - Appeals.
Appeals shall be heard as prescribed in Part 4, Chapter 360.
Sec. 751.111. - Reimbursement of Water and Sewer Enterprise Fund.
When
available,

the

STS

Fund

the

first

use

is
of

created
the

and

monies

sufficient
available

funds

shall

be

are
for

reimbursement of the Water and Sewer Enterprise Fund, managed and
controlled

by

JEA

for

the

costs

of

providing

water

and

sewer

service.
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Sec. 751.112. - Mandatory and deferred connections; notification.
Requirements for the connections to existing onsite wastewater
treatment and disposal systems to central wastewater systems shall
be

mandatory

as

provided

for

in

Section

381.00655,

Florida

Statutes:
(a)

Sewerage Wastewater system extensions where construction
of the wastewater system was completed before March 15,
2009October 1, 2016.
(1)

The owner of a septic tank system shall connect, at
the

owner's

expense

(excluding

WWS

Fund

funded

projects), to a JEA publicly owned or investor-owned
sewerage wastewater system wherein construction of
the wastewater system was completed before August
October 1, 2016March 15, 2009, within 365 days after
written notification by the owner of the publicly
owned or investor-owned sewerage system JEA that the
system

is

aAvailable

for

connection.

In

the

alternative, said owner may defer such connection as
provided in subsection (a)( 2) of this Section. The
publicly owned or investor-owned sewerage system JEA
must notify the owner of the septic tank of the
availability

of

the

central

sewerageewastewater

system. No less than one year prior to the date the
sewerage system will become available, the publicly
owned or investor-owned sewerage system shall notify
the

affected

owner

of

the

septic

tank

of

the

anticipated availability of the sewerage system and
shall also notify the ownerand that the owner is may
be

required

system

to

within

availability.

connect
one
For

year

to

the

seweragewastewater

of

the

actual

subdivisions

or

notice

of

neighborhoods
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that do not qualify for the use of the WWS funds,
Tthe oOwner of Record shall be required to pay all
connection costs to the available wastewater system.
have the option of prepaying the amortized value of
required

connection

charges

in

equal

monthly

installments over a period of time determined by
JEA,

based

Nothing

in

upon

seweragewastewater

this

Section

shall

system

operate

to

costs.
impair

contracts or other binding obligations relating to
payment schedules in existence as of May 31 August 1
October, 1, 201600.

The City shall pay connection

charges for connections within Priority Areas.
(2)

If the owner has a properly functioning septic tank
system, as demonstrated through an existing system
check by the Duval County Health Department, and
wishes to defer connection to the available publicly
owned

or

investor-owned

sewerage

system

in

subsection (a)(1) of this Section, such connection
may be deferred until such time as the title to the
owner's

property

is

sold,

conveyed

or

otherwise

transferred. In consideration for such deferral, the
owner

shall

execute

an

agreement

with

the

City,

under which the owner agrees to have a covenant
placed

upon

the

deed

to

owner's

property

that

restricts the sale, conveyance or other transfer of
title to the property until such time as connection
to the available publicly owned or investor-owned
sewerage system is made. Said agreement shall also
provide that the deferral relates only to connection
under this ordinance and that it in no way binds the
State

of

Florida

from

enforcing

mandatory
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connections to available systems pursuant to Florida
law, including Section 381.00655, F.S. Said contract
shall be filed in the Official Records of Duval
County as notice of such connection requirement. The
Director of Public Works is hereby authorized to
sign such agreements for the City; provided however
that such agreement shall bear attestation from the
Corporation Secretary, review and approval from the
Director of Finance and form approval by the Office
of

General

Counsel.

Charge.

If

available

seweragewastewater

noticed

a

Monthly

period

property

of

time

is

Readiness
not

to

connected

system

pursuant

to

Serve
to

within

an
the

subsection

751.111(b)(1), a monthly Readiness to Serve Charge
shall commence the day following the expiration of
the notice period and will be billed to the Owner(s)
of Record of the Subject Property. Once the Owner of
Record connects the Subject Property, the monthly
Readiness

to

Serve

Charge

will

expire

and

the

Subject Property will begin being billed current JEA
rates and charges for the service.
(3)

If the oOwner(s)'s of Record of a septic tank system
that properly

deferred connection prior to October

1, 2016, has failed and the Duval County Health
Department will not issue a permit for repair, the
owner

shallmust

connect

to

the

JEA

available

publicly owned or investor-owned seweragewastewater
system within 90 days after notification, by the
Duval County Health Department, that the permit will
not be issued.
(4)

The City shall continue to honor any deferrals by
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documented and

properly

recorded a connection deferral prior to October 1,
2016.
(b)

SewerageWastewater
construction

is

system

extensions

completed

on

or

where

after

system

March

15,

2009AugustOctober 1, 2016.
(1)

Mandatory connections. Property having a septic tank
system ("Subject Property") must be connected, at
the

owner's

expense

projects),

to

a

sewerage

JEA’s

(excluding

publicly

owned

wastewater

WWS
or

Fund

funded

investor-owned

system

wherein

construction has been completed on or after March 15
AugustOctober

1,

2016

009

("central

sewerage

wastewater system") within 365 days after written
notification by the publicly owned or investor-owned
sewerage system ("Sewerage System Owner") JEA, as
provided in subsection (i) below, that the central
seweragewastewater

system

is

available

to

the

Subject Property for connection., unless the owner
of the Subject Property obtains a deferral pursuant
to Section 751.112(b)(3).
(i)

Notification

prior

to

availability.

No

less

than one year prior to the date the central
seweragewastewater
aAvailable
Sewerage

to

System

the

system
Subject

Owner

JEA

will

become

Property,

shall

notify

the
all

owners of the Subject Property at the time of
notice as reflected in the Duval County Clerk
of

Court

Record")
the

official
of

the

central

records

anticipated

("Owner(s)

of

availability

of

seweragewastewater

system

and
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shall also inform the Owner(s) of Record that
the Subject Property must be connected to the
central
year

seweragewastewater

of

the

deferral

actual

is

within

availability

obtained

751.112(b)(3).

system

pursuant

For

one

unless

to

purposes

a

Section
of

this

sectionChapter, the "Owner(s) of Record" shall
always be the Owner(s) of Record at the time
of a given notification.
(ii) Notification

upon

availability;

Recordation.

The Sewerage System OwnerJEA shall notify the
Owner(s) of Record of the Subject Property, in
writing,

at

the

time

the

central

seweragewastewater system becomes available to
the Subject Property for connection, that the
Subject

Property

central

seweragewastewater

deferral

is

must

obtained

be

connected
system

pursuant

to

the

unless

to

a

Section

751.112(b)(3), and that there exists a legally
enforceable obligation to connect. A copy of
such notification to the Owner(s) of Record
shall

be

OwnerJEA
Court

recorded
in

the

official

by

Duval

the

Sewerage

County

records

Clerk

and

System
of

shall

the
be

subsequently binding upon all future owners of
the Subject Property.
(2)

Payment of Connection Charges. For subdivisions or
neighborhoods that do not qualify for the use of the
WWS funds, Tthe Owner(s) of Record, of the Subject
Property, or, in the event of transfer of title to
the property, their successors in interest, who are
BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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required

to

connect

Amended 8/23/16
Enacted 8/23/16
the central

to

seweragewastewater system, shall have the option of
prepaying
utility

the

amortized

connection

value

charges

of

in

the

required

equal

monthly

installments over a period of time determined by
JEA,

based

Nothing

in

upon

seweragewastewater

this

section

shall

system

operate

costs.

to

impair

contracts or other binding obligations relating to
payment schedules in existence as of May 3 August
October 1, 201600. The City shall use WWS Funds to
pay

connection

charges

for

connections

within

qualified and selected Priority Area projects.
(3)

Deferral of connections. The Owner(s) of Record, of
the Subject Property, or, in the event of transfer
of

title

to

the

property,

their

successors

in

interest, may defer the connection to the Sewerage
System

if

the

functioning

Subject

septic

Property

tank

system

has
as

a

properly

demonstrated

through an existing system check by the Duval County
Health Department. For each subject Property, the
connection may be deferred only once, and only until
such time as the title to the Subject Property is
thereafter sold, conveyed or otherwise transferred.
In consideration for such deferral, the Owner(s) of
Record or their successors in interest shall execute
an agreement with the City, under which they agree
to have a deed restriction placed upon the title to
the

Subject

Property

that

restricts

the

sale,

conveyance or other transfer of title to the Subject
Property
available

until

such

central

time

sewerage

as

connection

system

is

to

made.

the
Said

BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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agreement

shall

also

provide

Amended 8/23/16
Enacted 8/23/16
that the deferral

relates only to connection under this ordinance and
that it in no way binds the State of Florida from
enforcing

mandatory

connection

obligations

to

available systems pursuant to Florida law, including
Section

381.00655,

F.S.

Said

contract,

shall

be

filed in the Duval County Clerk of Court official
records as notice of such connection requirement.
The Director of Public Works is hereby authorized to
execute

such

agreements

for

the

City;

provided

however that such agreement shall bear attestation
from the Corporation Secretary, review and approval
from the Director of Finance and form approval by
the Office of General Counsel. Monthly Readiness to
Serve Charge.
Available

If a property is not connected to an

wastewater

system

within

the

noticed

period of time pursuant to subsection 751.111(b)(1),
a monthly Readiness to Serve charge shall commence
the

day

following

the

expiration

of

the

notice

period and will be billed to the Owner(s) of Record
of the Subject Property.

Once the Owner of Record

connects the Subject Property, the monthly Readiness
to Serve Charge will expire and the Subject Property
will

begin

being

billed

current

JEA

rates

and

charges for the service.
(4)

Septic Tank Failure. If a Subject Property's septic
tank system has failed and the Duval County Health
Department will not issue a permit for repair, the
Owner(s)

of

Record

of

the

Subject

Property

or

successor in interest shall connect to the available
central

sewerage

system

within

90

days

after

BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Amended 8/23/16
Enacted 8/23/16
notification, by the Duval County Health Department,
that the permit will not be issued.
Sec. 751.113. - Penalty.
Any person who violates any provision of this Chapter or shall
be assessed a civil penalty not to exceed $500 per violation. Each
day a violation continues shall constitute a separate violation.
Sec. 751.1142. - Enforcement.
This

Chapter

shall

be

enforced

by

the

Environmental

and

Compliance Department and Environmental Protection Board pursuant
to the provisions of Chapter 360, Part 4 and rules promulgated
pursuant thereto.
Sec. 751.1153. - Assessment and recovery of civil penalties.
Civil

penalties

provided

for

in

Section

751.113

may

be

assessed by the administrative process in Chapter 360, Part 4 and
rules

promulgated

pursuant

thereto

or,

in

the

alternative,

by

judicial process in a civil action filed in the name of the City in
a court of competent jurisdiction. A civil penalty assessed and
owed under this Chapter shall be paid to the Tax Collector for
deposit in the Septic Tank SuperfundWWS Fund established by Section
751.103.

An

administratively

assessed

civil

penalty

under

this

Section and Chapter 360, Part 4, may be recovered in a civil action
in the name of the City. The City shall be entitled to reasonable
attorneys fees and costs, including appellate fees and costs in
actions where the City is successful in recovering civil penalties.
Sec. 751.1164. - Other relief.
In addition to any penalties assessed and collected under this
Chapter, the City, through the Office of General Counsel, may seek
injunctive or other appropriate relief in a court of competent
jurisdiction

to

enforce

this

Chapter

or

administrative

orders

issued pursuant to this Chapter and Chapter 360, Part 4 which may
include, but not be limited to, the City’s ability to lien the
BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Amended 8/23/16
Enacted 8/23/16
Subject Properties that do not pay the Readiness to Serve Charge as
provided for in this Chapter.
Sec. 751.1175. - Interpretation.
Whenever

the

titles

"Director

of

Public

WorksRegulatory

Compliance," "Director of Duval County Health Department," or "
DirectorVP Water/Wastewater-JEA" as the person directing the water
and sewerwastewater distribution systems for JEA, or "Director of
Public Works" are used in this chapter, those titles include the
deputies, division chiefs, agents, representatives or designees of
each respective director.
Section 9.
Public

Works

shall

Program.
Section 10.

Departmental Oversight.
oversee

the

Effective.

Wastewater
This

The

Department

System

ordinance

of

Improvement

shall

become

effective upon signature by the Mayor or upon becoming effective
without the Mayor’s signature.

Form Approved:

__/s/ Paige Hobbs Johnston
Office of General Counsel
Legislation prepared by: Jody L. Brooks
G:\SHARED\LEGIS.CC\2016\Ord\2016-490-E.doc
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Septic Tank Phase-Out Prioritization
Environmental, Health & Welfare (Max. 70 points)
Area

DCHD

No. of Units

No. of Units

Designation

2015

Within

Within

Score

150M Buffer
(BMAP)

Area

A

Factor For Lots

Potential Annual

Impaired

Within The

Water Quality

Tributary

Benefit
(Metric Tons)

B

150 M Buffer

Community Considerations (Max. 30 points)
Environ, Health

Development

Median

& Welfare

Prior to

Home Value

Exceedance
FactorC

Score

1968
10 pts

Other Infrastructure

Elimination

Offsite Economic

Community

of Future

Development

Considerations

Drain.

Curb

S/W

Proliferation
5 pts

Opportunities
5 pts

Score

5 pts

Water
5 pts

Total
Score

FYI

Sewer Cost

Overall
Sewer Capacity

Sewer Cost

Sewer Cost

Fee Available

per House

Area

Area Water

From JEA
(%) of lots

(2016 $'s)

Total

Cost

D

E

Biltmore C

51.00

173

135

4

0.12

0.00

55.00

10

5

5

x

x

x

2.7

2.0

24.7

79.70

78

$36,000

$6,228,000

Christobel

49.76

289

62

2

0.06

2.20

53.96

10

5

1

x

x

P

3.8

2.0

21.8

75.76

21

$30,000

$8,670,000

Beverly Hills

58.26

695

279

2

0.25

1.35

61.61

10

4

0

x

x

x

0.1

0.0

14.1

75.71

40

$30,000

$20,850,000

$0

Riverview

54.78

1812

612

2

0.56

1.40

58.18

10

4

2

x

x

x

1.5

0.0

17.5

75.68

33

$30,000

$54,360,000

$5,798,400

Emerson

48.66

751

437

3

0.4

4.65

56.31

10

4

0

x

x

x

1.1

2.0

17.1

73.41

58

$30,000

$22,530,000

$0

St. Nicholas

48.69

623

343

3

0.31

4.25

55.94

10

4

0

x

x

P

0.3

3.0

17.3

73.24

55

$36,000

$22,428,000

$0

Westfield

55.00

181

13

1

0.01

4.50

60.50

10

1

0

x

x

x

0.1

0.0

11.1

71.60

7

$30,000

$5,430,000

$0

47.01

3416

1446

3

1.31

4.35

54.36

10

4

0

P

P

0.1

2.7

16.8

71.16

42

$33,000

$112,728,000

$0

47.64

610

262

3

0.24

0.50

51.14

10

4

3

x

x

x

0.7

1.0

18.7

69.84

43

$33,000

$20,130,000

$2,928,000

47.98

211

181

5

0.16

2.15

55.13

0

4

5

x

x

x

5.0

0.0

14.0

69.13

86

$33,000

$6,963,000

$1,688,000

$280,317,000

$10,572,800

Eggleston
Heights
Champion
Forest
Sans Pereil

Sub-Totals:

8761

3.42

Sub-Totals:

Area
Designation

Home Value Scoring:

DCHD Determining Criteria
3
4
5

1B

2

Number of Septic

Age of

Average Lot

Soil

Seasonal High

Threat to

Sanitary

Proximity to

Potential

Tank Repair

Septic Tank

Size

Potential

Water Table

Potable Water

Conditions

Surface Water

for Flooding

DCHD
2015
Score

Permits

System

1A

6

7

8

Beverly Hills
Julington Creek

8
10

4
2

9.58
7.06

9.68
7.97

2
6

5
5

10
10

10
10

58.26
58.03

Westfield
Riverview
Biltmore C
Christobel
Julington Hills
St. Nicholas
Emerson
Kinard

6
10
4
2
10
10
10
0

6
2
0
6
0
0
6
0

10
7.16
10
8.82
7.21
7.74
6.13
8.2

10
7.62
10
8.94
8.13
8.95
7.53
8.92

0
6
10
6
4
4
4
6

3
2
8
6
5
8
8
5

10
10
4
7
10
10
7
10

10
10
5
5
5
0
0
10

55.00
54.78
51.00
49.76
49.52
48.69
48.66
48.12

Environmental, Health & Welfare Notes
Potential to qualify for water quality benefit credits
including JEA payment of plant capacity fee ($2200 +/per connection) not to exceed $650,000 per year.

B

Per Septic Tank Phase Out Water Quality Prioritization
(by consultant) dated May 11, 2016.

C

Refers to fecal coliform impairment only, and is the
score provided by the Environmental Quality Division
divided by 2.

Type

G

Factor For Lots Within The 150 M Buffer
% Within Buffer
0
1 to 20
21 to 40
41 to 60
61 to 80
81 to 100

Factor
0
1
2
3
4
5

G

5 pts
4 pts
3 pts
2 pts
1 pt
0 pts

< $50,000
$50,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $150,000
$150,000 to $200,000
$200,000 to $250,000
> $250,000

Value source - Duval Co. Property Appraiser

Water Scoring:

5 = No existing water system in Area
4 = Existing water system in 20% of Area
3 = Existing water system in 40% of Area
2 = Existing water system in 60% of Area
1 = Existing water system in 80% of Area
0 = Existing water system in 100% of Area

Elimination of Profileration Score: The numerical percentage of undeveloped lots
divided by ten. For example:
5.0 = 50% or greater undeveloped
1.0 = 10% undeveloped
0.1 = 1% undeveloped
0 = 0% undeveloped
Other Infrastructure:

'x' denotes infrastructure is not in-place
'P' denotes infrastructure is partially in-place

Legend
XXXXXXX

Denotes columns to be scored
Denotes numbers subject to verification

$1,384,000
TOP
TIER

$462,400

Standard Costs per Dwelling (Incl. Connection)F

Community Considerations Notes

A

Water Cost

Unit Cost

Gravity Systems
Gravity Main (GM) w/ Manholes
$
175
Real Estate
$
90,000
Lift Station
$
300,000
$
75
Force Main
Septic Tank Removal
$
1,900
Reversal
$
6,000
Lateral
$
430
Capacity Fee & Main Extension Fee
$
2,270
Proj. Mgmt, Eng, CEI
(20% +/-)
$
4,475
Baseline Total
Potential Additional Cost:
Deep GM w/ highline (est 10% of
pipe LF) or large lots
$
500
Lift Station (added cost for 150 units)
$
150,000
Proj Mgmt, Eng, CEI (20% +/-) + Misc. $
1,250
Additional cost sub-total
Adverse condition total
Low Pressure *
LP PS
$
6,700
$
25
On-Site 2" FM
$
35
System FM
Septic Tank Removal
$
1,900
Reversal
$
4,000
Capacity Fee & Main Extension Fee
$
2,270
Proj. Mgmt, Eng, CEI
(20% +/-)
$
3,355
Total
* Requires additional owner maintenance costs

Sub-Total

Units
75 lf
1/300 lots
1/300 lots
2000 lf/300 lots
1
1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,125
300
1,000
500
1,900
6,000
430
2,270
4,475
30,000

7.5 lf
1/150 lots
1

$
$
$
$
$

3,750
1,000
1,250
6,000
36,000

1
100 lf
65 lf
1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,700
2,500
2,275
1,900
4,000
2,270
3,355
23,000

Cost Consideration Notes

D

Includes Plant Capacity Fee and Line Extension Charge.

E

Water cost est per lot = ($70/ft x 70ft) x 120% + $2100 connection and capacity fee = $8000
$8000 x no. of units x % w/o existing water = Area Water Cost

F

Costs include restoring road and drainage to pre-construction condition.
Road and sod restoration costs are included in pipeline unit costs.

Revision Date: 4/5/2018
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Septic Tank Phase-Out Prioritization
Environmental, Health & Welfare (Max. 70 Points)
Area
Designation

DCHD
2015
Score

No. of Units
Within
Failure Area

Factor For Lots

No. of Units

Within The

Within
150M Buffer

A

150 M Buffer

(BMAP)

Potential Annual

Community Considerations (Max. 30 points)
Impaired

Environ, Health Development

Tributary

& Welfare

Prior to

Score

1968

(Metric Tons)

Exceedance
C
Factor

Water Quality
Benefit

B

Median

Elimination

Other Infrastructure

Home Value

FYI
Water

10 pts

5 pts

5 pts

Drain.

Curb

S/W

Overall

Offsite Economic

Community

of Future

Development

Considerations

Proliferation

Opportunities

Score

5 pts

5 pts

Sewer Cost
Sewer Capacity

Total
Score

Sewer Cost

Water Cost
Sewer Cost

Fee Available

D

per House

Total

Area Water

From JEA

(See Note 2)

Area

Cost

(%) of lots

(2016 $'s)

E

Atlantic Highlands

41.16

62

54

5

0.05

3.85

50.01

10

4

3

x

x

P

1.8

0.0

18.8

68.81

87

$33,000

$2,046,000

$297,600

Julington Creek

58.03

2000

1282

4

1.16

0.00

62.03

0

2

2

P

P

P

0.6

1.0

5.6

67.63

64

$30,000

$60,000,000

$6,400,000

Oak Lawn

45.11

230

220

5

0.20

3.35

53.46

10

3

0

0.1

0.0

13.1

66.56

96

$33,000

$7,590,000

$0

Kinard

48.12

63

59

5

0.05

1.35

54.47

0

4

3

x

P

P

2.4

2.0

11.4

65.87

94

$36,000

$2,268,000

$302,400

Spring Glen

41.13

485

348

4

0.32

4.05

49.18

10

4

0

P

P

P

0.5

1.0

15.5

64.68

72

$33,000

$16,005,000

$0

Lakeshore

45.99

1344

253

1

0.23

2.50

49.49

10

4

0

P

x

P

0.1

1.0

15.1

64.59

19

$33,000

$44,352,000

$0

Cedar River

40.82

386

263

4

0.24

4.70

49.52

10

4

0

P

P

P

0.3

0.5

14.8

64.32

68

$33,000

$12,738,000

$0

Empire Point

41.08

342

212

4

0.19

4.05

49.13

10

2

0

P

P

x

0.5

1.5

14.0

63.13

62

$33,000

$11,286,000

$0

Freeman Rd/
Inwood Terrace

39.00

79

52

4

0.05

4.75

47.75

10

4

0

P

P

1.1

0

15.1

62.85

66

$33,000

$2,607,000

$0

Oakhaven

40.91

790

500

4

0.45

4.00

48.91

10

3

0

P

x

0.4

0.5

13.9

62.81

63

$33,000

$26,070,000

$0

Mill Creek

41.26

435

141

2

0.13

2.90

46.16

10

3

1

P

0.1

0.9

15.0

61.16

32

$33,000

$14,355,000

$696,000

Julington Hills

49.52

617

432

4

0.39

2.25

55.77

0

2

0

P

P

P

0.4

1.0

3.4

59.17

70

$33,000

$20,361,000

$0

Holly Oaks

35.56

282

171

4

0.16

3.70

43.26

10

3

1

P

P

P

0.1

0.2

14.3

57.56

61

$33,000

$9,306,000

$451,200

Northlake

40.00

121

121

5

0.11

1.95

46.95

0

1

5

x

x

1.4

3

10.4

57.35

100

$33,000

$3,993,000

$968,000

Lone Star Park

35.33

321

127

2

0.12

3.70

41.03

10

4

0

P

P

0.2

0.9

15.1

56.13

40

$33,000

$10,593,000

$0

Point La Vista

40.70

830

143

1

0.13

3.80

45.50

10

0

0

P

P

0.1

0.2

10.3

55.80

17

$33,000

$27,390,000

$0

Hood Landing II

45.64

509

410

5

0.37

2.85

53.49

0

2

0

0.2

0.0

2.2

55.69

81

$33,000

$16,797,000

$0

Beauclerc Gardens

44.88

530

300

3

0.27

3.75

51.63

0

1

1

Southside Estates

30.94

2305

1780

4

1.61

3.10

38.04

10

4

0

Odessa

31.00

33

31

5

0.03

1.90

37.90

10

5

Ortega

39.84

128

31

2

0.03

0.65

42.49

10

The Cape

39.64

35

35

5

0.03

0.00

44.64

Clifton

31.93

524

309

3

0.28

2.90

Pablo Point

37.31

238

133

3

0.12

Mt. Pleasant

30.87

439

280

4

0.25

Totals:

21889

P

P

P

0.2

0.0

2.2

53.83

57

$33,000

$17,490,000

$848,000

x

P

0.3

1.0

15.3

53.34

77

$33,000

$76,065,000

$0

0

x

x

0.0

0.1

15.1

53.00

94

$36,000

$1,188,000

$0

0

0

x

x

0.2

0

10.2

52.69

24

$33,000

$4,224,000

$0

0

2

5

x

x

0.9

0

7.9

52.54

100

$33,000

$1,155,000

$280,000

37.83

10

2

0

P

P

0.2

1.9

14.1

51.93

59

$33,000

$17,292,000

$0

3.85

44.16

0

2

0

x

0.0

0.6

2.6

46.76

56

$33,000

$7,854,000

$0

2.25

37.12

0

2

3

P

0.2

0

5.2

42.32

64

$33,000

$14,487,000

$2,107,200

Total This Page

$427,512,000

$12,350,400

Overall Total

$707,829,000

$22,923,200

P

P

10.39
Notes: 1. Lincolon Villas, and other areas not yet identified as septic tank failure areas, will be entered on the above spreadsheet when assigned a DCHD score.
2. Lakeshore impaired tributary exceedance factor is assumed for scoring purposes. No field data is available.
3. Offsite Economic Dev. Opportunity Scoring: Whole points are awarded for the potential to connect significant undeveloped/under-developed (SU/UD) parcels
along the offsite route of new wastewater mains providing service.
Whole points are awarded for the potential to connect exterior SU/UD parcels abutting the area.
If the area is bi-sected by a major commercial highway, fractional points are awarded for the potential to connect
interior SU/UD parcels on the highway.
4. Sewer cost per house of $33,000 is an average of Baseline cost ($30,000) and Adverse Condition cost ($36,000).
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Area
Designation
Beverly Hills
Julington Creek
Westfield
Riverview
Biltmore C
Christobel
Julington Hills
St. Nicholas
Emerson
Kinard

DCHD Determining Criteria
3
4
5

1A

1B

2

6

7

8

Number of Septic

Age of

Average Lot

Soil

Seasonal High

Threat to

Sanitary

Proximity to

Potential

Tank Repair

Septic Tank

Size

Potential

Water Table

Potable Water

Conditions

Surface Water

for Flooding

DCHD
2015
Score

Permits

System

4
2
6
2
0
6
0
0
6
0

9.58
7.06
10
7.16
10
8.82
7.21
7.74
6.13
8.2

9.68
7.97
10
7.62
10
8.94
8.13
8.95
7.53
8.92

2
6
0
6
10
6
4
4
4
6

5
5
3
2
8
6
5
8
8
5

10
10
10
10
4
7
10
10
7
10

10
10
10
10
5
5
5
0
0
10

58.26
58.03
55.00
54.78
51.00
49.76
49.52
48.69
48.66
48.12

8
10
6
10
4
2
10
10
10
0
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BILTMORE C
PROPOSED WATER & SEWER
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
“A Public Partnership between the City of Jacksonville and JEA”

January 26, 2017
James Weldon Johnson College Preparatory Middle School
BACK to Jacksonville and JEA Case Study, Page 39
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Agenda
2

Safety Briefing & Introductions
Program Background
Program Overview
Property Owner Requirements
Program Timeline
Questions & Public Comment
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Introductions
3

❑

Greg Corcoran – JEA, Manager Project Outreach
Councilman Reginald Brown –District 10
Councilwoman Katrina Brown – District 8
John Pappas – City of Jacksonville, Director of Public Works
Pete Hallock – JEA, Project Manager & Engineer
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4
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5
Photos courtesy of the Florida Times-Union, St. Johns RiverKeeper, Bill Yates
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Program Background
6

WHY WAS THIS PROGRAM DEVELOPED?
Estimated 60,000 septic tanks in Duval County
Failing septic tanks negatively impact Jacksonville’s waterways
& quality of life
City’s response to citizens’ request to provide new water &
sewer to established neighborhoods at no upfront cost to
property owners
$30 million program ($15 million-COJ, $15 million-JEA)
New City Ordinance unanimously passed by Jacksonville
City Council on 8/23/16
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Program Background
7

HOW ARE THE PROJECT AREAS CHOSEN?
Identified 35 failure areas – Estimated 22,000 septic tanks
Scoring system created to rank each failure area
Includes environmental, health, and community considerations
Examples: # of failing tanks, soil conditions, proximity to
waterway, no central water, potential economic & future
development
Biltmore C currently ranked #1 – 1st project of program
City Ordinance requires that the project list is revisited annually
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Insert identified areas map

UPDATE
MAP
8
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Biltmore C
Proposed Water & Sewer
Improvement Project
Project Boundaries
Little Six Mile Creek - west
Nile Drive - east
Old Kings Road -north
Railroad tracks - south
Closest Waterway
Little Sixmile Creek

Feeds Ribault River to Trout River
to St. Johns River

9
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Program Overview
10

HOW DOES THE PROGRAM WORK?
Voluntary Project – Community/Neighborhood decision
70% of property owner(s) within project area must agree to project to
move forward*
Property owner(s) within each designated project area will vote on project
moving forward
One vote per real estate (parcel) number as identified in the Duval
County Property Appraiser records
All properties will be counted, regardless of use or development
Connection required to BOTH water & sewer
*5 year waiting period for project reconsideration
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Program Overview
11

WHAT DOES THE PRGRAM INCLUDE?
Program pays for ALL COSTS associated with the installation of new water
and sewer lines, Including the plumbing work on private property and septic
tank abandonment
Program pays for ALL permit and JEA fees – no repayment
Unimproved (empty) lots will receive a water and sewer connection at the
property line for future connection
Roads impacted by construction will be repaved
Property owner(s) can continue to use private well for outdoor use and
non-potable purposes – backflow will be installed*
*Well owners will required to pay for backflow test every 2 years
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Property Owner Requirements
12

ACTIVITY
Replace Existing System
New Aquifer Well Installation
New Septic Tank & Drain Field
Septic Tank Repair (Pump Out)
Septic Tank Repair Permit (DCHD)
TOTAL RANGE:

Install Water & Sewer
Sewer Construction Costs (ROW &
Private)
Water Construction Costs
Well Isolation
TOTAL RANGE:

COST ESTIMATE
$10k-$15k
$10k-$20k
$200.00
$585.00
$20K to $36K

$36,000
$8,000
$1,500
$45,500
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Property Owner Requirements
13

WHAT IF THE PROJECT IS APPROVED?
Property owner(s) must sign a temporary construction easement
Property owner(s) must agree to sign JEA water/sewer
application and pay monthly JEA bill
Property owners that DO NOT connect will be charged
“readiness to serve” fee of $21.15 per month, billed separately
by JEA directly to property owners.
Revenue generated by the “readiness to serve” fee will be used
to fund future water and sewer improvement projects
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Property Owner Requirements
14

Example: Average Water/
Sewer Bill:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

jea.com/My_Account/Understand_My_Bill/Water_Bill_Estimator/

Magnolia Gardens
Similar homes – size & build
¾ Inch meter
$22.22 Water
$38.78 Sewer
$67.97 TOTAL
Bills could be higher or lower
depending on customer usage
& billing cycle
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Program Timeline
15

WHAT IS THE TIMELINE FOR THE PROJECT?
1st community meeting - January 26, 2017
2.
2nd community meeting – TBD
➢ 6 month community decision period begins
3.
Project design period: 2017 – 2018*
4.
Project bid & construction period: 2018 – 2020*
✓ Additional neighborhood meetings will be held as needed
*Dates are subject to change
1.
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QUESTIONS & PUBLIC COMMENT
16

JEA Project Outreach

665-7500
Email: projectoutreach@jea.com
Program web page: jea.com/septic-tank
Project web page: jea.com/biltmore
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JEA Residential Water, Sewer and Irrigation Rates

This rate is designed for all residential customers. There is no demand charge, as it is
incorporated into the energy charge. Customers in this class include single family homes,
individually metered apartments, and some common areas at apartment complexes and home
owner associations.
Residential water, sewer and irrigation rates
Rate Class

kGal per Tier

Environmental Rate
per kGal

Water Rate per kGal

Water
1-6

$0.93

$0.37

7-20

$2.60

$0.37

> 20

$5.60

$0.37

1-6

$4.94

$0.37

7-20

$6.02

$0.37

> 20

$0.00

$0.00

1-14

$2.60

$0.37

> 14

$5.60

$0.37

Sewer

Irrigation/Reclaimed

Plus the following monthly charges as determined by the meter size:
Residential Monthly Water and Sewer Charges as Determined by meter size
Rate Class

Meter Size

Basic Monthly Charge

Water

⅝"
¾"
1"
1 ½"
2"

$12.60
$18.90
$31.50
$63.00
$100.80

Sewer

⅝"
¾"
1"
1 ½"
2"

$14.10
$21.15
$35.25
$70.50
$112.80
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Irrigation/Reclaimed*

⅝"
¾"
1"
1 ½"
2"

$12.60
$18.90
$31.50
$63.00
$100.80

For Duval County Customers Only
Plus the following taxes and fees:
•
•

3% Franchise Fee on water, sewer and irrigation (but not on reclaimed irrigation)
10% Public Service Tax on water and irrigation

There are no taxes or fees on water, sewer, or irrigation services outside of Duval County.
*An additional $6 per bill is added for reclaimed irrigation service.
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JEA Commercial Water, Sewer and Irrigation Rates

Commercial Water, Sewer and Irrigation Rates
Rate Class
Water

Sewer

Meter Size

Basic
Monthly
Charge

⅝"

$12.60

¾"

$18.90

1"

$31.50

1 ½"

$63.00

2"

$100.80

3"

$201.60

4"

$315.00

6"

$630.00

8"

$1,008.00

10"

$1,974.55

12"

$3,691.55

⅝"

$21.15

¾"

$31.73

1"

$52.88

1 ½"

$105.75

2"

$169.20

3"

$338.40

4"

$528.75

6"

$1,057.50

8"

$1,692.00

10"

$2,432.25

12"

$4,547.25

kGal per
Tier

Water Rate Environmental
per kGal Rate per kGal

< 8"

$1.49

$0.37

> 8" meters

$1.24

$0.37

$1.24

$0.37

All sizes

$6.02

$0.37

Irrigation/Relcaimed ⅝"

$12.60

1-14

$3.44

$0.37

¾"

$18.90

> 14

$3.96

$0.37

1"

$31.50

1 ½"

$63.00

2"

$100.80

3"

$201.60
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4"

$315.00

6"

$630.00

For Duval County Customers Only
Plus the following taxes and fees:
•
•

3% Franchise Fee on water, sewer and irrigation (but not on reclaimed irrigation)
10% Public Service Tax on water and irrigation

There are no taxes or fees on water, sewer, or irrigation services outside of Duval County.
*An additional $6 per bill is added for reclaimed irrigation service.
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Multi-Family Water, Sewer and Irrigation Rates

Multi-Family Water, Sewer and Irrigation Rates
Rate Class
Water

Sewer

Meter Size

Basic
Monthly
Charge

⅝"

$18.41

¾"

$27.62

1"

$46.03

1 ½"

$92.05

2"

$147.28

3"

$294.56

4"

$460.25

6"

$920.50

8"

$1,472.80

10"

$2,117.15

12"

$3,958.15

⅝"

$24.68

¾"

$37.01

1"

$61.69

1 ½"

$123.38

2"

$197.40

3"

$394.80

4"

$616.88

6"

$1,233.75

8"

$1,974.00

10"

$2,837.63

12"

$5,305.13

kGal per
Tier

Water Rate Environmental
per kGal Rate per kGal

All sizes

$1.00

$0.37

All sizes

$6.02

$0.37

Irrigation/Relcaimed* ⅝"

$12.60

1-14

$3.44

$0.37

¾"

$18.90

> 14

$3.96

$0.37

1"

$31.50

1 ½"

$63.00

2"

$100.80

3"

$201.60
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4"

$315.00

6"

$630.00

For Duval County Customers Only
Plus the following taxes and fees:
•
•

3% Franchise Fee on water, sewer and irrigation (but not on reclaimed irrigation)
10% Public Service Tax on water and irrigation

There are no taxes or fees on water, sewer, or irrigation services outside of Duval County.
*An additional $6 per bill is added for reclaimed irrigation service.
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Sewer over Septic Connection Process
Groups involved in process:
•
•
•
•
•
•

WRE – Water Resources Engineering
CO – Customer Operations
GM – Growth Management
PO – Property Owner
PLUMBER
DOH – Department of Health

Process Description
1. WRE notifies PO of grant program (community events, website, mailers, variable message
boards, door hangers…)
2. PO contacts WRE to ask about Eligibility (by calling or by sending in Eligibility Request Form)
3. WRE determines eligibility (and enters data onto tracking spreadsheet)
a. If No: WRE sends Not-Eligible letter PO – End Process
b. If Yes: - Continue to next steps
4. WRE requests tap locate from GM (includes TRM to pay for locate fee)
5. WRE places copy of application onto Portal (for use by Customer Operations)
6. WRE sends notification packet to PO (Eligibility Notification Letter, Application, Process Flyer)
7. PO obtains plumber quotes (Quotes should include yard restoration)
8. PO sends application packet to CO (application, quotes, eligibility notification letter, copy of
driver’s license)
9. CO reviews application package
a. If not complete: CO informs PO of deficiency (back to step 8- PO sends application
packet)
b. If complete: Continue to next step
10. CO gives customer conditional approval and sends plumber quotes to WRE
11. WRE reviews plumber quotes and notifies CO of final approval status
12. CO receives WRE review
a. If not acceptable: CO notifies PO of deficiency. (back to step 7- PO obtains quotes)
b. If acceptable: Continue to next step
13. CO moves and updates application document on Portal
14. CO sends approval letter to PO (and copies PLUMBER GM & DOH, then enters data to begin 60day timer)
15. PO schedules work with PLUMBER
16. PLUMBER requests GM plumbing permit (and pays permit fee)
17. GM issues plumbing permit to PLUMBER
18. PLUMBER requests DOH permit septic tank abandonment permit (and pays permit fee)
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19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

DOH issues septic tank abandonment permit
PLUMBER performs work
PLUMBER requests inspections from GM & DOH
Parallel Activities:
a. GM performs inspection
i. Inspection not approved: Return to step 20-PLUMBER performs work. Note:
PLUMBER repays inspection fee, not covered by grant
ii. Inspection approved: GM sends approval to CO
b. DOH performs inspection,
i. Inspection not approved: Return to step 20-PLUMBER performs work. Note:
PLUMBER repays inspection fee, not covered by grant
ii. Inspection approved: DOH sends copy of receipt and inspection to CO
CO receives inspection approvals from GM & DOH
CO makes check request for PLUMBER (for permits, sewer taps and work)
CO sends notification of payment to PO
CO scans documents to OnBase
CO adjusts PO account to accommodate monthly usage
CO sends hard copies of documents to WRE
WRE files in File tracker
WRE notifies TLC-GIS
END
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This document has been funded wholly by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to the City of Tallahassee through an agreement with the Nonpoint Source Management Program Section of the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection under federal grant agreement NF022. It does not necessarily reflect the views and policies of the EPA, nor does the EPA endorse trade names or recommend the use of commercial products.
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SEWER OVER SEPTIC CONNECTION GRANT
A WAKULLA SPRINGS RESTORATION PROJECT

SUBMIT COMPLETED APPLICATION TO:
Customer Operations, 435 N. Macomb St., Tallahassee, FL 32301

Applicant Information

Last Name, First Name, M.
Property Address

Mailing Address (if different from property)

City

State

Home Phone

Cell Phone

Zip

City

State

Zip

Email Address

Driver’s License #

Parcel Identification #

Property Utility Bill Account #

Owner Utility Bill Account # (if applicable)

Costs Covered by Grant

This section to be completed by City of Tallahassee Customer Operations

Septic to Sewer Costs

Cost ($)

Tap Location Fee

$275

Septic Tank Abandonment Fee

$50

Sewer Tap Fee

$____________________

Sewer System Charge

$3,000

Lowest Plumber Quote (including all required permits)

$____________________

GRANT REQUEST AMOUNT

$____________________

Approved Plumber

License #

Telephone

State

Zip

Address
City
Plumber Contact

The following must be submitted with this application (An applicant is defined as all legal owners of the property.)
❑ Three Licensed Plumber Quotes
❑ Copy of Eligibility Letter
❑ Copy of Driver’s License
The above information is submitted for the purpose of obtaining a septic to sewer grant. The applicant expressly authorizes
the City to make inquiries of others concerning the foregoing information and to provide information others arising out
of applicant transactions with the City.
By signing this application, the applicant attests:
A. The above information to be true, complete and correct.
B. Applicant(s) is the legal owner of the property located at the property address listed above.
C. If above property is a rental property, the applicant has notified the tenant the City will start charging a
monthly sewer fee upon completion of the connection to the City sewer system.
Further, the applicant authorizes the City to release the grant funds by check, payable directly to the plumber named
above. These funds will be released to the plumber after completion of a satisfactory installation inspection by the City’s
building inspector. The applicant understands that the agreement to allow direct payment to the plumber does not change
the status of the parties but is agreed to for the sole and exclusive purpose of expediting payments of the sums due the
plumber. The applicant further agrees to release and hold harmless the City of Tallahassee for any claims that the applicant
may have concerning erroneous or incorrect payments to the plumber.
(City Use Only)

Applicant/Property Owner Signature and Date
Questions? Call Customer Operations at 891.6155;
or visit talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic

Reviewer
Grant Number

This application has been funded wholly by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to the City of Tallahassee through an agreement with the Nonpoint Source
Management Program Section of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection under federal grant agreement NF022. It does not necessarily reflect the views
and policies of the EPA, nor does the EPA endorse trade names or recommend the use of commercial products.
Modified 07.19.17
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talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic

Water Resources Engineering
408 N. Adams St., 3rd Floor
Tallahassee, FL 32301

408 N. Adams St., 3rd Floor
Tallahassee, FL 32301

U.S.
POSTAGE
PAID
PERMIT NO. 29
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Never Worry About Your
Septic Tank Again with FREE
Septic To Sewer Connection!
That’s right, for a limited time, the State of Florida through
the City of Tallahassee will fund the entire cost of connecting
eligible properties to the City’s sewer system and abandoning
the septic tank – saving you thousands of dollars! Simply
complete this form and we will do the work to see if you are
eligible. At a minimum, eligible properties should lie within
the City limits, and will already have City sewer lines available
for connection.

Help Save
Wakulla Springs!
In the process, by using Sewer Over Septic
you will be helping to save our Springs! But
remember if your property is not connected
during this FREE connection period and
your septic tank fails later, you, the property
owner will be required to connect to the
City’s sewer system at your own expense.
So don’t delay!

INQUIRE NOW!

Detach Here

Complete and mail the form below or online at talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic.
We will contact you immediately to let you know if you are eligible and help you through a simple application process.

ELIGIBILITY REQUEST
Owner Name_ ________________________________________________________________________________________
Property Address _____________________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address (if different)_____________________________________________________________________________
Telephone number(s)___________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Rental: ❑ Yes ❑ No
If Yes, fill out information below
Renter Name_ ________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number(s) __________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address_________________________________________________________________________________________
Property Owner’s Signature_ _____________________________________________________ Date__________________
USE THIS PRE-PAID POSTAGE FORM OR HAND DELIVER TO:
Water Resources Engineering
408 N. Adams St., 3rd Floor
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(850) 891.6155
ATTN: Brian Berry
This document has been funded wholly by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to the City of Tallahassee through an agreement with the Nonpoint Source Management Program Section of the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection under federal grant agreement NF022. It does not necessarily reflect the views and policies of the EPA, nor does the EPA endorse trade names or recommend the use of commercial products.
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For more information, call (850) 891.6155
or visit Talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic
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Our records indicate that you are p
 aying a
Readiness to Serve feeon your utility bill for
this property. This means that you may be on
a s eptic system (for your wastewater),but
central sewer is available for you.

Call (850) 891.6155 to Find Out
How to Connect!
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Help Save
Wakulla Springs!
talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic

Never Worry About Your
Septic Tank Again with FREE
Septic To Sewer Connection!

In the process, by using Sewer Over Septic
you will be helping to save our Springs! But
remember if your property is not connected
during this FREE connection period and
your septic tank fails later, you, the property
owner will be required to connect to the
City’s sewer system at your own expense.
So don’t delay!

That’s right, for a limited time, the State of Florida through
the City of Tallahassee will fund the entire cost of connecting
eligible properties to the City’s sewer system and abandoning
the septic tank – saving you thousands of dollars! Simply
complete this form and we will do the work to see if you are
eligible. At a minimum, eligible properties should lie within
the City limits, and will already have City sewer lines available
for connection.

INQUIRE NOW!
Complete and mail the form below or online at talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic.
We will contact you immediately to let you know if you are eligible and help you through a simple application process.

ELIGIBILITY REQUEST
Owner Name_________________________________________________________________________________________
Property Address _____________________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address (if different)_____________________________________________________________________________
Telephone number(s)___________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Rental: ❑ Yes ❑ No
If Yes, fill out information below
Renter Name_________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number(s) __________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address_________________________________________________________________________________________
Property Owner’s Signature______________________________________________________ Date__________________
MAIL OR HAND DELIVER TO:
Water Resources Engineering
408 N. Adams St., 3rd Floor
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(850) 891.6155
ATTN: Brian Berry
This document has been funded wholly by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to the City of Tallahassee through an agreement with the Nonpoint Source Management Program Section of the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection under federal grant agreement NF022. It does not necessarily reflect the views and policies of the EPA, nor does the EPA endorse trade names or recommend the use
of commercial products.
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Save Thousands of Dollars!
Connect to Sewer at NO COST to You!
Available in Your Neighborhood.
Dear Property Owner:
The City of Tallahassee in partnership with the Northwest Florida Water Management District is offering qualifying
homes in your neighborhood currently on septic systems to connect for FREE to the City’s central sewers. This one time
offer helps qualified homeowners like you live worry free of septic tank issues by connecting to the sewer that’s already
in front of your property!

Connecting to Sewer Also Helps Protect Wakulla Springs by Reducing
Nutrient Pollution Reaching the Springs from Septic Systems.
Plus, that means no money out of your pocket for the connection! The Septic Over Sewer Grants are now available, so if
you want to take advantage of this limited time free connection please submit the enclosed eligibility request form
today. Forms are also available online at talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic.

So what exactly will be included in your Free Connection?
Connection of Your Property to
the Sewer System

Abandonment
of the Septic Tank

All Plumbing
& Fees

The Process is Easy...
First, submit the eligibility request form, or call us so we can confirm that you are in the priority springs protection area
within the City Limits. Then we’ll verify that your property meets connection requirements. Next, we’ll contact you with
your eligibility status and assist you with an application form. No personal credit or financial information is needed.
Once your property is connected you will receive a small monthly sewer charge. But did you know you were paying a
Readiness-To-Serve fee already?
For questions or more information please feel free to contact me at (850) 891.6155, or by email:
Brian.Berry@talgov.com or visit talgov.com/SewerOverSeptic.
Sincerely,
Water Resources Engineering Division

Brian Berry, P.E.
Civil Engineer III
Underground Utilities Water Resources Engineering
P.S. Don’t wait! If your septic fails after this offer expires, you’ll be required to hookup to City sewer at your own
expense, costing you thousands of dollars!
This document has been funded wholly by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to the City of Tallahassee through an agreement with the Nonpoint Source
Management Program Section of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection under federal grant agreement NF022. It does not necessarily reflect the
views and policies of the EPA, nor does the EPA endorse trade names or recommend the use of commercial products.
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About your STEP system
How does a STEP System work?
The STEP System includes a septic
tank and a pump. Sewage is conveyed
by gravity to the tank through your
building plumbing line. Liquid waste is
pumped under pressure to the public
sewer system. Solid waste will remain
in the STEP tank where it naturally
degrades and is eventually pumped
out.
STEP system pumps turn on with
normal water use.
City of Vero Beach, Water and Sewer
Department, maintenance personnel
will inspect your tank at least every 3
years and will pump out the solids
every 8 years if needed. If you suspect
that your tank may need maintenance,
please give us a call. We will be glad
to inspect your tank if you have
concerns.

For more
Contact:
City of Vero Beach
Water and Sewer
Department:

A Homeowner’s Guide to
Septic Tank Effluent
Pumping (STEP) Systems

17 Street
Vero Beach, FL 32960

City of Vero Beach, Water and Sewer Department, is
providing this guide to help you become more familiar
with STEP sewer systems.

P.O. Box 1389
Vero Beach, FL 329611389

The
City ewer Department, is providing this guide to hel
become more familiar with STEP sewer e.

Phone: (772) 978-5220
Fax: (772) 978-5215
Website: www.covb.org

STEP stands for Septic Tank Effluent
Pumping. The STEP system on your
property is actually owned by the City of
Vero Beach. An easement is in place that
allows the City access to perform
maintenance and repairs of the STEP
system. The City will always try to notify
property owners before conducting any
work.

If your STEP system alarm goes
off, CALL City of Vero Beach,
Water and Sewer Department

(772) 978-5220
Li
STEP
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How to care for your STEP system
Use water efficiently ■ Average indoor
water use in the typical single-family home
is almost 250 gallons per day. Dripping
faucets can waste as much as 2,000
gallons of water each year and leaky toilets
can waste as much as 200 gallons each
day.
The more water a household
conserves, the less water enters the STEP
system.
Flush responsibly ■ Be careful with
undesirable substances that could be
flushed into the sewer. Never flush dental
floss, fats, oils or grease (FOG), feminine
hygiene products, condoms, diapers, wipes,
cotton swabs, cigarette butts, coffee
grounds, cat litter, or other items that can
clog and potentially damage your STEP
system. These items should be disposed of
in your garbage can.
Flushing household chemicals, gasoline, oil,
pesticides, antifreeze, and paint can stress
or destroy the biological treatment taking
place in the system. These items should be
taken to the appropriate local hazardous
materials handling or recycling station.
Minimize use of garbage disposals ■
Using your garbage disposal increases the
amount of solids entering the septic tank
and thus the frequency of required
maintenance visits to pump the solids from
the tank. More maintenance means higher
costs for everyone.
Keep excess rainwater out of the system
■ Watch out for rain drains or storm drains
that may flow in the direction of the STEP
sewer system. Additional water increases
pumping costs, depletes the available
capacity of the sewer system, adds

needlessly to the daily volume of the water
that the treatment plant must process, and
increases costs for everyone.
Additives may cause damage ■ Contact
the City prior to adding any additives to the
STEP system. Special additives that claim
to enhance the performance of your tank
usually don’t and may cause major
damage to the other parts of the sewer
system. The natural bacteria that form in
your system are sufficient. If you are
concerned about your STEP system, call
the City to request an inspection.
Report vandalism to the City ■ We want
to make sure that any vandalism hasn’t
caused some underlying malfunction to the
system that may not be immediately
apparent.

Know your responsibilities
Label your circuit breakers ■ Know which
circuit breaker in your house supplies power
to your STEP pump. Label it so that you
don’t accidentally turn it off causing sewage
to overflow from the tank. It is your
responsibility to provide electric power to
the STEP system.
Know the location of your service panel
■ Be aware of the location of the grey
electrical service control panel outside of
your building, but don’t tamper with it! If a
problem occurs, call the City at (772)
978-5220.
Maintain your own plumbing ■ You are
responsible for maintaining the plumbing
that connects to the STEP tank. City

maintenance personnel will service
and maintain all equipment except
the plumbing within the house and
the sewer line from the house to the
tank.
Know what to do in case of a power
failure ■ If a power outage occurs, it is
not necessary to call the City. Your
system is designed to work normally
once power returns. Your tank has
capacity for approximately 24 hours of
limited use in a power outage (e.g.
toilets, sinks, showers). If your electric
power provider cannot restore power
within 24 hours, contact the City for
further assistance.
Call before you dig ■ The telephone
number of the ‘Sunshine One Call’
system is 811. The utilities that have
underground facilities in your area will
come to surface mark their lines. This
is the law! The pressure sewer
service lines are marked with toning
wire and detector tape.
Do not tamper with your tank ■ Do
not attempt to enter your tank or
remove the green access lid. The
septic environment creates gases that
can cause illness. If your lid has been
removed or damaged, let us know and
we will repair it in a timely manner.
Unpermitted
sewer
work
is
dangerous and against the law ■
Sewer mains are under pressure. For
your own safety please let the City of
Vero Beach, Water and Sewer
Department, make all necessary
connections and repairs.
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Directional Drilling 2” Mains
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2” Main Installed
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Double Service Connection
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Typical Connection at Street
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Type 1A Installation
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Existing Septic Tank
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Type 1A Tying Into Drain Field
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Type 1B Install
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Type 1B Tying Into Existing Tank
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Pump and Filter System
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Type 3A Installation
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Tying Into the House
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Installing 500 Gallon Pump Tank
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Testing Pump System
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Residential Electrical Panel
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EXHIBIT “B”
Property Address:
Basin:
PIN:

Charges, Fees and Credits

Quantity
Extension Charges and Fees
Wastewater Utility Extension Charge
Wastewater Impact Fee

Unit

Unit Cost

Per Lot $ 1,100.00
Per ERU $ 2,290.00
Sub-Total

Total Cost
$
$
$

-

Equipment Charges
Type 1A
Type 1B
Type 2A
Type 2B
Type 3A
Type 3B
Type 4A
Type 4B
Type 4C
Type 5A
Type 5B
Type 6A
Type 6B

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$ 2,425.00
$ 2,725.00
$ 3,220.00
$ 3,635.00
$ 3,745.00
$ 4,160.00
$ 4,175.00
$ 5,625.00
$ 6,235.00
$ 4,725.00
$ 7,625.00
$ 6,125.00
$ 9,150.00
Sub-Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

Per Lot
Per Lot
Per Lot

$ 2,290.00
$ 1,100.00
$
500.00
Sub-Total

$
$
$
$

-

Total Amount Due $

-

Credits
STEP Up and Save Credit
Wastewater Utility Extension Credit
SJRWMD Funding

C:\Users\SPenrose\Desktop\Charges Fees Credits.docx
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ARTICLE Ill. - SANITARY SEWER SYSTEMLll
Footnotes:
--- (3) --

Editor's note-Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, adopted Feb. 21, 2012, amended Art. Ill in its entirety to read as
herein set out. Former Art. Ill, §§ 78-61-78-64, 78-81-78-91, 78-111-78-i 18, 78-141-78-147, 78
171-78-177, pertained to similar subject matter, and derived from Code 1982, §§ 17.11, 18.01-18.36.
See the Code Comparative Table for complete derivation.

DIVISION 1. - GENERALLY

Sec. 78-61. - Purpose and policy.
(a) This article sets forth uniform requirements for users of the domestic wastewater facility (WWF) of
the city and enables the city to comply with all applicable state and federal laws, including the Clean
Water Act (33 USC 1251 et seq.), the General Pretreatment Regulations (40 CFR 403), and the
state department of environmental protection's pretreatment requirements in F.A.C. 62-625. The
objectives of this article are:
(1) To prevent the introduction of pollutants into the wastewater facility that will interfere with its
operation, including interferences with its use or disposal of domestic wastewater residuals;
(2) To prevent the introduction of pollutants into the wastewater facility that will pass through the
water reclamation facility, inadequately treated, into receiving waters, or otherwise be
incompatible with the water reclamation facility;
(3) To protect both the general public and wastewater facility personnel who may be affected by
wastewater and sludge in the course of their employment;
(4) To implement a low pressure sewage collection system program utilizing septic tank effluent
pump (STEP) systems to reduce septic tank effluent reaching the groundwater and thereby
reducing nutrient loadings to the Indian River Lagoon;
(5) To improve opportunities to reclaim and recycle wastewater and sludge from the wastewater
facility; and
(6) To enable the city to comply with its wastewater discharge/reuse permit conditions, sludge use
and disposal requirements, and any other federal, state, or local laws to which the wastewater
facility is subject.
(b) This article authorizes the issuance of wastewater discharge permits; establishes effluent limits;
requires pretreatment; authorizes monitoring, compliance and enforcement activities; requires
industrial user reporting; establishes administrative review procedures; and provides for the setting of
fees for the equitable distribution of costs resulting from the program established in this article.
(c)

This article shall apply to persons within the city and to persons outside the city who are, by contract
or agreement with the city, users of the city's wastewater facility.

(Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, 2-21-2012; Ord. No. 2014-21, § 2, 11-4-2014)
Sec. 78-62. - Administration.

Page 1
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Except as otherwise provided in this article, the director shall administer, implement, and enforce the
provisions of this article and shall be deemed a compliance officer for compliance purposes. Any powers
granted to or duties imposed upon the director may be delegated by the director to other city personnel.

(Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, 2-21-2012)
Sec. 78-63. - Definitions.
(a)

Generally. The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the
meanings ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different
meaning:
Approval authority means the state department of environmental protection.
Authorized representative of the industrial user means:
(1) The president, vice-president, secretary, or treasurer of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar policy or decision-making functions
for the corporation or company;
(2) A general partner or proprietor if the industrial user is a partnership or sole proprietorship,
respectively;
(3) The manager of one or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities, provided the
manager is authorized to make management decisions that govern the operation of the
regulated facility including having the explicit or implicit duty of making major capital investment
recommendations, and initiate and direct other comprehensive measures to assure long-term
environmental compliance with environmental laws and regulations; can ensure that the
necessary systems are established or actions taken to gather complete and accurate
information for individual wastewater discharge permit requirements; and where authority to
sign documents has been assigned or delegated to the manager in accordance with corporate
procedures;
(4) A director or highest official appointed or designated to oversee the operation and performance
of the activities of the government facility, or his designee if the industrial user is a federal, state
or local governmental facility; or
(5) A duly authorized representative of the person designated in subsections (1), (2), (3), or (4) of
this definition if such authorization is in writing, the authorization specifies the individual or
position responsible for the overall operation of the facilities from which the discharge
originates, and the written authorization is submitted to the city.

Authorized STEP system installer means a licensed and otherwise qualified contractor that has
applied for and received authorization from the city to perform STEP system installations and work
associated therewith after meeting the requirements for such authorization and being otherwise in
conformance with the requirements of this article.
Best Management Practices or BMPs means schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,
maintenance procedures, and other management practices to implement the prohibitions listed in section
78-86(a). BMPs include treatment requirements, operating procedures, and practices to control plant site
runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage from raw materials storage.
Biosolids means treated wastewater sludge that can be beneficially recycled.
BOD and biochemical oxygen demand mean the quantity of oxygen utilized in the biochemical
oxidation of organic matter under standard laboratory procedure in five days at 20 degrees Celsius,
expressed in concentration as milligrams per liter (mg/I).
Building drain means that part of the lowest horizontal piping of a drainage system which receives
the discharge from soil, waste and other drainage pipes inside and extends 30 inches (762 mm) in
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developed pipe length beyond the exterior walls of the building and conveys the drainage to the building
sewer.
Building sewer means that part of the drainage system that extends from the end of the building
drain and conveys the discharge to either a public sewer, private sewer, individual sewage disposal
system, or other point of disposal.
Bypass means the intentional diversion of wastewater streams from any portion of an industrial
user's treatment facility.
Categorical industrial user means an industrial user subject to categorical pretreatment standards.
Categorical pretreatment standard means any regulation containing pollutant discharge limits
promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency in accordance with sections 307(b)
and (c) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act which applies to a specific category of industrial users
and which appears in 40 CFR chapter I, subchapter N, parts 405--471, as amended.
CFR means the Code of Federal Regulations.
City means the City of Vero Beach.
City manager means the city manager and any of his authorized designees.
Compatible pollutant means biochemical oxygen demand, total suspended solids, pH, oil and
grease, fecal coliform bacteria and any additional pollutants identified in the wastewater facility's
discharge/reuse permit for which the wastewater facility is designed to treat and does remove to a
substantial degree; also called "conventional pollutant."
Composite sample means a sample resulting from the combination of individual wastewater samples
taken at selected intervals based on an increment of either flow or time.
Constituents means the particles and dissolved substances which exist in wastewater.
Control authority means the city.
Cooling water means the water discharged from uses such as air conditioning, cooling or
refrigeration, of which the only pollutant added is heat; also called "noncontact cooling water."
Daily average values means the average of all sample values for any one given day.
Dilution means any addition to a wastewater discharge for the purpose of, but not limited to, making
weaker, less potent, mixing, dispersing, or thinning, so as to alter the physical, chemical or biological
properties, other than what is defined as pretreatment.
Direct discharge means the discharge of treated or untreated wastewater directly to waters of the
state.
Director means the city administrative official in charge of the department of water and sewer, or his
designee, authorized deputy, agent, or representative.
Discharge means the introduction of pollutants into a wastewater facility from any non-domestic
source under F.S. ch. 403.
Domestic wastewater means water-carried wastes of human origin, as opposed to wastes from
commercial or industrial activities.
Effluent means the wastewater or other liquid that flows out of a basin, treatment process, or
treatment plant.
Environmental Protection Agency means the United States Environmental Protection Agency, or
where appropriate the term may also be used as a designation for the administrator or other duly
authorized official of such agency.
Existing source means any source of discharge that is not a new source.
FDEP means the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.
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Flow proportional composite sample means a sample consisting of several individual portions in
which each portion of the sample is proportional to the flow and combined to form a representative
sample.
Four-day average values means the average of daily values for four consecutive monitoring days.
Garbage means solid waste from the preparation, cooking and dispensing of food, and from
handling, storage and sale of produce.
Governmental agency means an official, officer, comm1ss1on, authority, council, committee,
department, division, bureau, board, section, or other unit or entity of government, including a county,
municipality, or other regional or local governmental entity.
Grab sample means a sample which is collected from a wastestream over a period of time not
exceeding 15 minutes, with no regard to the flow in the waste stream.
Incompatible pollutant means all pollutants other than compatible pollutants as defined in this
section.
Industrial user means any person discharging industrial wastes to the public sewers.
Industrial wastes means pollutants from industrial or other nondomestic processes.
Instantaneous maximum allowable discharge limit means the maximum concentration (or loading) of
a pollutant allowed to be discharged at any time, determined from the analysis of any grab or composite
sample collected, independent of the industrial flow rate and the duration of the sampling event.
Interference means a discharge which, alone or in conjunction with a discharge or discharges from
other sources, both:
(1)

Inhibits or disrupts the wastewater facility, its treatment processes or operations, or its domestic
wastewater residuals processes, use or disposal; and

(2)

Is a cause of a violation of any requirement of the wastewater facility's permit (including an
increase in the magnitude or duration of a violation) or prevents use or disposal of domestic
wastewater residuals in compliance with local regulations or rules of the state department of
environmental protection and F.S. ch. 403.

Local limits means specific discharge limits developed and enforced by the city upon industrial
facilities to implement the general and specific discharge prohibitions listed in 40 CFR 403.5(a)(1) and (b),
62-625.400(2) F.A.C. and section 78-86(a).
Low pressure sewage collection system means that part of the wastewater facility comprised of the
interconnected pressure pipes of various sizes within rights-of-way and easements that convey effluent
from a grinder pump or STEP system to a force main or other wastewater collection system.
May is permissive. (See Shall.)
Medical waste means isolation wastes, infectious agents, human blood and blood byproducts,
pathological wastes, sharps, body parts, contaminated bedding, surgical wastes, potentially contaminated
laboratory wastes and dialysis wastes.
Minor user means a noncategorical user which has the potential to discharge a nondomestic process
wastestream but whose discharge may not significantly impact the wastewater facility, degrade receiving
water quality and/or contaminate sludge.
National pollutant discharge elimination system and NPDES permit mean a permit for discharge of
pollutants from point or nonpoint sources into the navigable waters, the contiguous zone and the oceans
pursuant to section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC 1342).
Natural outlets means any outlet into a watercourse, pond, ditch, lake or other body of surface water
or groundwater.
New source means:
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(1)

Any building, structure, facility, or installation from which there is or may be a discharge of
pollutants, the construction of which commenced after the publication of proposed pretreatment
standards prescribed under section 307(c) (33 USC 1317) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act which will be applicable to such source, if the standards are thereafter promulgated
in accordance with that section, provided that:
a.

The building, structure, facility or installation is constructed at a site at which no other
source is located;

b.

The building, structure, facility or installation totally replaces the process or production
equipment that causes the discharge of pollutants at an existing source; or

c.

The production or wastewater generating processes of the building, structure or facility or
installation are substantially independent of an existing source at the same site. In
determining whether these are substantially independent, factors such as the extent to
which the new facility is integrated with the existing plant and the extent to which the new
facility is engaged in the same general type of activity as the existing source will be
considered.

(2)

Construction on a site at which an existing source is located results in a modification rather than
a new source if the construction does not create a new building, structure, facility or installation
meeting the criteria of subsections (1 )b or c of this definition but otherwise alters, replaces, or
adds to existing process or production equipment.

(3)

Construction of a new source as defined under this subsection has commenced if the owner or
operator has:
a.

b.

Begun, or caused to begin as part of a continuous on-site construction program:
(i)

Any placement, assembly or installation of facilities or equipment; or

(ii)

Significant site preparation work, including clearing, excavation or removal of existing
buildings, structures or facilities which is necessary for the placement, assembly or
installation of new source facilities or equipment; or

Entered into a binding contractual obligation for the purchase of facilities or equipment
which are intended to be used in its operation within a reasonable time. Options to
purchase or contracts which can be terminated or modified without substantial loss, and
contracts for feasibility, engineering, and design studies do not constitute a contractual
obligation under this subsection.

Oil and grease means a group of substances including fats, waxes, free fatty acids, soaps, and
certain other nonfatty materials which are from animal or vegetable source and biodegradable. This
excludes petroleum oil, nonbiodegradable cutting oil, or products of mineral oil origin.
Oil water separator means any tank, box, sump or other container in which any petroleum or grease
product thereof, floating on or entrained or contained in water entering the tank, box, sump or other
container, is physically separated and removed from the water prior to outfall, drainage, or recovery of the
water; also called "grease trap."
Pass-through means a discharge which exits the wastewater facility into the waters of the United
States in quantities or concentrations which, alone or in conjunction with a discharge or discharges from
other sources, is a cause of violation of any requirement of the city's discharge/reuse permit (including an
increase in the magnitude or duration of a violation).
Person means any individual, partnership, firm, company, corporation, association, governmental
entity, or any other legal entity.
pH means the measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution, expressed in standard units.
Pollutant means dredged spoil, solid waste, incinerator residue, filter backwash, sewage, garbage,
sewage sludge, munitions, medical wastes, chemical wastes, biological materials, radioactive materials,
heat, wrecked or discarded equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt, municipal, agricultural and industrial
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wastes, and certain characteristics of wastewater (e.g., pH, temperature, TSS, turbidity, color, BOD,
toxicity or odor).
Pollution means the manmade or man-induced alteration of the chemical, physical, biological, or
radiological integrity of water.
Pretreatment means the reduction of the amount of pollutants, the elimination of pollutants, or the
alteration of the nature of pollutant properties in wastewater to an approved, less harmful state prior to
discharging such pollutants into the wastewater facility.
Pretreatment standards means any regulation containing pollutant discharge limitations promulgated
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency or a successor agency or established by state or
local laws or regulations.
Priority pollutant means any toxic pollutant regulated under categorical pretreatment standards.
Private wastewater collection and transmission system means a system for the collection, pumping,
and conveying of wastewater installed, maintained, operated, and owned by persons other than the city
and connected to the public sewer.
Private wastewater disposal system means a system for the collection, treatment, and disposal of
wastewater installed, maintained, operated, and owned by persons other than the city and not connected
to the public sewer.
Prohibited discharge standards and prohibited discharges mean the absolute prohibition against the
discharge of certain substances.
Property owner means the owner of any homes, buildings, or properties used for human occupancy,
employment, recreation, or other purposes situated within the city.
Public sewer means a sewer controlled by the city. In general, the public sewer shall include the
main sewer in the street, and the service branch from the main sewer to the curb or property line.
Pump panel means the pump electrical control panel installed and utilized as part of a STEP system.
Pump vault means the pump and filter system with internal electrical and plumbing equipment,
including level controls, installed and utilized as part of a STEP system.
Receiving waters means that body of water, or watercourse receiving the effluent waters from the
water reclamation facility or formed by the waters discharged from the water reclamation facility.
Sanitary sewer means a sewer that carries wastewater and to which stormwater, surface waters and
groundwaters are not intentionally admitted.
Self-monitoring means sampling, analysis and monitoring by an industrial user of his regulated
discharge at the expense of the user.
Septic tank means a subsurface impervious tank designed to temporarily retain sewage or similar
waterborne wastes together with:
(1) A sewer line constructed with solid pipe, with joints sealed, connecting the impervious tank with
a plumbing stub out; and
(2) A subsurface system of piping to drain the clarified effluent from the tank and distribute it
underground to be absorbed or filtered.
Septic tank effluent pump (STEP) system means sewage collection system, typically located on the
property served by such system, that collects domestic wastewater, retains the solids by means of a tank,
and conveys the liquid to a wastewater facility by means of a pump system.
Severe property damage means substantial physical damage to property, damage to the treatment
facilities which causes them to become inoperable, or substantial and permanent loss of natural
resources which can reasonably be expected to occur in the absence of a bypass. Severe property
damage does not mean economic loss caused by delays in production.
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Sewage means human excrement and gray water (household showers, dishwashing operations,
etc.).
Sewer means a pipe or conduit for carrying wastewater.
Shall is mandatory. (See May.)
Significant industrial user and SIU mean:
(1) Any industrial user of the city's wastewater treatment and disposal system who is subject to
categorical pretreatment standards under F.A.C. 62-625.410 and 40 CFR chapter I, subchapter
N; and/or
(2) Any other industrial user who (i) discharges an average of 25,000 gallons per day or more of
process wastewater to the wastewater facility (excluding domestic wastewater, noncontact
cooling and boiler blowdown wastewater), or (ii) contributes a process waste stream which
makes up five percent or more of the average dry weather hydraulic or organic capacity of the
treatment plant, or (iii) is designated as significant by the control authority on the basis that the
industrial user has a reasonable potential for adversely affecting the wastewater facility's
operation or violating any pretreatment standard or requirement.
(3)

Upon finding that an industrial user meeting the criteria in subsection (2) of this definition has no
reasonable potential for adversely affecting the wastewater facility's operation or for violating
any pretreatment standard or requirement, the control authority may at any time, on its own
initiative or in response to a request received from an industrial user, and in accordance with
F.A.C. 62-625.500(2)(e), determine that the industrial user is not a significant industrial user.

Significant noncompliance and SNC mean one or all of the following:
(1) Violations of wastewater discharge limits:
a.

Chronic violations. Sixty-six percent or more of all the measurements for the same
pollutant parameter taken during a six-month period exceed (by any magnitude) a numeric
pretreatment standard or requirement, including instantaneous limits.

b.

Technical review criteria (TRC) violations. Thirty-three percent or more of all of the
measurements for each pollutant parameter taken during a six-month period equal or
exceed the product of the numeric pretreatment standard or requirement including
instantaneous limits, multiplied by the applicable criteria ( 1.4 for BOD, TSS, total oil and
grease, and 1.2 for all other pollutants except pH).

c.

Any other violation of a pretreatment standard or requirement (daily maximum, long-term
average, instantaneous limit, or narrative standard) that the control authority determines
has caused, alone or in combination with other discharges, interference or pass-through,
including endangering the health of wastewater facility personnel or the general public.

d.

Any discharge of a pollutant that has caused imminent endangerment to human health,
safety or welfare or to the environment and has resulted in the control authority's exercise
of its emergency authority to halt or prevent such discharge.

(2)

Failure to meet, within 90 days after the schedule date, a compliance schedule milestone
contained in an individual wastewater discharge permit or enforcement order for starting
construction, completing construction, or attaining final compliance.

(3)

Failure to provide, within 45 days after the due date, required reports such as baseline
monitoring reports, reports on compliance with categorical pretreatment standard deadlines,
periodic self-monitoring reports, and reports on compliance with compliance schedules.

(4)

Failure to accurately report noncompliance.

(5) Any other violation(s), including but not limited to, a violation of best management practices, that
the control authority determines will adversely affect the operation or implementation of the local
pretreatment program.
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Sludge means the accumulated settleable solids separated from liquids, such as water or
wastewater, during processing.
Slug means any discharge of wastewater at a flow rate or concentration which could cause a
violation of the prohibited discharge standards or any discharge of a nonroutine, episodic nature
including, but not limited to, an accidental spill or a noncustomary batch discharge.
State department of environmental protection means a component of the executive branch of the
state authorized by F.S. § 20.261.
Storm sewer and storm drain mean a sewer which carries stormwater and surface water and
drainage, but excludes wastewater.
STEP system means septic tank effluent pump system.
STEP system application means an application for the installation and connection of a STEP system.
Total suspended solids and TSS mean solids that either float on the surface of or are in suspension
in water, sewage, or other liquids and which are removable by laboratory filtering.
Toxic pollutant means any pollutant or combination of pollutants listed as toxic in regulations
promulgated by the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency under the provision of the
Clean Water Act 307(a), and any amendments to such act, or other federal or state acts.
Upset means an exceptional incident in which there is unintentional and temporary noncompliance
with pretreatment standards due to factors beyond the reasonable control of the industrial user.
User means any person who contributes, causes or permits the contribution of wastewater into the
city's wastewater facility.
Waste means sewage and any and all other waste substances, liquid, solid, gaseous or radioactive,
associated with human habitation, or of human or animal origin, or from any producing, manufacturing or
processing operations of whatever nature, including the waste placed within containers of whatever
nature prior to, and for the purpose of disposal.
Wastewater means liquid and water-carried industrial wastes and domestic waste from residential
dwellings, commercial buildings, industrial and manufacturing facilities, and institutions, whether treated
or untreated, together with any stormwaters, surface waters or groundwaters which may be present,
which are discharged into the public sewer or contributed to the wastewater facility.
Wastewater discharge permit means a permit for a user to discharge wastewater to the wastewater
facility.
Wastewater facility and WWF mean structures, equipment and processes owned and maintained by
the city that are required to collect, carry away, and treat domestic wastewater or industrial wastewater
and dispose of the effluent. For the purposes of this article, the term "wastewater facility" shall also
include any sewers that convey wastewater to the city's wastewater facility from persons outside the city
wastewater service area who are, by contract or agreement with the city, users of the city's wastewater
facility.
Water reclamation facility means that portion of a wastewater facility which is designed to provide
treatment (including recycling and reclamation) of domestic and industrial wastewater.
(b) Abbreviations. As used in this article, the following abbreviations shall have the meanings ascribed in
this subsection:
gpd: Gallons per day.
mg/I: Milligrams per liter.
ppb: Parts per billion.

(Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, 2-21-2012; Ord. No. 2014-21, § 2, 11-4-2014; Ord. No. 2015-08, § 2, 4
7-2015)
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Sec. 78-64. - Connection with sewer system.
(a)

Connection with and use of the services and facilities of the sanitary sewer system is required
whenever required by F.S. § 381.0065 or the Florida Administrative Code as they now exist or may
be amended, and, in addition, shall be required for any lot or parcel or combination thereof within the
city limits, the use of which:

(1) Produces an estimated wastewater flow of 600 gallons or less per day, if a gravity sewer line,
force main, lift station, or a low pressure sewage collection system exists in a public easement
or right-of-way which abuts the property;
(2)

Produces more than an estimated wastewater flow of 600 gallons per day, if a sewer line, force
main, lift station, or low pressure sewage collection system exists in a public easement or right
of-way which abuts the property or is within 100 feet of the property; or

(3)

Requires development approval. In such instances, connection with the sewer system shall be a
condition of development approval pursuant to Part Ill of this Code.

(b) The city manager shall have authority to grant variances to the requirements of this section;
provided, however, no variance shall be granted to the requirements of the state statutes, Florida
Administrative Code, or for commercial or industrial development.

(Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, 2-21-2012; Ord. No. 2014-21, § 2, 11-4-2014)
Secs. 78-65-78-80. - Reserved.
DIVISION 2. - SEWER USE RESTRICTIONS

Sec. 78-81. - General regulations.
(a) No person shall discharge into any natural outlet within the city or in any area under the jurisdiction
of the city or into the wastewater facility any wastewater or other polluted water except where
suitable pretreatment has been provided in accordance with this article or any other national or state
pretreatment standards or requirements, whichever is more stringent.
(b)

Unless authorized by the director, no person shall discharge or cause to be discharged any
stormwater, surface water, groundwater, roof runoff, subsurface drainage, swimming pool drain or
backwash water, uncontaminated cooling water, groundwater remediation discharge, or unpolluted
industrial process water into the wastewater facility.

(Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, 2-21-2012)
Sec. 78-82. - Building sewers and connections.
(a) All persons shall connect to the public sewer system where the sewer system is reasonably
accessible, in accordance with all applicable regulations as delineated in section 78-64. No person
shall discharge wastewater into the storm water system.
(b) Any person who is required to connect a building sewer to the public sewer, or who wishes to
connect even though not required, must apply for and obtain a building sewer permit and comply
with all applicable provisions of the standard plumbing code, as adopted by this Code. The
county/city building department shall automatically notify the director of any such permit application.
In addition, any resident of the Town of Indian River Shores who is required or who wishes to
connect to the public sewer shall first notify and receive the permission of the director.
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(1) The director may require any person described in the proceeding subsection to provide the
director with any plans, specifications, or other information which the director deems relevant.
(2) The director can impose such conditions, including the requirement that the actual connection
be made in his presence and under his supervision, as he deems necessary to enforce the
provisions of this article.
(c)

All costs and expenses incident to the installation and connection of the building sewer shall be
borne by the owner. The owner shall indemnify the city from any loss or damage that may directly or
indirectly be occasioned by the installation of the building sewer.

(Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, 2-21-2012)
Sec. 78-83. - Private wastewater disposal systems; septic tank effluent pump (STEP) system program.
(a)

Private wastewater disposal systems.
(1) Where a public sewer is not available for connection to a building sewer, the owner of the
building sewer shall connect the building sewer to a private wastewater disposal system in
accordance with this section, section 22-181, and any applicable requirements of the county
public health department and the state department of health. The owner shall operate and
maintain the private wastewater disposal system in a sanitary manner at all times, at no
expense to the city.
(2) Within 75 days after a public sewer becomes available for connection to a property served by a
private wastewater disposal system, the property owner shall directly connect the building
sewer to the public sewer in compliance with this Code, including this chapter, and any
applicable resolutions. The property owner shall abandon and seal off any septic tanks,
cesspools, and similar private wastewater disposal facilities located within or on the property.

(b)

(3)

Property owners constructing, operating, and abandoning private wastewater disposal facilities
shall comply with all applicable state and local laws and regulations in addition to complying
with those requirements expressly stated in this article.

(4)

Commencing January 1, 2016, each owner of a private wastewater disposal system shall cause
the pump out of the system on a regular frequency not to exceed every five years. In addition to
the pump out, the owner shall have a licensed septic tank contractor perform an inspection of
the private wastewater disposal system. For each such inspection the septic tank contractor
shall complete a septic tank pumping inspection report in the form specified by the director and
file such report with the city within ten business days.

Septic tank effluent pump (STEP) system program.
(1)

Program established. A septic tank effluent pump (STEP) system program is hereby established
to facilitate the conversion of properties utilizing private wastewater disposal systems (e.g.,
septic systems) to a modified septic tank effluent pump (STEP) system and thereby enable an
affordable and convenient method for the capture and transmission of effluent to the city
wastewater treatment plant for proper treatment and disposal. Each STEP system shall be a
component part of the municipal wastewater utility system owned by the city and constructed,
connected, operated, and serviced pursuant to the provisions of this section and all other
applicable codes, laws, regulations, resolutions, and specifications.

(2)

Ownership/title. All city-provided components of the STEP system and facilities are owned by
the city before, during, and after completion of the installation on the real property of each
individual property owner, or other utility customer, and title to such components remains with
the city. The city consents to transfer of the property owner's individual interest in the subject
real property so long as the city's ownership of the STEP system, the access easement
required pursuant to this section 78-83, and any outstanding STEP system special assessment
or lien are appropriately noticed and reserved in the documents of conveyance.
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(3)

Participation voluntary; exceptions. Notwithstanding any provision of this Code to the contrary,
participation in the STEP system program and connection to a city low pressure sewage
collection system when it becomes available shall not be mandatory except at such time there is
a failure of the private wastewater disposal system. In addition, abandonment and sealing of the
septic tank and other private wastewater disposal facilities shall not be mandatory upon
installation of a STEP system on a property and connection to a city low pressure sewage
collection system, but only to the extent such facilities are operational within applicable
regulations and specifications and are used in conjunction with the STEP system.

(4) Application required. Installation of a STEP system shall require submittal and approval of a
STEP system application as provided in this subsection (b ).

(5)

a.

Form of application. The STEP system application shall be in the form prescribed by the
director and shall be submitted with copies of all permits and letters of coordination
required from all other regulatory agencies together with the applicable fees. The
application shall include agreement of the property owners to be bound by and comply with
the provisions of this article and all other codes, laws, regulations, and resolutions
applicable to STEP systems.

b.

Persons authorized. The STEP system application shall be signed by all owners of the
property subject of the application.

c.

Approval. Each STEP system application shall be reviewed by and require the approval of
the director or his designee to ensure the proposed STEP system installation and
operation will comport with all provisions of the STEP system program. Approval of each
STEP system application shall be subject to and conditioned on compliance with the
provisions of this section and all other applicable codes, laws, regulations, resolutions, and
specifications. In addition, city manager approval shall be required if the property owner
elects payment of the city STEP system charges and fees by special assessment
payments.

STEP system installation and connection. Installation and connection of a STEP system may
proceed only after receipt by the city of a complete application, and payment of applicable
charges and fees or approval by the city manager for payment of the charges and fees by
special assessment payments, and approval by the director or his designee after finding
compliance with the provisions of the STEP system program. Once the application is approved
installation and connection of the STEP system may proceed as provided in this section and in
conformance with this Code and all other applicable codes, laws, regulations, resolutions, and
specifications.
a.

b.

City responsibilities. The city shall provide the following for STEP system installation and
connection:
1.

Coordination of the STEP system installation with the property owner and authorized
STEP system installer under supervision of the director or his designee.

2.

Engineering documents or drawings necessary for the installation and connection.

3.

The following city STEP system components for installation by the property owner's
authorized STEP system installer: (1) pump vault; (2) onsite interceptor tank; and (3)
pump panel.

4.

A service connection at the road right-of-way for connection of the STEP system to
the wastewater facility.

5.

Inspection of the installation and connections prior to the STEP system being placed
into service.

Property owner responsibilities. The property owner shall provide the following for STEP
system installation and connection:
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1.

Access to the subject property for installation, connection, and inspection of the STEP
system and its components.

2.

All required electrical and other applicable building and regulatory permits and related
inspections.

3.

Installation by an authorized STEP system installer of all city STEP system
components in locations coordinated with the city.

4.

All electrical wiring and connections between the pump panel and the subject
property's electrical panel, providing electric service in the appropriate voltage and
amperage for operation of the STEP system being installed, together with all other
associated electrical upgrades for the subject property necessitated by the STEP
system installation.

5.

All electrical wiring and connections for and between the STEP system components
including but not limited to wiring and connections between the pump panel and the
pump vault necessary to meet the electrical needs of the pump vault components.

6.

Installation of the on-site sewer service line from the pump vault connection to the
wastewater facility, and if the STEP system is connected to a drain field, a check
valve between the interceptor tank and such drain field.

7.

Repair or replacement of the existing septic tank if after inspection it is found to be in
such condition as to be unacceptable for use in conjunction with the STEP system or
otherwise defective or out of compliance with any applicable code, law, or regulation.

8.

Restoration of the subject property as necessary after all installations, connections,
and related work are complete and passed inspection by the city and all other
applicable authorities.

c.

Standard of work. All electrical installation and related work shall be performed by a Florida
licensed electrician in conformance with the National Electrical Code ("N.E.C."), Florida
Building Code, this Code, and all other applicable laws and regulations. All plumbing
installation and related work shall be performed by a Florida licensed plumber and/or a
licensed septic tank contractor and/or other contractor licensed to perform such
installations and work in conformance with the Florida Building Code, this Code, and all
other applicable laws and regulations. Installation of city STEP system components shall
be performed only by an authorized STEP system installer in conformance with this section
and all applicable codes, laws, regulations, and specifications.

d.

Installation and connection costs.
1.

City provided components and services; assessment. The initial charges and fees
assessed by the city cover the wastewater utility extension and impact fee and only
the ordinary costs for STEP system components, equipment, and services specified in
this subsection to be provided by the city for the initial installation, but exclude any
extraordinary or additional costs arising from the STEP system installation and
connection unique to the subject property. The property owner shall have the option to
pay the assessments in a single payment with credit for any available full-payment
incentives, or to pay the full assessment by periodic payments. A property owner
selecting the option of paying the assessments by periodic payments agrees that
payment of the full assessment shall be secured by a special assessment against the
subject property which assessment shall be a lien on par with ad valorem taxes and
paid as provided in a special assessment lien resolution to be adopted by the city
council pursuant to this Code. Such special assessment additionally or in the
alternative may be assessed and collected by non-ad valorem assessment on the
property owner's annual property tax bill. Upon failure to make any payment when due
under such lien resolution or non-ad valorem assessment the unpaid balance may be
collected by any means provided by law, in which case all costs of such collection
shall be added to the amount due.
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2.

(6)

Property owner provided components and services. The costs for STEP system
components, connections, and services specified in this subsection to be provided by
the property owner shall be the separate responsibility of and paid directly by the
property owner. In addition, the property owner shall be separately responsible for and
pay any and all extraordinary or additional costs and expenses that arise out of or
from a STEP system installation or connections unique to the subject property.

STEP system installers; city authorization required. No person or entity shall install any city
STEP system without first obtaining authorization from the city pursuant to this subsection.
a.

Form of application. The STEP system installer application shall be in the form prescribed
by the director and shall be submitted with copies of all applicable licenses and certificates
of insurance together with any applicable fees. The application shall include agreement of
the STEP system installer to be bound by and comply with the provisions of this section,
the STEP system program, and all other codes, laws, regulations, resolutions, and
specifications applicable to STEP systems.

b.

Persons authorized. The STEP system application shall be signed by all owners, officers,
or other representatives with authority to bind the STEP system installer subject of the
application.

c.

Licensing. The STEP system installer's owner or qualifier must possess and maintain in
good standing all state, county and city contracting licenses, permits, competency cards
and the like required for performance of the contracting work involved in STEP system
installations. Failure to maintain and renew all such required licenses can result in
immediate suspension or revocation of the STEP system installer's authorization.

d.

Training. The STEP system installer's owner(s), qualifier(s), and personnel supervising or
performing STEP system installations shall participate in equipment installation training
provided by the city before the STEP system installer may be approved and before any
STEP system installation is commenced by the STEP system installer. Such STEP system
installer's personnel must participate in training updates as required by city from time to
time, but no less than annually before renewal of the STEP system installer's authorization
by the city.

e.

Insurance. The STEP system installer must provide with the application for authorization a
certificate of insurance issued to the city showing all insurance coverage maintained by
STEP system installer. Such insurance shall include at a minimum coverage for general
commercial liability; automobile liability; and workers' compensation. Evidence of renewal
of each policy of insurance shall be filed with the city before expiration in order to keep the
STEP system installer's authorization in effect. Failure to maintain and renew the required
insurance can result in immediate revocation of the STEP system installer authorization.

f.

Approval. Each STEP system installer application shall be reviewed by and require the
approval of the director or his designee to ensure the proposed STEP system installer
comports with all provisions of the STEP system program. Approval of each application
and authorization of each STEP system installer shall be subject to and conditioned on
compliance with the provisions of this section and all other applicable codes, laws,
regulations, resolutions, and specifications.

g.

Term of authorization; renewal. Each STEP system installer authorization is valid for one
year from the date of approval, subject to suspension or revocation by the director for
failure to comply with any applicable requirements. Such authorization may be renewed
with the approval of the director or his designee so long as the STEP system installer is in
compliance with all requirements of this section and all other applicable codes, laws,
regulations, and resolutions.

h.

STEP system installer authorization; contracting. City authorization solely grants the STEP
system installer permission to install city STEP systems comprised of city-owned
components and equipment. All installations shall be coordinated with the city water and
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sewer department and be in conformance with this section, city specifications, and all other
applicable codes, laws, regulations, and resolutions. All contracting for STEP system
installation work shall be directly between the STEP system installer and each individual
property owner(s) that has made application to the city and been approved by the director
or his designee for a city STEP system on their property. The city is not a party to any such
contract and shall not under any circumstances be responsible for either the STEP system
installer's or the property owner's performance under the installation contract nor for any
sums due the STEP system installer from the property owner.
i.

Responsibility for STEP system equipment; indemnification. The STEP system installer is
responsible for safekeeping and proper handling and installation of all city STEP system
components and equipment from the time of taking possession through final approval and
acceptance of the completed STEP system by the city. The STEP system installer agrees
to indemnify and hold the city harmless for any loss of or damage to such components and
equipment at any time during such period, including but not limited to replacement or repair
such city components or equipment.

j.

Construction permits and approvals. The STEP system installer is responsible for obtaining
or causing the property owner to obtain all building permits, other applicable permits,
inspections, and approvals necessary for construction and installation of each STEP
system, including the director's approval for each STEP system installation.

(7) STEP system operation and maintenance. Except as otherwise provided in this section, once
the STEP system has passed inspection and is placed into service, it shall be operated and
maintained as provided in this section and otherwise in conformance with this Code and all
other applicable laws and regulations.
a.

b.

City responsibilities. The city shall provide the following for STEP system operation and
maintenance:
1.

Periodic maintenance of the STEP system components furnished by the city, including
but not limited to periodic removal of solids from the on-site interceptor tank.

2.

Periodic removal of solids from the property owner's septic tank, if applicable.

3.

Inspection of the STEP system or any of its components and connections from time to
time as deemed appropriate by the director.

4.

Repair and/or replacement of a malfunctioning city STEP system component of which
the city water and sewer department has been notified or otherwise has knowledge
and which component was supplied by the city pursuant to this section, except as
otherwise provided herein.

5.

Notice to the property owner of any STEP system component malfunction of which the
city water and sewer department has knowledge and for which the property owner is
responsible for repair and/or replacement.

Property owner responsibilities. The property owner shall provide the following for STEP
system operation and maintenance:
1.

A continuous and uninterrupted supply of electric current to the STEP system pump
panel and the other electrically operated components except when temporary
interruption is necessary for maintenance or repairs or such interruption is beyond the
control of the property owner.

2.

Access to the subject property for inspection, maintenance, repairs, or replacements
of the STEP system and any of its components or connections, including maintenance
of a clear area around all STEP system components so as to keep such components
readily accessible and unobstructed at all times as provided in this article.
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c.

d.

(8)

3.

Repair and/or replacement of the septic tank if found to be defective or otherwise out
of compliance with any applicable code, law, or regulation after inspection by the city
or other applicable authority.

4.

Maintenance and repair of the building drain and building sewer so as to keep it in
properly functioning condition.

5.

Maintenance and repair of all electrical wiring, circuitry, components, and connections,
excluding the internal pump vault wiring and connections.

6.

Prompt notice to the city water and sewer department of any malfunction in the STEP
system or any of its components.

7.

Repairs and replacements satisfactory to the director to correct any excessive
infiltration/inflow found by the director to be entering the STEP system.

Operation and maintenance costs.
1.

City. Monthly fees and charges for wastewater utility service shall include and cover
the ordinary cost for those STEP system maintenance and repair functions specified
in this subsection to be provided by the city, but exclude any extraordinary costs for or
arising from STEP system operation, maintenance, or repair unique to the subject
property and the cost of repairs or replacements resulting from the negligent or willful
actions or inactions of the property owner, any tenant, or any third-party.

2.

Property owner. In addition to payment or causing payment for all applicable utility
charges as they become due, including but not limited to monthly wastewater utility
service fees and charges and electric costs for operation of the STEP system, the
property owner, and the utility customer if not the property owner, shall be separately
responsible for and pay or cause payment of all costs and expenses for STEP system
operation, maintenance, and repairs not included in and covered by the monthly fees
and charges for wastewater utility service as specified in subsection 1. above. Such
separate costs and expenses include, but are not limited to, those property owner
operation and maintenance functions specified in this section. The property owner,
and the utility customer if not the property owner, shall also be separately responsible
for and pay or cause payment of any and all extraordinary costs and expenses arising
from STEP system operation or maintenance unique to the subject property and the
cost of repairs and replacements resulting from the negligent or willful actions or
inactions of the property owner, any tenant, or any third-party.

Failure to maintain electric; discontinuance of water service. In any instance in which the
supply of electric to the STEP system pump panel or other electrically operated STEP
system component is interrupted, whether by disconnection of electric utility service or
otherwise for any reason, except when temporary electric interruption is necessary for
maintenance or repairs or such interruption is beyond the control of the property owner or
utility customer, the city may but is not required to disconnect or otherwise discontinue
water service to the subject property regardless of whether or not water utility service
charges are paid. Such discontinuance of water utility service shall be restored once the
supply of electric current and operation of the STEP system has been restored so long as
the water utility service is not otherwise subject to disconnection due to non-payment or
other discrepancy. The property owner or the utility customer responsible shall pay or
cause payment of any and all charges and fees arising from such disconnection and
reconnection of water service.

STEP system modifications. No changes or modifications shall be made to the STEP system or
its location or any of its component parts or connections after the STEP system installation and
connection is inspected and approved by the city for operation unless such change or
modification is in conformance with city specifications and approved in writing by the director.
The property owner shall cause the property owner's STEP system installer to coordinate all
such work with the city water and sewer department. All costs and expenses associated with
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such changes, modifications, or relocation shall be the responsibility of and promptly paid by the
property owner, including, but are not limited to, all costs of the work and all costs of city
material, labor, and engineering, administrative, and legal services.
(9) Access easement. By application for and participation in the STEP system program, the
property owner grants to the city and its employees, agents, contractors, and subcontractors an
access easement on and across the subject property and extending five feet from all STEP
system components for access to the STEP system and shall execute a corresponding
easement deed evidencing such easement in appropriate form for recording in the public
records. The city manager is authorized to accept conveyance of such easements on behalf of
the city. The property owner shall cause and keep the area around all STEP system
componenls readily accessible and unobstructed at all times. For purposes of this subsection
the term "accessible and unobstructed" means that no structures, plantings, fencing, or other
improvements or fixed objects shall be constructed, installed, or placed on, above, in, or below
the property within frve feet of STEP system components, excluding those installations
necessary and a part of the STEP system or its connections. The city may remove or cause
removal of, at property owner expense and with no liability to the city, any such encroachment
found by the city to inhibit or otherwise interfere with access to the STEP system or any of its
components or connections. The property owner shall be responsible for any property
restoration after such removal. City employees, agents, contractors, and subcontractors shall
have the righl of ingress and egress over the subject property at all reasonable hours to perform
any and all installations, conneclions, inspections, mainlenance, and repairs associated with the
STEP system. For purposes of this subsection "reasonable hours" means all daylight hours and
hours afler daylight for which an appointment has been made or any time when immediate
repairs are necessary as determined by the city. The property owner shall provide to the city
and its agents, contractors, and subcontractors all necessary clearances and gate codes, if any,
in order to obtain access to the subject property.
(10) Release and indemnificalion. By application for and in conside~ation of the grant of participation
in the STEP system program, the property owner agrees to and shall release, indemnify, and
hold harmless lhe city, its elected officials, officers, employees, and agents from any claim for
loss, damage, or injury to any real or personal property or to any person which loss, damage, or
injury may directly or indirectly be related to or arise In any way out of the installation,
connection, inspection, operation, maintenance, or repair of the STEP system or entry on the
subject real property by the city, or any cily employee, agent, contractor, or subcontractor in
performance of their duties.

(Ord. No. 2012-03, § 1, 2-21-2012; Ord. No. 2014-21, § 2, 11-4-2014; Ord. No. 2015-08, § 3, 4
7-2015; Ord. No. 2015-24, § 2, 9-1-2015)
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“Talking Points” of a Hybrid Septic Tank Effluent Pump (STEP) System
A Hybrid STEP System is a sewerage collection system that uses a septic tank to contain and
treat solids, a pump station to remove the clear effluent and a drain field to act as a backup
to the pump station for disposal of the effluent during power outages.
•

The total cost, including availability and connection costs, of a Hybrid STEP System is approximately 1/2
the price of a conventional gravity sewer or a vacuum style sewer system.

•

The availability cost of a Hybrid STEP System (i.e. installation of mains, valves, etc. in City Right-ofWays) that is normally fronted by a local governments is less than 1/10th the cost of a conventional
gravity sewer or a vacuum style system. This lower cost for availability may allow Local Governments to
make sewer available to more residents quicker.

•

Collection lines for a Hybrid STEP System are normally 2” up to 4” therefore they can be installed using
directional drilling techniques instead of open cutting the ground. The drilling of these lines causes less
disruption therefore residents and businesses can continue their normal affairs with minimal
interruption. In addition, tree canopy and heavily landscaped areas are virtually untouched.

•

Installation time for a Hybrid STEP System is less than 1/4 the time required for a conventional gravity
sewer or a vacuum style system.

•

Hybrid STEP Systems are compatible with existing On-Site Sewage Treatment and Disposal Systems
(otherwise known as Septic Systems) and normally will just attach to these systems.

•

Pumps and collection lines of a Hybrid STEP System require less maintenance because the effluent is
relatively free of grease, oil and solids.

•

In some cases the Septic System drain field is left in-place as a backup during prolonged power outages
that can occur during hurricane season. When a drain field is not left in place the STEP System will have
a larger holding tank that will provide capacity for approximately 3 days.

•

The Water and Sewer Utility of a Local Government typically maintains the Hybrid STEP System and
controls the pump-out frequency of the septic tank.

•

Local Governments may eliminate more than 99% of the nitrogen and phosphorus rich septic system
effluent that is now being discharged to groundwater by installing Hybrid STEP Systems.

•

Groundwater carrying pollutants from Septic Systems will no longer flow to the Indian River Lagoon.

In the case of the City of Vero Beach, the City has roughly 1,500 residents with septic systems. The
estimated cost to install a gravity sewer system for these residents is approximately $22.5 million. The
availability cost to make mains available for these residents to connect to is $18.0 of the $22.5 million. The
estimated cost for a Hybrid System to serve these same residents is $11.0 million. The availability cost of
this system is less than $1.0 million.
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RESOLUTION NO. 2014 - 37 A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF VERO BEACH, FLORIDA, RELATING TO SEPTIC
PUMP
("STEP")
SYSTEMS;
TANK
EFFLUENT
PROVIDING INCENTIVES FOR INSTALLATION OF STEP
SYSTEMS; AMENDING THE EXISTING WATER AND
SEWER RATE STRUCTURE TO ADDRESS STEP
SYSTEMS;
PROVIDING
FOR
CONFLICT
AND
SEVERABILITY; AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE
DATE.
WHEREAS, the City of Vero Beach owns and operates a water and sewer utility system
currently providing its services to customers within the corporate limits of the City of Vero
Beach ("City") as well as outside the City within the City's wastewater utility service territory;
and

WHEREAS, said water and sewer utility system is operated by the City as an enterprise
fund supported by the revenues from providing its services to customers and not by ad valorem
taxes; and

WHEREAS, certain customers within the City own and operate private wastewater
disposal systems, otherwise known as Onsite .Sewage Treatment and Disposal Systems
(OSTDS), for the disposal of wastewater on their private residential property(ies); and

WHEREAS, the City Council finds that the connection of these private wastewater
disposal systems to the public sewer system will serve to promote the health of the Indian River
Lagoon and would be in the best interest of the citizens of the community; and

WHEREAS, the City Council has recently adopted changes to the City of Vero Beach
Code of Ordinances to allow for the installation of Septic Tank Effluent Pump (STEP) Systems
which STEP systems facilitate the collection and treatment of effluent from these private
wastewater disposal systems; and
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WHEREAS, the City Council finds that an incentive program designed to encourage
connection to the STEP System, when available, will benefit all customers and the public
through a healthier Indian River Lagoon,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF VERO BEACH, FLORIDA, THAT:
Section 1 - Adoption of "Whereas" clauses.
The foregoing "Whereas" clauses are hereby adopted and incorporated herein.

Section 2 - Definitions.
The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this resolution, shall have the
meanings ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different
meanmg:

Available means the City wastewater utility service is capable of being connected to the
plumbing of a building sewer, is not under a state department of environmental protection
moratorium, and has adequate permitted capacity to accept the sewage to be generated by said
building sewer.

Existing development means a previously constructed development that uses an OSTDS.
Lot means a building site as defined in the city land development regulations.
On-site Sewage Treatment and Disposal System or (OSTDS) means any of the following:
a system that contains a standard subsurface, filled, or mound drain-field system; an aerobic
treatment unit; a gray water system tank; a laundry wastewater system tank; a septic tank; a
dosing tank; a solids or effluent pump or a sanitary pit privy that is installed beyond the building
sewer on owner's land.

Policy means the City wastewater utility extension and connection policy set forth in this
Resolution and applicable City ordinances.
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STEP Up and Save Credit (SUSC) means a $2,290.00 credit, rebate or discount

authorized by the City Council and available to property owners within the City owning an
OSTDS.
STEP System Waste Water and Utility Basin (Basin) means an area within the wastewater

utility service area of the City that has been identified by the City for application of the City
wastewater utility extension and connection policy.
Wastewater utility extension credit (WUEC) means a $1,100.00 credit, rebate, or discount

available to property owners within the City and authorized by the City Council.
Section 3 - Basins.

(a)

For the purpose of implementing this resolution, the City has identified the costs

associated with extending wastewater utility service within the City's wastewater utility service
area located within the corporate limits of the City where such service is not currently available.
The City will prioritize the extension of wastewater utility service into "Basins" based en the
proximity to surface water that may have a negative impact on the water quality in City
watersheds and upon the health, safety and welfare of citizens of the City. The boundary of each
Basin is indicated on the STEP System Program Map, identified in Exhibit "A" attached hereto
and incorporated herein ("Map"). A copy of said Map is on file in the office of the Director of
Water and Sewer.
(b)

The identification of these Basins by the City is the result of a study of relevant

engineering data including, but not limited to, topographical conditions, the typical depth of the
water table in the area, the existence of physical barriers such as canals, rights-of-way, private
development, and the existence of OSTDSs in the area. As this engineering data is amended
from time to time based upon changes in conditions associated with the Basins, the identification
of these Basins may change as well.
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Section 4 - Analysis.
(a)

The Policy adopted in this Resolution provides that an analysis will be done to

estimate the allocated cost to properties benefited by the extension of the wastewater utility
system into the Basins. The analysis will assume that 100 percent of the costs to provide for the
extension of the City wastewater utility throughout all the Basins will be allocated to the
_benefited properties based on an evenly divided cost per lot.
(b)

The analysis is an estimate based upon anticipated costs of equipment, piping,

shipping rates, labor, etc. using the most current and reliable information available to determine
the allocated costs to the benefited properties. Nothing in the analysis shall prevent the City from
levying less than 100 percent of the total costs over a period of time not to exceed ten years.
Section S - Costs to be included in the wastewater utility extension.
The costs to be included in the wastewater utility extension for the implementation of this
Policy shall include the following:
(a)

The cost of construction or reconstruction, the cost of all labor and materials, the

cost of all lands, property, rights, easements, financing charges, cost of plans and specifications,
cost of engineering and legal services, cost of all equipment purchases, administrative expenses
and such other expenses as may be necessary or incident to the financing herein authorized; and
(b)

Any and all costs charged by the City for connection to the wastewater system

including, but not limited to, availability fees, connection charges, "tapping" fees, impact fees
and initial deposits required to open an account for the purpose of assuring payment of the user
charges.
Section 6 - Connection to wastewater utility; payment of fees; incentives.
(a)

Following the construction of the wastewater extension project into each Basin,

and notification by the City of completion and availability for use ("Notification"), each
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residential property owner within that Basin shall have the opportunity but not the obligation to
connect the property owner's building sewer to the City wastewater utility.
(b)

Any property owner who desires to install a STEP system and connect to the City

wastewater utility shall complete a "STEP System Application" with the City and pay all
applicable fees and charges in conformance with the rules and regulations set forth for such
installation and connection in this Resolution and in other applicable City ordinances and
resolutions.
(c)

A property owner who makes application for a STEP system within twelve (12)

months from Notification shall have the opportunity to elect one of the following options for
payment of applicable fees, charges, and costs allocated to the subject property for the
wastewater utility extension and costs to be collected by the City for participation in the STEP
system program. Such election shall be on a per lot basis.
1.

Full payment of all applicable fees, charges, and costs with the STEP System
Application (subject to future adjustment for additional costs unique to the subject
property as provided in the applicable STEP system program ordinances and
resolutions). Full payment at the time of application shall entitle the property
owner to a SUSC of $2,290.00 and a WUEC of $1, 100.00 toward the applicable
fees, charges, and costs allocated to the subject property; or

2.

Payment of all applicable fees, charges, and costs by periodic payments pursuant
to a special assessment lien against the subject property. Such special assessment
lien shall be established and payment made in such manner as comports with
applicable laws, ordinances, and resolutions. If the property owner selects this
option 2, the property owner shall be entitled to a SUSC of $2,290.00 but not the
WUEC of$1,100.00.
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In any instance where the property owner received benefit of any of the foregoing incentive
discounts for early application and the property owner has not had the STEP system installed and
connected to the City wastewater facility within twelve (12) months after approval of the
application, such property owner shall be deemed to have waived the incentive discounts.
(d)

A property owner who makes application for a STEP system after the twelve (12)

month period following Notification shall make full payment of all applicable fees, charges, and
costs with the STEP System Application (subject to future adjustment for additional costs unique
to the subject property as provided in the applicable STEP system program ordinances and
resolutions).
(e)

The STEP system must be installed and connected to the City wastewater facility

within twelve (12) months after approval of the STEP System Application, failing which, the ·
City may deem the application expired and require re-application.
Section 7 - Rates for Service and Charges.
Applicable fees and charges for the wastewater utility service shall commence once the
STEP System Application is signed by the property owner and the applicable fees and deposits
are collected by the City customer service department. Base facility and commodity charges
shall be charged and paid pursuant to Resolution 2009-31and2010-09, as amended from time to
time, except a single-family residential property with multiple STEP systems shall be charged a
base facility charge for each STEP system.
Section 8 - Conflict and severability.
The provisions of this Resolution shall control over those provisions of previously
adopted resolutions in conflict herewith. If any provision of this Resolution is held to be invalid,
unconstitutional, or unenforceable for any reason by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
invalidity shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions.
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Section 9 - Effective Date.
This Resolution shall become effective upon final adoption by the City Council.

****************************************************
This Resolution was read for the first time. on the
advertised on the
held on the

Jr: day of {) o"tnku./)2014 and

as trtiay of Dc.J D \~o 14 as being scheduled for a public hearing to be

L4- \JIday of I\] D \.)~./Yl1b{cj 14, at the conclusion of which hearing it was

for adoption by Councilmember

·"!lri C\.tYYU../J

F W c.h...vl

moved

seconded by Councilmember

, and adopted by the following vote:

Mayor Richard G. Winger
Vice-Mayor Jay Kramer
Councilmember Pilar E. Turner
Councilmember Amelia Graves
Councilmember A. Craig Fletcher
ATTEST:

\Joroi~ h.
TammyK.VOk
City Clerk
-.. ._

1M

[SEAL]
Approved as to form and legal
sufficiency:

Approved as conforming to municipal

?i«:ot:::City Manager

Approved as to technical requirements:

Approved as to technical requirements:

~·
----.
RJ:s~
Water & Sewer Director

Finance Director
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